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147.28 Alexandru Lapushneanu: 1564-1569\fn{by Costache Negruzzi (1804-1868)} Trifestii Vechi, Razinz District,
Iasi County, Moldavia, Romania (M) 10
Jacob Eraclid,\fn{1511-1563, “A Greek soldier and ruler of Moldavia from November 1561 to November 1563, most notable for
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being the first officially Protestant monarch in Eastern Europe.”W } surnamed the “Despot,” perished by the hand of Shtefan
Tomsha,\fn{or Stefan VIII (d.1564) ruler of Moldova (1563 and 1564) } who then proceeded to govern the land, but Alexandru Lapushneanu,\fn{Alexandru IV Lapushenau (1499-1568) Prince of Moldova (1552-1561, 1564-1568) } after two successive

defeats at the hands of the tyrant’s forces, fled to Constantinople, succeeded in securing aid from the Turkish
army, and returned to drive out the rapacious Tomsha, and seize for himself the throne which he never would have
lost had the boyars\fn{The powerful nobles; wealthy, landed strongmen.} not betrayed him. He entered Moldavia accompanied by seven thousand spahees\fn{Ottoman cavalry} and three thousand mixed troops. He also brought with
him imperial orders for Han Tatar Nogai to collect some troops with which to come to his aid.
Lapushneanu rode with Vornic Bogdan by his side, both were mounted upon Turkish stallions and were armed
from head to foot.
“What think you, Bogdan,” he said after a short pause, “shall we succeed?”
“How can your Highness doubt it,” replied the courtier, “the country groans under the harshness of Tomsha.
The whole army will surrender when you promise them higher pay. Those boyars who are still left alive are only
held back by fear of death, but when they see that your Highness comes with force they will at once flock to you,
and desert the other.”
“Please God we shall not be obliged to do what Voda Mircea did in Muntenia; but as I have told you, I know
our boyars, for I have lived among them.”
“This matter must be left to your Highness’s sagacity.” Thus speaking they drew near to Tecuci where they
halted by a wood.
“Sire,” said a messenger approaching, “some boyars have arrived, and crave an audience of your Highness.”
“Let them come,” replied Alexandru.
Four boyars soon entered the tent, where he was sitting surrounded by his boyars and officers; two of them
were elderly men but the other two were young. They were Vornic Motzoc, Postelnic Veveritza, Spancioc, the
noble, and Stroici. They approached Voda Alexandru, and bowed to the ground, but without kissing the hem of his
garment as was the custom.
“Welcome, boyars!” said Alexandru, forcing himself to smile.
“Good health to your Highness,” replied the boyars.
“I have heard,” pursued Alexandru, “of the affliction of the land, and I have come to deliver it; I know the
country awaits me with joy.”
“Do not imagine that it is so, your Highness,” said Motzoc. “The country is quiet; it may be your Highness has
heard things that are not really facts, it being the habit of our people to make stallions out of mosquitoes. For this
reason the community has sent us to tell you that the people do not want you, no one loves you, and your Highness has only to turn back—”
“You may not want me, I want you,” replied Lapushneanu, and his eyes flashed like lightning. “You may not
love me, I will love you, and will come among you with your consent or without it. I turn back? Sooner may the
Danube change its course! Ah! The country does not want me? Do I understand that you do not want me?”
“One dare not behead ambassadors,” said Spancioc. “We are bound to tell you the truth. The boyars have decided to take their way to Hungary, to Poland, and to Muntenia, where they all have relations and friends. They will
come with foreign armies, and woe betide the poor country when we have war between us, and maybe your Highness will not do well because Shtefan Tomsha—”
“Tomsha! Has he taught you to speak with such temerity? I know not what prevents me from smashing the
teeth in your jaw with this club,” he said, seizing the weapon from Bogdan’s hand. “Has that wretched Tomsha
taught you?”
“He who is worthy to be named the Anointed of God cannot be wretched,” said Veveritza.
“Am not I, too, the Anointed of God? Did you not swear fealty to me when I was only Petre Stolnic? Did you
not choose me? What was my reign like! What blood have I shed? Whom have I turned from my door without due
reward and help? And yet you do not want me, do not—love me? Ha, ha, ha!” He laughed; a laugh that dis-torted
the muscles of his face, and his eyes blinked incessantly.
“With your Highness’s permission,” said Stroici, “we see that our country will once more be under the heel of
the heretics. When these hordes of Turks have robbed and devastated the land, over whom will your Highness
reign?”
“And with what will you satisfy the greed of these heretics, whom your Highness has brought with you?” added Spancioc.
“With your possessions, not with the money of the peasants whom you fleece. You milk the country dry, but
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now the time has come when I will milk you dry. Enough, boyars! Return and tell him who sent you to be on his
guard lest I catch him, if he would not have me make flutes out of his bones, and cases for my drums out of his
skin.”
The boyars retired sadly; Motzoc remained.
“Why do you stay?” asked Lapushneanu.
“Sire! Sire!” said Motzoc, falling on his knees. “Reward us not after our iniquities! Remember this is your native land, remember the scriptural admonition to forgive your enemies! Have pity on the poor land, Sire! Dismiss
these pagan armies; come with only a few Moldavians with you, and we will guarantee that not a hair of your
Highness’s head shall be touched; and if you need armies we will arm our women and our children, we will raise
the country, we will call up our retainers and our neighbors. Trust yourself to us!”
“Trust myself to you?” said Lapushneanu, comprehending his plan. “Perchance you think I do not know the
Moldavian proverb: ‘The wolf may change his skin, but never his habits’? Perchance I do not know you, you especially?
“Do I not know that when my army was outnumbered, when you saw that I was defeated, you abandoned me?
Veveritza is an old enemy of mine, but he has never concealed the fact; Spancioc is still young, his heart is full of
love for his country; it pleases me to see his pride which he does not attempt to conceal. Stroici is a child, who
does not understand men yet, and does not know the meaning of flattery, or a lie; to him it seems that all birds that
fly are fit to eat.
“But you, Motzoc, seasoned veteran of hard times, accustomed to fawn on every ruler, you have sold the Despot; you have sold me too, and will now sell Tomsha; tell me, should I not be an arch-fool to put my trust in you?
Still, I pardon you for daring to think that you could cheat me, and I promise you my sword shall not stain itself
with your blood; I will spare you, for you are useful to me and will help to bear my blame. The others are all
drones, and the hive must be freed from them.”
Motzoc kissed his hand, like the dog which, instead of biting, licks the hand that beats him. He was grateful for
the promise given him. He knew that Voda Alexandru would have need of an intriguer like himself. The deputies
had been commanded by Tomsha, in the event of their being unable to turn Lapushneanu from his path, to take the
road to Constantinople, where by means of petitions and bribes they were to try and compass his overthrow.
But seeing that he came with the good will of the Porte itself, and, moreover, fearing to return without any success to Tomsha, he begged leave to remain in his company. This was Motzoc’s plan that he might himself adhere
to Lapushneanu.
Leave was granted him.
*
Tomsha, not finding himself in a position to offer resistance, fled into Valahia, and Lapushneanu found no
obstacle in his path. The people round met him with joy and hope, reminding themselves of his first reign, during
which he had not had time to develop his odious character.
But the boyars trembled. They had two great reasons to be anxious: they knew that the people hated them, and
the monarch did not love them.
Immediately upon his arrival Lapushneanu gave orders that all the Moldavian towns, except Hotin, should be
piled high with wood and burnt, wishing thus to destroy the refuge of the discontented, who many times, under
the protection of their walls, hatched plots and attempted rebellion. In order to undermine the influence of the
boyars, and to root out the feudal communities, he despoiled them of their estates under every kind of pretext; in
this way he deprived them of their only means of reducing and corrupting the populace.
But not deeming this plan sufficient he put persons to death from time to time.
For the smallest official mistake, upon the utterance of the slightest complaint, the head of the culprit was
spiked upon the gates of the churchyard, with a placard setting forth his fault, real or imaginary; the rotting head
was only removed to make room for another.
No one dared to speak against him, much less plot. A numerous guard of mercenaries, Albanians, Serbs, Hungarians, driven out on account of their misdeeds, found shelter with Alexandru, who bribed them with high pay;
the Moldavian army, under captains who were his own creatures, he kept on the frontiers, he gave the soldiers
leave to go to their own homes, retaining only a small number.
One day he was walking alone in the saloon of the royal palace. He had had a long talk with Motzoc, who was
in great favor, and who had departed after devising a scheme for some fresh tax. He seemed restless, he talked to
himself, and was evidently meditating another death or some fresh persecution when a side door opened, and admitted the Princess Rucsanda.
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At the death of her parent, the good Petru Raresh, who—says the chronicle—was buried amidst much lamentation and mourning in the sacred Monastery of Probota, erected by himself, Rucsanda remained, at a tender age,
under the guardianship of her two elder brothers, lliash and Shtefan: Iliash, succeeding his father upon the throne,
after a short and stormy reign, retired to Constantinople where he embraced Islam, and Shtefan took his place
upon the throne.
This man was more cruel than his brother; he began by compelling all strangers and Catholics to renounce
their religion, and many rich families settled in the country went into exile on this account, giving as a pretext the
poverty of the land and the decline in trade. The boyars, many of whom were related by marriage to the Poles and
Hungarians, took offence, and entering into communication with the exiled boyars decided that Shtefan should
perish. Perhaps they would have delayed to put this plan into execution if his excesses had not hastened it on.
“No woman was safe from his lust if she were fair,” says the chronicler in his naïve fashion.
One day when he was at Tzutzora, instead of waiting for the arrival of the exiled boyars, the boyars who were
with him cut the ropes of the tent under which he was seated, in order to prevent his escape, and rushing upon him
murdered him. After this Rucsanda alone remained of the family of Petru Raresh, and the murderous boyars
decided to give her as wife to one of their number called Jolde, whom they had chosen to be their ruler.
But Lapushneanu, chosen by the exiled boyars, met Jolde, whom he defeated, and seizing him he cut off his
nose, and turned him into a monk; in order to win the hearts of the people, who still kept a lively recollection of
Raresh, he married, and took to himself Raresh’s daughter. Thus the gentle Rucsanda found herself the partner of
the conqueror.
When she entered the hall she was clothed with all the magnificence due to the wife, daughter and sister of a
king. Above a long garment of cloth of gold, open in front, she wore a tight coat of blue velvet trimmed with
sable, and with long sleeves falling back; she wore a girdle of gold which fastened with big clasps of jasper
surrounded by precious stones; round her neck hung a necklace of many rows of pearls. A cap of sable, placed
rather on one side, was ornamented with a white aigrette studded with jewels and held in place by a big emerald
flower. Her hair, according to the fashion of the day, was parted and hung in braids over her back and shoulders.
Her face was of that beauty which once made famous the Romanian women, but which is rarely found today, for
it has degenerated through the mingling of foreign blood. She was also sad and languishing, like a flower exposed
unshaded to the burning heat of the sun.
She had seen her father die, had witnessed the abdication and withdrawal of one brother and the murder of
another. She had first of all been destined by the community to be the wife of Jolde—whom she did not know—
then she was forced by that same community, who disposed without question of her heart, to give her hand to
Alexandru Voda whom she honored and obeyed as her husband, and whom she would have been ready to love
had she found in him the least trace of human feeling.
Drawing near, she bent and kissed his hand. Lapushneanu took her by the waist, and lifting her as though she
were a feather placed her upon his knee.
*
“What tidings, my fair lady?” he said, kissing her on the brow. “For what reason have you today, which is not a
feast day, deserted your spinning wheel? What has roused you so early?”
“The tears the widowed women shed at my door, and which cry to the Lord Christ and the Holy Virgin for
vengeance for all the blood you shed.”
Lapushneanu’s face grew dark, and he unclasped his hands; Rucsanda fell at his feet.
“Oh, good my Lord! My brave husband!” she continued. “It is enough! You have spilt so much blood, made so
many widows, so many orphans. Consider that your Highness is all powerful, and that a few poor boyars cannot
harm you.
“What does your Highness lack? You are not at war with anyone; the land is quiet and submissive. I—God
knows how much I love you! Your Highness’s children are fair and young.
“Reflect that after life comes death, and that your Highness is mortal and must give account of his deeds, for
blood is not redeemed by building monasteries; especially is it tempting and insulting God to deem that you can
propitiate him by erecting churches and—”
“Thoughtless woman!” cried Lapushneanu, jumping to his feet, and from force of habit he put his hand to the
dagger at his belt; but instantly controlling himself, he bent forward, and raising Rucsanda from the floor he said:
“My wife, do not let such foolish words escape your lips, for God only knows what might happen. Be thankful
to the great saint and martyr, Dimitric Isvoritor, of blessed memory, to whose honor we dedicate the church which
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we have built at Pangaratzi, that he has hindered us from committing a great sin, and caused us to remember that
you are the mother of our children.”
“Even though I know you will murder me I cannot keep silence. Yesterday when I wished to come in, a woman
with five children threw herself in front of my carriage and stopped me to show me a head fastened to the
courtyard gate.
“‘You will have to answer for it, Madam,’ she said to me, ‘if you allow your husband to behead our fathers,
husbands and brothers. See, Madam, that is my husband, the father of these children who are left orphans! Look
well.’
“And she showed me the gory head, and the head looked terribly at me! Ah, Sire, since then I see that head
incessantly, and I am afraid! I cannot rest!”
“What will you?” asked Lapushneanu, smiling.
“I will that you spill no more blood, that you cease to kill, that I may see no more decapitated heads which
make my heart break.”
“I promise you that after the day after tomorrow you will see no more,” replied Alexandru Voda, “and
tomorrow I will give you a remedy for fear.”
“What? What does that mean?”
“Tomorrow you will see. Now, sweet lady, go and see your children, and attend to your house like a good
mistress, and see to the preparations for a feast, for tomorrow I give a great dinner to the boyars.”
The Princess Rucsanda departed after once more kissing his hand. Her husband accompanied her to the door.
“Ah, have you arranged everything?” he asked, moving quickly towards his esquire who entered at that
moment.
“Everything is ready.”
“But will they come?”
“They will come.”
*
At eventide came the news that on the next day, being Sunday, all the boyars were to assemble at the
Metropolitan Church, where the Prince would be present to attend the Liturgy, and afterwards were to feast at the
court. Upon the arrival of Alexandru Voda divine service began; the boyars were all assembled.
Contrary to his usual custom, Lapushneanu was dressed with regal splendor that day. He wore the crown of the
Paleologs; over his long Polish tunic of crimson velvet, he wore a Turkish royal cloak. He carried no weapon
except a small dagger, inlaid with gold; but between the fastenings of the tunic could be seen a shirt of mail.
After listening to divine service he descended from his stall, prostrated himself before the Icon, and
approaching the shrine of St. John the New, bent forward with great humility and kissed the sacred relics. It is said
that at that moment his face was very yellow, and that the saintly shrine shook. Then once more ascending his
stall, he turned to the boyars and said:
“Most noble boyars! From the time I assumed kingship until this day, I have shown myself harsh towards
many: I have been cruel, severe, shedding much blood. Only God knows how hard this has been for me, and how
I regret it, but you, boyars, know that I have only been constrained thereto by the desire to end the various
quarrels and disputes which aimed at the disturbance of the country and my destruction.
“Today the state of affairs is different. The boyars have come to their senses; they have realized that the flock
cannot exist without a shepherd as the Savior said: ‘They were distressed and scattered as sheep not having a
shepherd.’
“Most noble boyars! Let us henceforth live in peace, loving one another like brothers, for this is one of the ten
commandments, ‘Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,’ and let us pardon one another, seeing that we are
mortal, beseeching our Lord Jesus Christ”—here he made the sign of the cross—“to forgive us our daily
trespasses as we forgive those that trespass against us.”
Having finished this disjointed speech, he passed to the center of the church, and after prostrating himself once
more turned towards the people in front, and to the right and to the left of him, saying:
“Pardon me, good people, and you also, most noble boyars!”
“May God forgive you, your Highness!” they all replied, except two young boyars who were standing lost in
thought, hidden by a tomb near the door, where no one paid heed to them.
Lapushneanu left the church, bidding the boyars come and dine together with him; he mounted his horse and
returned to the palace. The people dispersed.
“What do you think of it?” said one of the boyars, who, we have seen, did not extend his pardon to Alexandru
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Voda.
“I advise you not to dine with him today,” replied the other. And they mixed with the crowd. They were
Spancioc and Stroici.
At the court great preparations had been made for this feast. The news had spread that the Prince had made his
peace with the boyars, and the boyars rejoiced at the change, in the hopes they would once more occupy positions
whence they could amass fresh wealth at the expense of the sweating peasants.
As to the people, they were indifferent; they neither expected good nor feared evil from this reconciliation. The
people were reconciled to the rule of Alexandru Voda. They only grumbled about his Minister, Motzoc, who took
advantage of his credit with, the Prince to cheat the mass of the people.
Thus, although the complaints of the community were continual about the thefts of Motzoc, Lapushneanu
either would not answer them or would not listen to them.
As the hour of the feast drew near, the boyars arrived on horseback, each accompanied by two or three
retainers. They noticed that the courtyard was full of armed mercenaries and that four guns were trained upon the
doors, but they concluded they were placed there to fire the usual ceremonial salute. Perhaps one or two suspected
a trap, but once inside it was impossible to return, for the gates were guarded and the sentries had orders to let no
one pass out.
Lapushneanu joined the boyars, forty-seven in number, and placed himself at the head of the table, placing the
Chancellor, Trotushan, upon his right, and Home Secretary, Motzoc, upon his left. The pipes began to play, and
the viands were placed upon the table.
In Moldavia at that period there was nothing remarkable in the fashion of the food. The banquet only
comprised a few varieties of dishes. After the Polish soup came Greek dishes of boiled vegetables floating in
butter, then Turkish rice and finally a roast. The tablecloth was of home-spun linen. The dishes containing the
food, the plates and the goblets, were of silver. Along the wall stood a row of earthenware jars full of wine from
Odobeshti and from Cotnari, and at the back of each boyar waited some servant who poured out the wine.
In the courtyard by the side of two roast oxen and four roast sheep, three casks of wine had been broached; the
retainers ate and drank, the boyars ate and drank. Soon brains began to get inflamed: the wine began to do its
work. The boyars saluted, and congratulated the Prince with loud applause, to which the mercenaries responded
with shouts and the guns with salvos. They were on the point of rising from the table when Veveritza raised his
glass, and bowing, said:
“May your Highness live for many years! May you rule the land in peace and may a merciful God strengthen
the desire you have shown to no longer molest the boyars or afflict the people—”
He did not finish for the dagger of an esquire struck him right on the forehead and felled him to the ground.
“Ah, you would insult your Prince!” cried the esquire. “Upon them!”
*
In a second, all the servants behind the boyars drew their daggers and struck them; other soldiers under the
captain of mercenaries entered and slashed at them with their swords. In the meanwhile Lapushneanu took
Motzoc by the hand and drew him to the open window whence to watch the butchery which began. He laughed;
but Motzoc, forcing himself to laugh, felt the hair rising upon his head, and his teeth chattering.
And, in truth, it was horrible to watch that bloody scene.
The fancy must picture a hall 33 feet long and 30 feet wide, a hundred and more desperate men, determined to
kill, executioners and victims, some fighting with the fury of despair, others with drunken rage.
The boyars had had no suspicions, thus treacherously attacked from behind, and unarmed, they fell unable to
defend themselves. The older men died making the sign of the cross; but many of the younger ones defended
themselves with desperation; chairs, plates, the implements upon the table became weapons in their hands; some
of the wounded gripped with fury the throats of the assassins, and in spite of the injuries they received they
squeezed them till they suffocated.
If one among them found a sword he sold his life dearly.
Many a mercenary perished, but finally not a boyar remained alive. Forty-seven corpses lay upon the floor! In
the struggle and turmoil the table was overturned; the jars were broken and the wine mixed with blood made a
pool upon the boards of the hall.
Simultaneously with the murder upstairs began the massacre in the courtyard. The boyars’ servants, finding
themselves set upon without warning by the soldiers, tried to flee. Only a few escaped with their lives; they
succeeded in scaling the walls and gave the alarm in the boyars’ homes: they called out others of the boyars’
retainers and men, and roused the populace.
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*
The whole city flocked to the gates of the courtyard, which they began to destroy with axes. The soldiers,
stupid with drink, made little resistance. The crowd grew stronger and stronger. Lapushneanu, when he
recognized the strength of the crowd, sent an esquire to inquire what they wished. The esquire went out.
“Well, Vornic Motzoc,” he said, turning towards that person, “tell me, have I not done well to rid myself of this
rabble, to free the land from this sore?”
“Your Highness has acted with great wisdom,” replied the obsequious courtier; “I have long had it in my mind
to advise your Highness to do this, but I see your Highness’s sagacity has anticipated me, and you have done well
to destroy; because—why—it was—”
“I see the esquire tarries,” said Lapushneanu, cutting short Motzoc, who was becoming involved in his speech.
“I think we will give orders to fire a round into the mob. Ha! what think you?”
“Certainly, certainly, let us turn the guns on them; there is not much loss in a few hundred churls dying when
so many boyars have perished. Yes, let us destroy them root and branch.”
“I expected just such an answer,” said Lapushneanu with irritation, “but we will see first what it is they ask.”
At that moment the esquire stepped through the door into the courtyard, and making a sign, cried:
“Good people! His Highness sends to inquire what it is you want and ask, and wherefore you are come with so
much noise?”
The crowd stood open-mouthed. They had not expected such a question. They had come without knowing
why, or what they wanted. They collected quietly into little groups and asked one another what it was they did
want. At last they began to shout:
“Remit the taxes!”
“Cease to harass us!”
“Do not kill us!”
“Do not rob us!”
“We remain poor!”
“We have no money!”
“Motzoc has taken our all!”
“Motzoc! Motzoc!”
“He fleeces us and ruins us!”
“He advises the Voda!”
“Let him die!”
“To death with Motzoc!”
“We want the head of Motzoc!”
The last words found an echo in every heart, and were like an electric spark. All the voices rang together as
one voice, and this voice cried:
“We ask for Motzoc’s head!”
“What do they ask for?” asked Lapushneanu, as the esquire entered.
“The head of Vornic Motzoc,” replied the esquire.
“How? What?” cried Motzoc, jumping like a man who has trodden on a serpent. “You did not hear aright, fool!
You try to jest, but this is no time for jesting. What words are these? What would they do with my head? I tell
you, you are deaf, you did not hear well.”
“But very well,” said Alexandru Voda, “just listen. Their cries are audible here.”
In fact, as the soldiers no longer resisted them, the people had begun to clamber up the walls whence they
shouted at the top of their voices:
“Give us Motzoc!”
“We want Motzoc’s head!”
“Oh, miserable sinner that I am!” cried the wretched man, “most Holy Mother of God, do not let me be
destroyed. What have I done to these men? Holy Virgin save me from this danger, and I swear to build a church to
pray for the rest of my days, I will enshrine with silver the miracle-working Icon from the Neamtzu Monastery.
But gracious Prince, do not listen to these common people, to these churls. Command that the guns decimate
them. Let them all die! I am a great boyar, they are only churls!”
“Churls, but many of them,” replied Lapushneanu coldly: “would it not be a sin to murder many men for the
sake of one? Only reflect. Go and sacrifice yourself for the good of the realm, as you yourself said when you told
me that the country neither wanted me nor loved me. Rejoice that the people repay you for the service you
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rendered me, betraying to me the army of Anton Sechele, then destroying me, and taking Tomsha’s side.”
“Oh, unfortunate man that I am!” cried Motzoc, tearing his beard, for he realized from the tyrant’s words that
there was no escape for him.
“At least let me go and put my house in order! Have pity upon my wife and children! Give me time to
confess!” And he cried and screamed and groaned.
“Enough!” cried Lapushneanu. “Do not wail like a woman. Be a brave Romanian. What can you confess?
What can you say to the priest? That you are a thief and robber? All Moldavia knows that. Come! Take him and
give him to the people and tell them that this is the way Alexandru Voda serves those who rob the country.” The
esquire and the captain of mercenaries immediately laid hands upon him.
The wretched boyar yelled as loudly as possible, trying to protect himself, but how could his old hands shield
him from the four strong arms that carried him? He tried to stand upon his feet, but they caught in the dead bodies
of the victims and slipped upon the blood which had congealed upon the boards. As last his strength became
exhausted, and the tyrant’s satellites carried him more dead than alive to the door of the courtyard, and thrust him
out among the crowd. The miserable boyar fell into the arms of the many-headed Hydra, which in a second tore
him to pieces.
“See how Alexandru Voda rewards those who rob the land!” said the tyrant’s emissaries.
“Long live His Highness the Voda!” replied the crowd. And they dispersed, rejoicing over their victim.
*
While the unhappy Motzoc was being thus treated, Lapushneanu ordered that the table should be replaced, and
the utensils collected; the heads of the murdered were then cut off, and the bodies thrown out of the window.
After which, he took the heads and quietly and methodically set them in the middle of the table; he placed the
less important boyars below, and the more important above, according to their family and rank, until he had made
a pyramid of forty-seven heads, the top of which he crowned with the head of an important Logofat.
Then after washing his hands, he went to a side door, withdrew the bolt and wooden bar which secured it, and
entered the Princess’s apartment.
From the beginning of this tragedy, the Princess Rucsanda, ignorant of what was taking place, had been
anxious.
She did not understand the cause of the noise she heard, for, according to the custom of the time, women could
not leave their apartment, and the servants could not risk going amongst soldiers of whose discipline they knew
nothing.
One among them, bolder than the others, had gone out, had heard it said that an attack had been made upon the
Voda, and had carried these tidings to her mistress. The gentle Princess was terrified, fearing the fury of the mob,
and when Alexandru entered he found her praying before the Icon, with her children by her side.
“Ah,” she cried, “our Lady be praised that I see you again! I have been greatly frightened.”
“Wherefore? Because I promised I would prepare you a remedy for fear? Come with me, Madam.”
“But those cries, those shouts we heard?”
“Nothing. The servants began to wrangle, but they are quiet now.”
So saying he took Rucsanda by the hand, and led her to the dining-hall. She gave a cry of horror at the terrible
sight and fainted.
“A woman is always a woman,” said Lapushneanu, smiling, “instead of rejoicing, she is horrified.”
He lifted her in his arms, and took her back to her apartment. Then he returned again to the hall where he
found the captain of mercenaries and the esquire awaiting him.
“You can throw these corpses over the wall to the dogs, but set their heads upon the wall,” he said to the
mercenary. And you,” he said, addressing the esquire, “are to lay hands upon Spancioc and Stroici.”
But Stroici and Spancioc were already close to the Dniester. Their pursuers only caught up with them when
they had crossed the frontier.
“Tell him who sent you,” Spancioc shouted back, “that he will not see us till he is about to die!”
*
Four years passed since this scene, during which time Alexandru Lapushneanu, faithful to the promise made to
the Princess Rucsanda, did not execute a single boyar. But, because he was unable to stifle his overmastering
desire to witness human suffering, he invented various forms of torture.
He had eyes put out, noses cut off, he mutilated and maimed any person he suspected; even his suspicions were
imaginary, for no one ventured to make the slightest complaint.
All the same he was not at ease, for he could not lay hands on Spancioc and Stroici, who remained at
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Kamenitza, waiting, abiding their time. Although he had two highly-placed sons-in-law with great influence at the
Polish court, he was anxious lest these two boyars should solicit the aid of the Poles, who were only seeking a
pretext to invade Moldavia; but these two Romanians were too good patriots not to reflect that war and the arrival
of foreign soldiers would be the ruin of their native land.
Lapushneanu wrote to them many times in succession that if they would only return he would pledge himself,
by the most sacred oath, to do them no harm; but they knew the value of his oath. In order to observe them more
closely, he moved to the town of Hotin which he fortified with care, but he became ill from spleen here. The
disease made rapid strides, and the tyrant soon saw himself at the portal of the tomb.
In the delirium of his fever he seemed to see all the victims of his cruelty, terrifying and admonitory,
threatening him and calling to the most just God for justice.
In vain he tossed upon his bed of sickness, he could not find relief. Summoning Teofan, the Metropolitan, the
Bishops and boyars, he informed them that he felt the end of his life to be approaching; he humbled himself, and
implored pardon for all the wrong he had done.
Finally, he begged for consideration for his son, Bogdan, to whom he left the throne of the realm if they would
assist him. Being of tender years, and surrounded by powerful enemies, he would be unable to protect either
himself or his country unless the boyars preserved unity among themselves and affection and loyalty to the Ruler.
“As for myself,” he proceeded to say, “if I recover from this sickness, I am determined to become a monk in
the Monastery of Slatina, where I may repent for the rest of the days that it pleases God to leave me. Therefore, I
beseech you, Fathers, when you see me at the point of death to shave me like a monk—”
He was not able to say much more.
He was seized with convulsions, and a terrible coma like death itself stiffened his body, so that the
Metropolitan and the Bishops, believing him to be expiring, canonized him, bestowing upon him the name of
Paisie after that of Peter, which name he had borne previous to becoming Prince.
After this they paid homage to the Princess Rucsanda as regent during the minority of her son, and proclaimed
Bogdan king. Immediately after they sent envoys to all the boyars within the country and to the exiles, and to the
captains of the army.
*
The twilight was approaching when Stroici and Spancioc arrived. Dismounting at an inn, they approached the
castle with haste. The town was silent and dreary like some gigantic tomb. Only the murmuring waters of the
Dniester were audible as they continually washed the slopes of the gray bare banks, and the monotonous cry of
the sentries who examined each other by the evening light along the length of their lances. Pursuing their way into
the palace, they experienced no small surprise at meeting no one; at last a lackey showed them the sick man’s
room. As they were about to enter they heard a loud noise, and paused to listen.
Lapushneanu was rousing from his lethargy. Upon opening his eyes he saw two monks standing, the one at his
head, and the other at his feet, motionless, like two statues of bronze; he glanced at himself, and found himself
clothed in the habit of a monk; round his head was a cowl. He tried to raise his hand, but was prevented by the
strings of a rosary. It seemed to him as though he dreamed, and he closed his eyes again; but opening them once
more after a little while he saw the same things, the rosary, the cowl, the monks.
“How are you feeling now, Brother Paisie?” one of the monks asked him, seeing that he was not sleeping.
This name brought back to his mind all that had taken place. His blood began to boil and half raising himself
he cried:
“What are these? Ah, you are making fun of me! Avaunt, foul creatures! Go, or I will murder you all!”
He sought a weapon with his hand, but finding nothing but the cowl he flung it with his hand at the head of one
of the monks. At the sound of his shouting, the Princess, with her son, the Metropolitan, the boyars and servants,
all entered the room. Meanwhile the other two boyars arrived and stood by the door listening.
“Ah, you wanted to turn me into a monk,” cried Lapushneanu in a raucous and terrible voice. “You thought to
get rid of me? But you can dismiss that idea! God or the devil will make me well again, and—”
“Unhappy man, do not blaspheme,” said the Metropolitan, cutting him short. “Do not forget you are in the
hour of death! Reflect, sinful man, that you are a monk, you are no longer Ruler! Reflect that such ravings and
yells are frightening this innocent woman, and this child in whom rests the hope of Moldavia.”
“Infernal hypocrite!” added the sick man, endeavoring to rise from his bed. “Hold your tongue; it was I who
made you Metropolitan, and I unfrock you. You tried to make me a priest but I will put that right. There are many
I will make into priests. But as for that bitch, I will cut her into four pieces with her pup so that they may never
again listen to the advice of hypocrites or to my enemies.
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“He lies who says I am a monk. I am no monk—I am Ruler. I am Alexandru Voda! Help! Help! Where are my
soldiers? Fetch them! Fetch them all! I will command them, Kill all these people. Let none escape. Ah! I am
choking! Water! Water! Water!”
And he fell back exhausted, gasping with excitement and fury. The Princess and the Metropolitan retired, At
the door they came face to face with Stroici and Spancioc.
“Madam,” said Spancioc, seizing Rutsanda’s hand, “that man must die at all costs. See this powder, pour it into
his drink.”
“Poison,” she cried with a shudder.
“Poison!” pursued Spancioc. “Unless this man dies at once, the lives of your Highness and your son are in
danger. The father has lived long enough and done enough. Let the father die that the son may live.”
A servant came out of the room.
“What is it?” asked the Princess.
“The sick man has roused and asks for water and his son. He bade me not to return without him.”
“Oh, they wish to kill him,” groaned the wretched mother, pressing her son passionately to her breast.
“There is not time for hesitation, Madam,” added Spancioc. “Think of the wife of Voda Shtefanitza and choose
between father and son.”
“What say you, Father?” said the poor woman, turning towards the Metropolitan, with her eyes full of tears.
“This man is cruel and fierce, my daughter; may the Lord God give you counsel. As for me, I go to prepare for
our departure with our new Ruler; for our late Prince, may God pardon him, and also forgive you.”
With these words the holy Teofan departed. Rucsanda took a silver cup full of water, which was handed to her
by the servant, and then, amid the entreaties and arguments of the boyars, poured the poison into it. The boyars
pushed her into the sick man’s room.
“What is he doing?” asked Spancioc of Stroici, who pushed open the door again and looked in.
“He asks for his son—he says he wishes him to come to him—he asks for a drink—the Princess trembles—she
gives him the cup—he will not take it!”
Spancioc starts and draws his dagger from his belt.
“But yes, he takes it, he drinks. May it do your Highness good!”
Rucsanda emerged shaking and livid, and supporting herself against the wall.
“You must render account before God,” she said, sighing, “for you have caused me to commit this sin.”
The Metropolitan arrived.
“Let us go,” he said to the Princess.
“But who will tend to this wretched man?”
“We will,” replied the boyars.
“Oh, Father, what have you made me do!” said the Princess to the Metropolitan, and she went sobbing with
him.
The two boyars went into the sick man. The poison had not yet begun to do its work. Lapushneanu lay
stretched out, his face uppermost, calm but very weak. When the two boyars entered, he looked at them for some
time, but not recognizing them he asked who they were, and what they had to say.
“I am Stroici,” replied one.
“And I am Spancioc,” added the other, “and our wish is to see you before you die as we promised you.”
“Oh, my enemies!” sighed Alexandru.
“I am Spancioc,” continued that person, “Spancioc whom you would fain have beheaded when you murdered
the forty-seven boyars, and who escaped from your clutches! Spancioc, whose property you have destroyed
leaving his wife and children to beg for alms at the doors of Christian houses.”
“Ah, I feel as though a fire burnt me!” cried the sick man, grasping his stomach with both hands.
“Today we free ourselves, for you must die. The poison works.”
“Oh, you have poisoned me, infamous creatures! Oh, what a fire! Where is the Princess? Where is my son?”
“They have gone away and left you to us.”
“They have gone away and left me! Have left me to you! Oh, kill me and let me escape from suffering. Oh,
stab me, you are still young, have pity, free me from the agony that rends me, stab me!” he said, and turned
towards Stroici.
“I will not desecrate my noble dagger with the blood of such a worthless tyrant as you.”
The pains increased. The poisoned man writhed in convulsions.
“Oh,” he cried, “my very soul burns me! Oh, give me water—give me something to drink.”
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“Look,” said Spancioc, taking the silver cup from the table, “the dregs of the poison are left. Drink and quench
your thirst!” “Nay, nay, I will not,” said the sick man, setting his teeth.
Then Stroici seized him and held him tight while Spancioc, drawing a knife from its sheath, unclenched his
teeth with its paint and poured down his throat, the poison which had remained at the bottom of the cup.
Lapushneanu, roaring like a bull which sees the hand and ax which is about to strike him, tried to turn his face
towards the wall.
“What, you do not want to see us?” said the boyars. “No, but it is meet that you should see in us your
punishment; learn to die, you who have only known how to kill.”
And seizing him both together, they held him inflexibly, staring at him with devilish delight and reviling him.
The unhappy Prince writhed in spasms of agony, he foamed at the mouth, he gnashed his teeth, and his
bloodshot eyes protruded out of his head; an icy sweat, sad forerunner of death, broke out in drops upon his brow.
After a torture of half an hour, he finally yielded up the ghost in the hands of his judges.
Such was the end of Alexandru Lapushneanu, who leaves a bloody page in the history of Moldavia.
A portrait of himself and his family may be seen to this day in the Monastery at Slatina, which he built, and
where he is buried.

Alexandru Ioan Cuza (1820-1873) Prince of Moldavia and Wallachia (1862-1866); the first leader of the modern
Romanian state, he presided over Wallachia and Moldavia in a personal union, which later (1862) became permanent
even though he was forced to abdicate; a prominent figure of the Revolution of 1848 in Moldavia, he also initiated a
series of reforms that contributed to the modernization of Romanian society, liberated peasants from the corvées,
established universal manhood suffrage, adopted a code of laws based on the Napoleonic Code, established tuitionfree, compulsory public education for primary schools and founded the Romanian Navy (1860), the University of Iași
(1860) and the University of Bucharest (1864)

6b.147 Excerpt from La Nationalite Albanaise D’Apres Les Champs Populaires\fn{by Dutchess Helena KoltsovaMassalskaya aka Dora d’Istria (1828-1888)} Bucharest, Wallachia, Romania (F) (33)
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51.33 Excerpts from Recollections From Childhood\fn{by Ion Creanga (1837-1889)} Humulesti, Neamt County,
Moldavia, Romania (M) 9
… I don’t know how others may feel, but when I think of the place of my birth, of our home in Humulesti, of
the fireplace pot to which mother used to tie a piece of string with balls of wool at the end of it so that cats played
with them to distraction, of the whitewashed mantel of the fireplace, to which I used to cling when I first began to
totter, of the stove on which I hid when we boys played hide-and-seek, and of other games and pastimes full of
childish fun and charm, my heart even now seems to leap with joy.
And Lord! how delightful it was then, for my parents as well as my brothers were all in good health and in the
house there was plenty, and the boys and girls of the neighbors were always playing with us, and everything went
as I wished, without a bit of unpleasantness, as if all the world were mine.
And I was as blithe as fine weather, and as carefree and wilful as the wind in a storm.
And sometimes when the sun was beginning to show itself from behind a cloud after a spell of rain, Mother,
renowned for the wonders she could work, would say to me, smiling:
“Go outside, fair-haired child, and smile at the sun; perhaps the weather will be fine again.”
And when I smiled the weather did change …
You see, the sun knew full well whom he had to deal with, because I was my mother’s son, and could indeed
perform many great wonders: she could turn the black clouds away from our village and could send the hail
elsewhere, by sticking a hatchet into the ground in front of our door; she could make the meat jelly with only two
cow’s feet, so that people crossed themselves in surprise; she would beat the ground, or the wall, or a piece of
wood against which I had hurt my head, saying, “There! there!” and the pain would leave me at once …
When the burning embers spit in the stove (which, it was said, brings wind and nasty weather) or when the
embers hissed (which means that someone is speaking ill of you) Mother used to scold them, there on the hearth,
and beat them with the tongs so that the enemy might be defeated.
And even more than this: whenever it seemed to her that I looked queer, she would at once prepare a remedy
for me and, after spitting on her finger, scrape a bit of earth off the dusty sole of my boots, or, better, she would
take some soot from the mouth of the stove, saying, “As the stove’s mouth cannot be hurt by the evil eye so shall
my child not be hurt by the evil eye!” and she would smear a speck of soot on my forehead so that nothing might
injure her pet …
And she could do many other things too.
That’s how my mother was at the time of my childhood, full of marvelous things, as far as I can remember;
and I remember well, for it was her arms that rocked me while I was feeding at her sweet breast, and she cuddled
me, babbling at her bosom and looking into her eyes lovingly! And I took my blood from her blood, and my flesh
from her flesh, and from her I learned to talk. And wisdom I learned from God when the time came for a man to
understand what is right and what is wrong.
*
But time slipped by with sweet delusions, and I grew up little by little. Other thoughts continually crowded my
mind and other joys awoke in my heart, and instead of becoming wise, I grew more mischievous all the time and
my yearning was now boundless; how flighty and deceptive is man’s thought, on whose wings an unceasing
yearning carries him and gives him no peace until he goes down into the grave!
But woe betide the man who broods! You see, just as water can draw you down stealthily into the deep, from
the gayest mood you can suddenly fall into painful sadness.
But come, let’s rather talk about childhood, which alone is gay and innocent.
What does a child care, when his father and mother are thinking about life’s worries, or are harassed by other
anxious thoughts or what tomorrow may bring? The child, astride his stick, thinks he is riding the smartest of
steeds, and races gladly along on it, beats it with his whip and reins it as if it were a real horse, and shouts at it
with all his might, deafening you; and if he falls down he believes the horse has thrown him, and he vents his rage
upon the stick with all the words he can find …
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That is how I was at that happy age, and I believe all children have been so, ever since this world and earth
were made, whatever anyone may say.
When Mother was dead tired and lay down to rest a little during the day, that was just when we boys chose to
make the house ring with our din. At night when Father returned from Dumesnicu forest, frozen stiff and covered
with grime, we used to frighten him by pouncing upon his back in the dark. And tired as he was, he would catch
us in turn as you do at blindman’s buff, lift us up to the beams saying, “So high shall you grow!” and kiss us over
and over again.
And when the lamp was lit and Father had sat down to his supper we would pull the cats from the nook under
the stove and from behind it, and shake them and worry them in front of him till they were out of breath and the
poor cats could not escape our hands until they scratched us and spat at us.
*
“And you sit there looking on, man,” said Mother, “and even encourage them! Ha-ha! served you right,
naughty scoundrels that you are! No beast can live in this house because of your wickedness. Now then, just
because I haven’t given you a thrashing today, you worry those poor cats to death and rush at people like mad
dogs.
“Pshaw! I tell you, you’re overdoing it. I’ll get down the rod from the beam at once and give you such a caning
as will make you smart!”
“Just leave them alone, wife, leave them. It’s only that they’re glad to see me back,” said Father rocking us on
his knees.
“What do they care: there’s firewood in the shed, plenty of bacon and heaps of flour in the garret; the cask is
full of cheese, and enough sour-cabbage in the barrel, thank God! I only wish them healthy enough to eat all there
is. Let them play now while they’re young; their naughtiness will wear off as they get bigger and full of cares;
they won’t escape that, don’t you fear.
“Moreover, don’t you know there’s a saying ‘If he be a child he must play, if he be a horse he must pull, and if
he be a priest he must read prayers.’”
“Of course, it’s easy for you to talk, man,” said Mother, “since you are not with them all day long, which is
enough to turn one’s hair gray. I wish the earth would swallow them up—may God forgive me for such a thought!
If only the summer would come sooner that they might go and play outside, for I’m sick to death of them.
“They do any mischief that comes into their heads. When the church toaca\fn{A note reads: Long iron or wooden
plate on which the priest or the monk beats with one or two little hammers, calling people to church .} is heard, your good and
obedient Zahei rushes out and starts beating the toaca on the loom, making the walls shake and the windows
crack.
“And the harum-scarum Ion takes the sheep bell and the fire tongs and makes such a din and hubbub as to
deafen you; then they each put a rug on their backs and paper helmets on their heads and start singing ‘Hallelujah!’ and ‘God have mercy, the priest goes a-fishing’ till it drives you out of the house.
“And this happens two or three times a day; I have a good mind to whip them blue, that’s what they deserve!”
“Well now, woman, you ought to be pleased, being such a good church-woman—which is known far and wide
—that the boys have made a church here, to please you, and you’ve got the church in your own house, far as it is
…
Henceforth, boys, you ought to start having vigils and all the humbuggery you like, and maybe every day
she’ll give you honey-smeared “All-Saints” cross-buns and colivaa\fn{A note reads: Sweetmeats given as alms in memory
of the dead, made of boiled wheat, sugar, and ground nuts, ornamented with sugar, candies and other sweets shaped like crosses .} with
walnuts in it.”
“Where’s your common sense, man? I was wondering why they’re so good, the poor little mites! It’s because
you encourage them and side with them! Just look how they stand, all wide awake, staring fixedly at us, as if they
intended to take our picture.
“Just try to ask them to do some work and you’ll see how they shirk and sulk and—what a fuss they make,”
said Mother.
“Get to bed, boys! The night will soon be over; what do you care, as long as there’s plenty of food under your
noses …”
And when we had all gone to bed, well, boys will be boys; we would start fighting one another and could not
go to sleep for excitementment and poor Mother would have to box our ears soundly and take a strap to our backs.
And Father, tired at times of so much noise, would say to Mother:
“Now, now, shut up! That’ll do, you shrew! They’re not old women to go to sleep at once!”
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But Mother would give us a few more blows, harder ones, saying:
“There, that’s in the bargain, you little devils! Am I not to get a bit of rest even at night, with all your
carryings-on?”
And that was the only way poor Mother had of getting rid of us, poor soul! But do you think that put a stop to
our naughtiness? It didn’t! Next morning, we started anew. And again Mother would take the rod from the beam
and again she would beat us, but do you think we cared a rap about it? … As they say:
The hide bad and tattered
Should either be left or battered.

And the ideas that came into our heads, and the things we did and plenty more! I can remember them all as though
they were happening now.
Just try and remember things now, as you used to, Ion, and see if your memory is as good as it used to be.
At Christmas, when Father killed the pig and singed and scalded it and then wrapped it up quickly in straw to
make it sweat, in order to get the hair off easier, I used to sit astride the straw-covered pig and make a tremendous
racket knowing I would get the pig’s tail to fry and the bladder to fill with grain, to blow up and rattle after it was
dry; and woe betide Mother’s ears until she broke it against my skull!
But to get on with my story!
*
Once on St. Vasile’s day, I decided with some of the village boys to go caroling with the “plough”\fn{ A note
reads: On New Year’s Eve and on New Year’s Day the village boys used to go from house to house with a small plough (plugusorul)
adorned with carols, while others went with a “bull” (buhaiul), an instrument contrived from a tall cheese-cask covered on one end with a
tanned sheepskin through the middle of which was drawn a thread of horse-hair; when they drew at this thread with their wet hands it
produced a loud sound like the roaring of a bull. All these noises suggested different agricultural practices. The carols told about ancient
scenes of field-labor, wishing abundant harvests to those to whose houses they went to recite or sing. One of the boys delivered a recitative
and the others, in a choir, accompanied the cracking of the whip of loud shouts of “ hai, hai.” Generally, the carol singers got money or
eatables (apples, walnuts, cracknels (light, crisp, savory biscuits), cakes, etc.).} for I was a rather big boy now, alas. And on the

eve I kept worrying my father all day long to make me also a “bull” or at least a stock-whip to crack.
“Lord, I’ll sure give you a ‘whip,’ I will,” said Father after a while. “Don’t you get enough to eat at my house?
You want to be knocked about in the snow by those ne’er-do-wells? I’ll have to take off your boots, on the spot!”
Seeing I had said the wrong thing, I sneaked out of the house with only the pig’s bladder, lest Father should
take my boots away and shame me before my pals. I don’t know how it came about that none of the boys had a
bell. My sheep bell was at home, but how could I go and fetch it? Finally, we did as best we could, and pinched a
broken scythe from here and a bit of the iron belt of a yoke from there, a poker with a ring, and my pig’s bladder,
and at sundown we started going from house to house. We began with Father Oslobanu’s house at the upper end
of the village, meaning to go through the whole place … But what do you think? The priest was chopping wood
on the stump outside; and when he saw us lining up in front of the window and getting ready to carol, he began to
swear at us:
“The fowls have hardly gone to roost and you’ve already begun? You wait a little, you scoundrels; I’ll teach
you!”
We took to our heels. But he rushed after us and whirr! hurled a piece of firewood after us, for he was a gruff
and surly sort of a man, was Father Oslobanu. And we got such a fright that we ran back half-way through the
village without having had time to recite
Mushrooms on the floor
Toadstools on the walls,
As many pot-bellied children
As the feathers on a cock

as carol singers do at houses where they get nothing.
“My! What a damned ill-tempered priest he is!” we said when we had gathered together, frozen and frightened.
The fiend had almost lamed us. I wanted to see him carried on a bier to the church of Saint Dumitru below the
fortress, where he holds services; it’s clear the Devil had wheedled him into coming to our village and making his
home here. God forbid our priests be like him, for one would never, never get a taste of good things from the
church! And while we kept on wishing him well and grumbling about him and so on, dusk came on.
“Now, what’s to be done? Let’s go into this courtyard,” said Zaharia, the son of Gitlan; “we’re wasting our
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time standing here in the middle of the road.”
And we went to Vasile Anitei and stood before the window as usual. But it looked as if the Devil had
bewitched us; one boy couldn’t hit the scythe, he was so cold; another said his hands froze on the bolts; cousin Ion
Mogorogea, with the poker under his arm, refused to recite the carol; I could have cried with vexation!
“You recite, Chiriac!” I said to Goian; “and we two, Zaharia, shall roar like the ‘bull,’ and the others shall
shout: hai! hai!”
All of a sudden we began. And what do you think happened? The niggardly wife of Vasile Anitei ran after us
with the burning fire-hook, as she had just been drawing the embers out of the oven where the cakes were baking.
“Goodness gracious! I wish fire’d burn you, I do,” said she, all in a flurry. “What’s all this din you’re making?
A curse on him who taught you!”
So then run, boys, quicker than from Father Oslobanu’s.
“Well, that was a fine beginning,” we said, stopping at the crossroads in the middle of the village, near the
church. “One or two more of these, and we shall be chased out of the village, like gipsies. We’d better go to bed.”
And when we had agreed to go caroling again next year, swearing we’d go together all of us, we parted, all
benumbed with cold, and starving; and everyone made for his home, for it was better so. And that is how things
happened when we went caroling that year.
*
And what larks I had with the creaming of the milk!
When Mother left milk to clabber,\fn{ To curdle naturally} the very next day, no matter whether it was a fast day
or a meat day, I began to lick the cream off the top; and I went on doing so every day until I came to the curds.
And when Mother wanted to skim the cream in the jars, there was nothing left for her …
“Perhaps the vampires have stolen the best of the milk, Mother,” I said, squatting, my tongue lolling out, on
the ground near the jars.
“By God, if I ever catch that vampire when he’s at it!” said mother looking steadily at me, “then you’ll see!
The rod that’s hanging from the beam will take such an interest in him that all the vampires in the world, male or
female, shall not save him from me … One can tell the vampire who ate the cream by his tongue. I’ve always
loathed sly, gluttonous people, that I have, dearie. And let me tell you, God never helps him who steals anything,
be it clothing or food or anything else.”
“There now, she’s hit the right nail on the head,” said I to myself, or was not quite so stupid as not to understand that much.
*
What a lot of trouble I had with old Chiorpec, the bootnaker, our neighbor! Or rather, to be honest, it was I
who gave him trouble, for I was continually going to the man and worrying him to death to give me bits of strap
to make a whip.
And as often as not I would find old Chiorpec smearing boots with the best tar, which rendered the leather as
soft as cotton. And seeing he could not get rid of me with kind words, he caught hold of my chin with his left
hand while the right one dipped the brush into the tar pot and smeared my mouth with it, so that all the apprentices in the shop burst out laughing. And when he let go of me, I ran home to Mother, crying and spitting right and
left.
“Look, Mother, what that devil of a Chiorpec has done to me!”
“Dear me! one would think I had taught him,” said Mother with satisfaction. “I’ll stand him a drink, I shall,
truly, when I meet him, for you go and stick to a man like the mange and worry him out of his wits with your
impudence, you vagabond!”
Whereupon, I would wash my mouth nicely and go about my business … And no sooner had I forgotten my
anger, than off I would run to old Chiorpec again to beg straps. And seeing me enter the door he would exclaim
good-humoredly:
“I say! welcome, sonny!”
And he would smear me again, making a laughingstock of me; and again I would run home, weeping, spitting,
and cursing him. So this was another source of trouble for Mother.
“Dear me! I wish winter would come so that I could send you to some school,” said Mother, “and ask the
schoolmaster to send me back your skin and bones only!”
*
Once, in summer, about the time of the Mosi,\fn{A note reads: Saturday before Whitsunday, when alms are given for the
dead.} I sneaked out of the house and, in broad daylight, went to Uncle Vasile, father’s older brother, to steal some
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cherries; for it was only in his orchards and another two places in the village that you could find summer cherries
which ripened just about Whitsunday. And I thought it over and over, wondering how I could manage so that they
shouldn’t catch me.
First of all, I went into the mans house and pretended to be looking for Ion, to go swimming.
“Ion isn’t at home,” said Aunt Marioara. “He’s gone with your uncle down under the fortress, to a cloth mill in
Condreni, to fetch some cloaks.”
I must tell you that at Humulesti boys used to spin as well as girls, women as well as men; and they used to
make many bales of cloth, brown and black, which were sold by the yard or made into cloaks. The stuff was
bought either on the spot, by Armenian tradesmen—who came there specially from other towns—Focsani, Bacau,
Roman, Tirgu-Frumos, and from other parts—or was sold at fairs all over the country. This is what they made a
living on, mostly, the Humulesti peasants who were yeomen but had no land; and they traded in other things as
well: cattle, horses, pigs, sheep, cheese, wool, oil, salt and maize flour; cloaks—long ones, short ones down to the
knees, and others just to the waist; wide and narrow trousers, long shirts, plain and ornamented rugs, silk veils for
women, and many other things that were taken to market for sale on Mondays, or on Thursdays to nunneries, as
markets were rather out-of-the-way for nuns.
“Well, then farewell, Aunt Marioara,” I said. “I’m sorry cousin Ion isn’t at home, as I should have been mighty
pleased to go for a swim with him …” But I thought to myself:
“Well, haven’t I hit it? It’s fine their not being at home; and if they don’t come soon, so much the better …”
The long and the short of it is that I kissed my aunt’s hand and took my leave like a good boy; I went out of the
house as if I were going to bathe; I crept stealthily as best I could and, all of a sudden, found myself in my aunt’s
cherry tree, picking cherries and stuffing them into my shirt bosom, green ones and ripe ones, just as I found
them. And just as I was most eager and anxious to get the job done as quickly as possible, up came Aunt Marioara
with a stick in her hand, right at foot of the cherry tree!
“So that’s where you’re having a bath, you devil!” said she glaring at me. “Get down, you thief, and “I’ll teach
you!”
But how was I to get down, knowing what was in store for me? Seeing that I didn’t and wouldn’t come down,
whirr! she threw two or three lumps of earth at me, but missed. Then she started climbing the tree, saying:
“You wait a minute, you swine, and Marioara’ll catch you, she will!” I then stepped quickly down onto a lower
branch, and suddenly, hop! I jumped down in the middle of a hemp-field that stretched out on one side of the
cherry tree; it was not ripe yet and waist-high. Crazy Aunt Marioara was after me, and I ran through the hemp like
a hare with her at my heels, until we reached the fence at the end of the orchard, which I had not time enough to
scramble over, so I ran back through the hemp just as quickly, and she still after me, to the cattle pen which was
difficult for me to jump, and the fence again, on both sides, and that shrew of an aunt wouldn’t leave off chasing
me for the world.
“She almost had me that time! And I ran and she ran, and I ran and she ran, until we laid all the hemp low; and
to tell the truth, there were about ten or twelve square rods of good hemp all ruined. And when we had done this
fine business, I don’t know how my aunt got entangled in the hemp, or stumbled over something, but she fell
down. Then I quickly turned on my heels, took two good jumps, and threw myself over the fence without even
grazing it, and so put her off my track; then I went home and was very good for the rest of that day.
“But towards evening up came Uncle Vasile with the mayor and the watchman, and calling my father to the
gate, told him why they had come, asking him to come and estimate the cherries and the hemp—I’m sure Uncle
Vasile was also a niggard and a skinflint like Aunt Marioara; they were well matched, as people say!
“Well, there’s no use in me wagging my tongue: a man has a right to profit by his labor, hasn’t he? The damage
was done and the guilty had to pay. You know it’s not the rich who have to pay but the guilty. And so my father
paid the damage for me. And when he came back, after seeing how much damage I had caused, he gave me a
good hiding, and said:
“There! I hope you’ve had enough cherries now! Henceforth you’ve lost all your credit with me, you wretch!
How long am I going to pay for the mischief you make?”
*
And this was the story with the cherries; Mother’s words came true, poor thing, and sooner than I thought:
“God never helps him who goes about stealing.” But what’s the good of crying over spilt milk? And think how
ashamed I was. How could I face Aunt Marioara and Uncle Vasile or cousin Ion or the village boys and girls?
Specially on Sunday in church, and at the hora\fn{A note reads: Folk ring-dance.} where it’s so nice to stand and look
on, or at the bathing place, in the Cierul Cucului, which is the trysting place of the lads and maidens who pine for
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each other all the week while busy at work!
Well, you see the news about my prank had spread like wildfire, . so that I dared not face the people; and
particularly now when a few pretty girls had grown up in our village, making my heart beat faster.
As they say:
“Well, Ion, are you fond of the girls?”
“Of course, I am …”
“And are they fond of you?”
“Of course I am of them …”
However, what was to be done? This would also pass; be thick-skinned and lie low, as I did for many other
things that happened during my lifetime, not in a year or two all at a time, but in the course of several years, and
one after the other, as your turn comes at the mill. I always tried to avoid getting into trouble, but it looked as if
the Devil were egging me on and leading me into numberless scrapes.
And lo! directly after the affair with the cherries a new thing happened.
*
One morning my mother had great difficulty in rousing me from sleep, saying:
“Get up, you sluggard, before the sun rises, else the hoopoe will ‘hoopoo’ you and spoil your whole day.”
This was how Mother used to threaten us with a hoopoe that for years had made its nest in a very old hollow
lime tree, on the hill at Uncle Andrei’s, Father’s younger brother.
And in the summer one heard nothing else but! “Hoo-poo-poo … Hoo-poo-pool”—first thing in the morning
and every day, and the village rang with it. As soon as I was up, Mother sent me out into the fields with food for
some gipsies who were hoeing for us just then in the Valea Saca, near Topolita. And, setting off with the food, I
heard the hoopoe:
“Hoo-poo-poo! Hoo-poo-poo! Hoo-poo-poo!”
Do you think I went about my work? No, not I. I stopped at the lime tree with the idea of catching the hoopoe,
for I hated it; not so much because it brought me ill luck, as Mother said, but because she woke me up every day
at unearthly hours on account of this bird. As soon as I reached the tree I put the food down on the footpath that
led up the hill, and cautiously climbed up the lime tree that sent you off to sleep with the scent of its flowers. I
stretched out my hands into the well-known hollow and, luck being on my side, I caught the hoopoe sitting on its
eggs and said with satisfaction:
“Shut up, sweetheart, I’ve got you now; you’ll hoopoo the devil from now on!”
But when I was about to pull out the hoopoe, I don’t know how, I was startled at its crest of ruffled feathers—
for I hadn’t seen a hoopoe before—and I let it go again into the hollow. And as I stood wondering what to do, I
thought it couldn’t be a feathered serpent after all—I had heard that sometimes there are serpents hidden in the
hollows of trees—so I took courage and reached out once more for the hoopoe … come what may … but the poor
thing had crept away somewhere in the recesses of the hollow, for nowhere was I able to find it; it seemed to have
been swallowed up.
“Why, what a strange thing,” said I, all in a rage, taking off my fur cap and hurling it into the mouth of the
hollow; then down I slid, looked for a stone of the right size, climbed up the lime tree again with it, took away my
fur cap, and in its place laid the stone, thinking to myself that the hoopoe would come out from somewhere by the
time I returned from the fields.
After this I slid down the tree and proceeded with the gipsie’s meal … But though I walked fast, time had
flown quickly, while I had been strolling about hither and thither, goodness knows where, dawdling or wasting
time in my own endeavor to catch the hoopoe in the lime tree, whereas the gipsies—there’s no doubt about it—
must have been ravenously hungry waiting. As the old folk say:
“When hungry, the gipsy sings, the boyar goes for a walk with his hands behind his back, and our peasant
lights his pipe and grumbles to himself.”
And thus it was with our gipsies; they had started singing like mad in the fields, leaning on their hoes, eyes
blurred with scanning the horizon to see where their food would come from. Then, towards midday, I put in an
appearance, from behind a mound, now walking, now stopping, carrying the food all cold and dried up, not daring
to approach the workers, hearing them humming tunes with such gusto. Then down came the black devils upon
me, and I would have been nearly swallowed up by them had it not been for a young gipsy among them who came
to my rescue.
“Hey! Stop that! Keep quiet! Why do you go for the boy? Have it out with the father, but not with him!”
At this the gipsies left me alone and fell upon the food, as silent as mice. So as I had gotten out of this scrape
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too, I took the bag with the dishes and started back for the village; again I stopped under the lime tree, climbed it,
and, when I put my ear to the mouth of the hole, I heard something fluttering inside. Then carefully removing the
stone, I thrust my hand in and drew out the hoopoe exhausted by the struggle. As for the eggs, when I tried to take
them, they were all scrambled. After this I reached home, tied the hoopoe’s leg with a string, and for a couple of
days I hid it from Mother in the loft, among some rickety casks. And every little while I would go up to the
hoopoe so that the whole household began to wonder why I went so often up to the loft. But on the following day,
in came Aunt Mariuca, Uncle Andrei’s wife, foaming with rage, and she started to pick a quarrel with Mother
because of me,
“Did you ever hear the like, sister-in-law? Fancy, Ion stealing the hoopoe which for so many years has
awakened us at daybreak in time to go to work!” said my aunt with grief.
She was terribly upset and was almost crying while she said this, and then I realized that my aunt was quite
right, for the hoopoe was the village clock. But Mother, poor soul, hadn’t the slightest idea what it was all about.
“What do you mean, sister-in-law? If it’s true, I’ll thrash the life out of him for catching the poor bird in order
to torture it, Now, I am glad you’ve told me; leave it to me, I shall give him a good shaking.”
“No doubt about it, sister-in-law Smaranda,” said my aunt, “for nothing escapes this naughty son of yours. No
use in his denying it. I was told by people who saw him that Ion took it; I’ll bet my life on it.”
I was hiding in the storeroom and no sooner did I hear these words than I climbed into the loft, took the
hoopoe from where it was, stole down from the eaves of the house, and made straight for the cattle market to sell
it. For it happened to be Monday, a market day, and as I reached the fair, I began strutting up and down among the
people, with the hoopoe in my hand, for wasn’t I, too, in a way, a merchant’s son? A foolish old man, dragging a
heifer by a rope, asked me:
“Is that chicken for sale, my lad?”
“Yes, for sale, grandfather!”
“And how much do you want for it?”
“As much as you think it worth!”
“Come, give it to the old man, and he’ll feel its weight!”
And as I put it into his hand, the surly old devil feigned to examine it for eggs, and gently undid the string from
its leg; then he threw it up into the air, saying:
“What a shame! I’ve let it go!”
Whirrr! went the hoopoe to the top of a shop and after taking a little rest, took its flight towards Humulesti and
fie! left me flabbergasted, gazing after it with tears streaming down my cheeks! Then I gripped the old man by his
coat, to make him pay for the bird.
“What’s the idea? Do you think you can play with people’s property? If you didn’t mean to buy it, why did you
let it go? You won’t get rid of me, even if you gave me this heifer. Do you understand? I’m not joking.”
And I nearly came to blows with the old man and kicked up such a row that people gathered round us as at a
show; and wasn’t it a fair?
“D’ye know, you can stand up for yourself, my lad?” said the old man after a while, laughing.
“What makes you so cocksure, my son? Well, I never! You wouldn’t perchance wish to take my life for a mere
bird, would you? I think you are looking for a thrashing, laddie, and you’ll get it if you really want it. I could pull
the hair off your head, until you’d cry for mercy, you little fool!”
“Let the lad alone,” said one of our men from Humulesti. “He’s the son of Stefan Apetrei, a man in our village,
and youll get into trouble with him over this.”
“Well, well, God bless him, my good man; do you reckon we don’t know each other, Stefan Apetrei and I?”
asked the old man. “I just saw him a little while ago, walking through the market with a yardstick under his arm,
trying to buy some peasant broadcloth, for such is his trade; and he’s sure to be somewhere around, or in some
shop drinking over a bargain, as is the custom. I am glad to know who you are, you brat. Wait a bit, I’ll take you
to your father and see whether it was he who sent you selling hoopoes, to bring disgrace upon the market!”
All might have gone well, but when I heard him speak of my father, my mouth went dry. I managed to slip
through the crowd and took to my heels towards Humulesti, looking back to make sure the old man was not going
to catch up with me, for now—to confess the truth—I was eager to be rid of him. As the proverb says:
“Let him go! I’d let him go, but, you see, he wouldn’t.”
That’s just what happened to me, and I was glad to have escaped with that much.
“It would be a blessing if I could be as successful with Mother and Aunt Mariuca,” thought I, with my heart
beating like a hare’s from fright and fatigue.
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But when I got home, I discovered that Mother had gone to market too; and my brothers, terrified, told me
about the great to-do with Uncle Andrei’s wife, that she had roused the whole village over the hoopoe in the lime
tree. She said we had taken it, and that had made Mother very angry. You know Aunt Mariuca was one of those
who could make a drunk man sober. She was not a reasonable woman like Aunt Anghelita, Uncle Chiriac’s wife.
And as my brothers were telling me everything with some anxiety, what do you think we heard from the lime tree
but:
“Hoo-poo-poo! Hoo-poo-poo! Hoo-poo-poo!”
My sister Catrina said then with astonishment:
“Listen, brother; God only knows how unjustly some people accuse a person when he is in the right!”
“That’s so, sister.” But inwardly I thought: “If you knew what the poor bird and I have gone through on each
other’s account, you’d be sorry for it!”
Zahei left us talking and went to the market for Mother and told her the good news about the hoopoe.
*
And the following day being Tuesday, Shrove Tuesday, during St. Peter’s feast, Mother baked an oven full of
alivenci and poale in briu\fn{A note reads: Moldavian cheese pies.} and roasted some tender young chickens on the spit,
after having rolled them in butter; she then sent for Aunt Mariuca, Uncle Andrei’s wife, about noon, to come to us,
and said to her kindly:
“Good gracious, sister-in-law, how people may quarrel about nothing at all, when they are made to believe
what evil tongues say! Better come in, sister, please, and let us have a bite and drink a glass of wine to the good
health of our husbands and:
May all bad things be washed away,
And all good things be gathered together;
May ill will between us cease,
May the fields be rid of weeds!

If you were to fret over trifles, by God, the time would come when you’d go mad.”
“You’re right, dear sister-in-law,” said Aunt Mariuca shrugging her shoulders in embarrassment when she sat
down at the table. “One can’t trust what people say.”
Then we all began to eat.
I do not know about the others, but as for me, feeling an empty stomach, I tried to eat enough to last me the
whole day.
No sooner had I got up from the table, than I showed a clean pair of heels, in a hurry for a swim, and when I
bravely dived into the pool from a high bank, I happened to fall flat on my stomach and was so stunned with the
pain that I really thought my belly had burst, yes, actually burst. When I got out of the water with great difficulty,
dragging myself onto the bank and clasping my hands over my heart, the boys gathered around me in a cluster,
and buried me in the sand and said the prayers for the dead as best they knew, and I was an hour in recovering my
senses.
Then I had a nice long swim until sunset, contriving to return home with the cows and tell Mother that our
herdsman, having lost our cows from the cattle pen at midday, I myself had taken them grazing and that was the
reason why I was so late.
Mother, like a good Christian, believed it all to be the naked truth and, listening to the account I made of it,
praised me for the good work I had done and gave me something to eat. I went for my food like a starving wolf,
tried to look meek, laughing inwardly and marveling at the cleverness of the lies I had concocted, till I almost
came to half-believe them myself!
And so, man often deceives himself without realizing it, unless he learns to judge soundly. But turning things
over in my head, I say,
“All suffering buys experience.”
*
One day, towards St. Eliah’s Day, Mother had, as usual, lots of things to do: some peasant broadcloth had to be
taken off the loom; the warp and woof for some more had to be set and more weaving done; a pile of cut-out
peasant cloaks waited to be sewn; there were cards lying idle on the bench and no one to run them through; the
spinning wheel was right in the middle of the house, and the heavy yarn not ready for the weft. As they say:
“Don’t sit idle, for your luck runs idle too.”
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Cards of wool to be wound off the wheel, an unweaned baby in the cradle, and five or six little children waiting for someone to cook their food: there was plenty to do, indeed, and, no doubt about it, it had to be done in a
hurry, for the Falticeni fair would soon open, which is quite an event. So Mother woke me earlier than usual,
saying:
“Nica, Mother’s pet, your father has gone reaping, as the oats are dropping to the ground, and I have such a lot
to do, so, please, give up your loitering and stay near Mother, wind the bobbins, and rock the baby. I promise to
bring you a hat with ribbon from Falticeni, and a little leather belt with a pocket, you know, all for yourself!”
“All right, Mother,” I replied, but only I knew what was in my mind.
In sewing and embroidering of peasant cloaks, and especially at spinning, I could outdo the elder girls. On this
account, naughty Mariuca, Savucu’s daughter—who, to tell the truth, I did not dislike—often grew angry with me
and would tease the life out of me and nicknamed me “Ion, the big spinner,” the name of a gipsy from the village
of Vinatori.
But despite it, she was all the dearer to me, and we would sit and spin together in the shade of their walnut tree
and such heaps of bobbins of wool would we do that Mother would kiss me when I showed them to her at night.
That’s how boys and girls used to take their work to each other’s houses, to make it more pleasurable; in the
country, those gatherings were called evening bees, each person doing his own work.
And how heartily I spun, always trying to beat Mariuca, and as the spindle whirled round and round, so did my
heart whirl round for love of Mariuca, God be my witness.
And I remember that one night at a work bee, while corn-husking, I snatched a mouse from Mariuca’s bosom,
which would have sent the poor girl into fits, had I not been there.
And then in summer, on holidays, how I would go with the lasses across the plain over the hillocks, and
especially through the meadows and the oak groves so full of beauty, to gather osiers for making yellow dyes,
marjoram for the painting of floral ornaments, balm mint and melilot to put among the clothes. As the song goes:
Turn me,O Lord, into a lime-flower posy,
And throw me among the lasses.

To make a long story short, where there were three, I was the fourth.
But every time I heard I’d have to rock the baby, I don’t know what came over me! I had the misfortune of
being the eldest of my brothers. But what could I do when Mother begged me?
On that particular day though, when she asked me, the sky was so clear, and it was so lovely and hot out of
doors that one would like to bask in the sun like the hens. Seeing such weather, I dashed to the water, thinking
nasty thoughts of Mother, no matter how dear she was to me and how overwhelmed by her duties. God knows it is
the truth!
For after a while, Mother, believing me to be in the orchard, came out and started shouting with all her might:
“Ion, Ion, Ion!”
But there was no Ion. Then, hearing no answer from anywhere, she left everything and came running after me
to the pool, where she knew I was in the habit of going, and there she discovered me lying down full length stark
naked in the sand.
I remember the ritual very well. I would get to my feet, holding to my ears a pebble burning from the heat of
the sun, with the grains of silver on it, and I would begin to jump, first on one leg, then on the other, would bend
my head to the right, then to the left, reciting the words:
Golden fairy in the meadows,
Draw the water from my ear,
Ancient coins I’ll have for thee,
Buckets I shall wash for thee!
And tambours shall I beat for thee!

After this I would throw the pebbles one by one into the deep pond where I bathed, one for the Lord and one
for the Devil, giving equal shares to both of them; then I would throw some more to lock up the Devil at the
bottom of the pond, so that water would gush from his mouth, and then I would dive into the pond, to catch the
Devil by the leg, as has been our custom for ages.
After this I would submerge three times in succession, once for the Father, once for the Son, and once for the
Holy Ghost, and then once for Amen.
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Then I would gently pull myself sideways onto the shore of the pond like a huge fish and cast a sidelong
glance at the water that played over the small pretty feet of some fair lasses bleaching cloth on the river farther up;
I believe there never could have been a prettier picture!
Poor Mother saw all this, standing not far from me, behind a bank of sand, with arms crossed and terribly
worried. But I could not see her for I was very busy.
Half an hour must have elapsed while Mother waited there, and maybe three or four hours since I had run
away from home, and I must have been starving for it was well past noontime. But I was in such a state of bliss
that I quite forgot I was living in this world! At last, Mother, long-suffering though she was, lost her patience and
tiptoed stealthily behind me, while I was looking at the lasses, as I told you, and carried off my clothes lying on
the bank, leaving me stark naked in the pond, and saying to me angrily,
“You’ll come home, my little vagrant, when you’re overcome with hunger, and then I’ll give you a piece of my
tongue,” and off she went.
Well, well! what are you going to do with yourself now, Ion? The girls who were bleaching cloth saw it all,
nudged each other, and howled, making the sandy banks ring. I almost fainted with shame and was almost choked
with vexation; all my former love had changed into a desire to wring their necks. But you know the saying:
“Can you stop the wind, the water, or men’s tongues?”
And so I let these girls laugh till their mouths stretched from ear to ear, and, seizing a moment when they bent
down to put the linen into the water to bleach, I dashed out of the pond and rushed off, and tore so fast along the
sandy bank that the stones I kicked bounced as high as my head. And on and on I ran, without ever looking back,
until I came to the lanes leading into the road that went to our home. I did not follow the road; I was afraid I'd
meet someone; but I leaped into Costache’s garden and, bending down, crept through the corn; then along a lane;
from the lane into Trasnea’s garden and again through the corn; and just as I was leaving the garden, I realized
that Trasnea’s dogs would be after me and tear me to pieces.
What was I to do?
I heard people say that if you didn’t want dogs to bite you but to leave you alone, when you saw them rushing
at you, you should throw yourself onto the ground and lie very still, letting them, bark at you as much as they
liked, for they bay and bay and after a while they leave you and go off.
And it’s true, and that’s how I escaped from Trasnea’s dogs, when I had the ill luck to meet them, and they me.
I thank my lucky star that that spiteful monster, Trasnea, who bore me a grudge since he caught me in his garden
stealing his big apples and his summer pears, did not catch me or he would have thrashed me to death. In my
present miserable condition it would have been the end of me.
At last, when Trasnea’s dogs had abandoned me, I sprang into a cross-road, then into our own garden, and I
was so happy that I felt in seventh heaven. Now I walked without hiding through the corn till I came right up to
the courtyard, looked through the fence, and saw Mother bustling about, sometimes in the house, sometimes
outside. I felt very sorry for her, but was also very sorry for my belly, so empty after such a long time in the water.
As the saying goes:
“I pity thee, but my heart is breaking with pity for me.”
Unable to bear the pangs of hunger any longer, I started whimpering humbly through the fence:
“Mother, dear, here I am.”
I immediately jumped into the courtyard, went up to Mother, in the fine state I was in, seized her hand by
force, kissed it, and said whimperingly:
“Mother, beat me, kill me, hang me, do what you like with me, only give me something to eat, for I am
starving!” You know that “nakedness beats about the bush, but hunger goes straight to the goal.” So Mother, kindhearted as mothers are, looked sadly at me and said with a sigh:
“That’s a nice thing for you, a big grown-up fellow, to be wandering about the road in such a state, and just at a
time like this, leaving me without a scrap of help! Come and have something to eat, but let me tell you that I’m
fed up with you; perhaps if you behave very well after this, I may feel for you again as I used to, but I’m not sure,
no! I’m not.”
So the long and the short of it was that I swore I’d never again do what I had done. I behaved very well and
never disobeyed her wishes either by deed or word, for a gentle word works miracles. At my work I was as
industrious as could be; I would tidy up and dust the house like a grown-up girl, so that Mother didn’t need to
worry when she went out anywhere. Then one day she kissed me and said kindly:
“May God grant you a wealth of days, little Ion, Mother’s pet, and give you all His richest gifts if you behave
as I see you have been doing for some time now.”
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*
I began to cry then and there, and my joy was real. Never before had I felt such remorse in my heart. Had
Mother beaten me with all the slats of the village fences, had she driven me from the house like a stranger, even
then I should not have felt so humiliated in front of her as I did then when she treated me gently.
And you needn’t think I didn’t keep my word from that Thursday on for a long time, for I am like that, patient
and true to my word in my own manner.
Not that I wish to boast, for self-praise is false. To tell the truth, when I was asleep I did not ask for food; when
I got up, I didn’t wait for others to get it for me, and when there was work to be done I sneaked away from the
house.
Then I had other good traits: when people treated me roughly, they would get but little out of me; when they
treated me gently they wouldn’t get even that much; but when they left me to my devices I would perform some
dear little prank such as even St. Nastasia, the Deliverer from Poison, couldn’t do with all her cunning. The saying
goes:
“A fool can throw a stone into a pool, but ten wise men cannot fetch it out.”
After all, why so much ado about nothing?
Well, in this world, I have been only a lump of earth with eyes, a piece of animated clay from Humulesti, and I
didn’t manage to become good looking by the time I was twenty, or sensible by the time I was thirty, or rich by
the time I was forty. But I have never been as poor as this year, as last year, or as I have ever been at any time
since I came into the world. …
177.158 1. Prince Charming, the Tear-Begotten 2. Caesara: Two Short Stories\fn{by Mihai Eminescu (1850-1889)}
Botosani, Botosani County, northern Moldavia, Romania (M) 25
1
In the olden times when men and women as we now behold them were yet in the womb of time and the Lord’s
holy feet were still trodding the stony expanses of the earth—in those old days there was an emperor, as gloomy
and woeful as midnight; and he had an empress as young and bright as noonday.
Fifty years had gone by since the emperor was waging war against a neighbor. The neighbor was dead leaving
the hatred and the family feud as an inheritance to sons and grandsons. Fifty long years the emperor alone lived
on, lonesome like the aged lion, his strength sapped by wars and worry; he had never laughed, not in his lifetime,
nor even grinned at the innocent song of a child, at his young wife’s tender smile, or the ancient yarns and jokes
of warriors grown gray in battle and hardship. He felt weak and thought he was dying, and there was no heir to his
throne.
Mournful would he rise from the bed he shared with his young wife—a bed of gold, yet barren and un-blessed
—mournfully would he go to war ever sorrowful at heart; left behind, the empress bemoaned her lonely-ness with
bitter tears. Her hair, as yellow as purest gold, fell upon her white round breasts, while from her big blue eyes
pearl after watery pearl streamed down her cheeks whiter than silver lilies. Deep blue shadows appeared around
her eyes and blue veins showed upon her face which was as white as marble.
She rose from her bed and threw herself prostrate upon the stone steps of a vault in the wall; here, above a
smoky icon-lamp the silver-wrought icon of the Mother of Sorrows kept her vigil. Touched by the prayers of the
kneeling empress, the eyelids of the cold icon moistened, and a single tear streamed from the dark eye of our
Lord’s mother. The empress rose to her full imposing height, touched the cold tear with her dry lips and sucked it
deep down into her innermost soul.
That very moment she became heavy with child.
One month went by, two months, nine months, and the empress gave birth to a son, as white as unskimmed
milk. and as fair-haired as moonlight.
The emperor smiled, the sun, too, smiled in its sultry empire, and even stopped its course, so that for three days
there was no night, but only fair weather and gladness. The wine flowed from unstopped casks and the shouting
and merry-making rose sky-high. His mother named him Prince Charming, the Tear-Begotten. He grew up as tall
and straight as mountain fir, his body gained within a month as much as another within a year.
When he was old enough, he had an iron club made, hurled it up to the skies, caught it upon his little finger
and the club broke in two, So he had a heavier one made, hurled it upwards as high as the cloud castles in the
moon; this time, when it returned to earth the club did not break against the young man’s finger.
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So the Prince took leave of his parents, bent upon fighting the army of his father’s enemy by himself. His
noble body he clad in shepherd’s garb, with a silk shirt soaked in his mother’s tears, and a fine hat upon his head,
decorated with flowers, gaudy with ribbons and beads from the necklaces of princely maidens; he stuck into his
green belt, a shepherd’s pipe for a sorrowful song, the doina, and another one for dance music, the hora; and as
the sun was two furlongs high in the sky, he set out into the wide world, his manly pride and strength full upon
him.
On the road he played for joy and sorrow and would throw his club to rift the clouds so that it dropped one
day’s walk ahead. Mountains and valleys listened in dumb amazement, the waters quickened their tide to listen,
wells would boil deeper into the earth and bubble up that every crest and drop might hear, that they might sing
like him when whispering to lowlands and flowers.
The rivers gurgling under lonely stone heights picked up love songs from the noble shepherd; the eagles
silently perching upon dry rocky peaks picked up the mournful shriek of sobbing sorrow. All things stood still and
wondered as the young kingly shepherd passed by, piping for sorrow and joy.
Tears of passionate yearning filled the dark eyes of maidens; the yearning for manly deeds would stir in the
breasts of young shepherds, as they leaned against the rocks and upon their clubs.
All things stood still.
The Prince alone never stopped, his music keeping time with his heart’s desire, his eyes intent upon his club
flashing like a steel eagle, like a shooting star across the clouds, towards the heavens.
*
On the late afternoon of the third day, as it fell, the club crashed fearfully against a copper gate. The gate was
smashed and the young man entered. The moon had risen behind the mountains and was mirrored in a large clear
lake, as clear as a cloudless sky. So clear was it that you could see the golden sand at the bottom. In the middle of
the lake stood an emerald island, overgrown with green leafy trees; a fine castle rose among the trees, built of
gleaming white marble, so smooth that woodland and pastures, lake and shores were reflected in the marble walls
as in a silver mirror.
A gilded barge lay afloat on the clear waters by the gate. Noble serene songs came from the palace floating in
the pure evening air. The Prince stepped into the barge and rowed to the marble steps of the castle. Going inside
he saw huge chandeliers with hundreds of branches in the vaulted roof of the stairs, a fiery star burning in each
branch. He walked into the hall. The hall was lofty, the roof supported by pillars and arches of gold.
A stately table stood in the middle covered with a white cloth, laid with plates carved out of a single large
pearl. The lords in golden attire sitting round that table upon chairs of red velvet, were as handsome as in the days
of their youth and as happy as the songs of joy. One in particular, his head adorned by gold studded with
diamonds, his body clad in splendid attire, was as handsome as the moon on a summer night. Yet the Prince was
even more handsome.
“Welcome, fair Prince!” the Emperor said; “I have heard of you, but never seen you.”
“Good day, Your Highness, although I fear that it won’t go well for you; I have come to fight you since you
have long been plotting against my father.”
“I have not plotted against your father, but always fought an honorable fight. But you I will not fight. Let us
instead ask the fiddlers to play and the cup-bearers to fill the cups and let us be sworn brothers as long as we
live.”
So these sons of noble blood embraced, the lords wishing them well, and they drank the wine and talked things
over. The Emperor asked the Prince:
“Who is it that you fear most in the world?”
“No one, except God. What about you?”
“None except God and the forest hag, an old hideous witch who walks my lands bringing whirlwind and
disaster upon the empire. The face of the land turns barren, the villages disperse, and the towns fall into ruin
wherever she goes. I summoned my hosts and fought her but I achieved nothing. She would have destroyed my
whole kingdom so I was forced to bargain with her, agreeing to deliver every tenth child of my subjects as a
tribute. She’ll be here today to fetch her due.”
As midnight struck, the faces of the guests fell. The crazy witch came howling through the foul air, astride
upon the midnight, with gusty wings spread out, her face corroded like some porous rock corroded by water, a
forest standing upon her head in lieu of hair. Her eyes were two murky nights, her mouth was a gaping chasm, her
teeth, long rows of millstones. Roaring she came; the Prince seized her by the waist and flung her into a large
stone fulling-mill, as deep as he possibly could; he rolled a piece of rock on top of it, fixing it on all sides with
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seven iron chains. Shackled, the hag blew and strained like the winds of the heavens confined, but to no avail.
The Prince went back to the banquet. Suddenly, through the arches, in the moonlight, they saw two large
waves. What was it? Unable to tear herself free, the forest-hag was riding over the waters, fulling-mill and all,
dividing the surface of the waters into two ridges. She never stopped running, a very devil of a rock, crashing her
way through the forests, marking the ground with a long trail until she vanished in the deep of night.
*
The Prince ate his meal, then shouldering his club, followed the trail of the fulling-mill until he came to a
white pleasant-looking house shining in the moonlight, in a flower garden. The flower-beds were green and the
flowers gleamed blue, dark-red, and white; light butterflies, shimmering like golden stars, swarmed among them.
The house and garden were bathed in scent and in soft, sweet, endless music by the swarming butterflies and bees.
Two large water-tanks stood by the porch and on the porch a lovely girl sat spinning.
Her long white dress looked like a cloud of light and shadow, her golden hair was plaited and hung down her
back, a wreath of lilies-of-the-valley sat upon her smooth head. In the moonlight she seemed to float in a golden
aura. With waxy fingers she spun a silver-white bundle of wool from a golden distaff, making it into a thin, white,
gleaming thread, more like a throbbing moonray than like actual spun yarn. At the sound of the Prince’s light
steps, the girl raised her blue eyes, as blue as the waters of a lake.
“Welcome, fair Prince,” she said, her clear eyes half-closed.
“It’s been a long time since I dreamed of you. As my fingers spun the yarn so my thoughts spun a dream, a
lovely dream in which we two loved each other. I was spinning a silver tuft, my Prince, and was going to weave a
garment for you to wear and me to love. The work of my hands to clothe you, the days of my life to bless you
with lifelong tenderness.”
As she looked up appealingly, she dropt the spindle and the distaff fell to the ground. She rose and feeling shy
at what she had just said, she stood there, her arms limp, her eyes cast down, like a guilty child. He stepped up,
put one hand around her waist while with the other he gently stroked her hair and brow, whispering:
“How lovely and how dear to me! Whose daughter are you, my love?”
“The forest-hag’s,” she answered with a sigh; “will you love me now that you know whose daughter I am?”
She put both her bare arms around his neck and gazed long into his eyes.
“What do I care whose daughter you are,” he said, “all that’s important is that I love you.”
“If you love me, let’s run away together,” she said, clinging still closer; “were my mother to find you, she'd kill
you and if you were to die I would go out of my mind or die too.”
“Don’t worry,” he said, smiling and disengaging himself. “Where is your mother?”
“She’s been fretting and struggling in that fulling-mill you’ve locked her in, and gnawing at the chains that
bind her ever since she’s been back.”
“Much good it will do her,” he said rushing to see where she was.
“My Prince,” the girl said, while two large tedars shone in her eyes, “don’t go yet. I’ll show you what we’ll
have to do so that you will get the better of my mother. Look at these two tanks here. One holds water and the
other strength; let’s move them around. In fighting her enemies mother shouts as she grows tired:
“‘Stop and let us have a drink of water’.
“So she drinks strength while her enemy drinks pure water. That’s why we will move them around; she won’t
know and she’ll drink plain water during her struggle with you.”
No sooner said than done. Then, he dashed behind the house.
“Hello, old witch,” he shouted.
The old hag wrenched herself free from the fulling-mill making the chains snap, rising long and lean into the
clouds.
“Now, a good thing you’re here, my princeling,” she said shrinking back to her usual size. “Come now, let’s
wrestle and we’ll see who’s the toughest.”
“Right you are,” the Prince said.
“The witch caught him around the waist, stretched up as far as the clouds, then flung him to the ground, so that
he stuck in ankle-deep. The Prince flung her down and stuck her in knee-deep.
“Stop and let’s have a drink of water,” said the forest-hag feeling tired.
They stopped for breath. The witch drank water, the Prince drank strength; forthwith a kind of live fire ran like
thrills and shivers through his tired muscles and veins. With twice his usual strength he caught the old hag around
the waist in an iron embrace and stuck her into the ground up to her neck. Then banged her head with his club and
blew her brains out.
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The sky turned gray and cloudy and a cold wind began to moan and shook the small house in every joint. Red
serpents of light tore at the black edge of the clouds, the waters seemed to howl, the thunder alone resounded a
strong incantation, as if prophesying destruction.
In the thick, impenetrable darkness, the Prince could see a phantom gleaming silvery-white, wandering with
loose, golden hair, arms raised in panic. He went up to her and took her in his arms; she sank, more dead than
alive, upon his chest, nestling her cold hands inside his bosom. He kissed her eyelids to bring her around.
The clouds were chasing each other in the sky and a feverish moon showed here and there through the clearings. The Prince could see two blue stars opening upon his breast—his bride’s eyes.
He picked her up and started running through the storm. She nestled her head on his chest and seemed to be
asleep. Having almost reached the Emperor’s garden, he laid her in the barge carrying her across the lake as if in a
cradle; he plucked grasses, scented hay, and flowers from. the garden, made up a bed and placed her in it as if in a
nest.
*
The sun rising in the east looked tenderly upon them. Her clothes., soaked by the rain, clung to her sweet
rounded, limbs; her face, pallid and wet, looked like white wax; her small hands crossed upon her breast, her
loose hair spread out on the hay, the large eyes closed and deep-set, all looked beautiful, but the maiden seemed
dead.
The Prince strewed a few blue flowers upon that smooth white brow, then sat himself down beside her and
began softly piping. The clear sky, boundless as the sea, the sun, a fiery face, the humid smell of the reviving
flowers caused her to sleep a long, peaceful sleep; the course of her dreams kept pace with the weeping voice of
the flute.
The sun was at the zenith; nature was breathless.
The Prince was listening to her peaceful breathing, warm and moist. He gently leaned over her and kissed her
cheek. Then she opened her eyes still full of dreams, and sleepily stretching out, she murmured smiling;
“So you are here?”
“No, I’m not, can’t you see I’m not?” he said with tears of joy. As he sat by her she put out her arm and placed
it around his waist.
“Come, get up,” he said, fondling her. “It’s broad daylight.”
She got up, pushed her hair back from her brow and down her back; he put his arm around her waist, she put
hers around his neck and thus they walked among the flower-beds and entered the Emperor’s marble palace.
He took her and showed her to the Emperor, telling him she was his bride.
The Emperor smiled, then took the Prince’s hand as if wishing to impart some secret. He led him to a tall
window looking out over a broad lake. He said nothing, but just gazed helplessly upon the smooth waters and his
eyes filled with tears. A swan had raised its wings like silver sails, and, ducking its head in the waves, was
rippling the lake’s still surface.
“Tears, Your Highness?” the Prince said. “What for?”
“Brave Prince,” the Emperor said, “you have done me such a great deed which I could only repay you with my
eyesight, no matter how precious that is to me. Yet , can I ask even more of you?”
“What is that, Your Highness?”
“Look at that swan, how she loves the water. I am young, so I too, should be in love with life, yet so many
times I was about to kill myself. I love a beautiful girl, with thoughtful eyes as sweet as the dreaming sea. She is
the daughter of Genario, a proud, wild man, who spends his time hunting in primeval forests. He is as hardhearted as the girl is beautiful. Every attempt at kidnapping her was in vain. Won’t you have a try?”
The Pirince would rather have stayed, but sworn brotherhood was sacred to him, as to any young warrior,
dearer than life, dearer than his own bride.
“Most high Emperor, of all the fair chances you’ve had one is greater than all: having Prince Charming as your
sworn brother. Come, I’ll go kidnap Genario’s daughter.”
He provided himself with swift horses, steeds with soaring hearts and was about to leave. His bride, Ileana was
her name, gave him a sweet kiss and whispered in his ear:
“Never forget, my lord, that while you’re gone I will be forever weeping.”
He looked at her tenderly, fondled her, but tore himself away from her embraces, jumped into the saddle and
rode off into the wide world.
*
He crossed lonely forests and snow-capped mountains. The moon would occasionally come up from behind
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ancient rocks: somewhat pale, like the face of a dead maiden; he would then imagine a gigantic rag hanging from
the sky, throwing its tattered hem over some mountain top, a haunted night, a decayed, vanished past, a castle in
ruins, just stones and broken walls.
Day broke at last. The Prince saw that the mountain range opened upon a wide green sea, alive with thousands
of glimmering waves, gently and musically crossing the expanse of the sea, away into the distance of blue sky and
green waters. At the extreme end of that mountain range, a grand rock descending sheer into sea was mirrored in
the waters. A stately castle stood like a white nest upon it, shining stlver-white. Encased in the arches of the walls
were tall windows; one window was open and among the flower pots you could see a girl’s face, dark and dreamy
like a summer night.
It was Genario’s diaughter.
“Welcome, Prince Charming,” she said, jumping and. opening the gates of that stately castle where she dwelt
alone, like a genius in the desert.
“Last night I thought I was talking to a star and the star told me that you’re coming on behalf of the Emperor
who loves me.”
In the great hall of the castle, in the ashes of the fireplace, a seven-headed tomcat was watching. If one head
bellowed, it was heard one-day’s distance away and if all seven did, you could hear the bellowing seven days
away.
Engrossed in his savage hunting, Genario was one day’s distance away.
The Prince picked the girl up in his arms, placing her on his horse and they both flew along the sands by the
sea, like two hardly perceptible creatures of the air.
But Genario, tall and strong, had a magic horse with two hearts in his chest.
The tomcat in the castle caterwauled, one head this time; Genario’s horse gave a strong deep snort.
“What is it?” Genario asked his horse. “Too much of a good thing, hey?”
“It’s nothing to do with me, it’s trouble for you. Prince Charming has stolen your daughter.”
“If we make haste, will we be aible to reach them?”
“No great haste, for we can catch up with them.”
Genario mounted and flew like an old terror to catch the fugitives. He soon overtook them. The Prince could
not fight him because Genario was a Christian, so his strength came not from the powers of darkness, but trom
God.
“Prince Charming,” Genario said, “you’re very handsome indeed and I am sorry for you. This once I’ll spare
you, but if you try again … Mind what you are about.” And placing the girl by his side, he vanished upon the
wind as if he’d never been.
The Prince, however, was undaunted and knew the way back. He went once again and found the girl alone, her
face paler and tear-stained, but she looked even more beautiful.
Genario was out hunting, two days’ ride away. The Prince picked out fresh horses from Genario’s own stables.
This time they left by night. They glided like moonrays over the deep seawaves, they hurried through the cold,
dreary night, like two delightful dreams.
As they ran they could hear the long-drawn-out double-throated meowing of the tomcat in the fireplace at
home.
Suddenly they seemed unable to move, as in a dream when your’e wanting to run and cannot. A cloud of dust
then descended upon them as Genario was coming at top speed. His face looked terrible, his eyes were cruel.
Without another word, he seized the Prince and flung him into the black stormy clouds of heaven. Then vanished,
maiden and all.
*
Consumed by lightning, the Prince dropped, a handful of ashes, upon the barren fiery sand of the desert.
But his ashes turned into a spring of fresh water that trickled upon the sands, bordered with tall lush green
trees, shedding a cool, scented shade. Had you understood the brook’s murmur you would have realized that it
was pining, in slow mournful song, for Ileana, the Prince’s fairhaired bride.
But who was to understand the brook’s voice in the heart of a desert, so far untrodden by the foot of man?
But in those days, the Lord God\fn{Jesus the Christ is meant:H} still walked the earth.
One day, two men could be seen walking through the desert. One had a luminous face and clothes resplendent
like the sun’s white light; the other looked more humble, like the shadow of the shining one. They were the Lord
and Saint Peter. Scorched by the desert’s sands, they bathed their feet in the clear cool streamlet that flowed from
the spring. They walked upstream, their ankles sunk in the waves up to the shady spring, where the Lord drank of
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the water, washing his luminous face and his wonder-working hands. Then they both sat down in the shade, the
Lord thinking of his Heavenly Father, Saint Peter listening to the dirge of the weeping brook. As they rose to go,
Saint Peter said:
“Let this brook turn into what it used to be, Oh Lord.”
“Amen,” the Lord said raising his hand, after which they made for the sea without looking back.
The brook and the trees vanished, as if by magic. Prince Chalrming, waking as if from deep sleep, looked
around.
He then saw the Lord’s luminous face as he trod the waters of the sea, the waves lying low before him as if he
were walking on dry land; he saw Saint Peter too, who, unable to resist his human nature, kept looking back and
nodding his head to Prince Charming. The Prince never lost sight of them until Saint Peter’s figure vanished in the
distance and you could only see the Lord’s bright face shedding a streak of light upon the shining waters, so that,
had it not been noontide, you might have thought the sun was setting. The Prince grasped the full meaning of his
wondrous resurrection and fell upon his knees facing the setting of that Godly sun.
*
But then he remembered having promised to steal Genario’s daughter, and a warrior’s promise is seldom left
unfulfilled. So he set out and as night was falling he reached Genario’s castle that glimmered in the darkness like
a giant phantom. He went inside …
Genario’s daughter was weeping. But, on seeing him, her face brightened as a wave brightens beneath the sunlight. He told her how he had come to life then she said:
“You won’t be able to kidnap me, unless you have a horse such as my father’s, for that horse has two hearts
inside of it. I will ask father tonight where he got his horse, so that you too can get one like it. Meanwhile, I’ll turn
you into a flower so that my father won’t find you.”
He sat upon a chair, she whispered some sweet charm and as soon as she kissed his brow, he turned into a red
flower, as dark-red as a ripe wild-cherry. She placed it in the window among her flowers and sang for joy so that
the castle echoed.
Just then Genario came in.
“Cheerful, my child? Why should you be so cheerful?” he asked.
“Because there is no Prince Charming to steal me,” she answered, laughing. They sat down to dinner.
“Father,” the girl said, “who gave you the horse that you ride when you go out hunting?”
“What is that to you?” he said, frowning.
“I just want to know, that’s all, you can be sure,” the girl answered, “since there’s no prince to steal me.”
“You know I never go against your wishes,” Genario said.
“Far away, by the seashore, dwells an old woman who has seven mares. She hires men to watch over them, by
the year, though the year with her lasts only three days; if a man is good at his job, she lets him choose a colt for
his boy; if not, she kills him and hoists his head upon a pole. But even if a man keeps good watch she’ll still cheat
him, for she takes the hearts out of all the horses and crams them into a single one, so that the man will more often
than not choose a heartless horse which is worse than an ordinary one. Are you satisfied, my child?”
“Quite,” she answered, smiling.
Upon which Gena:rio flung a light, red, scented handkerchief in her face. The girl stared long into her father’s
eyes, like one waking from a dream that she could no longer remember. She had quite forgotten the things her father had told her.
But the flower in the window was spying through its leaves like a red star through the creases of a cloud.
The following day at dawn Genario again went out hunting.
The girl murmured a charm and kissed the red flower so that the Prince stood before her, born of thin air.
“Well, did you find out?” he asked.
“Not a thing,” she said sadly, placing the back of her hand upon her brow. “I have forgotten everything.”
“But I remember everything,” he said. “Farewell, my pretty; we will soon meet again.”
He mounted a horse and vanished in the desert.
*
In the sultry heat of day, on the outskirts of the forest. he saw a mosquito writhing in the hot sand.
“Fair Prince,” the mosquito said, “pick me up and take me into the forest, and you won’t be sorry. I am the
Emperor of the mosquitoes.”
The Prince carried him into the woods that lay ahead of him.
Again he came out of the woods; he again crossed a desert along the seashore and saw a crab so sunburnt that
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it was unable to crawl back into the sea.
“Fair Priince,” the crab said, “do fling me into the sea, and I’ll help you how I can. I am the Emperor of crabs.”
The Prince flung him into the sea and went on his way.
Behold, as night was falling, he came to an ugly mud hut covered with horse dung.
There was no paling around it, but just long sharp pikes, six of which topped by a skull, the seventh rocking to
and fro in the wind, saying:
“Skull! skull! skull! skull!.”
“In the porch an old dried-up hag lay lupon an old sheepskin coat, her gray head in the lap of a young and
beautif!ul servant girl who was rubbing her head..
“Good day,” Prince Charming said.
“Welcome, young man,” the old woman answered, getting up. “What are you doing here? What are you looking for? Maybe you’ll take my mares a-field grazing?”
“I will.”
“My mares will only graze at night, so you can drive them out this very minute … hey, you, my girl, just give
this young man the food I prepared for him and set him on his way.”
Close to the mud hut there was a cellar underground. He entered and saw seven black mares with shining
coats, as. block as seven nights they were and had never yet seen the sunlight. They were snorting and pawing the
ground.
Having taken no food that day he ate what the old woman provided, then mounting one of the mares, he drove
the others into the cool dark air of the night. But he felt a heavy sleep gradually creeping through his veins, his
eyes grew dim and he fell as if dead upon the grassy meadow.
When he woke up day was dawning. The mares were gone. He could see his head already stuck upon a pike,
when behold! the seven mares came out from a distant forest, driven by an endless swarm of mosquitoes, while a
thin voice was piping:
“You’ve done me a good turn. One good turn deserves another.”
As he drove the horses back, the old woman began to rave, to turn the house upside down, and to beat the girl
who was in no way to blame.
“What is the trouble, mother?” the Prince asked.
“Nothing,” she answered. “Just that I am out of humor; it’s nothing to do with you—I am quite pleased.” After
this, she entered the stables and began to whip the horses shouting:
“Look for better hiding places, curse you, so that he won’t find you again, blast him for a foe and an enemy,
may he writhe in the throes of death!”
On the following evening he set out with the horses again, but this time, too, he sank and slept until dawn.
Deeply upset, he felt like going into the wide world when lo and behold! there came the seven mares, rising from
the depths of the sea, all bitten by a host of crabs.
“One good turn deserves another,” a voice piped.
It was. the Emperor of crabs.
The Prince drove the horses home and witnessed the same scene as on the previous day. During the day,
however, the old woman’s servant came near and pressing his hand, she spoke in a low voice:
“I know you are Prince Charming. Don’t eat of the food that the witch is preparing for you, because it’s cooked
with poppyseed. I’ll cook other dishes for you.” The girl secretly prepared victuals for him and at night-fall, when
he was about to leave with the horses, his head was clear, as if by magic.
About midnight he returned, drove the horses into the stable, locked the door, and entered the house. A few
embers were still glittering in the ashes of the grate. The old woman lay on her back on a chest, as stiff as dead.
He thought she had passed away and shook her. She slept like a log and didn’t move, so he woke the girl who was
sleeping on top of the oven.
“There,” he said, “the old hag is dead.”
“Dead, this night? No fear,” she sighed. “True, she is now as dead as dead can be. It is the middle of the night,
a heaviness possesses her body, but her soul, goodness only knows what crossroads it haunts, what numerous
charms it works. Before the cock crows, she sucks the hearts of the dying or ravages the souls of the unfortunate.
“So, brother, your time is up tomorrow; take me along with you: and you won’t be sorry. I’ll save you from
countless dangers that the hag is plotting against you.”
She fetched a whetstone, a brush, and a neckerchief from the bottom of an old, battered chest.
*
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The following morning the Prince’s year of service was up. The old witch was bound to give him one of the
horses and let him go his own way. As they were having their midday meal she went into the stable, plucked the
hearts out of the seven horses and stuck them all into the body of a three-year old, as thin as a bag of bones. The
Prince rose from the table, and prompted by the witch, went to choose the horse he was going to take. The horses
that were emptied of their hearts had shining black coats, the three-year old possessed of hearts lay in a corner,
upon a dung-heap.
“This one I’ll have,” the Prince said, pointing at the lean horse. .
“Now, God forbid that your work should go unrewarded!” said the cunning old hag. “Why not take your due?
Choose one of those fine horses. Whichever you want, and you’ll have it.”
“Nay, this is the one I want,” the Prince said, sticking to his choice.
The witch ground her teeth as if out of her mind, but soon closed that loose mouth of hers lest the gall boiling
in her evil heart should gush out.
“All right then, take it!” she said at last.
He mounted the horse, his club upon his shoulder. The face of the desert seemed to follow upon his trail and he
flew like thought, like a whirlwind amid the clouds of sand in his wake. The runaway servant-girl was waiting for
him in a forest. He placed her on the horse behind him and never stopped racing. Night breathed upon the earth a
cool, black breath.
“I feel a burn in my back,” the girl said.
The Prince turned to look. There was a greenish whirlwind on high, out of which two fiery red eyes shone fixedly, their flame-like gaze piercing the girl’s entrails.
“Throw the brush,” said the girl.
The Prince did so. And lo! behind them rose a large, thick, dark forest, alive with an endless stir of leaves and
the howiing of hungry wolves.
“Forward,” the Prince shouted at the horse that shot through the dark night like a demon fleeing its cursed
doom. A pale moon was gliding among gray clouds, like a clear face across troubled and meaningless dreams.
Prince Charming flew and never stopped.
“I feel a burn in my back,” the girl moaned heavily as if she’d repressed it for a long time. The Prince turned
and saw a large, gray owl; its eyes alone shone like two lightning bolts from within a cloud.
“Hurl the whetstone,” the girl said.
The Prince did so. Suddenly a gray peak sprang up, stunned, immovable, a horror-stricken stone giant, its head
in the clouds. The Prince whizzed through the air so fast he thought he wasn’t galloping at all, but just tumbling
from heaven into a bottomless pit.
“It’s burning hot,” the girl said. The witch had worked a hole in the rock and was coming through it as a trail of
smoke, a burning ember.
“Hurl the neckerchief,:” the girl said.
The Prince did so. Suddenly, a smooth expanse of water appeared behind them, clear and deep; the silver moon
and fiery stars were mirrored in that fair glassy lake.
The Prince heard a long drawn-out charm floating in the air and searched the clouds. High up in the heavens
Old Midnight was smoothly floating upon its copper wings in the blue distance, two hours before its time. The
hag was struggling, as if out of her mind, already half-way across the silvery lake. Prince Charming hurled his
club into the clouds and struck the wings of Midnight. It fell to the ground like lead, giving twelve pitiful cracks.
The moon hid behind a cloud while the hag, overcome with leaden sleep, sunk into the mysterious spellbound
depth of the lake. A tuft of tall black grasses rose in the middle of the lake. It stood for the witch’s doomed soul.
“We’re through,” the girl said.
“We’re through,” the seven-hearted horse echoed.
“My Prince,” he added, “you’ve struck down the Midnight two hours before her time and I can feel the sand
writhing under my feet. The skeletons lying buried in the hot sand will rise and start to soar to the moon for their
feasts. It is dangerous to be wandering about at this hour. The damp poisoned air of the dead spectres might kill
you. Better lie down; meanwhile I will go back and suck once more the white invigorating milk of my mother that
I may turn fine-looking and sleek-coated again.”
Prince Charming agreed. He dismounted and spread his coat upon the sand that was still hot. But the girl’s
eyes were strangely sunken beneath her brow, the bones and joints of her face were showing, the dark skin had
turned purple, her hand was heavy as lead and as cold as ice. .
“What’s wrong,” the Prince asked.
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“Nothing, it’s nothing,” she said in a faint voice and lay in the sand shaking as if possessed.
The Prince let the horse loose, then lay upon the coat he had spread. He fell asleep, but thought he was awake.
The lids of his eyes were red-hot and through the glare he thought the moon was slowly climbing down, growing
ever larger as it did so, until it looked like a celestial, silvery city suspended between earth and sky, ablaze in its
spleendor, with tall, white palaces, thousands of rose-colored windows; an imperial road was leading down to
earth, covered with silver pebbles blown over with moonbeam dust.
Meanwhile the wide dreary deserts were teeming with tall skeletons, dry-bony skulls clad in long thin robes, of
loose silver tissue hardly covering the white dried-up bones.
They wore crowns upon their heads made of flashes of light and long gilded thorns; mounted upon skeleton
horses they slowly climbed, quite slowly, in long procession, long rows of shifting silvery shadows. They went
the way of the moon, disappearing into the lifeless palaces of that moony city through the windows of which
came the strains of music, a music of dreams.
At this point he seemed to feel that the girl by his side was rising slowly; her flesh dissolved, only her bones
were left; in a flowing silver robe she, too, was taking the luminous path leading to the moon. She was traveling
back to the murky world of shadows whence, lured by the spells of the witch she had come down to earth.
Then the film upon his eyes turned green, dark—and all was blacked out.
*
As he opened his eyes the sun was high in the sky. The girl was missing. But in that arid country the horse was
neighing, fine, resplendent, invigorated with the golden sunlight which he was now seeing for the first time.
The Prince vaulted into the saddle; time to think a few happy thoughts before he reached Genario’s embattled
castle. This time Genario was seven days’ distance away, hunting.
He picked the girl up and sat her in front of him. She threw her arms round his neck and buried her head in his
chest. Her long white robe brushed the sand as they flew. The speed was such that she thought it was the desert
and the waves that were shooting past while they were standing still. And you could hear the tomcat meowing,
though very feebly, with all his seven heads. Away in the woods Genario heard his horse neighing.
“What is it?” he asked.
“Prince Charming is stealing your daughter,” the magic horse replied,
“Can we reach him?” asked Genario, taken aback, for he knew that he had killed the Prince.
“My word, we cannot,” the horse replied, “because he’s riding a brother of mine who’s got seven hearts, while
I have only two.”
Genario drove his spurs into the horse’s flanks; trying to shake itself free, it ran like a whirlwind. Seeing the
Prince across the desert, Genario said to his horse:
“Tell your brother to hurl him into the clouds, then come to me and he will feed on the kernel of nuts and drink
fresh milk.”
Genario’s horse shouted this to his brother and his brother repeated it to the Prince.
“Tell your brother,” the Prince said, “to shoot his master into the clouds and I will feed him with live embers
and give him fiery flame to drink.”
The Prince’s horse shouted this to his brother who shot Genario up into the clouds. The clouds in the heavens
stood still with wonder and turned into a gray handsome castle. Two sky-blue eyes cast long lightning flashes
from behind two banks of clouds. These were Genario’s eyes, now exiled in the heavens.
The Prince slowed the pace of his own horse and sat the girl upon her father’s steed. One more day and they
would reach the Emperor’s fine citadel.
*
Prince Charming was taken for dead, so, as the rumor of his home-coming spread, the light of day grew brighter and people murmured expectantly, just as a cornfield flutters at the breath of the wind. What about princess
Ileana meanwhile?
As soon as her husband was gone she locked herself in a secluded garden, behind tall, iron walls; she lay down
upon the cold stones, propped her head against a boulder and wept tears, as clear as diamonds, into a golden tub
nearby.
The garden had a number of flower-beds, all unwatered and untended. From the barren gravel, from the sultry
heat of day and the drought of night sprang yellow-leaved flowers. Their color was dull and turgid like the troubled eyes of .the dead; they were the flowers of sorrow.
Blinded with weeping, the eyes of the princess were weak and she could hardly see; in the mirror of her own
tears she thought she could scan the face of her beloved bridegroom, as if in a dream. Her eyes, now dry of tears,
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had ceased weeping. The long yellow hair fell loose like the folds of a golden cape upon her cold breasts; dumb
sorrow was engraved upon her features; a stony mermaid, you would have thought, lying upon the gravel of a
tomb. The sad, faded flowers turned pearly white; watered in innocent tears they were called lilies-of-the-tears.
The pale, sightless princess slowly walked among the flower-beds and culled a heap of lilies-of-the-tears, in
her lap; she then spread them near the golden tub, making a bed of flowers.
Prince Charming then appeared.
She fell upon his chest but, overcome with joy, she could only gaze at. him with those sightless eyes that
would take him in. She then took him by the hand and showed him the tubful of tears.
A clear moon, like a golden lace, sat smiling upon the deep blue sky. The night air was cool. The Prince bathed
his face in the tubful of tears, then wrapped himself in a cape of moonbeams that she had woven for him and lay
down to sleep on the bed of flowers. The princess lay beside him and dreamt of the Holy Mother of God picking
two violet stars in the morning sky and placing them upon her head.
In the morning, as she awoke, she could see.
*
On the third day the Emperor wedded Genario’s daughter.
The fourth day was to be the Prince’s wedding day.
A shaft of sunrays from the sky taught the musicians the joyful songs that the angels sing on the consecration
of a saint. Water gushing out of the entrails of the earth taught them the song of the weird sisters as they spin for
mortals, to dream of happy life.
So the musicians produced joyous songs and heart-felt epithalamiums.\fn{Marriage songs prasing the bride and
groom}
The red, scarlet rose, the silver lily, the pearly lilies-of-the-valley, the coy violet, and indeed all the flowers got
together, each speaking in its own scent, debating at length as to the possible shades of the wedding dress. They
told their secret to a dandy blue and gold butterfly. He bent and flew in circles above the bride’s face as she slept
and made her see as in a mirror the way she should be dressed.
Dreaming that she was so beautiful, she smiled.
The bridegroom put on a shirt of moonray spun yarn, a pearly belt, and a snow-white cape.
And there was a lovely, handsome wedding as no other in the world.
And they lived in peace and quiet many happy years.
And if the common saying be true, that time stands still for the magic princes of the world, then maybe they’re
still living.
2
I
It was a summer morning. The sea spread out its endless blue expanse, the sun rose slowly in the deep blue serenity of the sky, the flowers woke refreshed after the long night’s sleep, the rocks, black under the night’s dew,
were fuming and turning gray; here and there idling in the heat, they frittered into small sand and stone pieces.
Among stone crags, to the west, rose an old monastery enclosed by walls like a citadel; above the walls, in
places you could see the green top of a poplar or chestnut tree. The steep roofs of moldy hollow tiles, the black
dome of the church, the enclosing walls crumbling and overgrown by rich vegetation, by ants building tiny states,
by long processions of red insects lazily idling in the sun, the century-old oak gate, the stone steps worn and
corroded by walking, all these things together led you to the conclusion that here was a ruin kept up as an item of
curiosity, rather than a place to live in.
On the right hand side of the monastery rose wooded hills, vegetable gardens, vineyards, tiny villages with
white houses strewn along the bottom of the valleys; on the left hand side there was a road threading like a white
ribbon through vast green fields vanishing into the distance; in front of it was the sea, some rocky crags from
under the water piercing its surface in places.
Along the surrounding walls footpaths were climbing the hillside, now and then impeded in their course by
mole heaps. Along one of these paths you could see an old monk making for the gate of the monastery, his hands
behind his back. His cassock was of rough woollen fabric, he was girt with white braid, part of his wooden rosary
beads were hanging out of his bosom, his wooden sandals dragged and clattered at every step.
His white beard was somewhat thin, his eyes like whey, expressionless and rather imbecile; there was no resig-
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nation or asceticism.
Having reached the gate, he pulled the bell, a novice opened and he entered the seemingly abandoned monastery yard; it was paved with square stones among which tall grasses grew abundantly, a pond in the middle, banks
overgrown with all sorts of wild weeds: large-leaved burdock, mullein, sweet melilot and the vetchling that
weaves layers of flowers on top of the greenery strangling it in the knotty net of its twigs. A long, shady, cobwebbed corridor led to a staircase, then into the yard.
The old man opened the entrance door and disappeared within the building.
If you looked at it from the garden you could see, in the long high wall of the monastery precincts, blackbarred windows; a single one was overgrown with ivy and behind those meshes of dark leaves stood earthen pots
planted with white roses, their heads pining for the sun. That window opened into a cell the walls of which were
covered with all sorts of strange sketches in pencil; here the figure of a saint, there a dog romping on the grass,
further on the well-drawn picture of a horned cockroach, flowers, bushes, women’s heads, nightcaps, slippers; in
short a whole book of sketches spread out on the walls.
A bookcase with canonical books, a high-backed chair, clerical clothes hanging from a nail, a wooden chest
painted with all kinds of flowers, a simple bed with a pair of slippers underneath, plus a black tomcat: such was
the complete outfit.
The sun’s rays pierced the living and trembling net at the window filling the semi-obscurity with shafts of light
within which thousands of moving specks were all dancing, actuated by a sunray and bound to vanish with it.
*
A young monk was sitting in the chair. He was there in those moments of pleasant idleness that a large dog
experiences when he stretches his muscles in the sun, lazy, drowsy, free of all desires. A high and equally large
forehead, framed by shiny black hair rose over a pair of eyes sunken in their sockets and a delicate nose. A thinlipped mouth, a well-rounded chin, eyes, so to speak, content with something like self-confidence which might
easily become boldness; their expression was a strange mixture of dream and cold reason.
He went up to the window and looked down into the garden, at the tender grass growing in the virgin shade of
the trees, at the oranges flashing yellow through the leaves, then took up a pencil and drew an orange on the wall.
He picked up a slipper, placed it on the table and looked at it, then opened a clerical book and painted the slipper
on the corner of a page.
Such desecration of holy books! All the margins were full of women’s profiles, clergymen, knights, beggars,
clowns, to put it shortly, it was the reality of life daubed on every available corner.
The old man entered suddenly.
“Your blessing, father.”
“Bless you!”
“I say, Hyeronimo,” the old man was cheerful and sounded, a bit cracked-up, “what are you working on now,
you madcap?”
“Working, did you say? Have I ever been working? Such a supposition is an insult to my character, father. I
never do any work. I just play, drawing nonsense, rubbish. But as for work … I have more sense, though I may
not show it.”
“You’re wrong not to study painting.”
“I am neither wrong nor right, since I do nothing. I’m just playing.”
“You’re burying the coin, son, you’re burying it.”
“Burying the devil I am, father.”
“Get thee behind me, Satan!” the old man said, hopping and falling into his arms.
Hyeronimo laughed.
“God only knows, father, how you manage to be in such good spirits. I have moments of sadness, whereas you
… I don’t think so.”
“Sad, Hyeronimo? I’ll be damned if I was ever sad. Sadness avoids me as my chum avoids incense.
“But never mind, come into town with me. Today, looking in upon your abbot, I cut a surly, sulky mien, I said I
needed your help for burial rituals, lying as usual; to make a long story short, he concedes to you my honorable
society of sextons. We’ll go into town. I know a good place for wine, my word! We’ll play cards with other
brethren, we’ll smoke long pipes and get drunk as long as the day is long, and we’ll gaze through the windows at
the ladies! No harm done, of course.”
“Of course.”
“I wonder who the dickens made you take the cloth, you, rascally Hyeronimo?”
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“Who did? The devil himself.”
We should be wrong in thinking that all these levities of the monks meant something. Their so-called infamy
was just childlike nonsense in spite of the loose speech it was couched in. A glass of wine, a game of cards, a
smoke, now and then a furtive look at a smiling maid’s profile: such was always, in fact, their so-called licentiousness. The charm lay in the mystery that hypocritically wrapped their small worldly steps.
Hyeronimo flung his cassock away, cut a sinister face, the old man cut quite a crazy one to impress the
frightened porter and they both left the monastery precincts as fast as they could, only to temper the speed of their
walk on the highroad that led to town.
II
“Countess, I will persuade your father to force you to :be mine.”
“No one may doubt that you can do it, no one that you are capable of doing it. My father owes you money and
you want his daughter. Nothing could be more natural. You will agree about the price like the two honorable men
that you are. But as long as I am not your wife, I have a right to ask you to desist. There will be time enough for
you to torture me when I become your woman.”
The lovely countess turned her back upon him and looked out of the window into the street. She began to
laugh at the sight of an old monk doing his best to look pious in order to impress the passersby. Hyeronimo and
Onufrey were standing in the street. Onufrey was fingering the rosary beads held in both hands crossed upon his
belly, Hyeronimo stood with a demeanor deeply and nobly serious.
The Marquis Castelmare gave a long fierce look to the maiden who despised his love, then left abruptly, slamming the door behind him.
“Good looks that monk has,” the countess murmured smiling. “And what an old fool! He looks like a jester
playing the part of an intriguer. Such noble features in that young man. He looks like a demon, handsome; serious,
indifferent. As it happens, Francesco is looking for a model to sit for his demon in “The Fall of the Angels”. If we
could only get hold of the monk.”
“Maestro,” she shouted, drawing two chairs to the window. An old man entered, dressed in a velvet blouse, his
face noble and serene, his beard gray. He came up to the maiden, a question on his lips.
“Come along, sit beside me. Just look at that young monk. A fine demon in the “Fall of the Angels”, don’t you
think?”
“A fine Adonis in “Venus and Adonis”, the painter said with a smile, “you being Venus, he Adonis.”
“Why, that’s putting it rather strongly.”
Francesco took her hand into his own and put his lips on her fine forehead.
“You’re such a child,” he said in a low voice, “and why not? You want love. Every string of your heart trembles at this word. Do you want a man whom you do not love, that man Castelmare, to take you as his wife?
“You know I am rich, you know I love you as if you were my own child. You know that your father would sell
you, provided he gets the price he demands, because he’s destitute, a rake, a gambler. You know that the only way
to avoid misfortune is to run away from this house.
“You want a father? Here I am. You want a home? Mine is open to you. You want a lover, Caesara? There he
is.
“I have been in love, too. I have known that sweet pain in my younger days. You are pining for it; yet would
you be ready to give up the finest model for a painter: an angel of genius, for demons are angels of genius, the
others who stayed behind in heaven are a bit dull.”
“Why, father, you wouldn’t have me run after him, would you?” she said, her face turning red.
“Do you want me to run after him?”
“Well, no.”
“Well, yes. My compliments to you, young lady,” Francesco said, hastening to the door.
She would have stopped him, but it would have been of no use. Not stop him? It wouldn’t do. She just did
nothing, which was the wisest course in this case. The painter walked out smiling maliciously, yet particularly
amused by Caesara’s demeanor—contradictory, troubled, desperate.
She was left in perfect confusion. She gazed on Hyeronimo. How handsome he was. Her heart trembled within
her—she could have killed him, had he been hers. She was quite mad.
The beauty, the plenitude, the graciousness of this woman!
Her face had an amberlike whiteness just deepened by a slight bluish shade, due to that lucid, delicate venous
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system that ideal pictorial art concentrates in a protruding brow and in eyes as blue as a dark night shining in the
shade of long lashes, thereby becoming softer, darker, more demonic. Her fair hair looked like a golden haze, her
soft mouth somewhat fuller in the lower lip, seemed to ask for kisses, the nose was delicate, the sweet chin rounded as those of Giacomo Palma.
Thus, noble and handsome, she would raise her head with a kind of childlike pride as an Arabic steed; her long
neck then acquired that marmoreal\fn{ Marble-like} and demanding energy like the neck of Antinous.\fn{ Hadrian’s favourite; numerous portrait statues of the handsome, athletic young Cappadocian survived his suicide:H }
She propped her head in the palm of her hand and looked at that young monk with undefinable, resigned desire. The words of Francesco she took as a joke, although, in fact, she would have liked them to come true. She
took a sombre pleasure in that contemplation. She would have liked—what would she? Ah, who can possibly tell,
whoever could possibly tell, what language could be rich enough to express the infinite feelings running wildly
not in actual love, but in a yearning for love.
She was dreaming by the window. Let her dream. A sin it would be to analyze her feelings, would it not?
III
As they were walking along, Onufrey and Hyeronimo did not notice that a man was following them. It was the
painter. Hyeronimo was to call at the post-office where a letter was awaiting him, a letter from an uncle, an old
hermit. This is what he wrote:
Beloved in Christ’s name, my nephew.
It is such a wonderfully fine day as I am now writing to you and I am so full of the day’s sweet freshness, of the
scent of the land, of the myriad sounds of nature, that I almost feel inclined to confess to nature my thoughts, my feelings, my inner life.
My universe is a valley guarded on all sides by impenetrable rocks, a wall aganst the sea, so that no human soul may
know this worldly paradise that I am lying in. There is a single place to enter, a loose boulder that covers the entrance
of a cave leading right into the heart of the island. Consequently, if not crawling through that cave, you might think that
this island was a heap of barren rocks jutting out of the sea, deprived of vegetation and life. But what is the heart of it
like? The giant granite rocks rise around it like sombre guardians, while the lower part of the island, the valley that is
deep and of course under the glassy sea lies covered by sheaves of flowers, wild vines, sweet-smelling tall grass never
yet touched by the scythe.
Above the loose layer of vegetable life, a whole animal world. Bees by the thousands set the flowers a trembling,
kissing their mouths, velvety bumble bees, the blue butterflies pervade a certain region of the air and beyond it you can
see the sunlight shimmering. The tall rocks narrow down my horizon.
I only have a piece of the sky, but what a piece! A sombre azure, limpid, transparent, with only now and then a small
white cloud, like spilt milk, on the sky. In the middle of the valley there is a lake receiving the waters of four spring
wells which patter, quarrel, murmur, and topple over gravel stones all day and all night. An eternal music in the
summery stillness of the valley.
Far away among the green grass and gravel-covered slopes you can see these springs moving and meandering, like
silver, fluid, transparent, alive, falling into the arms of whirlpools where they crazily turn upon themselves, then hurry
on, until with a sigh of satisfaction they plunge into the lake. In the center of this lake, which looks black as it mirrors
the sedge, grasses and willows around it, there is another small island with a grove of orange trees.
In this grove is the cave that I turned into a house and my bee garden.
This island within an island is a flower garden that I myself planted for the sake of the bees. I do some kind of work
all day. You know that in my youth I was apprenticed to a sculptor. Therefore, having smoothed down the stone of my
cave, I decorated the surface of the walls with ornaments and figures in bas-relief, just as you do yourself with sketches. The difference being that sculpture is bare, consequently the figures that I model are naked.
On one wall there is Adam and Eve. I tried to render primitive innocence in these forms. None of them is yet conscious of the meaning of love. They are in love without knowing it. The shapes are virginal and not yet ripe. The look
on their faces expresses tenderness, not passion. This is a quiet, candid idyll between two people who are not aware of
their beauty or nakedness; they walk embraced in the shade of a row of trees. In front of them a pack of lambs.
Venus and Adonis are quite different. Venus is the passionate love itself. Her head dizzy with passion leans on the
shoulder of that femininely-handsome young man, who is shy and deeply in love. He steals a look at the perfect bodily
form of the goddess who renders him fortunate; shyly he glances since he is ashamed to take a straight look. He plays
the part of a guileless maiden whose lover just unrobed her.
Generally speaking, I am inclined to represent the aggressive woman. Man is aggressive by nature, in this respect
nature being repeated in every single sample; the obvious exception to the rule is the aggressive woman. There is something unspeakably engaging in the manner that a woman in love, innocent and timid at the same time, is to approach a
man who is either sullen for some kind of reason, or even more chaste, more childlike than herself. You can see I am
not referring to courtesans, to women whose experience is a guide to passionate love, but simply to the aggressiveness
of womanly innocence.
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That’s why I’m now working on Aurora and Orion, on the whitest of my walls. You are aware that maidenly Aurora
abducted Orion with whom the cruel virgin Diana had fallen in love, taking him to the island of Delos. The face of my
Orion expresses that underlying somberness and pride that you may see in the faces of any young man, the face of
Aurora that unquenchable joyfulness of young maidens. To achieve an expression of aggressiveness in such a face is a
difficult task.
One thing seems strange to me.
After the hours of passionate love a man feels deeply disheartened and sad. I even maintain that in such momients
man is more capable of suicide, more indiffrent to death than at any other time. On the other hand, I find that a virgin
young man is more difficult to seduce than a maiden and that poor Venus must have had her agony with Adonis. There
is a mystery in this preceding aversion, in sadness after sensual pleasure. But I cannot understand it.
I go to a school.
You know what school, that of my bees. I believe that all the ideas floating on the surface of our lives are just folds
of a mantle on a moving body. They differ from the movement of the body, though created and subjected to it.
Let us first consider the state of bees.
Such order, art and harmony in it. Were they to have books, papers,. universities, you would see men of letters
building combinations of genius on the subject of this order and you would think it was the work of intelligence while
you are aware that it is not intelligence, but something deeper that settles everything with a steady, infallible instinct.
Take their colonies. Every summer we can see two or three generations forming colonies out of the maternal state.
The satisfactory element is the absence of phrases and reasons commonly used in human society on the emigration of
superfluous population.
Then consider the revolutions.
Every year there is a revolution against the aristocracy, against the queen’s courtesans, minus the social contract,
parliamentary speeches, arguments in favor of the divine right, or natural right. Cinis et umbra sumus.\fn{Ash and
shadow:W}
But father, you’ll answer, you’re dealing in nature with ideas and concepts on the analogy of human circumstances.
You are thus considering minimal state organizations just as far as you see them similar to human organizations,
understanding our world in theirs.
Not so. People themselves lead an instinctual life. Customs and institutions on the basis of nature determine the
existence of subjective religions, of wicked and miserable deeds, though slyly well-planned and accommodated to the
narrow-mindedness of most men. It’s been like this ever since. You’re born, you wed: you father children, you die, just
as the animals do. Yet, instead of a country led by four-legged Don Juans, people have ballrooms, dance, music, where
you may likewise see young monocled monkeys nosing the females.
Thus a good bit of time passes, you believe or do not believe the arguments in favor of the excellence of this world,
and then you die. No one will then inquire what tiny fly has taught, produced scientific rubbish or, according to circumstances, has preached or fomented republican agitation. Maybe you’re sometimes given moments of lucidity—when
you gaze as if waking from sleep and you suddenly see, in wonder, that you have been living in a strictly organized
state of things without knowing or wanting it.
This mind, which in the troubled and barren striving and fighting in the history of humanity, in the history of an elementary something occasionally experiences a flash of lucidity; should this tiny piece of nonsense have anything to
say? Could it have an influence, a meaning, could it stand for anything in nature, it being nothing but a creation of the
same natural state?
Nothing of the kind.
The great migrations of peoples where the lesser sons abandoned the country while the maternal hive stood its
ground offer an analogy with the swarming of the bees.
Facts themselves are the truth, not the explanations given to facts.
The positive doctrincs, religious, philosophicol, legal or institutional are just many ingenious pleadings of this advocatus diaboli’s\fn{Devil’s advocate}mind in which the advocate is impelled by will to defend everything by argument.
This despicable advocate is forced to present everything in brilliant colors and since life is intrinsically miserable, he is
bound to decorate the misery of existence with flowers and with a similitude of profound wisdom, in order to cheat in
school and church the young who are just about to step on the stage, lying to them about the value of real life.
Honor for public servants, glory for soldiers, magnificence for princes, fame for the scholars, heaven for the stupid;
thus one generatian deceives another by way of this inherited advocatus diaboli, through this slave forced into cunning
and sophistry, who in one place laments as a cleric, in another cuts a serious demeanor as a professor, in a third pleads
as a lawyer, or elsewhere puts on miserable faces as a beggar. This last one he acts for the prospect of a glass of wine,
another for a nobility title, a third for a sum of money, yet another for a crown, but in each case, the reason is essentially the same: a temporary state of intoxication.
That is what I learn from my teachers, the bees, at school with them I see that we are shadows with no will of their
own, automatons performing what we have to perform; lest the game would disgust us, we possess a handful of brains
who would prove that we actually do what we want to, that we may do a thing or not: this is a self-delusion by which
the multiple probabilities are confused with what we are forced to do.
The internal life of history is instinctive; the extemal life, kings, clergymen, scholars are polish and phraseology.
Just as judging by a silken garment thrown over a corpse you cannot tell the state of the corpse, so judging by these delusive garments you may not tell the state of history itself.
As concerns myself, thanks to the lessons of nature I have stripped myself of the garb of vanity. I know that you are
so far a novice. Do not take orders, my son, do not put on a .cassock and a monk’s cowl pretending to be .other than
what you are, a good young man.
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I have been a hermit, not a monk. 1 should like someone to take my place in this hermitage, for I am an old man and
the hour of delivery may sound any time. Come then, but only when I am dead. As long as I live don’t trouble me. I
need loneliness. Old agre is a slow death. How slow my heart beats now, how fast it used to beat before I was sixty.
This is the way of the world. One day it’ll slow down, then cease beating, the oil in the icon-light being burnt out. I
know I will not feel the throes of death. It will be a quiet, natural passage that I do not fear. I will fall asleep and hope
never to awake again.
A kiss upon your brow, sweet soul,
Euthanasius.

IV
As Hyeronimus and Onufrey were coming out of an old building, Francesco, having seen them, picked up a
conversation with the first, asking him to sit as a model for one of his pictures. Seeing no impediment to the old
maestro’s proposition, Hyeronimo agreed and the three of them made for the latter’s home.
On the way, father Onufrey touched the painter’s hand as if by chance. It enclosed a few gold coins and Onufrey thought that whatever is found, naturally falls to the finder. Pressing .the painter’s hand with warm friendship
and purloining intention, he thought it best to go his own way, the more so as the play of backgammon at the pub
was fondly inviting; so he found some pretext or other and was gone.
Meanwhile Caesara, curious and restless, was messing about in the painter’s room. She went up to the picture
covered with a piece of linen, lifted it and looked how far the work representing.
“The Fall of the Angels” had progressed.
The Archangel Michael, his face serenely serious, was brandishing his fiery sword in the air. His fair locks
fluttered around his marble-white face and protruding brow and his blue eyes were shining with strength and energy. His extended arm was pointing to chaos. The long white wings seemed to form an ellipsis over his shoulders
and a diadem of blue stars floated over his brow.
The background was chaos, in the upper part pierced by some dying star, dark and cold, in the lower region.
Yet a gray stripe, an empty space, stood round the angel’s sword, for the figure of the chased demon.
She heard the sound of footsteps in the lobby. A screen concealed the artist’s bed. She slipped behind it, sat on
the bed and peeped.
Francesco and the young monk came in.
Her heart beat against her ribs as if to smash them.
*
Francesco showed Hyeronimo the picture and the place his figure was to occupy on that canvas. Then they
both entered a recess. Caesara did, not move, she was as still as a mouse.
Francesco came back, looked for his painter’s palette and brushes, lowered a: blue silken curtain over the
window giving the room a violet-blue hue, and set a black wooden pedestal in a convenient spot; the door of the
dressing room opened and Caesara very nearly yelled, but she stopped her mouth with a tiny hand, covering her
eyes with the other.
Let us whisper; my readers, at least, should imagine I whisper in their ears. Let’s see, did Caesara’s hand stay
upon her eyes? Her breasts had swollen under her heartbeats so that a button of that rather tight black velvet vest
flew open. Whyever had she buttoned it? Yet who was to know that her heart wou1d work under such a shock?
She unbuttoned her vest, the snow-white breast became free of their velvet prison, she took a deep, silent
breath. Then she quickly covered her eyes again, the time to cool the turmoil in her soul After which she raised a
tiny finger, the little one, over her covered eyes and peeped through her fingers.
She saw a fine head on broad white shoulders, a bust that seemed to be cut in marble. It was her girdle that was
now very nearly bursting.
She unhooked the buckle and breathing ever more freely, she began to consider the whole of that handsome
model, whose muscles and shape breathed handsome pride and nobility. Her arms dropped, her hands in her lap;
she was overcome with deep feelings, but had not yet looked her fill. She shook in every limb and you might have
heard her teeth chattering had she not kept her mouth shut tight.
The painter’s brush simply flew across the empty space that he had left on the canvas and Hyeronimo’s
features came to life, from the top of his head, one feature after another, down to the shoulders where the painter
sketched two long, radiating black wings.
It was a long sitting. Meanwhile Hyeronimo was standing on the pedestal, upright, motionless, proud as an
ancient Apollo, in the halflight of the room that the painter had purposefully created to catch the fundamental tone
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of the face.
*
“Hyeronimo,” Francesco broke the silence in the :room.
At these sounds Caesara was startled. A strange idea that the painter intended to put the screen aside came into
her head. She would then be discovered, in her disordered attire, her hair dishevelled, her eyes burning in her
head, her face blood-red. But it wasn’t that. The painter said:
“I am now working on the head. You must have been in doubt over something sometime in your life. Remember that situation so I can see that look on your face.”
Hieronimo called to mind old Euthanasius’s letter. His lips slightly parted in a cold, skeptical smile. Oh, could
he thus have turned to marble? His face expressed an arrogant pain; a tear fell from poor Caesara’s eyes.
“Yes, quite. That’s the right look!” said Francesco, inspired.
His eyes gleamed and his brush hurriedly sketched those features of sorrowful bitterness on the face of his
sombre, infernal genius.
“Deeply unhappy he must have been, since remembering this changes his face,” Caesara thought and sweet
quiet tenderness filled her soul.
She was no longer the same person. Out of the .turmoil she had been through, she was now calm. She loved
him. In that beautiful white marble statue, in that stone-still Adonis, she supposed there was a soul. She now felt
like crying. Her lips parted in a sweet expression of sorrow and iove, she buried her head in cushions and closed
her eyes. She felt she was crying despite herself.
“I will want a few more sittings,” Francesco said.
Caesara opened her eyes.
Francesco had pulled the curtain aside and once more she saw her Adonis in full daylight. She covered her
eyes again and heard the painter and Hyeronimo entering the adjoining dressing room. She sprang up stealthily,
softly, rushed into her boudoir, threw herself on the bed, and buried her face in pillows crumpling anything that
she could grasp. As Francesco came into her room, she hung around his heck, hugged him spasmodically, fondled
and kissed him.
“What is it, child?”
“Nothing.”
“Do you like him?”
She mumbled something, her eyes full of tears ancl desire.
V
Caesara to Hyeronimo.
Be kind when a woman tells you she loves you.
A young and beautiful woman, for beauty I know I have. Yet I wonder, you are so proud, you can give such cold
looks. Oh, I could melt the icy look in your eyes with a kiss, beloved! Why should I disguise love in the garb of bashfulness, since I love you, since I should accept to be your servant, if you’d only let me into a corner of the house where
you lodge, if you’ll let me kiss the pillow where your head rests.
See what an obedient, humble child love is. You think I am a shameless, wicked woman, deserving slander. But
think of this: that I should be as tame as a lamb, that I should speak no word, that I should keep quite still looking upon
you, if you’d only love me as I do.
I know not what your heart is like. Could I possibly?
Come and tell me what it is like, what goes on in that small chamber where I should like to stay, by my own self.
Why, do you know my name?
Caesara

*
Hyeronimo to Caesara.
That you are beautiful, I do believe. That you love me, I do thank you. That you offer everything you think might
make me happy, renders me capable to lay down my life for you. I gratefully kiss your hand for your intention to make
me happy, though you are mistaken in believing that your woman’s love may achieve it.
Love is a calamity and the happines you’re offering, poison.
That you do not know this is a fact that makes you adorable. If, for one moment, you’d look through my eyes, how
different this world would appear, this world in which you seek and hope to find what is not in it: happiness.
You ask me to love you.
If I could love you as a star in the sky, why yes! But if I sigh, if I desire, don’t I hear on all sides the same trivial
sighs, the same vulgar desires; for what is their finality? Animal pleasure, breeding as the earth moulds maggots—so do
we have the same despicable desires in our hearts, clothing them in moonlight as it shimmers on the lakes, the same
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sickening kisses likened to the lisping winds, the giddy swish of the beech leaves.
Is it true or not?
Look at those young men, at their trivial smiles, their effeminate feelings, their equivocal whispers, look at those
women who respond with voluptuous ogling, desirous lips, just look: it is around this instinct that human life revolves.
Food and breeding, breeding and food!
And will I fall into such ranks? Begging a kiss, a slave under your thumb, trembling at the sight of your bare breast,
the breast that shall shortly be a corpse and which, in essence, is such even this day?
Shall I curl my hair to please you and tell you lies to delight your small mind, shall I turn into a puppet for …
whoever can tell why.
No! I will not act in the evil spirit that governs the world. I pity you, I pity myself, I pity the whole of humanity. I
had rather wrench the fire in my heart, let it flare in small sparks rather than use it as fuel for a feeling that I consider
not merely culpable but downright gross.
Let them find pleasure in their embraces, let them love, let them die as they have lived. I shall pass through life indiffrent, like any exile, like a paria, like a mad man. Only not as they are.
The kernel of life is egotism and its garb is lie.
I am neither an egotist nor a liar.
Quite often, when climbing a big stone boulder, I feel as if, in the folds of the mantle thrown over my shioulder, I
had turned stockstill and become a bronze statue. The world, in passing, knows that they have no feeling in common
with this bronze.
Leave me alone in my cold pride. If the world were to perish and I could save it by a lie, I would not tell that lie and
leave the world to its doom. Why do you want me to step down from a pedestal and join the crowd?
I look upwards, like Apollo’s statue.
Be you the star in the skies, cold, luminous!
Then would my eyes forever gaze on you!
H.

Hyeronimo had left the monastery on the counsel of Euthanasius and was living in isolation, in a small room in
town that he had decorated with flowers and sketches by his own hand. In this would-be hermitage he was often
visited by Francesco. One day he showed the latter Caesara’s letter.
“Now, do you mean to say no?”
“Here is what I say,” he answered showing his own.
“Do what you like, but come to my studio today, for my picture is finished.” They proceeded and came to
Caesara’s house.
“Miss Caesara,” Francesco introduced as they entered.
“Caesara?” Hyeronimo murmured in wonder, giving a long and serious look to the poor girl’s bashful red face.
He sat. down on the corner of a sofa and seemed to be out of sorts. Francesco left the room; Caesara threw
herself at the young man’s feet, hands joined together, trembling and very nearly weeping. .
“Oh,” she said under her breath, as if afraid of what she was saying; grasping his hand she raised it to her lips,
“can you bear my love? Just bear it, for I am not asking you to love me; but suffer to be 1oved, like a child. I hear
you are a woman-hater, a solitary creature and I have despaired in loving you.”
He put his arm airound her waist and gently raising her from the ground, sat her by him; then he cupped her
head in his hand and gazed straight and long into her eyes. It seemed strange. He could hardly believe what he
saw.
“Do you speak the truth?” he asked.
She bent her head. She had seen his smile and had seen enough to give up all hope.
“Ah,” she thought, “a man like him, what pleasure should he find in a superficial doll, in this waxen mask of
mine? It goes without saying. Another man would feel flattered; not he, not even flattered.. He well knows love is
his due and he just asks me, like a teacher to his pupil, in a friendly but cold enough way:
“‘Do you speak the truth?’”
*
Another woman, taking more pride in her beauty, would have left the room blue in the face with anger and
injured. to death. A woman does not offer her love to be refused.
Caesara? She was just sad. She would have cried, wept her eyes out, but could not be vexed with him.
He, the more he looked at her, the more beautiful she seemed. He pitied her, yet could not give her false hopes,
as any other man but himself would have done.
*
“It’s not that you lack in beauty, Caesara.
“Let us talk quietly. I will address you personally, for you are dear to my heart, though I do not love you the
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way I would have it. Listen.
“I have never been in love; maybe I cannot. But one thing I want you to believe. I do not love anyone, but were
I to love, you would surely be my beloved. I feel a kind of worship for you in my heart which may possibly become love if, well, if you wouldn’t love me yourself.
“I do not know how to describe the strange feeling that freezes my heart, not exactly makes it cold, but apathetic. I have no desires and you have taught me to have them.
“You think it strange, so do I. It’s as if I would kiss you, were you not to kiss me back. It’s as if I could love
you if you were angry with me.”
*
“I cannot be, I can’t pretend, not ever,” she said.
“It is sad,” she added quietly, her voice somewhat deeper, “for your love is the key to the happiness of my
whole life. Castelmare has now a free hand. There is no reason for me now to refuse to marry him since you don’t
care for me. I no longer want to run away from my father, since I have to forget my misfortune, if possible, by
means of another misfortune.
“I am a woman.
“I used to think I was beautiful. I no longer do.
“I used to think I had a right to despise the feelings of a man who loves me—I was cruelly and equally
rewarded for my scorn.”
*
“Caesara,” he said gently, moved as he was, “will you let me think this over?
“I have a strange heart and mind. Nothing ever enters them spontaneously. An idea stays with me for days, on
the mind’s surface; it doesn’t affect me nor does it interest, me. After a number of days only does it sink to the
bottom of my head; there, in conjunction with other ideas that may be found there, it becomes firmly rooted.
“Caesara, it goes the same with my feelings. I may well see a man drop dead in the street with no reaction at
first. Hours later, only, the scene reappears and I begin to weep, I weep profusely and an indelible trace is left in
my heart.
“You want me to pity you. I say: pity me; for if ever love should enter my heart, I would die of it.
“You do not understand me, yet I do feel that love and death will be close together. Whatever is spontaneous in
me is sympathy and this you have entire. Love me if you will, if (let me speak this sweet word) if you have the
grace so to will.
“You think I would be unable to love you, do you? You are wrong. Just give me time: that your image may
work its way deep into my heart; that I may get accustomed to this idea, I, a man unloved, who has never loved
anyone. Yet I still think I might go crazy in loving you.”
He kissed her forehead and went out.
*
She smiled.
She took a packet of playing cards, charmed them with a magic formula, to see if he would come the following
day; she said softly as she was displaying the cards one after another:
“Were he to come tomorrow, I will love him; should he not come; then, then, I will love him all the same.”
Hyeronimo to Euthanasius.
I fondle a maiden’s head in my own way, that is filling a sketchbook with the various expressions of a single face. It
is a strange thing that my eyes, so clear, I may say of a heavenly clarity, cannot perceive anything in its entirety, on the
spot.
I scrawl all over the walls.
I called on a maiden who is in love with me, but whom 1 do not love.
I’ve seen her blushing, timid, upset.
I have sketched that look in my book. She knelt by me asking me to suffer her love. I cannot possibly describe the
expression of innocence, candour and love on her face, but I made a sketch of it.
It’s worth a kiss, my sketch is.
It is, maybe, one of the truest that I ever drew. I keep it by my side. Perplexity and sweet resignation. An angelic
profile. I said kind words to her. There was a flash of hope in that gentle sadness of that face. A treasure of a sketch. But
I feel that the sketches grow ever more familiar to my heart.
I do not love her. No, I do not.
Farewell, father.
*
You do love her, my boy, though you do not know it. Cinis et umbra sumus.
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Euthanasius.

There are men whom observant minds as well as women read at first sight, people of small wit, but of a strong
will, consistant characters. Such a character was Castelmare.
Had a woman heard him pull the bell she would have instantly known the manner in which to receive him; a
good actor hearing his firm step, heavy and rigidly regular, echoeing along the galleries and corridors of the Bianchi palace, by reconstructive imagination, without a glimpse of him, he could have guessed the character of the
man in question: a nature common, consistent and strong.
Having once made up his mind to marry Caesara, with or against her will, all means whatever were acceptable,
though he had few at his disposal, since he had small ability for the purpose. Yet since he was not without intelligence, he was trying to discover if the sly maiden had by chance another love.
*
Hyeronimo, though ignorant of the nature of his feeling for Caesara, chose to obey her as a child his elder sister; frankly speaking, she used the power she had over him in a way quite unpardonable. In her presence he felt a
kind of tenderness in his heart, a kind of strange thrill, the memory. of which haunted him for days on end.
You could not call it love, for though he delighted in her presence, he would rather think of her when he was
far away. In such rememorations, while playing with her image, her actual presence was downright djstasteful. He
felt something like a thorn in the flesh she being present—he no longer possessed that dreamlike freedom which
was the essence of his life and the only happiness of a character content without love or hate.
“If she would only leave me alone,” he thought, “I could bear it. I would hold her small hand and we should
gaze at the moon, the virgin moon.
“I would then contemplate her as a marble statue or like an image painted against a luminous background in a
book of icons. Her hair looks like golden froth, so fine is it. And her face glows in a strange way. But she won’t
leave me alone, not for the world. She will throw her arms around my neck, kiss me, saying that I love her. Nay,
confound it all! Apart from that she is quite beautiful, strictly speaking. Her chin like a round golden apple, her
mouth sometimes like a cherry and her eyes, oh those eyes! If she would only keep them away from mine, she
touches my lashes and I shiver down to the soles of my feet.
“Then do I no longer see how beautiful she is. A dark fog covers my eyes and I could then kill her.
“This is no life but downiright torture. Why, to be honest, poor child, she has no idea that she is torturing me.”
*
He was walking in the garden of the Bianchi palace.
Like the wings of a wild eagle, the black, dry hair framed that lovely weary face as if fashioned of Parian marble. The half-closed lids revealed the large size of his eyes, of a dark demonic blue, yet disdainful; the half-closed
lips revealed a forcible pain; the neck alone curbed proudly, as if undaunted by the hardship of life.
The night was clear, the air looked snowy in the moonlight peeping through the dark greenery of the trees. He
sat on a bench, hands joined together; limp upon his knees, head hanging down and hair disheveled over his brow;
vaguely thinking thoughts that he wasn’t aware of; the moon alone sailing among the clouds filled the night with
dreams.
A slight swish was heard which woke him.
It was she.
There was a change in her. Her face, no longer drawn, was visibly rounded, her breasts were fuller, the color in
her cheeks had gone, displaced by a pallor that lent her an air of incredible gentleness. Her eyes had no longer that
wild, nocturnal brilliance, the depth of which flashed with sombre love and hungry desire; nay, clear and unspeakably profound you might have gazed days on end into them. A calm and melancholy peace was in their depth. In
that full yet sad face, the purple mouth was painfully smiling: a rose of Jericho the beauty of which never withers.
She came slowly along the path bathed in the moon’s clear light, along white alleys decorated with the shadows of meshed leaves. She saw him but did not quicken her pace. Had she guessed what his character was like?
Maybe. He sat still, gazing upon her coming slowly, as if moonstruck, like a sleepwalker.
His elbow on the back of the seat, he placed his chin on his hand, gently moving his fingers, gazing in wonder,
with shining eyes, at her luminous face as she was coming. She sat down by him, the moonlight full on her. She
did not touch his hand, nothing. The moon silvered her becomingly and she was sly enough to let herself be fully
bathed in this gentle and volluptuous light.
He went on gazing. He was first to reach and gently clutch her slender, cold little hand.
“Why, yes!” he thought, while a sensation never felt before shot through his heart, “I do like her now, indeed.”
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He then gently crept up to her lithe, light body and bendng down, he gently whispered into her ear, though in
passionate accents:
“Look at the moon, the midnight moon, as lovely as.a fourteen day old baby and so cold. Can’t you feel that all
life’s sorrow, that every desire, every aspiration: ceases in the contemptation of this fine picture, yourself a part of
it. In my mind you are now an angel, more beautiful than I ever saw you, tender.
“Don’t you know that I love you?”
She thrilled, but kept silent.
“Then look over the whole town, a brilliant lot of palaces and domes, just look how the tower tops and the sails
of boats on the river shine in the moonlight over the darker masses. In spite of all this, the center of the picture is
your own self, you! Not a sound. Except a nightingale far away in some garden and a swirl of water swishing
gently.
“Silent and innocent you’re gazing upon this world. Roses are blooming in your face. You, a queen of the
spirit; you are as pure as well-water, are you not, as lissome as a cypress, as sweet-voiced as Philomela, as young
as the full moon, childlike like a canary, worshipped like a divinity.
“Look,” he said under his breath, “look at that narrow dark street; its shadow is pierced by a shaft of light.in a
single corner, but that spot looks snow-covered. Come with me, come home with me. I’ll draw away the curtain in
my room’s window and we shall gaze at the sky all night long.
“Why, I love you!” he shouted firmly.
“I do love, you, only too well! I realize that I love you!”
He held her so tight that they were both clenched in a long nervous grip. Then, tired with such unparalleled
commotion never before ex:perienced, he dropped against the back of the seat., closed his eyes, his head upon the
seat’s back. The moon shone full in his face.
Caesara stood before him, bowed down over him and leaning with both hands upon the back of the bench, she
kissed him, eyes half-closed, with innumerab1e kisses.
He felt nothing; like, a child; drowsy, fondled by his mother.
*
There was a rustle of leaves in a bush.
“God in Heavens!” she thought in fear, “what if they had seen me? Maybe Castelmare. Poor boy! However
will he reach home? That man may be watching.”
She waited a moment for him to wake up from that ecstasy; then she questioned gently as if trying but slowly
to interrupt his thoughts, his sleep.
“Are you a swordsman?”
“I am,” he said.
“Let me bring a sword, shall I?”
“Yes do.”
“And you’ll give me a kiss for it?”
“I will.”
She ran up the stairs into the palace and two minutes later she came with a sword, girding him with it, taking
this opportunity to put her arms tight around his waist.
“My sweet icicle, you marble, you stone, you!”
“Leave me alone, Caesara. I wish I were dying.”
“No, no, my angel. Go home. Let no harm come near you on the way. Think of your own Caesara, my treasure.” She couldn’t help taking his head into her cupped hands and kissing him once more, a passionate and sounding kiss.
“Now go away, please go!”
“Why do you ask it?”
“Because I would kill you if you stayed.”
“Kill me, how?”
“I know how,” she said, as sly as a child. She led him on to a forest path and pushed him out of the garden.
Then turned and, putting her arms round the trunk of a tree, she spoke under her breath, with a kind of spite:
“Hyeronimo! I’ll bite you!”
She beat her fists against the tree-trunk, then went to her room; furiously she tore at her velvet vest, she tangled
her fair hair, then gazed into a mirror, her eyes full of tears, her lips trembling. She threw herself on the bed murmuring softly, very softly, tender, unspeakably tender words smothered with tearful sighs, a single name, more
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distinctly pronounced sounded:
Hyeronimo.
*
Things fared differently with Hyeronimo.
He was making for the narrow street. The soft night air had brought him to his senses and being less sensual
than his dove, he was left with the theoretical conviction that he loved her. He went along the dark street with a
light step indicating an elastic weight, as you feel it in a horse of breeding.
He heard behind him a severe, soldierly step and knew it was Castelmare.
He stopped and turned the way whence the sound came.
Castelmare showed up.
Silence.
Hyeronimo struck a stone wall with the point of his sword and in the flashing light both rivals recognized each
other. That very moment, without as much as one word, the swords crossed, then a groan and a heavy fall on the
hard street pavement; one of the two shadows disappeared in a house nearby.
The other lay dumb.
VII
Stretched out on his bed, Hyeronimo had pulled the window curtain aside to watch the moon sinking into the
river, turning its surface into a soft luminous path, when he heard a soft knock on the door. It was the painter.
“Young man,” he said, “you must leave town, as soon as possible.”
“Why?”
“You’ve killed Castelmare.”
“I know.”
“You do. Yet what you seem to ignore is the fact that he is the nephew and inheritor of this town’s podesta, that
dueling is forbidden here and that you may be hanged.”
“I don’t care.”
“You don’t care? Where did you learn this way of speaking, my boy?” the old man quietly added.
“I should be sorry for your very fine head. Besides, there’s something else to consider.”
He handed a piece of paper scribbled in crooked lines. Hyeronimo unfolded it.
Caesara to Hyeronimo.
Run away, I beg you.
You have not killed Castelmare. Bleeding, almost choking with blood, he told his men to take him to our house. He
told everything, whose work his wound was.
Run, do, please. They may be on your tracks this very night. What is even worse is that the count wishes to become
engaged to me in his present state and I have no strength whatever to offer resistance!
But I love you. Believe me, I won’t survive this misfortune.
By staying, you wouldn’t save me, just kill me with anxiety, my bird of paradise! Run away and maybe … alas, for
some hope to cling to!
Can’t you see that I can’t find my words. I would say, come here, but I cannot. Just think, would I imperil you just to
see you once more?
No, run away, Hyeronimo; maybe some impossible occurence may keep me for your own. Maybe the count will die.
I hope he will.
I love you. But not as much as to ask you to stay.
Farewell, my love.
Caesara

Hyeronimo threw his mantle upon his shoulders and they went to the river where Francesco gave him his boat.
He hugged his old friend, untied the boat from the shore, stepped inside and floated down the river; having
reached the full shining seawaters, he dumped oars and rudder into the water, lay supine under the lofty splendour
of the sky and thus, a floating seed on the infinite expanse of the sea, he plunged into deep sleep.
*
The following day, as he opened his eyes, the sun was high up in the sky.
He noticed that his boat was stuck among some stony rocks. The sun was lord of the sky and filled the watery
deep with light. On the continental shore an old abbey showed among wooded rocks; along its colonnades of
hoary stone and in the covered porch, nuns were walking, with slow measured step. Close by the walls of the
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monastery, a garden sloped down to the seashore, the sea gently lapping at a bough of cypress and roses hidden by
a toppling rock, looking like a sheltered bathihg place.
He took off his shoes and jumping from rock to rock he explored this rocky empire. He came upon a spring of
fresh sweet water that noisily gushed from the deep of a cave. He entered the cave. A bracing coolness enveloped
him, wholesome since he had been sunburnt in his sleep. He walked on. The cave seemed to grow ever longer and
became ever darker. He suddenly saw a gleam of bright light, but he thought it was a bolt. Seeing that it was not
fading he went nearer and saw a hole large enough to put your hand through, opening on to the other side. He
looked through it, saw heavy bushes and was struck by a smell of sleep-lulling weeds. He tried to enlarge the hole
by the strength of his hands, but it was granite rock, hard to move; yet one huge boulder seemed to stir. He pushed
it—the boulder turned as if on hinges, leaving a tiny entrance, a space that he could crawl through.
He went. in, quickly pushed the boulder back, covering even the tiny gleam of light with earth and stones and
turning to see where he had entered, he stood still at the beauty of the view.
Gigantic hoary stone rocks stood around, rock upon rock. sky-high; a valley dropped down amid them, a
garden of a dell, with springs of water, a lake in the center and an island in the middle of the lake where the hives
of a large bee garden stood in long rows.
“It’s the island of Euthanasius,” he thought in wonder, stepping gently and marvelling at every step.
The very insects were tame in this Edenic place. Strange butterflies, blue, golden, red, covered his long dark
hair, so that his head seemed to be strewn with flowers. The air of this island was alive with murmuring hymns of
bees, bumble-bees, butterflies; the grasses grew chest-high, vetching laid flowery snares to one’s feet; warm air, a
voluptuous scent, filled the heavenly place.
He walked up to the lake and fording it, came on to the island. The bees came humming round the new young
Emperor of this paradise. He looked for the cave which, he knew, was sure to be on the Island. He actually found
it, carved in stone; found a chisel, carving tools, a beaker, water pitcher.
But the old man was missing. A written sheet lay on a small table.
I feel the marrow of my bones beaoming clay, my blood frozen and thin like water, my eyes hardly mirroring the
world I live in.
I am dying out. There’s nothing left but an eathen pitcher that held the light of a rich life.
I will sit under the waterfall of a stream. Creepers and water flowers shall wrap my body in their vegetable growth
and my hair and beard into a tissue of fine threads; in the palms of my hands opening to the sun, the eternal source of
life, the wasps shall build their honeycombs, their waxen citadels.
The ever-flowing fresh waters of the river shall dissolve my body, assimilating me to the whole of nature and keep
me from rottmg. Thus my dead body will dwell for years under the rushing stream, like an old monarch of fairy tales, in
an age-long sleep, on a magic island.

Hyeronimo looked at the walls with scenes of love, saw old books and plenty of written sheets on the shelves
of a cupboard leaning against the wall; he sniffed at the water in the pitcher and as it was foul and evil-smelling he
concluded that the old man had died.
So he, the natural heir of this peaceful refuge of the garden, sheltered like a room, rummaged through the
books, all choice ones, promising deep and long enjoyment; the old man’s writings, each thought being a cypher
of that profound and happy brain, each phrase having such resonance as to determine a whole train of thoughts
and analogies in the young man’s head.
He soon became familiar with his small empire; it was like home.
He, tended the garden and the honeycombs, walking like a wild doe among the bushes and grasses of the
island.
On warm nights he often lay naked on the shore of the lake, only lightly covered. The whole of nature, the
singing white wells of water, the roar of the sea, the splendor of the night then plunged him into a deep and happy
sleep, wherein he lived like a plant, with no sorrow, no dream, no desire.
VIII
On the day of Caesara’s wedding to Castelmare, her father, the Marquis Bianchi, died of an apoplectic stroke
in the midst of wine glasses and of his table companions.
When she saw him stretched out on the bed, eyelids yet half-open over glassy eyes, his mouth full of foam, she
leaned against the wall in the recess of the window; she looked in disgust upon that corpse that had lived solely
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for its own sake and who, to assuage certain passions that were bound to come to such an end, was ready to sell
her, the very picture of a madonna, to the one man she most hated in the world.
Coming up to her, Castelmare began to comfort her
“My lady,” he said, “your father is dead and you’re left with no protection whatsoever in the world, except
myself, your future husband.”
“Nay, without as much,” she said, “for you are no longer my future husband, my year of mourning has at least
postponed that happy perspective. You may knock again on my door when the mourning year is over.”
Castelmare went away displeased, giving her a last look of unmitigated hate.
*
Francesco advised her to leave town where she was in danger to be followed by her cruel admirer and to retire
to a nunnery a few hours away; she actually went there after her father’s funeral.
She had grown thin with worry, poor child. She hadn’t heard anything from Hyeronimo, except that Francesco’s boat, in which he had sailed out to sea, had been found smashed on the shore, so that she considered him
drowned, long since dead.
Within the peaceful walls of the monastery she became her old self again. Her cell looked out on the garden
and the sea. Quite often, having bolted the door to prevent anyone entering and disturbing her, she would gaze for
hours on the permanent surge of waves vanishing into the far-away horizon; on the garden, lovely and grown
wild, bushes and trees sloping down to the seashore; at times, walking the shady paths, she would weed the grass
growing on the path or would hide in some bush near the shore, sitting there for hours, lost in her hopeless
longing.
On warm days, she would undress and leaving her clothes in the bush, she would walk down to the sea. A
wonderful shape, a snowy apparition, blending the sweet softness of childhood with the noble, ripe, pleasant wellmarked: beauty of a woman. The blue veins were almost visible through the general transparency of a smooth
skin; as her foot touched the sea, as she felt the waves bathing her body, her smile turned nervous and indomitable
as her childhood had been.
Fighting the old ocean she felt rejuvenated, smiling; her mouth tightly clenched with energy; she gave way to
the ocean’s tumultuous embrace, her white arms occasionally cleaving the blue waves; swimming on her side or
back, voluptuously sprawling on the bed of waves.
Night was falling.
Again did she give way to her passion, for the waves, smiling with intense and sweet well-being; she laid bare
her snow-white neck, she let her hair loose around her shoulders and breasts grown full with a longing; for love;
finnally naked and beautiful like an ancient statue, possessing, moreover, the advantage of life, that warm, soft,
smooth skin showing imprints if touched.
She jumped into the sea and began to swim, fixing as her goal a few rocks that she could see at a quarter of an
hour from the shore.
The quiet waves floated her and she soon reached the rocks in the sea. She gently proceeded along them
touching the rocky walls with her hands, reached a cave out of which a divided, luminous stream was flowing,
went inside following the course of the stream, when suddenly a celestial panorama stood before her eyes.
“Good God, what a heavenly place!” she thought. “I’ll stay here awhile.”
She walked on across the.grass which, warm and sweet-smelling, tickled her body; she threw herself into the
lake, as clear as tears, the waters of which nearly sent her to sleep; she would then have a run across the orange
grove, butterflies and bees chasing her. She was quite crazy, like a child astray in an enchanted fajiry tale garden.
Finally, seeing that the sun was sinking, she turned the way she had come, but great was her terror as she could
see no way out.
What was she to do? Thinking that she had gone astray, she looked around once more. No way out.
“Why,” she thought, :”what if I were to spend the night in this enchanted heavenly place? Who can see me,
who knows me?”
*
Night had fallen.
Big, white stars were trembling in the sky and the moon’s silvery light was sailing through transparent waves
of clouds curling across its path. The night was warm, heavy with the scent of armfuls of flowers; the hills glowed
in a shroud of mist. The quiet waters of the lake around the glade gleamed like silver; the glowing waves occasionally lapped the dreamy shores.
Across this fairy-tale night descended upon a heavenly spot surrounded by the sea, Caesara walked like a
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snowy phantom, her long golden hair reaching down to her ankles.
She walked slowly. The dreams, the enchantment of a fragrant summer night had invaded her virgin soul. She
was on the verge of tears.
Thinking of her lover she fancied she was Eve in Paradise, alone with her grief. She came up to the lake and
saw a path of gravel stones under the surface. She began to cross the lake, the water circling apace around her
ankles. She gazed on that enchanted glade. A yearning for happiness filled her heart; she was craving for love like
a young tender child, her lips were parched with longing for a kiss, her mind was lifeless like a bed of flowers
half-burnt by drought.
Having reached the glade, the scented shade of the tall trees fell like a .blue reflection on her skin so that she
looked like a marble statue in the bluish light.
Suddenly, among the trees, she saw.the figure of a man.
She thought it was her imagination, a figment projected upon the mesh of leaves. That figure assumed ever
clearer outlines.
It was Hyeronimo.
“Why,” she thought, “what a fool I am. He is present everywhere, in the night’s splendour, in the silence of the
glades.”
He came nearer. He, too, thought a lifelike figure stood before him. He gave her a long look, they gazed a long
time upon each other.
As he took her hand, she shrieked.
“Caesara!” he shouted embracing her.
“Caesara! Are you an imaginary figment, a dream. a shadow of the night under the snowy light of the moon?
Or is it you? You!”
She was crying, could not answer. She thought she was crazy, she thought it was a dream and only longed for
the dream to last forever.
“Is it you? Your own self?” she asked in a strangled voice.
Her mind was clearing, all her dreams were returning, splendid and yearning for life.
She could not stop gazing on him and had quite forgotten the state she was in.
IX
The evening had turned cloudy. Shut up in her cell, Caesara sat by the window, her head among the flower
pots, her brow against the window pane, her fingers pattering upon it. She smiled a sly smile.
Hyeronimo had never been so open-hearted, had never loved her as much as he did now, that he knew what
was in her heart. And why should she be smiling? Had she found the loop to ensnare her lover forever?
She had not. But a would-be philosophical thought crossed her mind.
“Man is an animal after all,” she said, “and loves his young above all things. His young?
“Oh, if I only had a little one, I should devour it with boundless love. Strange creatures we are, both men and
women, the manifold ways we look upon the simplest thing in the world, our young.”
She threw herself upon the bed. It seemed she had a baby at her breast and fondled it, she then wrapped up a
small cushron patting it, fondling it as if it were her baby.
It had grown dark and the rain started a quick monotonous patter against the window panes. Now and again a
flash of lightning would illumine the interior of the cell; in that rapid flare the whole house and all objects seemed
to give a start, to quicken into life, such is the fantastic nature of a flash of lightning.
She went up to the window. Outside the weather was fearful. Black clouds split by lightning were crowding in
the sky, the sea was heaving with deep uproar like the distant bellowing of bulls; suddenly, she saw a burning fire.
“Great God,” she thought in fear, “Hyeronimo has lit a fire on such a night. Maybe just for a while.”
The fire was constantly burning with ever greater force.
“Could he be in danger,” she thought “and should this be a signal for me?”
She shook in all her limbs, her lips were bloodless and pale. She rushed into the garden, reached the shore. The
island was not to be seen, but the fire went on burning like coals on the face of the sea. She seemed to hear a
voice, only just as if her ears were tingling. Fear and despair seized her heart.
“Ah,” she thought “who knows what happened! I must swim, no matter what the weather is like, I must see
him.”
*
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She stripped and plunged into the sea to reach the burning spot. She kept on swimming, swam apace, but it
seemed she was not advancing, at least the ember spot was keeping the same distance.
The billows drove her about like a mere leaf, hurling her from one swarming foam to another. She swam with
all her might. The sky was pitch black, a flash of lightning shot through the clouds at times. She swam, already
close to the place when she saw that the fire was drifting on the waters.
She yelled. She then saw it was a fire in a boat, in the middle of the sea. The moment she yelled the fire went
out.
Then she lost all hope. She floated on the water to see, in a flash of lightning, the direction of the island. Island
and shore were far away and she herself a prey to the boundless sea. A fearful flash of lightning crossed the vast
sea. Then she saw, some ten paces away, a black boat and in it, upright, with a stern, harsh, implacable look on his
face, stood Castelmare.
Then she understood.
In a flash she realized her desperate state and lost consciousness, never to recover it.
*
Meanwhile, Hyeronimo had accidentally caught sight of the floating fire and, like a flash of lightning, what
might happen crossed his mind. He lit a stable fire on the shore, jumped in a boat and followed the fugitive flame,
never forgetting his sword. He rowed desperately hard and having caught up with the boat where embers were
still live, he saw Castelmare. He brought his own boat near, took aim; there was a flash of lightning and he heard
the thump of a heavy body in the enemy’s boat.
He lit a torch and paddled gently; he suddenly saw something singularly white floating on the water. A couple
of arms seemed to rise from the deep and fall back. He padldled near.
It was Caesara. He pulled her out of the water, wrapped her in his mantle, began to rub her hands and her eyelids, but there was no sign of iife.
“God Almighty, she cannot be dead, can she?” he thought and the blood rushed to his heart.
“Caesara,” he whispered, “Caesara, my love.”
Her mouth was half open, purple lips sucked in, teeth shining, eyelids open and eyes like frost on glass. He
carried: her quickly to the shore, into the cave, lit a fire, wrapped her up, rubbed her body, but to no avail. She was
dead, as dead can be.
He could not believe it.
Dead, she was dead, she no longer belonged to him; her eyes, her mouth, her tiny hands no longer his as long
as he lived; never to hang about his neck, never to charm his ear with smothered whispers. He couldn’t believe it,
as no one does on the death of a beloved creature.
“Caesara,” he said quietly, “you’re surely pretending, you’re joking, you’re not dead, how could you die?”
No answer.
His eyes grew suddenly angry. His teeth were chattering as if with fever, he was afraid, afraid of his own self,
of the walls; he stretched his arm towards the corpse; he seemed to hear the hum of many voices, a hand seemed
to press his chest; he breathed, but his breathing was like hot air burning his lungs, he rose to his full height,
straightened his shoulders in fear, his hair stood on end, his nostrils dilated; visions of fire burnt into his mind, he
saw lightning, ever more lightning flashes, as if his brain were scorched through and through.
He broke into wild laughter and fell to the ground.
*
The following day he was lying upon a soft bed, in a house with all windows framed in ivy and flowers; the
sunrays filtered through, cutting a shaft in the scented darkness; a world of diamond specks was dancing in the
light of this ray. Caesara was sitting on a stool in the corner and laughed.
“Good Lord, what a fearful dream I had,” he said.
She was laughing, but said no word.
It seemed to be his cell in the abbey, yet much more beautiful, and sweetened by the presence of his beloved.
He rose, knelt by his love, put one arm around her neck, the other around her waist; she went on laughing, but it
was as if she was dumbfounded.
“Oh, I know your voice, my pretty,” he said smiling, “why keep silent, child.
“Oh! you flower of my life, you angel!”
His voice was choking with excitement, he was weeping tears of love. Her head kept dropping on his chest,
she seemed to have fallen asleep in his arms.
“So lovely she is,” he thought, trembling.
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Only now did he notice that she was naked. He ran to his bed, laid her upon it. She seemd to sink into the
pillows. Pillows with blue sheets.
He lay down beside her. Yet she seemed to slip away into those too soft pilows. He hugged her close, holding
her against his body. He closed his eyes and seemed to crush her lips with kisses.
Choking while kissing.
His senses vanished.
He seemed to stop thinking; he fell asleep, fast asleep.
*
Upon its soft, blue bed, the sea bore two bodies united in a tight embrace.
The wind blew among the branches of an old tree, stirring along its hanging boughs the bones, now bleached
by the running stream, of an old bearded man, whose prophecy had now come true.
84.153 The Easter Torch\fn{by Ion Luca Caragiale (1852-1912)} L. L. Caragiale, Dâmbovia County, Wallachia,
Romania (M) 6
1\fn{Both the major and minor subdivisions of this story are mine:H}
Leiba Zibal, Mine Host of Podeni, was sitting, lost in thought, by a table placed in the shadow in front of the
inn; he was awaiting the arrival of the coach which should have come some time ago; it was already an hour behind time.
The story of Zibal’s life is a long and cheerless one: when he is taken with one of his feverish attacks it is a
diversion for him to analyze one by one the most important events in that life.
Huckster, seller of hardware, jobber, between whiles even rougher work perhaps, seller of old clothes, then
tailor, and bootblack in a dingy alley in Jassy;\fn{ Iasi, a city in northeastern Romania } all this had happened to him
since the accident whereby he lost his situation as office boy in a big wine-shop. Two porters were carrying a
barrel down to a cellar ujnder the supervision of the lad Zibal. A difference arose between them as to the division
of their earnings. One of them seized a piece of wood that lay at hand and struck his comrade on the forehead,
who fell to the ground covered in blood.
At the sight of the wild deed the boy gave a cry of alarm, but the wretch hurried through the yard, and in passing gave the lad a blow. Zibal fell to the ground fainting with fear.
After several months in bed he returned to his master, only to find his place filled up. Then began a hard struggle for existence, which increased in difficulty after his marriage with Sura.
Their hard lot was borne with patience. Sura’s brother, the innkeeper of Podeni, died; the inn passed into Zibal’s hands, and he carried on the business on his own account.
*
Here he had been for the last five years. He had saved a good bit of money and collected good wine—a commodity that will always be worth good money. Leiba had escaped from poverty, but they were all three sickly,
himself, his wife, and his child, all victims of malaria, and men are rough and quarrelsome in Podeni—slanderous,
scofffers, revilers, accused of vitriol\fn{ Acid.} throwing.
And the threats! A threat is very terrible to a character that bends easily beneath every blow. The thought of a
threat worked more upon Leiba’s nerves than did his attacks of fever.
“Oh, wretched Gentile!” he thought, sighing.
This “wretched” referred to Gheorghe—wherever he might be!—a man between whom and himself a most unpleasant affair had arisen.
*
Gheorghe came to the inn one autumn morning, tired with his walk; he was just out of hospital—so he said—
and was looking for work. The innkeeper took him into his service.
But Gheorghe showed himself to be a brutal and a sullen man. He swore continually, and muttered to himself
alone in the yard. He was a bad servant, lazy and insolent, and he stole.
He threatened his mistress one day when she was pregnant, cursing her, and striking her on the stomach.
Another time he set a dog on little Setrul.
Leiba paid him his wages at once, and dismissed him.
But Gheorghe would not go: he asserted with violence that he had been engaged for a year. Then the innkeeper
sent to the town hall to get guards to remove him.
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Gheorghe put his hand swiftly to his breast, crying: “Jew!” and began to rail at his master. Unfortunately a cart
full of customers arrived at that moment. Gheorghe began to grin, saying:
“What frightened you, Master Leiba? Look, I am going now.” Then bending fiercely over the bar toward
Leiba, who drew back as far as possible, he whispered:
“Expect me on Easter Eve; we’ll crack red eggs together, Jew! You will know then what I have done to you,
and I will answer for it.”
Just then, customers entered the inn.
“May we meet in good health at Easter, Master Leiba!” added Gheorghe as he left.
*
Leiba went to the town hall, then to the sub-prefecture to denoucne the threatener, begging that he might be
watched.
The sub-prefect was a lively young man; he first accepted Leiba’s humble offering, then he began to laugh at
the timid Jew, and make fun of him. Leiba tried hard to make him realize the gravity of the situation, and pointed
out how isolated the house stood from the village, and even from the high road.
But the sub-prefect, with a more serious air, advised him to be prudent; he must not mention such things, for,
truly, it would arouse the desire to do them in a village where men were rough and poor, ready to break the law.
A few days later an official with two riders came to see him about Gheorghe; he was “wanted” for some crime.
*
If only Leiba had been able to put up with him until the arrival of these men! In the meanwhile, no one knew
the whereabouts of Gheorghe. Although this had happened some time ago, Gheorghe’s appearance, the movement
as though he would have drawn something from his breast, and the threateningr words had all remained deeply
impressed upon the mind of the teror-stricken man. How was it that that memory remained so clear?
It was Easter Eve.
From the top of the hill, from the village lying among the lakes about two miles away, came the sound of
church bells. One hears in a strange way when one is feverish, now so loud, now so far away. The coming night
was the night before Easter, the night of the fulfillment of Gheorghe’s promise.
“But perhaps they have caught him by now!”
Moreover, Zibal only means to stay at Podeni till next quarter-day. With his capital he could open a good business in Jassy. In a town, Leiba would regain his health, he would go near the police station—he could treat the
police, the commissionaires, the sergeants. Who pays well gets well guarded.
In a large village, the night brings noise and light, not darkness and silence as in the isolated valley of Podeni.
There is an inn in Jassy—there in the corner, just the place for a shop! An inn where girls sing all night long, A
Café Chantant. What a gay and rousing life! There, at all hours of the day and night, officials and their girls, and
other dirty Christians will need entertainment.
What is the use of bothering oneself here where business keeps falling off, especially since the coming of the
railway which only skirts the marshes at some distance?
“Leiba,” calls Sura from within, “the coach is coming, one can hear the bells.”
The Podeni valley is a ravine enclosed on all sides by wooded hills. In a hollow toward the south lie several
deep pools caused by the springs which rise in the hills; above them lie some stretches of ground covered with
bushes and rushes. Leiba’s hotel stands in the center of the valley, between the pools and the more elevated
ground to the north; it is an old stone building, strong as a small fortress: although the ground is marshy, the walls
and cellars are very dry.
At Sura’s voice Leiba raises himself painfully from his chair, stretching his tired limbs; he takes a long look
toward the east; not a sign of the diligence.\fn{ Public stagecoach}
“It is not coming; you imagined it,” he replied to his wife, and sat down again.
Very tired, the man crossed his arms on the table, and laid his head upon them, for it was burning. The warmth
of the spring sun began to strike the surface of the marshes and a pleasant lassitude enveloped his nerves, and his
thoughts began to run riot as a sick man’s will, gradually taking on strange forms and colors.
Gheorghe—Easter Eve—burglars—Jassy—the inn in the center of the town—a gay restaurant doing well—
restored health.
And he dozed.
Sura and the child went without a great deal up here.
Leiba went to the door of the inn and looked out onto the road.
On the main road there was a good deal of traffic, an unceasing noise of wheels accompanied by the rhythmic
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sound of horses’ hoofs trotting upon the smooth asphalt.
*
But suddenly the traffic stopped, and from Copou a group of people could be seen approaching, gesticulating
and shouting excitedly.
The crowd appeared to be escorting somebody: soldiers, a guard and various member of the public. Curious
onlookers appeared at every door of the inn.
“Ah,” thought Leiba, “they have laid hands on a thief.”
The procession drew nearer. Sura detached herself from the others, and joined Leiba on the steps of the inn.
“What is it, Sura?” he asked.
“A madman escaped from Golia.”
“Let us close the inn so that he cannot get at us.”
“He is bound now, but a while ago he escaped. He fought with all the soldiers. A rough Gentile in the crowd
pushed a Jew against the madman and he bit him on the cheek.”
Leiba could see well from the steps; from the stair below Sura watched with the child in her arms.
It was, in fact, a violent lunatic held on either side by two men: his wrists were tightly bound over each other
by a thick cord. He was a man of gigantic stature with a head like a bull, thick black hair, and hard, grizzled beard
and whiskers. Through his shirt, which had been torn in the struggle, his broad chest was visible, covered, like his
head, with a mass of hair. His feet were bare; his mouth was full of blood, and he continually spat out hair which
he had bitten from the Jew’s beard.
Everyone stood still. Why? The guards unbound the lunatic’s hands. The crowd drew to one side, leaving a
large space around him. The madman looked about him, and his fierce glance rested upon Zibal’s doorway; he
gnashed his teeth, made a dash for the three steps, and in a flash, seizing the child’s head in his right hand and
Sura’s in his left, he knocked them together with such force that they cracked like so many fresh eggs. A sound
was heard, a scrunching impossible to describe, as the two skulls cracked together.
Leiba, with bursting heart, like a man who falls from an immense height, tried to cry out: “The whole world
abandons me to the tender mercies of a madman!” But his voice refused to obey him.
“Get up, Jew!” cried someone, beating loudly upon the table with a stick.
“It’s a bad joke,” said Sura from the doorway of the inn, “thus to frighten the man out of his sleep, you stupid
peasant!”
“What has scared you, Jew?” asked the wag, laughing. “You sleep in the afternoon, eh? Get up, customers are
coming, the mail coach is arriving.”
And, according to his silly habit which greatly irritated the Jew, he tried to take his arm and tickle him.
“Let me alone!” cried the innkeeper, drawing back and pushing him away with all his might. “Can you not see
that I am ill? Leave me in peace.”
*
The coach arrived at last, nearly three hours late. There were two passengers who seated themselves together
with the driver, whom they had invited to share their table.
The conversation of the travelers threw a light upon recent events. At the highest posting station, a robbery
with murder had been committed during the night in the inn of a Jew. The murdered innkeeper should have provided a change of horses. The thieves had taken them, and while other horses wee being found in the village the
curious travelers could examine the scene of the crime at their leisure.
Five victims!
But the details!
From just seeing the ruined house one could believe it to have been some cruel vendetta or the work of some
religious fanatic. In stories of sectarian fanaticism one heard occasionally of such extravagant crimes.
Leiba shook with a violent access of fever and listened aghast.
What followed must have undoubtedly filled the driver with respect. The young passengers were two students,
one of philosophy, the other of medicine; they were returning to amuse themselves in their native town. They embarked upon a violent academic discussion upon crime and its causes, and, to give him his due, the medical
student was better informed than the philosopher.
Atavism; alcoholism and its pathological consequences; defective birth; deformity; Paludism;\fb{ “A noxious
miasma exhaled from the ground”W} then nervous disorders! Such and such conquest of modern science—but the case
of reversion to type! Darwin,\fn{Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882), English naturalist.} Häckel, Lombroso.\fn{Cesare
Lombroso (1836-1909), Italian physician and criminologist .} At the case of reversion to type, the driver opened wide his
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eyes in which shone a profound admiration for the conquests of modern science.
“It is obvious,” added the medical student. “The so-called criminal proper, taken as a type, has unusually long
arms, and very short feet, a flat and narrow forehead, and a much developed occiput. To the experienced eye his
face is characteristically coarse and bestial; he is rudimentary man: he is, as I say, a beast which has but lately got
used to standing on its hind legs only, and to raising his head toward the sky, toward the light.”
At the age of twenty, after so much excitement, and after a good repast with wine so well vinted and so well
matured as Leiba’s, a phrase with a lyrical touch came well even from a medical student.
Between his studies of Darwin and Lombroso, the enthusiastic youth had found time to imbibe a little
Schopenhauer\fn{Arthur Schopoenhauer (1788-1860), German pessimistic philosopher}—“toward the sky, toward the light!”
Leiba was far from understanding these “illuminating” ideas. Perhaps for the first time did such grand words
and fine subtleties of thought find expression in the damp atmosphere of Podeni. But that which he understood
better than anything, much better even than the speaker, was the striking illustration of the theory: the case of
reversion to type he knew in flesh and blood, it was the portrait of Gheorghe.
This portrait, which had just been drawn in broad outline only, he could fill in perfectly in his own mind, down
to the most minute details.
*
The coach had gone. Leiba followed it with his eyes until, turning to the left, it was lost to sight round the hill.
The sun was setting behind the ridge to the west, and the twilight began to weave soft shapes in the Podeni valley.
The gloomy innkeeper began to turn over in his mind all that he had heard.
In the dead of night, lost in the darkness, a man, two women and two young children, torn without warning
from the gentle arms of sleep by the hands of beasts with human faces, and sacrificed one after the other, the
agonized cries of the children cut short by the dagger ripping open their bodies, the neck slashed with a hatchet,
the dull rattle in the throat with each gush of blood through the wound; and the last victim, half-distraught, in a
corner, witness of the scene, and awaiting his turn.
A condition far worse that execution was that of the Jew without protection in the hands of the Gentile—skulls
too fragile for such fierce hands as those of the madman just now.
Leiba’s lips, parched with fever, trembled as they mechanically followed his thoughts. A violent shivering fit
seized him; he entered the porch of the inn with tottering steps.
“There is no doubt,” thought Sura, “Leiba is not at all well, he is really ill; Leiba has got ‘ideas’ into his head.
Is not that easy to understand after all he has been doing these last days, and especially after what he has done
today?”
He had had the inn closed before the lights were lit, to remain so until the Sabbath was ended. Three times had
some customers knocked at the door, calling to him, in familiar voices, to undo it. He had trembled at each knock
and had stood still, whispering softly and with terrified eyes:
“Do not move—I want no Gentiles here.”
Then he had passed under the portico, and had listened at the top of the stone steps by the door which was
secured with a bar of wood. He shook so that he could scarcely stand, but he would not rest. The most distressing
thing of all was that he had answered Sura’s persistent questions sharply, and had sent her to bed, ordering her to
put out the light at once. She had protested meanwhile, but the man had repeated the order curtly enough, and she
had had unwillingly to submit, resigning herself to postponing to a later date any explanation of his conduct.
Sura had put out the lamp, had gone to bed, and now slept by the side of Strul.
The woman was right.
Leiba was really ill.
*
Night had fallen. For a long time Leiba had been sitting, listening by the doorway which gave onto the
passage.
What is that?
Indistinct sounds came from the distance—horses trotting, the noise of heavy blows, mysterious and agitated
conversations. The effort of listening intently in the solitude of the night sharpens the sense of hearing: when the
eye is disarmed and powerless, the ear seems to struggle to assert its power.
Butr it was not imagination. From the road leading hither from the main road came the sound of approaching
horses. Leiba rose, and tried to get nearer to the big door in the passage. The door was firmly shut by a heavy bar
of wood across it, the ends of which ran into holes in the wall. At his first step the sand scrunching under his
slippers made an indiscreet noise.
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He drew his feet from the slippers, and waited in the corner. Then, without a sound that could be heard by an
unexpectant ear, he went to the door in the corridor, just as the riders passed in front of it at a walking pace. They
were speaking very low to each other, but not so low but that Leiba could quite well catch these words:
“He has gone to bed early.”
“Supposing he has gone away?”
“His turn will come; but I should have liked—”
No more was intelligible; the men were already some distance away.
To whom did these words refer? Who had gone to bed or gone away? Whose turn would come another time?
Who would have liked something? And what was it he wanted? What did they want on that by-road—a road only
used by anyone wishing to find the inn?
An overwhelming sense of fatigue seemed to overcome Leiba.
Could it be Gheorghe?
Leiba felt as if his strength was giving way, and he sat down by the door. Eager thoughts chased each other
through his head, he could not think clearly or come to any decision.
Terrified, he reentered the inn, struck a match, and lighted a small petroleum lamp.
It was an apology for a light; the wick was turned so low as to conceal the flame in the brass receiver; only by
means of the opening round the receiver could some of the vertical shafts of light penetrate into a gloom that was
like the darkness of death—all the same it was sufficient to enable him to see well into the familiar corners of the
inn. Ah! How much less is the difference between the sun and the tiniest spark of light than between the latter and
the gloom of blindness.
The clock on the wall ticked audibly. The monotonous sound irritated Leiba. He put his hand over the swinging pendulum, and stayed its movement.
His throat was parched. He was thirsty. He washed a small glass in a three-legged tub by the side of the bar and
tried to pour some good brandy out of a decanter; but the mouth of the decanter began to clink loudly on the edge
of the glass. This noise was still more irritating.
A second attempt, in spite of his efforts to conquer his weakness, met with no greater success.
Then, giving up the idea of the glass, he let it fall gently into the water, and drank several times out of the
decanter. After that he pushed the decanter back into its place; as it touched the shelf it made an alarming clatter.
For a moment he waited, appalled by such a catastrophe. Then he took the lamp, and placed it in the niche of the
window which lighted the passage: the door, the pavement, and the wall which ran at right angles to the passage,
were illuminated by almost imperceptible streaks of light.
He seated himself near the doorway and listened intently.
*
From the hill came the sound of bells ringing in the Resurrection morning. It meant that midnight was past,
day was approaching. Ah! If only the rest of this long night might pass as had the first half!
The sound of sand trodden underfoot! But he was sitting in the corner, and had not stirred; a second noise,
followed by many such. There could be no doubt someone was outside, here, quite near.
Leiba rose, pressing his hand to his heart, and trying to swallow a suspicious lump in his throat.
There were several people outside—and Gheorghe! Yes, he was there; yes, the bell son the hill had rung the
Resurrection. They spoke softly:
“I tell you he is asleep. I saw when the lights went out.”
“Good, we will take the whole nest.”
“I will undo the door, I understand how it works. We must cut an opening—the beam runs along here.”
He seemed to feel the touch of the men outside as they measured the distance on the wood. A big gimlet could
be heard boring its way through the dry bark of the old oak.
Leiba felt the need of support; he steadied himself against the door with his left hand while he covered his eyes
with the right.
Then, through some inexplicable lay of the senses, he heard, from within, quite loud and clear:
“Leiba! Here comes the coach.”
It was surely Sura’s voice. A warm ray of hope! A moment of joy! I was just another dream! But Leiba drew
his left hand quickly back; the point of the tool piercing the wood at that spot, had pricked the palm of his hand.
Was there any chance of escape? Absurd! In his burning brain the image of the gimlet took inconceivable
dimensions. The instrument, turning continually, grew indefinitely, and the opening became larger and larger,
large enough at last to enable the monster to step through the round aperture without having to bend. All that
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surged through such a brain transcends the thoughts of man; life rose to such a pitch of exaltation that everything
seen, heard, felt, appeared to be enormous, the sense of proportion became chaotic.
The work outside was continued with method and perseverance. Four times in succession Leiba had seen the
sharp steel tooth pierce through to his side and draw back again.
“Now give me the saw,” said Gheorghe.
The narrow end of a saw appeared through the first hole, and started to work with quick regular movements.
The plan was easy to understand; four holes in four corners of one pane; the saw made cuts between them; the
gimlet was driven well home in the center of the panel; when the piece became totally separated from the main
body of the wood it was pulled out; through the opening thus made a strong hand inserted itself, seized the bar,
pushed it to one side and—Gentiles are in Leiba’s house.
In a few moments, this same gimlet would cause the destruction of Leiba and his domestic hearth. The two
executioners would hold the victim prostrate on the ground, and Gheorghe, with heel upon his body, would slowly
bore the gimlet into the bone of the living breast as he had done into the dead wood, deeper and deeper, till it
reached the heart, silencing its wild beatings and pinning it to the spot.
Leiba broke into a cold sweat; the man was overcome by his own imagination, and sank softly to his knees as
though life were ebbing from him under the weight of this last horror, overwhelmed by the thought that he must
abandon now all hope of saving himself.
“Yes! Pinned to the spot,” he said, despairingly. “Yes! Pinned to the spot.”
He stayed a moment, staring at the light by the window. For some moments he stood aghast, as though in some
other world, then he repeated with quivering eyelids:
“Yes! Pinned to the spot.”
*
Suddenly a strange change took place in him, a complete revulsion of feeling; he ceased to tremble, his despair
disappeared, and his face, so discomposed by the prolonged crisis, assumed an air of strange serenity. He
straightened himself with the decision of a strong and healthy man who makes for an easy goal.
The line between the two upper punctures of the panel was finished. Leiba went up, curious to see the working
of the tool. His confidence became more pronounced. He nodded his head as though to say: “I still have time.”
The saw cut the last fiber near the hole towards which it was working, and began to saw between the lower
holes.
“There are still three,” thought Leiba, and with the caution of the most experienced burglar he softly entered
the inn. He searched under the bar, picked up something, and went out again as he entered, hiding the object he
had in his hand as though he feared somehow the walls might betray him, and went back on tiptoe to the door.
Something terrible had happened; the work outside had ceased—there was nothing to be heard.
“What is the matter? Has he gone? What has happened?” flashed through the mind of the man inside. He bit his
lower lip at such a thought, full of bitter disappointment.
“Ha, ha!” it was an imaginary deception; the work began again, and he followed it with the keenest interest, his
heart beating fast. His decision was taken, he was tormented by an incredible desire to see the thing finished.
“Quicker!” he thought, with impatience. “Quicker!”
Again the sound of bells ringing on the hill.
“Hurry up, old fellow, the daylight will catch us!” said a voice outside, as thought impelled by the will of the
man within.
The work was pushed on rapidly. Only a few more movements and all the punctures in the panel would be
united.
At last!
Gently the drill carried out the four-sided piece of wood. A large and supple hand was thrust in; but before it
reached the bars it sought two screams were heard, while, with great force, Leiba enclosed it with the free end of
the noose, which was round a block fixed to the cellar door.
The trap was ingeniously contrived: a long rope fastened round a block of wood; lengthwise, at the place
where the sawn panel had disappeared, was a spring-ring which Leiba held open with his left hand, while at the
same time his right hand held the other end taut. At the psychological moment he sprang the ring, and rapidly
seizing the free end of the rope with both hands he pulled the whole arm inside by a supreme effort.
In a second the operation was complete. It was accompanied by two cries, one of despair, the other of triumph:
the hand is “pinned to the spot.” Footsteps were heard retreating rapidly: Gheorghe’s companions were abandoning to Leiba the prey so cleverly caught.
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The Jew hurried into the inn, took the lamp and with a decided movement turned up the wick as high as it
would go: the light concealed by the metal receiver rose gray and victorious, restoring definite outlines to the
nebulous forms around.
Zibal went into the passage with the lamp. The burglar groaned terribly; it was obvious from the stiffening of
his arm that he had given up the useless struggle. The hand was swollen, the fingers were curved as though they
would seize something.
The Jew placed the lamp near it—a shudder, the fever is returning. He moved the light quite close until, trembling, he touched the burglar’s hand with the burning chimney; a violent convulsion of the fingers was followed by
a dull groan. Leiba was startled at the sight of this phenomenon.
Leiba trembled—his eyes betrayed a strange exaltation. He burst into a shout of laughter which shook the
empty corridor and resounded in the inn.
*
Day was breaking.
Sura woke up suddenly—in her sleep she seemed to hear a terrible moaning.
Leiba was not in the room. All that had happened previously returned to her mind. Something terrible had
taken place. She jumped out of bed and lighted the candle. Leiba’s bed had not been disturbed. He had not been to
bed at all.
Where was he?
The woman glanced out of the window; on the hill in front shone a little group of small bright lights, they
flared and jumped, now they died away, now, once more, soared upwards. They told of the Resurrection. Sura
undid the window; then she could hear groans from down by the door. Terrified, she hurried down the stairs. The
corridor was lighted up. As she emerged through the doorway, the woman was astonished by a horrible sight.
Upon a wooden chair, his elbows on his knees, his beard in his hand, sat Leiba. Like a scientist, who, by
mixing various elements, hopes to surprise one of nature’s subtle secrets which has long escaped and worried him,
Leiba kept his eyes fixed upon some hanging object, black and shapeless, under which, upon another chair of
convenient height, there burnt a big torch. He watched, without turning a hair, the process of decomposition of the
hand which most certainly would not have spared him. He did not hear the groans of the unhappy being outside:
he was more interested, at present, in watching than in listening.
He followed with eagerness each contortion, every strange convulsion of the fingers till one by one they
became powerless. They were like the legs of a beetle which contract and stretch, waving in agitated movement,
vigorously, then slower and slower until they lie paralyzed by the play of some cruel child.
It was over. The roasted hand swelled slowly and remained motionless. Sura gave a cry.
“Leiba!”
He made a sign to her not to disturb him. A greasy smell of burnt flesh pervaded the passage: a crackling and
small explosions were heard.
“Leiba! What is it?” repeated the woman.
It was broad day. Sura stretched forward and withdrew the bar. The door opened outwards, dragging with it
Gheorghe’s body, suspended by the right arm. A crowd of villagers, all carrying lighted torches, invaded the
premises.
“What is it? What is it?”
*
They soon understood what had happened.
Leiba, who up to now had remained motionless, rose gravely to his feet.
He made room for himself to pass, quietly pushing the crowd to one side.
“How did it happen, Jew?” asked someone.
“Leiba Zibal,” said the innkeeper in a loud voice, and with a lofty gesture, “goes to Jassy to tell the Rabbi that
Leiba Zibal is a Jew no longer.
“Leiba Zibal is a Christian—for Leiba Zibal has lighted a torch for Christ.”
And the man moved slowly up the hill, toward the sunrise, like the prudent traveler who knows that the long
journey is not achieved with hasty steps.
97.202 Nature\fn{by Olha Kobylianska (1863-1942)} Gura Humorului, Suceava County, Moldavia, Romania (F) 12
1\fn{The internal subdivisions of this story are mine:H}
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She was over twenty and tall.
Although Ukrainian from head to toe, she had reddish hair, which is a rarity among Ukrainians, yet her features showed her race, and the almost melancholy sadness, stamped on everything which marks this unfortunate
people, was the basis of her character.
Her eyes, large and somewhat fixed and moist, were sad even when her lips smiled. Because of her eyes, they
called her “a Ukrainian Madonna.” Having grown up in solitude and in the midst of almost luxurious ease, she
knew nothing of life or of its darker sides. She knew it only from books which she read to satiety.
Tolstoy\fn{Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) Russian writer and moral philosopher.} was her god. Shevchenko\fn{Taras Shevchenko,
whose collection of poems entitled Kobzar (The Bard, 1840) demonstrated that the Ukrainian language was capable of expressing the entire
range of emotion and profound thought.} she knew almost by heart. Indolent, like her people, she was not very eager for

work, and lived like those exotic plants in hothouses where the storms that rage outside are envisioned as in
dreams.
And she dreamed, she dreamed very much.
Her imagination had flowered into such fullness, that on its account all other impulses were stifled and never
saw the light of God’s sun. Though she was almost unwholesomely sensitive, yet she mocked at a pure “cultivation of emotions and ideas.”
Above all else she loved nature.
She roved about the mountains without companions, without a weapon. She knew the entire mountain district
around the small town where she lived, as well as her own room, and one of its wildest and most beautiful spots
was the goal of her excursions the whole summer long.
Her naturally strong temperament demanded something more than “chamber beauty” and a tranquil, pampered
existence. Instinctively she felt the essence of the storm and there were moments when she passionately longed
for it. She loved conflict as others loved the splendid, rich coloring of pictures and music which can intoxicate,
and thus she imagined conflict to be. Sometimes she was dominated by an inexpressible thirst for the feeling of
victory but because she had grown up in idleness, never discouraged and never fortified, petted and coddled, her
strength slept and wasted, and she passed into a sickly, unreasoning sadness.
That is what she was like.
*
She dreamed of a happiness whose varied fullness should overwhelm her.
She waited for it every day, she lived continuously in expectation of something new, distant. Like the sunflower, her soul stood open for an unknown someone, something …
She would lie in the forest, at full length on the moss, and through the tops of pines she sought the sky.
It was magnificent. Sometimes she followed an eagle in flight, or the vulture quietly wheeling in circles or
hovering like a dot in the sky.
Eagerly she caught the sounds of water and turned them into laughter. Did not the voice of the stream tumbling
over the rocks and stones seem like subdued laughter? Just listen to it …
At other times she lost herself entirely in the roaring of the forest and, covering her face with her hands, she
imagined that she was lying on the seashore. Surely the waves of the sea roared just like the pine forest, exactly
the same … only, perhaps, a little louder.
She wished enormously to find herself on the sea sometime, to see it in storm, or when the sun was setting, or
on a moonlit night. That surely was another beauty than that of the mountains; restless and full of change, alluring
and splendid. The mountains, with their grim, stoical tranquility made her feel mournful, so that more and more
her thirst for beauty was awakened and they were not able to quench it.
And so she dreamed about the fjords and the mountains in the north … Here and there in the forest could be
heard the melancholy songs of the Hutsuls\fn{ A highland people inhabiting a region in the southeasternmost part of the
Carpathian Mountains and, except for eight settlements in Romania, entirely within the borders of Ukraine } and all of this gave her
an immense satisfaction.
On the cliffs amidst the steep rocks, an echo could be heard, and she imagined herself to be a great bird, as in
furious flight it beat against the hard walls of rock, and finally, exhausted, fell to the ground. After that came a
silence.
Sometimes she wept from sadness.
The storm would rage over the pines, and bending and shaking would render them all the stronger. The next
morning they would the more proudly lift up their crowns and bathe them in the golden rays of the sun. For all
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this they had a right to lift themselves up to the clouds and be proud.
She loved strength and power, and yet …
*
Once a mountain horse was brought to her father’s for inspection. It was a splendid, slender colt, black as coal,
with arched neck, large nostrils and protruding, sparkling eyes; its bushy tail almost touched the ground. She
stood at the window and looked on as it reared up in the wilderness and would not be tamed.
A young, handsome Hutsul, whom she had seen now and then in her father’s office, was holding the animal
and with all his strength was trying to force it to stand quiet, for they wanted to examine its hoofs from beneath.
For some reason he was not succeeding.
Suddenly she was overcome by the desire to subdue the animal. Her eyes flamed and her tender nostrils began
to quiver. Something stirred within her that evoked the desire for action and drove her outside.
Just as she was, dressed for indoors, bareheaded, she rushed out into the courtyard. But when she came to
within five steps of the colt and just as it began to rear, she became so terrified that her knees trembled and she
turned white.
A few moments later and she was lying on her sofa, weak, and her lovely white hands, adorned with rings, lay
inert in her lap, standing out listless and unstirring against her black flowered dress.
*
What had happened to her? It was a ridiculous fright, an inopportune eruption of plebeian instincts, which,
because of her pampered life, had not been subdued.
She had made a fool of herself before the servants. Her lips curled in irony at herself. Was it really true that
nature could not be denied?
Her grandmother on her father’s side was just a Hutsul. Beautiful, but still a peasant woman! The Hutsuls were
apt to have imperceptible moments when their instincts burst out and knew no bounds …
But her mother was a lady of distinction, with sought-out emotions, strict manners, and strangely unusual
beauty. It was a finished product, the result of the work of generations! She herself was decidedly of her mother’s
type; if there were to be any echoes of her grandmother’s emotionalism, they could be only dissonances.
After all, she had not been concerned about the horse. She had wanted to look at the man beside it. Generally
speaking, his features were pure Slavonic, but there were also something innate about him, something which
drew, compelled, something which awakened her interest. Of course, she had only seen him as he passed before
her window, that is, her father’s. But she would have liked to see his eyes and his lips near at hand … Only once
… after that she could have painted them from memory.
Yes, there were moments when she was capable of doing something great; then she was tensed like a bow
about to let an arrow fly into the far distance. But they did not last long. She drank and became indolent. The
waiting tormented her and put her out of the mood. At such times she turned to nature.
*
There she gathered strength and patience. There she celebrated her golden hours of victory—when for
instance, she climbed up a high, dangerous peak, up a steep cliff, and gazed at an eagle, at its black, sparkling
hostile eyes, at its watchful, bent-forward posture.
Particularly she loved autumn.
Not the kind that brings with it damp, cloudy days, yellowing leaves and chilling storms, but the kind whose
beauty equals that of spring. The kind with clear, warm days and pure, blue skies. In the autumn everything in the
mountains was beautiful, magnificent.
The wild Carpathians! She knew their proud, shut-in beauty and their marvelous natives, the Hutsuls. She
knew all the secrets of the forest. In September the spider webs stretch from tree to tree almost to infinity,
gleaming in the sun; and all through the forest it is so quiet, quiet. The streams gurgle gravely and swiftly, but
their waters are cold and flowers no longer grow along their banks.
The sun was declining toward the west. The sky was cloudy and only bright crimson in the west.
The mountains, swathed in mist, stood out fantastically and sharply against the sky in dark-gray beauty.
2
On one of the mountains, overgrown with forest, stood a new Hutsul house. Immense firs spread their branches
over it, sadly shook their proud tops and great drops of rain fell noiselessly down on the mossy sward.
Stillness all around, except for a roaring in the unfathomable forest like muffled waves of the sea …
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In places, the last rays of the setting sun broke through into the forest thickets, quivered for a moment on the
branches like golden shadows, and then it became totally dark in the forest.
The door of the house opened and there emerged a young Hutsul, bending slightly, with an axe carelessly
thrown over his shoulder, and he gazed pensively into the distance. Tall, supple, strongly built, like all of his tribe,
his face was handsome to a degree. It was gloomily pensive, tender around the lips, and the upper part Slavic, that
is, rather broad; yet this did not affect his handsomeness.
His black hair, according to custom, was cropped down to the brows and covered his forehead. His dress
enhanced the splendor of his body. Wide red trousers, shirt as white as snow, embroidered at the collar and on the
sleeves, beneath which could be seen strong, sinewy arms. Breast, neck and hands were adorned with silver
chains and crossed, and a gay-colored belt decorated with rings and coins; into the latter were stuck a pipe and
other implements.
He looked attentively at the peak in front of him, from which hung down white mists, torn and ragged and
covering the tree tops.
So long as he could look and do just what he wished!—this, of which he was thinking did not come out of
these green depths. Cloud after cloud drifted slowly over the abyss, and then the last beams of the sun disappeared
behind the mountains … Irritably he spat between his teeth, went over to the fallen trunk of a fir beside the house,
and with a mighty swing sank his axe into it. Then he seated himself on the trunk, rested his elbows on his knees
and covered his face with his hands …
Some demonic power had mastered him.
*
And that demonic power was she, the lovely red-haired witch, whom he had come across in the forest …
Witch? Yet he would have told her that she looked like the picture of the Mother of God, that hangs in the church,
and still … still, she was not the Mother of God …
The Mother of God did not have red hair, the Mother of God never made a fool of a man when she attracted im
as that one did, but she—ach!
Three days ago it had all happened and since then he had been out of his mind. Even in his dreams he saw her.
The blood coursed frantically in his veins, it throbbed in his temples like hammers and flashes ran before his eyes.
She was no Mother of God, but a witch! But a lovely, entrancing, red-haired witch!
How he loved her, how he longed for her! He was sick with the longing, he felt like weeping like a child, he
could have killed her in wrath, because he had her not! Why didn’t he come across her any more? Why?
It had begun so sadly, yet it ended so gloriously.
It happened thus.
*
First of all, the forest warden had accused him there, in the town, before the gentlemen, of “violation of forest
rights,” because he had intentionally cut down a fir tree (the same one—it was half-decayed—on which he was
sitting). For this they had ordered him to pay a fine, and in addition, sentenced him to forty-eight hours in jail, for
insulting officials, so they said.
It all came vividly to his mind.
His defence, why he had done it, was of no avail. He absolutely needed the tree for a shed under which he and
his mother could sit in summer to watch his herds of sheep and horses. His light wood was completely gone, and
he absolutely needed something, so he cut down the tree … just a single, solitary one in all that primeval forest.
Of course he got angry when the gentlemen calmly and heartlessly rejected his justification and only permitted
him to reply to the question they asked. Then he wanted to pay double the fine if they would only let him go.
Why, up there at home, his mother was alone with hundreds of sheep and horses and could not manage them,
much less drive them all down to the stream to water them. She was no longer able to ride horseback as when she
was young, let alone his colt, after which all the other horses ran. She was an old woman who could cook his food
and spin. They ought to understand this!
The gentlemen merely smiled at one another. When he reiterated his request, still more stubbornly and, looking at them proudly and defiantly, stamped his foot, then the devil broke loose.
They called him a proud bird who needed caging … one who trampled the Emperor’s commands underfoot …
who would soon no longer believe in God … because he had hundreds of sheep and horses …
He ground his teeth in rage.
They even brought the Emperor into it! And God Himself! And who was it rode to church every Sunday, if not
he? And as to the Emperor, he lives far, far away and does not see what goes on here. Just for one single solitary
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tree. Beggars, all these gentlemen … slaves, who serve … they wanted to smear him … an only son, the richest
Hutsul …
He said all this to their faces, but did his forty-eight hours.
The food they gave him he did not touch. Let them keep it for themselves, he thought. It’s because of such
stuff that they are as thin as spindles and pale and ugly.
But afterwards, they just turned him loose … God!
Yet this was not the main thing, and he did not want to think about it at all.
After all this, he ran through the town with soldier-like steps, where it was hot and dusty and swarming with
crowds of people, and when he stepped out on the first road leading homewards and felt himself embraced by the
customary coolness of the forest, all his rage against the lowland folk evaporated. He no longer needed to hurry;
there was no one following who could compel him to turn back!
*
On the left of the mountain along which he was going, there yawned an abyss covered with forest, on the right
there rose the rocky, forested mountain side, high and steep as a wall. A few hundred steps ahead of him, on the
very verge of the precipice, was a large stone, which during some wild spring night had been worn loose from the
rocky forested mountain, and now lay like a resting place for wanderers.
There he sat down for a moment to light his pipe.
He did not sit long. Out of the gulf right near the stone, a girl came walking up. With a firm hand she grasped
the ferns growing near the stone, lifted herself and stood on the path. She was not of peasant stock—this he
noticed at once. A red kerchief was bound around her head, the ends knotted behind, and her face and neck were
bare. Her face was as white as mother-of-pearl … and beautiful … eyes large and gleaming, but infinitely sad …
They looked at one another in silence for a moment.
“God give you health, Lady!” he said at last, timidly straightening up.
“God give you the same!” she replied in a slightly wearied tone, nodding to him as to an old acquaintance.
Then she pulled the silk kerchief from her head, wiped her lightly perspiring brow with it, went around him
slowly and began to ascend the steep mountain path.
He started after her.
She was tall and supple in stature and swayed slightly in the hips as she walked. “God, red hair,” he thought.
“Like a witch …. Not a single girl around her has hair like that … they’re all dark. And how they somehow all run
after me! Yet it’s already a month since I left the village and not one of them has come up here!”
He laughed forwardly. Walking ahead of him, she looked back frightened.
“Where are you going?” he said, catching up to her.
“Into the forest.” He whistled and shook his head.
“So you are from the town! A lady!”
“Don’t call me ‘lady,’ I’m not married.”
“Then you have no ‘lord’?” She shook her head, while her big eyes gazed seriously at his lips.
“Why don’t you get yourself one from the town. There are plenty of them there. Get yourself an official!” She
shook her head again and a smile passed over her lips.
“No? Sure, if you did not obey him or said something he didn’t like, he could shut you up for forty-eight hours.
They know how to do it, those gentlemen! I’ve just come from them.”
And without waiting for a reply, in indignant tones, he told her what had happened to him. She looked at him
attentively all the time. When he had finished his story and for a few moments more cursed “the gentlemen down
thee,” she laughed quietly.
“What are you laughing at? There’s nothing at all to laugh about!”
“You need to understand the matter, my man,” she said gravely.
“Do I need to go crazy or eat poisonous mushrooms? That’s what they ought to do down there!” he replied.
“Neither the one nor the other. But you didn’t understand them. Your thoughts come from the heart, theirs from
the head. They think according to laws and they proved it to you to a dot that you had no right to cut down that
tree, although the forest is so large. You look at it differently.
“You must always think with your head.” He spat through his teeth.
“The devil take them! They’re all swindlers, a lot of starved frock-coats.\fn{ There is a similar expression in my
country, largely among the young; such people are called “suits”:H } Didn’t God make the forest for everybody? That’s something they can’t deny and they’ll never convince me. Let them be gentle a hundred times, and know how to read
and write. Why, I had bad luck, and why they caught me—ha ha! that was just because it was an unlucky hour
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when I cut that tree!”
“There are no lucky hours or unluckyhours,” she said.
“Oho!” he dissented.
“Believe me. If you had studied, you wouldn’t say such foolish things.” His eyes flashed.
“You think that if you know how to read and write, you’ve already got God by the feet? There are saints who
… Well, I say nothing—those people who study, they are wise, that’s true, but they are bad.”
“Sometimes they are, but don’t think that ignorance makes one better.”
“How do I know?” he said. “As God makes a man, so he is. Whatever his lot, so he lives, and when a man’s
time is up, he dies. Let me be as wise as I will, yet when God wills it, I must die!”
“Certainly—there’s no helping that.”
“Now see! If they are so wise, so good, then why don’t you take one of them for a husband?” She glanced at
him with pleasurable malice.
“That’s different: that’s saying I must do the one or the other. Not one of them pleases me. I’m very rich too; I
hold them all in my hands.”
“Just the same as I do with the girls in the village,” he said proudly, and then, more as though talking to himself, “I’m rich too; the richest rich man, so our people say. All the girls are dying for me.” She laughed.
“Why do you always laugh?”
“I’m not laughing at you.” He was appeased and calmed down.
“That’s true,” he said. “If a man’s rich, he can laugh at everybody. And I laugh at them all. I don’t think about
any of them.”
“And you would also laugh at me?” she asked fulsomely, and as though under the influence of an inward suggestion, looking him straight in the face.
“At you?” He looked at her almost in fear, then smiled, blushing slightly.
“Ah, that just doesn’t go,” he said.
“Why not?”
“I don’t know … but you are …”
“What am I?” she asked gravely.
“A … well, I don’t know … like … like the picture of the Mother of God in our church …”
She laughed again; not very heartily, but all the same, she laughed. Then both fell silent. They walked on in
silence for some time.
*
He was handsome and strongly built, and she admired him as she had done earlier.
Once it entered her mind and she began wondering whether he loved a girl, and then—she knew not why—she
thought of the phrase: “to be embraced by a strong arm.” Physical strength and beauty of the body meant much to
her, and though she never “loved,” yet all the same she liked handsome, robust people. When she felt fatigued,
often there would come to her a longing desire, a need, to rest on someone’s bosom. But that someone would have
to be strong and courageous. Above all—courageous.
She began to walk more slowly. They had walked long and fast. By her heavy breathing and a slight flush on
her face, he noticed that she was tired.
“You’re tired,” he said. “You can’t keep up with me, I am going too fast.”
“True,” she said wearily. He suddenly began to walk quite slowly.
“You talk like we do so well,” he began anew.
“I am the same as you—I am Ukrainian, a Hutsul. Wait a moment; I’m tired. If I go too fast, my heart begins to
palpitate and sparks flash before my eyes.” She pressed her hands to her temples.
He came to a stop facing her. For a moment they gazed at each other; it seemed that from both their eyes a
flame suddenly darted and flared up into a fire.
They both dropped their eyes. She looked around timidly: was this the same scene she knew so well? But yes!
The same dark-green precipice, the same rocky wall there at the right, covered with first as straight as candles,
and tender, white beeches among them and luxuriant ferns, and here and there slender white flax … Calmly,
incessantly, the forest roared.
The forest chill clung to her body. A bird cried out nearby; she shuddered in disquiet.
“Are you afraid?” he asked in alarm.
“Only today. As a rule, never.”
“You’re here every day? And why are you afraid today?”
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“I don’t know. I fell less solitary when I am in the forest all by myself.”
“How is that?”
“I don’t know … I don’t know—really.”
“What do you do here?”
“Nothing. I just come here. It’s true—sometimes I paint the firs. Usually I listen to the forest roar. It roars like
the sea, only far weaker. You don’t know how the sea roars. I have never heard it myself, but I know it roars …
there, listen!”
They both listened, holding their breath. The beating of their hearts could be heard. Again she looked around in
disquiet … never before had it seemed so wild and solitary; the exuberant green of the forest seemed to oppress
her.
“Don’t be afraid … I am here in the forest behind you … that’s not good,” he said in a strange, strangled voice.
Silently and almost swiftly they went up the steep path.
A line of stubborn resolution lay around her lips, her eyelids were cast down. Her long, dark lashes stood out
marvelously against her face as white as snow.
“The sun will go down behind the mountains,” he said agitatedly, breaking the stillness, and with a swift
movement pushed his hair aside from his brow. He felt hot.
“When I came here into the forest, it struck three. We’ve been going a good two hours and in the town it must
be five.” Saying this with almost trembling lips, she pulled a small watch out of her silken sash, stood and looked
at it most attentively.
“Ah, you have a watch? Gold. Show it to me!”
He pressed close to her. They both looked tensely at the small golden thing.
“It goes as if it had a soul,” he said. “How wise the people in the world are to make such a thing … God, God
… You surely are rich when you have a watch. Your father must be a great gentleman! Who are you?” She smiled
again.
“You don’t know who I am?”
“No.”
“But you have seen me … think.”
“I never saw you before.”
“Just think.”
“But I tell you, no!”
“Well … When you brought your fine horse into the courtyard at the lawyer’s … and tried to make it stand still
… I came out … Do you remember?” He thought a moment.
“I don’t know …” he said slowly and surprised. “But I never saw you … someone came out … that I do know
… but it was someone in a black dress … I don’t remember your face.” She turned her eyes away from him and
smiled.
“If you don’t know who I am, then it doesn’t matter; I have seen you often, very often!”
“You’re laughing at me again!”
“No.”
“Then who are you?”
“What is it to you? Anyway,” she added, with a melancholy smile, “I am one who has no good fortune!”
“You’re rich and you he no fortune?” he said incredulously and smiled. “See, maybe someone has turned it
away from you; it happens sometimes … but you are young,” he continued and stepped closer to her and in so
doing, unawares, touched her hair with the trim of his hat.
She gazed at him and that instant a hot flame spread over her face.
“It’s true, I’m young … and how old are you?”
“Next birthday I shall be twenty-six. I …” Suddenly he stopped, all aflame. With glittering eyes they gazed
one at the other.
“You!” he uttered suddenly in a trembling voice.
“What is it?” she replied, scarcely audibly; she had dropped her eyes.
“You’re beautiful,” he said in a confused, toneless voice.
A slight quiver passed over her body. She lifted her eyes again. Her face had become pale, as if the last drop of
blood had drained from it, and on it the marks of the deepest agitation were clearly visible. Sparks seemed to spurt
from her eyes.
A forced smile showed on her lips and faded away. She could not endure his look. She was suddenly in the
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grip of an emotion hitherto totally strange to her … and tears came into her eyes. She retreated far from him to the
very edge of the precipice and said quickly:
“Let’s go on!”
And they went on into the forest, where it became quieter and ever quieter; only the purling of the stream was
heard through the stillness. Swiftly she went to the edge of the precipice, hurrying lightly alongside the branches
of the firs which hung over the path. Agitatedly, he asked.
“So you like it here in the forest?”
“I like it.”
“Why? There’s nothing to be seen here.”
“Just because I don’t see here what I usually do.”
“If that’s so, come up with me to my perch; you’ll like it much better there. Not a living soul comes up there,
except sometimes my father on a feast day. I’ve been up there with my mother for a couple of months and
scarcely a living soul has come to visit us. Will you?”
“You’re the only son of your parents?” she asked, paying no heed to his request.
“Why, yes. Will you come?”
“It can’t be done.”
“And why not?”
“Because it can’t be done.”
“Because you don’t want to?” She was silent.
“Because you don’t want to! Do you hear?” She forced a smile, but her eyes gleamed almost frantically with
emotion.
“See,” she said, “how thickly the trees grow here, the air is practically wet; further on you can’t see the sky …
O God.”
“You’re afraid!”
She shook her head and looked at him with eyes full of a marvelous gleam. She still did not want to turn back,
although she knew not why. She was also far from desiring to remain with him … suddenly she felt that her will
was really not free. What a fool she had been only two hours ago!
“Don’t go so close to the edge—you’ll fall!” She made no reply.
“Do you hear? Ah, you’re afraid of me! I won’t do anything to you. I don’t need your watch. Come closer: see,
on my chest, my chain with crosses is worth more than your watch. Come, I’ll give it to you! … And I could give
you still more … Even my black horse with its carved saddle … Just come!”
It was as though she did not hear him. With flushed face and feverishly shining eyes, she went upwards with an
effort. The forest became even denser and wilder. The path, steeper and higher, led up to a mountain meadow. She
wanted to get there—at any price, in any event, and afterwards back again.
Out of breath, with great tension, it seemed, he walked beside her …
*
Finally they reached the top. Before their eyes a marvelous sight was spread.
The summits of gigantic mountains overgrown with forest, dark blue precipices, primeval woods, luxuriant
mountains—all together drenched in blue. And all this was not far away. No, quite close to them, mountain after
mountain rose, only divided by abysses. Over all this a miracle of pure, blue sky.
It was all grandly, magnificently beautiful … all this space, full of splendid color, this exuberant, intense,
almost dark-blue leafage …
Stillness all around, solitude, and the roaring of the forests.
Overwhelmed by this grandiose beauty, she stood till for a moment, she seemed to have forgotten that he was
beside her.
He sat close by on a stone. He seemed not in the least to notice the beauty all around he saw only her. She
stood before him, so tall and supple, a miracle of beauty. It seemed to him that in the glow of the sun her splendid
body became visible to him through her light, bright dress. He saw clearly all its contours and lines, he felt them
as one feels near at hand a strongly perfumed intoxicating plant. The blood throbbed in his veins in frantic
rushing.
Suddenly she turned her head and directed her shining, widely-opened eyes so quietly.
“It’s so beautiful here,” she remarked, and somewhat confused and with a touch of dejection, began to look
around her.
“That’s so, but sit down!”
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“Ah, no. I must be going.”
“Going! Why?” He said this as if not knowing what he said.
“Yes.”
“What for?”
“I must, indeed …”
“Sit down a bit!”
“I don’t wish to!”
“Why not?”
“Because …”
“Come on, sit down!” It sounded like a command.
A certain willfulness, which disdained to acknowledge a feeling of fear, stirred within her; she smiled and
whispered:
“And suppose I don’t want to?”
A determination, cold as ice, came out on his face. He rose up on one knee, seized her supple waist with both
hands and drew her towards him.
“You’re so beautiful … so beautiful!” he said in a muffled voice.
When he pressed her to him, it seemed to her that something unsuspected, like an electric current passed from
him to her, and a thousand flames burst out within her. Yet she wanted to resist.
“What do you think you’re doing? What do you want?”
“Nothing.”
“Then let go of me.”
“You’re so beautiful, so beautiful!”
A wild emotion mastered her. Her breast heaved high, her heart almost burst. She felt there was something
cutting away her powers of resistance when he drew her to himself.
“Man, let me go!”
For a moment she fought with him, mutely and almost mechanically. Her eyes flamed and he was as pale as a
corpse. He did not let go.
“If I beg you … you see … I beg,” he whispered, time after time. “You’re so beautiful … so beautiful …”
Her head swam, and she could not speak.
On his knees he embraced her waist with his hands and held her tightly as in a vise. He buried his face passionately in the folds of her dress and slowly but powerfully drew her down to earth … She lost all will power.
A light, uncertain smile played over here face, which , white as snow, bent lower and lower, and yielding to the
domination of an unknown power, she slowly slipped almost senselessly to the ground like a broken palm …
Dazzlingly and as though drunk with victory, the setting sun glowed with glorious gold and the tenderly bright
clouds all around it turned into an ardent red furnace …
That was all!
3
And now he was sitting here, poisoned, mocked and scorned, condemned to a mortal longing for her.
He, the richest, the handsomest, he, for whom all the village girls were “dying,” he longed in vain!
That had never happened to him before. He ground his teeth and beat his fist against a tree.
How beautiful she was, marvelously beautiful! First in a brief dream he had dreamed of her. And this he could
not recall exactly: he could only recall that she had come very close to him and that from her touch it seemed as if
the sun burst into light within him. While doing this, she smiled quietly as she did when he said all the village
girls were dying for him. And she incited him to climb to a summit where one’s head swam.
“You must seek me,” she said to him among other things, and these words and even the tone of here voice he
remembered well.
Today, early in the morning, he had mounted his black horse and, like a madman, had ridden over the road
along which he had walked with her. Perhaps she was somewhere there, painting the firs and listening to the
roaring of the forest?
But he did not find her.
Once he had a feeling that something resembling a person was going through the forest. Holding his breath, he
listened on every side, stood motionless like a lurking tiger. But it was only a deer, and his horse, affrighted,
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almost jumped over the precipice. That was all he got from that ride.
Then, all had been so beautiful, like the sun at high noon. He wished it would be as beautiful again. He loved
her, yet now it was his turn to “die.”
He laughed, but his heart was full of tears of rage. Then she had gone away with a look as if she had become
another person, as if the world had suddenly become different. She was as white as snow, and her big, sad eyes
shone so strangely … Lord God!
“Do you love me?” he asked her. She did not reply at once, but after a moment’s thought and with a tired
smile, she said:
“No.”
“Oh, you do love me!”
“Maybe!”
“Why—maybe?”
“Because, because, that’s different.”
Was she making a mock of him in that she showed herself no more? Would she really never come again any
more?
It was possible!
The village girls came more than once or twice when they loved a fellow, for example: him! Proudly and
impatiently he shook his handsome head, and a stifled, savage cry burst from his lips.
Yes, he was simply going mad … He felt as though his soul was in a jumble and would no longer settle into
order. He hardly bothered about his horses, scarcely even drove them to water.
What should he do? What should he do to see her again, to have her? If she ever fell into his hands again, she
would have to go with him up to his place on the mountain, willy-nilly. She must. He was determined.
He would sit with her all by himself. She did not like to be alone. There she could listen from morning till
night to the roaring of the forest—no one would hinder her. He would be able to come to her, for she would be
his, but strangers …
He knit his brows fiercely. Let any of them venture it! He would fly with a smashed skull into some abyss
where even the vultures would not find him. It was not advisable to play tricks on a Hutsul in love.
But she would fare well with him.
All the woolen covers with beautiful figured stripes which his mother kept in a chest down below for him, he
would carry up to the peak. All the gay-colored kerchiefs, silken materials, the silver coins, the magnificent colored sashes, all richly woven, shirts white as snow, skins of bears that he had killed himself, all the embroidered
sheep-skin coats, all these he would carry up to the peak and surround her with them all.
His black horse with the carved saddle, silver mounted, which he had inherited from his grandfather—he
would give her that too, for as a matter of course, she, as a true Hutsul, would not deign to go anywhere on foot.
Only, if the horse took it into its head to rear under her, as its habit was at every bridge, that would be the end
of it at once! He would shoot it on the spot, as he had done to the golden-maned mare which some gentleman had
once entrusted to him to graze on the mountain meadow. He wanted to clean out a sore on its leg, but it lashed out
at him in the ribs so that he had to stay at home for nearly two weeks like a cripple. He paid the mare afterwards
for it, maybe paid it too much, but anyway the horse got what was coming to it!
Yes, he was good when he was good … but when he was bad! …
He ran his fingers through his hair, wiped his brow and kept on thinking how he might get her. Already he was
planning something.
Sure, he still had the red silk handkerchief which had fallen out of her belt, and which she had forgotten to take
with her. What an odor it gave off! God knows among what herbs it had lain. He would take it to the old Hutsul
sorceress. She could surely help when nothing else would.
But for the time being he wanted to have nothing to do with the old woman. He was thinking out something by
himself …
*
The door of the house opened; his mother came out and called him to supper.
“I don’t want to eat,” he said suddenly without raising his head.
“God bless you, my son!” replied his mother gravely. “I think you’re shaping to get sick. May Christ keep it
away. May the good saints turn it back!”
With a troubled countenance she felt his forehead and tried to look into his eyes. He sidled away from her
anxious, sunken eyes.
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“You see?” said his mother with triumphant bitterness. “They put it on you down there. May God make them
pay for it! here, let me suck the evil spell from out your brow.” And, kissing him, she sucked the spell out of his
forehead.
“There, now it will be better; and afterwards, I’ll put out the fire and smoke the house with herbs. Ah!” she
complained, “that was an unlucky hour when you cut down that tree. You came home to me sick with a hanging
head. You don’t play your fife and you scarcely eat. May the saints turn the evil back to your enemies! Well, come
inside. What are you doing there with your axe?”
“I want to go into the forest.”
“What for?”
“I want to cut down another fir.”
“Have you gone crazy? God preserve you!” she cried in fear. “Do you want to be locked up a second time—
and fall sick? Give it up, my dear, give it up. The evil hour is still on you, and you’re not altogether clear of it
yet.”
“I’m going, mother, I must go,” he replied gloomily, and hanging his head, he covered his face with both
hands. “I must,” he continued. “Put up another pen for the sheep beside the shed. One might get sick, and you
could keep your eye on it while I’m away in the forest with the others or looking after the stream where I catch
the trout and I’ll cut a fir there. The forest is thicker there than anywhere else, and the sound of the axe won’t
carry. I’ll cut the tree close to the ground and cover the stump with moss. I’ll make the fence there on the spot and
throw the chips into the water, and then let anyone come and take me to court! I’m not afraid!”
He stood up as he spoke the last words with gloomy resolution.
“I’m going now, mother, and don’t expect me before midnight.”
“If it must be absolutely so, then go,” said the mother sadly. “But it would be better if you stayed at home. And
the weather may change; the storm hasn’t blown over for today.”
“No. It won’t come again today. Yonder, the evening star is winking already, and the moon will be full
tonight!”
“Then go and God be with you! I’ll keep your supper for you, and until you come, I’ll spin and pray for you.”
*
Swiftly he went down the familiar slope covered with forest, impatiently kicking dry branches or pieces of tree
which lay in his path. A deep stillness reigned in the forest, and only his firm tread or now and then a muttered
curse when he made a bad step broke the silence.
“I’ll get her, all the same!” he thought, with malicious joy. “I’ll go down to the stream and cut the biggest fir
right where the people pass. Then someone will go and report me to the gentlemen down there; they’ll want to
shut me up again for another forty-eight hours, and then I’ll go to the lawyer’s and hang around there till she
comes out!”
But was she his daughter? No, she must have been only joking when she said she had seen him there very
often! Why hadn’t he seen her? And why did he see the lawyer’s wife? That short, awe-inspiring lady who always
looked at his feet when she used to come into the office when he was there. That could be her mother … she
couldn’t belong there, she must belong somewhere else. She talked Ukrainian, her mother talked some awful
language. God only knows what. He hated her.
He knew only one thing. He would wait at the lawyer’s until she showed up, and then he would go after her …
and then she would have to be his.
He walked faster and faster. He was now not far from his goal. Already through the forest, which was now
thinning out, could be seen the waters of the mountain stream, glittering in the moonlight. Only a few steps more
and he would be at the spot.
Right in front of him, along the mountain side, flowed the stream; stirred up today by the storm, it was running
in great foaming waves which gleamed plaintively in the moonlight. More lovely nostalgic than ever, the whole
range of mountains rose proudly before his eyes. Illuminated by the magical moonlight, by millions of stars, it
was as beautiful as a fairy tale.
Did he perceive, did he feel the magnificent beauty of nature? From a child he had been accustomed to the
splendid mountain scenery, he knew the silent summer nights, bright as day, for on many a night he had not slept
while guarding his horses; and yet … and yet, when his view reached beyond the peaks wrapped in blue clouds,
his heart was seized by a deep and inexpressible longing.
And here at his feet the waves purled and muttered a melancholy something, their sounds awoke in his heart …
tears. Yes, he felt so heavy, he felt himself so orphaned, and knew not himself why, but he began to sing. A child
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of his people, he sought relief in song. Far and wide the melancholy song carried in the distance, and melted in
splendid harmony with the beauty of the bright, clear night.
He threw his hat on the ground as though all his sad thoughts had found a nesting lace there. When he came
here, he had thrown the handkerchief about his neck. The strange perfume which exhaled from it, and which he in
general had noticed about her, led him to feel that she stood more vividly before his mind. A longing and a
turbulent hunger for her kept coming back ever more strongly.
He turned his back to the stream.
The last fir on the bank received the first stroke. At first the strokes fell slowly, in measure, then more swiftly,
more strongly. He worked thus for an hour, without resting even for an instant. A sort of feverishness had seized
upon him. Unceasingly he thought about her. She stood before his mind so vividly in all her entrancing beauty,
with all her speech and smile. He seemed to be living through all of it again. How beautiful, how marvelously
beautiful she was!
And to cap it all, there was the dream! The dream still lived in his memory. Just as if at this moment he felt her
caress, felt her soft warm body …
“You must seek me!” He heard it suddenly right beside him. He shuddered and stopped chopping. Almost at
the same moment, the words were repeated:
“You must seek me!” Yes, it was her voice … Her voice!
Before he could recover, the fir cracked and swayed, and falling, almost caught him—if he had not leaped
aside in time! He was terrified, as never before in his life, and his hair stood on end.
What was that?
He looked around, then into the water … the words had come from there, so loud and so clear … But nothing
stirred. The waves followed one after another, not too swiftly, but not too slowly, ever new and new ones. The fir
had fallen into the water, and the waves slowly and deliberately heaved it up on their crests and majestically
carried it away with them.
And yet everything was so calm and tranquil, as though awaiting something … the floating tree, even the
entire forest—everything, as though it had to be so, as though it had to witness something. The waves glittered in
the moonlight, and over them there moved some bluish, cloudy forms, nay, they were everywhere, they had
gathered as though bent on crushing and overwhelming all.
A frantic fit of shuddering fear seized him; he would have roared: Away, you beasts! But suddenly he thought
of God. Hew crossed himself again many times—then, as though by some inward command, he tore her silken
handkerchief from his neck and crumpling it up in his hand, hurled it into the water.
In an instant it had all become clear to him.
She was a witch … a witch! … Oh, holy Mother of God! … Oh, all the saints! … What had he got into? With
whom had he to do? A feeling of rabid hatred against her came over him. He could have killed her on the spot,
crushed, trampled her under foot like a dog, like a worm … For now like a flash of lightning he was solving riddle
after riddle …
Not for nothing had she red hair.
Not for nothing did she exhale the odor of herbs.
Not for nothing was she so marvelously beautiful, so like the Mother of God, for only in that way could she
have cast a spell over him!
Not for nothing did she wander alone in the forest. What Christian goes into the forest to listen\fn{ To hear.}
how it roars?
And why wouldn’t she say who she was?
And why must she have been there in the courtyard when he could not remember her face?
And then she said she had no good fortune! Only those who are wholly accursed by God have none. Some
good fortune God allows to everyone. She was trying to turn his good fortune away from him. Ha, ha, ha!
“You must seek me!” she had kissed in the dream.
“Yes, indeed, seek me!”
For this he had come here following her call, God knows whither, in order to fall into the claws of her kin, in
order that his good fortune might pass over to her! Why had she asked whether he was the only child of his
parents? None but the only children are especially endowed with good fortune.
And why wouldn’t she promise to come again, if she was really a girl and the child of Christian parents? Why
wasn’t she afraid when hshe was in the forest all by herself? And yet she pretended in his presence that she was
afraid? He was no Dovbush!
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May the lightning strike her! May it smite her and destroy every trace of her from the face of the earth! Or let
her turn to stone, or let her be born to pieces by wild horses, or let the earth swallow her up! Yes, let her fall over a
precipice somewhere and be swallowed up!
At last he calmed completely.
He went home as sober as he used to be before, so much so that he almost smiled. One ray of light flashed
through his mind. All this had to happen to him because he had moved into his new house on the peak without
first having had it blessed!
But first thing tomorrow he would go to see the priest.
177.61 Excerpts from Songs Of The Valiant Voivode And Other Strange Folklore For The First Time Collected
From Roumanian Peasants And Set Forth In English 1. Mihai, or The Son of the Dragon 2. The White Serpent and
The Little Beggar Girl 3. The Fairy and The Waterfall 4. Dragomira 5. The Emperor and The Mouse 6. The
Legend of The Lilac Flower 7. The Two Robbers and Their Brother The Devil 8. The Stolen Pig 9. The Mantle 10.
Thisca, or, The Marvellous Stone 11. The Shirt 12. The Church Builder 13. Barbu and The Raven 14. Sister Life
and Sister Death 15. The Tzigane, The Voivode, and The Enchanted Whistle 16. Ilie and Pauna 17: The Tzigane
and His Wife: Seventeen Folktales\fn{by Hélène Vacaresco (1864-1947)} Bucharest, Romania (F) 40
1\fn{The internal sub-divisions are mine:H}
This happened once which had never happened before and will never happen again.\fn{ A formulaic phrase—found
elsewhere in the world as well, with different wording but the same position and intent—which storytellers often begin their tales:H } A
powerful dragon lived in a valley where the steps of a human creature could not reach, because the valley was
closed in by mountains so high that the clouds themselves could not see their top. And great icicles shone at the
entrance of the valley. The dragon was wealthy and hoarded immense treasure; he took from all the warriors and
kings and princes whom he killed in fight, because every morning he went and waited at the entrance of the valley, beneath the great icicles, to watch the people who passed. And on their way he stopped them and said:
“I’ll kill you fairly in fair fight. There is but one way of escape; try to guess the questions I put to you.” And
the dragon said:
“Try to tell me why this valley in which summer reigns is surrounded by icicles as hard as the hardest stone in
winter.”
The dragon had a son he loved, a human boy with merry blue eyes and long golden locks. Long before this tale
began he had been married to a princess who died in giving birth to this beautiful child. She died from fright because she had never seen her husband in his real form, for whenever he approached her he wore the countenance
of a warrior, but one night when he believed she was not there he took off his biggest ring and immediately
became the awful red dragon of the valley. She saw him and dropped dead.
“Father,” said one evening Mihai to his father, who in the presence of his child was a tall stalwart hero, and
wore a silver mantle, “Father, the trees in this valley tell strange tales of an awful red dragon who kills warriors
and kings, and feeds on human blood. Now I am grown up and strong I want to be a hero. I want to kill the red
dragon who feeds on human blood.” The dragon shivered and answered:
“Alas! my son, maybe the dragon is not as wicked as the trees say. Maybe his fate is to love human blood,
maybe he cannot eat nor drink anything else but human blood and human flesh.”
“What care I for the dragon’s fate, father? I care for the warriors he kills, and I must save them. Give me a
bright sword, and I will find the dragon and pierce his heart.” The dragon sighed and answered:
“Yes, my son, I’ll give thee a sword, but maybe even without the bright sword thou wilt pierce the poor
dragon’s heart.”
Mihai took leave of his father and left the lonely valley. The dragon saw him depart and said:
“My joy is gone. O when will my fair son come back to me?”
*
During three days the dragon sat on a cold stone and wept, and would not think of killing human beings, as he
took no rest nor food. But the fourth day he felt weak and faint, and he ran to the entrance of the valley. He saw an
old Voivode ride pass, and fought with him and killed him, and devoured him on the spot. The Voivode round his
neck wore an enchanted whistle, a little ivory whistle which the dragon took to his cavern, and he thought:
“I will give this whistle to my son when he returns.”
Mihai rode fast, Mihai rode gaily, for his gay youth rode with him and laughed, and Mihai said:
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“O the days of youth are sunny days indeed, and the young warrior who rides a young horse is the creature on
earth on whom most gaily the days of youth rise and smile.”
Yet he had not ridden ten miles before he heard a pitiful scream, and “Help! help! young warrior, whoever thou
mayest be,” was said a few steps from his ear. He rushed eagerly forward and saw a young maid whom a great
brown bear was about to carry away. Mihai rushed at the bear, and the monster felt the youth’s strong sword; the
youth’s strong sword searched for the monster’s heart and … found it. And the monster’s heart stopped its
beatings, and the monster fell dead at his feet.
“Thanks, handsome hero,” said the trembling maid. “I had left our palace at dawn with my father, but he is
now away in the forest. I stopped to play in the grass and search fresh berries. My horse is tied to a fine green tree.
The horrible bear was upon me before I had time to draw my knife. Thou hast saved me.
“I am the daughter of the great Voivode, who dwells by the two rivers whose whisper thou canst hear. Come to
our fair palace, handsome hero. My father will like to see thee, and so will our warriors dear, and I will give thee a
yellow and silvery veil and a red belt my own hands have adorned.” But Mihai answered:
“Fair maid, give me thy smile which with his own hands hath God adorned; give me thy love.”
The Princess blushed and smiled, for never in her father’s palace had she seen such a handsome youth, and she
had witnessed his brave deed and felt proud of his love. They rode together in silence, and looked at each other so
oft that their horses reared and stumbled, till they laughed at their own neglect, and said:
“These horses are maddened to carry so happy a pair.”
*
But when they came near the beautiful palace the sound of grief greeted them, and the Princess rode fast in
front till she reached the marble steps. She then asked:
“Why do my maidens wail? Why are our warriors silent?”
At first no one dared to answer, and the maidens covered their eyes with their hands. At last the eldest among
the warriors stepped forward and said:
“Fair Princess, brave daughter of a brave prince, open thy tresses and spill thy hair on thy white shoulders; thy
brave father is dead. The red dragon has killed him at the entrance of the valley.” The Princess answered:
“I will not weep; even beyond the grave may my brave father rejoice he hath a brave daughter; but my sorrow
is great as the forest and the skies. Bring up my father’s wildest horse and I will ride the steed, and I will ride to
the place where my father lies, and bring back his body on his own fiery steed.”
But instead of obeying, once more the warriors were silent, and the Princess understood and entered her bower,
where she sobbed and rent her purple mantle and her long veil. The summer night came in, the warriors had
prayed for the prince’s soul in the wide church, but the Princess had not left her bower nor spoken a word. At last
her favourite maid knelt before her and said:
“Great Princess, this man, this unknown who rode back with thee in this fearful day, desires thee to know he
hath sworn on thy own sweet face and on thy silvery veil he will kill the red dragon, and bring the monster’s head
to thy palace gate.” The Princess answered:
“I must see the youth. He has saved my life, and now perhaps will revenge my father; I must see him.”
“Handsome hero,” said the Princess to Mihai as he entered her bower, “we have given thee a sad welcome. Our
souls are sad. Wilt thou leave our sad palace without gazing upon its treasures, our useless love; useless, indeed,
because my father’s dead?” Mihai answered:
“I would not gaze on any treasures, fair Princess, which my eyes would hold dearer than thy dear self: I love
thee, and I will take thee to my father’s home in the valley. It is a wild place, but lovely, and love makes
everything bright.” The Princess said:
“I’ll come to the valley and to thy father’s home, handsome hero, and I will be thy bride, and I’ll marry thee
when the red dragon is killed. Go thou to thy father and tell him I will come in three days to visit his home and to
sue for his blessing, for a happy father is he who has such a handsome and brave son.”
*
The red dragon lay on the grass and gazed lazily at the sun.
“Where can my son be at this hour?” thought he; “O where is my handsome Mihai?”
At this moment the sound of a horse’s hoof broke on his dreams, and he quickly took up his human form as he
perceived Mihai riding hastily towards him.
“Father, great news! I’m in love with a fair Princess, and she will be my bride. She’ll come to this wild valley
and stay one whole day with thee.” The dragon answered:
“If she’s a prince’s daughter and lives in a great palace, we must build a palace here.”
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“Father, she comes in three days.”
“Never mind, boy, go and sleep on thy couch and leave the rest to me.”
Mihai slept, and the dragon drew a magic sword from its scabbard, and he traced on the earth and he traced in
the air the form of a beautiful palace. And lo! the icicles came forth of themselves and whirled and danced and ran
till a beautiful palace made of ice rose in the wild valley. The dragon itself wondered at its magnificence and said:
“My boy will be well pleased and the bride happy. I’m a clever red dragon; my son may be proud of his father
now.”
Mihai rose before dawn, for he had dreamt of. his love and wished to speak of her again and hear his voice
pronounce her charming name. At the sight of the splendid palace he exclaimed:
“This is a wizard’s work—a treasure, a joy indeed, but is my father a wizard? I would not be a wizard’s son.”
And the trembling dragon said:
“Mihai,I’m not a wizard, but a fairy who loved me when I was handsome and young as thee, sometimes helps
me still when I call her. She has been here this night.”
*
So Mihai was quite content, and, as the Princess rode in the wild valley, he met her with a gracious bow, he
kissed her hands and lips, and said:
“Here is the palace where our warm love will dwell. It is made of ice, my dear bride, but our love will warm it
soon. ’Tis the work of a loving fairy who loved my father when he was handsome and young.”
“Handsome and young like thee, Mihai,” answered his bride, and the dragon in silver vestment, the dragon in
human form stepped forth to greet the fair maiden and kissed her gentle hand and kissed her gentle forehead and
said:
“Surely, sweet maiden, on the ground where thy soft feet tread flowers will grow by thousands and the sun
love to shine.”
Then they entered the wonderful palace and wandered along its halls. Then they leant on the brilliant columns
that bore its terraces white. All at once the Princess exclaimed:
“I’ve lost my bird—’tis a favourite falcon, ’tis yellow! who follows me when I ride; had I but my ivory whistle
I would soon call the falcon back.”
“Here’s a whistle for thee, fair sweet lady,” answered the dragon, and he handed her the whistle he had found
on the dead Voivode. The Princess grew pale, the Princess sighed and wept.
“O Mihai, here’s my father’s whistle, which he wore on a golden chain. O Mihai, here’s his own dear whistle
which he wore in his golden belt. Tell me, whence comes this whistle, and why it dwells with thee?”
The dragon trembled, for Mihai’s keen eyes now rested on his father’s face.
“Great Princess, the wandering brook who wanders through many lands hath brought this whistle to the bank
where I sat in the summer grass. Let me keep the ivory whistle and wear it near my heart.”
*
Now there was a drop of the Voivode’s blood on the ivory whistle, and the Princess kissed the purple spot.
Then Mihai dismissed the sad subject, and they all sat down to eat. And the rich wine filled the diamond cups, and
Mihai and his bride were so gay. The dragon himself said in his thoughts:
“I was never so happy in all my life.” But he trembled again when the Princess asked:
“O why dost thou not eat?” He answered:
“I eat only fruit that grows on the distant mountain tops.”
Then they spoke of warriors and horses, of falcons and wild beasts. Then they sang each a song, and Mihai
asked his father to kiss his fair bride’s hair. And the dragon rose, and with his lips just touched the bride’s soft
hair. Just at that moment the drop of blood on the ivory whistle said aloud:
“How can a Princess allow her father’s murderer to touch her hair with his lips?” The Princess grew faint and
asked:
“Whence came those awful words?” The dragon again trembled and said:
“’Tis a tame sparrow, whom the fairy I loved has endowed with the gift of speech. ’Tis a sparrow, and speaks
at random—let us drink the rich burning wine.” Then Mihai said again to his father:
“Just gaze in my sweet bride’s eyes. Her eyes are as clear as the river;” and the dragon gazed, and the drop of
blood on the whistle spoke once more quite loudly and said:
“How can a great Princess allow her father’s murderer to gaze into her eyes?” Again the dragon trembled,
again the dragon said:
“’Tis the wind in the willow branches. The wind sometimes says weird tales. Let us walk by the flowing river
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where the long rushes sing.” And Mihai then said to his father:
“Father, take the Princess’s hand, for I’ll hold her flowers, and her dagger, and her embroidered veil.” But
when the dragon took the proffered hand, the terrible voice rose high:
“Touch not the hand of thy father’s murderer, Princess.” Mihai drew out his sword to kill the invisible fiend;
then he said:
“It is madness, for we all know the red dragon is the Voivode’s murderer. I have sworn to my bride that I
would meet the red dragon and kill him as he killed her father, or die in his embrace.” For the third time the
ominous voice said:
“Mihai has broken his promise—Mihai will not keep his word.” Then furiously Mihai took his dear bride’s
hand and swore a solemn oath:
“I swear,” said he, “that I will neither eat nor drink, nor look again into thy soft eyes, nor call myself a true
warrior till I bring back the red dragon’s body to this place.” The poor dragon trembled and said:
“My son, thy oath is rash; for what mortal can be strong without food, and attack wild beasts and dragons
when he fasts?” Mihai said:
“Thou art right, father; but the words are spoken, the time is spent; farewell!”
*
The fair bride wept and the dragon sighed and pondered, for he well knew his son’s proud heart and knew
Mihai would neither taste wine water or flesh or fruit before he had killed the dragon. And he also knew the
dragon would not come in his way. So he took leave also of the fair Princess, and sought his magic wand and
asked counsel:
“I am the murderer, magic wand, I am the dragon. My son must kill a red dragon before the night is spent.”
And the magic wand answered:
“Get him to break his vow and to drink a drop of thy blood; then he’ll imagine he has killed the red dragon and
left his body in a mighty river, and thou wilt give him one of thy dreadful teeth to bring back to his bride.”
Three days the dragon in his human form walked through the forest till he came upon his son. Three days
Mihai had wandered without tasting water nor food, but his courage was still alive in his eyes, though his hand
and his voice were weak.
“Well, my son, hast thou seen the monster?”
“No, my father; it goes hard with me.”
“Art thou hungry or thirsty, my darling?”
“’Tis the thirst that burns my heart.”
“Surely, my son, thou canst quench thy thirst with a drop of thy father’s blood. My blood is still fresh, I will
give some to thee.” But Mihai answered:
“No, I have sworn a solemn oath.”
“Thou hast sworn to drink neither wine nor water, but who thought then of thy father’s blood?” But Mihai said:
“No, I must ride away. O father, do not tempt me.”
And he rode three days, and his father followed and gazed at him from afar, and saw him tremble and droop,
and ran again to his side.
“Father, brave father, I’m dying, but I have kept my oath. The dragon I have not found, but no drop of wine nor
water nor food hath touched my lips.”
“Surely, my son, this must cease. I will open my veins, my blood will flow, and thou wilt drink my blood.”
“No, father, I must not drink; most sacred is a hero’s word, as sacred as his deeds. Most sacred is the hero’s
death when he dies to keep his word.” And Mihai lay at the foot of a tree and said farewell to his life. Then said
his father:
“My brave son, walk ten steps after sunset, walk to the banks of the river whose reeds are high and thick; there
wilt thou find the red dragon, who will fight a great fight with thee.”
And Mihai watched his father go towards the river, and then he saw no more; but when the sun had set he
tottered to his feet, and walked ten steps and saw the great river, and lo! between the reeds the red dragon, most
awful to behold, rose before him.
With a shout of joy and hatred Mihai drew out his bright sword, but before he had time to plunge it in the
monster’s jaws the dragon lay dead in the river, and Mihai sighed and thought:
“How is it possible the red dragon should die thus? My father surely has killed him by poisoning his food. I
will reproach my father, who has stolen a fair deed from me. I cannot boast I have killed the dragon.”
And he cried and his tears fell thick on his bright useless sword.
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*
Three days and three nights in his gorgeous palace Mihai held a revel and smiled. His fair bride smiled too,
and when their eyes met she said:
“My handsome hero.” He said:
“My lovely bride.”
“But why is father away so long?” said she.
“Why does not my father come?” he said. And by the fourth day their hearts grew dull, and they watched and
hoped in vain, till Mihai said, as tears fell thick upon his handsome face:
“My father’s dead, I’m sure he’s dead; he killed the red dragon and died from a wound which the red monster
made. Or maybe he rests in the river, where the red monster threw him. Alas! my father’s dead.”
“O my handsome lord,” answered his gentle bride, “send all my warriors to search thy father in dale and forest;
surely they’ll find him soon.”
And warriors rode in forest and dale while Mihai gazed and wept. At last sleep closed his dreary eyes, and in a
dream he saw his father, who said:
“Yes, I am dead, fair son; I cannot tell thee more. My crimes were great and many, but I have loved thee well.
“Then speak no more of the red dragon, but often speak of me, and whenever thou drawest thy bright sword in
tournament or war, call on thy father’s name, and he will help thee to remain a true knight, a brave warrior, O
handsome hero, my son!”
2
In a village by the Danube lived a little beggar girl. She was called Mesandra, and had neither known her father nor her mother. She sang sweet songs and told bright tales, and the peasants took care she should never want
a shelter or food.
But Mesandra loved to sleep out in the cool summer night, and in winter, even when the nights were snowy
and cold, she would not seek the shelter of a roof. As she grew old she became fair, and rosy, and all the young
men who saw her loved Mesandra. She would not hear a word of love nor ever sing a song where love blossomed
like a flower. Mesandra was a strange girl.
One night, as she sat gazing at the mighty river, she saw a white snake float on the water, and instead of
wondering at this singular incident, she asked the white snake:
“Where art thou going, strange white thing?” And the snake said:
“Blessed be thou, sweet maid, for those few words. Thou canst not guess what a treasure thy question is to me.
I am going to my home in the river. I dwell in the waters deep; ’tis a place where the water is green and blue,
because a mountain’s shadow sleeps on the bosom of the wave. My house is a green palace, and there I dwell with
my mother.”
“O strange white thing,” said Mesandra, “I would love to see thy home, I would love to see thy mother. I
would love to float with thee in the arms of the great river.” And the white serpent then said:
“Come.” And Mesandra lay on the serpent’s back, and they flew with the tide, and the waters made a gurgling
sound about her which pleased the fair maid well.
*
They reached a spot by the mountain, and as dawn now came on the Danube, Mesandra noticed the water was
green under the green shadow. They plunged in the deep green water, and lo! a beautiful palace was right under
the maid’s feet. The white serpent whistled, and his mother came forth, and Mesandra saw she was an old woman
who held a distaff and a spindle, and looked at her with hatred and asked:
“Who is this maid?”
“I’m Mesandra, the pretty orphan who lives in the village afar. I have come to see thy palace, for thy son is
kind to me.” She grumbled and turned her back, and threw her spindle aside, and said:
“My son, how imprudent to bring this mortal here.” The white serpent answered:
“Think, she may save me from my fate, O mother. Have I not the right to hope?” And he gave the maid a blue
mantle, and many an embroidered veil, and he said:
“Speak out thy every wish, sweet maid. We are wealthy, O wealthier by far than the wealthiest King or Voivode.\fn{War-leader/governor} Thou mayest walk all the rooms in the palace, and walk all its terraces too. There’s a
garden, and there’s a great forest, and above our heads the great river will sing night and day in thy ears.”
Mesandra wondered, and found the palace was fair indeed, such as she had never dreamt of in her fairest
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dreams. But no step, no sound was heard withinin bower or garden, no face was seen between the lofty gardentrees.
And before night she felt the pang of heartrending solitude, but spoke not of her awe and wonder, but listened
to the white serpent’s word. He said, when he met her at supper:
“My mother lives in the tower, and rarely descends its steps. Never try to see my old mother when she calls not
on thee to come.”
And the white serpent spoke so earnestly, Mesandra felt there must be a great secret, and that the secret of the
weird dwelling dwelt with that old woman in the silent tower, where she must never go. And from that hour she
thought of nothing else.
*
Days glided on and months; Mesandra grew sad and weary of her lonely life, and she one morning expressed
the wish to return to the village. At this, the serpent hissed in wrath; then she noticed tears in his kind eyes, and
said to herself:
“I’ll wait, some change must come. I’ll bring a change. I’ll find the way out of this dreary place.”
But she felt so sick at heart that she could neither touch her golden lute, nor play with the wonderful jewels the
serpent gave her each day. Then she went to him again, and uttered a deep moan, and as he did not ask why she
sighed, Mesandra broke the silence and cried in anguish deep:
“I have never thought of love and a lover, but now I must think and say: ‘O why art thou not, thou strange
white thing, a lover tall and brave? For if the soft flame of manly love could burn within thy soul, thou wouldest
pity me and kiss my lips and favour my heart’s desire.’”
“What,” said the white serpent, and he trembled so that the palace trembled too, “canst thou swear, O maid,
thou hast never before sighed for love or a lover’s face?” And Mesandra:
“I have never loved nor ever thought of love.” He trembled so that the terraces round and the garden trembled
too.
“Then,” said he, “come quick!” and they crossed the halls till they reached a silver door. At that door he
knocked with his snow-white head, and a voice cried:
“Who’s there?”
“I have come to say the maiden is here who hath never dreamt of love.” And through the door the voice
replied:
“’Tis true, I see her heart. Then rejoice and be free.” And instantly the white serpent became a handsome
young warrior, who fell at Mesandra’s feet, and said:
“I love thee.”
And she learnt to love, for he was handsome and bright. And she no longer wished to leave the fine green
palace. The old mother smiled when she saw her son resume his fair countenance, of which a bad wizard had
deprived him till the day when he should find a maid who had never dreamt of love.
*
During the first months of her married life Mesandra felt she had found her happiness indeed. Her handsome
spouse loved her, and when he returned home every night she felt her heart leap with gladness and ran to meet
him. She heard his step from afar, but she knew he always first went to see his mother, so she had to wait a few
minutes before he came towards her. The old woman never troubled Mesandra, nor entered her bower, nor spoke a
word of affection or hatred to her, yet Mesandra loved not her dark face and her angry eyes as they rested on the
fair girl’s young beauty.
Then Mesandra grew to desire madly one thing which she felt she ought not to desire.
Her husband had a secret; his mother knew it, and she was the only one who knew it not. Where spent he all
his days? and why did he go to his mother’s chamber before he met his dear young spouse? This thought kept the
girl awake many a night, till she decided to watch.
So she hid herself by the palace gate, and, without being seen, she followed her husband’s steps. She followed
him and he knocked at his mother’s door. The old mother opened and said:
“Hast thou found the flower that makes me glad?” And he answered despondently:
“Alas! no, today I have not found the flower, dear.”
“’Tis because of thy wife, the fair Mesandra. The love of thy wife drives thee away from duty.”
He answered not, but rose to join Mesandra, and Mesandra in her inmost heart felt joyful he had not brought
the flower, yet curious to know what that flower could be his mother thus longed to breathe. The next day and the
next day he made the same weary answer, and the old woman wept, and Mesandra, though she loved her not,
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pitied her in her grief. But the fourth day the young man bore in his hand a blue flower, and his mother’s joy was
so great that she screamed and said:
“O blue flower, thou art my life and my fire, my summer and my food,” and she pressed the flower against her
heart and lifted it to her nostrils, and all at once she became a beautiful queen with a crown of burning red rubies
on her head, and her belt and her slippers were of red, red rubies, and Mesandra saw her young husband kiss her
and heard him say:
“My love.”
At this she flew away in utter grief and rage, and ran to her bower and took her dagger and rushed in the room
where the beautiful Queen sat by the side of Mesandra’s husband, and saying to the amazed pair: “Ye false ones,
take your due,” she killed them before they had time to lift up their eyes and see her; and their red blood ran warm
on the crystal floor till the floor was a floor of rubies, and the red blood said:
“I’m warm, but in a moment I will be black and cold; I’ll speak and tell thee, Mesandra, the crime that thou
hast done. This beautiful Queen who lies at thy feet was thy husband’s dear sister; the same wizard who had
changed thy husband into a white snake had made the fair girl an old woman. She could only resume her graceful
self by breathing the rare blue flower.”
Mesandra wrung her hands in despair, and said: “Dear red blood, speak on, speak on and curse me”; but the
blood could speak no more, as it had become black and cold. So she wandered along the desert palace and sang a
death-dirge and wept. Then she mounted the highest tower and said to the Danube:
“Great river, O do come to me and take me in thy arms and take me to my village small, where I was a beggar
girl.”
And the great Danube came and took the maiden and carried her to her village again. But when she related her
story they all said she was mad. She gazed all day at the river and had no other joy. Her tears fell in the river and
made the water salt. And the Danube said:
“That fair girl’s tears will make all my water salt.”
*
The village was gay with thousand songs, the village was gay with voices and lutes. The king of the land on his
jet-black horse came to the village small.
“O great King, what shall we give thee? What wilt thou take from us? Here is salt, here is bread, and a sheath
of corn, and a horse as tall as thine, and three silver belts and a brown fur cap with twenty peacock plumes.”
“O my people, thank you all! I will take naught today, naught will I take from the village except the beggar girl
who cries by the great Danube and will make its waters salt.”
So Mesandra was brought from the great river’s banks. She saw and cried: “There’s the dead. There’s my dead
love,” and staggered and fell senseless at his feet.
“She’s mad, dear lord,” said the people.
“She’s my wife, and I’ll take her home.”
So he threw the girl on his saddle, and joyful rode away. She awoke in his sturdy arms.
“I am in the arms of the dead. I am pleased to be dead and with thee.”
“’Tis true I am dead, my Mesandra. I have come to take thee away. And those people, they will learn tomorrow that their king was dead, and his shadow came to take his beloved away. For I was thy king, my Mesandra,
and now I am dead like thee.”
3
The dark Carpathian mountains were sad because in the solitude of their forests among the giant trees no
torrent flew, no waterfall made the day joyous and the night short with the sound of life and laughter.
“These mountains have no waterfall and no torrent, they are sad,” said the bright hero of the mountains, the
handsome Stoica, to the fairy of the meadows, whom he often met, and to whom the handsome hero was
betrothed.
“If thou wert a real fairy instead of being almost alike unto all the pretty maidens of the earth, thou would’st
find the means to enliven the forest.”
“Alas!” answered the fairy, “I have prayed hard all the rivers to run on this side, but thy forests are dark.”
“I tell thee thou art no fairy.” At this the poor fairy grew faint with grief and shame, and said:
“I will not look upon thee, nor enjoy the fair smile of the sun, nor call myself a fairy before I have brought thee
a splendid wild torrent and a savage waterfall right in the heart of the forests.”
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*
The fairy rode her favourite steed and reached the palace of the king. It was a clear moonlight night, and she
thought she might rest under a rose-tree, for she was a small fairy, and besides could get tall or tiny at her will.
She soon went to sleep, and her favourite steed slept by her side in the grass, for she had changed him into a
drowsy butterfly; but soon she awoke to hear a conversation above her head, on the terrace of the royal palace.
She heard a woman’s soft voice:
“O my hair is as long as the river under the elms, and as heavy as the waterfall that bounds from rock to rock
in the mountains. I will give thee my hair, great wizard, and my teeth; look how my teeth shine and glisten in the
light of the splendid moon. But promise to bring my father back.” Then a terrible voice answered:
“Give me also thy long eyebrows.” Then the fairy heard a low sob, and the soft voice said again:
“Take them, but bring my father back.” And the fairy, who could get wings and fly, flew to the terrace and saw
a beautiful maid, who knelt before a hideous wizard, and the fairy whispered in the maiden’s ear:
“Refuse, refuse, and I will help thee. I am the fairy of the meadow. I can help.” Then the beautiful maid sprang
to her feet and exclaimed:
“False monster, I will save my father, and keep my long hair, my long eyebrows, and my shining teeth. The
wizard stamped his foot and said:
“I will put heavy chains on thy father’s back as soon as I get home, and he will rue the hour of his daughter’s
sad indifference to his sufferings. Farewell, maid, I will torture thy father; this I promise”—and he disappeared.
Then the fairy stepped to the girl’s side and asked her:
“What is the matter with thee? And where is thy father? And who has put him into the power of that false
monster?”
*
The young girl, who was a princess and the king’s own daughter, answered:
“Alas! beautiful fairy, whose feet make the meadow green and the forest alive, my father had entered into an
agreement with this wizard. My father desired to possess a marvellous sword, a fairy sword, which flew from its
scabbard whenever something unjust or some misfortune happened a thousand miles even from the spot where the
sword was to be found. Thou may’st well understand, beautiful fairy, what a precious sword it might prove to a
king, for kings are always swayed by what they hear and see, and the senses of a king do not reach much farther
than those of any ordinary man.
“Now this precious sword belonged to the wizard, and the king offered him the half of his kingdom and of all
he possessed for the privilege of owning the marvellous sword. But the wizard answered:
“‘I will have neither land nor money. I will give thee the sword, but promise me not to allow thy daughter to
touch it, or to speak a word about it to anyone. If she breaks this promise, I will carry thee away to a dark dungeon, and thou wilt be a captive for the rest of thy life.’
“Of course the King thought he could easily promise this, and I urged him to do so, and the wizard brought the
bright sword, at which I never even gazed, and I kept away whenever my father wore it, and many years passed
and the sword did as much good in this land as if it had been a good knight.
“Alas! alas! these happy years were followed by such bitter hours that I can scarcely bear to mention them.
One day I stood on my balcony, where a sweet fountain plays with the plumes of a thousand birds. The king had
just left me, when I noticed he had forgotten his sword, just by my side. With a cry I rose and drew my chest away
from the glistening scabbard. I could not call on some one to take the sword away, as I was bound by the solemn
promise never to mention its name; so I thought to retire, when a voice so pitiful and low I first took it for the
beating of a broken heart, said:
“‘Pity, beautiful maid! pity for the fate of a valiant knight who is a prisoner in the shape of the marvellous
sword. O save me! Would’st thou but touch the sword or let thy dress touch it, I would be saved from torture and
resume my human form again.’ I answered terror-stricken:
“‘O wretched, valiant knight, ask me to give thee my jewels all and my life, and even more precious than my
life, a kiss on the lips of an unknown, or even on the lips of a wild monster, and I will do all to help and save. But
my father would be the wizard’s prisoner if I touched the marvellous sword.’
“‘Then, beautiful maid, breathe on the gold and the steel; surely thy breath may come near, if not thy hands
and thy dress. Surely a sigh from thee could not injure thy father, the king.’
“And I just came a little nearer and gave a long sigh and stretched my arms out in pity towards the unknown,
who was the prisoner of the wizard. Then the sword was shattered to pieces, and for a second or two I saw a
handsome young knight wave his hand and smile. Afterwards a deadly silence ensued; then my ladies and
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maidens all rushed to the balcony. They wrung their hands in despair.
“‘The king, our king, thy father and our lord is carried away in fetters by a legion of black demons!’
“Since that day his fate is one of darkness and terror. I have this night called the wizard to the palace. Thou
knowest all, sweet fairy. Now try to save us, save my father. I am the guilty one, so thou mayest play havoc with
me.”
“Such is not my intention, princess,” said the fairy. “We will both repair to the place where thy father’s
dungeon stands.”
*
The fairy mounted on her magic steed and took the princess by her side; then as they rode through dale and
forest the fairy noticed that when the princess lost a thread of her long trailing hair, the thread immediately
became a rivulet or a long garland of dew upon the branches. The fairy said naught, but thought:
“I now understand why the wizard desired to possess her hair.”
They at last reached the place where the old king spent his time in dire captivity. The fairy sang thrice in her
silver horn, and the wizard came up hastily and saluted her with courteous humility, for she was a powerful fairy.
“What shall I give thee, sweet fairy? Gold, diamonds, rich coins from my cellar, or from my stables swift
steeds?”
“Give me a spare room and a couch, gracious wizard. I am tired to death, and would sleep undisturbed. And,
above all, give me a glass of cool water, for I am thirsty like my meadows in June.”
Now all the wells and the rivers around the wizard’s palace were dry, but this he cared not to own, and he was
in sore perplexity; and the fairy repeatedly said:
“What, not a little cold water in this place?” He went to the dark dungeon where the old king dwelt, and said:
“Great King, I am going to marry thy daughter and take her away to a distant land. Thou wilt never see her
more.”
At this the wretched king wept and his tears fell thick in the darkness, and in the darkness the wizard filled a
glass with the old king’s tears.
He took the glass to the fairy, who drank not a drop and said: “’Tis salt water, wizard; I cannot drink, but I will
take it to my bower and cool my face with the strange liquor,” and she bore her glass away, for she knew she held
the old king’s own tears, and she said:
“We shall see what a splendid thing we can make with a mortal’s tears.”
And she blew three times on the glass, and a beautiful maid sprang out of the old king’s tears. She was so
beautiful that the fairy herself wondered and said in her heart:
“’Tis well that my mountain hero gazeth not on this marvellous girl.” And she said to the girl:
“I command thee to win the wizard’s heart and to love him.”
*
The wizard came next morning and inquired how the fairy had spent the night.
“Most sweetly, courteous wizard, and my sister Marina, who plays the lute well, sang songs of love over my
sleep. O, thou hast not seen Marina; she came over to me this night. Like all fairies she came in unseen. Marina!
here is a young lord who desires to gaze on thy face.”
Marina drew back the purple curtains that hid her from view, and she did not perceive how monstrous and bad
looked the wizard, but loved him on the spot, while the wizard stood transfixed and bewildered and screamed and
wept in his joy:
“O let this beautiful maid be mine for ever. Marina, be my wife.” But Marina answered:
“I am my sister’s slave; my fate belongs to my sister.” The fairy gently shook her head and said:
“Wizard, I’m very sorry, wizard, I must say no. A dreadful death awaits Marina if she marries a man who does
not bring to the wedding a free king and a free king’s daughter with her bridegroom.”
“I will roam, I will search,” said the wizard in despair.
“Give me time, sweet fairy; deny not Marina to me.”
“O wizard, I’m very sorry; O wizard, I must say no. Marina must be wedded the very same hour she sees the
man she has to wed.” Then the wizard tore his hair and his garments, then the wizard knocked his head with his
golden rings.
All at once he exclaimed: “Wait, sweet fairy,” and ran to the dungeon and brought the old king. Then he said:
“O king, where’s thy daughter? I will send for thy daughter fair.” But the princess, who was beneath the
window, had heard her father’s voice, and she came in.
Then the wizard said: “A bridegroom is wanted,” and he brought in a handsome young knight.
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The princess blushed, for she recognized the knight who dwelt in the marvellous sword. And the two pairs
were wedded in presence of the fairy. And as the radiant princess fell at the fairy’s feet and said:
“How can I show my gratitude unto thee?” The fairy said:
“Give me thy hair; it will soon grow again.”
And the Princess cut her long hair. The fairy returned to the mountains and threw the Princess’s long hair on
the brim of a rock, and a noisy waterfall rushed forth like a silver plume, and the hero of the mountain kissed his
little bride’s lips and said:
“Thou art indeed a fairy.”
“No, a woman,” murmured she, for she thought of the happy princess and the old king—and the good actions
she had done.
4
Dragomira was the sweetest and fairest girl in the village; she loved God, the sunlight, and the birds; she tended all the living and frail creatures that came across her, and her heart was as clear and bright as the crystal beads
of her necklace and the new-born flowers she wore every morning in her hair. Yet Dragomira died one evening
when there was neither sun nor moon to mourn over her in the sky, when all the little birds were asleep. When the
sun returned next morning and asked, “Where is Dragomira?” the wretched mother answered:
“In her fresh young tomb!” And the maidens threw lilies and sunflowers on her fresh young tomb and said:
“Alas! Dragomira, where art thou? why hast thou gone from us? what harm have we done thee that thou
should’st thus be silent when we weep, nor care for our smiles and our flowers?”
*
Dragomira had been dead ten days, and she slept as soundly in her fresh young tomb as in her gentle bed near
the hearth. She dreamt of maidens with lilies and sunflowers in their hands, and with tears down their rosy cheeks,
and she wondered in the eternal sleep and said:
“I wonder why they weep when they are so happy, with lilies and sunflowers in their hands.”
But at the end of these ten days Dragomira awoke to hear a little bird twitter beside her head. She asked:
“Little bird, is it time to awake?” The little bird answered:
“Dragomira, thou art dead; thou wilt awake no more to see the brightness of the sun on the water and on the
leaves.”
“But the sun is not dead also,” said the girl, “and others are happy and see it.”
“Yes,” answered the bird. Then said Dragomira:
“I will not weep because I hear I am dead.”
“Is there nothing upon the bright earth thou would’st have the desire to gaze upon again?”
“Yes,” said Dragomira, “yes, but once again, sweet bird, I would like to see my mother with her spindle on the
threshold, when the fire rises high in the garden beneath the trees where we sat down to our meals. I would like to
see my sisters of the village dance in the fierce midday sun, and to hear the flute of the shepherd who urges them
to dance fast and well. I would like to see my dear love by the well, where I met him first and last, and speak of
my love to him, for when I dwelt on the earth I was a timid maiden and ashamed to speak of my love.” Then said
the twittering bird:
“Take these basil leaves, Dragomira, and put them in thy hair.”
“My hands are cold, my fingers are numb, dear bird; what shall I do?”
The bird stooped and let the sweet-scented leaves fall in the dead girl’s hair, and when the dead girl felt the
weight of the sweet-scented leaves she rose and pushed the coffin from her limbs, she rose and pushed the earth
away, she rose and pushed the stones away, and walked as in a dream. She said:
“I’m as light as the white-footed river and as the chains that fall from the moon; I’m as light as my own breath
when I breathed the air on hill and in forest; I’m as light as the smoke on our cottage roof in the winter.”
*
And before she could say twenty words in her thoughts she had reached her mother’s door. The dear mother, as
straight as a poplar gray, stood on the threshold with spindle in her hand, her long veil on her hair, and despair in
her eyes. And the mother spoke to the spindle, while in the garden beneath the trees the fire rose, and the evening
meal was there to be kept warm. And the mother said:
“Where is Dragomira? My six daughters are naught to me since the seventh lies dead in her fresh young tomb.
She has gone without tasting the bliss of life nor its pain. What flowers can I take to her tomb that will not be
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bruised by my tears? What words can I speak to the living when the dead will not reappear? If her sweet shadow
now stood on my threshold I would say,
“‘Sweet shadow, take me afar with thee.’” And Dragomira thought:
“I must hide myself lest mother tries to follow, and if she sees my tomb open, she will go down in the earth
and discover how dull and cold is my young tomb. No, mother must not die, because then if death lies heavy on
her, she would break her heart to know I too am dead. Now here, when the sun shines, she may imagine I see the
sun, and when she speaks to me that I hear.”
And Dragomira gently kissed her mother’s spindle, and kissed the moss on the threshold, and kissed the smoke
as it rose from the fire, and glided into the night away.
When Dragomira’s father came home to his cottage and sat to his evening meal, he saw the spindle and the
moss on the threshold, and the smoke over the fire, shine like water under the moon, and he said:
“Wife, the spirit of the dead hath been here and kissed the moss, the spindle, and the smoke.” And the mother
answered:
“Surely Dragomira hath come unto me while my spindle ran, and while I spoke to my child who is in her fresh
young grave.”
Then they prayed and made three times the sign of the cross, and sat down to their evening meal under the
trees. The villagers danced gaily in the clear moonlight, and sweet was the sound of the shepherd’s flute as it
urged them to dance and rejoice, and many were the hearts that bounded under the embroidered belts. All at once
a maiden said:
“I feel a cold hand on my hand, I feel a cold breath on my hair. Has the moon come to dance with me or the
gentle spirit of a dead maiden? for I have heard the gentle spirits of dead maidens sometimes come among us and
love the sound of the shepherd’s sweet flute.”
The maiden who spoke thus was called Anca, and though Dragomira could not answer she eagerly drank in the
words, and her invisible shadow turned and leapt in the wild dance full of mingled buoyancy and languor. And she
listened to the glad voices, and when the dance was finished they gathered under the trees to talk and drink, and to
see the moon between the leaves. The talk fell on a wedding which was to take place in three weeks. Anca said:
“My wedding-dress is ready. But as I marry a man who loved the maid that now lies in her grave, I will leave
my belt open, so that the dead maid may gaze into my heart and thus read how I pity her, though I take her
beloved.”
Dragomira’s sweet shadow now trembled. She longed and feared to know the bridegroom’s name. Then Anca
said:
“He is handsome and brave, and when he sings all the villages on the hills ask: ‘Who is it that sings so well in
that distant village in the plain?’”
And then Dragomira knew her beloved was to wed the fair maiden whose hand she had touched. And she
bitterly felt how hard it was that the dead cannot weep, and all the softness of the moon went out of her soul, and
she returned to her grave.
*
The next day the young man Dragomira loved was by the side of the well. He had just drawn a pail of water,
and he said to the water,
“Why tremblest thou, or has the gentle shadow of a dead maiden touched thee?” The water answered:
“Yes, her gentle shadow’s here; thou canst speak, she will hear, but what she says will not reach thine ears.”
Then the young man said:
“O Dragomira, I have not forgotten thee, and I would fain remain without a wife to the end of my days. But
thou knowest well we are poor. My mother is old and weary. The spindle falls from her hand, and she falls when
she wishes to cross the threshold. Anca I do not love, but the girl knows how to spin and to tend house and field.
Had I but ten golden ducats I would not wed.”
Dragomira kissed her beloved’s brow and his lips, and went back to her grave. Alas! she could not sleep in her
grave. She thought of him and of those ten ducats, and of how sweet it might have been to feel sure he would
never wed. O, were she only a living maid, how she would gain those ten ducats for him!
“But here, in my grave,” said she, “what can I do? My hands are numb, my fingers lazy. Alas! what can I do?”
She thought and thought till she rose again, and groping through the darkness she reached another grave. There
a rich woman lay with ten golden ducats round her neck, and she had left three children to her husband. And
Dragomira asked the rich woman:
“Is the money aught to thee?”
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“Yes,” answered she, “even in my grave is the gold dear to my fingers, but I have left three children and my
husband, and O! could I know whether they remember me.” Dragomira said: “I have the power to return upon
earth. I will go and look at thy children and hear thy husband talk, but I want the ten ducats from thy neck,” and
the woman promised.
*
Dragomira went to her house and brought messages of love to the poor mother, and she got the ten golden
pieces. Then she again sought her beloved; he was asleep when she found him, and put the ducats in his dear
hand, and said:
“Now thou wilt not take another girl to thy heart.” He awoke to find the treasure, and ran and told Anca, and
said:
“We will be wealthy, my love, and buy a pair of oxen and a cart.”
And on the wedding day Anca wore the ducats round her neck, but Dragomira had sunk again to everlasting
sleep, and she knew not the treachery of her beloved.
But the dead woman’s husband recognized the coins, and he said: “The young man has stolen the coins out of
my wife’s grave”; and the woman was unburied and the coins were found missing; so the young man was taken to
prison, and when he was released Anca had gone mad with grief and shame. Then he went to Dragomira’s grave,
and said:
“Dragomira, I knew the coins came from thee, and I deceived thee; pardon me, Dragomira.”
But Dragomira could not hear as she slept her everlasting sleep.
5
This happened which never had happened before, and will never happen again.
An Emperor and his Empress pined because no children were born unto them. They had gone on several
pilgrimages, and wept at the shrines of saints, till at last they gave up the fond hope, and when they talked
together they sighed and said:
“Alas! who will throw flowers upon our tombs when we are dead, and pray for our poor souls?”
One evening, as they sat on the balcony of their palace, they saw a little mouse carrying a bit of straw. The
Empress was good and helpful, the straw was big and the mouse very small, so with the tip of her slipper she.
helped the mouse by lifting up the straw. At this the mouse said:
“Kind Empress, thy wish will be fulfilled; a son will be born to grace thy days, but he will be cruel and haughty; he will throw his father in a dungeon and his mother in a dry well.”
“Yet I will love him,” said the Empress, “for he will be the child of my desire. So I thank thee for the good
news, little mouse.” But the Emperor got very angry, and said:
“How can I forgive the mouse for telling me that the son of my pride and of my heart will be cruel and bring
such calamities upon us?” And the Emperor caught the mouse in his hands and had her imprisoned in a cage, and
said:
“This cage must ever hang above the balcony where the mouse has had the impudence to bring such tidings.”
Then he turned to the Empress and said:
“My dear, I don’t believe the desire of our soul will ever be fulfilled.”
*
The Emperor was therefore much astonished when he had the joy of publishing over all his wide realms the
birth of a son, and for some time the dire prophecy was forgotten. The young prince was called Zador, and for
some time he grew in mind and beauty, and no one could approach him without wondering at his fine looks, his
bold demeanour, his long golden locks, and his tranquil gray eyes. At eighteen Prince Zador was the handsomest
young man in his father’s wide realms; the Empress simply adored him, and the prince never gave any sign of
wickedness or even ill-temper.
He spoke very little, and went about the glorious gardens and the magnificent palaces without deigning to
notice their splendours. His soul appeared to be rivetted on one mysterious dream. When he reached his twentieth
birthday he stepped into his father’s room and said softly:
“Great Emperor, I am now a man, and cannot spend my life in revels and idle dreams. Give me one of thy
kingdoms; give me wild horses and a host of wild warriors. I cannot stay in thy court under the gentle gaze of
courteous damsels, and to see thy courtiers smile or yawn.”
This speech was delivered in a low, even voice, but the young man’s hand was on his sword, and his eyes
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looked a thousand swords, and though the Emperor found his wish very natural, and immediately acquiesced, a
creeping sense of cold gathered:round his heart as he saw his son’s gray eyes glitter and his nostrils distend. He
said nothing of this to the Empress, but simply told her he had given Zador his southern kingdom, where palmtrees waved by crystal fountains and where the nights were as clear as the broad light of day.
“Zador will love his southern kingdom,” added the Emperor. “The evenings here are raw, and it is sad to see
the leaves fall in autumn, and to believe nature is dead till spring returns.”
The Empress wept over her son’s departure, but when she saw how beautifully he rode his fiery black horse at
the head of his valiant army, her heart danced with a fond mother’s pride, and she waved her silken handkerchief
and cried from the golden balcony:
“Come back soon, my Zador, come back victorious and full of glee.”
“Ay,” said the Prince, and uncovered his glossy locks and bowed to his imperial mother till his brow seemed to
touch his horse’s black mane. “I will come back, mother, and you will then live a day of wonder indeed.”
The beautiful court damsels kept the dainty kerchiefs to their eyes and threw their blue silken scarfs after him,
and soon the gallop of the fiery horses was lost in the distance, and the Empress found the glorious gardens and
the magnificent palace were lonely and dark without Prince Zador, and she assembled her maidens and told them:
“Let us sit down to our work and talk of the prince and tell me all he said and all you have heard about him.”
So the beautiful maidens brought the big tapestry, on which the Empress and her ladies traced with skilful
needle and varied silks the love-story of the red dragon and the fair princess, and while their nimble fingers chose
the coloured silk in the rich skeins they talked and the name of Prince Zador fell from their charming lips, and the
Empress sighed and smiled by turns.
*
Good tidings came from Prince Zador at first; he rode and fought the enemies of the land, and was always
victorious; but his subjects he ruled with iron rod, and the Emperor received secret messengers from the southern
kingdom, who said to him:
“Not the breath of the waving palm-trees, nor the sound of our crystal fountains, can console us for the loss of
thy fatherly sway. Thy son is haughty and cruel, and he breaks the spirit of man and the heart of woman. Every
woman and every maid who sees him must love the Prince Zador; he encourages the foolish wench till she verily
believes he loves her too, then he laughs and scoffs, and the poor creature pines and the poor creature dies. O
great Emperor, why is not thy son alike unto thee and the sweet Empress, thy imperial wife?” Then another
messenger came in secret and said:
“Great Emperor, thy son, the handsome Prince Zador, speaks slightingly of thee and of the sweet Empress, thy
imperial spouse, and when thy health was drunk by his warriors as they rode their fiery horses before going to the
battle, he struck down the cup from the oldest warrior’s hand, and laughed to see the wine spilt on the gauntlet
and on the horse’s mane, and said:
“‘When I am present the Emperor’s name must nevermore be. mentioned.’”
The Emperor sighed and moaned, and said to himself:
“What if the words of the little mouse should come true?”
The little mouse still lived confined in the golden cage above the balcony, and patiently awaited the day her
words would be fulfilled.
Soon tidings followed each other quick. First Prince Zador wrote a haughty, cold letter:
“Father,” said he, “I am getting tired of this, my southern kingdom. I will keep it and return here from time to
time, but I would now have thy larger kingdom in the north.” And the Emperor gave in and wrote back to his son:
“Princely son, I give thee my kingdom in the north, where the snowy swans wander on the glittering lakes, and
where the birds sing like the soul of an amorous maiden. But one thing I ask of thee: my old mother, who was my
father’s Empress, lives in a palace of ivory amid the great pine-trees on the border of a glittering lake. She is
insane, and loves to gaze night and day upon the swans and the waters. O do not trouble her repose nor seek to see
her, nor wander near the palace with armed warriors.”
Prince Zador answered not, nor sent a messenger to thank his father, but started in great pomp from his
southern kingdom to his new kingdom in the north.
*
The insane Empress who dwelt in the ivory palace saw the swans cease to swim, and their plumage got dark
like the night, and she opened the windows of the palace and asked:
“O gentle swans, why do ye cease to swim, and why do ye become as dark as the night, ye whose whiteness
made the snow feel jealous?” And the swans answered:
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“Prince Zador is on his way to this his northern kingdom.” The insane Empress then asked:
“Who is Prince Zador?” And the swans again answered:
“He is a terrible prince; at his sight the spring forests become sere,\fn{ Dry or withered} and the swans’ plumage
becomes as dark as a moonless night.” And the insane Empress said to herself:
“There is no ruler in this land but the Emperor, my son. These swans must be insane.” And she closed her
windows and took up a broken lute.
In the meantime Prince Zador came into the neighbourhood of the ivory palace. For his first thought had been
to see the mystery of its walls, and to intrude upon the solitude of the insane Empress. He knocked loudly at the
gate. There was no answer, and he mounted the ivory staircase and wandered on the ivory terrace, and found no
one to whom he could speak; so he called his warriors, and with pickaxe and sword they threw the wide doors
down, and in the hall they saw the tall Empress, who looked as young as in her youthful days.
“Surely,” said Prince Zador, bowing down his proud head before her, “thou art not the insane mother of the
wise Emperor my father?” At this the Empress flew into a rage, and cried,
“Who said I am insane? Who dare mention the word in my presence? The swans on the lake are insane,
because their plumage is dark like the night since they dream of a certain Prince Zador, and the world at large is
insane. Insane the birds who build nests and sing when they know winter is apace, and will break their nests and
their song. Insane the men and the women who love when the form of their own tomb stares them full in the face
in every tomb they see. And insane the foolish young Prince Zador; he believes he frightens me and he will die by
a woman’s will and by a woman’s hand.”
She looked at him with fiery eyes, and for the first time in his life Prince Zador was cowed and trembling, and
yet he could not get away, and the insane Empress again said:
“Thou art handsome and graceful, lad. Thou must love fine revels and beautiful maidens. Stay here till the
evening, and I will show thee something thou hast never seen.”
Then she retired, and Prince Zador bade his retinue to wander in the beautiful gardens, as he desired to remain
alone. And he spent the whole day by himself in the ivory palace, and he went like a ghost from chamber to
chamber, seized with astonishment and with something akin to fear, as in the mirrors which adorned the ivory
walls, instead of perceiving his own image reflected, he saw strange scenes and personages who seemed to live.
He saw crimes committed, and true love pledged and false love avenged. He saw fierce battles fought, and all
took place in silence, and when he tried to speak to the beings that passed before his eyes he heard naught but the
echo of his own trembling voice; and when he tried to seize their hands or touch their raiments his fingers felt the
cold of the crystal mirror, and he went from one scene to another like one in a dream, and dizziness and sickness
of heart came upon him, but he could neither stop from walking nor from gazing.
At last twilight arrived; as the gentle sun fell on the golden waters of the lake Prince Zador heard the swans
sing and their plumage was black that in the morning had been white. The last rays of daylight faded, and then the
insane Empress came in, bearing in her uplifted hands two burning torches, and she beckoned to Prince Zador:
“Come out to the balcony, handsome Prince. I will show thee a sight thou hast never seen.”
And she held the flaming torches higher than her head, till their red glare illumined the waters of the sleeping
lake, and the swans, whose plumage had been white in the morning and dark in the day, now glared like fire and
blood, as if they were dyed by the hand of a murderer. And Prince Zador saw a stately barge advance on the
waters, and in that barge he saw himself in glorious attire seated by the side of a tall woman whose visage he
could not perceive. And he held her hands, and she sang to him till they reached the shore; then the Prince’s image
fell to the ground, for the tall woman, whose visage remained invisible, had stabbed him in the back with a long
dagger. Zador shuddered, and asked the insane Empress:
“Will this be my fate?” She answered:
“Yes. Hadst thou not come to my ivory Palace, thou would’st have walked the earth unscared by the awful
sight of the future. Here the future is revealed in all the mirrors; things that will be one day, and creatures yet
unborn or in their cradles start to life. Farewell, Prince Zador. One word yet—spare thy father and mother. I read
thy thoughts.”
But Prince Zador turned his back upon her, and in high wrath called his warriors and rode away. She is insane,
thought he, and what I gazed upon was only clever acting, and his fearful fate did not stand in his way that night,
nor in any succeeding days.
*
The great Emperor and the sweet Empress, his spouse, were enjoying the evening breeze in their garden, when
an affrighted page ran to tell them a great army was marching towards the palace, and the sky was red with the
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fires lit by their torches as they burnt every tree and every house they met. The great Emperor took his heavy
sword and the sweet Empress helped him to close the girdle, while he said:
“Who can this be? What unknown chieftain? What terrible king? I had no enemy till this time.”
And the great Emperor fought with all his warriors; he fought bravely and heartily, and victory seemed to
waver and even to favour him, when he asked one of the assailants:
“Brave warrior, what is the name of your leader?” And the warrior answered:
“Thy own son, Prince Zador.” The great Emperor let his sword fall, and said:
“Take me a prisoner to your chief.” And the warrior, who pitied and blamed Zador in his heart, accompanied
the Emperor to the place where his son stood on a fiery horse, and said:
“Prince Zador, here is thy father; he wishes to be thy prisoner.” Without deigning to address a word to the
unhappy Emperor, the Prince said:
“Bring me the Empress, his spouse, and throw them both in the darkest prison under the palace towers.” The
great Emperor said:
“One favour must I ask of thee. There is a little mouse confined in a cage above the golden balcony; give the
small mouse her liberty on the spot.”
“Very well,” answered Zador, “I will have thy ten kingdoms, and thy palaces, and thy gold, what care I for the
little mouse?”
The warriors ran to the golden balcony, and the little mouse was set free.
The little mouse asked: “Are the Emperor and the Empress in the dark dungeon?” and the warrior answered,
“Yes,” and wondered how such a little mouse could guess so right.
The mouse ran nimbly down the marble steps, and when she reached the last step, she became a beautiful
maid, and immediately fell asleep, her graceful head resting on the balustrade, her two white naked feet whiter
than the marble which reflected their smallness.
*
Prince Zador walked proudly through his father’s halls. Never had he found the palace where he was born so
vast and so magnificent, never had he so enjoyed its splendour as in the hour of his sin. And he said to his warriors:
“Drink, and hold high revel under the trees, and ascend the marble steps, and fill the palace with laughter and
song.”
He said this because he noticed that when the wind rose through the open windows, he heard a murmur come,
and he recognized the wailing of his mother, who was imprisoned in the dark dungeon. And he would not close
the windows nor be suspected of remorse or fear.
The warriors obeyed; they laughed and sang and wandered, admiring the beauty of the halls, when all at once
Prince Zador heard the sound of an angry quarrel, and soon the clash of swords. He went towards the place
whence the noise came, and saw his men fighting together at the bottom of a big staircase, and some of them were
already dead, and others wounded, and a large pool of blood came down the marble steps.
“What’s this, my brave warriors?” asked the Prince. “Are you not tired of swords and blood?” At the sight of
their leader they shamefully turned away, but one of the elderly warriors took the Prince’s hand and pointed to the
place where the sleeping maiden lay.
“There’s the cause of the mischief, great Prince, and she sleeps as softly as in her mother’s arms, a new-born
babe. These men are fighting for this girl.”
Zador felt his heart stand still. Never had he seen anything more graceful and more beautiful than this young
and innocent creature, with her bare arms and naked feet; and the pangs of jealousy entered his soul. And what
right had those men to fight for her, and to gaze upon her slumber? He knelt by her side and tried to awaken her,
but though he could hear her gentle breath, and feel her hands were warm, she did not stir, so he lifted her softly
and laid her on a rich couch, and spent his day in wonder and love by her side. Then, as night drew on, he sighed
and said:
“Alas! wilt thou never open thy eyes and let me hear thy sweet voice?” And from the depths of her sleep the
maiden said:
“I cannot open my eyes till the great Emperor and the sweet Empress, his spouse, are seated here with thee, in
glorious apparel.”
And the Prince quailed and shuddered, but at first did not give in. Dawn found him still staring at the bewildering beauty of the unknown, and he shed tears on her white hands and her arms, and said:
“Awake! Awake! I will give thee my love, and magnificent palaces, and hot-blooded horses, and gorgeous belts
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and diadems. I will give thee a golden barge to glide in while the lake glitters in the moonshine. I will give thee all
my kingdoms, and my whole heart. Thou art fairer than the fairest dream of a fairy; thou art sweeter than the scent
of the summer flowers and the little green flower of the basil that I wear in my cap to bring me luck. Awake, or
else I will sleep for ever.” And again she murmured:
“Call the great Emperor and the sweet Empress back.”
At last Zador gave in, and ordered the imperial couple to be drawn out of the dark dungeon; he bestowed
gorgeous garments upon them, while the Emperor and the Empress lifted their hearts to Heaven in fond prayer,
saying:
“Our son has recovered his senses.”
They came in with joyful steps and words, and kissed the young Prince’s brow, forgetting all they had endured
through him, and he led them to the couch where the beautiful maiden slept, and the sweet Empress, with a cry of
tender admiration, touched the sleeper’s bare arm, and the fair girl slowly opened her wide blue eyes—eyes so
wide and so blue, Prince Zador said to himself he had never gazed upon such a broad expanse of light. And she
spoke and said:
“I have come to soothe and to deliver, and now I must be gone.” And she rose, while Zador in tears kissed the
hem of her floating vestment and said:
“O, do not leave me! If thou goest I will become wicked again. Now I feel my heart soften like grass under the
rain.” But the maiden smiled and said:
“My name is Slaava. I cannot stay. Dost thou not remember, brave Prince, that evening in the palace of the
insane Empress, and the woman whose face thou didst not see? I am that woman, and if I stayed I would be
obliged to accomplish the dictates of destiny, and to kill thee in a treacherous way. So spare me.”
At this Prince Zador remained like one struck by a thunderbolt. Slaava glided away from their presence, and he
did not find the courage to raise a finger and to stop her. Seeing his grief, the Emperor and the Empress said:
“Try to forget the lovely vision, Zador. Perhaps she was not a creature of this earth. She perhaps dwells with
fairies. And if she was fated to kill thee, it is better the beautiful being has gone.”
But Prince Zador would neither eat nor drink, nor taste one moment’s sleep. And he assembled his valiant
warriors and said to them:
“I must leave ye. My place is no longer among those who live in mirth or strife. A great love hath entered my
soul. I will disappear, I will lose myself in a wide forest and dream of my love.” And he gave up his sword into
the care of his warriors, and kneeling before the Emperor he said:
“Great Emperor, forgive my wrongs. Thy son is now punished by this great love, which devours his heart.”
*
For many a year Prince Zador was heard of no more. The wild beasts alone could tell the trace of his steps and
the sound of his voice. He had built himself a cell made of branches, and with him dwelt a small mouse, whom he
had caught the very first night he spent under the sky. And to the small mouse he told his grief and spoke of his
love.
He felt sure the mouse was a good fairy, for she looked at him with compassion and nestled to his breast, and
so much was Prince Zador taken up by despair and fervour that he wondered how he had ever found the time long
before at an epoch of his existence when he lived in a perpetual strain and ran from hunt to battle, from battle to
revel, and drank off the cup of maddening pleasure.
Sometimes, when he approached the road where men and chariots pass, he heard warriors gaily trooping by, he
heard his own war-songs sung in the wind, and he saw his banners float between the trees. He even heard his
faithful equerries say,
“Alas! where is our Prince, the bravest of the brave, whose helmet shone like the moon and whose blows dealt
death as surely as the cloud gives rain and the sun gives light?”
But for these things there were no regrets in his mind. He only remembered his days of wickedness, and how
he had plunged his father and his mother in the darkness of a dungeon, and how Slaava had gone away because
she would have had to bestow his punishment upon him.
*
One night, while he was as usual running after the strange maid in his dreams, he was awakened suddenly by
the roar of water quite close to his humble couch. Prince Zador sprung up bewildered, and when he tried to get out
of his cell, the water rose to his knees, and beyond his cell the forest was but one vast ocean, where the tops of the
trees seemed to float. How he had escaped being drowned Zador could not guess.
He set to work, and out of the bark of a big oak, spared by the flood, he made a barge and oars, and soon
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followed the current that bore him away. In his bosom the little mouse trembled, and they were taken afar without
knowing whither they went. Sharp rocks from place to place stood out of the waves, and soon on one of these
rocks Zador perceived a female form, with hands outstretched asking for help. He recognized the woman he had
seen that evening from the balcony of the insane Empress.
“So Slaava has deceived us,” thought Zador; “this woman, my future murderer, is not the beautiful maid I love.
I know she will kill me, I know the hour of my death has come, but shall I, from fear of that hour, leave a woman
exposed to the dreadful flood?”
And Prince Zador steered towards the rock where the woman still kept her attitude of supplication. Night had
set in, so he saw not her features as he approached, but extended a friendly hand, and said:
“Come in my boat and rest.” She descended into the boat, and Zador had already taken up his oars to row away
when the stranger exclaimed:
“One moment, please; I have forgotten my dagger on the rock. I cannot be without my dagger.”
“So,” thought Zador, “the dagger is there, and the hand and my heart; let my destiny be accomplished.” And he
stopped again beside the rock and the woman seized her dagger; then came towards him and said:
“How brave thou art, my love, my only love! Light a torch and gaze on my features, and what thou wilt see
must rejoice thy soul.”And Zador hastily lit a torch, and lo! as the fire fell on the stranger’s face, he recognized
Slaava, and sobbed for joy, and exclaimed:
“Yes, even if thou art come to kill, blessed be thou for thy eyes, and thy lips, and the sweetness of thy
presence.”
“To kill,” answered she, and threw the dagger into the water; “to kill, no, I have come to love. Thy faults are
erased, thy courage hath triumphed over fate.”
And the boat bore them gently to the steps of the Emperor’s palace, and then Prince Zador was wedded to
Slaava, who then told him she had never been absent from his side, as she was the dear little mouse that nestled in
his bosom.
6
The lilac flower might have graced the summer days and blossomed even in autumn, but the lilac flower can
bloom one short month only, because she has given herself away to save her beloved.
She was once a fresh maid who lived on the border of a forest and talked to the birds and the bees; she drank
the water from the running stream, and twined the gentle foliage over her head to avoid the hot rays of the
noonday sun.
One evening an old woman passed before the place where Liliaca dwelt. Liliaca noticed the old woman looked
weary, and said:
“Wilt thou not come and rest? I possess a small hut made of the gentle foliage; I eat fruit and drink the water
from. the stream, but I can give thee a good couch and a sure shelter. The sky darkens; the birds are hastening to
their nests, and on my hand already a moon ray hath fallen. It is late.” The old woman answered:
“Fair girl, I thank thee, and must accept thy kind offer, as I have walked many a long mile and I am very old.”
Liliaca ran to get fresh fruit and to smooth the couch, where the old woman now sank to a profound sleep. But
Liliaca never slept when the moon was strong in the sky, but gazed at the moon till her eyes ached; once or twice
she heard the old woman sigh in her slumber, and as dawn approached, and as the moon got feebler and became
gradually only a white plume lost in the vapours of the rising sun, Liliaca in her turn closed her eyes and
beckoned to her innocent dreams.
No sooner had Liliaca become insensible to all that passed around than the old woman rose and said to herself:
“She is too fair and too pure to serve my purpose. Yet she may help me unwittingly,” and she passed her fingers
over Liliaca’s white eyelids and over her lips. Liliaca sighed deeply, moved restlessly in her sleep, then murmured:
“Love, my love.”
The old woman said, “All right!”—and the sunbeams in their morning glory invaded the forest. Liliaca rose in
haste.
“Pardon me,” said she to her guest, “I have overslept myself. I had such a lovely dream, but I cannot tell you
what my dream was. 1 wish I could dream it over again every night.”
The old woman smiled, and muttering a few words of gratitude disappeared.
*
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All that day Liliaca forgot the many little trifles which made her life cheerful, and though the wood was full of
perfume and song she went not into the wood, but throwing herself on her couch tried to sleep in the vain hope of
seeing the dream she loved again. But the dream had deserted her sleep, and for weeks she pined; the colour faded
from her cheek, she lost all interest in birds and flowers, and often said:
“O, I would like to die!”
And the fair maid would indeed have gone to an early grave but for a happy circumstance which changed her
present existence completely.
She was gathering fruit from a high plum-tree when she saw between the branches the whiteness of the road,
and along the road a chariot jogged, in which a man lay in a trance or asleep. But his face was so pale, Liliaca
thought he was dead. A poor old pilgrim he seemed to be, with a worn out, haggard visage, and a pool of blood
round his body, and his mantle was red with blood.
“Surely someone has wounded or killed the poor thing,” said Liliaca, “and how comes it to pass he should be
left there alone on the road, and the oxen have no guide? I must see; he is perhaps alive yet, and needs help.”
She tripped lightly to the side of the huge chariot; she looked into the face of the wretched man; she stopped
the oxen in their walk; she touched the poor man’s heart, and under her soft fingers his heart began to beat.
“He is not dead,” said she, and in her feeble arms she took him; then laid him tenderly under the trees on a
couch of tender grass, and washed his wounds and tended him marvellously till he opened his eyes and said:
“Blessed be thou, fair maid; the murderers are far now and I am in Paradise.”
Liliaca stayed by his side nor ever left him, and the moon began to rise.
“O gentle maid,” said the wounded man, “let the moon’s first rays fall on my brow. Put these branches away
that I may catch the moon and lay her light against my hair and lips.”
And Liliaca did as she was bidden. No sooner did the moonbeams glide on the old man’s face and hands than
his whole countenance changed and he became a handsome youth in the vigour and pride of his young beauty, and
though his wounds still bled, there was a look of joy in his eyes, and as Liliaca saw him she exclaimed:
“Dear youth, I know thee, thou hast already visited me in my dreams. But why art thou condemned to wear a
pilgrim’s garb and an old man’s visage during the daytime, and why canst thou become so fair when the moon
shines on thee?”
The young man did not answer this question, and Liliaca felt she had been indiscreet, and she loved so much to
gaze on his features, to admire his glossy hair, his demeanour, his lustrous eyes and his lips swollen with the
blood of valour and of daring, that she prayed in her heart the night would last forever, for the sight was most precious to her heart.
And somehow she understood this young man would always be mingled with her life, or else she would not
have seen him in her dream, nor pined after the return of that blissful dream.
His wounds were still very bad, though Liliaca tried to quench the blood with leaves and pure linen. He
moaned in his slumbers and pronounced strange words; she could not know to what language they belonged, nor
from what land he came. With the daylight he resumed his withered visage, and Liliaca then spoke more freely,
and again questioned him; he answered:
“Alas! I am an Emperor’s son, and in a bad fight with some enemies of my father I killed the brother of a
witch. She came up to the palace and said she wished to speak to Prince Oprea; that is my name. I thought she
was poor, and took some gold to give her, but as soon as she saw it she sprang upon me and stabbed me thrice,
and as my body lay almost senseless on the steps of the palace, as no one was near, I suppose she bore me away
and threw me in the chariot thou hast seen, and also threw a spell upon me. In the light of day I am an old man,
and only as the moon rises can I become Prince Oprea again. So I dare not return to the palace of my father, nor
show myself to my dear bride, Princess Thisca, and she must believe I am dead.”
“Ah!” said Liliaca, “thou hast a bride!”
“Yes, the fairest girl upon earth, and she would die to save me. O, my wounds would cure could but Thisca
hear that I am alive.”
“I will go to tell her,” said Liliaca. And tying her belt close to her breaking heart she set off with quick pace, as
she desired to return before evening and behold Prince Oprea in his glory once more.
*
On her way to the palace she met the old woman who had spent a night in her hut. The old woman greeted her
warmly, and Liliaca told her all about Prince Oprea’s strange adventure. The old woman then said:
“I am the bad witch who thus punished the prince for having killed my only brother. He will never recover his
own visage during the daylight unless an innocent maid gives up her life for him; not her whole life, I mean, but
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she must promise to disappear during the summer, the autumn and the winter, to lie invisible and in deep slumber.
Springtime will belong to her entirely.” Liliaca said:
“Prince Oprea is betrothed to the beautiful Princess Thisca. Surely she will give up three seasons of the year
for him,” and with double haste she pursued her way.
Princess Thisca was winding her golden hair round a diamond comb when the simple maid entered her bower,
and in a few brief words told her of Prince Oprea’s fate, and of the witch’s proposition.
“He lies on a bed of foliage near my hut. His wounds are numerous, and his blood makes the grass warm all
around. He murmurs thy name in his dreams. He is so handsome during the night, and so wretched during the
day.”
Her young heart trembled with hidden love, and she stretched out her lovely arms towards the prince’s happy
bride. Princess Thisca drew the folds of her white garment around her.
“Tell the prince,” said she, “I would fain go to him, but the grass is wet and my garment white.
“Tell the prince I would fain send him a lock of my golden hair, but I have lost my scissors, and my hair is so
thick and my teeth so delicate that I cannot bite them through.
“Tell the prince I would fain give him a bride’s long kiss, but his lips must be cold, or his lips must be hot, and
my lips are afraid of fever and blood.
“Tell the prince I would fain save him from his dire fate and give up three seasons of the year for him, but in
summer I dance to please the roses, in autumn I twine vine leaves round my neck to please the sun, and in winter I
sit by the fire to please the gentle flame dear to the heart of rich and poor.
“How would the sun, the roses and the flame do without me?” Fair Liliaca sighed and said:
“Were I his bride I would lie in my grave and be trampled upon by the fiery horses of his warriors to save
him.”
Princess Thisca laughed.
“Thou simple maid,” said she, and waved her hand in sign of adieu, and began to twist again her golden hair
round her diamond comb.
Liliaca returned to the forest, and the moon now shone full on Prince Oprea’s handsome face. She knelt by him
and said:
“Thy bride loves thee, Prince. And she will save thee.”
And in his joy Prince Oprea kissed Liliaca’s soft hands, and she felt the kiss that was on her hands dart straight
across her soul.
*
Next day she went to find the witch and said: “I give up three seasons of the year to save Prince Oprea. I will
sleep like a corpse during the summer and the autumn and the winter and be invisible, but give him back his joy
and his fair visage.” The witch answered:
“Alas! love is stronger than my power; I thought I would never find a woman to do this, but since thou art
ready to save Prince Oprea I must obey thy wish. Yet thou hast given me shelter and pitied me in an hour of
weariness and need. I will change thee into a fair flower—in spring days only will thy smile and thy freshness
appeal to the heart of man and make him happy, and lead the young to dream of love and the old to remember
their youthful days.”
And as the witch spoke thus Liliaca felt she became a gentle bough of green foliage, and she became a fair
flower whose clusters were wild with perfume and joy. She instantly forgot Prince Oprea and his bride, the joy of
the perfume that filled her soul and the joy that hung over her were almost too much for her senses.
Prince Oprea returned to his palace and married his beautiful Princess, but under the window of their bower a
lilac-tree grew, whose flowers in spring sent an odour so strong that Prince Oprea grew sad; he then remembered
Liliaca, the maid of the forest, and said to himself:
“Where is she? She was fairer than Thisca, and so good. I will never see her again.”
And Prince Oprea covered his handsome face with his hands, while the lilac flowers waved to and fro and
murmured:
“Liliaca has loved thee, but rejoice, she is happy; she is wild with perfume and love.”
And because of the lilac-tree Princess Thisca violently closed the windows.
“I love not the ways of that flower; ’tis well it blooms in spring only, or else I would have that tree cut down.”
7
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Two robbers lived not far from a big city. They were not wicked, and never killed, but when rich merchants
passed at night on their horses they stepped to the side of the road and said courteously:
“Sir, will you kindly alight and take supper with us? We are the famous robbers, Damian and Peter.”
The poor merchant trembled, and in general both invitations were declined. Then Damian, who spoke better
than his brother, said even more politely:
“If you are neither hungry nor thirsty, nor tired, surely your horse must feel the want of food and water, and
you could not deprive the honest brute of our hospitality, and surely the load you have put on the honest creature’s
back is too heavy for him. We could not allow you to torture your horse in this way.”
And the merchant had to give in, as the glitter of a knife accompanied the reasonable words of Damian. The
horse was taken to a fresh litter, the goods to the robbers’ den, and the merchant, well pleased to get off, resumed
his journey on foot, while the two brothers made him all kinds of good wishes he was obliged to thank them for.
*
So clever were Damian and Peter that for years every attempt to catch them had been unsuccessful, and
sometimes they were themselves astonished at their good luck.
“I am afraid,” said Peter to his brother, “the devil must in some way approve us, and even help us in our enterprise.”
“Hush, brother,” answered Damian, “if I thought this I would take our adventurous life quite in disgust. No,
no, the devil is far from us. What harm do we do? The things we take away from these men are but material
goods, and in the long run they would harm their possessors—the wealthy easily get proud and hard-hearted; we
save these people from the worst sins; we teach them the frailty of Dame Fortune, and we keep their souls as pure
as might the preaching of any good pulpit bird.” To this speech Peter found no reply, but he kept dreaming of the
devil, and saying to himself:
“I would like to know the old fellow; how clever he must be, since we are more and more clever because he
stands by us. Damian is wrong. Our tricks are rich with the devil’s knowledge.”
And with these and many other reflections of the same sort he went into the wood to gather mushrooms for
their supper.
*
He passed under the trees bent on his task, his young face glowing in the sun, when all at once he heard a shrill
laugh behind the boughs; he started and asked:
“Who is there?”
No answer came; a few seconds elapsed, and again the weird sound struck his ear, and came quite close to him
now. An elf, a spirit, or the devil himself, thought Peter, and as the word devil flashed through his mind, he saw a
beautiful girl, dressed in a blue gown, and with silver earrings in her ears, stand in front of him.
“Here I am,” she said, “I am the devil.”
“O, how can that be?” said Peter, “a maid so fair hide the devil himself behind her smile? I will never believe
thee.”
“No! how then have I read thy thoughts and divined thy wish to know me? Thou art a good lad, Peter, and thou
hast done me some justice, whereas thy brother Damian, who will not credit me with his cleverness, will pay a
heavy forfeit for his foolish language.”
“Please, Mr. Devil, or Miss Demon,” said poor Peter, folding his hands in contrition and fear, “do not heed my
brother Damian; he speaks rashly, but means well. We are two such honest robbers, and we achieve all our
business with hands as pure as our hearts.”
“I will not kill him, but suffer he must, and as thou wouldest be likely to prate about all this, Peter, I order thy
lips and thy tongue to become as dumb as the mushrooms in thy basket.”
Peter tried to implore again, and to his great terror he found his mouth could utter nothing but unintelligible
sounds, and besides the fiendish damsel had disappeared, while the same shrill laugh filled the forest, and made
all the trees around him shiver.
Alas! how should he tell Damian of his horrible adventure, how put him on his guard? Peter knew not how to
read and write; so he took a big mushroom, and with his knife cut into the soft brown flesh the face of the
beautiful maid, and over it he cut the form of a big flame to figure the devil.
Sore was Damian’s grief when he discovered his brother’s misfortune; he shed tears of despair, and asked in
vain to learn what had happened. Peter gave him the mushroom with the wicked girl’s pretty face upon it, and
Damian then believed he understood that love had played havoc with poor Peter; the big flame meant his burning
feelings for the young girl, and Damian thought her very lovely indeed, and did not wonder that a man could lose
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the use of his tongue from sheer admiration of such a winning visage.
*
Their life was no longer gay, as Peter could not speak, nor could Damian love to confide his plans to one who
never answered but by signs. Weeks flew away as rapidly as days, and in his soul Peter felt some relief to see the
devil had not kept his infernal promise.
“The devil has too much to do with the world at large; he must have forgotten us by this time, and O, could I
regain the use of my tongue, I would not breathe a word of the whole tale.”
“Damian, thou should’st go to the fair,” said Damian aloud.
Now he spoke to himself for the pleasure of hearing his own voice. Peter, as usual, sat absorbed in a vague
dream, but they had robbed three priests and a rich widow the night before, and they were content and eager to
exchange the priest’s golden chains and the widow’s rings for a winter mantle, new knives, and a small image of
the Virgin.
This last purchase seemed to Peter absolutely necessary, and he insisted on the necessity of buying the holy
emblem, as he was still in fear of the devil.
Damian returned from the fair late in the night, and Peter rose with a lantern to guide his brother’s horse
through the intricacies of the forest. As he lifted up his light he saw the horse was so laden that the animal could
scarcely walk.
“Why, brother, thou hast brought all the fair,” said Peter, but his tongue could not articulate the words, yet
Damian understood his meaning.
“Most unexpected goods have I purchased, brother; look!”
And then only Peter perceived across the saddle the form of a young priest, whose face and floating green
garments were covered with blood. Terror-stricken Peter stood, and the lantern fell to the ground as his arms and
his whole body trembled, for he was afraid Damian had done some foul deed by this wounded man. But Damian
reassured him.
“I found this wretched being three miles from here, gasping for breath and begging hard for a glass of water. I
alighted and gave him water from a neighbouring well; then he said in broken sentences one of his enemies had
met him in the dark and dealt these hard blows on him, and he could not return to his village in this state, because
his home is very distant, and, besides, his mother and his sister, with whom he lives, would die with grief at the
mere sight of him.
“How could I leave the young priest on the road? I have not bought that image of the Virgin; somehow it was
driven out of my mind, but this good action will serve us as well as the Holy Mother’s sweet presence.”
Peter nodded and pressed his brother’s hand; then they laid the wounded man in the hut, dressed his wounds,
and wrapped him in a fur mantle. Damian, as he thought the young priest was asleep, told Peter all the pieces of
good luck that had befallen him. These were numerous indeed.
“I have brought the priest’s chain and the widow’s ring back, and yet I have a long red mantle for thee and a
white one for myself) and four knives with scabbards that shine like gold. Everyone in the fair was drunk but myself, and I pretended to be more drunk than the rest and to fall to the ground, and to grope along like a blind man,
though all the time I held a good eye on my horse.
“But as the merchants saw me in such a state of stupidity they paid no attention to me when I asked them to
show me their goods, and turned their backs upon me and looked to the other customers, but, as I tell you, they
were drunk.
“So I just crept behind the stalls and played the merchant myself. In the crowd no one noticed that after I
praised the red mantle or the beautiful knife I paid them the lasting compliment of bearing them away; moreover,
I had been so fussy over them, so eager to sell them, some believed I bore them to another stall.
“In short, the day has been an excellent one. Brother, the sole idea of buying the Holy Virgin’s image has
brought us this wealth, and now here we are entertaining a holy man, a priest; look at him, he is saying his
prayers.”
The young priest was wide awake and made strange gestures with his hands. Damian said:
“Father, you mean to cross yourself, but that is not exactly the sign of the cross you are making.”
“I know,” answered the priest. “My hands are too weak, and, besides, unworthy to trace the sacred emblem on
my heart.”
Then he drew from his belt a large yellow kerchief and opened it, and the kerchief was full of golden coins,
and they rolled on his couch and on the earth with a sound of laughter, and Damian said to Peter in a low voice:
“The temptation is sore, but the man is our host and wounded; we will not touch one single piece of his gold.”
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They carefully picked up each coin and did not rest till all the gold was put back in the priest’s yellow kerchief,
and the priest said:
“Ye are honest chaps. I will remember Peter and Damian in every one of my prayers.”
To their great astonishment the brothers perceived that at every place where the gold coins had fallen there
remained a red lurid light, at which they got rather frightened, but the priest said to them:
“Go and rest in peace; this money has been gained in church and by the bedside of the dying; it is divine money, and cannot fall without leaving a trace of its divinity.”
Satisfied with this explanation, Peter and Damian stretched their mantles on the ground, lay down upon them,
and went to sleep. The young priest stayed with them eight days, during which time his demeanour and his words
were most touching, and his saintly presence seemed to have thrilled all the forest around and called every object
to life. The flowers whose blooming season had passed blossomed again; the new-mown grass took root on the
very stem from which it had been broken; cherries and plums appeared at the same time in the cherry-trees and
the plum-trees; fruit gave a perfume as strong as the scent of wild flowers, and as to the flowers themselves their
beauty and their colour increased to such a degree, they seemed to look up to the trees and the sky with such a
passionate gaze that Peter and Damian felt their veins glow when they breathed the early wind and said:
“This is a second Paradise.”
The stream sang to its pebbles strange songs and the pebbles burnt under the water like a throbbing heart. The
stars as they touched the green crests of the hills kissed them with fiery kisses and the sun was one great torrent of
joy over the joy of nature and her beauty. Damian felt happy at this wonderful change, but Peter got restless in his
heart and said to himself:
“There must be some devil’s work in all that now takes place around us, because to the souls whom the love of
God makes radiant such excessive luxury is not needed; the man who possesses God does not expect any other
bliss, nor is he placed in conditions to find it.”
But he could not speak his thoughts, and in order to soothe his feelings he went near a large oak-tree and with
his knife began to carve the image of the Virgin in the strong wood. He remembered well the divine features, but
to his dismay, when he had finished his work, he saw the face bore a striking resemblance to the fearful maid with
the blue mantle who had told him she was the devil. The young priest at last said:
“I must return to my home, and I will leave my gold with you, as I am still weak and unable to carry such a
load. I know you are honest, so I have not counted the golden coins. I will send my sister to fetch the yellow
kerchief and its contents in eight days.” And with many warm words of gratitude he was gone.
*
As soon as he had left Damian said:
“Brother, we will not take this man’s wealth from him, but his gold possesses the strange gift of leaving red
light on the ground wherever it falls; this may be of the greatest use to us and serve us to trace our way back at
night, and replace a lantern. Let us put a piece of our money in the kerchief and take one of the priest’s instead.”
At first by gesture Peter protested, but then he thought Damian’s desire was very innocent indeed, and he let
him have his own way. Damian got the coin he coveted, and was so amused with it that he spent almost the whole
night to mark the forest with red traces of its fall.
A week had elapsed since the priest’s departure when his sister came on a black horse and, without alighting,
asked for the gold her brother had left behind him. She had long fair locks and green eyes, and when she smiled
her teeth shone between her lips like a cluster of wild lilies. Damian insisted much on her coming to their hut, but
she refused and bowed her head to them, and as long as the gallop of her horse was heard among the trees he
listened; then he said:
“Peter, that girl has taken my heart with her on her black horse-I must follow and find her.” And before Peter
could protest he was off on his chestnut mare he had stolen from a rich farmer while the latter was asleep.
The next day Damian returned haggard and worn. He had gone to the village where the priest had said he
dwelt, but no priest of that name lived there, and the two brothers were in sore perplexity, and Damian could do
nothing else but sigh.
*
The autumn came; they led the same existence, but sadness had set upon them, what with Peter’s tied tongue
and Damian’s unhappy love; even the old game seemed to have fallen off, and the fine mantles and carved whips
they took from the passers-by brought them no pleasure.
A feeling of impending misfortune grew upon them. And at last one night the men from the neighbouring town
found their way to the brothers’ hut, and, headed by the beautiful maid whom Damian had sought in vain, took
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hold of him and of his brother and led them both to prison.
The maid had no difficulty to show one of the priest’s golden coins had been robbed, as it was found in
Damian’s belt.
From jail they went before the judge, and their case was found to be such a bad one that they were condemned
to cut salt in the mines for ten years, where they would never look upon the dear light of the sun. Damian said
when he heard his sentence:
“O ye wicked men, what have we taken away from you but earthly goods which money can purchase? and
now ye take from us a thing no one but God can give—the blessed light of the sun.”
Into the white mine they descended, and their chains clinked so as to remind them at first of the cattle-bells in
the woods, but afterwards they well knew it was the murmur of their chains—a dreary, monotonous sound they
would have to hear for days and days, and months and months, and years and years.
The whiteness of the mine made their senses sick, and the cutting taste of the salt bruised their lips. From time
to time a fellow-sufferer spoke to them in a low voice:
“I have been here twenty years, and here shall I finish my life—I have killed a man because he hated me and
had killed my horse. We were very unfortunate here, all of us. But now the devil has come, and we are happy.”
“Where’s the devil?” asked Damian.
“There, that man who works like the others. He is the devil. Look! the salt glows like fire under his pickaxe.
He gives us wine and money.” Damian went straight to the man, who nodded familiarly, and Damian said:
“Pardon me, I hear you are the devil. I would rather you were some messenger of God, but since we have no
choice I would like to be friends with you.”
“O,” said the devil, “I have known thee a long time. I have slept under thy roof and shown thee my money, and
I have taken thy heart away on the black horse, for I was the young priest and the fair maid, and I have brought
thee here. Dost now believe in my power, young fool? Thy brother is mute by my will. Don’t doubt again; I
exist.”
“Yes,” said Damian, “I doubt. And no, I don’t believe in thee, for thou hast not been able to take away from my
soul the conviction that thy works are foul and the works of God are good.”
No sooner had Damian said these words than with a great crash the whole mine vanished, and he found
himself in his hut with Peter, and Peter, who had recovered the use of his tongue, exclaimed:
“Brother, it was perhaps wrong to steal these people’s goods; we must choose another work and bless God.”
8
Two tziganes, two famous thieves, Neagoe and Barbu by name, one night crept stealthily along the hedge of a
neighbouring farm and succeeded in getting a small pig, whose screams they stifled by wrapping the noisy creature in the folds of a big mantle. Though dogs barked and the farmer and his servants ran to overtake the robbers,
Neagoe and Barbu soon got safely under the shelter of a wood. The pig gave them great satisfaction, but it was
very small, and Neagoe said:
“Now to whom does the little thing belong?” Barbu answered:
“True, friend, we have run the same risks, we both deserve one half of the profit.”
“Yes, “retorted Neagoe,” but the half of such a pig would be no profit at all. One of us must get the whole pig.”
“And the other be wronged!” said Barbu. “This I will not suffer. We are honest fellows. I propose an excellent
plan; let us tie the pig to a tree and then go to sleep and try to dream. We will relate our dreams to each other the
next morning, and the pig will belong to the one who has had the fairest dream.”
“Right,” answered Neagoe. And they tied the pig to a tree, and laying their mantles on the ground fell both into
a deep sleep. The night was balmy, the little pig had ceased to whine, so they could sleep in peace.
*
When the sun rose up started the honest tziganes and rubbed their eyes and stared at each other. Then Neagoe
said to Barbu:
“Friend, as thou art the eldest speak first, and tell me thy dream.”
“O,” said Barbu, “haven’t I made a splendid dream! I am still dazzled by its magnificence, and I can hardly realize it is all over and was naught but a dream; so listen, dear Neagoe.” And Neagoe put both his hands round his
knees and said:
“Speak, dear Barbu, I listen.”
“Well,” said Barbu, “I dreamt I had been long dead, not of some stupid vulgar death as mortals daily die, but a
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death so sweet, so charming! I thought I was drunk, like on that night at the fair when four men could not carry
me back to my hut. An angel, with wings as bright as the fire when our bellows blows, came to me and said:
“‘Master Barbu, thou art too meanly dressed. Thou art going to meet a great lord and dine with him and with
his guests. It suits thee not to wear thy brown mantle and thy leather girt.’ I answered:
“‘Master Angel, tzigane is poor after death as he was in life; I possess but this mantle and this leather belt.’ The
angel said:
“‘Master Barbu, we all know in Heaven what an honest tzigane thou wast on the other side of the grave, never
stealing by moonlight, nor during the days when the Virgin and the higher saints are honoured; so here is thy
reward.’
“O Neagoe, the angel put a magnificent mantle of gold and purple on my shoulders, and gave me a silver belt
and a long knife in a silver scabbard, and a pair of top boots as black as thy eyes, after which he said,
“‘Follow me.’ And though I asked, ‘Master Angel, where are we going?’ he did not answer, but showed the
way, and went on passing compliments upon me.
“He knew all about me, that devilish angel, and how clever I am in every kind of theft, but especially when I
take away a horse from its unlawful possessor, because, O Neagoe, the man who pays for an object or a brute is an
unlawful possessor, and the said thing only belongs in reality to those who run some risk in getting it.
“But I return to my dream. We walked through a forest; then we reached a splendid garden where, instead of
fruit on the branches of the trees, heavy purses full of white coin hung lazily, and my hand itched to snatch them,
my hand was thirsty for the fruit. And the angel said, ‘Take!’ but all the pleasure of the doing was then cut off.
“At last we found ourselves face to face with a great lord. He was dressed in red garments and had top boots
even blacker than my own. The angel introduced us to each other:
“‘Saint Peter, here is Barbu the tzigane, who has come to dine at thy table.’ And Saint Peter took my hand and
we sat down at a large table where many people sat, but as they were all drunk they paid little attention to us. I
saw Saint Peter treated his guests well, and I began to drink and to eat. The meat and the wine were as abundant
as thy hair, and I ate and I drank till my senses reeled, and all the time Saint Peter said,
“‘Ah! Barbu, how pleased I am to see thee. Drink, my dear friend, drink and eat.’
“Now, Neagoe, is not my dream very beautiful indeed, and is not the pig mine? But I will listen to thee first,
and we will I judge, for we are very honest fellows, that we are.”
*
Neagoe took a long breath and said:
“Friend Barbu, my story is short.
“In my dream I saw thee revel by the side of Saint Peter, and eat the viands and drink the abundant wine, so I
said to myself,
“‘Barbu is happy, Barbu is well fed, he does not require the little pig.’
“So I awoke, killed the animal, and ate it while you were at Saint Peter’s table.”
9
A young heiduck\fn{Mercenary} who had fought bravely and yet possessed naught but his horse, his sword, his
whistle, and six knives in his silver belt, sat by a large fire in the wood and gazed into the flames and said in his
thoughts:
“If the fairy that dwells in this fire was a generous fairy and could read my thoughts, she would appear before
me in her beauty and make me a present. I would like to possess a mantle of fire, as red as the flames and as
supple, and walk with my mantle on my shoulders over the whole earth. The forests would wonder and say: ‘He is
the brother of the storm-cloud.’ And the mountains would say: ‘Look! the son of the burning stars is walking the
earth.’”
Scarcely had the young heiduck finished to dream these things when he saw a slender form beckon to him
from among the flames, and it slowly rose before his eyes till a graceful maid stood at the very top of the topmost
spark. She said to him:
“Young heiduck, thy wish shall be fulfilled. But beware! the mantle of fire must never leave thy shoulders, or
else it will spring upon thee and devour thy flesh.”
She disappeared, and at the same moment the young heiduck heard a murmur grow around him, and he soon
stood in the midst of towering flames, and then they fell to the ground, and he found he wore a mantle of moving
fire, and he ran to the neighbouring stream and saw himself in its water; the light cast a lurid glow on his
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handsome visage, and his mantle was as red as the sky at sunset
But alas! wherever he went the flowers shrivelled and faded on his passage, the forests were reduced to ashes
and the grass became as gray as if the moon looked down from the sky. Cries of despair from animals and birds
followed his steps.
The young heiduck took his fiery horse and rode away from the spot, and as the mantle flew about him he
seemed to ride in a glory of courage and beauty, yet he was sore at heart, because he had a loving soul, and more
than once had the smile of a fair maid moved him and made him find the sun brighter and his own lot very good.
How would any maid dare to approach him, even if from afar she gave him her smile?
He entered a village at noon; it was almost deserted, because all its inhabitants were at work in the fields, but
his mantle touched a high poplar tree and it immediately began to sigh and blaze. A maiden was spinning beneath
its branches; she rushed to the side of the young heiduck’s fiery steed, and said:
“Thou art the son of the burning stars. Thou art no mortal surely, and I love thee although thy mantle burneth
and can kill.”
And he stooped to touch her hand and to pluck a flower from her hair, but a fold of the awful mantle danced
against the fair maiden’s cheek, and she was instantly devoured by the burning tide.
*
And the young heiduck rode on. He said in his thoughts:
“Ah me! how rash was my wish and how cruel the fairy who gave me the mantle I wear; no maid will step
forward to look on my face, no roof will be happy to cover my slumbers. I am an alien whom mankind and nature
must hate.”
And he drew his powerful sword and gazed at himself in its blade, and saw the mantle flying round his
shoulders, and it cast a lurid glare on his brow. At night he reached a sweet meadow, where under the weak rays of
the new-born moon shepherds and maidens danced; a well rose there tall and slim, where the cool water slept
awhile the shepherds danced, and a soft flute, the stem of some wild reed, floated on the gentle breeze and said
their hearts were full of youth and love. A lonely maid stood by the tall pure well.
“Why, Mariora, wilt thou not dance too?”
“I am awaiting,” said she, “though I know not what will come.”
The heiduck’s fiery horse, the heiduck’s mantle of fire was seen on the top of the hill. And the shepherds in awe
dispersed and flew along the meadow—in one moment they had vanished. Alone the lonely maiden called
Mariora stood by the tall pure well. The heiduck came up, and he said:
“I am thirsty, maiden, but I will alight and drink. I cannot take the cool water from thy pitcher nor touch thy
fresh young hand, because this mantle of fire would burn thy fair young life out of thy gentle veins.” Mariora
smiled and said:
“My heart is more burning by far than thy red mantle, heiduck, so take me to thy breast; I fear not the mantle
of fire, I fear not thy perilous kiss.” And he lifted her to his saddle and said:
“We shall visit the whole earth.”
And together they went and the mantle fanned Mariora’s cheeks and her hair without daring to burn their
colour off, and like a red whirlwind they passed. And the heiduck sang in the joy of his heart:
“We are the wonderful light of love; the forests sink and shrivel wherever we pass, and the flowers die because
they know not the true fire of love. Alone the sun, the moon and our own hearts are unscathed; our love is more
burning than fire, and the sun and the moon know our love.”
Thus it came that when the storm-cloud passeth Mariora and her young heiduck ride in the sky, and wrapped in
their mantle of fire they pass through the clouds and they laugh.
10
“What shall I give thee for thy birthday, darling daughter?” said the old Emperor to his only child, the beautyful Thisca. Thisca was only sixteen, and already many kings and princes had sued for the honour of her hand.
“Father,” said she, “swear that what I ask from thee, thou wilt give.” The Emperor laughed and answered:
“Quite willingly, I swear.” Then Thisca said:
“Give me the marvellous blue stone whose rays pierce the triple iron casket in which it is locked.”
“Alas! my dear child,” said the Emperor, while tears rolled down his cheeks, “could’st thou not desire the
largest among my kingdoms and the most fiery among my steeds, instead of that fatal stone? Well, since I have
given my word thou wilt possess it, but listen to my fatherly advice: hide it well from the light of day, and never
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wear it either in thy belt nor in thy hair when thou art in the midst of human beings.” Thisca smiled and said:
“Quick, give me the triple iron casket!”
And when the casket was put into her gentle hands, she ran up to her secret bower, opened it, and beheld the
splendid stone, whose thousand rays dazzled her eyes and seemed to burn into her brain. She lifted it to her
forehead; then held it to the light and then closed the casket, and again the blue stone lay buried in the iron
recesses, but its brilliancy pierced the metal, and made the room as clear as if sunshine ever dwelt therein.
“This is delightful indeed,” thought Thisca. “I have the sun and the moon for ever in my chamber.”
And she kissed the Emperor’s hand and his lofty brow, and thanked him rapturously for the magnificent
present.
*
By the banks of the river not far from the imperial palace, a young fisher called Dimitri dwelt. He was handsome and brave, and sang from morning till night, nor knew of trouble and care.
He was well aware that in the same stretch of land a mighty Emperor and his daughter lived, and a great court
held revels and tournaments, but he did not mind the distant murmur of music and dance.
Close by his hut a large forest ran to the very end of the horizon, and no one ever dared to enter its precincts
because a dragon, his wife and his son lived in a cavern under the trees; the Emperor himself and his warriors kept
aloof from the awful neighbours who devoured every man audacious enough to enter the forest.
Now Dimitri’s sole dream was to kill the dragon. This he had desired from his childhood, and one day on the
banks of the river he had found a large sword, who when he approached stood erect before him, and said:
“Young fisher, wash me well in the tide of the river every morning when the sun rises, and when it sets every
night, and it will help thee to kill the dragon, and spring myself out of my scabbard when the day to accomplish
this deed has arrived.”
Dimitri for more than three years had washed the sword and cherished its brightness, and he kept it carefully
hidden in his hut. But the sword had remained quiet in its leather scabbard, and he did not dare attack the dragon
without the sword’s consent.
At that time when Princess Thisca had obtained the blue stone from her father, great consternation was thrown
upon the court by the fact that the dragon and his family had killed three of the princess’s own ladies as they
wandered along the forest border in search of wild berries. And the Emperor issued a proclamation to say he
would give the hand of his only daughter to the king, prince, or duke who would bring him the dragon’s awful
head! And this message was taken to every king and prince and duke.
Dimitri in his humble hut knew naught of this. At first many suitors came with numerous retinues and warriors
and lances, but no sooner did they see the dragon than some fled, others fought desperately till the monster
finished by vanquishing them, and soon the forest paths were strewn with dead bodies. Dimitri heard the sound of
fight; he heard the dragons fret and roar, but as his sword remained unmoved he dared not go forward.
The Emperor began to repent his decision; first he regretted the death of so many brave princes; then his
darling Thisca ran the risk of becoming an old maid, and his heart grew heavy within him. One morning a page
stepped forward, knelt before the Emperor, and said:
“Rejoice, great monarch, Prince Zaltuhin, who is renowned for his valour and for his good looks, is hard upon
the dragon just now; the earth trembles all round; and everyone thinks that before sunset Zaltuhin will have cut
the monster’s awful head.”
And the Emperor awaited in hope and anxiety, and went out to his balcony to hear tidings of the struggle.
*
The dragon had thrown Prince Zaltuhin down from his saddle, and his flaming paws were on Zaltuhin’s breast;
all the Prince’s warriors had run away or were burned to death by the flames that issued from the dragon’s body,
and the Prince thought his last hour had come, when up springs a young man with a large sword. He pushes
Zaltuhin back, and attacks the dragon breast to breast.
It was a jolly and wonderful sight; Zaltuhin praised each blow. The dragon bit furiously into the young man’s
bare arms, but Dimitri would not give way. His good sword had sprung out of its scabbard. He would win the day.
The duel lasted three hours, and at the end of those hours the dragon fell, the flames that oozed from his body
died away, and he lay a hideous corpse at the young hero’s feet.
Then Zaltuhin congratulated and questioned him, and learnt how simple the life Dimitri led, and how simple
his mind. A sudden inspiration seized upon him, and he struck his forehead in his great glee at the good idea. He
would have Thisca’s hand and her dowry and her beauty, and the credit of having killed the dragon. The lad knew
no one belonging to the court; no one had been present at the fight. So he turned to Dimitri and said:
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“Young fellow, allow me to cut the dragon’s awful head; his body and his skin will I leave to thee, but I want
to put up his head in my royal hall. Here is a purse full of gold for the dragon’s head.”
Dimitri had never seen gold in his life, and he did not care for the dragon’s head; so he allowed Zaltuhin to cut
it off, while the young fisherman took the skin. When he got home the sword said:
“I am going to cut thee a splendid mantle out of the dragon’s skin.”
And the sword was at work all night, and on the morrow Dimitri found a splendid mantle on his couch, and
when he put the mantle on his shoulders, he looked like the Emperor himself, and even better, because he was
handsome and young.
*
The court assembled to receive Prince Zaltuhin, and Thisca, who knew she would meet her affianced husband,
was curious to look upon his face. She wore a rich tunic of silver, and in her hand she took the blue stone, as she
had noticed how beautiful everything appeared when she gazed at the skies and the woods through the wonderful
stone.
Prince Zaltuhin entered the palace hall, and a flourish of trumpets greeted him; then he advanced towards the
throne where the Emperor was seated, while Thisca stood gracefully at her father’s side. She cast a keen glance on
his visage, and began to tremble, and she said in her heart:
“He is not like the man I saw in my dreams.”
Then she lifted up the blue stone to her eyes, and looked around the assembly, and to her great surprise she saw
the thoughts of every person present written in words of fire upon their foreheads.
Then Thisca understood the fearful power of the marvellous stone. And for this reason had her father hesitated
to make her the present she so desired. For base and so different from their attitudes and their words were the
thoughts she read on the brow of courtier and page—envy against the Emperor and herself, jealousy of each other,
dark schemes to destroy the friends to whom they smiled.
A faintness came over her which she vanquished, because at that very moment, on a huge silver tray, the
dragon’s head was brought in. She looked at Prince Zaltuhin as he offered the monstrous trophy to the Emperor,
and on his brow she clearly read this:
“How kind of young Dimitri, the handsome fisherman who killed the dragon, to give me all the benefit of his
victory! It is true he knew not its price, and no one will ever be aware of my treachery, and Princess Thisca is
mine.” Thisca, with a deep voice, answered:
“No, Prince Zaltuhin, thy thoughts I have read one by one. Princess Thisca will never be thine. Thou hast not
killed the dragon, and I want to see Dimitri, the handsome fisherman who has allowed thee to cut off the dragon’s
head.”
Great surprise fell on the unhappy Prince at these words, and he hastened away vowing vengeance; while the
Emperor said:
“Alas! dear child, thou hast used the power of the marvellous stone. Alas! this will embitter thy whole life, as it
did mine till I had the courage to shut it up in an iron casket and never take it out of its hiding-place.”
*
To his utter amazement that very evening Dimitri was called upon by two officials from the palace.
“Princess Thisca wishes to see thee,” they said.
He followed them, and on his shoulders he wore the splendid mantle cut out of the dragon’s skin. The Princess
was on the palace balcony waiting for him, and when he entered her presence the mantle threw a lurid light like a
fire all around. The Princess asked:
“Whence comes this mantle?”
“It is made of the skin of the dragon I killed.”
“Take it off,” ordered the Princess, “for its glow is too strong, and prevents me from seeing thy visage.”
Dimitri obeyed, and Thisca looked into the frank clear visage, and she said:
“He singularly resembles the man I so often see in my dreams. Yet he is only a fisher-boy, what a pity!”
Then she bade Dimitri relate all about his meeting with Prince Zaltuhin and the dragon’s death, which Dimitri
did with words fiery and simple. Then a long silence ensued, and the Princess took up the blue stone and looked at
Dimitri and read his thoughts, and in his thoughts the young man said:
“She is the Emperor's daughter, alas! for me. I love her, and would like to take her away on the spot and wrap
her in my flaming mantle and in my burning arms. Alas! forever will my heart be broken because I have looked
upon her beauty and heard her voice. I will lie down in the river and allow the river to carry me away. I must die.”
“No, no!” said Thisca; “thou must not die, Dimitri. No, no, I am not an Emperor’s daughter to thee; I am thy
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bride. Thou hast killed the dragon—my father must keep his word.” She flew to her father's chamber, and said:
“Great Emperor, give me the largest of thy kingdoms, and I will give the largest of thy kingdoms a king.”
And she told him the great desire that had risen in her soul, and how Dimitri had killed the dragon, and the
passionate thoughts she had read on his brow.
And thus it came to pass the Emperor’s daughter married the handsome fisher-boy.
11
In a wretched hovel by the side of a river two tziganes\fn{Thieves} dwelt. They earned their living by sundry
thefts and the making of wooden spoons, which they sold at the neighbouring town. They were called Zamfir and
Trandafir.
Zamfir was the younger, and Trandafir the more lazy of the two brothers. They had never seen enough money
to buy garments, and possessed only one single shirt, which they wore alternately, eight days each; while the one
whose body was covered went on all the errands of the household, the other stayed in and worked, or wandered in
the forest, where no one could see him.
This went on very well for a long year; during the winter months the tzigane who remained naked gathered
straw and dried grass over him, and then felt very comfortable, but Zamfir being younger, soon began to desire
more liberty, and, on the other hand, he could not present himself in villages and in fairs for a space of time longer
than eight days, as he knew that on his return his comrade would find fault with him and taunt him for not keeping
his promise.
One day Zamfir came home in a state of dreadful emotion:
“Only think, dear Trandafir, only think of the terrible thing that has happened to me. Not far from here, on the
very border of the little wood, I have met a woman with spindle in hand and a red poppy in her hair. And I said:
‘Who art thou?’ and she answered:
“‘I am Sister Death.’ When I heard these words I began to tremble, but she reassured me, and said:
“‘Thou art a handsome tzigane, ’tis true; so handsome that I would fain marry thee, but I will leave thee to
spend a few more years in the hovel with Trandafir. On one condition though: thou must come to me every
Sunday, and wear thy white shirt, and kiss me so that I do not get too impatient of the wedding, and twice a week
too thou must come.’
“And only think, Trandafir, I have been obliged to promise, and what shall we do, as we have got but this one
shirt? Surely, if Sister Death should come to know this, and hear of our poverty, she would marry me on the spot.
Alas! alas! wilt thou allow thy dear Zamfir to become the husband of Sister Death, and live in a place even
smaller than this?”
“Alas! alas! don't weep and scream, dear Zamfir,” answered his companion. “I will give thee the shirt twice a
week, and even on Sunday, and Sister Death will never see thee naked.”
Zamfir thanked Trandafir with all his might and even gave him a bit of cigar he had found on the road. So for
many a Sunday, and for many a day, the younger tzigane would walk from place to place, while the older one
stayed at home, and all had happened according to Zamfir’s fondest wishes.
*
But Trandafir became bitter in his soul while he worked at his wooden spoons. He thought Sister Death must
by no means be such a disagreeable person, since Zamfir goes to their meeting with such a beaming face.
“Happy fellow, she may prove a pretty tzigane with copper skin. I must get to know her some day when I have
my shirt on, and do not risk to be taken away by the wicked wench.”
And he laughed to himself, but never said a word on the subject to Zamfir.
One Monday evening, when it was Trandafir’s turn to wear the shirt, he stayed out all day, and came home
very late at night, so that Zamfir was already afraid something might have happened to his companion. At last he
heard his footstep along the path. Trandafir entered the hut with sighs and moans, and Zamfir asked:
“Brother, what is the matter with thee?”
But Trandafir could not answer, and sank to the ground, and sobbed and wrung his hands. Whenever Zamfir
tried to soothe and to approach him, his shrieks became dreadful, and he even, once or twice, rushed to his knife
and menaced Zamfir with the naked blade.
“Heavens,” thought Zamfir, “my poor friend Trandafir is mad. I must let him sleep this night, and tomorrow
we will see what is to be done.”
*
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The next morning Zamfir said:
“Well, Trandafir, art thou better now? or shall I take thee to the wizard who can cure of any illness?”
“Alas!” answered Trandafir, “I will never be well again. Imagine, brother, I have also met Sister Death. As
soon as the wench saw me she exclaimed:
“‘O what a handsome tzigane! what a splendid tzigane! white teeth, black cheeks, glossy hair, and hairy hands.
God! I have never met such a handsome tzigane before. I wish I could marry him on the spot, but I am betrothed
to another—Zamfir by name. He always wears a nice white shirt, and when next I meet him so fairly dressed I
will marry him on the spot.’”
Zamfir stared hard at Trandafir. His face had blanched, and his lips had become as blue as the young plums on
the old plum-tree:
“Hast thou really met Sister Death?” And in himself he said: “Trandafu has ever been more truthful than
myself. He has seen her.”
“Alas! alas!” cried Trandafir, “the next time, the very next time, if she meets thee by day, she takes thee, and
she said the big crow she loves will be the priest, and the owl sing during the marriage, dear. Alas! alas!” And
Trandafir shed tears.
“Brother,” said Zamfir, “I will never wear the shirt again in the daytime,” and from that moment Trandafir had
the shirt all to himself.
12
Ionita was a famous church builder whom everyone envied and revered for his great talent. Emperors and
kings had called him whenever a famous church was to be built in their realm, and Ionita in his pride said once:
“I am sure I could build a palace a thousand times fairer than the palace of the sun, and more beautiful than the
balconies of the moon’s white dwelling.”
Now a powerful Voivode, who dwelt in a convent and wanted to have a fine palace built, called Ionita, and
said,
“I will give thee as much gold and silver as thou hast ever dreamt of in thy wildest dreams, but I want thee to
build a fair palace for me.”
“Great Prince,” answered Ionita, “in a year’s time the palace will be ready and smile on thee from the top of
the hill.”
*
And Ionita assembled the most skilful masons in all the land and set to work heartily. At first all went on well.
But the moon just whispered a few words to the sun before the sun had sunk to rest.
“Glorious sun,” said the moon, “wilt thou allow this fellow to build a palace on earth as fair as thy own palace
and as the balconies of my dear white dwelling? Why, what difference will there be between the Voivode and
thyself when his palace is like thine?
“ As to the Voivode’s wife, she’ll surely toss her head at the moon and say, ‘The balconies of my palace are
exactly like those of thy white dwellings.’ I\fn{ The original text has, in front of “I”, “Sister Moon and,” which makes no sense
with what follows:H} can’t put up with any such impudence from the daughter of a mortal, and who is a mortal herself.’” The glorious sun, who was dying with sleep, drew his purple curtains around him and answered lazily:
“Beautiful white moon, I am indignant with the man, but still thou knowest how busy my life is and how I long
for a good night’s rest. Take thou this matter in hand, and deal harshly with Ionita the church builder. I will lend
thee my bow and my arrows.”
“No need,” said the moon, and spitefully hid her face behind a cloud.
*
The sun was gone, but the moon walked softly to the place where the walls of the wondrous palace rose, and
there became a beautiful white maid, and began to sing so sweet a song that all the workmen rose to listen, and
when they saw her they fell in raptures over her beauty and her grace.
At midnight she took leave.
“Come back tomorrow evening,” they all said. “O do come back, fair maid.”
“I promise to come back and sing again,” said she, “if you give your master Ionita this draught when he joins
you tomorrow morning. O no, I’m not in love with him, but I send him this draught which will make him joyous
and strong. Don’t tell him I have come. Good-bye.” And she disappeared. When Ionita arrived at dawn one of his
favourite mates sprang up and said:
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“Master, drink, for this is a marvellous draught. ’Twill make thee gay and strong.”
“Is no wench’s design mixed up with the liquor? I have loved no woman till now.” And as Ionita was reckless
and thirsty he drank the whole cup and laughed.
*
Now the Voivode’s wife was sweet and fair, and he loved her well, but the Voivode knew not the ways of love,
and he spoke rudely, and the rude gauntlet had made his fingers rude. And the rude wind that blows on battlefields
had made his cheek and his lips rude, and the rude light that burns in a warrior’s eyes had made his own eyes
rude.
His wife was called Marita; she was slender and weak, and it was less easy to blow off the petals of a fading
flower than to smite her dear soul and to wound her soft heart. Now Marita’s heart was sore wounded because the
Voivode was so rude, and she lay in her silver couch awake every night, and sighed and wondered how a woman
must feel who is loved by a lover true. The wily moon stepped in through the stained glass of her window and
crept to Marita’s side, and sat on Marita’s couch and said:
“Though thou art a Prince’s daughter and the wife of a great Voivode, O thou art poor and pitiful, because thou
never hast heard a word of love. Shall I tell thee what lovers say who wander under my beams?” And Marita
sighed and whispered:
“Dear moon, is it right to listen to thee?”
And thus the night passed, and all day Marita sat dreaming of the time when the moon would return and tell
her the dangerous tale of universal love in which she had no part.
*
Ionita could no longer sleep. Since he had drunk the moon’s secret draught, he wandered beneath the moon. He
waited and knew something would come and change his life. The moon said to Marita:
“Dear princess, there is a young man down in the prince’s garden who has drunk a love-draught and will love
the first fair woman he sees.”
“What care I for young men who walk in my husband’s garden?” answered the sweet princess, but to herself
she said:
“How he must wait and pine! if the moon could vanish I would just step out and see him, but of course without being seen.”
Just at that moment the moon disappeared, and Marita hastened to the garden and perceived Ionita, who
wandered and sighed. She pitied him in her heart and thought:
“The night is dark. He will not see my face, nor without seeing can he love, but I must speak to him.” So she
said:
“O what ails thee? What can I do to soothe?”
“Thy voice is like a cold rose-leaf, lady, that falls and refreshes my blood. My lips would like to touch the lips
from which such a fresh voice has come, for do we not touch the rose-tree when we have to pluck its flowers?”
Marita would have answered, “I am thy prince’s wife,” but she felt he was sad and weary, and he did not see
her face.
“The night is so dark I can’t see thy face. Shall we pray the beautiful moon to return and shine in the garden,
and then I will see thy fair face.”
“Beware, sad young man, beware of my lips and beware also of my face.”
“O, to drink death upon thy lips, to drink death in thy eyes, I wish for no other bliss.”
Now Marita began to tremble because he had taken her hand, and her hand began to tremble because he was
taking her heart. And she thought:
“The Voivode’s asleep; he has been away with his warriors and ridden his horses all day.”
*
Now the Voivode had a friend, a fearful old dragon, whose whole body was made of green crystal and who
dwelt in a sandy plain. No-one but the prince could approach and feed him, and he fed him with fire and with
snow.
The old green dragon would eat nothing but fire and snow. He loved the Voivode deeply, and to him the Voivode related all his plans, all his joys and his cares.
The dragon had a magic garden whose trees always whispered what was going on in the different parts of the
world. When the dragon walked in his garden he was better informed than if he travelled for years. The old dragon was sleepless just on the very same night when Princess Marita met Ionita in the dark, and as the dragon
wandered beneath a tall elm the tall elm said:
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“Master Dragon, at this very moment the Voivode’s sweet wife is allowing a man to speak of love to her.”
“What, the prince’s own wife? I’m astounded, tall elm, the fair Marita is pure like the green crystal of which
my body is made. Look again, thou mayest be mistaking some tirewoman for the sweet princess.” But the tall elm
answered:
“Master, have we ever made a mistake? He touches her hand, her heart is aglow, they sigh and they say: ‘This
is love!’”
*
At dawn the Voivode received a message. The green dragon bade him come in all haste.
“I will not say the truth to him,” thought the kind dragon. “What husband could hear of his wife’s deceit
without shame? I will find some means of frightening Marita out of her sin.”
The wondering Voivode arrived before dawn.
“Three men have saddled my horses, three men have thrown my mantle on my shoulders, three men have stuck
the princely peacock plumes in my princely cap, for great was my haste to come to thee, dear friend. Is some bad
wizard astir, does some black dwarf thwart thee, or art thou in love with the fairy who dwells in the silver well?”
“Thou hast guessed aright, great monarch, I’m in love with the silver fairy who dwells in the well by thy palace. She only appears at night. O, give me the key of thy garden, and give me permission to stay by the well till
the fairy comes, till I see her fairy face.”
“Here’s the key,” said the Prince, “but be sure, my green dragon, to make thyself invisible, lest all my warriors
take fright, however brave they be, for thou art a handsome dragon, but a green dragon still is no sight for the eyes
of mortals except for my princely eyes.”
The second night Marita saw the moon ascend the sky, and the moon came in through the stained window and
sat on Marita’s couch, but Marita pretended to sleep till the moon left her side, and then she rushed to her golden
mirror and combed her beautiful hair. She stood by her golden mirror and donned a beautiful dress; then she ran
out on the terrace, she ran to the place in the garden where she knew young Ionita stood. He saw, and mad with
love he knelt at her feet and said:
“Now I behold thy fairness, and I weep because thou art the fairest thing on earth, and because thou must
suffer not to see anything that is fair as thee.” And she stooped towards him as he knelt, and she stooped towards
him and said:
“O thou art handsome, and who would blame my heart to follow the laws of my eyes? Our eyes are made to
take in all that’s fair, our hearts are made to love all that our eyes deem sweet.”
And she stooped towards him to kiss him, but the invisible dragon, who had seen and heard everything, at that
moment became a cloud of fire in the sky, and the earth shook and the palace trembled. And the Voivode and all
his warriors, together with equerries, pages and servants, came out on the balconies high, came out on the terraces
broad, came out to the marble stairs and shrieked and asked:
“What is this awful cloud and why does the earth shake thus?”
But Marita and Ionita were so rapt in each other that their lips did not part, nor knew they aught of what
happened.
Then the dragon became an immense river and lashed their feet and hurled them along till the waves rolled
round their heads. But their fond lips parted not, nor did they know what happened, nor even cared to know.
Then the green dragon, who was a fearful dragon, came before them in his true form, and hissed and threw
great flames from his nostrils, but they took no notice of him. Seeing how deep their mutual love now proved, the
dragon said to himself:
“I will once more spare useless shame to my friend the Voivode.”
And with the flames from his nostrils he made a beautiful woman who resembled Marita as if she was Marita
herself, and he put her gently on Marita’s couch and breathed a few words over her sleep. Then he took the ardent
lovers on his green crystal wings; he took them to his garden, whose gate he guarded himself.
*
The Voivode saw no change in his life, but his new spouse, being of dragon blood, was wicked and impatient,
and noticing her quick mood, he often sighed and thought:
“What can have thus altered my sweet Marita?”
And whereas when Marita was always content, his spouse led a weary life, he now ordered great feasts to be
given at court, and lavished jewels and gold on the imperious dame.
In the meantime Marita and Ionita dwelt in the dragon’s garden, but their happiness did not last long. For they
heard the trees relate to each other all that took place on earth, and one morning Ionita learnt how his mates had
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found another church builder who was gaining great fame in the whole land, and how he was himself forgotten by
his friends and former companions. And Marita, to her deep surprise, heard the sound of revels in the Voivode’s
hall, and the merry laughter and the haughty speech of a woman whose voice was so like hers that she thought it
might be an echo of her own voice. And Ionita, on whom the love-draught had ceased to work, sighed and said:
“Fair Princess, I wish I had not seen thy beauty nor touched thy gentle hand.” And Marita answered:
“I wish I had never descended the steps that led to our garden that night.”
*
The old dragon watched them and rejoiced, for they were tasting the bitter fruit of sin; then, when he believed
they had suffered sufficiently, he carried Ionita back on his own green wings, and Ionita awoke among his mates.
But before he could carry Marita back to the palace, the false Marita, who was born of dragon blood, had to be
taken away from the place she occupied, and many difficulties now rushed in the dragon’s way. He took the form
of a humming-bee, and buzzed in the princess’s ear till she turned and said:
“This bee is certainly a fairy. I never heard a bee like this.” Then the bee said:
“I am thy sister. I’m born like thee of dragon blood.”
“Then,” answered the false princess, “thou must be immortal.”
And at this the bee felt disturbed, because only then the dragon was reminded that he could not destroy what
he had created with his own blood. He answered simply:
“Sister, thou needest a maiden who may sit by thy side and sing. No great princess is like thee by herself in her
bower, while to other princesses sweet maids relate fine tales and sing.”
“’Tis true,” said the ambitious dame; “canst thou bring such a maid to me?”
“Certainly,” answered the humming-bee, and vanished. The dragon changed Marita’s face, the dragon changed
Marita’s voice, the dragon changed Marita’s steps, and told her:
“Wilt thou win thy lord back? Obey me, and go in thy own palace and serve the new princess.” At this Marita
got pale:
“A servant in my own palace, and a servant to my rival, too!”
“Then lose the Voivode for ever.” Marita said:
“I will obey.”
*
When she entered the garden, she smiled; when she mounted the steps, she sighed; when she pushed the door
open, she wept, for, in the middle of her own chamber, and on her own husband’s knee, a proud dame dressed in
gorgeous attire stood and said:
“Come here, poor maiden! What is thy name?”
“Smea,” answered Marita, and the name which meant a dragon’s daughter had come uncalled to her lips.
“O husband, noble husband, I too might wear the pretty name of the poor maiden,” and she turned her face
towards Marita, and then Marita stared as she held her breath, for she saw her own former self stand before her,
and she understood the kind dragon’s trick, and forgave her dear husband for the love he showed the dame who
was her own image and had her own voice.
Days of sore trial were in store for her. The false princess was a wicked dame, who scolded and fretted from
morning till night, and never gave poor Smea one moment’s peace. One day she spoke so harshly that Smea let
big tears roll down her cheeks. The Voivode entered and asked kindly:
“Why does poor Smea weep?” And the furious princess got into a hot rage and said:
“Husband, don’t interfere.” The Voivode said:
“Ah! those were happy days, Marita, when thou wast as soft as the wool on thy distaff. What has altered thy
mood?” And Smea sprang up and said:
“I, too, know a good princess, prince, and now the princess is wicked.”
And three months glided on and in sore grief and pain Smea who was once Marita watched the day when her
dear husband would take her back to his bosom and discard the hateful stranger. And still that day did not come.
She tried to keep cheerful, but sore was the task.
One morning the wicked princess went out to a big hunt with the Voivode, for he so pitied Smea that he took
his wife away from the palace as long as he could. Then Smea, in wild joy to be by herself once again in her own
palace, ran to her mirror, and lo, as she looked into the mirror, she gradually resumed her former features. And she
put on her golden chains and began to cry and to sing aloud.
“O, hast thou come back at last?” said the little mirror. “How pleased I am to reflect thy image! Thou canst not
imagine how mirrors hate cross faces, and the new princess’s face is always cross. But tell me why thou hast been
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away.” And Smea sang to her mirror her sad, sad tale. And between each sentence she said:
“O, if the Voivode could know, the Voivode would forgive.”
*
Now it so happened that the Voivode and the wicked princess came home much earlier than they had said they
would, and they heard some one sing in the princess’s bower. The Voivode heard the voice, and heard the words;
he entered in and saw his real wife, and clasped her to his breast, while the dragon’s daughter raged and fumed
and scolded dragon-wise.
The Voivode stood perplexed; what could he do with the wicked creature who had embittered his days? Now
his gentle wife had returned, he was happy, but sore perplexed. The old green dragon arrived and said:
“Alas! she is immortal, because she’s of my blood. I’ll marry her to some bad wizard; she’ll drive him mad,
but she’s fair.”
13
Barbu the tzigane possessed naught but his violin and his black raven; with his violin he went playing from
village to village, from door to door, till he gained a few copper pieces; his raven served him for another purpose.
He called him Mihalake! and taught him all kinds of tricks. Barbu the tzigane had many defects, but he also
had one great quality; he never stole big things—only here and there a small ring, a small watch-chain, a tiny
purse with tiny silver coins in it.
“What would be the use,” said he, “to take from people the objects that are dearest to their eyes because more
conspicuous? Who would miss such a little purse, such a small ring?”
And Barbu felt quite innocent when he acted thus. Besides, he never roused any suspicion: he was so sweettempered and so jolly and so poor—he wore a shirt torn at the elbows and his fur cap had as many holes in it as
the moon.
He was invited in a village to play at the wedding of the priest’s eldest daughter, and Barbu played the whole
night till his fingers drew sparkles out of the violin, and no one could remember he had ceased playing one single
minute. Yet the next day a gold ring was missing among the bride’s presents, and so one who knew not poor
unselfish Barbu was rude enough to suggest he might have taken the ring again. There was deep indignation as
this was heard, but the priest, a keen man, said:
“Let us pay a visit to Barbu's hut; maybe he has taken the ring by mistake.”
Barbu saw a great number of people coming towards his hut, and he had no time left to run and hide himself
underground, because in general he lived in a cave behind the hovel; so he walked up to meet the visitors, and the
priest said:
“Master Barbu, we have something very serious to tell you. A gold ring is missing—my daughter’s ring. We
well know an honest tzigane like you does not take a gold ring; but you are clever, will you help us to find it? For
instance, the ring might have been curious to know your home, and have come all this way on purpose. Will you
help us to seek it in your hovel and in the underground room where you sleep?”
“O do not take the trouble to search in vain. I have my friend the raven, a most sagacious bird, and I will
consult him about the ring.”
So Barbu called the raven, who, perched upon his shoulder, stooped towards his ears. The tzigane exclaimed:
“A wonderful tale; the raven owns he has taken the ring, as one of his aunts, an old crow who has long
remained a spinster, is going to be married tomorrow, and the raven thought he might offer her the present. I will
punish the wicked treacherous brute; here is the ring”; and Barbu drew the ring from his bosom, where he said the
raven had dropped it, and the priest went away well content with his day’s work, and pouring compliments on
Barbu for his cleverness in getting the ring back from the bird.
*
A few months later, at a funeral where Barbu had gone to get some of the wine distributed in memory of the
dead, the very boots of the dead man disappeared, and they had to bury the corpse barefooted, and all the peasants
wept and said:
“Poor man, it was his only chance to wear a pair of boots.”
This time an angry mob assembled before Barbu’s hut, and he got pale and trembled; but his wits did not
abandon him on this occasion either. He stepped out and wrung his hands and said:
“Good people, I know why you come and shriek. The man has gone to his grave without boots; he will not be
able to reach Heaven; he will stop half-way. Alas! alas! I saw with my own eyes the devil step in while we were
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drinking and take his boots off. I suppose he had an old debt to the devil.
“But I am not a man to be outdone by the devil. I followed the wicked fellow and traced him to the banks of
the river, and I was just about to lay hands on him when he plunged in the water, and was drowned. The boots are
all that remain; they’re in the river, friends. Swim and catch them, and I will help you to do so, and the boots will
belong to him who finds them.”
With one shout of enthusiasm they accepted the proposition, and Barbu dived madly in the river and the others
followed, and in fact they saw on the water a couple of shoes float which they tried to reach. Barbu,
notwithstanding his efforts, stayed in the rear. At last one of the village youngsters got the shoes, and was
disappointed to find they were torn and useless.
“Why, the dead man had a new pair of shoes he had bought years before and kept for his burial-day. He carried
them in his hands on Sundays and great occasions. These are almost good for nothing. They cannot be the same
shoes.”
“Alas!” said Barbu, “they are; but reflect, young man, the devil himself wore them; the devil has a forked foot,
and the earth where he walks is on fire, so his toes came out of the leather; and, besides, the soles are burnt. Yet
take these boots home and wear them in peace. It is not every one who can say he walks in the devil’s old shoes.”
“True,” shouted the peasants, and in triumph they went away. When they were out of sight Barbu drew a fine
pair of new boots from his cave, and looked at them and smiled broadly, and he said:
“Nay, dead man’s shoes, ye are but ordinary shoes, but ye will be the devil’s own shoes when Barbu the
tzigane will wear ye.”
14
Sister Life was a poor young maid whose youngest sister was called sister Death; they lived side by side on the
banks of a river.
Sister Life was poor and had but a small cottage, with a small garden round the walls; the cottage was turned
towards the setting sun. Sister Death had a big, bright palace, and a garden most pleasant and large, and her palace
was turned towards the place where the dear sun rises.
Sister Life was fair to behold, but far more beautiful was sister Death, and far more sweet and gracious; sister
Life had but one flower in her garden, and in the large garden of sister Death thousands of flowers smiled and
grew.
From the rich balcony of the palace, from the humble stone threshold of the cot, sister Life and sister Death
often conversed together, and as sister Life was so poor sister Death sometimes gave her some work to finish and
some presents. They were happy in their own way and no one interfered with them; and they loved each other
well.
*
But a young man came one day who asked sister Death for a glass of water, for he was weary and warm. And
sister Death smiled on him and gave him the water, and saw he was handsome and young, and touched his
glowing hair, and touched his lips, and felt she loved him, so she said:
“Stop here. My palace is bright and my garden large, and I can quench thy thirst with pure water from my
well.” And he was fain to stay; and sister Death from her balcony said to sister Life:
“Sister Life, I am happy, my love now stays with me, and I touch his glowing hair and his lips.”
“I would like to see him, sister Death.”
“It is impossible just now, for he’s asleep; but when he awakes I’ll call thee to see my love is fair.”
But sister Death never called, and sister Life understood she was jealous, and spoke not a word again of the
handsome young man.
*
Now sister Death’s young lover stepped out on the high balcony that overlooked the small garden of sister
Life. And he saw that in the garden there was but one flower. And he said:
“I would like to breathe its perfume and to know its name.”
So he went down the steps and entered the small garden where sister Life slept under a high rose-tree. And he
looked not at the maiden, but breathed the flower’s sweet breath, and thought he would die with joy, so deep was
its perfume. And then he looked at sister Life. And instantly he loved her as he had never loved. And when he
went to the palace of sister Death he told her:
“Under a rose-tree in that small garden there a maiden sleeps; I know not who she is, and yet I love her and
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must leave thee, Lady Death.” Sister Death wrung her hands and wept and said
“Beware. The maiden is poor; she has but one flower in her garden.”
“Hast thou ever taken in that sweet flower’s breath, to know what bliss lives on earth?”
“O no,” said sister Death, “that one flower’s breath would kill me.”
But he stopped not to listen, and before sister Death could lock the door her handsome lover was gone. She
wept and tore her hair, and cut down the flowers in her garden, and said:
“Ye must die because that one flower’s breath hath taken him away from me.”
And the people who passed on the road heard sister Death cry aloud, while her palace trembled. And she
covered her face with her hair.
Her handsome lover was gone.
15
Manole, the tzigane, wept bitterly and wrung his hands in deep despair. His tziganca, his darling wife, was
dying. There she lay, on the straw he had got for her from a neighbouring stack. And he said to her:
“Thou art dying. A few more minutes and thou wilt see thy dear priest, the devil, face to face. Thou wilt have a
jolly time telling him all thou hast done on earth, but ah me! what shall I become? who will work for me and steal
fat poultry, and arrange charms and bow the peasants down before our power when they come to ask for help, and
thou givest them herbs and black water in a little bottle? Ah me!” The tziganca, though very weak, answered in a
feeble voice:
“Yes, Manole, I am happy to meet the devil, but wretched to leave thee, my earthly devil, my dark one. We are
poor, and I cannot teach thee my art, but one thing I will bequeath that may prove precious if made good use of.
Take this small whistle,” and she gave him a tiny whistle made out of the branch of a hazel-nut tree, and she
continued:
“This whistle possesses a most singular gift: when a man who is not quite honest, a thief I mean, enters the
room where this whistle is, it whistles in a low, discreet way.”
“Ah!” said Manole, “now I have the explanation of the I sound I ever heard when I came home.”
“Right,” said the tziganca. “Of course to thee the little whistle can be of no use, but take it to thy master, the
Voivode; he will give thee at least four gold coins for it. Another word: the enchanted whistle is rather
impertinent, and at the third notice given about the same person it raises a shrill voice and cries aloud: ‘Manole is
a thief!’.
“True,” said Manole. “I have often heard the words, but thought thou wast paying a compliment to me, dear
wife.”
*
No sooner was the tziganca dead than Manole put the small whistle in his bosom and resorted to the palace of
the Voivode, whose servants and officials at first made great difficulty to admit him; but the tzigane said he had
brought a wondrous gift to the Prince, and besides, his every step as he entered the anteroom was marked by a
shrill sound which seemed to come out of his bosom, and they believed it was the voice of some strange bird their
master would be pleased to possess. So he was ushered in. As soon as the Voivode perceived Manole in the
crowd, he laughed and said:
“Welcome, tzigane; what is thy request?”
“To speak alone five minutes to thy highness, and to kiss the dust beneath thy slippers.” The Voivode made a
sign, and courtiers and servants vanished.
“Great Prince,” said Manole, “I know the difficulties of thy situation. May God uplift thy crown above all its
enemies, and wash it every day with pure milk, milked by the angels from the bosom of the moon.”
“Amen,” answered the Voivode, and crossed himself piously.
“I have brought thee a means to help thee to reign even more gloriously than thou hast done, though it seems
impossible. Bless thy eyelids, thy lips and thy toes, and thy sinless brains.”
“Speak freely,” said the Voivode.
“Princes are often deceived—they are so dazzled by the light of God, their brother, who always shines before
their eyes, that their eyes are sometimes heedless of grosser things. God speaks to them so often and so loud that
they hear not the mean talk of the rabble.”
“True,” said the Voivode. “Go on, tzigane.”
“So I have brought a most wondrous gift to thee,” and he drew the little whistle from his bosom. “This whistle
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will whistle every time a liar or a traitor or athief comes into thy sacred presence. It is no devil’s work. It has
dwelt three days in holy water.”
“Art thou sure of this?” said the Voivode.
“As sure as that I stand an unkempt and unwashed tzigane before the face of a mighty prince.”
“What shall I give thee in exchange for the wonderful present?”
“Only four poor gold coins, four little gold coins, mighty Prince.”
“And how shall I know thou playest not a deceit upon me?”
“Mighty Prince, I will go out of thy dazzling presence, and when I return, as your tzigane has his failings (God
knows your tzigane is honest, but he has his failings), the whistle will whistle when I re-enter the room.”
And Manole went out, and as he returned the whistle in the Voivode’s fingers gave a low whistle, and the
Voivode, well content, handed the four gold pieces, and the tzigane left the palace in great glee.
*
The Voivode was still happier than Manole.
“Ah! my true councillors,” he said, “and chamberlains and equerries, ah! my messengers from and to the
people, I will now know all the truth about your secret designs,” and he rang the bell and ordered his court to
assemble again round him; but when they in procession advanced towards the throne the little whistle got into
such a state of trepidation and whistled so the Voivode was obliged to hide it in an iron box, and from its depths
the shrill sound was still heard. The Voivode laughed to himself and then said aloud:
“Today in the afternoon I will hold council with my faithful councillors in the left wing of the palace; let the
ten whom I trust among thousands attend my orders today.” Then he retired with a smile of satisfaction on his
clever face, and the councillors and the courtiers whispered to each other:
“What has happened to our gracious prince? He looks as well pleased as if a tenth son was born this morning
under his princely roof, or has he dreamt that his warriors have brought him the head of his fiercest enemy, or has
he found the secret of everlasting youth?” The councillors looked grim:
“We tremble when our prince is gay,” said the oldest to his colleagues.
As the Voivode came and seated himself at the council-table they all looked grim and anxious. The head
councillor rose and made a short speech, which was more than once interrupted by a sharp whistle.
“It is nothing,” said the prince, “a passing trick from my parrot,” but to his own terrified surprise, before the
man had finished his sayings, a clear voice said, which seemed to dart like an arrow:
“Prince, your head councillor is a traitor.”
At which the head councillor turned red and then pale, and swore and stamped his foot, and finally the council
was broken up in the greatest confusion.
Now the prince felt somewhat annoyed; how was he to seek for another man? and the whistle had rendered
him a very bad service on the whole. He would use it only in his household, and only wore it in his belt as he went
to pay a morning visit to his dear wife Balasa; but no sooner did he enter her bower than the whistle again made
him start!
“Impossible,” said he, “this cannot be. Balasa is a faithful wife”; but while the princess greeted him, and began
to praise the aspect and the doings of her lord, the whistle spoke loudly:
“Prince, the princess deceives thee; she loves another man.”
The princess turned red and pale, and looked so guilty, the prince’s suspicions grew to reality, and after being
cross-questioned she owned part of the truth. And in sore pain she had to leave the palace, and go to a convent for
the rest of her days. The prince wept and sighed in the bitterness of his heart; yet still he clung to the enchanted
whistle, and could not part with the fatal gift.
*
Life had become intolerable in his palace. The servants and equerries were sent away by dozens, and the prince
never smiled, and ever and anon seemed to listen for the mysterious sound. He had got thin and restless; the gorgeous vestments he wore and his heavy rings fell from him like dead leaves, and in his black hair silver threads
were seen.
“All this change has come since the day when the tzigane asked to see our Prince. The tzigane must have
thrown some spell upon him.”
So they went to find Manole, and they promised to load him with gold if he could but cure the Voivode of his
present illness. Manole went to the palace and said to the Prince:
“Most enlightened and beaming highness, and it please thee, return the whistle to thy humble servant. I have
heard from a very sagacious wizard, in my hut only does the whistle speak the truth; but in the palace, by the side
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of such great courtiers, in the belt of such a great Prince, it has lost its senses, it has learnt to lie.”
“What,” said the prince, “art thou sure the whistle is a liar?”
“Yes,” said Manole; and the prince immediately ordered the princess to come back, and kissed her in great
glee, and he called all his courtiers around him and said:
“Forgive me for having sent ye away from my service.” And he felt like one mad with joy; and Manole took
the whistle and said:
“Foolish whistle, thou hast been mad indeed to speak the truth in the palace of a prince. Come back to my hut,
and in the red folds of my woollen belt.” The whistle said:
“Take me back to the court, and I will speak otherwise.”
But Manole would not run the risk of another adventure, so remained quietly in his hut to rejoice over the
money he had received from the courtiers.
*
The Voivode, one Sunday morning on his way to church, passed before Manole’s hut. He recognized the
tzigane on the threshold, and called to him:
“Where is thy whistle? Thou sayest he says the truth in thy hut. I will alight, and hear.”
Manole trembled while he ushered the prince in. The little whistle was suspended on a nail over the door, and
as soon as the prince entered it whistled thrice and said:
“Handsome prince, thou art true and brave; thy courtiers are true; thy wife is beautiful and true; thy subjects
are true to thee, and thy own heart is truer even than the rays of the sun.”
“Verily,” said the Prince, “I had often heard from pulpit and tribune that truth abides only with the humble and
the poor. Now here I find this saying has not deceived me. I thank the goodness of the Lord, who teaches me to
love and revere truth; the air in my palace is polluted; whatever the enchanted whistle said then, was a lie; now in
this wretched hut lives truth.” And he bestowed great treasures upon Manole, and told him in gentle tones:
“Come to our court, good tzigane, but leave thy whistle in this place, where I will ever run to consult its
enchanted sagacity; the whistle will always prove my best and sincerest guide.” Manole said:
“Little whistle, thou hast won immense wealth for me; it must console thee for not being truthful.”
And he blessed the memory of the tziganca, his dead wife.
16
There was sadness over all the land—the king had married for the second time, and his new wife was as
wicked as the first one had been gentle. She made the court mad with her caprices, and broke the heart of her aged
husband; yet he loved her, and dared not to contradict any of her whims. So everyone was exposed to the illhumour and wrath of the queen.
Her handmaid was a cunning sorceress, whom the people soon called the devil’s first cousin, and with this
woman the queen spent her nights in mischievous designs, which she accomplished during the day.
The queen hated all that was young, pure, and brave; therefore she hated bitterly her husband’s son, Prince Ilie,
the heir to the throne, a handsome boy of eighteen, who despised the queen and her menaces. So the queen said to
her faithful handmaid:
“I must get rid of his presence, and deprive him of his rights.”
“But, madam, it is impossible to kill Prince Ilie. He is popular more than the king himself, and every suspicion
would fall upon us, and we would be torn to pieces by the mob, or trodden by wild horses.”
“I know, I know,” answered the wicked queen, “but find the means to destroy him without killing.”
Three days the devil’s first cousin reflected and wandered through the woods, and at the end of the three days
she told her royal mistress she had arranged an admirable plan in her mind. But the queen must be cautious, and
show much amiability to the prince in order to make the plot succeed. This the queen promised to do, and from
that moment she ceased her persecutions towards Ilie, and the boy felt glad, and walked with happy visage his
father’s halls.
“Surely,” thought he, “the queen is at heart a much better woman than we ever deemed her to be, surely we
have misjudged her!”
A month and more was thus spent pleasantly at the king’s court, and the queen invented all kinds of sports and
revels to amuse the king and her son-in-law. At last she seemed to be at her wits’ end for new devices, when she
struck her forehead with her fingers and exclaimed:
“Splendid idea! let us have a silver barge and a gold barge illumined, and try a race on the big river.” The king
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hesitated:
“I am afraid it would be dangerous sport, my dear. The river is swollen by recent rains, and always impetuous
like a torrent. I wish thou would’st think of another pastime.”
But the queen had set her heart on the matter, and the two barges beautifully ornamented soon awaited their
royal occupants. In the gilded barge the queen and the king took places, and in the other the prince with twelve
oarsmen, and before they left the queen sent them fruit and rich wine, which they drank in high glee. Then the
race began; and soon the prince’s barge got ahead of the royal boat, and the king laughed to note his son had more
luck and more skill than himself, for the king steered the gilded barge with his own hands. Then he gave the
return signal and said:
“Now the prince will get a beautifully em broidered belt for his skill, and I will give each oarsman a purse full
of coins and a silver bugle.”
But the signal flew over the waters in vain. The prince’s barge did not return. For hours the river was searched,
for hours the people wept on its banks, and the king tore his gray hair and his purple vestments, and in her dainty
kerchief the queen hid her fair face and wept. No traces of the princely boat could be found, though no one could
believe the prince and his twelve oarsmen were drowned. The desolation was so great no one dared enter the
king’s presence for ten days, and for ten days the queen remained shut up in her bower, and conversed with her
favourite handmaid; and they whispered and said to each other:
“They all slept so fast that the current has taken the boat away to a distant shore. He will never be seen again!”
*
Pauna, the fair daughter of the Voivode, was sitting in the moonlight on the banks of the river, her spindle in
her hand, her distaff in her belt, while the maidens around her filled the silvery hours with tales of valour and
love. A wandering shepherd’s flute was heard from the neighbouring hill, and the water laughed and sighed by
turns as it glided at their feet beneath the tall reeds. The maidens who sat around the young princess were twelve
maidens fair, but fairer than pauna was none as she listened to their words, and sighed and laughed by turns like
the water between the reeds.
“O look!” exclaimed she, and rose to her feet, “look there, a wonderful barge as silvery as the river and the
moon glides swiftly.” And the maidens all rose, and they saw the handsome prince asleep among the sleeping
oarsmen, and they said:
“O who will stop the wandering boat? Is the young man dead, and dead his companions, the young man who
must be their chief?”
“Then, if he is dead,” said Pauna, “let us kiss his brow and his hands from sheer pity for his youth,” and she
threw her spindle towards the river, and it alighted on the boat’s high prow, and the boat slowly turned from its
course and approached the moonlit banks. But when the boat had come quite close to them the maidens stood in
confusion great and in sore dismay, for they found out the prince and his oarsmen, though they softly breathed,
could not be awakened either by gesture or word.
And besides, they felt the boat would soon drift away again, as their joint forces could not retain it nor anchor
it to the shore. Then Pauna said:
“Bid my father fare well, and may ye too fare well, my twelve maidens, but I must away with this sleeping
youth, for I feel my fate is bound to his fate.”
And the maidens wept and fell on their knees in the wet sand, but Pauna would not hearken tears and prayers,
and stepped into the silvery barge, and soon the current carried them afar.
*
For months she lived on the waters, kissed the sleeping prince, for months gazed on his face and gently kissed
his hands, for months she smoothed the purple pillows under his languid head, and watched his twelve companyions as they slumbered by his side.
And in her palace the wicked queen rejoiced as the mourning for the prince was over, and the king, sad and
worn, yet gracious to his wife, had ordered everyone to resume his office, and her life sped gaily on.
In secret the people said: “O what has become of our dear young prince?” and looked at the queen with angry
eyes.
The royal pair avoided the shores of the great river, and the river’s sound was kept away from them by the
murmur of incessant music. And when the year had passed and the day come which marked the anniversary of
Prince Ilie’s disappearance, the queen said to the king:
“We will have a large supper where all the poor in the land will be invited to eat and drink and bless thy dear
son’s memory.” And thus it came the king and queen were seated in their banquet hall with hundreds around them
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when a page came in and said:
“Royal lord, a fair maid is there in the garden, and in her arms, though she is slim and weak, she bears a
slumbering youth.”
“My lord,” said the queen, “and wilt thou allow strangers to trespass on this sacred meal?” and she made a
sign, and bugles covered the page’s voice. A few minutes passed; then silence fell, and the doors of the hall were
thrown open, and on the threshold Pauna appeared with the prince’s slumbering head on her heart. And she laid
him at his father’s feet and said:
“I have carried him hither from the shore, and my arms are weary. O great king, look and tell who can this
young man be?”
“My son, my darling, my own son, Prince Ilie,” and shouts of joy made the roof and the walls tremble, while
the queen trembled in wrath and fear. Pauna said:
“He sleeps, and his twelve oarsmen are likewise fast asleep. O how shall we awaken them to life again?” Then
an old warrior who was present, and had good reason for hating the queen, said in loud tones:
“Let everyone here kiss the prince’s fair hand, and when the foe who sent him to sleep will touch his fingers
with traitorous lip the prince will rise.”
And the procession began from the lowest beggar seated there to the highest lord till the false queen’s turn
arrived, and she said:
“It is useless I should kiss the prince’s hand. Am I not his friend and mother? How can I have wrought him
harm?”
But a cry broke out from the crowd, and she saw murder in the eyes bent on her guilty face. So she advanced
and stooped towards Ilie, but her lips touched not his skin, and the trial was almost over. But the old man, who
was sly and quick, came behind the kneeling queen, and with one swift stroke on her neck forced her to kiss the
prince’s open palm, and all at once the prince opened his eyes and said:
“The woman who sent me to sleep for one long year has just touched my hand with her lips.” And he met his
stepmother’s terrified look, and he said:
“Thou shalt not die, but in a dungeon dark as thy own soul for one long year must thou remain.”
The king said, “So be it, my son,” and the weeping queen was borne away from the fury of the people. The
king said to his son:
“Rejoice, fair son, but for the treachery of that wicked woman my soul would be as smiling as a vineyard in
September.”
Yet Ilie did not smile. He said to his father:
“Dear king, wonder not if my mouth bears no smile, if I cannot be gay with thee. Yes, here is my palace, my
people, my warriors, my father, my breath. Yet in my slumber I was happier by far than now in my wakeful hours,
where all I had lost is restored; for in my sleep I saw a maiden fair, who smoothed the purple pillows for my head.
And she gazed on my slumbering visage and sometimes kissed my hand. I could not speak to her nor stir, but I
heard her sigh and speak. I was far happier in my sleep.” Then the king beckoned to Pauna, who had retired
bashfully in the crowd:
“Is not this maid alike unto the maiden of thy dream?” Prince Ilie fell at Pauna’s feet and said:
“Fair maid, I love thee, and thou shalt be my spouse in this high palace even should’st thou be a ploughman’s
daughter or the sister of a shepherd who lives in the mountains and sings.” Pauna said:
“I am the only daughter of a wild and ruthless Voivode. He lives far from here, and has conquered many kingdoms. He is cruel in war and cruel in peace, and speaks naught but of swords and wounds. But my heart is soft,
and he turns to me, and his eyes then soften and dance. Take a horse, a sword, and thy richest spurs, and ride to
my father’s tent.”
And Ilie rode to the fierce man’s tent, and entered with golden sound of spurs and sword and heavy armour,
and looked both courteous and proud. He said:
“I am a king’s son and have wooed thy daughter fair.”
“Alas!” answered the Voivode, “my daughter has gone for ever.”
“Rejoice, Voivode, thy daughter’s alive! I have come to sue for her hand.” The Voivode smiled and said:
“Fair prince, Pauna is worthy of thee.”
And thus from her dark dungeon the wicked queen heard the sound of lute and song, and in her wicked soul
she said:
“I should have given him poison, but the handmaid was false to me.”
And she drew her long hair over her guilty face, and tore her long hair with her teeth.
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17
“So, dear, I am dying,” said Andreia the tziganca to her husband, Busuioc; “but never mind, I will often come
back to see thee when I am in my grave. I could not bear the idea that Busuioc has made a good bargain, stolen a
stout pair of horses from the farmer, or a good mantle from the merchant in town, without I am there to enjoy his
pleasure. I promise thee I will come.”
“Do,” said Busuioc, because he would not disappoint the woman by showing her he would soon get over his
grief; but to himself he muttered:
“Bah! once the hard stone is on her grave and the coffin lid on her face, I will be rid of her and her jealousy
and her screams. I will marry Sultanica the dancer, who walks on her finger-tips and delights all the fairs in the
country; Andreia will not know, as she will be counting the grains of earth that fall upon her.”
Andreia was a dangerous and wilful woman; she had made up her mind, since die she must, she would find
some means of teasing her husband still.
*
The first week after the funeral passed off most happily for Busuioc; his hut seemed to him a quiet, comfortable place, and he did not leave, but on Sunday morning, as he watched a group of peasant girls who returned from
church, he noticed that one of them wore a pair of glittering glass earrings as green as the new-born grass.
He followed.
The girls stopped under the forest trees, undid their belts, and fell to sleep in the coolness of the shade. Then it
was Busuioc approached with stealthy steps, and with fingers light as the dew took the earrings from the young
girl’s ears.
“My very first present to Sultanica,” said he, and hid the earrings in his bosom, and awaited with some impatience the next day, when he was to meet the tziganca he loved.
He spent the afternoon in pleasant thought and pleasant work. Twilight came on, then darkness, and he lit his
fire and sat by it, and lifted the green earrings to the light.
“They shine like the eyes of a dragon,” said he, and smiled to imagine how pretty Sultanica would look with
the earrings dangling about her face.
Rap, rap! a loud knock at the door.
“Who is there?”
“Andreia, thy true wife! I have heard of those green earrings, and have come to see them.”
“Bother the dead creature,” saidBusuioc, and went to open. He trembled under his rags, for he had never seen
the soul of the dead pay a visit to the living, and a kind of horror thrilled him.
As the door went ajar a gust of wind entered and nothing else, but when he turned towards the fire there stood
Andreia’s big form, wrapped in her brown mantle; her face and her hands were invisible, and the light of the fire
leapt and passed through her like a sword through the mist.
“Show me the earrings,” she said, and she spoke so naturally that the awe of Busuioc vanished, and he made
the earrings glitter before the shadow of his dead wife.
“I will take them,” said she in a greedy voice; “I must have them. My eyes have just faded in my sockets. I will
put these glass beads to replace them,” and though she did not stretch her hands nor make a movement, the
earrings sprang up to her forehead, and Busuioc saw them glisten behind the hood, and his heart grew sick within
his body, but he could not speak.
“Farewell,” said Andreia; “I am satisfied no woman is here; thou hast stolen the jewels for me; I thank thee,
my dear husband,” and she disappeared.
*
For more than three weeks after the unwelcome visit Busuioc felt uncomfortable and scarcely left his hut; he
dared not even think of Sultanica, but on the fourth week he met her, and she danced before him and delighted his
eyes:
“What shall I give thee for a kiss, Sultanica?”
“A nice silver belt, and I will come myself to thy hut and fetch it.” He stole the silver belt from the stall of the
merchant who possessed the finest merchandise in the fair, and said to Sultanica:
“I will take the belt to thee myself.”
But Sultanica had made up her mind to visit the hut of Busuioc, as she also liked him. Busuioc hung the silver
belt on a nail, and on the night of the day he had stolen it he tremblingly awaited Andreia’s visit.
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She did not come. Busuioc was so relieved that he clapped his hands and said, “Tomorrow evening I will take
the present to Sultanica,” and he set off the next evening with the silver belt in his hand.
Now Sultanica had also set off to join him in his dwelling, but as they took another way they did not meet.
Sultanica entered the hut; it was empty.
“He’ll soon return,” thought she, and sat down by the fire, and laughed to reflect how pleased Busuioc would
be to find her there.
Rap, rap! a loud knock.
“Who’s there?”
“Open, I am Andreia, thy wife.” Sultanica almost fainted with fear:
“Busuioc is not here.”
Andreia recognized Sultanica’s voice, pushed the door and, like a winter gale, rushed in. She was wrapped in
her brown mantle and her green eyes glittered, and she said:
“Ah! thou hast come about that silver belt, and I am his true wife, and I wanted it to keep my bones together,
as they’re falling off! Ah! thou hast come to steal my true husband from me, because thou art young and beautiful,
and I am dead. Come, I will take thee to the place where I dwell. Come, I say.”
Sultanica by this time was half mad with fear, and as Andreia’s shadow said, “Come!” she fell to the ground
and never rose again. Busuioc found the dead girl’s body by his waning fire, and over her the brown mantle in
which he had buried Andreia.
175.1 Excerpt from The Disheveled Maidens\fn{by Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu (1876-1955)} Ivesti, Galati County,
Moldavia, Romania (F) 17
In vain Mini kept sitting on the tall chair that was carved from solid walnut wood and was covered with old
Gobelin tapestry, her hat on her head, her gloves at her side, and as stiff as the very statue of reproach.
Lina, kind-hearted Lina, was paying no attention to her. She had put on that serious air which furrowed her
narrow forehead with three wrinkles and made her lips protrude. This was her air of “being busy,” as Mini would
put it. If it hadn’t been for this air, Doctor Lina would otherwise have been totally devoid of any medical prestige.
Her shape being that of a congenial feather broom, with a short, fat neck, her short and fat bust, her rounded
belly and, of course, her plain face, her short-sighted, small eyes lacking any color, the deteriorated skin on her
face, the good nose, a little flat on the tip and the broad mouth covering the teeth you couldn’t see, yet hard
enough to crack hazelnuts with, this entire entity was not at all imposing.
But on that day she had that air of being busy and wasn’t thinking of Mini, whom she had promised, even
sworn, that they would return from the countryside early that evening.
“Early” was not possible any longer. It was past six P.M. in August and there were no preparations in sight; on
the contrary, there were strong reasons for delay. Mini didn’t want to get scared. Otherwise she’d have said to herself,
“There may, indeed, be a cause for delay! Staying there overnight! … Brr!”
The reason she kept mentally addressing to herself small speeches, monologues of boredom, not very violent
or noisy, was that the oppressive atmosphere of the place had indeed impressed her.
“What luck!” she’d whisper to herself. “That you should hate visits in the countryside, and be obliged to call
on people on a day in which they have troubles. And that they not even be friends of yours, so that you could at
least participate directly in their troubles.”
A solid walnut grandfather’s clock with “gentle shades”—Mini noticed—with a broad bell clapper of sonorous
bronze, struck the quarter-hour. Mini stared at the clock. It was an outdated piece of furniture, yet beautiful and of
exquisite quality, like all the rest.
From the clock, where the minutes passed slowly, of course, as it struck more rarely, being used to more
leisurely times, Mini moved her eyes to the big, shiny, black piano. It was a concert grand piano which would
have taken up an entire modern room, but which, in the corner of the vast hall, stood majestically, hermit-like and
isolated beneath the marvelous Persian shawl that covered it.
Mini looked at the instrument with no fear at all. Nobody was going to ask her to play. They all had their own
tunes! Even without all this, her condition to Lina had been categorical:
“I’ll go to the Hallipas for the last time … and no one should ask me to play, or I’ll turn them down vehemently—and rudely.”
There had been no need to argue. The situation had been clearly outlined from the very beginning. A family
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scene in grand style—a storm in that otherwise so calm and thrifty household, so quiet as a rule—and more than
that, a mysterious drama.
Mini cast a glance at the beautiful Mrs. Lenora Hallipa, the lady of the house. Her white, velvety hands seemed
longer at that moment, as they kept nervously crumpling a newspaper. Her complexion as of a blonde puppet, a
Nuremberg puppet with a small red mouth and pink porcelain-like cheeks, was tensed up and the large blue eyes,
those eyes of limpid glass, were red with weeping. The regular waves in her bleached hair, as golden as a wig,
were now distorted; her majestic, plump body, always aware of its generous stature, was now lying languidly,
exhausted, carelessly wrapped up in a morning gown.
From time to time, she’d suddenly grab Lina’s hand without saying anything. At such moments, Lina uttered
soothing words and took her pulse, offered her some sugared water in which she had poured a spoonful of tincture
of valerian. But Lenora would refuse the glass, out of which a few drops always dripped on the green plush painted in gouache which covered the table. A tireless housewife, Lina would wipe them away with an embroidered
napkin.
*
Lenora’s eyes were fixed upon the window, seeking the large entrance gate. Mini was focusing her gaze in the
same direction. She only diverted it at times in order to see what was going on around her. Now she was watching
the two girls, Elena and Nory, who were leaning on the sash of the stained glass window facing the terrace.
Nory wasn’t paying any attention to Mini either. She wasn’t casting sarcastic glances at her about the delay,
nor witty remarks concerning “fun in the countryside.” Nory enjoyed their visits to the Hallipas. Elena, the eldest
daughter of the house, had been her friend since childhood. An older, more intimate friend than Mini. She had an
arm around her friend’s shoulders, and Elena, who on that day was absent-minded regarding anything that was not
part of a hidden thought of hers, occasionally leaned over to catch her slow, deliberate words or to tell her similar
ones.
All of a sudden Lenora stood up, wrung her hands, bent her head backwards, ground her teeth, bit her own
hands and then, pale and out of breath, fell onto the same chair. Lina then wet her forehead with ether.
“I’m telling you to calm down! What’s this nonsense! Brainless woman! You just keep giving way to your
nerves! You have no will power whatsoever. You are nothing but an old child! You’ve never had any troubles and
at the first annoyance you let yourself go! Can’t you see the state of your heart? You’ll soon become one of those
heart cases!”
She went on teasing her in this friendly way, with that Moldavian accent she’d resume as soon as they had
some family problem, but you could easily see that Lina the physician was genuinely worried. She kept looking
into Lenora’s eyes as if there in the pupils of them she might see something interesting, and caressing the left side
of Lenora’s neck, where the vein stood tense under the fat white flesh.
However, Elena hadn’t budged. She had only uttered with a voice as deep as the bronze sound of the clock
“Mother!” with a sort of commanding impatience—but she hadn’t jumped to help her, as if on that day she had no
duties, but only rights.
If at least Mini had known what it was all about! Since their arrival in the morning, she was amazed to see the
big gates of the yard wide open, rather than being fastened with their chains to the two rocks, as she had noticed
they always were at other times; she had remarked it as something very clever and showing a minute sense of
order.
Hit by a gust of wind from one side, the gates blew into the coach and hit a horse on the leg. The horse jumped
and Lina gave a scream, gripping Mini’s arm with desperate claws. The coachman had jumped off as well—and
the curve, the famous curve the owners were so proud of, the curve of the wide alley so solidly paved with fine
sand that it looked like asphalt, the noble curve from the large wrought-iron gates made for coaches to stop in a
clatter of hoofs on the wide platform paved with cubic stones that stretched in front of the main stair—that
classical curve had been compromised.
That noble clatter of hoofs usually sounded like music to Tudor Hallipa, the master of the estate, of the house,
of the coach and the horses. He’d come down the stairs with elastic steps in high deerskin gaiters and, after helping the guests get off, before leading the way into the house, he’d respectfully caress the two half-thoroughbred
horses for a long time, which, thanks to special grooming, were as sleek as satin lacquer! The guests would go into ecstasies as well. A beautiful horse was much more convenient to admire than a beautiful human, Mini thought.
This was how things had always happened on the four occasions that Lina had dragged Mini into the sacrifice
of a visit to her cousin; but now on the fifth and last visit—Mini swore in her mind—now, the frightened horses
had taken the carriage past the stairs in a single jerk and, in the absence of any reception, the three visitors—Lina,
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Nory and Mini—had climbed the stairs in front of the wide-open door of the verandah, blinking in the bright
sunshine over the deserted terrace, before facing the uncertain shade of the empty hall.
*
Doors opened somewhere inside the house and Elena, the eldest daughter of the house, showed up, more
hurriedly than usual, excusing herself and letting Lina know right from the start that Lenora was sick and very
upset, while Doru—she was accustomed to calling her parents by the name\fn{ I.e., by their first names}—was away
on business. Everything was said with an air of secrecy, of a forced discretion, with an agitation unusual for this
girl, very special indeed in the composure of her face, her body, her soul and her judgment.
Elena resembled her father very much, except for her hair, which was jet black, combed up at the temples and
only slightly wavy by nature. This gave her such a perfect resemblance to Hallipa’s mother that the portrait of her
granny taken for that of Elena was one of the main sources of fun proposed to the visitors.
Elena immediately begged Lina to see her mother for a moment and she forced herself to chat with the other
two while they were being served the usual buttermilk. Then she proposed a walk, but Mini couldn’t stand false
situations, so she left Nory and Elena by themselves so that they could make their friendly mutual confessions.
Nory, the girl discontented with everybody and everything, had a soft spot for Elena. Either the memories of
childhood comradeship, or genume respect, made Nory make an exception for Elena. She spared her the
application of her sneering, and the pitiless judgment with which her feminism mistreated both men and women.
In fact, Elena was a model for everyone. A model of patience, of wisdom, of all the balanced virtues needed in
a girl brought up beside a mother like the beautiful Lenora, whose passionate, selfish, noisy and whimsical conjugal love made the situation of the children very difficult; especially for Elena, the eldest sister.
Elena could easily have found support from her father, who adored her, but this was precisely where those
virtues showed. She never asked for Hallipa’s interference, she even avoided doing it, so as not to cause fits of
jealousy from the enamored wife, and thus disturb the calm, the order, the perfect tidiness of life so precious to
her father.
In this perfect orderliness of Hallipa’s life, the passionate love of his wife held a well-determined place.
Consequently, for this tactful behavior of Elena since the first age of childlike judgment, through her mature and
melancholy teen age full of prudence, down to the present day self-sacrifice of the twenty two year old girl, Hallipa had come to feel a sort of respect and quite a bit of trust.
He had turned Elena into a sober and precious comrade. He’d often ask her advice in the affairs of the estate
and in her company he could satisfy his need for serious affection, as he had no male friends. This life of perpetual love he had submitted to forbade him such relations, while Lenora’s superficiality, with ever only a single melody to sing, like an enamored blackbird, was something completely different.
Left by herself, Mini noticed that there was nobody inclined to deny her the liberty she was so willing to grant
to others. She was left by herself all day long.
*
Now at dusk, keeping her eyes on the surveyor’s pole at the entrance gate, she was summing up the day in her
mind. Fortunately, the bell had rung for lunch at twelve sharp. The habits of the place were so firmly established
that the moral storm was unable to shake them. Mini had even hurried to the dining room, mentally counting off
the half-day that had already elapsed.
Lunch had been entirely dedicated to the food, which was, as usual, very good, Hallipa being quite a gourmet.
Hunger, which is such a major problem on a trip, had been completely removed by events and it was the food
itself that took up the main role.
Conversation was almost impossible, even the very formal kind, as the presence of the decidedly sick Lenora,
Elena’s preoccupation and Lina’s anxiety would not allow any appetite for talk. Hallipa was away. Consequently,
the slow and grave succession of the dishes, their form and taste, their substance and scent, stood out in the absolute silence of the vast, shady, yet a bit low-ceilinged dining hall—as it was located in the secondary body of the
house—with half the walls covered in, and the furniture made of, polished oak.
“If only it wasn’t polished,” Mini thought, “how beautiful it would be.”
But it wouldn’t have matched the house and its inhabitants. This way, everything was in harmony. Lenora and
Hallipa, the servants, the house, the estate, the grand piano of shining ebony and the solid, varnished oak wood. A
varnish carefully renewed at each spring and autumn house cleansing, because it showed no spot worn away, not
even in the minute recesses of the complicated carvings that trimmed the cupboard.
If at its origin twenty years ago, this cupboard had been bought from a good house, by now the dining room
furniture of the Hallipas would have become a precious asset. But it had been ordered at the best joiner in
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Mizil\fn{A small town close to Ploiesti} … or maybe at most in Ploiesti\fn{ A relatively large town in the southern Romanian
plain, famous for its oil industry} so that its huge size and its complicated yet poor carvings, exposed both the poverty
of the master’s skill and the yearning for luxury in the given order.
The Hallipa cupboard was but an upstart.
This was Mini’s course of thought. Then she heaved a sigh: why hadn’t Hallipa stayed in Mizil! She recalled
Lina’s endless chattering about the time spent by her cousin in Mizil once upon a time.
By their banal repetition, these stories would drive Mini mad, but they populated her mind with the
physiognomy of that small township, which she hoped she’d never see in reality. However, those stories were so
much easier to stand than the visits to this estate located at a distance of only two and a half hours from Bucharest
by carriage, both fortunately and unfortunately. The cousins had been living at Prundeni\fn{ The name of the Hallipas’
estate, and of the village} for a long time, and Mizil was just a legend by now.
Mini would grumble both before and after such visits, but she was never able to turn down kind Lina’s requests.
Yet, what sort of soft spot could Lina have for her female cousin and those trips to the countryside? Besides the
fresh butter meant for the milk and coffee of Doctor Rim, her illustrious husband! And now Mini was severed
from these considerations by the appearance of the roast on the spit. Presented on a large plate, roasted whole in
its juice, maybe too much so, purling under the artful kiss of oak charcoal.
Still half alive, this very palpitation revealed the recent fight between fire and fiber, and it resisted the totally
inadequate autopsy of an obviously inferior surgical quality Mini was trying to achieve.
However, she had achieved that partial massacre by herself. Elena, motionless, with her perfect Grecian profile, pale and thoughtful, hadn’t offered her assistance, and neither had Lina, a most consummate meat-carver.
And Nory’s usual jokes about roasts hadn’t come up either: “Elena, you will portion your life into equal slices like
those of the gigot!” … or, “Lina, this is the only sort of midwifery I’ll ever entrust you with!”—jokes of an
omniscient and masculinized girl either by calling or by habit, and which embarrassed Mini to a certain extent.
But on that day she would have permitted them.
What she couldn’t approve of was the roast. Mini generally preferred the steak not to palpitate, although she
acknowledged the value of that moment a point when it had been served. She preferred that the last color of life,
that is, of the blood, be over and, still fresh, but pacified, it be enveloped in the bouquet of transparent and rosy
potatoes.
Never had Mini emitted so many gastronomic judgments, but that palpitation annoyed her to the most profound sensitivity of her stomach, especially on that day. Lenora’s entire body writhing as if exposed to fire
seemed a steak squirming in flames … and Mini just picked at the tiny slice she had cut off for herself.
Not being informed on the ailments of the hostess, deserted by everyone, unable to rebel against this visit to
the countryside in such special circumstances, Mini was taking revenge by having opinions about facts, things and
people.
She had cut herself such a big slice from the parfait glace, considering the imposing height of the form, that
she was lagging behind the others, even though she’d been fighting diligently with the tiny silver spoon to gulp
down the delicious cooling cream.
They had brought in very small wild strawberries, and she tried to fmd the quiet little copse they came from
through the low window shaded by oak shutters. Wild strawberries seemed to Mini the most beautiful flower of
the forest. In the most varied filter by which matter purifies its mire, the process reaches unimaginable climaxes.
How could such a highly vaporized essence exist and have color, and how could such a frail substance retain such
a perfect scent?
Because Hallipa was absent from dinner, there was perfect freedom of choice concerning strawberries “with or
without sugar” or “with or without wine.” Abundantly dusted with fine powdered sugar, then richly sprinkled with
un-iced champagne, cool only because it had come directly from the deep cellars of the property, was the formula
Hallipa forced on everybody, both by persuasion and authority. On that day Mini had nibbled them one by one
without anything added.
The entire meal had taken place in this way, with gestures that seemed sonorous, while the guests seemed
afraid that some movement should sound false, and dinner had indeed been dedicated to the deserving: the cook,
the butler, the menu, the porcelain and the crystal.
2
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In the apparent quiet in which they were waiting for the coffee to be served as well in the oaken dining room,
Mini had been wondering what the cause of this domestic storm could have been, but she hadn’t been able to find
it.
Nothing could upset Lenora except for things regarding her conjugal love, and nothing of the kind was imaginable. Hallipa was above any suspicion. His bondage was so absolute and his temperament so well defined that it
permitted no suspicion whether common or absurd.
And Elena was not paying attention to those around her that day as she usually did. She was in the grip of a
kind of self-absorption strong enough to alter her calm, almost placid behavior.
Kind-hearted Lina had put on her festive doctoral air. Mini had been right to notice that both her cousin and
her cousin’s mansion meant a lot to Lina. How strange! This haughty nymph lustily sprawling on the bed of her
wedded love had nothing in common, either in her body or her way of life, with poor Lina, crammed between her
plump shoulders, whose life was permanent self-denial in favor of other people’s sins at the hospital, in the health
centers, with her private patients—while her life with Doctor Rim, a rather ridiculous and dull match, which
shamefully dismissed any idea of mating, whether or not it was sanctioned by the law, the time and the custom.
No! Mini was completely unable to imagine the reason behind the drama—and yet, the palpitation and the
odor of raw flesh had stayed in her fine nostrils, sniffmg and searching in vain for traces of the truth.
During the afternoon rest, Mini enjoyed the coolness of the room with sofas, having it all to herself, and she
had, indeed, slept like a poor forsaken soul.and dreamed about huge roasting spits, and Lenora’s white, muscular
arms waving about in the air, detached from her writhing body.
Strange! She also dreamed about flames bursting from the darkness of pine grove, from within them, the
apparent head of a faun, but a head which bore a perfect resemblance to that of Mika-Lé!
At that point Mini woke up with some difficulty; she shook off the confusing shadows in her head; she set the
dark of the hermetically closed curtains apart from that of night and wiped away the visions from her now-open
eyes.
But not that of Mika-Lé! Only at that moment had she asked herself why the girl hadn’t been there at lunch and
why no one had remarked on her absence; reluctantly, by unproved connections, she came to the conviction that
Mika-Lé was the cause of that day’s troubles. How and which way she could not imagine, but, unlike Hallipa,
Mika-Lé was not above suspicions.
She would nourish all of them, yet with no precision.
She was the black spot on the peaceful life there, the fiery tongue that could fan up the angers in that gentle
place!
She was the wild creature totally different from the place, things and people, with her faun-like complexion.
Those malefic little horns could easily emerge from the wild, curly, African-like hair that grew straight up. A
strange wig, taller than her pale, tiny face with washed-out features, a face which was only a pretext for sheltering
two eyes in the shade of that dusty-looking, lusterless black tuft; the eyes were strange by their fixed look and
lack of expression, but yellow, a dull yellow, like that of old amber.
In the perfect orderliness of the Hallipa house, that younger daughter represented an element of disorder by her
senseless figure amidst the regular forms of the alleys, the rooms, the habits and the people, and now an
oppressive dream in a boring midday made Mini believe that Mika-Lé was the cause of the moral disorder there.
She had a splitting headache after such a reception, such a meal and such an afternoon nap. Sitting on the edge
of the sofa, Mini had been imagining nothing. She just sat there, numbed by that overwhelming impression, while
somewhere inside her tired brain, unwillingly, the conviction had formed that invisible Mika-Lé, the one usually
utterly devoid of any importance, was the occult nucleus of this tragedy.
*
Then she rose reluctantly arid looked outside, pushing aside a bit the heavy curtains of grenadine brocade.
Resigned to the fact of a wasted, annoying day, she made up her mind to explore the property. She walked about
everywhere; in the garden, the chicken coops, the cattle pen, the stables, without enjoying anything or meeting
anybody, much less Mika-Lé.
It was a charming estate.
The cows, kept in exemplary stalls, the horses in luxurious boxes, the chickens, in coops as clean as bird cages
and the flowers, seemingly artificial by their perfectly disciplined and tidy arrangement, had told Mini nothing
about the secret they might have known. Or maybe Mini, unaware of what was going on, due to some mysterious
harmonies, had only run across places as ignorant as herself, the way other times she’d discover things that could
provide guidance for her.
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She even went out through the gate to the fields.
Surprisingly, the gate stood wide open as well, and she set out walking along the alley lined with the gorgeous
poplars she had so often admired from a distance. Recently sprinkled, the alley, with its rigid profiles of equallysized poplars against the serene plain, was much less beautiful from close up.
Mini thought that all over this stone-still estate the only signs of disturbance were those wide-open gates
everywhere. She was about to make the banal comment that those open gates showed that a new guest had called
… trouble.
But she had replaced this thought with another, as banal as the former, yet, more precise: trouble will live at
peace with people until one day it won’t have peace any longer, and will burst out. At that moment it will start a
riot inside until it cannot be contained and will slam the gates open for everybody to see and hear it, to mingle and
get entangled with the rancor and the malice of people.
Gates might also open for poor innocent people like Mini so that they, too, should worry for nothing.
Her head somewhat relieved from her headache, Mini decided that whenever exposed, trouble always got a
still uglier face under the cross-eyed look of people.
But where had the trouble come from?
Who might have been the one to blame?
Her friend Nory would have found the guilty one: a man. The man who had passed that way. Mini, too,
believed that in all of life’s dramas there was a man, the man who’d passed that way. Man and human seemed the
same to her. With Biblical simplicity, she admitted the primeval principle was the male, or should have been, or
had initially been the main instrument of life; consequently of both good and evil. That was why whenever she
came across good and evil, she believed “He” was to blame. He, the Great One!
Nory the feminist used to grow mad. There was permanent discord between them concerning this topic. Nory
was perfectly willing to admit that the man was always to blame, but she could not accept that he was “The Great
One.” Not that!
Now Mini was smiling, her eyes wandering. Wandering both in space and time. A space and a time close by, as
you could feel that her smile might soon reach its target; it wasn’t a smile for long distances. She also smiled
within herself, in the places of her soul where she kept her beliefs.
The two smiles overlapped pleasantly. To Mini, the two dwelling places of every being, the brick-walled house
and the house of feeling, seemed equally concrete.
Yet, today, just where was that guilty man? It rather seemed that a woman had passed that way; that little girl,
Mika-Lé.
Or maybe Mini herself was to blame.
Mini, who, instead of feeding on her own inner thoughts as usual, the thoughts that gave her strength, was now
looking at so-called inanimate objects, sounding each of them out with the hammering of her questioning, asking
them to release the little life they possessed from the links of inertia, that unique live atom around which they had
solidified. She was asking them to struggle in their slumber, in their unconscious death, and tell her the secrets
they knew.
But she was unable to resurrect them. She didn’t have enough strength. She kept standing there, vapid and dull,
and her only friend on that day, the passing time, wasn’t giving her any hope of departure, as the blessed end of
that corvée was nowhere in sight.
*
At five, she found everybody in the hall, and an iced chocolate with tender lady-fingers waiting for her. Nory
and Elena, who had had enough time for all possible confidences, were now silent. They were sitting side by side
as if supporting one another, with their shoulders propped against each other and by the closeness of their serious
and sad heads, leaning against the sash of the window and facing the room.
At the head of the large table, Lina kept anxiously bending over Lenora, who was trying to control her nervousness, but who seemed to be waiting for any trifle to start fretting again freely and desperately. She wasn’t
crying or whimpering, but Mini could clearly hear how she was screaming and tearing her hair out.
She remembered the law of physics she thought she herself had discovered: that a sound which hadn’t come in
touch with air so that it could become sonorous, locked up there in the sensorial universe of the body, is more
noisy than the one perceptible to hearing and can be transmitted to other sensorial receptors, to other ears of
sensibility.
The limpid voice of the bronze tongue striking another quarter, honest, clear, temperate, satisfied Mini, while
the stridence of that despair, unjustly labeled as mute, was jarring her inner hearing; the majestic silence of the
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bronze chords in the large ebony piano was decent as well. On that day everything was tactfully and very
intelligently participating in the tormented circumstances of the people.
The picture of the interior was highly expressive. The onlooker understood at once that all those characters
were expecting something or someone to un-snap that photograph. Two pairs of eyes staring with anxious
steadiness at the window exposed this expectation: Lenora’s and Mini’s.
The other three, Lina’s, Elena’s and Nory’s, although turned towards the interior of the room, had their inner
eyes turned in the same direction.
Yet, the powerful call of all these wills to the big gate, to the road upon which someone, a liberator, was to
come, that call seemed unable to hurry by any means the arrival of the redeemer, and Mini was peevishly telling
herself that Hallipa was a man capable of not giving the whip to the horses more than usual even in such extreme
circumstances, and of keeping up his moderation which left him an equal in the midst of all the surrounding
inequalities.
*
Mini took hold of the small, white porcelain vessel in which there were a few roses. All through that day she’d
been annoyed by something dry and hot, something that didn’t originate from that August day which had been
pleasant both in the sun and in the shade, but from the burning in the souls around her, and from the harshness of
unknown facts.
Mini felt like turning to Lina’s unbearable Rim, and she yearned to explain things to him; but the victim wasn’t
there at hand. There was no one to whom she could brilliantly demonstrate the changes between facts and ideas,
by unknown means, of course, but whose evidence was familiar to Mini, the way so many natural phenomena are
familiar to us before the laws governing them are proven.
On that day, this dryness of the souls was a something material that contaminated the atmosphere all around.
Mini had been unconsciously searching for a defense against this dryness all day, she’d constantly felt the need to
touch smooth and cool objects, porcelain and crystal.
While having her meal she’d been unhappy with the heat of the dishes and their steaming. She hadn’t been
hungry, as though she had been afraid even of food combustion. She had gazed at the cold vapor rising from the
cool glasses in order to cool her eyes down and had, as much as was permissible, put her hands on the glaze of the
plates. In the dining room she had chosen to look at the polished panes on the walls, which was strong evidence in
favor of the tactile function of sight.
“I see” meant, of course, “I can feel with my eyes,” but it usually forms itself into a special sense that loses the
meaning of touch.
On that day Mini didn’t see, but was feeling everything with her eyes, in order to keep clear of, or draw close
to things and people according to her own needs. In the hall, aside from her sympathy for the timepiece and the
piano, she had enjoyed leaning against the oil-painted white walls. Window panes gave her satisfaction. In exchange, any piece of cloth, any sculpture, anything woven from multicolored threads or brought out in bold relief,
any complication, but especially the multiple forms of living beings along with their disturbing contents, displeased her.
Mini had experienced all those material needs of impressions without being aware of them until they had taken
up a much too obvious shape: when at lunch she had greedily laid her hands on her glass, which had just been
filled with a refreshing drink, and this spontaneous and unscrupulous gesture had attracted Nory’s ironic glance
which asked her:
“What are you doing?”
Mini, too, had asked herself “What am I doing?” and understood at once that process of emanations and dissolutions of the soul into the body, as well as the effluvia from the inside of life to the outside, still imponderable,
but which will, some day, form a new chemistry in the inseparable senses of the spiritual body and the fleshly one.
She had asked herself, “What am I doing?” and had answered,
“My body has become calloused by the burning of the spiritual events here that dry the place up, and I’m trying to cool my soul through my hands by applying them to the merciful smoothness of the objects around me.”
Mini was firmly convinced that the immense effervescence of life was lavishly spreading its substance all
around her and was blending with the relative inertia of the surrounding objects. The peaceful mansion with its
apparently steady dimensions and proportions was, on that day, experiencing, within its yet sensitive body, the
drama of life along with the living beings it contained.
With all these unpredictable concerns, that day in the countryside was passing both faster and slower that in
other, more common, circumstances because the impressions, elastic as they were, extended from the .immediate
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facts and things, far beyond and behind them.
3
Mini was the first to give a start, the first to see!
Hallipa’s elegant dog cart had entered at such speed that now it had already stopped right in front of the door
of the porch. Because of her impatience, and thinking that his arrival would allow them to leave, Mini stood up
and, in order to give a certain meaning to her motion, approached the window:
Hallipa was looking at the sweat-covered horses. So he had indeed pulled harder at those reins that day. He
handed them to a boy who was hanging stupidly on the narrow little bench behind. The master carefully but
quickly examined the horses’ legs. Mini, too, admired the fme legs of the two sorrel horses, their delicate joints
which hadn’t broken when the sudden command had stopped them, and that huge force contained in those fragile
lathes which had so noisily made the inert pavement shake. The veins on those legs still seemed painfully tense
under the silky skin covered with tan-colored hair.
Hallipa had climbed the stairs, his head still turned to the dog cart, which the young lad was slowly and
clumsily trying to set in motion.
Mini made the detective-like observation that there had been no lad hanging at the back of the dog cart before.
But that day Hallipa had probably made a long stop in some place where there was no one to look after the horses.
But where?
The frowning eyes of the landowner, who had stopped for a moment on the terrace, caressing his short beard,
showed discontent. So he, too, was in harmony with the rest of the domain, out of his usually perfect moderation.
An unusual agitation had obviously made him drive the horses too hard, while he had tyrannically ordered the
sorrels to stop as usual, sharp on the middle stripe of the landing.
Hallipa, after shaking his boots on the threshold, entered casting a worried glance at the people in the room.
Mini remained by the window. The landlord stopped next to Elena and said to her,
“It’s been settled. The way you wanted it,” as if expecting a regret to be voiced or a confmnation.
“Very well!” Elena answered, with cool, total determination. Her father looked at her for a moment in surprise.
Although he had an identical character, such an abrupt, simple determination in a girl, obviously concerning
important matters, seemed to amaze him.
Then he greeted his guests and quickly went to Lenora. He took her hands, but she pulled them free with a
jerk, started crying, and then finally embraced him amidst huge sobs, but as soon as he hugged her, she pushed
him away and fainted again, causing a little panic.
Mini came close to her and, by the tips of her lips and the tips of her fmgers, gave her a little support which
was expected. She took advantage and asked Lina at the most inappropriate moment,
“Aren’t we fmally going to leave?” with reprehension in her voice.
“Oh, yes … we are …,” poor Lina answered passing by, seemingly worried for Mini now as well, since she’d
forgotten about her. Lenora had come too, and began scolding Hallipa in a plaintive undertone for being late.
“She should leave! I want her to leave! She mustn’t stay for one minute longer!” Lenora kept repeating
obsessively. Mini heard whispers about horses and a coach.
“No matter how! Not a minute longer!”
Yet, their hosts were not speaking about their departure. And since Lenora was about to faint again, Hallipa,
frightened as he was, tried to leave and give orders. But he couldn’t leave Lenora, who would grip him by the arm
whenever he tried to go, only to reject him again.
The noble voice of pure bronze struck eight full superb notes. With a recommendation to Lina, a beseeching
look to Elena, who had again retired with Nory to the same corner—as if into their own citadel, a citadel of pain
and of the right to respect pain—Hallipa fmally managed to tear himself away and leave. The bell was heard
ringing loudly; there were the steps of servants, orders.
Walking slowly and with a dark expression on her regular and serene face, Elena, too, made for the mysterious
apartments of the house. A few sharp syllables reached the hall. Lenora had a twitch of her muscles, then again
fell powerless. She looked so queer with that endless succession of fainting which seemed to scare Lina so much.
Lina prepared an injection for Lenora, while she kept monitoring her pulse. Mini came to give her a hand.
“What’s going on?” she asked Lina.
“Something horrible! … With that little bitch … She almost killed my cousin … That little monster!”
And with this compliment, she thrust the needle into Lenora’s arm, which now—so curious to watch—was soft
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in a different way, unlike the tender flesh of a woman; it was a languor of the same flesh in which you could
perceive the absence of conscious life subsequent to the tension of the previous moment.
Mini, who had never fainted, was amazed by this phenomenon she took so much interest in. Lina could
skillfully resuscitate a patient in a minute, but she gave you foolish answers when you asked her about causes. She
certainly was nothing but a practitioner. Doctor Rim didn’t give you satisfactory answers either, although he was a
theoretician.
“A nervous breakdown,” Lina explained. “But I’m worried about her heart. Lenora has had a heart disease for
a long time, and I kept warning her in vain.”
She was interrupted by an entreating, reproachful look. Lenora had opened her eyes.
“It has been done!” Elena said calmly, walking in—yet, her voice sounded more vibrant than usual. And as the
news seemed to quieten her mother, the girl went to Nory again and began talking to her in a more lively manner,
but quietly.
Lina’s words had said nothing new to Mini. Yes! The guilty party was indeed Mika-Lé. She had known it! But
how? There were two victims there—Lenora and Elena—but their pains were different, they were not one and the
same. So now what?
Mini looked at Lenora again. After the first moment of satisfaction, she got upset again. Something gray had
spread over her face, as if a sieve had sifted ashes under her skin. She got up onto the sofa, leaning on her own
arm so heavily, with the entire weight of her powerless body, that you had the impression you could hear her arm
cracking. There was a detennination in her not to faint again, and yet, there was also some agitation which could
easily make her lose consciousness once more. Her rigid face, under her dyed-blonde hair which still held its
curls, expressed troubles and worries that she could not reveal to anyone. Therefore it seemed even more
impressive. Her impatience was yet greater, brought along by the yearning to grasp what was going on along
those corridors, and it drove her to such extreme states of mind. There was a regular twitching in her entire body
which she was desperately trying to control.
How wonderful that substance in the flesh and blood which was now so obviously marring the color of
Lenora’s face! What was that turbid, stained skin on that same rosy-white face? What was going on in that live
plasma, what was going on physically? Something that was born, however, of the non-material commandments of
feud, hatred and rebellion, and that something managed to transform a human being to such an extent. Mini kept
staring at Lenora’s altered face, neck, chest and arms.
Lina had whispered a few words to Mini regarding grief, misery, and sinfulness. These were processes of the
spirit which she believed non-material, but look! All these sentiments acted precisely, simultaneously upon the
material level.
Lenora seemed to be trying to conceal this alteration from everybody, even from Lina. She was waiting in pain,
with the eyes of a gangster surrounded by foes under her livid eyelids. What was she waiting for? The departure
of Mika-é? Or what? What bleak things were seething over there inside that blonde woman, making cinders and
ashes in her white flesh? Sin! But what could it be?
Mini was curious to find out, but she was still more curious to observe the inseparable processes of physical
and moral pain. She remembered Doctor Rim. She was going to tell him her new observations with the habitual
protocol: aggressive zest on her side, Sphinx-like silence—either because of contempt or of ignorance—on the
other. By mere coincidence, Lina, who had forgotten about her husband, exclaimed,
“I wonder what Rim might say about it! We shall arrive before he’s back from his evening walk. If only he
hadn’t taken the key …”
Mini didn’t even take notice of this observation. It was such a simple fact that her thoughts about Rim had
been transmitted to Lina as if she had handed an object over to her. Yet, Lina’s directly mentioning their departure
pleased her. Elena expressed her regret that they couldn’t stay overnight and that everything had been such a
mess.
Just then, voices were heard in the next room. Lenora jumped to her feet and violently shouted,
“Elena!”
The girl left the room nevertheless, with a defiant motion.
“It’s nothing!” she said when she came back, but Lenora didn’t seem satisfied. She remained there standing.
Her movements and her bulk made her look like some big statue, with that evil face that altered her beyond
recognition.
Her puppet-like figure, round, white, pink, made-up and smiling, had never had such an expression all her life.
Feelings familiar to us work gradually and slowly transform the expression of the face, but their instant
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eruption digs, cuts and suddenly alters it at once by a brutal drawing.
Finally Hallipa returned. Mini had in mind “finally,” referring to their departure, but she also thought of the
end so tensely awaited by Lenora. However, the woman didn’t grant her husband the gestures that used to bend
her on to his shoulder like some amorous plant. She stared at him fixedly.
“I gave directions to the driver,” he said, “and there were other things that had to be done.”
Naturally, they couldn’t have a comfortable talk in front of their guests, but this coercion may have been
convenient to both of them.
Once you’ve released evil, it will keep pouring forth endlessly. The daily conventional small talk did have a
mission of its own, and the mysterious departure of that little wretch may have lost some of its ugliness due to the
witnesses. Thus quite a host of bitter words remained unuttered. Was their absence a good thing or a bad thing?
They existed! This was the main thing. It was the stuff of shame and pain which made up the day’s wretchedness
that the scabs on the words had come from. Yet, maybe it would be better when they burst out. Lenora was full of
their pus. Or maybe they were being reabsorbed and their absence was welcome!
Mini suddenly put on a delicious smile. That smile, along with the low porcelain vessel full of fresh roses, was
the only bright spot in the hall. So much so that when Nory’s casual look met that unexpected light, her thin
eyebrows arched in amazement. Mini had descended within herself.
Amused by some pleasant thought, Mini was not thinking of Doctor Rim, and that she had to call him to
account for things he was unable to account for. She wasn’t going to ask him how, from the mute waves of
feelings, could a corresponding sound take shape, and how could people plant the conventional signs of various
words upon the countless values of formless sounds.
She wasn’t going to ask him what differences might change those corresponding signals of words into the
numerous national languages!
Whether there was a primitive octave by means of which the essential feelings of primitive people could be
expressed. She wondered when the musical instrument we carry is going to have a similarly well-known keyboard
as that of the piano in the hall which, whenever you lifted the lid, exposed its anatomy of steel fibers and veins.
What vocal chords are set into motion by certain feelings? But, especially, when could Mini contemplate the
complete structure of the sensitive body on those wonderful sounding boards? Would she ever be able to see the
chords and the keys of the spiritual substance that at present were so impalpable?
Could Doctor Rim know the answers to those questions? If so, he could prove to be a valuable preventative
spiritual hygiene that might spare our flesh so many miseries in which feelings infiltrated their evil! Could doctor
Rim know how troubles generated words … and that there weren’t enough words … that so many sensations had
not yet coagulated their sounds!
On hearing such a heresy from Mini, namely that there weren’t enough words in the world, Doctor Rim would
have raised two long, desperate arms to a heaven which, nevertheless, had already been hit by enough grave
heresies.
However, amused by her refuge in the waves of her smile, Mini was not recalling the comical image of Rim
and his two bony, skeleton-like arms, which seemed to penetrate through the ceiling. So much did they seem to
penetrate through the ceiling that Mini would have liked to be at the same time on the sidewalk in front of the
house to watch those claws emerge through the red tiles of the roof. Yet, at that moment Mini had taken refuge in
her inner world and when, still languid from its tenderness, she detached herself, the place and the people in it
caught her again in the whirl of the drama she had found herself trapped in on that day.
Yes, some words will do good. They are as many cleansing outbursts that clean away bitterness. Gentle nettle
rashes on the body of a healthy love.
But this looked like an evil boil. Lenora still had that strange expression of anxiety. Doru Hallipa had sat down
by her on the sofa and was talking to her, holding her by the hand. Lina kept walking in and out as if at home,
much to Mini’s satisfaction, who felt that their departure was drawing near. Lenora gradually began regaining her
colors: the white, pink and blue started emerging from underneath the ash-like waters that had altered them. The
spouses stood up from the sofa and came to the big table. Lenora was leaning on Hallipa’s arm, but in a manner
that lacked the usual self-abandonment, the complete reliance. Hallipa kept looking at Elena affectionately. She
was pale and calm, with a tiny obstinate line between her beautifully-drawn eyebrows.
“Are you all right, Elena?” Lenora asked with a drawl in her voice, rather like a matter of duty than out of
maternal care.
“Yes, Lenora, thank you, I’m all right. It’s you we were worrying about!” the girl replied. Indeed, their sorrow,
which seemed to have the same cause, was of a completely different sort.
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The hosts were now trying to take up the due conversation with Mini and Nory. They talked about the drought
and the horses. But assessing things as more quiet than they really were, Hallipa told them he had harnessed the
mean horses to their coach just to scare Nory, who protested desperately. In order to strengthen his teasing, he added that the lazy ones they used to employ at night had left with Mika-Lé—who would have liked to say good
evening, but wouldn’t upset her sick mother.
4
Diplomacy had been pushed too far. Hearing that calamitous name mentioned, Lenora tore the lace of her
housecoat. The silence was deafening again.
This was another of Mini’s faces whenever thoughts hard to utter started hammering time and space in the
absence of words. Fortunately, Lina walked in holding her straw hat and her large bag.
“Her midwife’s bag,” Nory used to joke—although it was made of fine chamois, with a silver zipper and an
imposing monogram.
“A luxury midwife!” the girl would say, laughing at her with some justification, as Lina had the mania never
to part with the medical trousse in her handbag by any means, not even when she went to a concert.
“Aren’t you ready yet? The coach is pulled up!”
There was a hasty general movement of relief … brief leave-takings. Lenora was leaning on the door and her
puppet-like face looked terribly distorted in the weak light of dusk. Hallipa was helping them onto the coach. The
evening air seemed delicious to Mini.
“The big dumb horses,” Nory declared with satisfaction, “with their heads drooping under the loose reins held
by an old man.”
“Where are the sorrels?” Lenora asked nervously.
“In the stables, madam!” the old coachman replied.
“The gig left with the colts” Hallipa said hastily, in order to reassure her.
*
The coach set off heavily, although otherwise it was comfortable and on good springs. Elena was waving good
bye to Nory from the white alley.
Hallipa was pulling down the shutters of the terrace for the night.
Lenora had disappeared into her white, pink and mauve alcove, full of lace and ribbons, with angels on the
ceiling and roses on the walls.
*
Mini nestled into her cozy comer, in expectation of a pleasantly swinging ride. She was shaken by the halt at
the gate. It was closed now. A tiny old woman ran up from somewhere, from some invisible mole hill, to open it.
The moon was creating fairy tales and shadows, but Mini had still not detached herself from events and places.
“Did you see what your jewel has done?” Lina asked the old woman.
The hag crossed herself so as to please everyone. But then she added, “That little turd!”—and she shook her
head, which, once started, could not be stopped.
That suggestive word made Mini turn up her nose, but the air was lovely and scented by the jasmine hiding its
blooms somewhere in the bushes by the gate.
“This is Mika-Lé’s nurse!” Lina said. The old man on the driving box made a half-turn on his sagging loins, as
if they had called him.
Taking up a regular, smooth pace, the coach reached the high road.
*
After a long silence, as if woken from sleep, Mini stretched out her body to remove numbness, and sighed.
Indeed, after that exhausting day, the three of them felt pleasantly enveloped by the cool shade of the evening, and
the smooth gliding of the coach had brought them to a delightful and restful state. Relieved from under the evil
charm of the day’s events, Mini was now watching languidly, through half-closed eyes, the stars that looked like a
silvery blizzard up there in the moonlight.
The moonlight was pale that evening, a delicate, hazy light. From the high regions powdered by this light, sort
of sandy-looking like a sparkling beach, the atmosphere gradually turned blue, until that blue deepened into
profound, warm shades indicating the horizon. It was a magical night.
The whole world looked like a fairy scene on the night when Mika-Lé, like some malicious elf of the bizarre
shadows in the fairy tales, had set out into the wide world.
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Mini couldn’t hear the rattle of their own coach, but she had the impression that, somewhere ahead, she could
perceive the diabolic equipage of the girl: Mika-Lé in the ancient basket of the country-like dogcart drawn by the
tiny colts carrying their light load in a hurry, that midget of a girl, with her schoolgirl’s suitcase holding, of
course, the two dresses Mini had twice seen her in, and the two albums of sketches the girl had shown her.
Those strange schemata: birds, insects, arabesques, dark figures against shabby backgrounds, some watercolored blue sky, as childish as “photos,” or against water surfaces with small waves drawn as curly commas,
moired\fn{Made to appear as a watery effect} by a lithographic green. A mixture of school-like banality and eccentriccity that gave those sketches a disconcerting combination of poverty and artifice.
”I can’t hear the dogcart!” the old man on the box grumbled. “I wouldn’t be shocked if it had turned hell
knows where!”
*
At that point Lina began revealing “the mysteries of the Castle,” as Nory used to call it.
“She might have gone straight to the palace, that little scatter-brain!” said Lina.
“She certainly may go and stay there! Elena decidedly doesn’t want to hear of the prince any more. That girl
does have some character, she does!” Nory retorted. Then she added for Mini, who didn’t understand what palaces
they were talking about, even though the moonlit night seemed suited for any fairy tale,
“Do you know what this was all about? Elena was engaged to the prince, as they nicknamed him. To Signor
Maxentiu of Plaiesele. I’m going to show you the would-be palace when we pass by. You can see it from the high
road. She was very keen on this match. As much as she can be keen on anything. Why? It was a mystery to me!
Can you remember him?”
Mini lazily began to search her memory and hit across a former dining guest of the Hallipas.
“All women are stupid!” Nory stated. “What could this perfect girl have found in that senseless man? He is a
commonplace dummy! Neither ugly, nor handsome. Neither stupid, nor clever … neither alive, nor dead … he has
no profession and no revenues. He is well-bred, has an Italian name, an English conduct and bearing, they call
him Prince and he lives in a ruined palace, full of rats and owls, surrounded by a wasted garden and an uncultivated estate.”
“Who could have imagined it! Hear what that mosquito could do!” Lina cut in.
“After all, the prince acted like an honest boy! He came of his own to tell them that the little insect was
heaping upon him amorous proposals and threats through letters—and he asked the family to intervene, so that
everything be settled in the best way, as he had the finest feelings for Elena.”
“You think this was correct!” Nory objected. “It might have been! But Elena is unflinching; she doesn’t
hesitate a bit. She seems to have considered everything and, in spite of all his lordly ‘feelings’ and ‘correctness,’
the prince has been dethroned. Elena will curtly reject any demonstration you might offer about his innocence and
all my considerations regarding ‘the misery of all male beings’ bump into an indifference worse than any
argument. Her rejection is a formula carved in marble, which you can’t scratch off, much less wipe off.
“Hail to such a girl! She broke off the engagement with as stubborn a detachment as her former determination
to marry him,” Nory explained, now out to make her usual feminist statements.
“Poor Hallipa opposed it, but only as much as you can oppose a wise and beloved child such as Elena,” Lina
grumbled. “When he saw that her choice was based on real determination, he had only one thing in mind: that
everything be carried out as cleanly and decorously as possible, for ‘his daughter.’ Yet, he’d still prefer everything
to be settled.”
“Oh! He may be thinking that Elena suffers, even if she doesn’t acknowledge it!” Nory rushed in.
“No! As to suffering, she does suffer in her own way, but … My poor Lenora!” Lina sighed asthmatically from
under her veil. Indeed, Lenora …
“Especially Lenora!” Mini said, feebly.
“Everything had to pile up today: the ultimatum to the prince, the exodus of that grasshopper and Lenora’s
hysterics,” Nory observed.
“I do not understand Elena, but I have so much confidence in her that I think she is right. Otherwise nobody
can blind me. If it weren’t for her, I would rebel against such an insipid taste and against the importance granted
to an imprudent man and to a little frog.
“If Elena finds the Prince convenient, with his supremely distinguished manliness in the manner of Cesare
Borgia,\fn{1475/76-1507, the illegitimate son of Pope Alexander VI (bishop of Rome 1492-1503): Bishop of Pamplona (at the age of
15); Cardinal of Valencia (at the age of 18); according to several contemporary sources the murderer of his brother Giovanni (at the age of
22); Duke of Valentinois (at the age of 23); Duke of Romagna (at the age of 26); murderer of Astorre III Manfredi (1485-1502), Lord of
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Faenza (while the seventeen-year-old was residing in the papal residence, the Castel Sant’Angelo), at the age of 27; murdered in 1507 by a
spear thrust, then “then stripped of all his luxurious garments, valuables and a leather mask covering half his face (disfigured possibly by
syphilis during his late years) [and] left lying naked, with just a red tile covering his genitals” (at the age of 32): H,W } his aristocratic-

ally idle hands, the ruin of the castle and the forsaken estate, if she has the unhealthy inclination to unite her being
and her fortune, both of them wholesome and solid, with this non-entity of a Maxentiu—she can do it, overlooking small aberrations such as the one that has just occurred. Let her pay for her poisonous romance with the Florentine Signore, if some broken chord in her otherwise solid instrument asks for such music—she could ‘plant’ him
later. But let her not attribute precepts of honor to him, or charge him with problems of scruples he is incapa-ble
of, as a degenerate Prince, an imbecile and … especially as a man,” Nory concluded rhetorically, as if in court,
Mini was upset in her repose by a few wonderful phrases Nory had produced unawares, “A broken chord in her
solid instrument.”
*
At times, the spiritual body certainly shows some partial disorders of health; curable, repairable just because
they involve a single spot in a healthy entity. Accidents of a sensitive and normal organism, such as that of Elena
Hallipa.
Other spiritual organisms, as well as physical bodies, present anemia, rickets, general degenerations, and some,
like Lenora’s, sudden lesions. Lying in the moonlight, Mini’s thoughts tried to rise and give Nory her approval,
but they were too sleepy to do so.
The words, the facts, the people recalled in this way were passing before Mini like a slightly blurred film.
*
With a moment’s stop, the coach turned right to follow the road. Nory’s feminist gusto was interrupted. Silence
set in again and the three of them turned their attention to the road as if looking at an invisible compass, seeking
the needle to guide their journey.
“We have reached the Mogosoaia Road,” the old man said.
Now the moon was still higher up and, in the ecstasy of her own light, she wouldn’t project her former neat
contour; like that of the sun, her shape was sort of sinking in her own orbit, and the canopy of the sky still looked
like a silvery, lusty melee over the starry sands.
Random chat started again at this point.
*
“What kind of life might be in store for Elena after such a disappointment! I told her to come and stay with me.
By nature, she’s a woman of action. I don’t even have to persuade her. My work is sure to interest her. She’ll find
in it revenge against the wicked man that passed by, for the Signiorial loss of the Florentine perjurer who offended her—if she thinks he did.”
“Oh! … Oh! …” Mini murmured, protestmg sleepily.
“Oh! … Oh! … You said the ‘man.’ So you agree that even that weakling, Elena’s bridegroom, is ‘the Man.’ I
can see they have converted you to the Bible.”
“On the bridge!” the old man mumbled, and Nory’s violent response was lost. There was a slight roar, and
small symmetrical phantoms passed by at a distance in the luminous haze of the night.
“The ten o’clock train,” Lina said. “It’s late! And we still have a stretch … Elena doesn’t really matter.” She
gave a dense cough, collecting her traveling gown around her body.
“She’ll be all right, she’s strong and young! But what shall I do with Lenora? It’s there I’ll have it hard! It’s
with her I expect more trouble!”
“Yes! With Lenora!” Mini repeated in her mind.
“Have you heard what show that grasshopper put up?
“Listen to this, Mini! They were trying to drive her out of the hypnosis they thought she was wrapped up in.
When they told her she’d have to leave for Sibiu and stay in a correctional boarding school, where, in fact, she
was going to learn practical decorative arts, she fled to Maxentiu for a day and a night, leaving behind a note for
her parents. Mini, can you hear me?
Madam and Mister,
I do not acknowledge your right to dispose over me.
I am the only one to know what I deserve! In order to prove it, I am leaving, so as to put the impossible between
your projects and mine.

“Incredible! What do you say to this? Unbelievable! What a style and what intentions!
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“Admirable! For a girl who’s never been taught anything. Your godchild has aptitudes, for evil, but she does
have them!
“This note is superb. A real model of letter-writing for the rights of virgins. She’s been to the nuns.” And Nory
gave a laugh; she was an enemy of religious institutions.
“Grasshopper,” Mini thought, “they call her a grasshopper. Like all insects, she chooses by the finality of her
instincts!”
*
But she didn’t utter these words; she couldn’t articulate sonorously in that silent night. There were more gestures and colors than ideas crossing her mind.
Night operates differently upon perceptions as related to daytime. Especially this night—fine, immaterial,
neither luminous nor obscure. Thoughts which at other times would have been precise were now getting blurred.
Yet, it was not some state of exhaustion demanding rest; it was just a state of bliss which repelled the effort of
thinking as too rough.
The strong impressions she’d have had on hearing those facts got diluted. Like in a steam-covered looking
glass, the image of Mika-Lé passed in front of her eyes the way she had seen her last time at a meal: with her head
of a black mosquito, her immobile eyes, those two ovals of yellow liquid, her skinny body like that of a rickety
child in a dress of green éponge—she was indeed reminiscent of a grasshopper.
She was sitting there amongst the others, completely unnoticed. That was exactly what made Mini think it
proper to talk to her kindly. The girl had a monotonous voice that drawled the syllables, separating them like children who try to syllabylize. Nobody minded her and she seemed to do nothing to attract attention. She answered
Mini’s questions reluctantly. However, she looked too devoid of any attitude to be sincere. But Mini hadn’t
realized it at that time.
So, behind that pretended modesty, Mika-Lé was brooding over extravagant exploits. Rather forsaken, she let
her hatred and disproportionate ambitions ferment within her.
There was something exotic in her looks in discordance with the environment, but also something vulgar, but
Mini couldn’t have told what. Her voice was vulgar, effaced, dull. She had broad teeth on broad jaws … a complete lack of mobility, square, wooden shoulders.
Something rudimentary. The aspect of a wooden country puppet, but, of course, coming from another country.
From Egypt, maybe … a fellaheen puppet. And, especially, there was no resemblance between her and her parents
or sisters.
She had met another girl that spring … older or just taller than Mika-Lé, a beautiful, rosy little girl, with her
black school ribbon in the curls of her blonde hair. A Nurenberg puppet, like Lenora herself.
“There seems to be one more sister, is there?” Mini asked in a whisper.
“Yes, Aimée, her mother’s pet. She’s in Dresden, and there also are two boys in a boarding house. In fact, they
came later, after this weed,” Lina explained.
“A small, poisonous weed!”
*
All these discussions that would have passionately interested Mini in broad daylight, were now just melting
away.
The prince had been present at that luncheon as well.
A man of average height, thin, pale, with washed out, large, green eyes and a very well kempt, small blonde
beard in the manner of Henry IV. A man with a beard did not exist for Mini, unless he was her host, like the
landowner Hallipa. She had remarked the hands and the feet of the prince, although she wasn’t in the habit of
taking notice of either hands or feet. They were so narrow and long as if they had fewer fingers and toes than
normal.
The man was dressed with exaggerated care in clothes fit for “morning at the castle” and was very silent,
which, to Mini, seemed to show a certain poverty of the spirit. He was not a prince and was Romanian, but this
was no impediment for him to be a Florentine, so much the less to resemble Cesare Borgia. The men of the past
have nothing extraordinary about them, except for the prestige granted by distance.
*
“She has no heart!” Lina said, referring to Mika-Lé. Yes, Mika-Lé had no heart!
“‘That lizard beat me, Godmother,’ is what that alien used to tell me about her mother!”
“The alien?” Mini asked, flabbergast. “An evil weed! She had better have wrung her neck at that time. As
Lenora would have liked to, in fact. Now she’s killing her mother.”
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“But the real masterpiece … listen, Mini! Indeed, if the victim weren’t my dear Elena, I’d be interested in such
a sample of an evil wench. The real masterpiece … can you hear me, Mini?”
In all that silence, Nory’s free-rising voice wasn’t disturbing Mini at all. It was penetrating and softening
through that nocturnal haze like a sonorous note under the pedal.
“Yes!” she said, as if from another realm, “I can!”
“The real masterpiece occurred when Elena said that she would give up her engagement, and thought it fit that
Mika-Lé should replace her. It was indeed the only decent solution for the Hallipa kin. Hallipa objected, hoping
there was still a chance for reconciliation, but Mika-Lé cut the argument short. With that cricket’s voice, she said
she had other plans for the future,\fn{Italics in the text} and that she didn’t mean to let herself be pushed around by
anybody! Colossal, isn’t it? Quite a study!”
“Lina, you just said that she’d invented behaving affectionately to her father. She is amusing, Mini! Imagine
that! To avoid going to Sibiu, she suddenly changed her tactics. She started begging Hallipa, whispering to him,
luring him. After a few dubious scenes, Hallipa was convinced that she would cause a scandal in Sibiu, bringing
shame upon the family. And since Lenora kept screaming that she must leave by all means, they let her go out into
the wide world.”
Mini listened more carefully to the last words.
“You can imagine poor Lenora’s agony. She, the one used to having everything her own way. How could such
an idea cross her mind? To embarrass Doru! Exactly him, who couldn’t stand her at all because she was sickly.
“‘I cannot really brag of that little monster, your godchild!’ he used to tell me.”
“He’s got quite a mania for health! An old-fashioned man!” Nory said, jokingly. “His oxen, his horses and his
women should be of good breed and be well-formed!
“Once at a dinner—Elena told me—Mika-Lé jumped all of a sudden to Hallipa’s knees, hugging him and
claiming her rights to fatherly love.
See the comedy in it! Hallipa feeling remorse for not having loved her much—to say the least—and Lenora!
With her savage jealousy, her spoiling, her life-long ascendancy … what a usurpation!”
“It’s a good thing that she didn’t die on the spot, my poor cousin!” Lina said, crossing herself.
“And who should do it?"
“Why who?” Mini asked, her curiosity roused. Nory explained,
“Don’t you know? Mika-Lé is a child of sin. A mistake of beautiful Lenora. Tell her, Lina! The offspring of the
Italian!”
“A curse from the beginning to the end! I’ve never had one quiet day with Lenora ever since. It was indeed the
devil’s feat! No one had thought of the consequences at that time. I am the one to blame. I should have got rid of
the baby at any price. She was afraid. Afraid that she would die. Of being separated from Dour. For fear Hallipa
might be surprised by something and become suspicious.”
Mini’s curiosity grew more vivid yet. This Lenora, so passionate in her wedded life that she disgusted Mini!
Like a photo becoming steamed, the so familiar physiognomy of Lenora was also now becoming lost from her
consciousness into that transparent night, without her being able to replace it.
“How was it possible?” Mini exclaimed.
“You can see that she loves Hallipa. Even too much! It was just an accident!” Lina hurried to say.
“See Paul Bourget!” Nory grinned.\fn{ Paul Charles Joseph Bourget (1852-1935), French novelist and critic; perhaps an
allusion to his novel Coeur de Femme (1891) or a gallery of various female “types” of characters (Pastels), which he brought out in
1890:W,H}

*
The coach had slowed down enough for them to notice it. They got scared. The old man had forgotten about
the horses and, turning completely, was listening. When he saw they had noticed it, he lashed the horses. The
three of them fell silent, naturally.
*
“The Drama of the Castle,” only vaguely outlined, was now preoccupying Mini with its mysteries: the illegitimate child, alien Mika-Lé, the Egyptian puppet, the daughter of an Italian, hanging on to her father’s neck, who
wasn’t her father. On to the neck of the man exclusively adored by Lenora. The insignificant sin rising against the
passionate mother, a bizarre example of moral adultery. A special circumstance in the world of the clandestine
feelings and instincts of life.
Mini, however, was now beginning to see and hear more clearly. She wondered why. It was only ten o’clock
PM. Maybe the moon had fulfilled her night-time mastery and life was now gradually moving towards the
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clearness of the solar day.
At that point Lenora’s amorous physiognomy took shape again and reached accuracy with all the savage
fretting of her flesh, tormented by its poisonous fluids.
Now the road was so smooth that the equal pace of the coach seemed a sort of floating. All around the
invisible, hazy landscape had changed. All those depths and reliefs of twilight had disappeared. There were no
more bushes, groves, lawns or tall grass, to populate the shadows with dark, blue shapes. A shallow, silvery water
surrounded them on all sides and they were gliding over it. It was the smooth stubble field which, in the diffuse
moonlight, seemed a calm lagoon, the mirror of a flood that had covered up the whole thin, transparent field. Mini
heard it.
“How it resembles water!” she thought.
This impression prevailed over the reality of lunar diffusion and completely misled the senses; a false perception which made Mini more convinced that it seemed more watery than water.
So, without knowing the secret, Mika-Lé had guessed it by instinct. She had grown up far from an indifferent
father, without pain or feeling, and now she’d sought in him a partisan, an ally alien to her, by means of simulation and seduction.
That was why, on that day, the atmosphere of that bourgeois place was so queer, why the gestures of those mediocre people were so embarrassed and mysterious. Immaterial things foretold aberrations in their commonplace,
routine existence. The most tumultuous laws of feelings were disturbing the steady setting of the family because a
man had once passed that way: the Italian.
Mini thought of that neither rustic nor modern cottage on the estate, with its solid, regular architecture, with its
wisely-managed and at the same time city-like conveniences; of its honest, symmetrical furniture, of the boudoir
full of lace and the ribbons in amorous and naïve colors: nothing there would fit such a tragedy.
She suddenly remembered the new, deserted vestibule in which she had walked during her lonely strolls; that
must have been the Shakespearian setting of the tragedy!
In the gradual shade of the naked, smooth, round columns, left in visible plaster stone, without the make up of
color or the artifice of marble, that Hallipa’s hieratic complexion, the tortured, Medusa-like head on Lenora’s
goddess-like body, the stylized figure of the Prince and that little Puck … the strange, malefic\fn{ Causer of destructtion} creature of Mika-Lé fitted perfectly.
In the light that gradually penetrated the lined-up rows of pillars, pale-gray with the subdued brilliance of sand,
the unfinished vestibule left in brickwork had the aspect of a stray fragment of an Egyptian temple, and so did the
darker gray towards the middle, and the vague shadows at the back of it extended it out of proportion towards imaginary aulae.
The same unpolished, sandy mosaic on the floor resembled a paved desert in which you could imagine your
steps melt down noiselessly. Then the chalky white of the walls up to mid-height, and, above, the foolish paintings: the Pompeian frames and the panels with nymphs and angels, the same nymphs that poorly resembled Lenora and the same plump angels. An absurd ceiling like a summer sky, with cotton-like balloons of white clouds
against a jarring blue, probably the work of the Italian, the man who had passed that way.
In that decor you could imagine them all playing an absurd pantomime, with broken gestures, while hiding at
the back of the stage was Ioghi, the octogenarian coach driver, the one now sitting on the box, and his hunchbacked witch of a wife, Mika-Lé’s nurse, holding a black goat by the ribbons.
*
Reality gave birth to such visions, and they overlapped it like another truth.
Mini remembered an afternoon when Hallipa, with his well-timed, considerate voice, had explained how his
wife had come to want the house enlarged because the children were growing and the noise annoyed her, and how
an architect, a friend of his, had given him the idea to use the terrace behind the house, by connecting it to one of
the back rooms. By consolidating it with concrete pillars, this vestibule would have provided another, a more
impressive entrance to the house, and the same architect had proposed to put over it a low story with dwelling
rooms.
Hallipa had adopted the plan and had grown passionately fond of it. The architect’s linear designs had flattered
his ambitions of a house-owner, and whenever you approached the house from the fields, from the high road to
Ploiesti, it showed an entirely restored, beautiful aspect.
He had eagerly started work at once. Within one summer, everything was almost ready. The decoration of the
vestibule, which his wife wanted done according to her taste, had slowed down the pace a little.
Yet half-way through the artistic work, for which specialists had been summoned, Lenora suffered both a
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nervous illness and a difficult pregnancy, which made it impossible to continue. Her exhaustion, which made her
suffer terribly, as well as the noise of the workers and the disorder bothered her so much that for years after he’d
been unable to persuade her to allow any builders of any sort into the house.
The unfmished vestibule had stayed unused and the rooms above it had remained unfurnished, serving only as
storage rooms for various tools of the estate.
“This is how the most practical man will create needs for himself that aren’t real!” Hallipa said. “There was
plenty of space for us to live in the old house.
“Only Mika-Lé, a contemporary to the new wing, has a bias for it. She used to play here when she was little,
and even now!” and Hallipa pointed at the white walls stained here and there with weird drawings in charcoal
with no perspective, lifeless, primitive and absurd drawings, representing various chimeras: people, devils, animals, flowers—made by Mika-Lé.
Consequently, the vestibule really was the forest of that little Puck, with hair like black amadou and golden
eyes, wan like coins without effigies, their shine washed out like steam …
Mini could recall that conversation.
*
“This is what happens when you patch up your house!” Lina said unexpectedly.
*
Mini looked at her in surprise and shrugged her shoulders. The image of Mika-Lé became ever clearer in her
mind. She was not beautiful, nor was she plain. She did not exist until something or someone brought her up in
front of your eyes, when her rather withered face with its shineless, dull skin compelled your attention by the
immobility of the eyes, behind which, however, there might have lurked something hidden—a secret thought, as
dull as the gold of her matted effigies and as treacherous as that gold.
Between eyelashes blinking in the uncertain light of scattered moonlight, these images were looming transfigured, and on the shine of the thin waters that flooded the chaotic space of that night, the Shakespearian tragedy
was now projecting Memphitic places.
Mini could see colossal statues many times larger than nature. Caryatids with Lenora’s dark face and supporting, on the crowns of their heads, stone slabs on which there rose the invisible huge building of a strange pain, or
bastard and terrifying apparitions in miniatures, the way in which Mika-Lé used to make her drawings, and resembling the distorted and malicious divinities of Egypt.
The domestic explanation supplied by Hallipa assumed a legendary form. The landowner, the house and the
kin, the alien Italian scrawler, all with their own ways of life and their laws, stood next to images of places, faces
and laws of foreign countries and ways of life belonging to centuries long ago.
Why?
Mini had no doubt there was a connection between them which she was unable to make out, but was able to
understand. She did not assume that some time in the past some fellah had bestowed upon an Italian wench the
germ Mika-Lé came from. She thought it more probable that from the world’s dough, at the time when the continents were divided into small, flat cakes in order to yeast their own bread according to trough and oven, there still
were left some traces of resemblance; this was why you came across European creatures you’d call exotic, there
were Blacks with white souls, continental people who proved aquatic and a fellah rudiment in the daughter of
Lenora from Mizil.
This was how places and times came in touch with each other.
“What might Rim be doing?” she asked.
At the same time sharp, tiny stars stung her hazy eyes. She awoke from her visions and was now taking interest
in nothing but the new sky looming on the horizon.
*
“It’s come in sight!” the old man said with a hoarse voice.
Indeed, there stood the living city! Thousands of small lights stabbed the darkness. Mini kept standing up, and
then sitting down again impatiently, disturbing the other two women who went on lying benumbed on the cushions of the coach. The thick mist from which those sparks had come out was the aity.
Mini was again in the grip of the same despair she had experienced at their departure: why had she been absent
for a whole day from the living city?
On the contrary, both the time and the space seemed longer because neither the people nor the circumstances
had distracted her from that harsh judgment she had been passing on people and places. During this ugly trip she
had strolled along the traces marked with the tiny millet grains of her constant concerns.
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About the day spent on the estate she held an impression of chaos, while the smooth drive in the large coach
over the waters of the moonlit night gave her an impression of sinking. On the one hand, the tumult of the events
back there in Prundeni had deafened the fine hearing capacity of her heart, that regular and tireless watch minutely processing everlasting time.
On the other hand, under the atmospheric waters, her hearing of life had been blurred and her pulse weakened.
She had the feeling that the town wasn’t the same any longer in the place she knew and that they weren’t going
to arrive any more. However, she was gradually awakening, and even though the town was nothing but an obscure
grove with yellowish butts, fumigating the horizon, it did keep growing, and the law of man and his settlement,
resumed their overwhelming importance.
Just before, nature had been ruling by the mere attitude of light. The moon had ruled and transformed the
whole expanse; now it was the buildings, beings and facts, from the smallest to the largest, that were taking the
upper hand.
The rights of nature lost importance whenever the small activities of everyday life showed up. The vicinity of
man alone could raise the earth to the aims of human life. A man, alone or in small company, freed from the
fences of urban enclosure would begin feeling his links with nature, became a part of it again, resume his
miniature dimensions as related to her; his contour became blurred, his soul anesthetized.
At such moments, he felt much smaller and at the same time much greater, and he reacted in nature as if back
to his matrix to germinate new powers in her nourishing and lethargic shelter:
On the contrary, whenever he was among many people, he lost almost all resemblance with nature. Although
towns are nothing but anthills, they possess a power of their own which fights and conquers all the laws of nature,
except for death; they take and change those laws to such an extent. In every man there lurks a counterbalance of
the whole of nature. Nature herself has planted in him so many wonderful elements that he can neutralize and
oppose her.
*
The vicinity of the living town had torn Mini away from the fairy tales of the stars. Wide-awake now, her mind
was hurrying towards it. In the last moonbeam, she thought she saw her tall house rising in the marketplace paved
with solitary stone slabs. However, the hypnosis of that night kept acting upon the material slumber of the town,
silent, bluish, translucent.
She gave a last thought to Prundeni. There were century-old fatalities in that bourgeois mansion of the
Hallipas: the deserted vestibule resembled a parody of a temple, and Mika-Lé a wooden puppet, like the ones
commonly found in the contents of poor sarcophagi. At enormous temporal distances, identical matters will relate
creatures and their destinies.
But all these centuries that live within us probably do not overwhelm us.
We remain elastic, flexible, fresh.
Yet, in spite of all these thoughts, Mini was restive, impatient, childish in her desire to arrive. She kept rising,
and then she would sit down again, disturbing now one, then the other of her two companions, looking over the
shoulder of the old man right when he was lashing out with the whip. When they reached the first houses of the
suburb, she grew angry at not recognizing them.
As she kept rising, she fell over Nory when they passed a footbridge, where the old man had stopped suddenly
and got entangled in a chat with a brat at the barrier, a naughty boy Lina was filling with explanations.
“You won’t ever stop, will you!” Nory screamed, rubbing her knee. For an answer, Mini turned to her a face on
which, by poorly-known but efficient means, her feelings wrote an expression of joy.
Nory shrugged her shoulders, while searching her with her short-sighted eyes and challenging her with her too
aquiline, too skeptical, mocking nose.
Lina suddenly looked ill at ease.
“Hallipa asked me to put that girl up at my place for a day or two … but this would be hard with Rim. Nevertheless, I made this proposition to her, but she flatly turned me down; she already had a place where to stay.”
“Good for her!” Nory laughed. “She has solved the problem of a place to stay as well!”
Calm now, Mini was sitting tamely.
Once back in the live circle of the city, she recognized the streets and the houses. …
281.104 Excerpt from Traveler, Scholar, Political Adventurer: A Transylvanian Baron At The Birth Of Albanian
Independence: The Memoirs Of Franz Nopcsa: “Part I”\fn{by Baron Ferencz Nopcsa (1877-1933)} Deva, Huneodara
County, Romania (F) 4
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I was in Constantinople in November 1903. Our consul Para,\fn{ Bohumil Para, Austro-Hungarian consul in Skopje}
whom I had got to know earlier, arrived while I was staying with Louis Drakovi and, as I intended to go to Skopje, he invited me to accompany him on his return journey. I willingly accepted Para’s invitation as it also offered
me an opportunity to visit Athens for the second time.
We traveled to Salonika first where Consul General Hickl was serving as our diplomatic representative and
where Para introduced me to the German Club. No incident worth mentioning occurred in the course of the
journey.
In and around Skopje, I carried out some geological and geographical research and then set off for Prizren on
horseback, taking the Jezerca Pass this time. It was near Gjakova that I first got a glimpse of the northern Albanian Alps sparkling in the sunlight. At that moment, not really understanding all the consequences the journey
would have for me, I decided to set off and explore that region.
In Skopje I was able to gain some insight into the way politics work in the Balkans. One episode is sufficient
to illustrate this.
A group of Serbs came up with the idea of printing an anti-Serb and very anti-Turkish brochure in Vienna and
had it distributed in Skopje so that it would be confiscated by the Turkish authorities. As I learned from an official
Austro-Hungarian report dealing with the incident, the Yildiz Palace\fn{ Yildiz Palace or Yildiz Sarayi was used as the Sultan’s residence in Constantinople in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries } was very upset, in particular when it saw
the place of publication. Baron Calice\fn{Baron Heinrich von Calice (1831-1912), Austro-Hungarian ambassador in Constantinople from July 1880 to September 1906 } had always made a point at the Yildiz Palace of stressing Austria-Hungary’s
pro-Turkish sentiments, but the Turks were now convinced that the Dual Monarchy\fn{ Another name for the AustroHungarian Empire between 1867-1918, when the Empire of Austria and the Kingdom of Hungary were ruled by the same monarch,
followed the same foreign policy, existed in a customs union with each other and had a combined military, but were otherwise selfgoverning: W,H} was playing a dual game. Of course, the Serbs were the ones to have the last laugh.\fn{ In the coming
world war, these two empires, the German empire and the Kingdom of Bulgaria, together with their client states (11 for Germany, 2 for the
Ottomans), were to form what was popularly known as the Central Powers—at first, the Triple Alliance; later when Bulgaria joined them,
the Quadruple Alliance. See W for the official breakdown:H }

Reforms were constantly being introduced while I was in Skopje. Nothing characterizes the situation better
than the fact that, despite all the reforms, an Albanian placidly informed the vali,\fn{Civil governor of an Ottoman province, or vilayet} Shakir Pasha, that he would gladly murder ten men for him. All he asked for in exchange was a tenshot Mauser pistol.
From Skopje I thus continued on to Prizren. There I was given three zaptiehs\fn{Ottoman policemen} for my journey to Shkodra.
I spent the first night at the inn of Brut, but not long after my departure, at the crack of dawn the next morning,
I was shot at out of some bushes on the right hand side of a bend in the road at close range. The bullet went right
through my hat and grazed my head, but did not injure me.
I leapt off my horse, sought cover to aim and fire back, but was unable to catch sight of the criminal. At that
moment, I had the very unchristian feeling of being a hunter laying in wait for his game. My Mannlicher carbine,
equipped with a scope, which I had kept loaded in my saddle, had been of no use to me at all.
The rest of the journey, from the Vizier’s Bridge\fn{ A large vaulted Ottoman bridge over the Drin River near present-day
Kukës, destroyed by retreating Serbian forces c.1916} down to Shkodra, passed without event.
On arrival, I visited our consul, Baron Gyula Bornemisza.\fn{ Baron Gyula Bomemisza de Kászon (1873-1925), AustroHungarian and later Hungarian diploma t} I paid an official visit to the vali and, since I had my rifle with me, the consul
arranged for me to go bird hunting on Lake Shkodra.
We rowed out into the floodwaters of the lake and, with a hunter’s luck, I managed to shoot a pelican, a great
white heron and two cormorants, all within a distance of 100 to 200 paces. With this feat I gained quite a reputetion in Albania as a good shot, and this later proved to be of great advantage to me among the mountain population of the country.
We had shot our fill within a few hours and when we got back to the customs office at Shkodra Landing, a
band of musicians had come out to play. We inquired as to what they were doing and were informed that they
were awaiting the arrival of His Excellency, the Ottoman Ambassador from Cetinje, who was coming to Shkodra
to spend the Bajram holiday. We decided to stay for the reception and it proved more than worth our while.
In their hectic preparations for the festivities, the organizers had overlooked the fact that half of the road that
the protagonist of the event, Ahmed Fevzi Pasha,fn{ Marshal Ahmed Fevzi Pasha (1839-1915), Ottoman military and political
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figure}

would be crossing over was under water because of the floods. They only became aware of the problem at
the last minute and there was nothing to be done but to drag in a tree trunk.
The poor Ambassador had to balance his way to the reception on the log, and this, in front of the military band
playing the sultan’s anthem and my camera. Fortunately, he got across without falling into the water.
The scene was hilarious, and very Turkish. Characteristic for Turkey at the time were little buts\fn{Italicized in
the text:H} that never failed to add a touch of comedy to solemn occasions or interrupt them completely. The soldiers were in uniform, but some of their buttons were missing. The cavalrymen had spurs, but often only on one
foot. There was a telegraph line from Shkodra to Puka, but the isolators\fn{I.e., insulators:H} were missing and the
wires thus rested directly on the metal hooks; or the wires were intact, but the telegraph poles were fractured and
were replaced by wooden supports. Near Gevgeli there was a modern and wide iron bridge from Belgium that
spanned the Vardar River, but there was no road leading to it. There were naval vessels, but they had no artillery
or machinery, and so on and so forth.
It was this little word but that brought all progress to a standstill, despite good will on the part of many individuals. It made all planning impossible and, in the end, brought about the downfall of the Empire. There were good
laws, but they were taken advantage of simply to oppress the population. There were soldiers, but no weapons. In
the Young Turk period, there were locomotives on the Hejaz Railway, but no one had thought of workshops to
repair them.
When we returned from our hunting excursion and the spectacle of the official reception, Bornemisza and I
discovered that the vali had found out that someone had attempted to shoot me. During the hunt, he had sent a
letter to the consulate expressing his profound regret about the incident.
We decided to pay an official visit to the vali and went off to see the poor fellow. He was extremely anxious
about our visit because he feared that the tone of his letter might not have sufficed.
Contrary to his expectations, I thanked him for his kindness and asked him to put the incident aside. He did so
to an extent, but in true Turkish manner, had the innkeeper of Brut imprisoned for several weeks, al though the
latter had nothing to do with the attack.
The guilty party, whose identity I never discovered, walked about freely all the time. Years later, I felt obliged
to send the poor innkeeper a small sum of money for his troubles.
*
At the end of 1903, I left Albania and proceeded via Cetinje back to Vienna. I talked a good deal about my
travels, but my attempts to hide my Albanian adventure from my parents failed because on 31 Decem ber, the
newspaper Neue Freie Presse of Frankfurt-am-Main published an article entitled “Attack on a Hungarian
Traveler.” Quoting an article in the Frankfurter Zeitung sent from Shkodra, it reported:
Baron Franz Nopcsa, traveling from Prizren and escorted by government officials, was shot at by a zaptieh from
Luma. A bullet passed through his hat, but he was unhurt. The zaptieh was one of the policemen who had lost his job to
a Christian as a result of the reforms. Baron Franz Nopcsa is a reserve cadet in the 211 Hussar Regiment.

To keep myself in the good graces of the Turkish authorities, I drafted a rather Jesuit denial, true in its actual
wording, but false in the message it conveyed. The Neue Freue Presse published it under the heading “An Alleged Attack,” stating:
We reprinted a report from the Frankfurter Zeitung in Shkodra this morning that Baron Dr. Franz Nopcsa had been
shot at by a dismissed zaptieh while he was on his way from Prizren to Shkodra. In response, Baron Nopcsa has asked
us to print the following: ‘The incident referred to in your morning edition, taken from the Frankfurter Zeitung and
concerning my trip from Prizren to Shkodra, was not as important as the telegram of the Frankfurter Zeitung would
have it. I did not even bother to inform the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian consulate about it. News in Albania
tends to get exaggerated by the time it reaches the ears of a reporter. Respectfully, Baron Franz Nopcsa, jun.’

*
In October 1904, I returned to Constantinople to see Louis Drakoviá again. There, I met a Russian I knew
called Mandelstamm, a clever Jew and gifted expert in international law, who was amazed to see me reading
Stirner’s “The Ego and its Own.”\fn{Johann Kaspar Schmidt aka Max Stirner (1806-1856), German philosopher} I was also
introduced to the rather demure Pierre Loti,\fn{ French novelist and naval officer (1850-1923)} and paid several visits to
Baroness Anna Kuhn, née Countess Ráday, to the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador Baron Calice, to his son, and to
Consul General Zepharovich, a former pupil of the Theresianum who was proud of his uncle, the mineralogist.
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In Constantinople, just before leaving for Skopje, I fell ill and traveled in this ailing condition to Skopje by
train. I stayed there at the consulate with Bohumil Para and undertook some outings to Prizren where I wanted to
practise my Albanian and carry out some geological research around the town. I also traveled to Tetovo and
Mitrovica.
On the journey to Kosovo, I was accompanied by Dr. Paul Traeger of Berlin, an ethnographer and traveler in
Albania who was in Skopje at the time. Nothing particular occurred until we reached Ferizaj in the afternoon.
There we were given terrible horses. Traeger’s was not good at all and mine was even worse. We set off for
Prizren, but after two kilometres I returned to Ferizaj and got to Prizren the next day on a better horse.
Traeger was not to be convinced to accompany me. The consequence was that I spent a comfortable night in
Ferizaj whereas Traeger was caught in the dark of night, fell into the icy creek at Crnoljevo [Caraleva] and was
then forced to sleep at a miserable inn there. We both got to Prizren at about the same time the next evening, proof
that, despite all the excitement of a real adventure, it is often better to be prudent and take one’s time.
In Prizren I stayed at a “hotel” so that I would be forced to speak Albanian, but it soon turned out that the
hotelkeeper was not an Albanian, as I had thought, but a Kutzovlach.\fn{ Aromanian-speaking population of the southern
Balkans, also known as Valachs. Aromanian, as its name suggests, is a Latin-derived language similar to Romanian, but descended from the
vulgar Latin spoken by the Balkan people subsequent to their Latinization during the time of their occupation by the Roman Empire } I

therefore spoke with him in Romanian and not in Albanian. As I later discovered, the hotel business throughout
northeastern Albania around 1900 was run primarily by Kutzovlachs. The innkeepers of Crnoljevo and Shtime
were also Kutzovlachs for the most part.
The political situation was enough to keep one amused. The Luma tribe had recently driven all the Turkish
authorities, with the exception of the kadi, out of their region and, when negotiations between the newly independent Luma and the Turkish government failed, six hundred men of Luma marched on Prizren. Their numbers rose
to one thousand as they advanced. The Second Battalion of Turkish troops stationed in Prizren was initially
ordered to shoot at the rebels, but they were given a counter-order at the last moment and the men of Luma were
allowed to occupy the town. In order to avoid plundering, the municipal authorities were obliged to pay the men
four piastres per head a day, and later eight piastres when the “liberators of Prizren” decided that this was
insufficient compensation.
The vali began to negotiate with the men of Luma while they were occupying Prizren, but at the same time, he
assembled his forces around the town. In the end, the men of Luma were forced to withdraw and return home
peacefully, still not allowing the authorities to enter their easily defended mountainous region. The Turkish government, for its part, had no particular interest in pushing the matter.
My excursions were most informative, but I first had to come to terms with the local authorities in Prizren to
get rid of the many and superfluous zaptiehs accompanying my every move. After my first excursion to Zym with
only one kavass\fn{Uniformed guard} trailing after me, the commander of the gendarmerie in Prizren insisted on my
taking five zaptiehs on horseback with me on my next outing over the plain of Prizren. Despite my protests, the
five zaptiehs were right in front of me the next morning the moment I left the inn to accompany me on my excursion. When I saw them, I went back to the mutasarrif\fn{Governor of an Ottoman district, or sandjak} to complain, although without any success. The five zaptiehs were a must.
I had to come up with a trick. I let them know that I intended to travel not only on the plain of Prizren, but also
wanted to go to Luma. The next day, I paid another visit to the mutasarrff to ask for a larger escort, telling him
that I planned to visit the region of Gora and Opolje\fn{ Region in the southern part of Kosovo, called Opoja in the Albanian
language} that borders on Luma. The mutasarrif informed the commander of the gendarmerie who then gave me
five more zaptiehs.
I thanked him and remarked, seemingly just “by the way” that the men were sufficient for Gora and Opolje,
but that I would need more men in the coming days as I wanted to go to Luma, it being quite logical that the size
of the escort should correspond to the potential danger.
Both the mutasarrif and the commander of the gendarmerie understood what I was getting at, namely that my
plans for Luma were simply a protest on my part against the ridiculous number of gendarmes that were escorting
me on my outings across the plain of Prizren.
I said nothing further, nor did they. I then visited Opolje and, a few days later, requested a new escort for a trip
across the plain of Prizren.
The demonstration worked. Instead of five zaptiehs, there were only three. This excursion went well, too, and
so I thus abandoned my plan to venture into Luma, where I would probably have been given fifty to sixty zaptiehs.
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Little jokes like this were known in Turkey as sheytanliks.\fn{Devilish business} The people behind them, as
Vice-Consul Lejhanec noted, are veritable sheytans\fn{Devils} whose only objective on earth is to drive honest and
pious Muslim officials crazy.
*
I returned from Prizren to Skopje and went on an outing from there to Kalkandelen\fn{ The Turkish name for the city
of Tetova (in Albanian, Tetovo in Macedonian) in the northwestern part of today’s Macedonia } that lasted for several days, and was
particularly interesting because I stayed at the large, colorfully-decorated monastery of the Bektashi dervishes. I
had observed that there were close relations between our consular representative and Adhem Baba, the sheikh of
the Bektashi in Prizren, and now noticed in Tetovo how good relations were between Para, our consul in Skopje,
and the Bektashi there. Obviously there was something special going on between them, but I could not figure out
what it was at the time.
Later, however, in February 1906, when I learned that the Bektashi in Tirana had been given a secret Al banian
school, I understood that the Austro-Hungarian government was using these people to promote Albanian
nationalism among the Muslim Albanians. Some of the Bektashi wore a piece of a polished marble in their belt,
which I suspect they use for hypnotic seances as prescribed by their religion that preaches mystical righteousness
and patience. Earrings made of curiously fashioned silver wire also seem to be of some importance to this order.
What was noteworthy about my trip to Mitrovica is that, just before I got there, Isa Boletini,\fn{ Kosovo Albanian
patriot and guerrilla fighter (1864-1916)} who was later to gain repute for his hostility to the Russians, had the luggage of
the Russian consul, who had just arrived, taken by his men to the train station and sent to Skopje, saying that he
would not suffer the presence of any Russian consul in Mitrovica. A fair amount of time passed before the next
Russian consul dared to show his face in Mitrovica.
At the end of December I traveled from Skopje to Belgrade, where I was given a frosty reception by the
university, met the botanist Dr. L. Adamovic,\fn{Lujo Adamovic (1864-1935) Serbian botanist} visited the collections and
spent several days with Professor Cvijic.\fn{Jovan Cvijic (1865-1927) Serbian geographer, President of the Serbian Royal
Academy of Sciences and rector of the University of Belgrade } I was later involved in an academic quarrel with Professor
Cvijic when I expressed doubts about his theories on the tectonic layers of the Dinaric and Albanian mountain
ranges. He got very personal about it because he regarded my rejection of his hypothesis as a personal insult. This
led to me attacking Cvijic all the more, until I won the dispute in 1915.
*
The illness that I had caught in Constantinople had still not subsided in Belgrade, so I spent Christmas in Szacsal\fn{On the Nopsca family estate of Szacsal, situated near Hateg in the district of Hunadoara inTransylvania (now part of Romania, but
from 1683-1918, in one form or another, part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire) } where I stayed until the end of January.
From Szacsal I spent several days in Vienna where I worked on the geological observations I had made in
Albania and wrote my first work on the geology of Albania. It was published in the Jahrbuch der Geologischen
Reichsanstalt\fn{Yearbook of the Imperial Geological Institute } in Vienna, but was received with notable reserve in academic circles.
It was only years thereafter that they came to the conclusion that the article, based on incomplete material, was
not as bad as they had originally thought. I had ventured a hypothesis, which, quite by acci dent, turned out to be
right.
At the end of January, having finished my work on Albania, I accompanied my mother and my sister Ilona to
Egypt. We sailed on the steamer Cleopatra, which belonged to the Austrian Lloyd company, and had a rather
stormy crossing. We stayed initially at Shepheard’s Hotel in Giza from where we toured the citadel, visited the
Spring of Moses and climbed the pyramids. In Cairo we made the acquaintance of Count Koziebrozky,\fn{ Count
Thaddäus Bolesta Koziebrodzki (1860-1916), diplomatic agent of Austria-Hungary in Cairo from 1904 to 1909 } an arrogant and quite
insipid Austro-Hungarian diplomat. It was only with the intervention of Egon Szentivány that the two of us did
not end up in a duel.
As I was in good physical condition, I decided in the summer of 1905 to revive a project of mine that had been
torpedoed by illness in 1903 and 1904, the study of the geological structure of Albania. I had never forgotten the
view of the northern Albanian Alps from Jezerca Pass, between the Vizier’s Bridge and Shkodra. I also recalled
with fondness the snowy peak of the Gjalica e Lumës.
In 1905, I was finally able to carry out the plans I had made in 1902. …
50.8 & 174.96 1. Excerpt from Isvor, The Country Of Willows: “Their Songs Of Sadness” 2. Excerpt from
Catherine-Paris: “Robert” \fn{by Princess Marthe Bibesco aka Lucile Decaux (1887-1973)} Bucharest, Romania (F) 10
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1
… We were coming back from Talia in the carriage, Miss Pitts, the doctor and myself: a Sunday excursion.
From an orchard shut in by wooden fencing, a sound of singing rose up, and fell again, and dies away behind
us in the rush of the water on the stones.
“Nothing but these sad songs hereabouts,” remarked the scornful Miss Pitts. “They sing through their noses in
the inns just like in their churches.”
Her reflections are quite accurate, but quite unjust: for Miss Pitts understands nothing at all of the people in the
land of willows.
“Sad songs, yes,”
I granted her.
“But there are so many variations that they never grow monotonous—and besides, one has to understand the
words. It is in the East that the genius of melancholy dwells: the voices of the marshes, and of the flocks, are
breaking voices. And when you hear nothing else, you drop quite naturally into harmony with solitude. I’m certain that when King David sang his psalms, he droned them.”
Did I convince her? I’m not sure. But a little later she asked me if I did not intend some day to undertake a
translation of these folk-songs—she would love to know them.
Poor Miss Pitts! Do you mistake me for a bird-stuffer? Am I really to stuff and mount the wild dove, the
sighing of the evening in the woods?
But none the less, I have put down some versions of the preludes to their songs. They make my notebooks look
as if I were making a collection of wild flowers, every bloom and stem with its name attached. For these people,
you should understand, never pass from ordinary talk or from silence into song, without warning their listeners by
a short ejaculation, a kind of proem which, before they actually say what they are going to, must always first
evoke a flower!
A flower, a sprig of leaves, or a plant of the woods, garden, or sand, or waters. How delicate these overtures
are! The speaker, you see, is still a little afraid his meaning will be obscure: these are his precautions!
What were you thinking of before the singer broke in with his song? Who can tell? Nobody. But perhaps your
mood was not quite sympathetically keyed? He will first have to make quite sure of you. And how? Why, with a
bunch of flowers, arranged with the quiet skill of an engraver fashioning the initial letter of a book. Before he
makes bold to penetrate your memories, he offers you this talisman, a scented plant to sweeten your thoughts as a
smouldering perfume sweetens a room …
A green flower of motherwort,
Oh! A sprig of mint.
A narrow leaf, hyacinths three!
A broad leaf, and poppies three!

A man will never speak of the woman he loves without quickening a tender emotion in his listener beforehand,
by naming first something that has itself tenderness that blossoms and grows green.
I know a great many of these flower preludes: they please me and I collect them. In their brevity of form, they
recall those Japanese poems of one verse only, a cry of warning thrown into the darkness where our emotions lie
sleeping.
What a force of pent-up love, what a skilled gift of vision, this brevity takes for granted, in one’s self and in
others! These folk must be quite aware how sensitive and quick to remember are their emotions, that they are
satisfied with one hint. This unschooled mode contains the very last of art and its very first secret.
Thus, for example, if a folk-singer wants to convey to his hearers the idea of a beautiful countenance, he starts
off with a picked name:
The peony …

For he has seen its splendour, and he makes it the emblem for the beauty of men or women, indifferently. He will
describe it no farther. What more could he say? Everyone knows what the peony is, its form and color: a thing of
rare completeness!
The lover parted from his beloved will sing names of bitter plants: poppy or wormwood. Before telling that his
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loved one is dead, he will tell us that she is dark, the blackthorn in flower! If a song of absence speaks of the
elder-tree, it means that the man went away in the summer. Or does it name the maize, or the hemp, or the marigold? Then he left the village in autumn.
Flowers are like ghosts, haunting, as each year comes round, the places where we saw them die.
Often before now the phantoms of the narcissus in the Isvor orchards here reappeared to me since I visited
them. Sing their name:
Oh! the narcissus …

And, if I were at the ends of the earth, I should be back here sitting under those plum-trees!
O yellow leaf,
And tree marigolds …
O! I am no more
The one you love, …
But I shall be ever,
The one you loved!.

The refrain came out to me from the inn as I passed, coming back from a walk. …
2
Black water from the roofs was dripping into the courtyard of the Sorbonne as the aviator came out of the auditorium after his lecture. It was the evening of February 4, 1913. Perhaps a dozen members of the official world
accompanied him through the door reserved for the speaker.
However, as he reached the porch, he was met by cheering groups of students. Caught in the crowd, he veered
among the shoals of their ovations like a ship in stormy weather. He felt imprisoned by all these outstretched
hands.
Just as he was winning his way to freedom, the Russian naval attaché succeeded in reaching him with a
message. Princess Anna Lvovkovitch and Countess Leopolska were inviting him to supper in the Ile Saint-Louis.
Their foreign names conveyed nothing to him, but he was struck by their mentioning an island instead of a restaurant. He declined the invitation, saying that he was unfortunately engaged, but he felt some regret because of the
Ile Saint-Louis.
The naval attaché was grieved at the failure of his mission. Robert apologized once more. And, as the two of
them strolled past the line of waiting vehicles, he was seized with curiosity and leaned forward to see the women
who had extended the invitation. He recognized Catherine, for his memory had retained her features while letting
slip her name. Her face at the window seemed to cast a glow through the dark street.
Robert felt sorry for his excuses, especially as they were not sincere. It was true that his mistress and a friend,
two ghostly and shivering forms, were waiting for him in a taxi at the corner of the Rue Saint-Jacques; but it was
also true that he had never allowed this woman or any other to interfere with his liberty.
Living the highest adventure of his time, he lived without adventures; there had been only one love in his life,
compared with which his mistresses were of no importance; this love was for the brother he had lost.
A tangle of cabs and carriages in the Rue de la Sorbonne permitted Catherine to see that Robert was not alone
in his flight from his admirers. This discovery troubled her deeply. She felt how difficult it was to approach the
inevitable.
For several months, she made no further attempt to meet Robert; she thought it unnecessary to see him. For,
when she heard him speaking at the Sorbonne that evening, she had watched him so fixedly, and let herself be so
impregnated with his words, that it seemed as if the impression would last forever. She had acquired it at the cost
of her own peace.
But her acquisition did not last. The image faded from her mind; the moving voice became inaudible. Love,
that curious fire which dies for being fed and burns more fiercely for want of fuel, was forcing Catherine to see
Robert. But how should she go about it?
The deceptive and distant Peace of Bucharest was signed on July 27. Its name reminded Catherine of her forgotten childhood; once more she saw the Rumanian sunset and assured herself that she still possessed those two
words, asculta and foc, which were all that remained of her native language. She blessed her forgotten birthplace
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for having banished her fears of war. Six months in a republic had been enough to remove her anxieties. A letter
from Anna Lvovkovitch, dated from St. Petersburg, revived them. Nobody in the Czar’s court believed that the
peace would be permanent.
However, this alarming letter was also marvelously reassuring; it showed her a way of preserving her dignity.
Courage, for women in her situation, consists in retaining a passive air when all their instincts are urging them to
be in active pursuit.
Princess Anna Lvovkovitch had left Paris on the day following the lecture at the Sorbonne. She carried with
her the impression that her young sister-in-law had always been on cordial terms with the Ricard family. How else
could she have learnt so many details about Robert’s childhood? How could she have known that his mother lived
in the Rue Chaptal next door to Mme. Renan; that to reach the house you passed an alley of trees, a paved courtyard, an old clump of lilacs, a little fountain covered with ivy; and that you would think yourself in some provincial town?
Anna wrote that one of her adopted sons, now an ensign in the navy, was being sent to France by the Russian
government to study aviation. She was entrusting him to Catherine, who was to present him to her friend Robert.
As soon as this request had been received, Catherine sent the Russian ambassador a note requesting him to arrange for a luncheon at which Andrei Lvovkovitch and she could meet Ricard the aviator, as her own acquainttance with him was too slight to justify inviting him to the Hotel Leopolski.
*
“Will my jewel, my little Russian, my goddess of the air be here this morning?” thought Robert as he inspected
the hangar where his mechanical swan was resting.
Catherine had begun to frequent the airports and aviation fields. Already she was familiar with the Point-duJour, that bewitching spot where her face had glowed with the dawn. She was also acquainted with Issy-lesMoulineaux, Villacoublay, Etampes, the factories, the school at Buc, and the harbor of Saint-Raphael. Who can
measure the influence of her smile on the early progress of aviation? She gave rise to exploits. The Duke of Anjou’s cry to the brothers of St. Louis is one which still applies:
“Hardi! we can talk of our deeds some day in the hall of dames!”
In the year 1914, pilots multiplied in number and several records were broken. Andrei Lvovkovitch became
Ricard’s favorite pupil, and by so doing brought Catherine and Robert into daily intimacy of a sort which is hard
to establish between strangers. Without Andrei, what excuse would Countess Leopolska have found for coming to
the banks of the Seine, for haunting aviation fields where instruction was being given, for entering hangars with
the men, for sitting at table among pilots and mechanicians, and for driving back to Paris with those who had returned to her from the sky?
Since she breathed the air of their danger, death seemed beautiful to all these young men. For her, it was a time
of heroic bohemianism. Andrei Lvovkovitch, who had the Russian attitude toward life, invited his aunt and his
comrades of the air to a restaurant and then to the theater. Ricard, knowing no other means of seeing Catherine at
the end of the day, always accepted. And, as each of the Frenchmen wished to return the hospitality of the young
Russian, they ended by always dining together.
Each evening an extraordinary gayety pervaded this troop of young men who had risked their lives in the
morning, and would risk them again at dawn of the following day. Robert, who was their leader and the dean of
the group, was only twenty-seven; Andrei was nineteen. His youth gave Catherine an excuse for exercising a sort
of maternal supervision, which was also justified by her friendship with Anna Lvovkovitch.
The good princess, who was resigned to having the most unruly of her children become a pilot, was willing
that he should run the risks of aviation, but not those of sore throat. He must keep himself covered, and Catherine
was to see that he never forgot his muffier when he climbed six thousand feet above the clouds.
Andrei regarded her with the exalted feelings of Fabrizio for the Duchess of Sanseverina: that is, with the adoration of a youth for a young aunt whose relationship lifts her above the carnal plane. All of the Wild Ducks—as
the members of Robert’s squadron were called—shared his fanaticism. Robert himself was conscious that this
young woman was stirring their imaginations, was lending them new courage. Moreover, he was intoxicated by
the thought that he and Catherine were regarded by the others as an ideal couple. Having consented to her reigning over them all, they would allow no one but Robert to reign over her.
The months of May and June had passed without Countess Leopolska’s being seen at any of the social events
of the season, which was unusually brilliant. She caused a scandal in the Rue Saint-Dominique by refusing to
attend the Ball of the Jewels. She was thereby depriving the entertainment of an irreplaceable diadem. To those
who expressed their surprise, the Leaguers exclaimed with one voice:
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“What! you don’t know? Our cousin is living with an aviator.”
Catherine and Robert had never been alone with each other. At this time, he did not even know where she
lived. With a sure instinct derived from her knowledge of the Rookery, she tried to prevent the false perspectives
created by a difference in wealth from coming between herself and Robert. For this reason, she saw him only at
the aviation school, where he was on his own ground.
The Wild Ducks were planning to cross the Atlantic in 1915, and Robert had decided to fly the length of the
Mediterranean, from Marseilles to Constantinople, the coming August. He was forced to abandon this project
after an accident to his new machine. It took fire when flying at a low altitude above the Seine, into which he
dived to extinguish the fire. Robert and his mechanic swam to shore. Andrei, who had plunged into the river to
rescue his friend, came near being drowned, and had to be taken to shore by Robert himself.
On the day following this rescue of the rescuer by the rescued, the young Russian took pneumonia. He became
delirious, and Catherine was his nurse. This was the first time Robert had seen her elsewhere than on the flying
field, in a restaurant, or in a crowd. When they met at Andrei’s bedside, they were almost alone; they bent one
toward the other as they bent over him; and while Andrei was unconscious, they spoke without being overheard.
Their hearts beat so loudly that they themselves could not hear.
Andrei, having brought them together, left them alone with each other; he died after struggling nine days
against his illness, and brought them face to face with the one event which was still capable of separating them;
before this spectacle of youth overpowered by death, Robert’s instinct to protect the one whom he loved, and to
give her his life, proved stronger than reason. He had always refrained from giving his word to a woman. But
Catherine had such an air of purity, and her manners were so gentle and confiding, that when at last he dared to
take her in his arms, he could think of nothing else to say than,
“My fiancée!”
He could have said nothing more terrifying to Catherine. She drew back, hiding her face in her hands. She
stammered,
“Robert, I am married!”
And, without further explanation, she left the room.
*
Catherine went to the German frontier to meet Andrei’s mother, and, if she must break her heart, to break it by
degrees. Princess Anna was arriving alone to help her adopted son. Both her husband and the old prince were kept
in St. Petersburg by the preparations then being made to receive the President of France.
Meeting Catherine in the station at Strasbourg, she learnt that she had come too late. Catherine refused to let
her return alone with her sorrow. And, as they rode northward together, she confided her secret to Anna Lvovkovitch, who had guessed it already.
This absence, which was to last as long as the brief Paris summer, put a great prophetic silence between Robert
and Catherine; it also gained them an accomplice.
“Make over your life, poor child,” the princess said. “Make over your marriage first of all,” she added. “You
must have it annulled in the Papal Curia. You must then get a divorce in the civil courts.”
She went on to explain that no divorces were granted in Poland, but that in Rumania, just as in Hungary, they
were easy to obtain. She was led by her natural kindness to seek compensatory joys for her young sister-in-law,
whom she had pitied ever since the marriage. But her good sense impelled her to advise Catherine against taking
any definite steps till she was certain of Robert’s love.
Anna invited her to spend a month in her chalet, which stood by the Lake of Constance on a bank covered with
forget-me-nots. Robert would be asked to join them there.
“Meanwhile you must lose no time,” the princess concluded. “As soon as we reach St. Petersburg, you must
leave me with my poor family and return to Paris.”
When the train stopped at Posen on June 28, they learnt that Archduke Franz Ferdinand had been murdered at
Serajevo. Three days afterwards, Austria decided on a “punitive expedition.” Catherine, filled with anxiety by
everything she heard in the Eliagin Palace, took the train for France.
On the return journey, Adam met her at the station in Berlin; he was arriving from America and had just landed at Hamburg, with a menagerie half of which was intended for Hagenbeck and the other half for himself.
The wild beasts at Zamosc had to be renewed from time to time, either because they died or because the
fashion in animals had changed. Adam was bringing back a fresh assortment of ferocities—pumas, raccoons,
condors, some new serpents—and he himself was being brought back by the trainer’s daughter, a half-breed from
Florida, whom he intended to keep in the gamekeeper’s lodge for the season.
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This armed savage made him thrill with delicious fear. He convinced himself, once again, that Catherine
lacked the art of enticing him, and suggested that he meet her at the Casino de Paris in October. His new mistress
and her family were to present seals “at liberty”—the same sort of liberty which Adam enjoyed. They separated,
less united on earth than they were supposed to be in heaven.
Catherine arrived in Paris once more, this time believing that she would never have to leave. She had written to
Robert from Russia, announcing her return. She invited him to the Hotel Leopolski to get some photographs of
Andrei and his last scarf pin, a gift to the aviator from Princess Anna.
“You must prick his finger when you give it to him,” she said, for she was superstitious.
Robert, who was too much in love to know that he was loved in return, and who thought of nothing but seeing
Catherine, felt that he must change his life and adopt the course enjoined by religion—to live alone, to purify himself by any sort of fast, to abjure every sort of heresy, and to be a new man. Chivalry has sent profound roots into
the French bourgeoisie, and it teaches infallible methods of exalting love.
Robert did not fail to conform to them. He purified himself violently, ceased to see any women, and prepared
himself for Catherine’s return as for the Last Judgment. She had written him from St. Petersburg, “Come to No.
45 Quai d’Alençon some evening after work,” and she had announced the date of her arrival.
He came the first evening, at the hour of lighted lamps. In his eagerness he started too soon; he made the journey on foot to calm his nerves. His footsteps could be heard from a distance, as if the island had suddenly been
deserted and all Paris had fallen silent. The quais were empty as he climbed the drafty stairs. All the sky was
trembling with the aspens. Having reached the threshold of the great salon from which the gilt was peeling, Robert paused …
So Catherine was the mistress of this corner house that rose like the high forecastle of a galley in the Seine! He
had often strolled round it with his brother just after their student years, when Henri was the master and himself
the disciple, and when all the heritage of man lay before them like a field to be cultivated by the heirs. She lived
in the heart of his memories. In other days, when he had made the circuit of the island, urged on by Henri and
urging him on, he was already revolving about her; she was in the center of all, because she in herself was all.
He went toward the window, from which she had watched for him since the moment when Adam had approached her. It was Robert for whom she had been waiting. At this very window, facing this river, a man had
spoken to a girl six years before. In silence she had asked him the eternal question of youth:
“Are you the man I expect, or am I to wait for another?”
Adam had been given the benefit of her doubt. But the other had come. He was entering on his inheritance.
That day, the French possessions of the Leopolskis were transferred; the mansion passed into other hands; and
because a lone young woman possessed the corner house, the man who came there to meet her had been its real
master for a year. The lamps were lighted for him; for him the fire shone; the books opened at the page of which
he had spoken the day before; it was his shadow which the bargemen saw moving behind the drawn blinds.
To possess both present and future is not enough for passion; it has the true strength of revolutions, which is
their retroactive effect; it is never satisfied until it destroys the past.
When Robert leaned on the window-railing beside Catherine; when he heard the clocks of Paris strike the hour,
first St. Gervais, then St. Louis-in-the-Isle, then the Palais de Justice, then the Hotel de Ville, then near at hand,
very slowly, Notre Dame—the revolution was accomplished:
Catherine had never loved Adam. Without thinking, she let her fingers touch the window-railing that was covered with soot from the tugs. She raised her hands and was surprised to find them dirty. Robert wiped them with
his handkerchief, and as she had the sort of fingers from which rings slip easily, that of Louis XV fell off, made
one or two leaps, and rolled slowly over the echoing floor. He picked it up and replaced it on her finger;
immediately it became a ring which he had given.
The past was not only forgotten; it was changed.
Without a word, without giving or asking a promise, Catherine was as much divorced in that moment as she
would ever be. They accepted their love, and found nothing to oppose it except its own violence, which forced
them to be silent when they should have cried out. It was already too late merely to speak. This same violence
forced them to stand motionless when they should have run, sought avenues of escape, gathered witnesses together, aroused the courts, the chancelleries, the embassies, the Papal Curia, fixed a day, begun the suit, and, if they
hoped to deliver Catherine from the catastrophe with which she was threatened, they should have taken flight immediately. Their only hope would have been to leave the Quai d’Alençon, the island, the Hotel Leopolski, but it
was already much too late. …
Silent, paralyzed with love, they stood in the window niche till midnight. The explanations which Catherine
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owed Robert were put off until the morrow. She was returning from a long journey and had not yet read the newspapers. … He too was silent, having nothing to say which was not already said.
*
Catherine was wakened from her first sleep by the old-clothes man, who was marching through the streets to
the cry of:
Any old ra-ags to sell?, Any old ra-a-ags?

She had all the rags in the world; she would give them for nothing. Her presentation robes, her shooting
jackets, her suit with the bullet holes, all her old clothes—she would toss them out of the window.
She jumped from the bed; she ran to draw the curtains and let in the new day. When they had separated the
night before, drunk with certitude and silence, Robert had only said,
“Till tomorrow!”
That morrow was today, the thirty-first of July. …
All through the intolerable day, Robert did not come. He was held in conference at the Ministry of War, from
which he telephoned hour by hour. His country was in danger. Catherine was also in danger, but of this Robert
was ignorant. What did he know about her, except that he loved her?
Abbé Mésange was the first to feel alarmed for Catherine; he had just learned, purely by chance, how imminent was the peril which threatened her, and what was its nature. On the Rue Saint-Dominique he met MarieThérèse de Dombes, who was just leaving her grandmother’s. Like all the La Feuillades, whose château in Provence was a furnace, she would pretend all summer to be “just passing through” Paris. When she saw the old
priest, she rushed up to him breathlessly:
“Well, my dear abbá, we have our war!”—as if it were the one thing in the world which must be had immediately, without hesitation. He preferred to hope, and answered guilelessly that he was going to the Hotel Leopolski
for news, that Catherine had returned from Russia the day before, and that he regarded her return as a happy augury of peace. She replied, with a violence which left him dumbfounded:
“The Austrian? One might well ask how she comes to be here!”
When Mlle. de Dombes used the epithet which the revolutionists had applied to Marie Antoinette, it meant
nothing less than the pillage of the Hôtel Leopolski and Catherine’s head at the end of a pike. Abbé Mésange was
in no doubt of her intentions. He warned M. Beau, whom he met on the stairs. And both of them, seething with indignation, agreed that in case of need they would answer for Catherine with their lives before any court in the
world.
When they arrived, she was already warned. Mlle. d’Entragues had telephoned to ask when she was leaving
Paris. Her aunt La Feuillade had advised that it be without delay.
Toward evening, the sultry heat of this long day brought all the population of the island swarming toward its
tip. A meeting of public consternation was held under the aspens. Newspapers seemed to blaze in the hands of
readers who faced the setting sun. Soon the fires subsided. At nightfall the fishermen, the petty tradespeople, the
laundresses, the bookstall keepers, the women with children trailing at their skirts, all seemed to realize that war
had come and dispersed to their homes; but then the young people appeared in couples, and they were so numerous that night under Catherine’s windows, in the magic triangle of the embankment, that the island seemed to be
seething in a mutiny of love.
At nine o’clock in the evening, an attaché of the Austrian embassy, Count Khoun, telephoned from his club on
behalf of the ambassador. They had learnt of Catherine’s return to Paris from the Vienna newspapers. All the
movements of the Leopolskis were announced in the press; it was one of the methods by which the old countess
governed her family.
By the order of the ambassador, Fritzi Khoun was coming to give Catherine the latest reports; he would also
help her to make arrangements for departure. At ten o’clock he left the club with M. d’Entragues, who was accompanying him in order to have a subject for conversation at dinner next day in the Rue Saint-Dominique. The
fellow clubmen, one, a foreign diplomat and the other an uncle by marriage, reached the Hotel Leopolski at the
very moment when Robert, leaping from a taxi, was preparing to rush through the door.
The three men looked at one another.
Only Ricard was recognized. His fame had made his face familiar even in town houses and clubs where aviators were never entertained. They were regarded in such circles as merely a higher sort of acrobats, but their feats
were interesting. And, as it was now several months since the Leaguers had announced Catherine’s liaison with
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the flying man, M. d’Entragues decided on seeing Robert that his own visit was not in vain. Besides, he was
proud of his taste in women, and he judged his little niece to be very attractive.
They found Catherine in the corner salon, where she had spent the day between Abbé Mésange and M. Beau,
imprisoned by her own anxiety. She rose to receive them, and made the necessary introductions. Doubtless the
general confusion had bewildered her. With the air of casting down a gage,\fn{ “A valued object deposited as a guarantee
of good faith”W} she presented the diplomat to Robert Ricard and the Marquis d’Entragues to M. Beau. Abbé Mésange knew everyone already.
They stood before the open windows and watched the crowded lovers on the embankment. Abbé Mésange implored Fritzi Khoun to prevent the war. The latter explained just why it was no longer possible for any man to halt
the Powers; and there was something inhuman in his explanation, as if he were describing the mechanism that
operated a society of automatons. Somewhere there was a button, which somebody had pressed. You heard treaties snapping like triggers, and you saw that Europe had been caught in the wheels since the battle of
Sadowa.\fn{1866; the decisive battle of the Austro-Prussian War, or the Seven Weeks’ War, in which the Kingdom of Prussia defeated
the Austrian Empire}
The machine had been running since the Congress of Berlin. To be exact, it had been running since the reign of
Louis the German.\fn{Louis II (806-876, King of Bavaria 817-843, King of Eastern Francia 843-876); he was called “the German”
because his lands lay largely in the former Roman province of Germania} It was a pity that primogeniture was unknown in the
days of Charlemagne; if the first of the emperors had been given a single grandchild instead of three, all this trouble would have been avoided. There was a faint smile on Fritzi’s face as he described the clockwork of history.
Robert Ricard stood at the window without listening. He was already fighting, not against the inevitable, but
with it. He had been struggling all day; this was his reason for feeling so calm when evening came. To face death
was only a professional habit with him; but the declaration of war had given him an opportunity to ask Catherine
whether he should hope for death or life. At the moment when he should be receiving the answer to this all-important question, why did he find her surrounded by these old men and diplomats, who were raking the embers of old
controversies? The abbé was still insisting that Fritzi Khoun should stop the war:
“Indeed, sir,” he was saying, “it is impossible that an emperor who bears the noble title of Apostolic should try
to crush a little people. You must admit that it is forbidden by the Gospel. You are a Christian, sir!”
“If you will permit me, my dear abbé,” interrupted Aymard d’Entragues in a quavering voice: “It was the Lord
Himself who told us that we must render unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s.” And turning to Catherine, he added,
“So, my dear niece, you are going to leave us?”
Robert did not seek to understand, but nevertheless he trembled.
“It will be easily arranged,” said Fritzi Khoun; “my cousin can leave with the ambassador. We have put her
name on the confidential list we are sending to the Quai d’Orsay.” He continued:
“Unfortunately, we cannot put our seals on the house; diplomatic immunity extends only to the embassy itself.
However, if you wish to protect some of your pictures the ambassador will consider it a privilege to oblige you.”
M. d’Entragues again interrupted:
“I say, Fritzi, this year we ordered fifty thousand pheasant eggs in Austria, half for me and half for my brotherin-law, and both La Ferte and I are more than a little worried … do you by chance know anyone …?”
When M. d’Entragues and Count Khoun left the house, they separated on the embankrnent by mutual agreement. It was useless for them to be seen together on the day of mobilization. Notre Dame, the interminable, had
just struck midnight. The first of August was beginning. …
Abbé Mésange was heard to mutter, after the departure and separation of the two clubmen,
“Their souls are pheasantries!”
An unbearable silence had fallen. Catherine approached Robert, who had said not a word all evening, and murmured,
“We can take M. Beau to his house … if you don’t mind?”
She spoke timidly as if she were fearful of offending him. Did he understand that she wished first of all to
leave this house with him, and that she would only feel at home when they were in the street?
He rose; they went downstairs without speaking. When they reached the embankment, they brushed past all the
lovers, who must also have had their reasons for not returning home; they were like so many shadows of Catherine and Robert. Meeting a cruising taxi at the foot of the Rue Chanoinesse, they climbed into it with M. Beau.
They followed the Seine to the Place de la Concorde. Paris, in the face of danger, was keeping vigil. The ChampsElysees still hummed with voices under the morning stars. When they reached the Arc de Triomphe, Catherine
was lured by the shadowy gulf of the Rue Matignon; she asked to be driven to the vacant Rookery. At the forbid-
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den door, she threw herself into her tutor’s arms and wept. He could only say, “My child, my little child, this war
is impossible!”—as if the despair of Catherine, the child of his spirit and the only creature he loved, would alone
suffice to prevent the war.
The sight of her tears brought Robert to the highest pitch of exaltation. He thought only of means for defending
France and Catherine together, since both were equally menaced. He understood nothing of what had been said,
except that the woman he loved was leaving Paris against her will, and for reasons which could not possibly be
admissible. He formed a thousand mad plans for saving her, the least of which was to hide her in his mother’s
house. He would go to the military governor of Paris, and if necessary to the President of France. He would answer for her with his life. M. Beau also suggested that she could stay with him, by assuming—with what joy!—
her maiden name. They continued to discuss these wild schemes until their cab turned into the Rue de Ponthieu.
But Catherine, as they rode, saw a vivid picture of the dangers to which she would be exposing her friends.
Since she was their enemy, she loved them too much not to part from them. Already she realized the difficult
situation she had created for Robert. He had telephoned her several times that fatal day from the Ministry of War,
without knowing that he was speaking to an Austrian. She had never thought of herself by that name, which has
an unpleasant sound for French ears, but Marie-Thérèse de Dombes and the others had forced her to accept it.
Drawing fresh courage from the despair of her companions, from the sympathy of the country from which she
was being exiled, she told M. Beau that she was returning to the Ile Saint-Louis, and asked Robert to escort her
there while the darkness lasted.
They drove as far as the Cours-la-Reine. When they came under the shelter of the great trees that line the
Seine, they dismissed the cab and waited on a bench till it turned the corner. Then they embraced, in a long
silence. At daybreak, moving slowly under the plane-trees, the leaves of which are always the first to fall, they
walked toward Notre Dame.
Catherine told Robert the story of her life. Too late to hold or defend her, he slipped his arm round her shoulders. She described the Rookery, her childhood … one’s country is really one’s childhood. … He regretted that he
had believed her to be Russian: how could he fail to realize, merely by hearing her talk, that she was French? For
him, as for all Frenchmen, it was nothing extraordinary to hear his language spoken by foreigners. He expec-ted
no accent in the woman he loves, and would have been astonished to find one; in the eyes of those who do not
read the Almanach de Gotha, Leopolski and Isvolski are equivalent, both of them Russian or Polish names, and
Slavic in either case. Catherine, at the time of her engagement, had been equally vague, being acquainted only
with the good-hearted Poles of children’s stories, who bore such names as Boginski and Cozrgbrlevski, to rhyme
with Leczinski and Poniatovski.
She described old Francis Joseph, the polite gentleman of whom they told her one day that she was a subject.
She had never thought it was true! She described Poland, Lemberg, Zamosc, and the great massacres of birds.
Was it her fault that the hypocritical tears of Maria Theresa\fn{ 1717-1780, Archduchess of Austria from 1740} had fallen
on the map of eastern Galicia? Elle pleurait et prenait toujours—the more she wept, the more she took. If the
Czar, in 1772, had wept and taken more, their present misfortunes would have been avoided.
She was at a loss for words to describe her marriage; she was ashamed of her career as a wife. It had been nothing but a school of prostitution, in which she had tried, under the direction of an old procuress, to please a man
who did not love her. She had forgotten that she herself had ever loved Adam. She said merely that her husband
had forsaken her a week after their marriage.
Robert at once dismissed him as a madman or a fool. But indeed, he hardly listened to her explanations. She
had every charm. He knew her to be innocent and falsely condemned. Never had he attempted to learn anything
about her past, which he had judged summarily from her face, and of which he hoped to become the master. What
did it matter whether her passport was Russian, Austrian, or Rumanian? Since he loved her, he was sure of being
able to change all that.
A man knows how to take away a woman’s nationality and give her another. And the law confirms his belief in
his powers of transubstantiation. Robert recited the French Civil Code as if it were a magic formula:
A foreign woman, on her marriage to a French citizen, assumes the nationality of her husband.

His love could perform this miracle. Why had Catherine waited so long? …
Sitting on a bench that faced the old Louvre, they made all the resolutions which should have been made a year
before. The chimes of Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois struck the hour of their vows: four o’clock in the morning. All
the steeples of Paris prepared to sound the tocsin. Princess Anna’s counsels became their program for the future.
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*
The war could not possibly last till Christmas. Robert’s ideas on the subject were simple, and he expressed
them in pat phrases: it would be death or victory within three weeks. Catherine was to go, not with the Austrian
ambassador and his suite, but alone toward Italy. In Rome she would make arrangements to have her marriage
dissolved, as Anna had advised. She could then return to Paris, for, having filed suit for divorce, she would have
resumed the lost nationality which was to save her …
Their progress was retarded by their goal, which was separation. The day was breaking when finally, still embracing, they came in sight of the island. Catherine, leaning on Robert’s shoulder, stood a long time staring at the
river and the house crowned with foliage. Was it not this mansion, with all its mirroring windows, that had
brought her into Adam’s life?
“Lord, I have loved the habitation of thy house!”
And was it not the Seine that had tempted her, as, in this curious spot, it tempts all lovers? Paris, of which she
bore the name and inbabited the heart—Paris was casting her out in the day of danger, because her heart had once
chosen unwisely.
Catherine turned her head, and looked at the face of Robert, from whom her salvation would come. It was the
face of a man whose love might have given her the keys to the city, if she had not rebelled against life. In the calm
twilight which precedes day, it wore a look of almost paternal mildness. Seized with respect, she disengaged his
arm, took his hand, and led him toward Notre Dame.
At five o’clock in the morning, the great portal still was closed. She wished to try the Red Door, and as she
found it bolted like the other, they could only kneel at the top of the steps, on the porch framed with wild roses.
There, outside the Church, both of them prayed. They separated in the first rays of the sun, in the little garden
which surrounds the apse of the cathedral.
*
On August 2, she heard all the tocsins ringing at once. She was in the center of the alarm. If her windows had
not been wide open, they would have broken. Catherine also would have broken without Robert; he had opened
the future to her; he had allowed her to breathe the air of deliverance.
But, with the passing hours, she must make up her mind to leave; the military authorities would make no allowance for a state of soul. When the moment came for action, Catherine could no longer understand the decision
she had made the night before. She wondered why she had not chosen imprisonment in preference to flight. She
forgot that when she decided to go away and, in obedience to just laws, to leave both France and her lover, she
was merely conforming to her preference for definite situations, to her instinct for choosing the more difficult
course, to her sense of honor. She was forgetting also that she had thereby hoped, in the language of military
citations, “to merit well of the Fatherland.”
Her courage weakened several times. M. Beau came to the help of her weakness and only increased it. He
offered to visit Mme. de la Feuillade; he would make an impassioned plea for her young relative; she would let
her heart be touched; and perhaps, if Catherine announced her intention of getting a divorce and ceasing to bear
the name of Leopolska, the duchess would consent to shelter her.
Abbé Mésange had no difficulty in dissuading him from such a course. Their kinship with Catherine was felt to
be so compromising by the good folk of the Rue Saint-Dominique thst the duchess, early that morning, had sent
word to the abbé that she advised her niece to seek diplomatic protection, to flee the country—and above all, no
farewell visits! These ladies were also leaving, but for Provence.
The Russian ambassador came to see Catherine during the day. He would have liked to offer her the hospitality
of his embassy, but he had been warned that tongues were wagging against him. He was accused of the feminine
boast,
“This is my war!”
He denied the statement, saying that he had merely foreseen the war. He was like a physician who does not
claim to be the author of an epidemic merely because he has diagnosed it. Since, by breaking out, it was proving
his foresight, he had wished to provide Russia with the powerful remedy of an alliance with England. This was his
work, and he was proud of it. He told Catherine that when the day came for him to sign the treaty dismembering
Austria—and this he was confident of doing—he would feel the same regrets as if he had just broken some
antique in order to replace it with a pine cabinet bought freshly from Maple’s. With these words of a connoisseur,
he bade her farewell, first offering to use his influence with the Italian ambassador, since she had chosen to live in
Rome.
Sir Philip Gay also came to comfort her. He proposed to move his personal effects into his office in the Fau-
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bourg Saint-Honore and to give Catherine his apartment, if she would consent for a time, and merely as a matter
of form, to become Lady Gay. In this way she could remain in Paris until England declared war.
In the midst of these contradictory arrangements, which arranged nothing, she was handed an almost incoherent letter from Mlle. d’Entragues, written just as she was leaving. It warned Catherine that if she delayed her
departure, she would be denounced to the authorities.
She had ceased to think of anything but Robert; her presence in Paris might compromise him. Everybody told
her that the war would be short and she believed it, since the nature of catastrophes is to be sudden and brief. She
would go to Rome as she had promised Robert, to prepare for her metamorphosis.
Leaving Sir Philip Gay to procure her passport and that of Felicie Billochon, who refused under any circumstances to desert her, she went out toward evening, alone with M. Beau, to visit Père Lachaise. The heights of the
cemetery were crowded with people who had come with a single thought: those who stayed behind were promising the eternally disarmed that they would be defended.
In all the throng, Catherine alone had come to tell her rooted dead that she was deserting their soil, against her
own will. Facing the sky, that impalpable resting place which Uncle Charles-Adolphe had chosen, she accused
herself of not having followed his counsel.
“One doesn’t marry a Pole,” he had said in his tutelary voice.
She thought herself to blame for his sorrow, and even more to blame for that of Robert, who had gone to war
after promising to marry an enemy. She left the hill, knowing that she was also leaving “the land where our dead
lie buried,” another expression for the fatherland.
She drove back with M. Beau to the corner of the Rue de Ponthieu, but did not take him to his door. Innocent
as she was, she had become almost a leper in Paris, and began to feel an aversion for herself. At the Hôtel Leopolski, she found Abbé Mésange and a letter from Robert, which a motorcyclist, the mysterious messenger of the
armies, had left at the abbé’s lodgings. It implored her to visit the Rue Chaptal before her departure.
Must she obey this imperious request? She feared to expose Robert’s mother to the contagion which had so
horrified her relatives in the Rue Saint-Dominique. Abbé Mésange finally convinced her, and went forward as a
scout to announce the nocturnal visitor.
As she entered Mme. Ricard’s drawing room, she felt that she had knocked at the right door, and having
conquered death, was entering by magic into her own childhood. The rosewood table was not her grandmother’s,
but it was nearly the same, and the light was the same exactly. Old peaceful things were bathed in the calm air;
only one side of them shone in the lamplight; their shadows had not moved for a long time.
An old lady who still was nimble sprang from an armchair, took a few steps toward Catherine, and held out her
arms. It was through a prism of tears that they saw each other for the first time, and recognized each other. Mme.
Ricard examined her foreign daughter, and, as she found her glances even lovelier than her eyes, she trusted her.
Catherine, who had felt lost since Robert’s departure, was finding herself again. …
Nothing could be more natural than to see herself in this little parlor, and nothing, in a way, could be more surprising. When it was time to go, she felt that she was once more bidding farewell to the Rookery. Hardly had she
recovered her childhood when she felt the sorrow of leaving it, the pain of waking from a dream. In memory of
her furtive visit, she carried with her a photograph of Robert which she need not hide wherever fate might lead
her; it showed him in a little dress of English embroidery, at the age of three.
*
When Sir Philip Gay left the Hôtel Leopolski after making all arrangements for the difficult departure of a woman who could not resign herself to being an enemy, midnight was striking once more, and the third day of
mobilzation was beginning in the fortified camp of Paris. Catherine did not go to bed; she stood watch for the first
time at the prow of this vessel in the Seine. All night she heard the aspens and the hours; high in the servants’
quarters, a cuckoo from the Black Forest, brought to the Quai d’Alençon by a Swabian valet of the old count,
translated the hour of Notre Dame into German.
About four o’clock, a low rumble, a cracking of whips, and the clang of great hoofs on the pavements as the
Percherons went by, gave notice that market wagons were rolling eastward toward the armies. Like all the women
of Paris, she had someone at the front; these wagons were rolling toward her lover. Only two hours to live! A
continuous shiver ran through her body, as through the trees of the river bank. It was the effect of insomnia on her
youth.
When it was nearly time to go, she climbed to the room under the eaves to say good-bye to Angela, who wept
and could not understand why her foster child was leaving. Catherine explained that she must go away for a little
while, but would return, and that afterwards she would stay in France forever. It was to Angela that she entrusted
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all the keys of the house.
Sir Philip Gay came early in the morning to take her to the Gare de Lyon. She was swept into the train with the
crowd, and let herself be deposited in her seat like a piece of baggage. Her departure resembled a series of
swoons.
Afterwards she would try, but without success, to live in memory through this moment when the ground gave
way beneath her feet. …
3.173 Shepherd Of The Lord\fn{by Peter Neagoe (1892-1960)} Odorhein Secuiese, Hargita County, Transylvania,
Romania (M) 8
The Lord has many sheep. Through the mouth of his chosen ones he commanded them to go and multiply like
the sands of the seas. They are multiplying.
Popa Anghel Boyer is shepherd of the Lord. A strong man Popa Anghel. The peasants rise when he passes and
the women kiss his large hand; the left hand pats the young woman’s cheek as she bends her forehead on his right
hand. The old he blesses, laying a heavy blessing hand on their bent heads.
Popa Anghel’s boots are shiny and squeak proudly, as the shepherd stamps along the street. When there is a
wind his long mustaches are flowing streamers, black and shiny. But his spade-shaped beard, large and thick, flattens like an armor plate against his heavy chest. His long locks fall in curls over a neck, round and strong as a
tree-trunk. The wide muscle-padded shoulders carry easily Popa Anghel’s head.
Popa Anghel handles his four oxen with easy grace. The grace of power. Shouting to the heavy, long-homed
animals keeps his voice alive. He sings in church and the saints on the windows tremble. He booms his sermons
upon his congregation, and his words like waves against the breasts of the faithful. The candle flames stretch and
shrink, waver and blink, when Popa Anghel booms his sermons in the house of the Lord.
Popa Anghel’s wife (priestess Andronica, the peasants call her) is wide-hipped, tall, full-chested. Generous
breasts tremble maternally on her full chest when Andronica laughs. Her face and eyes laugh together and the
breasts rock in unison. Her skin is smooth as velvet, and her hands white and plump, her voice molten honey. A
sweetly fragrant burden in Popa Anghel’s powerful arms.
“You crush my bones, you holy bear,” she pants as Popa Anghel holds her, his face against her white throat.
*
The house is large, the beds are fields of linen and virgin wool. Sweet mint and incense permeate the air of
their nest. Popa Anghel and Andronicas nest.
Popa Anghel has cattle, large-flanked, sleek and strong. Cows, oxen, horses, a bull and a stallion. For in
animals the shepherd of the Lord favors the male; in his own species he loves the female.
Popa Anghel has two daughters, Elizabeth and Maria. Priests’ wives and daughters are splendid females. The
Transylvanian peasant has good eyes.
“She could marry a priest,” he says of a beautiful girl.
Elizabeth was seventeen then and Maria fourteen. Elizabeth was not a big girl—but she was plump—feeding
on hallowed bread, honey and milk—and her skin was rosy and smooth. Her voice was full and her laughter rippled. The smell of ripe fruit, and her skirt was always snow-white.
The colorful aprons she wore had choice designs. The sleeves of her shirt were very full and puffed out from
the shoulders to the wrists, where they gathered in embroidered bands, to emerge again in ruffled cuffs. But the
wrist-bands were loose and when Elizabeth lifted her arms, the sleeves fell back to her very shoulders, wreaths of
whiteness from which emerged the pink arms.
But Maria was my friend. She was fourteen and I fifteen. Here my story starts.
*
Popa Anghel’s stone barns were veritable labyrinths. The fragrance of hay and straw sipped into the stone.
Even the dust in Popa Anghel’s barn was scented.
Elizabeth, Maria, myself and two or three village boys played at hide-and-seek there during two of any
summer vacations. I hid in the hay, dug myself into the straw and flattened out in some cozy corner. To be found
by Maria was the greatest pleasure of my heart. By the time she came upon me Maria was exhausted, had to rest.
She would sit down close to me; I would touch her cool arm in the darkness of our hiding place. At such times
we talked in whispers, close to each other, and Maria’s breath was sweeter than the fragrance of ripe straw.She
often bent so close to my face that the ringlets of her black hair touched my face.
It was the time when I began to feel that girls are very splendid creatures, Maria their queen. The mere sight of
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Maria, walking across the yard, her apron flaring, released such flow of life in me that I could have jumped over
the house or lifted one of the oxen on my back. When we walked side by side, our hands coming together, our
fingers timidly embracing, there was a splendor on every object.
My eyes were keen as an eagle’s. The merest sounds were music. The immense mystery of life gushed from
and through everything.
We loved the brook in which we waded. Maria’s feet gleaming pink on the shimmering pebbles of its bed—
and the water gurgled in its rush. We smiled upon the flowers in the fields and threw ourselves upon the warm
ground inhaling the cool scent of the grass we crushed with our bodies. We loved the sparrows who stole kernels
from the sheaves stored in the barn. We loved them as we loved the stars and even God, who, we knew, was up in
the sky, seeing everything that happened on the earth.
But we knew, Maria and I, that we were the very core of everything, and God looked upon us from above, with
grace and love. He was our father.
Maria referred to her own father as Popa Anghel, because the villagers called him so.
Maria feared Popa Anghel more than she feared God, because this powerful man lorded over his family with
great zest. He was so fond of practical jokes that in church he swung the incense-chalice’ filled with glowing
embers, dangerously near to the mayor’s nose. But everybody knew the mayor to be a miser and a tyrant, despite
the great piety he showed on Sundays.
In his gold-embroidered priestly garb, Papa Anghel looked very big. He smacked the bundle of sweet mint,
soaked in holy water, on the heads of his parishioners with great relish. He kept a serious face but his spadeshaped black beard seemed to laugh as it spread over the shimmering surplice. Often his large mustache pushed
out from under his nose as if mocking at some one, just when Popa Anghel raised his hand, with two fingers
closed, the other three symbolizing the holy trinity.
I noticed that when young women kissed Popa Anghel’s hand he would press it against their lips, before they
could bow their forehead upon it as the custom is. When he prayed over some young widow whose husband had
been taken by the Lord, his hand would caress the woman’s cheeks as he adjusted his peplum over her head. But
he uttered his prayer in clear words, in a soothing sing-song, so the woman was comforted and left the shelter of
the holy peplum refreshed, but with flushed cheeks.
*
But Popa Anghel did not like the mayor, nor could he bear the mayor’s son, a tall square-shouldered young
man of twenty, who followed Elizabeth everywhere.
This young man, Jacob, was dark and somber of looks, but he smiled so ingratiatingly that mothers of marriageable girls sighed and shook their heads when he did so.
But Jacob had no eyes for other girls; only for Elizabeth.
Now I have learned some things—since those days—so I know that Elizabeth was a great beauty. Elizabeth
was then about seventeen; not tall but of such grace that even old men turned to look upon her when she passed
them in the street. And she had a way of changing the expression of her violet-blue eyes from coldest haughtiness
to a melting warmth which nobody could resist. That is why Jacob could not live a day without seeing her.
For this reason, he became great friends with me. Passing Popa Anghel’s, he would drop in to call on me with
every kind of pretext. One time to show me a thrush he caught that very morning, another time to give me a new
sheath for my belt knife, but more often to ask me into the fields to help him at some work—which I always loved
to do.
I was flattered by Jacob’s friendship, because he was stronger than the other peasants and the best wrestler in
the village, not to mention his dancing. Every girl in the village loved to dance the reel with him. In the first slow
steps of this old dance, the man barely touches the waist of the two girls—his dancing partners—while, moving
slowly to the right and to the left, he improvises in rhyme.
A satire on someone or some commonly known event, but more often the man chants out in verse his heart’s
yearning. Decided skill is needed to do this, for lacking that, the poor man will only betray his feelings to the
amusement of the assembly.
Jacob had remarkable skill in this kind of improvising. He sang his praises to his adored one, comparing her to
the moon-queen of the stars; to the sun, whose light and warmth is our life, placing himself, the adorer, in a sad or
happy relation to the symbol of his worship, according to the condition of his heart at the time.
Everybody listened to Jacob’s rhyming, and mothers of lovely girls attributed his affection to their own
daughters. Each one secretly, of course. And many of the girls blushed and blinked to hide a tear.
But I knew to whom Jacob was singing.. I did not even have to look at Elizabeth to know it. And Elizabeth
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never betrayed her feelings to anybody but myself, and to me only by her occasional glances at me. Her big violet-blue eyes remained otherwise screened by their long black lashes.
My admiration for Jacob was especially strong because he could handle a long whip with uncanny skill. He
could crack the whip so it sounded like a pistol shot, and by lashing it back and forth, without once striking the
ground, he produced with it a succession of reports like that of exploding firecrackers. But what mostly amazed
one was the manner in which he would strike down a fruit from the tree. He swung the whip around, then with a
quick jerk of the hand would lash the stem of the fruit and bring it to the ground.
In a whip duel he always disarmed his opponent. With frowning eyes he watched for the favoring moment, to
lash the whip-handle of his adversary and jerk it out of his hand. The aim of a whip duel is no other than such
disarming of the opponent.
Jacob was very generous towards me. He gave me his finest whip, thick as my wrist at the handle, tapering so
gently towards the leash that it became twelve feet in length. Jacob had pleated this whip himself, in four strands
of white hemp, strong and shining as silk. The handle was hickory, smooth as polished ivory on the upper end but
rough, for a better hold, at the lower.
Under Jacob’s rigorous tutoring, I succeeded after four weeks in managing the splendid weapon as well as
Jacob. So well in fact did I handle the whip, that one day I strangled a crow with it. The poor bird stood perched
on a lump of sod in a newly ploughed field, its beak in the air and the head tilted to one side. I aimed at the bird’s
neck. The deadly leash coiled round it, with a snap—and the bird fell over with open beak.
It may have been mere chance, but Jacob praised me for the accuracy of my aim and I felt prouder than Ceasar.
Jacob could sing well, in a clear tenor. My voice had broken already and was settling in a deep baritone. Jacob
taught me many folk-songs. On evenings we walked up and down the village main street, singing in duet.
On a warm night in August, Jacob gathered six or seven young peasants and we went in front of Popa Anghel’s house. It was dark but the air was full of the fragrance of the fields. We sat down under the locust tree and
began singing. Softly, sadly, an endless tune. Occasionally a breeze would stir the foliage, rendering more sad,
even, the melancholy monotone of our song.
I became sadder and sadder under the influence of the night and the never-ending song. At length I burst out
crying. Jacob, near whom I was seated, put his arm around my shoulders. My crying became a real lament, for
with tears in my voice, I kept my place with the singers.
Suddenly, Jacob’s voice broke also. Then the other fellows’ voices caught, and the chorus sounded like a group
of mourners.
How long we kept up our wailing, no one could tell, but a rude shock, a terrific donkey-braying, came suddenly, cutting into our lamentation. This unholy braying poured down upon us from one of the windows in the priest’s
house. We stopped instantly. We could see nothing, but all guessed that it must be Popa Anghel himself—who
indeed it was. For, after his ghastly braying, the priest thundered out in his booming voice:
“Pheu, Satan, may the holy cross kill you! Go back, devil, unto the flaming bowels of hell. Don’t disturb the
peace of one anointed unto the Lord.”
We crawled off softly on all fours. Once in the street, we took natural positions again and ran away on tiptoe.
Maria told me in the morning that both she and Elizabeth had heard us and cried until their pillows were
soaked with tears. Only later she told me that when they heard the braying of their father they got cramps from
laughing.
*
Being at Popa Anghel’s, I saw everything that came to pass there. But the peasants say: “It is easier to watch a
flock of rabbits than a woman in love.” This is gospel truth. I never noticed anything about Elizabeth until one
day, going into the barn, I saw something. But what I saw shall never pass my lips. I am honor-bound never to tell
a soul. Elizabeth made me swear and then kissed me and pressed me to her heart. For the kiss alone and for her
embrace I would keep the secret eternally, not to mention Elizabeth’s violet-blue eyes, as they implored me.
In the spring, soon after Easter, Popa Anghel married his daughter Elizabeth to the school-teacher. A very
handsome young man, with curly black hair, so genuinely patriotic that even now he wears the Roumanian garb
on Sundays.
When I arrived in the summer, Elizabeth was marvelously beautiful. She was not as rosy of color as before but
a heavenly light shone in her eyes. She was loved, and the peasants said, “Her husband carries her about on his
palms.” The school teacher was an ardent lover indeed, for Elizabeth seemed to have forgotten Jacob, who was in
the army. When he came for two weeks’ leave in August, Jacob only spoke of books. He never mentioned his
love. Before we parted he said:
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“When I come back from service, I will go into the mountains to herd our sheep. Don’t you see, Peter, the
village is so small? It is sad, so small it is.”
I soon forgot my sorrow for Jacob, because to me the village was a gay song; for Maria was there.
We were big enough—Maria and I—to take our amusements otherwise than as children, but we did not. We
ran about in bare feet, climbed trees, played in the barn and wandered in the woods. What we both enjoyed most
was swinging in the barn. The swing was made of two heavy ropes, attached to the very peak of the barn roof.
Usually I sat on the board of the swing while Maria, standing facing me, drove it by bending from the knees and
straightening up with a push. We often touched the edge of the roof on both sides. When we swung so fast Maria’s
skirt flared catching my head in its folds, and she laughed so much at this that she had to ease her swinging. I was
never sorry for that, because then I could tickle her knee, and the smooth spot right in the back of it. All she could
do was to wriggle with strident shouts of laughter. When we heard the tramping of Popa Anghel in the yard, we
quickly slid off the swing and disappeared in the hay.
But this last summer of my stay at Popa Anghel’s, the skies of my happiness began to cloud; Maria grew too
fast. She had passed fifteen, and was one inch taller than myself. This was terrible enough in itself, but Maria
made it worse. She adopted a protective air towards me—like a big sister managing a frail brother. I had to resort
to cunning and the privileges of my sex to offset Maria’s patronizing. And often did it at the expense of my
feelings.
One of the things I did—when the horse was needed in the fields—was to mount the horse bareback and ride
proudly through the gate opened for me by Maria. In the street I set the horse trotting, then goaded him to a
clumsy gallop, knowing that Maria was watching and envying me. She could ride the horse as well as I could (she
insisted that she did it better, but I never believed her), but the horse was round as a barrel and too much of
Maria’s bare legs showed from under her skirts for Andronica’s approval. Once she had tears in her eyes when she
pointed to my trousers saying: “It is easy for you, in those ugly things.” She threw a twig at my head as I trotted
out of the yard, haha-ing her.
Another time she swished a handful of nettles between the horse’s legs and I had to flatten out on him and hold
on to his mane. Maria shrieked with joy.
Arrived in the fields I worked with the peasants. At noon Maria and two women came with baskets of food. On
such occasions Maria never failed to ask me, even coax me, to go back with her and take my luncheon with the
family. Of course I refused, spending a miserable day thinking of her.
*
But I wanted to show Maria my independence; to show her how easily I did without her company. In truth,
however, neither the flushed faces of the working girls nor the movements of their bodies (clad only in a full linen
shirt with a belt and two aprons) consoled me. In fact their laughing and singing increased my longing for Maria.
At first this stratagem of mine worked very well. Maria told me that the day was much too long for her without
me. But Maria was much more clever than I thought. Soon she came to consider my behavior as a childish caprice
and told me to my face that I was not as smart as I imagined. I had to look for other means to promote my
superiority.
An opportunity came.
Being wealthy, Popa Anghel had a bull and a stallion. They were used for breeding the cows and mares of the
villagers. Popa Anghel called the stallion Nestor. No one but himself was allowed to exercise Nestor.
Daily, Popa Anghel would lead the splendid animal into the yard. A heavy pleated halter on the stallion’s head
and a long rope attached to it were the only means of control used by the priest.
Nestor had flaming eyes, a long tail and a wealth of mane. As soon as he came into the yard he let out a terrific
neighing, arched his neck, whipped his tail and began prancing. The priest gave him rope, turning on his trunklike legs, in the center of a circle formed by the galloping stallion.
Nestor’s body was steel-gray. It shone like polished metal. His black tail and mane flared with his movements.
His hoofs, slender, high, trimmed and carefully filed, were like ivory. He had a way of picking up his feet as if the
ground under them were red hot. His thin ankles were springs of steel. Popa Anghel, in his thick, gurgling voice,
would talk adoringly to Nestor.
“There, beauty, there, my brave one, limber up your limbs. Now, now! Not so rough, my hero; there are no
devils here. You can beat the very devil, my boy, so you can, my beauty.”
The spade-shaped beard bobbed up and down on the priest’s chest as he spoke.
Popa Anghel loved fecundity. Nestor and the bull were to him symbols of male power and fructifying force. He
would caress the bull’s flanks, press his face against the shining hide and inhale deeply its odor. The bull would
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roll his eyes with animal wonderment and stretch his enormous neck. Lifting his massive head, he released, from
the depths of his huge body, trombone-like sounds.
The priest laughed, answering: “Yes, my boy, sure—just as you say,” and slapped the bull’s belly.
There was a small yard in back of the barns. Wall-enclosed. Nestor and the bull performed their fluctifying
duties there. Popa Anghel assisted with ritual officiousness, talking admiringly, encouragingly, to Nestor or the
bull, as the occasion required, one or the other. But, as soon as a peasant came, with cow or mare, the priest
boomed out his order, that all female folk retire into the house.
“Maria—there, girl—get in! What are you gaping at, your mouth open as the barn door? Run in to your mother.” Maria had to run into the house at once. But she looked at me enviously and angrily, because I could stay in
the yard until the animal was led through the barn gates into the—sanctum—there I was not allowed to enter.
But, reconnoitering in the barn loft, I had found a square ventilator, way up near the roof. It was large enough
for me to squeeze through, so that, without being seen from the yard below, I could watch the ceremony. So one
day when I saw the mayor come with his mare, I sneaked into the barn. Nobody had seen me. I heard Popa
Anghel talking to the mayor. Then he told him to lead the mare—“In there, you know,” he shouted, adding, “She’s
a fine one, your mare.”
I clambered to my post of vantage. Soon I heard Nestor’s tramping on the barn floor. I looked down. The
mayor was holding the mare by the bridle.
“Tie her to that post, man! Get away. Want your bones crushed,” shouted the priest.
Hurriedly the mayor wound the rope around the post, slipped it through an iron ring and knotted it. Then he ran
along the wall into the barn.
Seeing the mare, Nestor let out a piercing neigh and reared on his hind legs. He pushed his tail out straight,
then he whipped it so it hissed. The mare flattened her ears, neighing and dancing.- Popa Anghel gave rope to the
stallion, dodging him: “Not too rough, my hero; gently, my boy! Now, you devil, don’t murder her,” he shouted.
Nestor was biting the mare’s neck, rearing up and away, when neighingly she snapped back at him. Then he
pawed the ground, snorting furiously. I heard a noise under his belly as of a club beating on a kettle-drum. Bam,
bam, bam, it went, Nestor pawing and snorting.
The priest’s spade-shaped beard danced on his chest, a thick laugh rumbling out of him.
“Back there,” he shouted to the mayor, who sidled nearer to the scene.
Nestor reared up. His front legs gripped the mare’s flanks. The mare danced and neighed—ears flattened—
snapping at the stallion’s head, as he was mouthing her mane with outstretched lips. Suddenly, resting his whole
weigh against the mare’s body, the stallion set to pummeling her with his front legs. I feared that the savage
animal would kill the poor mare, who was being sacrificed to his ferocious passion.
“His little love-play,” grunted the priest over his shoulder to the mayor. Now the “love-play” stopped. For one
instant both animals were still; then I saw Nestor’s huge body well up, like a menacing swell, from rump to neck.
“Aha—my hero,” grumbled Popa Anghel.
Leaving my peep-hole, I slid from the straw into the hay, fifteen feet below, where I sank up to my shoulders. I
stood there, awaiting my breath, before trying to crawl out, when I heard something stirring in the hay—quite
close to me. I listened. Some one was crawling towards me. Then I heard Maria’s voice whispering: “I saw you.”
“Very well, if you did,” I answered as softly.
“Where have you been?” she added, very close to me.
“Up there.”
“Up where?”
“There on top of the straw.” I pointed.
“Just so? What were you doing there?” Maria insisted.
“I? What should I do? Climbed on the straw!”
“To see what?”
“To see? What should I see there? It is dark, on top there.”
“There is a shaft of light; I saw it from …” She pointed back.
“Yes! Well, there is a bit of light coming in,” I admitted.
“One can look down there.” She pointed toward the back of the barn.
“Maybe.”
“Did you look?” Maria put her mouth close to my ear. This irritated me. She was too insistent and had a
manner of questioning which I could not dodge.
“Yes, I did, if you want to know,” I answered brusquely.
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“You did? Well,if father knew that!”
She certainly was exasperating. I felt my face blushing; my eyes smarted with tears of anger.
Whenever we discussed anything Maria had the upper hand of me. Her manner befogged my brain, so that I
had to wait too long for the proper answer; she profited by my silence, to cram my head with a lot of words, confusing me still more.
But this time a light had come to me. With cruel relish I snapped at her:
“And why weren’t you in the house? Didn’t Popa Anghel order you in?”
“No—he did not.” She pulled herself up coldly. I was not abashed.
“Did he send you in here?” I asked with mock sweetness.
“Oh”—she moaned. “You are just a bad, vicious little urchin!” And stretching out on the hay, she cried softly.
I could see her shoulders shake. Something sagged, in the very core of me. I felt limp. With great effort I
crawled out. Putting my face close to Maria’s head, I began repeating:
“What have I done? What have I done?” She covered her ears, her shoulders shaking the more, with stifled
sobbing.—
I repeated these four words so often, that at length they seemed very stupid to me, in the presence of Maria’s
grief.
I fell silent. I put my hand on her head. Her hair was soft, alive. Her head seemed to beat against my fingertips,
like a heart. That made me terribly sad and compassionate with Maria. Leaning my face softly against her head, I
began to cry also. We cried together, like that, for a long time.
At length, a feeling of lightness, a strange happiness invaded me, like the return of health in convalescence.
With each passing moment my well-being increased. And, not only had my sense of smell become keen and refined, but my entire body was now as sensitive to touch as my fingertips.
I felt the fragrant air on my face as if it were something alive; my very clothes seemed like living skin,
growing from my body. I felt strong.
Very strong. I felt as if a living force, a force of growth, were pushing outward, through the wall of my body.
Carried away by this power, swung on a wave of warm light, I turned Maria to me—with a quick and agile move,
and looked into her astonished eyes. Then, embracing her with all my strength, I bent to her ear, saying:
“Maria—I love you.”
For one short instant Maria looked at me earnestly; then her eyes smiled, her lips and her face smiled. She put
up her arms, her sleeves fell back to her armpits, and she smoothed my hair. Her fingers streamed delight into me.
Suddenly she encircled my neck and pressed me to herself.
We kissed on the lips, on the eyes, and swore eternal love to each other.
*
It is known that our greatest weakness lies in the effort to eternalize an emotional state. Only Nirvana can be
eternal because it is nothingness. An emotion has an apex. There is to it an ascent and a descent. But this is
wisdom, and how could Maria or myself know this, for all we had then was the great urge of life.
I hope, for Maria’s sake, that, like her father, she remained on life’s side—unwise.
*
The following summer my uncle took me into the mountains. He made me bathe in warm whey “to equip you
for life,” he said. We fed on corn mush and sweet cream—skimmed from sheep’s milk cooling in wooden trays,
and on that delicacy of the Carpathian shepherd—frozen mutton-stew. The odor of that dish, mixed with the
fragrance of rosin and pine-gum, can resurrect the dead.
The whey-bath, the morning baths in spring water, the rolling on the dewy slope until my body tingled, and my
uncle’s rations, gave me such vigor and strength that I wrestled with the shepherds the whole day. In the evening I
wished for a bear to come along so we could have a real, rough tussle. And I thought of Maria, wishing she were
there. Lying on the carpet of pine needles, inhaling the heavenly air of the old forest, my thoughts were ever with
Maria.
That feeling, first experienced in the barn, the feeling of an inner force pushing on the walls of my body, never
left me. At times it became painful—for it had no other outlet than shouting, wrestling or running. Because I was
aware that this force surged purposefully—towards Maria, my love. Only her presence near me could justify it
and, perchance, relieve me from its pain.
*
I waited endless days, in torturing desire. Then—Maria came. Elizabeth with her husband, Jacob and Maria.
What a day that was.
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The presence of a woman in the solitude of the mountains is more welcome than the first day of spring after a
hard winter. But who can describe the feeling if the woman happens to be the loved one?
Maria and Elizabeth were the first to appear on the edge of the horizon. The shepherds saw them. With a shout
they threw their caps in the air, and began jumping and pushing each other. They baaed, mooed and neighed—
seized with a frantic animal joy.
I stood petrified, scanning the distance. They called to me:
“See there, brave one! Female folks! Mother mine, female folks. Young, too. Young, sure! Sure as daylight!”
they sang.
“You can see the way they ride. Happy horses! Mother mine—young, plump heifers.”
Even my uncle changed suddenly, when he saw them. His eyes sparkled, his black beard took on a bright
sheen. A vibrant ring came into his voice. He moved about quickly, ordering Dan to slaughter a young ram. Before the visitors reached us, the fire roared under the big kettle—started by him. He even peeled the onions, a peck
of them, as fast as four womanly hands. He threw the onions in the kettle to simmer and yield up their flavor
before the meat was put in. An hour after, we were all seated on blankets, our mouths watering for the fragrant
stew.
My uncle lorded it over the shepherds, stroking his beard, his eyes on Elizabeth, who sat pensively, watching
the distance, where naked mountain peaks glowed in the setting sun. When we ate, he sat near Elizabeth. With a
wooden fork he pointed to the choicest morsels for her to pick.
Aha, good uncle, I must tell this, for you even touched her hand several times. At her faintest smile, you
laughed uproariously. But I was pouting with a fierce joy, watching you jealously, because I did not sit near
Maria, as I wished.
When the moon came up, the sheep were safe in the enclosure. The four shepherds played on their fifes. We
danced, sang with them, Maria’s piercing voice dominating the others like a cry. I never left Maria, but Jacob
remained always near her also.
When the hour came for us to go to bed, Maria walked leisurely towards the spring—alone. I followed her
unseen, by her or anyone else. In front of the little pool into which the water trickled from a wooden pipe stuck in
the rock, Maria stopped, stretching like a sleepy cat. I could hear her inhale the air. Then she cupped her hands
under the streamlet and drank. With her wetted palms she patted her cheeks. That moment I came up to her.
The moonlight formed a halo around Maria—the water trickled shimmeringly into the basin. A light wind
hummed in the fir trees beyond and played with Maria’s hair. I felt lighter than the wind. I felt tall, my chest
expanded, and I inhaled the scented air in long, deep breaths. A soothing warmth suffused my body, prickled my
face.
Quietly, but with all the feeling I could put into my voice, I said to her:
“Maria! Dearest, Maria!”
She looked at me steadily, without a smile; without the least move of her lively features. She stood and looked
at me, the wind playing with her hair.
“Won’t you say a word, Maria?” I asked softly.
Maria moved her arms as if they were wings. Then she said:
“The air here, it—you know—it makes me feel as if I were bathing in very clear water.”
“Oh, yes! It is—just exactly—like the purest water. Maria, you know it is one year since we have been
together.”
“I know,” she said, with a sudden animation, “and you have not grown at all. I have been looking at you.”
“I? Oh, yes, Maria, I have grown a lot.”
“It can’t be noticed. Not a bit.” There was laughter in her voice.
“But—I can throw you—Maria,” I said courageously. She laughed out loud, slapping her thighs.
“I surely can. Want to try?”
“I’ll duck your head in that pool. I’ll give you a second baptism,” she laughed.
“All right, then do.” I rushed upon her and the grappling started.
Her legs were like stone pillars. Her arms like cables, around me. I could not budge her feet. Her body bent
slightly under my efforts, now one way, now the other, but her spread legs stood planted on the ground. Grinding
my teeth, I dug my fists into the middle of her spine. Maria’s trunk expanded with a deep breath, her muscles
stiffened. Her feet shifted for a better grip on the ground. In a flash I flew up in the air, her arms coiled around my
waist. She held me above the ground, pressing my ribs with her arms. Then, with all her force she threw me, as if
to plant me in the earth. I struck it with both feet at once, but my knees did not bend: anticipating her move, I
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spread my legs and stiffened them with all the force in me. Arching my back I feigned pulling her towards me. As
she resisted I quickly pushed her backwards. We fell heavily, but before I could realize it, Maria was on top of me,
clutching my shoulders and pressing them to the ground; I could hardly breathe.
She held me like that for a time, then bending to me, so close that her breath struck in my face, she asked
pantingly: “Well, great hero—who won?”
“Didn’t I throw you?” I groaned.
“You pushed me all right, but—who is on top? Whose shoulders are pinned to the ground?”
“Who struck ground first?” I asked, trying to laugh.
“What of it? I did! But you—can you move?” With that she put all her weight on her outstretched arms. My
shoulders ached under the pressure.
“Yes,” I teased, “but look where the pool is. You said you’d duck my head.”
Maria turned slightly to look at the spring, unwittingly releasing her hold.
With a swiftness that surprised me even, I turned on my right shoulder and throwing my left arm around her
waist, I threw Maria off to one side. Instantly she grabbed my hair and swung my head backwards. My neck
pained from the sudden jerk. I almost cried out in impotent rage.
“God Almighty—give me strength,” I hissed under my breath.
But the coolness of the grass under my cheek felt good. The smell of the ground was sweet. The moonlight on
Maria’s face and shoulders, wonderful to look at. Her forearm rested on my face as she held my hair. She looked
at me with smiling eyes. She breathed with parted lips—her strong teeth showing.
*
I made no move for I realized suddenly that it all was wonderful. It was supremely delicious to be lying there,
Maria and myself, side by side, on the fragrant grass, in the moonlight, listening to the breathing of the sheep and
of the pine-forest.
Maria’s warm arm rested on my cheek like a caress. Even the feeling of her fingers clutching my hair was
good. Occasionally a wave of pine-drenched air rolled over us and I heard the metallic rustle of some thistles
close to my head. At the spring the water prattled endlessly. The tiny noise as infinite as the sky above.
Maria did not move—thank God—only her eyelids blinked now and then. Silently we looked at each other,
then our eyes would turn and dive for an instant into the depth of the sky.
After a time, as if awakened from a reverie, Maria released my hair and pulled her arm away, but remained as
she had been. I was sorry to lose the touch of her arm on my face. I moved my head closer to Maria’s, smiling
happily. She answered me with her smile, then in a whisper she asked:
“Have I hurt you—Peter?”
“Oh, no, Maria, not at all, not the least, least bit.”
“Truly not?”
“I swear—Maria.”
“Then I am glad.”
She reached and stroked my hair. I took her hand, laid it on the ground and rested my face on it. After a while
her arm got tired so she moved closer to me, leaving her hand under my face.
For a long time we remained unmoving—looking only at each other. Then—the moon still shining on us, the
water still tittering, a common impulse gathered us in each other’s arms.
When we returned to the cabin the moon was high. All was silent inside, but Jacob sat leaning against the
outside wall of the cabin. The white light of the moon fell on him, spilling from his ruffled hair over his bronzed
face and chest—like a shimmering veil of water.
Seeing us, Jacob stopped humming, but did not move. He pointed beside him, for us to sit down. Maria sat
down close to him; I took my place near her. We sat silently, looking into the distance, an abyss of powdery light.
The forest-close by—hummed softly and breathed upon us its scent.
“This is the queen of all my nights,” Jacob said at length. Leaning forward he turned to me saying:
“Do you remember—Peter—that song, Sleepy birds to their nests are flying?”
I nodded.
“Let us sing it then, all three of us,” he said, touching Maria’s hand. We sang. First very softly, then louder,
then quietly again, almost whisperingly, repeating many times the words of that melancholy genius, Eminescu.
Our song ended, softer than the breath of the forest.
The lamenting song was the swan song of my love, for when we had fallen silent, Jacob turned to Maria,
asking:
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“Have you told him?”
“No,” answered Maria.
“You have not? Why?”
Maria did not answer. Folding her hands in her lap, she leaned back against the wall and closed her eyes.
Jacob bent to look in her face.
“Tell him now, then,” he said.
Maria opened her eyes. Evenly, without a tremor in her voice, without a change on her face, looking straight in
front of her, Maria said:
“Peter—I am going to be Jacob’s wife; our fathers have agreed.”
I jumped up. Looked at them, sitting there, the moonlight full upon them. Then—in a gay but shrill voice—I
cried:
“Surely! Of course! Yes, of course! My very best wishes to you—both. My greatest good wishes to you!”
And I ran into the cabin.
In the darkness I heard the breathing of Elizabeth and her husband. Cautiously I went to my bed in the chimney comer.
Lying in the blanket, I began suddenly to wonder, how it happened that I did not see before the light which,
coming from the windows, made two, clear, rectangular spots on the floor.
For a long time I tormented my mind with the question:
How is it I did not see those pools of light when I entered the cabin?
174.106 Excerpt from Yesterday Was Mine\fn{by Princess Anne-Marie Vacaresco Callimachi (1892/96-1970)} Bucharest,
Romania (F) 13
1
The sun was nearly setting. Beyond the wide garden gates the straight white road stretched, rigid and dry in the
heavy evening heat. A passing cart raised clouds of yellowish dust, fringed with red and purple by the slanting
sunbeams.
A small, low, lemon-colored carriage, drawn by a beautifully harnessed little gray donkey, who was led by a
tall flunky in full postilion uniform, drew up to the doorway of the big house. A black-eyed, black-haired, buttonnosed little girl dressed in white muslin, solemnly descended the front steps and entered the coach for her slow
evening drive. Beside the carriage marched her English Nanny.
This very vague image, almost as blurred as faded photographs of the period, is the first one of myself reflected in the dimmed mirror of my memory. So vague in fact is this image that I cannot quite place it in space and
time, yet so typical of my early childhood that, for long, I was known among the people of my generation as “the
little girl in the donkey cart.” To what extent my own memory is augmented by such remarks I cannot tell, for
children’s reminiscences consist of mysterious visions in which only occasional pictures emerge clearly out of a
misty background. Therefore, acknowledging the gaps in my childish memories, I will tell my story as I now
visualize it.
*
I was born over half a century ago in Bucharest, then a charming, semi-Oriental capital, composed of low
rambling houses, set deep in spacious gardens, and of poorly paved narrow streets seething with picturesque life,
gaiety, and gossip, over which innumerable small churches and chapels, with round belfries and squat domes,
seemed to extend their blessings. The town of my birth was a green, religious, smiling one.
The contrast between the simple native ways of the peasants and poorer classes and the “Paris-imitated” style
of existence led by the class to which I belonged was not the only dual influence to preside over the first years of
my life. Of these divergent influences I was to become very early aware.
Equally contrasting were our seasons, ranging from tropical heat to long icy winters; the violent temperament
of the race mellowed by kindheartedness; and the two houses linked with my earliest memories. One was
Maneshti, the ancient family seat, dignified and haunted in spite of modern alterations and repairs; the other our
Bucharest villa, more bourgeois, even slightly nouveau riche in a late Victorian manner. Each of them typified the
different strains of blood, one very old, the other recent, converging in my veins. I will have much to say of these
two homes, which composed the solid background of my life and were still in my possession until the recent
seizure of my country.
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*
On my father’s side, I descended from one of the oldest Roumanian families, mentioned in ancient chronicles
ever since the beginning of my country’s history. My ancestors were referred to in these old scripts as valiant,
bloodthirsty warriors during the reconquest of the land in 1291 after nine hundred years of barbarian invasions
and occupations, and later during the two centuries of pitiless wars against the Turkish conquerors.
My childish brain buzzed with tales and legends about those fierce soldiers. The walls of our country house
were splashed with colorful, poorly painted scenes of those troubled times: pictures of plumed chieftains descending mountain rifts on fantastically harnessed white horses; of purple- and gold-clad medieval knights offering for
a priest’s blessing the yatagan,\fn{Turkish saber} which had slain “as many heathens as are days in the year”; or of
our forebear John Vacaresco, who was dragged to Constantinople in 1716 and beheaded near the fortress of Yedicule, in front of the Sultan, for refusing to deny his Christian faith and renounce his sovereign and brother-in-law,
Prince Constantine Brancovan.
After the beginning of the eighteenth century my ancestors were described in Roumanian history books as cultured, wealthy, and influential members of the so-called “great boyar” class, being usually diplomats or writers—
but when involved in politics, shrewd, and even at times dangerous, intriguers.
By the time of my birth, three generations of charming, reckless spendthrifts had taken their toll of the Vacaresco estates and heirlooms, and nothing would have remained of our possessions but for an equal number of moneyed marriages which had preserved something of our past splendors.
My great-grandfather Constantine (son of Theodore, nicknamed “The Thunderstorm”) had inherited great
wealth and had also married an heiress of French origin, Hélène de Linche, whose premature death had left him,
when very young, free to indulge his maddest whims. He converted the better part of her fortune into cash and—
packing loads of gold ducats alongside his mistress, his two children, valets, and maids into a specially built, large
yellow coach—sallied abroad. He roamed Austria, Switzerland, France, and Italy for as many years as his funds
lasted. On his return, he found his estates not only neglected but partly ruined by his trusted bailiffs, barely
enough remaining to give my grandfather, Theodore, a perfect Prussian military education in the Cadets’ School
of Potsdam, near Berlin. His sister was promptly married to a rich upstart, who later became no less than regent of
the realm.
Grandpapa Vacaresco learned nothing from his own father’s experience.
In spitc of a brilliant career, he always got into debt and was a bad, unfaithful husband to my adored Granny,
whom he made thoroughly unhappy regardless of her sweet temper and deep, uncomplaining loyalty. I knew these
things by childish instinct and could not help cordially disliking my grandfather, without even being grateful for
the great care he took of my education and studies; for he was a genuinely cultured man. All I could see were his
inbred looks, too fragile bone structure, and that thin waist on which he prided himself almost to his dying day.
He was short, slim, dark, and, like almost all members of my family, shortsighted; and his monocle, always
tightly riveted under his bushy left eyebrow, shifted his face into a continuous grimace like an uncanny, grinning
mask. With its sallow complexion, small nose, and regular features, his face was hardened by a long, thin-lipped,
cruel mouth which he sought to conceal under a little moustache and a short scraggy beard, which he early took to
dyeing the most amazing, iridescent, black-blue color I ever saw.
Where Grandpa got his beard dye I failed to discover, but it made him at times shine like an old bit of Spanish
glazed pottery under a glaring sun. He eventually shaved this painful decoration for my personal benefit, I was
told, but really because I had once disrespectfully said it might impair his chances as a belated Don Juan. With or
without beard, he was very ugly, and his bad sight made him untidy and clumsy; the erect and cocky demeanor he
assumed when made conscious of his diminutive height was ludicrous in one so apt to stumble.
*
Poor Grandpa Vacaresco! I detested him only because I worshiped my Granny, an angel and a saint, whose life
story was as pure and simple as a mountain brook, yet similarly meandering and complicated because of the large
naughty stones which kept hindering the straight course of its stream.
She was of Greek origin, as was my mother, although both were born and bred in Roumania. This was not at
all unusual in my country, where a Greek influx had been almost continuous since 1718, when the Turkish Sultan,
Suzerain of the Danubian Provinces, decided he could not trust the too independent Roumanian princes and would
rule these rebellious parts by the proxy of Greeks.
These he chose among the inhabitants of the Byzantine Greek quarter of Constantinople, the Phanar, who
belonged to the same faith as the Roumanians and were endowed with great political shrewdness. As reigning
princes, courtiers, administrators, servants, or adventurers, for two hundred years this infiltration overwhelmed
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my country, accounting for the Greek alliances to be found in any Roumanian family, however purely Latin its
first origin may have been.
Granny was short, rather plump, and although just in her early fifties when I first remember her (she was born
in 1846), she had already settled into the appearance and manner of an aging lady, such was the fashion of her
day. Just a little silver mingled in her dark brown hair; her long, rather fleshy face was smooth with but a hint of a
double chin. An arresting smile dwelt in her light brown eyes, divorced from the often serious expression of the
well-outlined yet indifferent mouth which she never rouged, but whose lips parted on a double row of magnificent
white teeth. Her great charm made one overlook her too large and long nose, and if in youth she had been
considered attractive, it was mainly due to her grace and sweetness.
At any age, when she smiled and began telling a story she was irresistible. I wish I had my Granny’s gift as a
storyteller. She used few words, yet they were so well chosen, so happily knit together, that a whole episode
would appear and develop to the imagination, as the rapid sketch of a master sometimes conveys better, in a few
quick strokes of his chalks, the life and movement of a scene than a too carefully finished picture.
Thus was brought to life for me her own mother Hélène Manesco (my great-grandmother) when in 1855 she
had taken my Granny to school in Paris. I could clearly see Hélène, this fresh, pleasingly plump, and pretty young
matron, who had produced an uncanny number of healthy offspring by an obviously paralyzed, although
handsome, husband, and whose one thought was to get her children away to be educated in some distant land.
The behavior of this captivating great-grandmother of mine grievously shocked her respectable father, the
famous Dr. Apostol Arsaki, of Greek birth but Roumanian repute. Fleeing in the early twenties of the last century,
from the tyranny of Turkish-ruled Salonika toward more lenient skies, he had gone on foot, over mountain tracks,
his two baby daughters—Olympia and Hélène—carried in twin baskets hung on either side of a docile mule. How
he fed them during the trip my story does not tell.
These girls grew up to be beautiful and attractive. Their father, meanwhile, was making a great fortune and a
brilliant political career as a Roumanian Liberal, while continuing his medical work; so his children had both married easily and well into Roumanian society, and smilingly lived up to their somewhat scandalous reputation. By
the time my Granny, then Marie Manesco, had emerged at seventeen from her Paris school, her mother, conveniently widowed, had legitimately married Prince Cantacuzene, the wealthy titled man who was responsible for
some of her brood, and decided to have none of her three elder daughters lingering around the house. Within three
weeks of her return from Paris, Granny was engaged; another six and she was married—in June, 1862, to Lieutenant Theodore Vacaresco.
My father Rudolf\fn{in Roumanian Radu} was the only surviving son of my grandparents, who had also begotten
three sturdy girls. To this quite adequate family Granny had chosen to add yet another little girl, the pretty neglected daughter of a distant kinsman, a Greek immigrant come to seek fortune in Roumania at a time when my
country’s newly revealed wealth had created a rush almost comparable to the one attracting prospectors to California. The tale remains somewhat obscure to me, but the fact that Hélène Kasotti became the richest Roumanian
heiress of her day and my father’s bride makes me occasionally wonder whether Granny’s motives were
completely disinterested.
*
In this line therefore my pedigree is anything but outstanding: although Grandpa Spiridon Kasotti could boast
of millions, few could tell who his father had been. He was a self-made man and his life might well compare with
some fabulous American career.
He arrived from Greece-young, penniless, “tall, dark, and handsome”—immediately married a wife with some
means and started making money for himself. His abilities were unquestionable, but his temper short; so he
promptly tired of his well-to-do consort, threw all her property in her face, and went his own way. An issue of
bonds, the first ever made in Roumania, in payment of expropriated mortgaged estates was thrown onto the
market by the Government of the then-reigning Prince Cuza in 1864. Since no landowner could believe in the
value of these bits of paper, they sold out in a breath; and Kazotti bought, for all he was worth, of these despised
chits, selling even the minute house he had painfully acquired to buy more shares. Laughing at his stupidity, a
friend offered board and breakfast, plus some menial work to this misguided fool. The bonds were still falling,
and Grandpapa still trying to find another loan and go on buying more.
Within three years, his initial investment was increased tenfold.
Falling in love with a married woman, who had already five children, he made her get a divorce, married her,
and had the only child she ever bore him, my mother. Meanwhile, on a trip to Paris, he was caught in the 1870
siege and instead of fleeing remained to try his luck on the slumping Paris stock exchange, where the French
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rentes were falling to nothing. He managed to borrow a million francs from Rothschild’s, bought state shares at
twenty-five; and as everyone knows, by 1872 under the Thiers presidency, the government bonds were back at
par. Grandpapa could now call three French millions his own—a lot of money in those days, particularly when it
was added to all the real estate he had steadily acquired in Roumania.
But apart from his business, he knew no leisure, enjoyed no luxuries except expensive cigars and, perhaps,
some nice clothes. Nor had he a home to speak of, having divorced his beloved wife on discovering she was an
inveterate gambler, who pawned jewels and the household silver when short of cash. He divorced her for reason’s
sake, yet still adored her, and almost every night went over to her house for long talks and eventually—oh irony—
to lose some money at bezique!
Meanwhile, the child he retained by the court’s verdict was apparently forgotten, half starved and half frozen,
at the hands of a grabbing housekeeper in this millionaire’s crooked little house, which looked like an old slice of
cheese.
Here Granny Vacaresco stepped in; took my mother in safe custody; educated her well, but briefly, to be
married at the age of sixteen from the schoolroom to my father, who genuinely loved his child-wife for the short
years she had to live. Her father died before I was born, leaving my mother sixty million French francs she little
cared for, so great was her grief. Her portraits show her tiny, ethereally thin, and dreamy; very lovely indeed but
too young and frail to bear a child. She never quite recovered from my birth, and Granny devotedly tended me
from my very first day.
A second pregnancy proved fatal to her delicate physique. Some mysterious illness carried her away when she
was barely nineteen and I hardly fifteen months old, a baby to whom her mother was but a vague, ideal image
gracing her childish dreams. My father mourned deeply for a very short time, then started a new life, and a
boisterous one it was.
*
Papa?
The best-looking, most attractive man I ever knew—somehow my greatest vanished love. For him the whole
of Bucharest had the same admiring gaze as his daughter. You said, “Le Beau Radu”, and everyone knew whom
you meant. Words are weak and monotonous, and my powers of description fail me. Again I shall say he was tall,
dark, and handsome; but that description fits all Roumanian good looks. Of him I may add that his slender figure,
over six feet tall, bore all the signs of aristocratic breeding.
He was broad shouldered, thin waisted, with narrow hips and well-shaped , and had the slenderest wrists and
ankles a man could have without looking degenerate. His movements were elegant without affectation. Sparing in
gestures, he only occasionally implemented his conversation with a motion of his long, narrow hands. His head
was small with flat black hair worn with a middle part on a rather low brow. Large brown eyes, a regular aquiline
nose, and a well-shaped full mouth in a pale oval face complete my picture.
Magnificent on horseback, my father could not only ride but train and drill a horse with experienced skill.
Intelligent—if sometimes superficial—witty, successful, well-dressed, cultured, and well-read, Papa was, for all
his qualities, somewhat of a rake.
He had numerous and resounding love affairs, bred and kept beautiful horses, very quickly went through that
portion of her vast fortune my mother had in her will bestowed upon him, and even fell rapidly into serious debt.
In a word, he was a typical beau of Edwardian days.
*
Owing to this state of affairs, I was educated amidst great luxury alternating with incredible sordidness, according to the ups and downs of my father’s adventures and fortunes. Such extraordinary and rapid variations, puzzling to a young mind, provided an adequate background for future experiences but left little room for illusions.
My grandmother adored me and brought me up with loving care, but she had a good deal to cope with, particularly as she went unaware of the diverse discoveries over which I would ponder for days. It is not healthy to
notice, when still in the nursery, so many weird happenings which induce a certain amount of cynicism even in an
imamture mind. As an only child, I very early realized the advantage of my position in the family, and into the
traditional framework of a quite conventional upbringing, I managed to insert a good deal of novelty and amusement. Aside from far too much thinking, I was a normal child.
*
In keeping with the custom habitual among Polish, Russian, Hungarian, or Roumanian aristocratic families, I
had an English Nanny, competing and struggling with a sturdy Roumanian wet nurse ignorant of hygiene, and an
old German Fraulein, who had brought up my aunts and now acted as companion and household supervisor. Later
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a French governess came to start me on literature and history.
At the age of seven I talked these four languages fluently, without having made an effort to learn them. Italian,
which I acquired a few years later, is the only idiom which gave me some trouble because I consciously studied it,
instead of just “knowing” it. This method was excellent for me as I had, and have, no gift for languages. I may
speak five, yet I am no linguist: proof is that I have been unable, in my adult days to learn Russian or Spanish,
both of which might have been useful.
My upbringing was a queer mixture of indulgence to my caprices combined with the strictest discipline. This
worship of social convention reigning in my family was little meant to breed personality, and only my violent
spirit of contradiction saved me from being shaped according to the common mold.
As a child, in the country, the peasant servants, or my Saxon maid, used respectfully to kiss my hand in the
morning but later in the day sternly to reprimand me if I upset a flower vase or created havoc in my well-ordered
room. So I decided that it would be one or the other and firmly hid my hands behind my back when threatened
with the hand-kissing ceremony. This gesture, of a five year old, created a storm in a teacup, but Papa thought I
was right to discard outdated customs and no trouble ensued.
*
This happened at Maneshti, our country place, which was about fifty miles distant from Bucharest and almost
at the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains. Here, during the mild autumn, the whole family regularly gathered
around my grandparents for the two or three best shooting months of the year. I can still see myself, sitting at the
far end of the long, narrow family table, in the children’s department, watching my elders and listening to their
quick argumentative conversation.
There was my father, single for many years, later with his tall slim, witty second wife, who made up by daring
chic and elegance for her lack of beauty.
Then came my three aunts with their two husbands. The eldest was the widow of Prince Michael Ghica and the
mother of four daughters who were my usual playmates, in spite of some difference in our ages. Aunt Hélène
Ghica was big, stout, intelligent, and something of an intriguer. Extremely proud of her girls’ fine appearance, she
resented her lack of means, and was apt to envy all and sundry.
Quite different was her sister, Marie Catargi, tall and well-proportioned, ugly, so shortsighted as to be almost
blind, and as kind as kind could be. She simply worshiped her husband, who was the most delightful, cultured
drunk I ever met.
The two other children in the family, daughters of the Léon Cantacuzene couple, my baby cousins and much
younger than I, had also to appear at the family table though still with bibs and in high-chairs.
In all twenty-two seated people, without counting rare occasional guests, but naturally including our respective
governesses, dined together. In the dim candlelight of our table end, meals appeared to us children a gloomy
ordeal, since we were compelled to keep quiet and were given a much plainer diet than that of the grownups. This
we bitterly resented and deplored at length in the schoolroom.
With upright dignity, Granny presided over the whole table, her husband on her right, her son on her left. The
others could well-nigh sit as they pleased, according to age or sympathies. The service, performed by an aged
butler and two or three young footmen more or less well trained, ran smoothly under the vigilant supervision of
old Lolo, once my aunts’ Fraulein, now our housekeeper.
*
Such was the immemorial tradition of the family, rarely broken, at least in my early childhood, by the gay
intrusion of visitors. Any arrival was an enormous treat to me, and I feel sure that some of my partiality for social
life and entertaining was due to a staunch spirit of rebellion against my early upbringing.
So exclusive was our country circle that even my father’s best friend, Léon Ghyka of Dumbraveni, entered it
only much later, when I was over ten years old.
But when he did first appear, it was with a vengeance, and never again could he be tabooed from our midst. We
all simply adored him.
Granny disapproved of him in principle because of the bad reputation he enjoyed. Was he not supposed to lead
a loose life, pester innocent young ladies, keep women of ill fame, give bawdy parties, and spend money like
water? A very bad companion for her darling Radu—as if Papa needed anybody to teach him misbehavior! In any
case, there was madness in his family, and one never knew what fit might overcome him in our house.
But one gay day Léon decided to “gate-crash” Maneshti by pretending he had lost his way in the night and
arriving late and unheralded, begging for hospitality, which naturally had to be granted. This sounded slightly
phoney to our childish astuteness, so the Ghica girls and I decided to investigate. We soon found out how well
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planned Léon’s intrusion had been. Not only had he specially hired a cab driver who knew the intricate road from
Ploeshti’s railway station to our house, but he was carrying with him the yards of dark cloth required to black out
his room thoroughly, protecting the long morning rest his sleepless nights and overstrained nerves sorely needed.
Furthermore, he was burdened with large boxes of chocolates and a coveted book for me. We did not reveal all
these coincidences to Granny, but undoubtedly she drew her own conclusions.
Such was the first appearance in our lives of our short, somewhat stout, slightly bald, bright-eyed, emphatically
well-spoken, well-read, and altogether delightful new friend.
Never until his death, did I lose touch with Léon Ghyka, who turned out to be my husband’s kinsman and close
companion, although almost old enough to be his father.
Maneshti was then to me a much steadier background than my country itself. Only as I slowly grew did my
love for my native land grow too, so that I now realize how deeply my roots were planted in Roumanian soil.
Listening to its legends, fairy tales, or history made me gradually aware of the links tying me to its past. Here, as
in almost everything else, I owe the best of myself to my grandmother’s invaluable care and affection.
2
“Madam, there is again something wrong with the child!”
Dimmed by pain and distance, I could hear Nanny’s harsh voice speaking at Granny’s doorway. Nanny highly
disapproved of this system of waking my grandmother for each of my recurrent earaches or tummy aches. Wasn’t
she well enough trained and experienced to cope with such minor ailments?
But orders were orders, and Nanny knew that if she disregarded them, Granny would have gone sleepless out
of sheer anxiety, instead of being disturbed only on good grounds.
My grandmother’s affection for me was so deep and strong that I can only explain it as a sort of substitute for
the disillusions that the rest of her family, above all her husband and son, had inflicted upon her.
My father had shattered many of her dearest hopes, and she surely bore him in mind when she repeatedly
quoted to me La Rochefoucauld’s maxim: Les grands noms abaissent, au lieu de les élever, ceux qui ne les savent
point soutenir. My mother’s premature death had frustrated the family hope of further male descendants, and
Granny had transferred all her love and ambitions to me, a mere baby, as yet too young to fulfill any of her
ambitions. Therefore when I showed the slightest sign of illness, Nanny had to call her at any time of night.
Why do all children’s illnesses seem to start in the middle of the night? Mine did, and numerous they were—of
the usual benign types, like measles, chicken pox, whooping cough, mumps, plus a few more drastic kinds. I was
a bad case of scarlet fever, and when I developed typhoid at the age of about three—before the discovery of
inoculations and vaccinations—my life was seriously endangered.
So whether at Bucharest or Maneshti, no matter what my illness, I would be moved to the large, comfortable
couch in Granny’s boudoir, and there I would lie, with Granny at my side telling me of the folklore and history of
our country or of her own life and travels.
*
Granny’s narratives were always vivid and evocative, her impressions remained so fresh, colorful, and accurate
that I sometimes imagine they are my own and that I am not just conveying another’s memories. There she was, a
ten-year-old with pigtails, dressed in a child’s dainty crinoline with lace-trimmed underpants showing, ready to
ascend the old-fashioned Danube steamer that would carry her off to distant Paris.
It was on a hot summer day in 1855 that her mother, Hélène Manesco, whose adventures I have already
mentioned, was taking Granny by slow waterways and coaches across the whole continent of Europe to the
fashionable boarding school which was to be her home for the next seven years.
This proved to be a spacious Paris hôtel on the left bank of the Seine, previously the property of some
aristocratic French family ruined by the 1789 Revolution and now turned into a private school. This handsome
building, with large halls and rooms, slanting slate roofs à la Mansard, and white stone decorations on red brick
background seemed very much in the style of Madame de Sévigné’s Hôtel Carnavalet, now the charming Museum
of the City of Paris.
From the first moment the atmosphere was one of austerity tempered by kindliness, and my grandmother
adored her school years. The new pupils were received in a large, book-lined study by the imposing, portly figure
of Madame Hachet de Macy, descendant of an old, now impoverished, family who, efficiently helped by a
spinster daughter, ran the establishment in traditional French way like the original Institution of Saint-Cyr, or in
the manner of Madame Campan.
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The latter had been Marie Antoinette’s former lectrice, who opened a school in which she was lucky enough to
educate young Hortense de Beauharnais, thus attracting the attention of the girl’s stepfather, General Bona-parte.
As Emperor Napoleon I, he entrusted Madame Campan with the creation of the Girls’ College of Ecouen to teach
the sisters and daughters of his parvenu marshals and fellow officers the manners and refined behavior of the
ancien régtme.\fn{As the aristocratic establishment which the Revolution so rudely displaced was henceforth to be collectively termed.
“The royal Bourbons originated in 1268, when the heiress of the lordship of Bourbon married a younger son of King Louis IX. The house
continued for three centuries as a cadet branch, while more senior Capetians ruled France, until Henry IV became the first Bourbon king of
France in 1589.[1] Bourbon monarchs then unified France with the small kingdom of Navarre, which Henry's father had acquired by
marriage in 1555, and ruled until the 1792 overthrow of the monarchy during the French Revolution. Restored briefly in 1814 and
definitively in 1815 after the fall of the First French Empire, the senior line of the Bourbons was finally overthrown in the July Revolution
of 1830. A cadet Bourbon branch, the House of Orléans, then ruled for 18 years (1830–1848), until it too was overthrown. The Princes de
Condé were a cadet branch of the Bourbons descended from an uncle of Henry IV, and the Princes de Conti were a cadet branch of the
Condé. Both houses were prominent in French affairs, even during exile in the French revolution, until their respective extinctions in 1830
and 1814.”:H,W}

Madame de Macy belonged to another period, more sedate than the garish Empire fashions of Napoleon III.
She had, indeed, belonged in some capacity to the household of Marie Amélie, the bourgeois King Louis
Philippe’s unobtrusive wife; and this created enough of a link with past royalty to have all the young girls of the
new regime sent to her school where they were bound to associate with the daughters of the legitimate
aristocracy \fn{As some refer to the Bourbon kings of France, to differentiate them from the Bonaparte establishment:H } of the
House of Or-léans and to acquire the best traditional manners.
Murat, Wagram, Clary, De Lesseps, were the names of Granny’s schoolmates and the explanation of her premature entry into the circles and gaiety of Imperial society; for she usually spent her vacations with one of her
young French friends, her own mother having no desire to see her back home. Outside the boundaries of the
school’s walled garden reigned the unleashed fantasy of the vie parisienne immortalized by Offenbach and by the
many books and memoirs that I later greedily devoured.
But inside the school was to be found the serious counterpart of the picture, a sobering influence for the offsprings of the Empire belles. The pupils’ uniforms made no allowance for the day’s extravagant fashions. Long
black wool dresses, whose wide skirts were the only concession to the reigning crinoline, but no hoops. Hoops
had been launched by Empress Eugenie, a few years back, to conceal her pregnancy, and the mere mention of
such contraptions was shocking. Tight-fitting bodices covered undeveloped breasts, high collars were without
ruffles or frills, hair was drawn flatly back and enclosed in thick, black velvet mesh nets, aimed at nullifying the
most radiant beauty.
Discipline was strict, almost spartan. No fires in the dormitories, where at times the water froze in the small
water jugs provided for short morning toilets.\fn{ Earlier in the 19th century, Jane Eyre reports that the same conditions existed in
the girls’ school at Lowood, where she was for some time first a pupil, then a teacher } First Low Mass was attended every day at
seven-thirty before breakfast. Bedtime was at ten o’clock, and all lights were out half an hour later.
The program of studies was very full, with short recreations, and practically no time devoted to any sport or
exercise, except for a little old-fashioned gymnastics. There was plenty of music, drawing, and dancing, all the
accomplishments of the perfect lady. German and English were compulsory, taught by a resident teacher, natureally a native of these countries; but, judging from Granny’s linguistic deficiency, these items could not have been
given very special attention. A few celebrated lecturers came from outside to give special courses in literature and
history, music and the ballet.
It was through these last two subjects, which Granny never acquired to any degree because she was nearly
tone-deaf, that these strictly educated girls caught glimpses of the brilliant, frivolous Paris of the Second Empire.
Twice a week, in batches of six or eight, they were sent to hear Patti, Alboni, or Grisi sing at the world-renowned
Théâtre des Italiens. On these evenings of adventure Granny acquired an amazing amount of information and
gossip about personalities of the day from her more worldly schoolmates.
Her two favorite companions were Marie Clary and the more conspicuous Princess Anna Murat. Granny yearly
spent her holidays with the motherless Marie, daughter of the well-known shot and courtier, Baron Joseph Clary,
and through her met the many sons of the famous De Lesseps. To Granny’s lasting sorrow, Marie died shortly
after her marriage.
Very different was her other friend, Princess Anna Murat. She was all glamour and success, the very impersonation of a brilliant, if shallow, period. Five years older than Granny, to whom she was very kind, her successes at
Court were outstanding and sufficiently spectacular to arouse the vigilant jealousy of the Empress. It was
whispered that Anna’s cousin, Napoleon III, had been oversensitive to her radiant, slightly plump beauty, her
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elegant demeanor, bright auburn hair, and lovely soft blue eyes, and that the delightful Anna often succeeded in
bringing a smile to the tired lips of the eternally bored, melancholy Emperor. The flirtation took quite alarming
proportions and culminated in a rapid scene and an exchange of sharp words between Eugenie and Anna during
an intimate boating party on the lake at Grosbois, the magnificent country seat of the Prince of Wagram, Anna’s
maternal uncle.
A short passade with some renowned hetaera, Marguerite Bellangé or even that fascinating beauty, Countess
de Castiglione, Cavour’s friend and spy, the Empress could overlook; but here lay danger—birth, kinship, ambition—there was too much to fear for one who had experienced and made the best of Napoleon’s weakness toward
women. Eugenie was visibly upset and promptly worked out a plan to marry off the half-reluctant Anna to one of
the most stylish men of this elegant period, bearing a name justly illustrious in the French nobiliaire: Antoine de
Noailles, Duke de Mouchy, Prince de Poix.
“And the Empress, Granny, the Empress, did you know her?” I would keep repeating.
“Not really, darling. I once curtsied to her on the beach at Trouville when she greeted Marie Clary with whom I
was, but I didn’t really know her. I saw her quite often driving in the Bois de Boulogne in her carriage à la daumont, dressed in green velvet trimmed with sables, a tiny muff hanging from her neck by a long jeweled chain, or
in summer with enormous picture hats covered in poppies or cornflowers, wearing filmy, embroidered muslin
dresses. She also often walked with the Prince Imperial on the Tuileries Terrace near the Seine Embankment.
Large crowds would gather to cheer the little boy who was much more popular than his parents.
“He often wore a kilt in token of the Empress’s Scottish descent, as on the day I saw him sitting between the
Imperial pair when Paris celebrated Napoleon’s return from his victorious Italian campaign. The Emperor looked
worn and tired, while Eugenie acknowledged the Parisians’ mad cheers, bowing and waving, meantime wiping
tears from her cheeks with a lovely lace handkerchief—that was all I knew of the Empress.”
*
Many years later I too had the opportunity of meeting for a fleeting moment the woman whose beauty had
perhaps changed the course of history. It was in 1920, and Empress Eugenie was then a shrunken little old lady,
peacefully sunning herself on a Riviera terrace overlooking the Mediterranean.
My husband and I had been asked to lunch by a charming hostess, who was partial to royalty, Madame Ernesta
Stern, owner of a superb villa on Cap Ferrat. The timing of our ten-mile drive had obviously been wrong, for we
arrived slightly before schedule and decided to take a short stroll in the luxurious and rather overcrowded gardens.
We had hardly taken a few steps when we caught sight of our majestic white-haired friend, sitting on a pink granite bench with beside her a small withered figure all in black, whose face I could not distinguish.
“The Empress Eugenie,” whispered my husband; and true enough there she was in the flesh, paying a neighborly call (her Villa Cyrnos was next door) and rapidly jabbering in Spanish with our hostess. Very impressed, I
sank into a deep curtsy, my husband respectfully bowed, we were introduced; and after exchanging a few impersonal sentences, the Empress departed, not however without making a short bitter comment on the recent election
of Paul Deschanel as President of the Republic in preference to the great figure of the recent war, Georges
Clemenceau.
“It’s a pity the French always seem frightened by glory; they feel safer with mediocrity.”
On these words Eugenie caught hold of the arm of her devoted chamberlain, secretary, and friend, Bacciocchi,
and vanished from our sight.
Alas! Little remained of the graces Winterhalter had so well portrayed, or the radiant beauty which had been
this woman’s, who, now aged ninety-five, had survived the glamour of her reign, the tragic death of her son, and
almost her own legend. All women, I concluded, ought to die young, especially the beautiful ones. … Shortly
after that she, who had been the irresistable Countess of Teba, was to go back and die in the Palacio Liria in
Madrid, the magnificent ancestral home of her nephew, the present Duke of Alba.
In Empire days, ladies of repute seem to have been extraordinarily long lived, judging by the comparatively
large number of them I myself happened to meet, thus strengthening my links with Granny’s memories.
*
Granny kept up with many of her old-time friends, and I therefore met still other protagonists of the Imperial
glories and tragedies. One was Émile Ollivier, the last of Napoleon III’s prime ministers (1869-1870), who
lightheartedly declared war on Germany and spent the rest of his life apologizing.\fn{ “He obtained a war vote of
500,000,000 francs, and used the fatal words that he accepted the responsibility of the war ‘with a light heart,’ saying that the war had been
forced on France.”:W} Others were the famous Countess Melanie de Pourtales, who had warned the Emperor of

Bismarck’s ambitions and who even at an advanced age retained a vitality that exhausted her most energetic hosts;
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and Princess Mathilde Bonaparte-Demidoff, who refused to marry her cousin when the Imperial throne was not in
sight—but later tried to recapture him when he had won the crown.
Yet the really unparalleled figure at the Court of the Tuileries was a foreigner, more typical of that reign than
any other personality of her day.
Princess Pauline Metternich had become a legend even in her lifetime. She was unique, and perhaps the only
woman of the period to achieve fame without beauty. But her wit and intelligence were unequaled, and public
opinion credited her with every possible success, from the launching of the unknown English dressmaker Worth
as a world-renowned couturier, to the drafting of faultless diplomatic reports signed by her husband, the Austrian
Ambassador in Paris, to be sent back to the Emperor Franz Josef in Vienna. The irresistable Ambassadress,
besides capturing Empress Eugenie’s friendship and affection, was supposed to have free access to the Emperor’s
benevolent ear, and her advice was highly valued. It is, therefore, amazing that so shrewd a diplomatist should not
have foreseen the Prussian attack on Austria in 1866, or obtained Napoleon’s armed intervention before the
disaster of Sadowa. This aid might, if victorious, have avoided or discouraged the Prussian ambitions and German
Imperialism, which was to be born from the French defeat.
But these were perhaps too serious speculations for Pauline Metternich, young, gay, and content to be the idol
of all the capitals in which she lived. Her native Budapest was proud of her; she was adored in Paris; and her
home town, Vienna, celebrated her in a verse, bearing witness to her popularity:
’S gibt nur a Kaiserstadt, ’s gibt nur a Wien,
’S gibt nur eine Fürstin, die Metternich Paulin.
There's only one Emperor's town, there's only one Vienna,
There's only one Princess, the Metternich Paulina.

Unique, I repeat, she appeared to her compatriots and also to me when I saw her driving in her canary-yellow
coach with powdered lackeys, under the green vaiIlt of the Prater alleys on a mild spring day. She was very old
when I was taken to meet her, but still true to the rude description given in her heyday by some outspoken
Frenchman, Un charmant ouistiti.\fn{A charming little ape}
Quick in her movements and repartée, daring and unexpected in most of her utterances, she was the only
daughter of a crack Hungarian horseman, Count Maurice Sandor, who for the sake of a bet once jumped his best
hunter into the Danube from the heights of the Buda bridge. He got away with it, landed his horse safely in
midstream and returned triumphant and drenched. He eventually ended in a lunatic asylum, and even this mishap
his daughter used for her private aims.
One year in the sixties, the Empress Eugenie was as usual planning some amateur theatricals to take place
during a shooting-season house party at the Château de Compiegne. I cannot remember the title of the play in
which the Empress, as customary, took the leading part. Another minor role Princess Metternich specially fancied,
and she asked the Empress for it.
“I am sorry,” came the reply, “but I have already promised that to one of my ladies, the Countess de la Poeze.
She’s very eager for the part and I dare not upset her. You know, poor girl, her mother is insane, and I am always
frightened for her own mind. You must understand, my dear.”
“Is that all, Ma’am?” Pauline Metternich gasped. “Then I insist on the part. Doesn’t everyone know my father
has long been certified and I may be in danger too?”
I never found evidence of this particular tale but Granny vouched for its authenticity, and the Ambassadress’s
quick temper was no secret.
The story of the introduction of the lasting French habit of eating ice cream with a fork is not so well known.
Like her father, Pauline Metternich-Sandor did not disdain a bet, above all with so fashionable a rival as the young
and attractive Prince of Wales,\fn{The future Edward VII} then on a visit to Paris. The object of the contest was to
determine which of these two recognized leaders of fashion would be able to launch the most absurd new “mode.”
What the Prince’s attempt was my story omits. Tradition, however, has it that, when at an Imperial banquet
ices were served with the classical little shovel-shaped spoons, Princess Metternich, with a look of anguish on her
face, suddenly exclaimed in a loud voice,
“A fork! Please give me a fork! Who can eat ice cream with a spoon? It can’t be done. I must have a fork.”
A bewildered footman handed her the required implement. The whole table gazed awe-stricken, hesitated.
Then asked for forks. And the most absurd of fashions was launched. Se mon e vero … I find it too good not to be
true.
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*
These were the frivolous sidelights to my Granny’s serious education, by now drawing to its end; for she was
over sixteen, and judged old enough to be brought home and promptly married to the eligible young man already
earmarked for her by the far-planning parents of both parties. In fact, Granny was given no breather, no time to
regret her Paris friends and surroundings, or to get acclimatized to the very provincial little capital Bucharest must
then have been.
Without any consultation of her feelings and tastes, my Granny was married to a dashing little Roumanian
lieutenant, fresh from his military training in the Prussian Cadets’ School at Potsdam. He must have been as stiff
as his masters, and surely already had his screwed-in monocle and that beard I so disliked. Her marriage
practically coincided with her seventeenth birthday, and for fifty years of conjugal life, Granny was loyal and
seemed to worship her unfaithful husband, who brought her position and troubles, all sorts of thrills, but never the
peace and quiet for which she had yearned.
Grandpapa, for all his lack of looks, could make himself most agreeable, was very intelligent and cultured, an
excellent conversationalist. He was reputed a good officer, although a few years after his marriage he had entered
into a conspiracy to overthrow the then reigning Prince, Alexander Jon Cuza, whose aide-de-camp he was, and to
replace him on the throne by a ruler drawn from a foreign dynasty, in order to avoid the terrible feuds invariably
occuring among qualified aristocratic families each time a princely election was at hand. Those Roumanian
princes were, but for their title, mere temporary rulers elected for seven years, hardly longer than a president of
the United States.
Prince Cuza was certainly a dissolute man whose private life was most objectionable. Yet Roumanians are not
as a rule oversensitive about morals, and surely my grandfather’s behavior did not qualify him for puritanism.
Neither did I think it was an aide-de-camp’s business to betray his direct military chief, but Granny would have
none of my criticisms. She had been thrilled at being admitted to the secrets of the conspiracy, and firmly believed
Prince Cuza was evil and had to be removed. Besides, did not heaven bless her husband’s attitude and bring a
most devoted friend into her life, the future sovereign of Roumania, Prince Charles of Hohenzollern Sigmaringen?
True enough the plot succeeded, mainly because the conspirators on entering his bedroom found Prince Cuza
in such company that he could neither give the alert, nor call for his devoted guard, so intent was he on shielding
the reputation of his mistress, a well-known Roumanian lady. Grandfather had been appointed to escort the former
ruler over the border, and was then sent to the Danubian port of Turnu-Severin. Here the newly chosen Prussian
Prince was to alight from the steamer on which he had traveled incognito because his candidature to the
Roumanian throne was, in principle, opposed by Russia, Turkey, and Austria, the three protecting powers of
minute Roumania.
Meanwhile, Grandpapa had been named Prefect of the province of Prahova, whose capital, Ploeshti, was on
the route the Prince was following to reach his new capital, Bucharest. As the Prefect’s wife, it was Granny’s lot
to receive on the threshold of her small Ploeshti house the new Prince and his followers and to offer them a meal
because she could not extend more lavish hospitality.
Rumor had it that Prince Charles, soon to be King Carol I, fell for Granny the very first moment he met her.
She was then just under twenty and must have been very attractive, in her simple dress of white muslin with tiny
ruffles edged in blue, adorning the open bodice and short sleeves. Her jewels were red coral beads round the neck,
waist, and wrists. Her earrings and carved pink coral brooch, gold mounted, were of eighteenth-century Turkish
workmanship—and are among the few family heirlooms still left in my possession.
That the King was captivated I heard from his own mouth the day I was officially, if privately, presented to
him and Queen Elisabeth,\fn{Better known by her alias as the popular author Carmen Sylva; born, however, in Neuweid, near
Koblenz in the modern German state of Rhineland-Palatinate } albeit I had known them since childhood. Afterward I had the
privilege of being seated beside him at lunch in Castle Pelesh at Sinaia, the Court’s summer residence. Suddenly
the King turned to me and said with a glance at Granny, on his other side,
“You cannot imagine how pretty and fresh your grandmother was when I first knew her. Such simplicity in her
dress! Such order in her house!”
He then immediately reverted, as if shy, to pictures and travel, with politics his main topic of conversation. He
was a stern, rigid old gentleman, slightly awe-inspiring and terribly Teutonic, but of high morals and remarkable
intellect.
In spite of innumerable and indiscreet questions I could never get precise information out of Granny as to their
relationship which, I knew from hearsay, had remained pure. Granny talked rarely, reluctantly, about that period
of her life, whether from timidity or regret I never knew. She was a saint in her way and surely remained true to
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her duty, but accepted for her husband all the advantages King Carol’s devotion for her entailed, such as his first
post of aide-de-camp to the King and many others that followed.
In 1876 my grandfather was sent to Russia, or rather the Crimea, as second to Jon Bratiano, the then Prime
Minister, on his visit to Czar Alexander II for negotiations previous to the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-1878.
During this campaign Grandpapa again accompanied Prince Carol as aide-de-camp. After this war of liberation
and the signing of the Treaty of Berlin, Roumania was created a kingdom.\fn{ I.e., for the first time uniting the two ancient
Romanian principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia. Romania as it is known in my day also includes Transylvania—and in the northwest,
part of a territory known as the Banat—which was given to the new kingdom as a reward for declaring war on the Central Powers in World
War I:H}

The new King immediately appointed Colonel Vacaresco, as he had become, Marshal of the Court, and in this
position he remained for the next twelve years. Granny was seeing still much of the King, but more even of his
Queen, born Princess Elisabeth of Wied but better known, and remembered, by her pen name of Carmen
Sylva.\fn{I have included a small excerpt from her memoirs under the German section of this Protocol:H }
As Marshal of the Court, Grandpapa used to accompany King Carol I regularly on his annual summer visits to
various small German courts. Why Granny always went too, even before the King’s marriage, I cannot quite
fathom, but she did. Subservient punctilio and correct rigidity were expected from court officials, and on the
whole the King of Roumania’s staff had been chosen true to type. The exception was Granny, with her natural
high spirits and. Parisian training, her easy laughter and bubbling sense of fun. Grandpapa was rather scared for
his job, but she knew better. She actually knew that her gay shortcomings, not his correct qualities, kept him in his
post.
After the royal wedding Granny was no more the only woman in the royal staff. The new Queen’s lady in
waiting joined the party, and was teamed with Granny, who liked her well. Yet never have I seen such contrast as
between those two. Aunt Olga Mavrojeni was as stiff and cold as Granny was kind and smiling. Tall, thin, dry,
swathed in severe black satin and veils, extremely distinguished, she always struck me as the perfect type of the
camarera mayor, in the grand, most rigid Spanish tradition.
By this time Granny had a very nice house in Bucharest, regularly attended court functions, entertained all
visiting royalty, diplomats, and Roumanian political circles, in addition to supervising her daughters’ education.
My father had been sent to Germany for his studies, but hated it so much he had finally to be brought home
and afterward sent to Paris. Granny was quite happy, but all this was too good to last, and my grandfather was
growing much too careless in his extra-conjugal behavior. Finally he became involved in an unsavory affair with
an actress—the details of which I never discovered—and was compelled to resign his court office.
Even after this painful occurrence King Carol did not completely drop this favorite couple, and my grandfather
was subsequently appointed Minister to Brussels, to Rome, and at last to Vienna, where my papa, by now
graduated from the Paris Faculte de Droit and having passed his diplomatic examinations, was named secretary to
his father.
Vienna is one of my favorite cities. Should I follow my own instincts, I would go far beyond Granny’s
memories into the whole political, social, and artistic history of that town and the surrounding Austro-Hungarian
Empire from the time Franz Josef ascended the Imperial throne (1848) until this most artificial state crumbled
under the impact of World War I. That is because of all the dying aristocracies the old continent can boast the
Austrian one has, with the exception of the Mayerling drama, inspired less literature and produced fewer memoirs
than any I know.
When Granny settled in her Vienna Embassy the happy days of the once strikingly handsome, Austrian
Imperial couple were long past. The period of Empress Elisabeth’s political activity and influence had equally
come to an end. Still extremely beautiful, yet a disillusioned, crowned vagabond, she rarely appeared in Vienna
and almost never attended Court functions. The little interest she occasionally showed in the realm’s internal
affairs was limited to siding with her son, whose ideals she shared, in his recurrent conflicts with his father, Franz
Josef. Both her daughters were married and death had rid her of that imperious rival, her hated mother-in-law
Archduchess Sofia, who had encouraged the Emperor’s infidelities, attempted to rob her of her children’s
affection, and actually deprived her of any interference in their education.
The pretext to such cruelty had been Elisabeth’s alleged pro-Magyar and non-Austrian feelings under the
influence of her able, brilliant Hungarian lover, Prime Minister Count Gyula Andrassy, whose sane policies were
designed to ease the permanent tension between Budapest and Vienna. The old woman was dead, but the harm
was done: the Hapsburg’s family life remained disrupted by strife and dissention.
Emperor Franz Josef had retired into an existence of almost complete seclusion and hard work. Awake at six
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o’clock every morning, granting audiences at eight to bewildered diplomats or his own crown ministers, he never
sat down while reading reports or documents, barely took the time to eat at eleven, an unvarying tray lunch—
traditional Viennese beef stew accompanied by horse-radish sauce, sausage, potatoes, and the classical sauerkraut,
or pickled cabbage. A short, early dinner and to bed at nine. Such was .the Emperor’s busy day, during which he
did much and achieved little; for the real powers of government lay well out of his hands in those of his ministers.
The Government itself appeared weak and wavering, very much at the orders of Berlin, particularly so where
foreign politics were concerned. This state of affairs infuriated his gifted son, Archduke Rudolf, who was brilliant,
bored, and unhappily married, and led him, through lack of interesting occupation or dismay, to a life of drinking
in low Vienna “locals” and numerous sordid affairs.
Vienna’s social life, for centuries gravitating around its Court, was oddly affected by the continuous absence of
the Empress and curtailment of entertaining at the Hofburg. Elisabeth no longer attended the three formal annual
Court balls. The Heir Presumptive’s wife, cold, correct, Archduchess Stephanie, played absolutely no part in
public functions. All this created a dislocation of social life, which seemed reduced to family parties and made the
diplomats’ position extremely awkward, because officials rarely associated on equal footing with the very
exclusive and birth-conscious Austrian aristocracy. Even Court invitations were differently labeled according to
whether the recipients had their “quarterings” (better said: were of pure descent in rank and title) or were simple
commoners asked only by reason of their temporary position or personal achievements. Clubs were still more
exclusive, although no special provisions were drafted in their statutes. Thus, until 1914, only two Jews were
admitted to the Jockey Club: the head of the Rothschild family and the genial Baron Springer, the universally
appreciated racehorse owner, whose colors were as well established in Vienna as in Budapest.
Granny was terrified at committing some mistake and felt lost in the intricacies of rules and traditions dating
from the reign of Charles V, but she was soon to be saved by her Paris acquaintance with Princess Metternich. A
polite call, an immediate answer, and in the joy of reminiscing over a distant past, Pauline Metternich, who was
all-powerful in Vienna, immediately solved Granny’s thorny problems.
By modern standards Princess Metternich was anything but old, and her deportment and behavior were as
lively and brilliant as ever. Her rank, wealth, and position allowed her to treat lightly the conventions of a society
which bored her and whose prejudices she smilingly dismissed. To speak French and to talk of her Parisian glories
delighted her, and she therefore insisted on herself introducing Granny to the snobbish Austrian aristocracy:
“Meet the new Roumanian Ministress, Madame Vacaresco, a friend of my Paris days.” (Omitting the detail that
Granny was then a schoolgirl and she already the almighty Austrian Ambassadress.)
Now Granny was launched on the grandest scale, and people even seemed to excuse her ignorance of the
German language which hitherto she had found a great handicap. Through Pauline Metternich, my grandparents
became well acquainted with two most important personalities in Vienna’s social and political life: the German
Ambassador, Prince Henry VII of Reuss, and his haughty wife, who was related to the whole of Europe’s royalty.
At first on cordial terms with theVacaresco family, Princess Reuss was later instrumental in the scandal which
cost my grandfather his post and Papa his diplomatic career, but from the strictly correct point of view, she was
evidently right.
Direct queries and devious investigations only revealed that my grandfather had committed some
unpardonable indiscretion, using the Reuss’s name in a report which had been intercepted by the Imperial police.
All envoys do such things, but must carefully avoid being caught! Submissively, the Ballhausplatz informed the
German Embassy, and the next time my father, unaware, attended one of Princess Reuss’s weekly at-homes, she
practically threw him out of her house, accusing the whole Roumanian Legation of breach of confidence and
moral cheating. Drama ensued; a duel was almost fought but somehow miscarried; my father was disqualified;
and the mass resignation of Minister and staff was requested by the Austrian Foreign Office.
This ludicrous incident ended my family’s official career, but Bucharest was lenient, since the revelations were
not to Roumanian disadvantage, and my grandfather soon entered politics as a senator for that same district of
Prahova, where he had started his administrative career and in which the family estate, Maneshti, was located.
When his party (Conservative) was in power he was regularly elected Vice-President of the Senate, and the King,
on the twenty-fifth anniversary of his reign, granted the rank of General to Grandpapa, who for years had been out
of the army but remained terribly “Blimp-minded,” if I may use so recently coined an expression. So, finally, my
grandparents had done well out of the royal couple.
As a mere baby, I remember attending Queen Carmen Sylva’s musical seances, where, dressed in long flowing
robes, her white hair bearing a sort of halo covered with long lace draperies hanging down her back and
shoulders, she listened for hours to the best Roumanian and foreign visiting artists play the piano, violin, or
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violoncello. The Queen always went into raptures, reverting to her native German when touched emotionally.
Granny, polite and bored, kept very quiet, but it was more difficult to obtain similar silence from me or Prince
Carol, the future King Carol II who also attended, often with some of his playmates.
Carmen Sylva, intent on giving us our first musical training while keeping us under good control, used to make
us crouch at the foot of the sofa on which she reclined. The desired result was obtained: we were scared beyond
daring to move, let alone to utter a sound.
Only once did 1 publicly disgrace myself at the Palace, on a memorable occasion when nature suddenly spoke
louder than my fears. What 1 squeaked into Mama Regina’s ear about the urgency of my plight 1 cannot quite
remember. All 1 know is that she immediately released me and told Granny, rushing forward to collect me, to go
into an adjoining cabinet and bid Prince Carol’s chamber pot to be brought for my use—this was done. But this
unfamiliar utensil differed from the one 1 was accustomed to. An unexpected sight set me yelling,
“I want my own pot, not a smudged one! I want my nice clean one!”
A crown was painted on the bottom of Prince Carol’s pot. My screams were such I had to be shamefully
removed and taken home still in tears. But royal patience was not discouraged, and a week later I had resumed my
crouching position by Carmen Sylva’s side and had been advised to listen with doubled attention to the concert. I
can not tell the outcome of this training on Prince Carol’s tastes, but I feel sure my love of music unconsciously
goes back to those hours at the Royal Palace in Bucharest.
Carol I, like my Granny, was allergic to harmony and never appeared at his wife’s musicales, but my
grandfather often went to see him in private audiences which seemed to last for hours. They probably compared
notes on the European situation, for I remember Grandpapa carrying a fat portfolio when he adjourned to one of
those sittings. He had long enough served the King to know his line of thought, so presumably they mourned in
unison the days when thrones were powerful, and empires still revered. Their similar Prussian education created a
strong link: Germany’s might and power were never doubted; Russia was cordially disliked; France was
considered dwcayed; England mistrusted and dreaded. America was then still so far distant and isolationist that I
do not imagine she much entered their talks; but Austria, I know, was a very sore spot, and the growing senility of
Emperor Franz Josef a subject of concern to both these aging gentlemen.
Perhaps they commented on what might have happened had the brilliant Archduke Rudolf survived his father,
instead of disappearing in the mysterious tragedy of Mayerling. My grandfather was still Minister in Vienna at
that time (1889), and I even surmise that the report which caused his dismissal had some connection with the
drama. It was at one of Princess Reuss’s balls that the Archduke made his last public appearance, a day or two
before his death; and Marie Vetsera was also there, glowing with happiness and youth, watched by all, for this was
the first time she had attended a diplomatic party.
The little shooting box at Mayerling, so commonplace and drab to the inquisitive visitor, has well-guarded the
secret of that tragic January vigil. What the silent walls of the indifferent bedroom witnessed was never accurately
revealed. Murder was the suspicion: suicide the current verdict. Even since the fall of Austria, the Vienna archives
do not seem to have yielded any data enabling the truth to be established. Or has all proof been irremediably
destroyed, as my grandmother firmly believed? She was not better informed than others, but being en poste in
Vienna, her current knowledge, albeit scanty, was as good as any.
Was Marie Vetsera the scheming child some have described, an instrument at the hands of her astute Greek
mother, whose dark looks she inherited, or simply a violently emotional girl at the peak of her loveliness, dazzled
by her marvelous conquest and the power she had begun to wield? None seemed to know, but there is a wild,
determined expression in her large eyes in all her pictures hanging on Granny’s photograph screen. She had met
the Archduke casually at a shooting party, probably with her uncle Baltazzi, the evil spirit of the story, and Rudolf
had been immediately enchanted with her youthful beauty and strange charm. His marriage to Princess Stephanie
of Belgium was not happy, chiefly through his own fault, although his numerous affairs had never been lasting.
His wife was plain, respectable, and dull, strongly disapproving of his associations with cab drivers and tramps,
and was, besides, incapable of following his idealistic, almost revolutiohary political views. Marie instantly
seemed to understand all his whims, share his tastes and theories.
Small wonder the Prince’s attraction to Marie Vetsera rapidly took a serious turn, becoming an obsession at
first visible only to his intimate circle but soon to the country at large. By instinct or skill, she played her cards
well, giving little, promising much, keeping their meetings secret under the screening supervision of Joseph
Baltazzi, until then only the Archduke’s companion on low expeditions. On these he was driven by “fiacker
Bratfisch,” who actually took the couple to Mayerling on their last tragic trip. It was he, one dark night, who had
brought the young girl to a secret entrance of the Hofburg, where Prince Philip of Coburg, Rudolf’s brother-in-
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law, had taken her to her lover’s private apartments. Only after the tale had spread did a few ambitious hostesses
ask Marie Vetsera to their houses, hoping to secure the Archduke’s attendance.
The drama, therefore, came to most, even officials and the family, as a rude awakening. What had suddenly
determined the tragic climax? A clash between father and son? Threats of divorce? The announcement by Marie
of her pregnancy? All theories seemed valid, but none were ever confirmed.
The first tidings that came to the legations and embassies was a laconic summons to all heads of missions to
the Ballhausplatz the following morning at ten o’clock. A previous private message informed my grandfather,
without his giving it much credence, of the double death or murder of Rudolf and his mistress. At the Ministry,
Premier Kalnoky in person confirmed to the still startled envoys the death of the Crown Prince, but gave no
further explanation. The rest was guesswork and surmise. Official lips remained sealed.
The funeral ceremony was delayed; it was whispered the Pope refused to grant Christian burial to a suicide,
even mough an Emperor’s son. The Empress, on the verge of collapse, in deep despair, seemed obsessed with the
idea of doom attached to her ill-fated Wittelsbach blood. Stunned, but amazingly calm, Franz Josef was said to
have personally interviewed the three nearest witnesses of the drama: Coburg, Count Hoyos, and Rudolf’s valet,
then committed them to eternal silence. Bratfisch, the cab driver, too had seen his Emperor, been sworn to
discretion, and handsomely pensioned. Finally orders had been given for the destruction of all papers and
testimonies bearing proof of me true facts.
Granny’s information may have been faulty, but her complete sincerity and the lack of any published
documents have since made me doubt any detailed or romantic account of events so carefully concealed by the
few acquainted with the actual truth.\fn{ It is now public knowledge that the Crown Prince had previous to this proposed a suicide
pact to the actress Mitzi Kaspar, his mistress from 1887, but that she had declined; and despite the attempts by the emperor and his advisers
to disguise the facts of the matter, it is almost certain that we have here to do with a murder-suicide, the most plausibile explanation for
which, apart from Rudolf’s mental derangement, is that he believed that various intrigues of his with Hungarians, the object of which was
to make him King of Hungary, were about to be exposed}

With the Crown Prince’s death Court life at the Hofburg practically died out; a veil of gloom extended over the
country as a whole and the thread of Granny’s Vienna memories breaks off a mere space of months separating the
Mayerling drama from her return to Bucharest where, after my father’s marriage in May, 1890, she resumed a
normal private existence of which I became aware six or seven years later. …
1920
284.115 Excerpt from A Gamble With Death\fn{by Zaharia Stancu (1902-1974)} Salcia, Teleorman County,
Wallachia, Romania (M) 11
I had fallen into the police-net together with other guttersnipes. They had locked me up in a dark cellar. They
had not beaten me, though. They had not taken my money away either. Nor had they taken my knife and case, the
knife I never parted with. After three days and three nights we were handed over to the Germans.\fn{ I am responseble for the demarcated sub-divisions in this excerpt, which starts at the beginning of the novel:H }
Now. … Now everything was all right. I had escaped from the rats and the dampness of the cellar. I felt like
whistling for joy. But I didn’t. I never uttered a sound. And, in silence, I trudged along beside the other prisoners,
hedged in between bayonets. I did not know where we were heading for. Does one ever know, on setting out,
where one will finally get to?
I remember a young lad, from my home in Omida, one Axentie Ursu Gaman, who had set off one Sunday
morning on his skinny, piebald horse for Caravaneti, a half-Bulgarian village lying up the Calmatui Valley, to
meet his handsome sweetheart, the dark-eyed Petca Vancu Vene, whom he hoped to marry. He was riding along,
dreaming of his love, when, just as he passed Stancut, a plump, yellowish hare darted out in front of him from the
oatflelds.
The white-spotted jade shied and leapt aside. Axentie Ursu Gaman was thrown headlong and broke his neck.
Instead of reaching Caravaneti to keep his tryst with his lass and haggle with his father-in-law for the dowry, he
settled down under the turf in our village graveyard. Ever since, every sunny day the little wooden church casts its
shadow over his grave. Inside the chapel, motionless in their icons, hang the saints, their eyes gored out by old
mother Dioaica, the witch who works charms that break the spell of love and hopeless yearning, and chase away
pains and fevers.
*
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I, for my part, had no reason to fear that death was stalking me, and yet I felt somehow that nothing good was
in store for me. I plodded along, treading warily upon the sharp-edged slabs of the pavement. The boots I had
come to Bucharest with, last summer, had long been cast into the dustbin and there had been no money to buy a
new pair. Once again I was walking barefoot, as I used to in Omida. There were others too who walked about
bare-foot in the royal metropolis. Those who were as down at heel and ragged as I was, didn’t bother me. I was
not ashamed of them. We were of the same kidney. As for the others! …
I didn’t care a brass button. I didn’t know them. They didn’t know me. After all, what was I to the mass of
people in Bucharest? Just a street-urchin! My clubfoot was playing me up. It began to be painful and troublesome.
The broken toe-nails, and the stiff toes that I kept hitting against the sharp-edged stones, were agonizing. Every
now and again I felt a sharp pain run up my spine, digging a white-hot nail straight into my forehead. I ground my
teeth, then clenched my jaws, to prevent any sound escaping my lips.
“Have you hurt yourself?”
“Yes.”
“Is it painful? Does it hurt?” It did, like hell. But what point was there in telling everyone about it? I just
laughed it off and answered,
“No, it doesn’t.”
“Damn tough guy.”
“Damn tough, indeed.”
There were twenty-three of us in this squad of ours. Some grimy, ragged and barefoot like myself. Others just
as grimy and tattered but with boots on. A motley crowd of gutter-snipes and ragamuffins. Just riff-raff and the
dregs of humanity.
“What’s yer name, Club-foot?”
“Dane.”
“Dane what?”
“Isn’t Dane enough for you?”
”Why yes, of course, it’s quite enough for me.”
“Well then, what else do you want?”
The lanky, pale-faced chap broke into laughter, grinning from ear to ear. His teeth were big and yellow. The
teeth in my mouth were none too small either. Too big, as a matter of fact. That’s why in my village they had
nicknamed me Big-tooth, the very first day I learned to walk and went out to play in the village lane.
Now, though I smoked like a chimney, my teeth were as white as snow. I washed them every morning with
water, scrubbing them with a wet finger dipped in ashes.
“Yes, for dregs and gutter-snipes like us, one name will do.”
“What makes you say we are just dregs? We are human beings like anyone else, aren’t we?”
“Human beings? Don’t you see they’re driving us like cattle?”
We were the only ones to talk. In whispers, of course. The rest plodded along in silence, sad and despondent,
their heads bent as though they were following a funeral procession. The sun was on the wane. It was an autumn
day of golden hues. The chestnuts arrayed along the boulevard were dimly stained with light brown rust.
*
How had the cops bagged me? Quite simply. They got hold of me at the corner of the boulevard with the Calea
Mosilor. The devil, who keeps poking his tail in my affairs, had prompted and induced me to go out. In my dingy
den in the Buzesti blind alley, where—more dead than alive—I dragged my days out, Minzulica had turned up
quite unexpectedly the day before.
“So here you are, I’ve found your lair at last.” I groaned.
“Aren’t you glad?”
“Of course I am.”
“Well, if you are, then why d’you scowl at me?”
“Who told you where I was staying?”
“A short, hunch-backed chap.”
“Teica … Teica Dumbrava.”
“Yes, that’s his name, Teica … I think.”
I bade her sit down on the chair and left the door open to let some light into the room. There was no window.
Minzulica peered at me for a while. Then said,
“You look a bit frayed and worn-out, kind of seedy and yellow. Town life doesn’t seem to suit you.”
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“It will one day.”
“Maybe. But for the moment it doesn’t look like it.” The landlady’s one-eyed tomcat trotted up, crouched in
the doorway and started purring.
“If you only knew!”
“Knew what?”
“Whenever Mr. Jean remembers you, he starts swearing and cursing you.”
“I don’t care much what he does as long as I’m not there. He can even beat me.”
“He boasts he’ll break every bone in your body when he catches you. I told him: ‘He’s left, Mr. Jean. He went
back home, to the country.’ He doesn’t believe me.” I asked her,
“Is Mr. Jean’s nose all right again?” Minzulica gave a short laugh.
“His nose is all right again. But he hasn’t forgotten. That was some punch! And you only hit him once, didn’t
you?”
“No, twice.”
“And then you bolted.”
“Yes, I ran away.”
“Running away may be cowardly, but it’s certainly sensible. You should have heard the young ladies chaffing
Mr. Jean after that:
“‘He got you this time, Jean.’
“‘No, young ladies, it was just an accident.’”
“But the squire said—“
“Has Arizan been in Bucharest?”
“Three days after you left, some German officers brought him in their car. He settled his affairs and went back
again. There was a great to-do. I must tell you all about it.”
“Is that so? What happened?”
“No, not now. Some other time.”
“When?”
“Tomorrow, if you like. Let’s meet tomorrow night at the corner of Mosilor Road and go to the pictures.
They’re showing Judex at the American.”
The yard was empty. The sun-scorched acacia trees were lengthening their shadows. My old landlady had gone
to chat with her neighbours. There was not a soul about. Minzulica said,
“I don’t like the look of this beastly cat.”
“Why, what’s wrong with him? He’s just purring away.”
“I hate his look; he reminds me of Bulibasa the gipsy chief in Clocociov. After you left he beat me time and
again. I dream of him at night and wake up screaming. Oh Lord, why do I keep dreaming of Bulibasa. I wish I
could dream pleasant dreams. What do you dream of when you’re asleep?”
I did not answer. Why should I tell the gipsy girl my dreams. I just gazed at her, that’s all. She wore a wide
blue skirt, gathered round her slender hips. Her blouse was white. Her yellow scarf was spotted with red blossoms. Behind her right ear was a sprig of basil. Her feet were bare.
She rose from her seat and kicked the tomcat. The beast woke up and was off like a shot. The gipsy girl pulled
the door to. Suddenly the room was plunged in darkness.
*
“Oh! Ouch!”
“What happened, Club-foot? Hit your foot again? What were you dreaming about? Why don’t you look out?”
“Even I don’t know where my thoughts were. I really don’t know.”
“You’ll land in the ditch one day, if you go on mooning like that.”
“I’m sure I will. But I prefer wandering in my world of dreams than in this world down here.”
*
“You’re crazy—moonstruck!” She bit deep into my lips.
“Your lips are bitter, Club-foot.”
“Bitter, are they? Who asked you to bite them?”
“Zambila told me they were sweet.”
“Maybe they were, up there, on the hill, on the threshing-floor.”
*
My thoughts petered out and disintegrated. I looked to my right and to my left. The city had vanished. Bucha-
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rest was far behind. Its very hum had faded. All I heard now was our feet scraping their way through the deep dust
of the road. Our piteous squad shuffled along the middle of a highway pitted with ruts and holes. At times our feet
sunk into the dust as into a warm, ivory-coloured carpet of snow. On either side of the road stubble-fields spread
out as far as the eye could see. Not far away an isolated arbour could be seen in the middle of a melon-field.
“My throat’s dry. What about yours?”
“Mine too. The heat is stifling.”
“I could do with a sugar-melon.”
“A water-melon wouldn’t do any harm either. A stout, ripe melon with black stripes on its green belly.”
Hot and exhausted, the German soldiers could hardly keep up with us; they dragged their heavy, hobnailed
boots that had long lost their polish in the dust of the road.
“Where on earth are they taking us?”
“Are you blind? Don’t you see? To the station at Obor.”
“Where’s that?”
“Over there, straight on. We’ve not got long to go, we’ll be there in a couple of minutes.”
“I’ve never been in these parts before. As a matter of fact, I don’t know the city too well either.”
“You’ll get to know it all right. The city won’t run away. Cities have the knack of staying where they are.”
I turned round and looked back. In the distance, Bucharest looked like a puny little town, crouched under a
dense forest of willows, poplars and acacias. A reddish sun was setting over the city and over the bare, desolate,
surrounding fields. The sky was still as clear as crystal, but its blueness had faded. To the west, a crimson hue.
Above our heads the sky had grown smoky-gray.
Full of anxiety, unaware of what had happened to me, cursing me for not turning up, Minzulica was at this
very hour of dusk waiting for me on the boulevard as we had arranged. I’m afraid she’ll have to wait rather a long
time, I thought. And a long time it certainly was.
Steering clear of the ramshackle old station building, the German soldiers drove us across the railway lines to
some tile-covered sheds with cracked yellow walls, the paint peeling off here and there. Further away, on a siding
where tall weeds grew among the rails, we were shown a cattle-truck with its sliding doors open and a thick layer
of straw on the floor. The policeman who had been accompanying the Germans urged us in.
“Come on! Get up! We’re locking you in. Tonight you’ll be sleeping here, in this truck, a fine soft couch.” He
even made fun of us!
A middle-aged man, wearing cracked brown shoes, checked trousers, a short-waisted red coat and a brown
bowler pushed back on his nape, asked the policeman in a high-pitched voice,
“And if we wish to … what do we do, guv’nor?”
“You relieve yourselves, as the cattle do, in the truck.”
“And how long will we be locked up in it?”
“Till tomorrow morning.”
“And after that?”
“And after that I really don’t know, Ambassador. The German authorities asked us to supply them immediately
with twenty men, so we grabbed the first twenty-three we could lay hands on. We thought it could do no harm to
add two or three more, to be on the safe side. One or two of you might kick the bucket on the way, during the
journey.”
“What journey, guv’nor? What journey are you talking about?”
“I don’t know, Ambassador! Honest I don’t.”
Fed up with so much talk, the German soldiers motioned to us to get a move on and climb up into the truck.
We had no choice. There was no saying no, so we obeyed. We gripped the edge of the doors and clambered up,
then settled down and stretched out as best we could for a good night’s rest, if that were possible. The pale-faced
chap, with a barely sprouted moustache, lanky and at least two heads taller than I, called out,
“Hey, you there, Club-foot, come over here, in this corner.” I moved up beside him.
“Do you know any of these people?”
“God forbid!”
“Nor do I.”
“Have you got anything on you?”
“What do you mean?”
“Valuables. Dough, for instance.”
“I have about thirty lei, I believe.”
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“Anything else?”
“A knife I never part with.”
“The money may come in handy. So may the knife. You must take good care of both. Let’s try and sleep here,
further away from the others; it’s safer. You can never tell what may happen if you are forced to sleep with people
you don’t know. You can count on me, Club-foot, I won’t let you down.”
“Do you think they’ll send us far from Bucharest?”
“I suppose so. If not, why the hell would they have brought us to this station and locked us up in this truck?
Had they wanted to keep us in custody, they could have locked us up at the police-station or at one of the jails
taken over by the Germans. The town is full of them.”
I said nothing. I just sat in silence, my mind a complete blank. The pale-faced chap urged me on:
“Tell me the truth, are you scared?”
“What should I be scared of? Every man has one life to live and in death a second.”
“Let’s leave death alone. That’s not life. I’m not afraid either. I expect they’ll take us to who knows what godforsaken place, at the back of beyond, and force us to work. They are in great need of labourers, the Germans.”
“Do you really think so?”
“I do. It’s not the first time I've been caught in a raid and carried off to do forced labour. But every time they
got me I managed to escape from under their noses after a day or two.”
“Did you really? From under their noses?”
“Yes, from under their very noses. Last spring they crimped me in the street, just like they did today, and sent
us to Baicoi in the Prahova Valley, to clear the oil-wells. There were about a hundred of us. I worked there for a
couple of days, until I learned the lie of the land. Then I bolted. There wasn’t much of a guard. I’ll clear out this
time too. If you stick by my side, and you’re not in a funk when I give them the slip, we might hop it together.”
“I shouldn’t mind, if it can be done.”
“What do you mean, if it can be done? Of course it can! Where there’s a will, there’s a way.”
It was almost dark in the truck; only the pale light of dusk filtered through the tiny, narrow, lattice windows
near the ceiling. A couple of chaps had lit thick cigarettes and were smoking. The pungent smoke, with its acrid
taste of black tobacco and burnt newspaper, drifted to our noses. The smoke stung my nostrils. The bowler-hatted
diplomat bawled at the louts.
“Gentlemen, pray be careful with the matches and cigarettes. Take the utmost care. Don’t forget that if the
straw under our feet catches fire, we’ll all be burnt to death, the truck and everything, before the Germans have
time to open the doors.”
“And suppose it does? What of it? Good riddance!”
The men in the truck started swearing at the bowler-hatted clod ordering them about. I moved up closer to the
pale-faced fellow and in a low voice asked him,
“And what sort of work were you meant to do at the oil-fields? Bail out crude oil?”
“Nothing of the sort.”
“Then what the devil did you do?”
“Well, as a matter of fact, when the Germans broke through the front line on the Carpathians and invaded our
country, the English, who’d been expecting this, quickly set fire to the oil-wells. So as to choke up some of the
wells, they stuffed everything they could lay hands upon down them: bits of old scrap-iron, boulders, logs, and
even old kitchen pots and pans. The Germans gave us a hook and made us fish these things out. Sometimes the
hook did the trick. But more often than not it didn’t. In this case, we’d tie a lamp, a large lump of wax and a heavy
weight on to the rope and drop it down the well as far as it could go. After a few minutes we pulled it up again. In
the soft wax was carved the shape of the iron, stone or wood that had been flung in. The Germans examined the
shape carefully, racked their brains and then made up some sort of tongs or pliers to get it out with. It was slow
and tiresome work, indeed.”
“Wouldn’t it have been easier to dig fresh wells instead?”
“It might have been, but the Germans didn’t have enough drilling machines for that. By now I expect they have
manufactured and brought out all they need.”
“What I don’t understand is, what have the English got to do with the oil in Prahova Valley, and how did they
come to set fire to it?”
“Heavens! You are a greenhorn. The oil, my dear fellow, all there was in Romania, belonged to the English. A
good while back they had bought the plots of land from the peasants with all they contained, the soil and whatever
lay underneath. Do you understand?”
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“Yes, I understand …”
We lapsed into silence. The chatter in the truck gradually died down. In the west, beyond the city, the sun had
set. Pitch-darkness bore down upon us. The straw we were lying on warmed us up. The air, heavy with cigarette
smoke, was stifling. A husky voice broke the silence:
“I say, you there, why did the cop call you Ambassador? Does he know you? And if you really are an Ambassador how dare he make fun of you like that?”
“Does he know me? I should think he does. Like a white monkey. Who doesn’t? Everybody in Bucharest does.
I was a man of mark, in my day. Yes, indeed. I’m not just anybody. I was somebody in this world.”
“Come off it! You’re just bragging. Don’t try to put on airs with me or I’ll bash your bowler in.”
“No, honest, I’m not bragging. Why should I, Husky-voice, whoever you are—I don’t know your name as I
haven’t had the honour of shaking hands with you and you haven’t been introduced to me—I really was a
diplomat in the old days. Consul, in point of fact, if a guy like you knows what sauce that’s eaten with.”
“Well, let’s say I do. If you really were what you say you are, why the hell aren’t you that any longer?”
“How do you expect me to be, if I’ve been chucked out?”
“Oh, and why and who chucked you out?”
“Well, that’s a long story—a very long story.”
“Why, then, just tell us all about it. You don’t seem to be tongue-tied, I notice and it will help us to pass the
night.”
“Who do you think you are? My confessor or something? Why should I tell you?”
“If you tell us everything and speak to us as you would to your own kind, without keeping anything back, I’ll
let you have a cigarette, Ambassador. Real tough shag to burn your throat, down to the very bottom of your guts.
It’ll make you wheeze like a broken-winded donkey.”
“A cigarette?”
“Yes, a cigarette. A thick tough one.”
“Just hand it over, brother, pass it along. I haven’t smoked a cheroot for a couple of days and I’m gasping for
one.”
“Wait till I roll it for you. Shall I stick it with my own spittle or shall I just roll it and let you lick it yourself?”
“You stick it with your gob. Even if it makes me sick there’s no risk of my spewing anything up, my stomach’s empty.”
Husky licked the cigarette to and handed it over in the dark.
“Merci. If you’ve really started alms-giving you might as well go the whole hog.”
“Now what do you want?”
“A light, brother. For pity’s sake!” For an instant the flame of a match flickered in the truck. I caught a glimpse
of Husky’s face. It was broad, pock-marked. I remembered him at once. It was the hefty, sturdy chap with the
short neck and broad shoulders who had been walking at the head of our squad.
“Fire away, Ambassador, of else I’ll sock you one, and you’ll curse your unlucky star!”
“Wait a moment; just one more puff at this fag before I begin.”
“All right, get on with it!” The husky-voiced fellow paused for a while. Then he addressed the company in
general:
“Listen, brothers! Now keep your traps shut, all of you. I want to listen to the Ambassador’s story, so you hold
your tongues!”
We all shut up, but not through fear of Husky’s threats. We too were eager to hear what the Ambassador with
the high-pitched voice had to say for himself.
*
“You were talking about unlucky stars. Well, mine was a lucky one indeed. I can’t complain about it. I had pots
of luck. But I don’t know why, it sort of dwindled away as I went along. My name, if you wish to know, is
Temistocle Filodor. My parents and my friends—in the days when I still had parents and friends—used to call me
Temi. I should be happy if you called me Temi too, brothers. At least as long as we stay together. And I shouldn’t
be surprised if we do spend quite a long while together.
“I was born in a silk cradle, at Khartoum, on the Nile, in the Sudan. At the time, my father held an important
position as Greek consul there …”
*
He was born in a silk cradle, I thought to myself, if he is speaking the truth, and now he is stretched out on the
straw among a bunch of ragamuffins like us, and for the sake of a fag he calls us brothers. Doubtless he knew the
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old saying, “Make the devil your brother till you cross the bridge”.
True we had a bridge to cross, a bridge we did not know of, but equally true we had nothing in common with
the devil. Yet we were all listening to his strange story, anxious not to miss a word! We were all ears. Had there
been any light in the truck, we should have been all eyes too. But it was pitch-dark there.
The Ambassador sucked at his cigarette, puffing the smoke out through his nose, then he went on:
*
“I grew up among sturdy Negroes, who walked about naked, with huge flies swarming round their lips. What a
life! What a wonderful life! With a fistful of silver you could buy twelve young slave-girls in the market. My
regretted father had purchased two dozen. He would nip their flower when they broke into bud, keep them for a
short while after, and then sell them off in the market to others—less particular but as lecherous as himself—and
would purchase fresh, untainted goods. Mother—she too is long gathered to her fathers—was sick of the scandals
her husband caused. But she gradually resigned herself to her lot, ceased being jealous and making scenes. She let
him sow his wild oats, whatever was left of them. The Sudanese slave Tibb, who took care of me …”
*
Maybe the Ambassador added something more. But though my ears were cocked so as not to miss a sound,
they failed to catch his words for his sentence was suddenly cut short by a fearful crash.
Forcefully jolted, the truck creaked in all its joints and went bouncing away with a wrench that sent us flying,
one on top of the other; then stopped dead. I heard the Ambassador’s terrified voice cry out,
“What was that?”
“That’s all right,” replied Husky. “The railwaymen have attached our truck to some goods train ready to leave.
With or without our leave, Ambassador, we are pushing off tonight.”
“Where to?”
“Only the Fritzes in charge of us know the answer to that. And possibly Old Nick does too, since he’s in charge
of the Germans.” We laughed—a wry laugh, but a laugh nevertheless.
“Ha-ha-ha!”
“Hi-hi-hi!”
Once or twice more our truck bumped violently against others, rolled up and down the railway station and then
came to a standstill. We now realized, however, by the footsteps stamping nearby, that we were no longer on a
side track but close to the station platform. We could hear people passing by and distinguish some of the words
they cried out.
Behind our truck an engine was puffing, and the large lamppost in front of the platform cast its light upon our
roof. The Ambassador, who had long finished his cigarette and had broken off the story only just begun, kept
fidgeting restlessly on the straw seat, whimpering like a dog that sees someone approaching with a whip ready to
lash out.
“Do you think they’ll force us to work?”
“Why do you imagine they’ve taken the trouble to crimp us just to invite us to a party? You were a diplomat,
you ought to know better than that.”
“Oh, Lord! What shall I do? Dear me! I’m no good at any kind of work, brothers, honest I’m not.”
“Have you never done a spot of work in your life, Ambassador?”
“No, never in my life! Never!”
“Then what the hell did you live on?”
“Up to the age of twenty-two I was in the care of my parents. After that it was the Government that kept me.
Now …”
Far away, an engine-whistle sounded. The engine next to our truck gave its hoarse reply. An instant later, with
the grating of old iron and all its joints creaking, our train—which, to judge by the distance between the two
engine-whistles, must have been of considerable length—steamed out of the station. It glided slowly down the
track. The engine near us puffed and heaved.
“A goods train. I’m reduced to travelling by goods train—”
“Now then, Ambassador, stop moaning! You must have travelled quite often in your life by express and
through-trains. It can do you no harm now, in your old age, to bump around the world in a goods train. Your
crown won’t topple off your head, I assure you.”
“Very well. I’ll settle for a goods train! But where on earth are they taking us?”
“North-west. We are travelling on the Bucharest-Pitesti line.”
“How do you know that?”
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“Why, if we had been heading for Giurgiu, the engine at the back should have been pulling instead of pushing
us. A child could tell you that.” Someone in the truck burst out laughing.
“A child might, but not a diplomat. After all, this war that has turned the whole world topsy-turvy, has broken
out partly because of the genius and cleverness of these diplomats.”
The man with the shrill voice and bowler hat feigned not to notice the sarcasm.
“So … brothers, you think the Germans are taking us to a labour camp?”
“They might even be taking us to the salt-mines. Recently there’s been a shortage of salt on the market and a
shortage of convicts in the salt-mines.”
“Oh, God! As I’ve just said, I’m incapable of doing a stroke of work. I’ve never put my hand to any job in all
my life. Believe me, I can’t even hold a broomstick.”
“And pray, Ambassador, do you expect us to do your share of the work when we get there? Whether you like it
or not, dead or alive, you’ll have to work; you won’t get a crumb from Fritz otherwise. You’ll starve to death.”
“I was hoping, brothers, that you’d let me off and I’d make up for it some other way. I swear I would. Honest
I’d pay you for it.”
“How? When? What with? Why, yes of course, you could give us your bowler hat as a present!”
“No, cross my heart, I’ll tell you jokes. I’ll make you laugh. And that’s no easy thing in these days when
there’s little enough laughter from anyone.”
*
The train moved slowly along through the black night. I listened to the wheels rattling their same tune over and
over again. As the hours wore on, I felt tiredness taking possession of me, stealing into my very bones. Sleep kept
prowling around and with every instant crept closer and closer. Trained to resist hunger, I had chased it away
when it assaulted me. Thirst had come next. I had driven that away too, sending it on the heels of hunger. I had
long learnt that in such circumstances the best thing to do was to lie quiet, unstirring, merely breath ing and
sleeping as best one could. Here, however, I had to sleep with half an eye open, straining my ears to catch every
sound. Paleface whispered,
“I thought you said you had a knife on you.”
“Yes, I have.”
“Get it out from wherever you keep it and sleep with it in your hand. Should any—”
“I know.”
“Move up closer and sleep with your back against the side of the truck. Look, I’ll be lying here and you’ll find
me in this spot if you need me.”
*
The others were yawning—I could hear their jaws creak—and chattering or sucking at their cigarettes. Some
had dropped asleep and were snoring until they sounded like a herd of gaunt village swine being driven to market.
A couple of minutes later I realized that Paleface had fallen asleep too. I soon fell to dreaming. The dream was
clear enough. I understood everything.
What did I dream of? I dreamt I was bathing in a pool of stagnant, lukewarm, murky water and that—as usual
in my hundreds and thousands of nights—I was aware that I was dreaming. I said to myself: I am now dreaming
that I’m bathing, but, as a matter of fact, I am sleeping in a railway-truck, in a goods train, on dry straw. I could
hear the rattle of the wheels; I even heard the steaming engine puffing close by. Well, let’s go on and see what I’ll
be dreaming next.
The water I was bathing in seemed to be boundless. In my dream I turned over on my back, floating face
upwards on the water. My body never really moved from the position it had fallen asleep in. I prevented it from
moving. I controlled my movements.
In my dream, the sky above was gray. I strained hard to catch a glimpse of the sun but, hard though I stared, I
could not see it anywhere. The gray light was nevertheless that of day, not night, and there wasn’t a cloud in the
sky. Had I not known that all I witnessed was a dream, I would have been puzzled. But when you dream there’s
no point in being puzzled or wondering at anything.
I turned over and began treading water. Again I cast a look around. There was no trace of earth or of a shoreline. Around me was nothing but a watery desert, an endless waste of stagnant water in which I wallowed and
which seemed to be dead. In dreams, sometimes, there are live earths and dead earths, live waters and dead
waters. The water I was swimming in was dead. And in that endless watery waste I was the only living being.
Just as I was thinking this, at a few paces from me I suddenly beheld the water split in two and out of this rift a
strange and hideous creature rose, a monster that looked like nothing I had encountered before in life or literature.
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As soon as the strange, hideous, hairy creature emerged, it began to move, swimming, or rather creeping
stealthily, up towards me.
Then all of a sudden, the idea flashed across my mind that what I was dreaming might be actually happening in
the truck. With an effort that was almost painful, I mustered all my strength and struggled to tear myself free from
my dream and my slumber without crying or stirring.
I awoke instantly. I opened my eyes and, instinctively, clasped the bone handle of my knife in readi ness to
strike out. I saw nothing in the pitch-darkness of the truck. I didn’t expect to see anything, but without straining
my ears I could hear, despite the snoring of the others, a human being creeping up towards me with bated breath.
I swiftly decided what I should do, resolving to make silent use of the knife. But not unless the man who was
crawling up should start searching me or try to steal my money. I made myself breathe quietly and regularly, as
though I were plunged in the deepest of slumbers.
The man crawled up; when he was by my side, he paused. I felt his warm breath on my face.
Seized with disgust, I screwed up my nostrils. The man’s mouth stank foully. A stench of putrid meat flowed
over me in waves, which, had I not controlled myself, would certainly have made me sick.
My heart beat wildly, my temples throbbed. I marshalled all my will-power and went on breathing quietly,
rhythmically. I was unable to guess who the man might be.
He groped in the dark, his hands fumbling around in the straw until they touched my body. Then he ran his
fingers lightly over my face, brushed my chin and fingered my throat. I said to myself: If he tightens his grip, I’ll
hit out, just one sharp blow between his shoulder-blades.
By his panting breath, I made out where his head lay and where his bent back and insensitive buttocks must be.
The man did not tighten his grip. He searched for the opening of my shirt and undid one button after another. He
then slid his hand under my shirt, careful not to touch my skin. In the end he could not help touching it and he
began rummaging under the thick woollen belt I wore. Being often tormented by lumbago, I used to wear,
peasantlike, a broad woollen belt wrapped tightly round my waist.
What an ass he was! It was certainly not there, in a place where any thief could slip his hand, that I kept the
money I had earned with such great pain, penny by penny!
For all the revulsion and pity I felt for the creature, I couldn't let him go on pawing and searching me all over,
poisoning me with the foul stench that kept belching forth from his mouth, as from a black cave full of putrid
corpses. Furthermore, I couldn’t know how long I would be compelled to live in the midst of these tramps chance
had thrown me together with. In a way, it was a welcome opportunity for me to show everybody that I was no
duffer to be filched from, made a fool of, or ragged by anyone at any time.
Taut as a bow, in a hundredth or maybe a thousandth fraction of a second, I raised my hand—which tightly
clenched was now one with the blade of the knife—and struck out fiercely.
The knife plunged deep into the abundant mass of soft flesh. When the knife came to a stop and then quivered
in my hand, I understood that its sharp point had reached the bone. I wrenched it out with a jerk and, putting my
weight on the other hand, I raised myself, ready to hit out again, more ruthlessly even, should the thief attack or
attempt to strike me.
I was lucky. He didn’t. He made no further attempt. Stunned by the blow he had so unexpectedly received and
smarting with the pain in his buttocks, he gave a short groan and then, moaning and grinding his teeth, started
crawling backwards.
I was rash in believing that the man I had thrust my knife into had given up the fight, would retire to his corner
and wait there for the dawn, moaning and licking his wounds. The pain he could barely control may have driven
him mad. I couldn’t tell.
I now felt that he had stopped crawling and was trying to rise to his feet. He might have a knife too. A scuffle
in the dark, in silence, could turn out badly. The man I had struck would never forgive me. I could sense his fierce
rage from the stifled groans he heaved, groans that sounded rather like the grunt of an enraged boar.
I stretched out my leg and gave Paleface a sharp kick. Paleface started up and, still heavy with sleep, bellowed,
“Who the hell is kicking? Damn—”
I had no time to reply. I had awakened Paleface too late. That had been a mistake. The thief pounced upon me.
Feeling his breath above my head. I just had time to whisk aside as swift as a bach. The knife he had thrown
landed in the wooden side of the truck, sinking deep into the wood with a grating noise. While he, cursing lustily,
was struggling to pull it out, I swiftly took advantage of the situation to dig my knife into his flesh again. Just a
slight stab in his ribs.
Our scuffle roused Paleface from his torpor, as well as some of the other snorers. Paleface had the idea of
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striking a match, others did the same.
In the dim light of the burning matches I could just make out the Ambassador, bent double and collapsing on
the straw. In his raised hand he was holding a thick, broken-tipped knife. The sharp point of his knife remained
embedded in the side of the truck. I found myself leaning with my back against the door, with drops of blood
dripping from my knife.
Mildly surprised, the fellows around stared at us with wide, still sleep-laden eyes. They mumbled words that I
couldn’t catch, drowned as they were in the rumble of the wheels and the bustle within the truck. Paleface, now
standing, and lighting match after match, cried in a thundering voice,
“Shut up all of you! What’s going on? What happened?” In a voice that I failed to recognize as my own, I
replied,
“I was fast asleep when I suddenly found myself being pawed by someone who was searching me for my
purse. I defended myself. I hit out and struck him twice with my knife. The last blow was a light poke in his rib.
He’s moaning now. See what’s the matter with him.”
The men crowded around the Ambassador. What was I to do? I wiped the knife with straw, thrust it into its soft
leather case and stuck it into my belt, for safety’s sake. Who knows, I said to myself, I may need it again, if not
tonight, maybe on some other occasion. It had stood me in good stead many a time. A faithful friend!
“What’s the idea, you skunk, trying to steal this lad’s money? What have you got against him?”
Paleface kept asking and shouting the same question, but in vain. The Ambassador was in no mood to answer.
Stretched out on the straw, one hand covering his buttocks, the other pressed against his chest, he kept uttering
short, quick groans. His eyes, reflecting unbearable pain, were dull and lifeless. He could hardly whimper.
“Find some rags, brothers, and bandage me, bandage my arse if you can. And the wound in my chest. I’m
bleeding like a stuck pig.”
The silly ass! He wanted rags! Proper rags to tie up his wounds! Who on earth had any rags to spare?
*
In the confusion, someone dropped a burning match into the straw on the floor. From a speck at first, the fire
rapidly flared into a blaze. I cried out at the top of my voice,
“Fire! The truck’s on fire! Fire!”
The flames rose, brushing past us as their tongues lashed out of the narrow, lattice windows of the goods truck.
The smoke began to choke us. The old truck, with its boards cracked and dried up by the sun, had of course
caught fire too. We were doomed to be burnt alive like rats. What the Ambassador had warned us against had
actually happened. And because of him.
For the second time within minutes, the truck was in a state of frenzy. Everybody shouted and howled as if
they were caught in the jaws of a serpent. They were, in a way, except that the serpent was no ordinary clammy
cold snake, but a monstrous fire-spitting dragon.
I pressed myself still closer against the door, and raised my hands to my face to save at least my eyes from the
approaching flames. I fell to musing upon my fate. I had wished it to be very different from the fate of those I had
left behind in Omida.
It was indeed grotesquely different! To be burnt alive, roasted on a straw fire, in a grimy goods train, because
of a scuffle with a former diplomat who had tried to steal the purse in which I kept the miserly thirty lei I had
earned during two months running around the streets selling newspapers.
Dane, Dane! … I was so sorry for myself, I could have wept. But there was no time for tears. The danger
confronting us suddenly roused in everyone the will to live, with all its wild and insatiable force.
The fire had spread over more than half the truck, and all the boards were burning. The walls, the lightly
vaulted roof, the floor, all were in flames.
The train sped on through the night and the stream of air stirred by its flight fed and fanned the blaze. The men,
meanwhile, stood clustered at the far end of the truck, where the Ambassador lay sprawled on the straw, forgotten
by everybody. Husky then roared,
“Cover your eyes! All those who’ve got shoes on line up with me. Let’s try and smother the fire with our feet.”
As though in response to a long expected command, without uttering a word, all the men, shod and unshod
alike, began smothering the fire by pressing down and treading upon the flaming straw and smouldering boards.
In their attempt to stifle the blaze some smothered the straw with their bare hands. In spite of Husky’s words, no
one worried about hands, feet or face. All we shielded were our eyes, so far as that was humanly possible.
The babble of voices had ceased. The wheels of the train kept rattling and rumbling on and on. In grim silence,
as though waging a fierce battle with death, we fought the flames and the thick, suffocating smoke that threatened
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to choke us. There was a smell of singed flesh, burnt hair and smouldering rags. The flames had spread across the
roof of the truck. At any moment now a strong jerk could cause the blazing roof to cave in on top of us. If the
doors had not been locked from outside we would have flung them open and hurled ourselves out of the train at
full speed, regardless of the consequences. But they were locked and bolted and we had nothing to break them
with. Our last moments had come.
Oh, Dane! You yearned to make a name for yourself, to travel the world from one end to the other, to drain first
the bitter cup of misery and then to enjoy the beauty of life with its unequalled sweetness! Now all I tasted was
smoke, smoke that stifled my breath.
The flames had singed my eyebrows and played havoc with my rich, tousled shock of hair. My hands smarted
with burns. My blistered bare feet stung.
The roof which was hanging over the front part of the truck crashed in, and in its fall stirred up the fire to even
greater fierceness. The men, however, kept on their silent, dour struggle with the flames, the smoke, the wreck.
*
When I least expected it I suddenly heard, with a thrill of anguish and joy, the hoarse and startled whistle of the
engine behind our burning truck pierce the air with its prolonged signal. A second whistle echoed from afar,
equally long and startled.
The brakesmen, most of them half-asleep, hastened to turn the handles of their brakes and, grating and
grinding, the train came to a standstill, accompanied by a tremendous clash of buffers. With several powerful
hammer-blows, the truck’s doors were broken.
We all pushed our way to the opening and jumped out. The first thing I felt was the crisp dry autumn grass of
the railway embankment under my bare feet. The next moment I dropped into a ditch.
Now that the train had stopped, our truck went on burning quietly. To avoid the sparks that kept flying about
like glowing red stars, we moved a few paces away from the line. The engine-drivers and brakesmen gathered to
uncouple the burning truck from the train, and the engine got ready to tow it backwards, away from the rest of the
truths to prevent the fire from spreading to them. Husky said,
“We’ve left the Ambassador in the truck. He’ll be burnt to death if we don’t get him out.”
In one bound, Paleface and Husky clambered up into the burning truck. A moment after, the Ambassador’s
long, unconscious body was held out for us to take over. I stepped forward, caught him in my arms, moved a little
way from the train and laid him on the grass.
Frightened in case we took advantage of the dark and bolted across to the maize-field not a stone’s throw from
us, four German soldiers had alighted from their truck as soon as the train stopped; they swiftly rounded us up,
standing on guard with their rifles trailing, ready to fire at us.
Quite pointless precautions! Scorched by the flames, our hands and feet blistered, still suffering from shock,
none of us dreamt of running away.
Under the faint, pale light of the stars the vast field looked boundless. There was not a lighted window of any
human settlement anywhere about.
Our truck, which had now been towed away from the others, was still burning. If they had had some shovels
with them, the brakesmen could have smothered the fire with earth. But they had none. Nothing like that, they
declared, had ever happened to them before, not since they had started working for the railway company.
The truck went on burning until nothing but the iron frame and wheels were left. The engine then pushed the
wreck back to its place where it was coupled to the next truck.
As to the circumstances that had led to this incident we were to be cross-examined later. The Germans
searched each of us in turn, confiscated the matches they found in our pockets and ordered us to get into their
truck to rest a little and recover till we reached the next station. They slept, as we did, on bundles of straw. The
excitement, however, had driven our sleep away.
*
As we lay on the grass, just out of danger, while our truck was still burning, we found out from the brakesmen
what we’d been crimped for and why they’d locked us up.
The train, over forty trucks long, was loaded with sheep.
In the middle of the train, a couple of open trucks carried large bales of dried compressed hay. Two or three
carried sacks of bran. Our job was to attend to the sheep, and at every station where the train was scheduled to
stop for a long while, we had to feed and water the sheep and clear the trucks of dung, using long-handled
brooms.
“And how far are we meant to escort this train?”
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“We don’t know. All we do know is that the train crosses the border at Orsova, where it will be taken over by
the Austro-Hungarian railway officials. You will escort this train, as far as we can make out, up to one of the
German frontier stations. The sheep have been requisitioned by the Germans. They belong to them.”
*
I forgot about my tussle with the Ambassador and the incident with the knife. I forgot about the fire that had
scorched my skin in several places, singed my eyebrows and hair and had wellnigh roasted me alive and turned
me into a fistful of ashes. My imagination suddenly took flight. So then, I said to myself, we are not being taken
to a forced-labour camp in our own country. We were to travel … travel … that meant the opportunity of catching
a glimpse of the world.
The train was travelling westward. We were soon to cross the great Austro-Hungarian Empire. I was to see the
Hungarian Pustza, the Bohemian Mountains. We would then cut our way through Germany, that mighty country
which for the last three years had been battling on numberless fronts against the entire world.
Of course, I wouldn't gain much from merely seeing stations and towns, fields and villages, rivers and
mountains from a moving goods train. And yet to me at that early age even this seemed precious. I must keep my
eyes wide, wide open to see … to take in … to understand. When I return to Bucharest —if I return—I shall do so
with a wider outlook. I shall have greater knowledge of foreign countries, be more shrewd about life. I shall have
gained, as people say, wider experience.
I was happy at the prospect. I was enraptured by all it meant to me. I remembered Grimm’s fairy-tales, and in
my mind’s eye I saw again the pictures I used to linger over as a child, in Omida.
I started day-dreaming, and—dear God!—like a fool I fancied myself living among the Germans, ages back;
with the Germans of old.
Maybe I’ll be lucky enough to wander through the streets of one of those legendary cities built centu ries ago,
cities which time and people, one generation after another, living and perishing, have preserved to this day, with
their narrow, winding lanes, their low-roofed, gaily coloured doll’s houses …
51.53 The End Of Iacob Onisia\fn{by Geo Bogza (1908-1943)} Blejoi, Prahova County, Wallachia, Romania (M) 9
Christmas had come throughout Jiu Valley. This great, dismal holiday had set in from Lonea as far as Lupeni,
though many did not know what to do with it. The mining villages were wrapped in a deep, almost oppressive
stillness. Not a single wheel was seen turning anywhere; everything stood stock-still, buried in silence. The last
train had left the station at midnight, and no whistle had been heard since then. The siren had not sounded at ten
o’clock at night nor at four in the morning.
At dawn the light fog soon lifted; by nine in the morning, a cold, clear sunshine flooded the whole valley, and
everything looked like a mass of ice that no one dared break. Through its transparency everything looked as if it
had fallen deep into water which had then frozen around, bringing all things to an absolute standstill. Christmas,
with the perfect stillness it had brought, had pushed the valley farther north overnight, turning it into a polar
region.
All around, things seemed to be congealed everlastingly. Who would have dared shatter the giant mass of ice
covering the world? It was Christmas day in Jiu Valley.
Then, in this immutable vastness a human body tumbled down into the void from a height of over six hundred
feet, and all around and a long way off, the air was rent by a fearful scream. Doors were opened, heads peered out
of windows; that was how Jiu Valley finally began stirring. A little later the telephones began to buzz like mad at
the managing office of the pits and at the mining inspector’s offices in Petrosani.
“A man has fallen off the funicular railway at Dilja, sir! He’s dead, sir!”
That was how the first telephone call began on that Christmas morning. It must have been quite unusual and
unbelievable, for the chief of the inspectors’ offices was staring with eyes wide open and kept speaking into the
receiver:
“It can’t be! It is impossible!”
Impossible in this valley where so many misfortunes and so many disasters had occurred? The engineer said
the man could not have fallen off the funicular railway that morning, because it had stopped running the evening
before.
“He’s just fallen, sir, this very minute!” the hoarse voice that announced the misfortune insisted at the other
end of the wire. Then they rang up the funicular station of Aninoasa, then that of Petrila, the Cermini, and the
police station. In Jiu Valley the telephone bells started ringing everywhere, and for a long time. The people, who
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had expected a day of rest and quiet, heard the long buzzing of the telephone bells and they all felt that they were
ringing in an unusual way that boded no good. They reached out their hands, picked up the receivers, listened in
astonishment, and spoke several times into them:
“It can’t be! It’s impossible!”
The chief engineer of Aninoasa, who controlled the funicular, was away at Vulcan; they made the electric echo
of the telephone bell ring after him, wherever it could be heard, and finally it found him. When he had listened to
what was being said to him, he answered as the others had before him, but with even greater assurance:
“It’s impossible! The funicular stopped running last night!”
“The man is lying dead in the valley at Dilja. He fell and died this morning. All the snow is splashed with
blood.”
Then, all of them visualized this picture and accepted it as something real and not subject to doubt. However, a
question occurred to all of them, and some spoke it out, pushing it along the telephone wires, between the
mountains, towards the station of Dilja:
“How? How did it happen?”
At first no one could answer. The telephone bell rang everywhere. In the offices, in the engineers’ homes, at
the tennini, at the gates—everywhere—those who had been called, called others in turn and questioned each other.
It was Christmas day and a vast silence had pervaded the valley, but now the telephones were breaking it, in the
air as in people’s hearts.
Everyone was called two or three times from two or three different places and in his .turn called others just as
many times, as in a wood where a hundred people hail each other, awakening all possible echoes at once. They
were sitting in well-heated rooms which they could not bring themselves to leave, while away among the
snowcapped mountains a mangled man was lying, about whom they were trying to learn, from afar, why he had
died and how, on that clear, motionless Christmas morning.
“Get some men to carry him away on a stretcher. He can’t be left here overnight; the wolves would eat him
up,” the same hoarse voice at the other end of the wire was saying once again, the same voice that had roused
them all and that now could hardly utter the words. The telephone started buzzing again, calling the life-saving
team from Petrila.
*
It was a quarter to ten when the schoolmaster of Aninoasa reached the market place in Petrosani, where several
people had already gathered. As he came up to the first group, he said suddenly, gesticulating with both arms:
“Listen, friends, a great misfortune has happened at Dilja. A terrible thing! I saw it with my own eyes.”
He need not have added the last word. His eyes were still wide with fright and white, and his face, although
frozen, was as pale as a dead man’s.
“I’ve never before seen a man so pale on such a frosty day,” those who met him that day said later. “He had
death in his eyes, frozen and white like a ghost.”
The schoolmaster of Aninoasa had witnessed the terrible misfortune that had occurred that morning.
And that was how it all became known—what the people had vainly tried to find out by asking one another on
the telephone: how the misfortune had happened.
Then, on all sides, the telephone bell started ringing anew. At the mining inspectors’ offices it was ringing for
the twelfth time.
“Yes, I’m listening. He was in the car and came out of it? But, good God, what was he doing there?”
“Wanted to follow the wire cable with his hands? He fell into the precipice; yes, I see.”
And that is how, on that Christmas morning, the chief of the mining inspectors at Petrosani started
investigating the strangest and most distressing misfortune that had ever happened in Jiu Valley.
That morning two sledges started from the managing offices of the pits, loaded with men wearing black coats,
among which the policeman’s khaki overcoat was discernible. At the same time, the men of Petrila had left,
carrying a stretcher, taking a short cut over the hills. The schoolmaster of Aninoasa was returning in one of the
sledges to the place where he had experienced his great terror. The mining villages were smoking quietly through
hundreds of chimneys.
At first the sun shone right in front of them, and they found it almost pleasant. Mount Paring rose along the
skyline like one single dazzling mass. The sunlight carne straight down on its snowcapped crests, while its three
large peaks soared up into the sky like so many gorgeous pyramids of light. Only the mountains to the south,
standing in the shade, had darker outlines, wrapped, as it were, in a thin, bluish mist. In contrast, everything in the
west shone. They went on in this way for a good while. The bells of the sledge kept tinkling with a metallic sound
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almost sweet to the ear. They listened to them in silence, feeling the sound enter their brains, soothing them after
the jarring buzzing of the telephones. Over and above the buzzing that still filled the people’s heads, the
melodious rhythm of the sledge bells fell like a layer of snow, quieting and covering everything.
Then they felt the cold. The sledges had taken another turn and started along a valley towards the north. The
ridge of a hill had hidden the sun, and in the shade the cold became so bitter that they had to wrap themselves up
well in their coats, shivering.
“It was twenty degrees last night,” said a voice from one of the sledges.
And the men felt even colder. Still, to the north, towards which they were going, the mountains, all bathed in
light, shone more brilliantly than anywhere else. As they faced the south, the sunshine did not fall straight on the
crests only, but on their entire height; they shone in one single mass, from one end to the other, on all sides, like a
vast, white realm exposed to the sun. But the sledges were gliding along the foot of the hills in the shade and the
cold, and the people in them seldom raised their heads from the upturned collars of their coats to gaze sadly and
mistrustfully at the dazzling white light in front of them.
They had almost reached the heights above the place from which they had started, right against Petrosani. on
the other side of the mountain, and they went on, still further uphill. Then, one of them happened to look up
suddenly and see in the air, against the white background of the mountains, a black dot hanging above the chasm.
It looked like an eagle, motionless in the air, watching for its prey. It was one of the carriages of the funicular
railway. Soon another one became visible, hanging above the precipice. For a time this one too looked like an
eagle; as the sledge advanced, the two birds of prey moved against the spotless background of the mountains.
gliding along constantly until they stood out against the calm, blue vastness of the sky. There was not one single
cloud.
Now the sledges were beneath them. On either side of the valley, on either crest of the mountain, stood, higher
still, two iron supports, the tops of which were connected by four cables spanning the chasm at a height that shut
them out beyond the boundaries of the world. There, as under a circus top where trapezes swing, was the realm of
daring and madness. The men gazed at the two black dots, remembered why they were there, and shuddered.
They started climbing the western slope on foot. along a narrow path. They had to reach the other side where
there was no road for the sledge. They walked briskly. There was no buzzing of telephones. no jingling of sledge
bells—only the dry, harsh cracking of the snow. Sometimes it crunched under their boots like a piece of linen
being torn. The iron support in front grew bigger and bigger. and gradually the numerous iron girders of which it
was made became distinct. The ascent was becoming wearisome. The men were hot and panting. Then one of
them said:
“On these slopes, no matter how bitter the cold, you are sure to sweat.”
Then something quivered painfully like an indescribable foreboding in the heart of one of the six men climbing
the mountain. It was as though two black birds which had long been looking for each other had met in the air, and
the fluttering of their wings had come to his ears, troubling him.
If, at that moment. the chief engineer had slipped down in the snow and had been able to doze off and dream.
he might have seen in his dream a man coming towards him with arms and legs broken, his face smeared with
coal and blood and wet with snow, whispering again into his ear:
“Yes, on these slopes, no matter how bitter the cold, you are sure to sweat.”
Then the two black birds would have been recognizable and known by name. Unaware, one of these men had
uttered the sentence that cleared up the strange event they were witnessing; it was another who felt his heart
flutter with premonition.
*
Twenty-four hours before, the same words had been spoken in this same place by the man who now lay
crushed on the other side of the mountain.
On these slopes, no matter how bitter the cold, you are sure to sweat! And indeed the sweat was running in
drops down Onisia’s chest and back. And he had gone only half of the way over the hills. He had another mile and
a half to go along the river Jiu, to reach Petrila.
From Aninoasa to Petrosani there were three deep valleys and the ridges of three tall hills to cross, at the edge
of the mountains. The footpath led across them, dipping low into the valleys, then up the crests, and down again.
There could not be a more severe ordeal. Each time he reached the summit of a hill with great difficulty and saw
that he had to go down the other side at once and then to climb the opposite slope again, a dull rage seized him.
“A real punishment!” he muttered. And he would remember he was really being punished.
He was not ashamed of being punished. The chief engineer had laid his hand on his shoulder and said:
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“Onisia, you’ve got to understand!”
And, he had understood indeed. Two months would soon be over! He had not been sorry at the time. It was
autumn, the plum brandy was being made, and he had come to the second shift walking rather unsteadily. As a
matter of fact, he had walked quite unsteadily. They would not let him go down into the pit. So he had struggled
and entered the cage by force. Those on the ground had tried in vain to shout at him. Did anything happen? No.
They all admitted nothing wrong had happened. He had gone to the workings, had not quarreled with anyone, had
worked quietly, and had loaded an extra truck of coal. But they punished him all the same.
Neither the overseer, nor the foreman, nor the engineer wanted to punish him. They knew Iacob Onisia too
well to want to punish him. They knew Iacob Onisia well; indeed they did. But the chief engineer was easily
alarmed: he said he’d have to report to the general board in Bucharest.
“Why do we need to report to Bucharest?” the head of the sector had asked.
“You’re young,” the engineer had answered. “You haven’t seen much of life yet. Suppose some day others did
the same and there’d be trouble and we’d want to punish them. Then they’d complain to Bucharest that we did not
punish Onisia. And suppose the bigwigs asked why we had not punished Onisia. So we had better write and be on
the safe side.”
And they wrote to Bucharest all that had happened, that Onisia had been a decent collier for seventeen years at
Aninoasa and that he did not deserve to be punished. A fortnight later the answer came from Bucharest: he had to
be punished! He must be transferred to Petrila for two months. They were all sorry; they laid their hands on his
shoulder and said:
“Onisia, you’ve got to understand!”
And he had begun his punishment on November 1. From Aninoasa to Petrila there were three kilometers in a
beeline along the wire cable of the funicular railway. It took three quarters of an hour. But, on foot, over the hills,
it took him nearly three hours. When he was in the first shift, he left home at three in the morning. His wife and
children were asleep. At half past four, when the sirens whistled to wake up the men for the shift, he was climbing
the second hill. By six he had hardly got to Petrila.
It had been going on like that for five weeks. Twice he had been in the third shift, from ten at night till
morning, and twice in the first. Now he went down at two in the afternoon and came up at ten at night. A few days
more and his trials would be over. And a good thing, too, for he was quite worn out. The way was hard. He had
already worn out a pair of boots. It seemed as if all his life, as far back as he could remember, he had done nothing
but go up and down hills. Above his head, the cars of the funicular railway kept coming and going like big, black
birds. And he kept walking, sometimes on the ridge of the hill, sometimes low down in the valley.
At first it had still been autumn. Along the way there were straggling birches, their leaves turning yellow. Had
it been only a walk, it would have been a lovely one indeed. Mount Paring was always before his eyes, dark about
the middle of its height, but snowcapped. Nevertheless, here on the sun-scorched hills, the people of Dilja grazed
their cattle among the peaceful birches.
About a week later, rain set in, and the footpath filled with mud. The way had become very hard. He struggled
with the hills and thought wrathfully of the big men in Bucharest.
“To be transferred to PetriIa for two months! What did they know about the distance between Aninoasa and
Petrila? They ought to come here and get into the mud if only once, at three in the morning, like ghosts, long
before the cocks have crowed.”
Then things became worse. The rain became chillier and changed into sleet. If, at least, they’d allowed him to
take the funicular! But no one was allowed to take it. Only the surveyor of the line passed once a day from one
end to the other and then back, standing in the car like a huge bat, its wings spread.
A week before St. Nicholas’ day—he was in the second shift then—the blizzard began, and for three days after
there was nothing but snow everywhere. Sometimes it would snow for a whole night, but the following day the
people of Dilja would make a footpath again. They needed money for Christmas and started for Aninoasa or
Petrosani, carrying to market a sack of apples or a young pig.
When Onisia reached Petrila, a few old women dressed in black—they were widows—were standing in front
of the entrance to the pit, selling sorcovaso\fn{A note reads: Sticks adorned with artificial flowers and ribbons which Rumanian
children hold in their hands while wishing a Happy New Year to grownups .} to the men of the first shift, just coming out. He
entered the courtyard and then remembered his children at home; he went back and bought a sorcova. At night,
when he’d leave work, there would be no one at the gate. The siren blew long to announce the two o’clock shift.
He hurried toward the mine. A large iron stove filled with coals was blazing in the yard, and a young girl in
trousers was warming her hands. He went by smiling and called to her without stopping:
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“Good luck!”
Seeing him come with the sorcova the men at the gate teased him:
“Say, Onisia, if you take it down to the mine, it’ll be a pretty sight when you come out!” and “Come along,
Iacob, and wish the ponies a Happy New Year.”
He left it at the surface, however, with one of the truckers. In the mine, he had found a good helper in a man
from Cimpa, with whom he got on very well. Together they filled fourteen trucks.
That day all in the pit spoke only of wine, sausages, and roast pork.
Onisia had killed his pig three days before. And he would buy wine the next day, at Aninoasa. In front of them,
all the while, they had a hard black wall of coal, but in their mind’s eye they saw large joints of red meat, such as
they had seen at home in their troughs, and then they swung their picks with increased mettle, almost with fury.
Large lumps of coal fell to their feet. Only the ponies, well fed every day, fat and calm, pulled the trucks without
sharing the eagerness that was exciting the miners and the joy that filled their thoughts. Not even the oldest of the
ponies, who knew a lot of the secrets of the pit and had a sixth sense, suspected that the following day was
Christmas and that they were to be blessed with two days’ rest in the stables.
However, in order to see to it that nothing amiss could happen in the following two days, about five o’clock
the miners lay down their picks and, taking hold of their hatchets, started the propping. By the end of the shift the
workings were lined with new white boards, well supported on all sides. The seam of coal was hardly visible, and
there was a smell of fresh pine wood. Now the pit could be left alone for two days to spend Christmas in quiet.
*
In the courtyard lighted by electric bulbs snow sifted down in small flashes. The colliers walked to the gate,
their shoulders slightly bent, like living shadows. Each of them carried his round log of wood under his arm or on
his back. They parted, wishing each other good luck; then Onisia was left alone, and he quickened his pace. He
crossed the Jiu over the railway bridge and started climbing towards the mining village of Bucovina. In the dark
he could hear the cars of the funicular railway pass. Tonight it was to be the fifth time. Only it was colder than
ever and high up there he could freeze to death. But rather than cut across those hills, he’d …
Four times already Onisia had returned to Aninoasa by the rope-way, stealthily, in the dark, and he was going
to do it again this time too.
No one suspected anything, and he passed over the three deep valleys, in a beeline, like a bird, without going
up their slopes and then down into their depths. He crossed above and looked down at them with hatred and joy as
on mortal enemies now become quite harmless. Down below, the valleys writhed like vile dragons, and they
would still have liked to torture him, but could not get at him. He passed overhead in the funicular, and each time
he felt as though he were thrusting a spear into their throats, like Saint George when he rode over the dragon.
Iacob Onisia walked through the village of Bucovina, between the two rows of lighted houses where people
were making their Christmas preparations. In front of every house there was a black stain in the snow where the
women had thrown out the basinfuls of lye with which they had scrubbed the floors of their homes. In his house,
too, the floors had been scrubbed and there was a holiday smell about.
The cages kept clattering in the air, passing above the houses in the village. Somewhere on the hill, children
were singing Christmas carols, going from house to house.
Onisia climbed the wooden scaffolding at the terminus as stealthily as a cat. He reached the platform, and then
the cars passed by him slowly, one after the other, like the carriages of a train in a station when the train is
starting; all you’ve got to do is to jump into one. He looked a couple of times towards the surveyor’s lighted
cabin, let two cars pass, and, when the third came up, threw his hatchet and the sorcooo into it, and, taking firm
hold of it with both hands, leaped into it over its iron railing. He felt the walls with his boots, found a log, and
quickly sat down on it. Below, near the surveyor’s cabin, a dog had begun to bark, so he buried his head between
his shoulders, squatting on the floor of the car. Who could have seen him now? The car was gliding smoothly
above the ground, towards Aninoasa. In an hour he would be home.
People who have pictured heaven to themselves and then related what it is like, have had little imagination.
This thought dawned upon Iacob Onisia repeatedly in the first moments when he felt so happy to be carried
through the air in the carriage. To be in heaven was to travel by the funicular over hills and deep valleys, without
the slightest fatigue.
Far behind, Petrila was vanishing in the distance, looking like the Pleiades when they are setting. A short while
after, however, when he was above Petrosani, the world burst into a fairy-like vision which no one could have
credited. Holding the sorcova in his hand, Onisia sat on and gazed.
As far as eye could reach, the earth was like a sea of burning embers glittering all the time. Hundreds upon
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hundreds of lights, a myriad of will-o’-the-wisps, were shining in the night, far away, to the edge of the
mountains. So many were crowded in the middle of the town that one could scarcely distinguish them from one
another. It was like a jumble of lamps of all kinds-like people on a market day. One, a very tall one, rose high
above the others, like a lonely man who does not mix with the crowd. On the outside came those in rows along
the streets of the mining village, one behind the other, in straight lines. Then, they became sparser but kept
stretching one by one farther and farther away into the depths of night.
In the middle of this sea of light, cleaving it in two, ran a river of darkness. Yet, against its pitch-black
background there still could be seen here and there a few glimmers, red or green like so many sickly glowworms
about to die. It was the railway station with its twenty lines, and between them the snow had been covered with
coal dust and cinder so that everything was blacker than the very darkness of the night. From the town there rose a
sort of din, wave after wave, like the hum of an apiary in which the bees, coming across some sweet flower, want
to carry all its nectar home. Above this sea of lights the car carried Onisia slowly towards Aninoasa. The lights
gradually started sinking, but very, very slowly, like a world sinking into the depths. Lightly, almost
imperceptibly, the cable was dragging the carriage towards the crest of the first hill.
To the north the snowcapped mountains loomed out of the dark and drew nearer, ever nearer, as though eager
to be touched by him. When he was quite high up, at the side of the first mountain, Petrosani was still discernible
far behind, as at the bottom of an ocean, with its lights merging and forming a huge diadem. One of the termini
was drawing near, and Onisia lay low in the carriage lest he should be seen. Then he realized he was chilled with
the cold, and he crouched close to the wooden partition to ward off the stinging cold a little. Above the frozen
deserted plateau, the car was gliding between the iron supports like a ghost.
Then came the first of the three valleys. The cables of the funicular railway spanned the precipice from one
end to the other, without any support, curving only slightly, and the car followed them, floating above the chasm
in the dark. The cables then rose up the opposite slope, reached the strong support on which they rested for an
instant as though to gather new strength, and immediately started across the second valley, which was also the
lowest. At its bottom one could scarcely make out a few vague lights—the cottages in the hamlet of Dilja. The
cage seemed to be on the same level with them as it passed in its aerial progress, moved forward slowly for a
while, then stopped. The grinding of the wheels gliding along the cables stopped too. Suddenly there was a deep
silence.
*
It could not be more than half past ten. Onisia huddled at the end of the carriage and waited. He thrust his fists
into his pockets as far as he could, but between their edge and his coat sleeves, which were too short, there still
remained a strip of bare flesh, and he felt the cold there as biting as though he had been wearing handcuffs. From
there the pain ran up under his coat to his elbows, where it became very sharp. He tried to soothe it by pressing
them against his ribs as hard as he could. Maybe it would have been better if he had gone on foot, seeing it was so
bitterly cold. But he would have got home past midnight. A good thing there was no wind. The car would soon
start. He rolled a cigarette and lit it with great difficulty.
The cigarette was almost smoked and still the car did not move. Then, at the moment when he was taking the
last puff at it, the greatest misfortune in his life happened. As if kindled by a spark, everything was destroyed in an
instant.
That is how things happen in the pit when gas takes fire. The rails of the trucks are wrenched from the ground
and twisted in the air. Along the shafts men lie dead, their hair and clothes burnt. And some pony blocks the way
—a mass of charred flesh.
Since evening, when he had left by the funicular, a gas had made its way into his head, accumulated within
him, and now it exploded. And he was as completely destroyed as if he had been in a pit where gas had taken fire.
Nothing might have happened. But a spark had kindled it at the very moment when the shafts were full. Now,
within him, everything turned into smoking rums. When had a man ever done so much harm to himself with one
single thought? Suddenly it had occurred to him,
“Tomorrow would be Christmas! The funicular would not start. It would be stopped for two days.”
And these last two thoughts, which were so closely linked with the first that he scarcely had had time to think
them, flashed through him, sparking the catastrophe.
In one single instant everything was ruined: a real explosion had taken place within his heart and mind when
he realized in a flash that he was the prisoner of the chasm, of night and frost. He suffered terribly. With eyes
frozen by dread he viewed the world differently. It seemed to him a terrible, treacherous enemy; everything that
had happened, beginning with the day in autumn when he had got drunk, seemed now a fearful trap into which he
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had stumbled.
All the men were at home now, enjoying the warmth of the hearth, and would stay there for two days. The pits
and the installations above ground were deserted. For two days and two nights nothing would stir while he,
suspended in the car above the precipice, would perish with hunger and cold. He felt like howling. Instead, it was
a wolf that howled, away in the valley, at Dilja, on the skirts of the forest.
How would the hours pass for him from now on? And what would become of him? Like colliers who, having
been saved from the bottom of the shafts, come out staggering, their lamps out, their clothes torn, his thoughts
shaped out, torturing him, and prolonging the catastrophe. But this violent anguish of mind began to wane when,
instead, two precise sensations arose and took possession of his whole being, like two implacable demons
thrusting long, sharp spears into his Hesh.
He felt hungry.
He felt cold.
More and more, without any way of escape, he became a prey to this excruciating suffering. He was unable to
endure it any longer. And then, above Mount Paring, the moon rose.
Has any man ever had so fairy-like a sight before his eyes while suffering the pangs of death? A few tears
gushed out of Iacob Onisia’s eyes, trickled down his rugged cheeks and froze there.
“O Lord, do not desert me!” his lips muttered while, mortified, he was gazing at the grand sight unfolding
before his eyes.
The long shadows of the mountains had begun to move, gliding above the earth with a stately slowness that
seemed to send a shiver over the world. Bulky masses of darkness hovered over the snow, turning round and
round and trying to catch up with each other, like beasts of bygone times, roused to life in the dead of the night.
Meanwhile, high upon the crests, the mountains shone as though ablaze. Glittering flames, some white, some
blue, just as cold and unreal, danced above the peaks, as if all the treasures of the earth lay within them. Cold,
silent and white, the moon flitted about the frozen glass surface of the sky.
To the north, the mountains nearly rose into the air like gigantic temples of white marble.
“O Lord, do not desert me!” the thoughts and lips of the man hanging above the precipice kept murmuring in a
sort of mechanical prayer. Then this cold, polar landscape in which the big shadows of the mountains were the
only moving things, suddenly became alive, and hope kindled in Jacob Onisias heart. Yet this hope, like the lights
that danced above the mountaintops, was unreal, unrelated to the heavy fate which from the beginning had
pressed down upon the breast, on the life, on the heart of the poor collier from Aninoasa.
*
As in almost every year, as though it were a tradition, wolves entered the hamlet of Dilja on this Christmas Eve
too. There were a few sheepfolds there. At first some muffied noises came up from the peasants’ yards; then the
dogs broke into a medley of frightful, desperate barking. The next minute all the doors were flung open, and
inside, while the women turned up the light of the oil lamps, the men dashed out roaring at the top of their voices,
like wild beasts. Seizing pitchforks or clubs, they rushed towards the sheep pens, running barefooted in the snow.
The fight seemed to be taking place at one end of the hamlet. There, men were roaring louder than anywhere
else, urging one another while the dogs rushed forward, concentrating their barking on this place. Black patches
were gliding over the snow. Most likely the wolves had stolen a sheep and were falling back with it towards the
forest. Small, reddish flames blazed up several times, and the reports of a gun rang out from valley to valley.
Hanging above the chasm, Jacob Onisia looked down at what was going on, at first hopefully, then as though
at a performance from another world. How could all this be of any help to him? The men’s feet down below were
stamping the ground, and they could fight the wolves. Lucky for them! His mind was sending them desperate
messages:
“Please don’t leave me to die here; don’t, please!”
But his throat, stiff and dry, could not utter a single word. Who could have heard him?
Down below, the uproar of the dogs died down, and frightened bleating was heard. Towards him, too, big
wolves were coming from the void, about to tear him to pieces; and he would not be able even to feel the warmth
of his own blood flowing out his veins. He was frozen to the marrow of his bones. His fur cap, the worse for wear
but still good enough, which had always kept his head warm, now seemed as thin as cigarette paper. Still, when he
took it off, to stick his closed fists into it and warm them a little, he felt his forehead bound all around in a narrow
circle of ice which burned like vitriol; so he put on his cap again at once. His feet were as stiff and cold as stumps.
And he was hungry, a deep, black hunger that drained all his strength. In the depth of his belly was a torturing,
painful emptiness, more distressing than the chasm gaping below him. There, in the thick of the forest, the wolves
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were eating the sheep and having their fill. They too were lucky. And so were all those whose feet touched the
ground. He alone hung between sky and earth, surrounded by the cold air, by the waves of cold that tore at him
mercilessly.
His agony was to last long and to be accompanied by delusion. Several times he strained his ears; his heart was
flooded by a sudden warmth when it seemed to him that the cage was starting … Maybe the ropeway had only
been out of order; maybe it would still run all night, until dawn. Those thoughts cast a warm, friendly light upon
the world. He would soon be home, in the cozy, warm room, on the floor well scrubbed with lye. But, alas, the
funicular was still motionless, still as a stone, in the black mass of the frosty night.
Had they known he was here, they might have started it and hauled him to the village. But what would the
chief engineer have said? Another punishment—no doubt about it. Thousands of thoughts and familiar faces
crossed his mind; his mate at Petrila, his own wife, his children, the chief engineer, the publican at Aninoasa, the
shepherds of Dilja—all in turn came to him in the cage, spoke to him, scolding or advising him what to do, then
faded away in the dark.
He felt the handle of his hatchet, the log at the bottom of the carriage, and an idea, a grand one, occurred to
him, making its way with difficulty through his frozen mind. He sat the log upright and started chipping it. The
hatchet rang against the frozen wood. Then he dealt a sure blow at it and split it in two. Plying his hatchet in the
moonlight, he looked like a man busy at his work—weirdly at that late hour of the night and so high up, cut off
from the rest of the world.
His hands numb with cold, he struck a first match under the heap of chips, but it went out before it could
kindle them. He struck another, impatiently, held it underneath until the whole match burned and the flame licked
his fingers, but still the chips would not kindle. Then he took the sorcova and set fire to it with a third match. The
paper flowers caught fire at once, one after the other; their petals writhed, and he stuck them under the heap of
chips which finally started crackling.
It may have been one o’clock in the morning, or 1ater. The moon had sailed past the white crests of Mount
Paring and was now above the dark forests of the Surduc pass. The huge shadows of the mountains kept moving,
flitting over the whiteness of the snow. Now there were other shadows too, small, quivering, fleeting shadows that
attended the unfolding of the drama being played in the silent realm of the night and the snows.
The shadow of Onisia’s figure stood out up to the waist against the partition of the carriage, while his
shoulders and head emerged from it; they were lost in the dark, their outline dim and much enlarged, like that of a
giant. Maybe his shadow reached the white columns of the mountains to the north, beyond which lay, not a long
way off, the site of the ancient Sarmizegethusa.\fn{ In Hungarian, Várhely, the capital of the ancient Kingdom of Dacia and the
subsequent Roman province, which first received a Roman garrison in 103AD .} Iacob Onisa was the last Dacian in those
ancestral parts to spend the night in the open air, by the light of a pine-wood fire. But of the millions of men who
in the course of two thousand grim years had spent the night in loneliness with nothing but a fire to keep them
company, had there ever been a more tortured, unfortunate soul than his?
*
There was an old shepherd at Dilja, made rather simple because of a beating at the hands of the police back in
the time of the Empire.\fn{The Ottoman Empire, the last traces of which disappeared from Romania only in 1878 .} The next
morning, after hearing what had happened, he related the following: after the incident with the wolves, when the
cocks crowed for the third time, he went out again and found himself standing stock-still with fright. In the black
sky, very high up, his eyes saw quite distinctly a part of hell. There, in the murky night, was a cauldron with pitch
like those in which sinners burn in Hell, such as are seen painted in church. Red flames and sparks rose from
within it, and in the middle a man was writhing his body about. Alarmed at this apparition of Hell, especially
because of its appearance during the holy night of Christmas, he went in, crossing himself. A little later, looking
through the window, he saw the flames going out, and shortly after the cauldron of pitch vanished in the dark.
*
The schoolmaster from Aninoasa, whose wife had died in childbirth that autumn, had been asked to spend
Christmas day with the priest of the Orthodox Church at Petrosani. Since he wished to attend Mass, he had left
home early in the morning. There was a hard, dull bitterness of frost. He had climbed the first hill, then the
second, and when coming down the valley to Dilja, the footpath he had taken suddenly showed the traces left by
the fight waged that night. The snow had been swept away, and in the place where the dogs had fought the
wolves, were strewn big tufts of hair. Soon, bloodstains could be seen, which made him sick. The memory of the
hospital, as white as the snow, with stains of blood here and there, was still vivid in his mind and painful.
To avoid this sight, he looked up and in the very first moment saw the unusual thing that was about to happen.
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High up, on the wire cable of the funicular, a man sat astride the side of the cage, looking down as though to
sound the depth of the precipice. Whatever was he doing up there? The schoolmaster had been walking for one
hour, and all the while he had seen the cars lined out along the route, motionless, at their great height. How had
that man got into the cage above the precipice? It was not one of the red cages in which people down below were
used to seeing the line surveyors pass. But he had not too long to wonder.
Dumfounded, he saw the man in the carriage, after a brief hesitation, take hold of the cable with both hands,
letting his feet hang in the void. Then, after wavering one more moment, he advanced along the cable holding on
with his hands.
Catching his breath, his blood frozen with fear, the schoolmaster realized what was going on. That man
moving hand over hand along the cable above the precipice was trying to reach the iron support at the top of the
hill. He might have some forty-five yards to go. And the cold up there …
Against the blue background of the sky, the car and the man were two distinct blotches. The car stood still,
while the long, thin shadow of the man moved slowly to the left. Hanging above the void, he was advancing.
When he released one hand to place it farther on, his body lost its balance and threatened to break away from the
wire that supported it. Then the man quickly brought his other hand up, resting like that for a few moments, while
he hung on with both hands and his body got back its balance as he seemed to gather new strength. Then he
rapidly jerked one hand farther along, as though to catch a bird, and brought his other hand ever more rapidly into
line with the first, avoiding the danger of hanging on by only one hand. And his legs kept beating the air as though
they were trying to help him along.
However, like a tired swimmer who sees the shore is still far away, his arms found it harder and harder to
move. He had managed to move perhaps ten yards from the car. The time he spent clinging with both hands to
recover strength was getting longer and longer. Once he lifted his hand to move on, but brought it back in no time.
Shaking all over, his teeth chattering, the schoolmaster stood and gazed.
The man on high no longer had the strength to move on. Once more he tried to lift his hand and set it a bit
farther on, but he pulled it back even more quickly.
Clinging to the cable with both his hands, he hung quite still while his legs beat the air slower and slower, as in
the throes of death.
The schoolmaster felt his heart throbbing violently in his chest, sending hot waves of blood to his temples and
his throat. And the ghastly climactic moment was not long in coming.
A bird flew past the line of the ropeway; perhaps the man up there had time to see it with his eyes wide with
fear, thinking his last thought:
“Oh, if only I had wings!”
Then one hand detached itself from the cable, without moving as it had hitherto. The body hung for one
moment by one hand; then his other hand detached itself too, and he began falling. He came down in the air,
wheeling round and round, his arms and legs moving frantically as in an epileptic fit; at the same time the
schoolmaster felt him falling through his own body, cleaving it like a knife from top to toe. When he had almost
reached the ground, the schoolmaster thought he saw the doomed man’s face under his disheveled hair, his eyes
looking at him with awe and hatred; and at the very same moment the va11ey was roused by a heart-rending
scream.
*
It was Christmas day. Down in the village, at Dilja, there was a wide expanse of snow. When the men who had
started from Petrosani reached the top of the second hill, they perceived far down on the white expanse of snow a
somber group of men moving slowly hither and thither, changing places in turn. Those who had left from Petrila
with the stretcher were waiting there.
The place where the man had fallen from the car bore traces of the night fight where the wolves had crossed on
their way to the forest: tufts of hair and stains of blood. The impact of the man’s fall had scattered the snow about
as a big stone would have, and bespattered it with his blood. He was completely crushed—a hodgepodge of flesh,
bones, clothes and snow mixed with blood and coal dust, all frozen into a single mass of different colors, painful
to behold. His big hands, which had held his whole life in them and had not been able to keep it, were swollen and
blue. His face, intact, was turned upward to the sky. His eyes, wide open and frozen, gazed at the heights from
which he had tumbled. His struggle was over now. The valleys that had tortured him all through the autumn and
which he had then crossed over in the funicular railway, like dragons transfixed by his spear, had taken a most
terrible revenge on him. He had fallen into the lowest of them all as into the mouth of the most wicked and
ruthless of all those dragons. High up, the car out of which he had fallen stood black and immobile, like an
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airbound coffin.
On either side the iron supports rose on the mountain ridges, rising to dazzling heights.
With shovels in their hands, the men from Petrila were drawing nearer, to clear away the snow.
*
The funeral passed through Aninoasa about noon, watched from all windows by sad, gloomy faces. Everyone
knew Iacob Onisia, and this sudden violent death on Christmas day had filled them with deep sorrow.
In the dead man’s kitchen, which they had to cross in order to carry the body into the room, the pig killed a few
days before was still in the trough—large pieces of red bleeding meat. On the stretcher the four men were carrying
other large pieces of crushed bleeding meat. While the dead man’s wife sobbed and beat her head with her fists,
all those present crossed themselves when the procession entered; and it was a dismal, somewhat threatening
feeling of mournful silent protest rather than pious awe that could be read on their faces.
Yet another one of them had met a sudden, unfair death.
*
Two days later, when the funicular railway started running again and all the cages were searched, at the bottom
of the one in which Iacob Onisia had traveled was found the hatchet, the heap of ashes from the firwood fire he
had made, and in a corner the sorcova only half-burnt, its remaining flowers crumpled and covered by coal dust.
284.126 Excerpt from Fragments Of A Journal\fn{by Eugène Ionesco (1909-1994)} Slatina, Olt County, Wallachia,
Romania (M) 11
I have never been to Beauchamps. There’s no road to take you there. It’s a tiny village, lost in the meadows, a
few kilometres from La Chapelle-Anthenaise. You reach it along old tracks.
“It’s over that way,” Marie tells me, pointing. “But now it’s autumn, the way’s muddy, we shan’t be able to go
there till the spring.”
*
From the top of the hill I can see the Mill, its old roof hidden in the mist.
*
It’s prize-giving day. We are all sitting on our benches, without textbooks or exercise-books or satchels, in our
Sunday best. Beside the teacher’s desk there’s a whole pile of books, bound in red or blue. Monsieur Guéné takes
about ten of them and hands them out to the first-form pupils. Then he fetches another dozen and hands them out
to us. My book is red. I open it: geographical descriptions, hunting stories. I am disappointed. I’d rather have had
a nice story-book.
*
My mother comes to fetch me. It’s autumn.
“You’ve got to come back to Paris,” she tells me. “We aren’t living in the hotel now. We’ve got a small flat
where we’re going to live with your granny and grandfather in the rue de l’Avre. It’s quite close to Aunt Sabine’s.
You can’t stay on here, you’ve got to be educated.”
“I can stay on here,” I told her. “M. Guéné has promised me I’d pass my certificate this year at Laval.”
“That’s not the same thing,” she answered, “that’s not the same thing.”
I remember those tall Paris houses. How can I bear to leave the fields?
“You know,” she tells me, “Paris has changed. The war’s been over for a long time, it’s quite different, quite
different. There are fêtes going on all the time, it’s lots of fun: roundabouts, shows, lights, lots of lights. It’s all lit
up at night. And Aunt Sabine has a fine drawing-room. She entertains fashionable people. She gives parties.”
We go to see old Guéné so that I can say goodbye to him. I can’t quite remember where: in his office at the
Maine? No, on the floor above, I believe, in his own home. There’s somebody else too, a woman in a black dress.
Not his wife, for he wasn’t married. His maid? Did he have a maid? It must have been the charwoman for the
Maine and the school. Monseiur Guéné stands there.
“It’s a pity,” he says, “he’d have gone up into the first form, he’d have got his certificate this year. I’m going to
kiss you.” He bends down to kiss me and I feel his big moustache.
*
It’s time to go. I’m feeling more cheerful. I’m looking forward to the fêtes in Paris. Paris never used to be like
that. I imagine merry-go-rounds, all lit up, gorgeous illuminations, ladies in fine dresses, people singing in the
streets, fireworks, a sumptuous drawing-room.
Père Baptiste is there in his blue smock, with his whip round his neck. The mare is harnessed to the trap. I hug
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Maurice, who is to stay on at the Mill by himself all winter. I hug Mère Jeannette, who’s on the verge of tears. She
hurries back into the house:
“It’s just like little Armand,” she says.
We make our way to the station, in the rain. We climb out. Père Baptiste kisses me, wipes away a tear with the
stump of his thumb and then quickly turns away.
I never saw Mère Jeannette or Père Baptiste again.
*
At gym time, before we got our drill-instructor, our only form of physical training was to walk round and
round the school yard, singing. I would yell, with all the strength in my lungs:
“Long live our flag, the glorious flag of France.”
“Not so loud, Ionesco,” Monsieur Guéné would interrupt me in full swing, “not so loud, you’re singing out of
tune. Let the others sing, they do it better.”
*
When the bells toll for a funeral I am overcome with a mysterious anguish, a sort of fascination. We know all
the people who die.
*
Children get bored. I used to get bored in Paris. At the Mill I am never bored, even when it rains, except
perhaps when I have nothing to read.
*
I’m in love with Ribot’s little sister. Yet Beauplet’s little sister is much prettier.
*
Père Baptiste had never been to Paris. He had once been to Le Mans, when he was young, to enlist. It was by
firing his pistol to celebrate his enlistment that he had blown off his thumb.
“I had my handkerchief round it,” he said, “I didn’t do it on purpose.”
And so the military tribunal had acquitted him. But nobody was quite sure that he had not done it on purpose.
He could neither read nor write. To count, he used to make little notches with a penknife in a piece of wood (he
must have had a complicated system: tiny notches for the ones, bigger notches for the tens and hundreds, different
shapes for the thousands).
*
There were some American soldiers billeted on the peasants in the village, waiting to go back to America; a
hundred and fifty or two hundred of them. On Sundays they put on their broad-brimmed hats like those Boy
Scouts wear today. They belonged to a medical corps. They stopped a whole winter; most distract ing for the
village people! From time to time an officer came from Argentré to inspect them.
At La Chapelle-Anthenaise there was only a sergeant-major, a very red-faced man who was said to be badtempered. He had huge stripes on his sleeves. In the evening he held roll-call in the Church square. The rest of the
time he left them alone. Where did the sergeant-major live? I believe it was at Père Grudé’s, the former mayor,
who was grocer, saddle-maker, innkeeper in a small way; he had a couple of rooms for travellers, which were
always empty.
At the Mill there was an American living in the room upstairs, the middle one: a small fair man, a dancingmaster. He used to bring his friends along; there was one who was a singer and who was billeted at Argentré.
They would gather round the fireside, four or five of them. Mère Jeannette loved listening to the singer, who
accompanied himself on a guitar or a mandolin. After some time, though, she’d had enough of it.
One day when it had rained a great deal, the water had risen, the stream had turned ito a muddy river. The
courtyard was flooded. The water came right up to the door of the farm.
“Well, at least it’ll keep them away,” said MèreJeannette.
It didn’t keep them away, though, for they had discovered the back door. One of them, who was a cook or a
pastrycook, made us a delicious cake with a chocolate cream filling. We all had a real feast—the children, Mère
Jeannette, Marie and Père Baptiste and the Americans. Père Baptiste was very fond of them.
The dancer spoke French badly, the singer better; he had lived in Paris. Mère Jeannette was amazed to hear
him speak French.
“It’s because he lived in Paris before the war,” Marie said.
“All the same,” Mère Jeannette replied, “he is an American.”
In the evening, before roll-call, they had their dinner. They had set up their kitchens in the village, and after
they had been served they distributed what was left among the inhabitants. Out of tact, they never gave away meat
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dishes: only sweets, cakes or chocolate custard. I was sent to bring back some of this in a pan. An American
soldier dipped a ladle into the pot and poured out custard into my pan.
One evening they all packed into big army lorries and drove off. The village seemed very empty afterwards.
The dancing master sent a postcard or two, and wrote a letter to Simone to tell her to come to America when she
grew up and learn dancing there.
*
When did I first notice that time “passed”?
The sense of time was not at first associated with the idea of death. Of course, when I was four or five years
old I realized that I should grow older and older and that I should die. At about seven or eight, I said to myself that
my mother would die some day and the thought terrified me. I knew she would die before me. However, I thought
of it as a decisive interruption of the present, for everything was in the present. A day, an hour, seemed to me long,
limitless; I could see no end to it. When they talked to me about next year I had the feeling that next year would
never come. When I was at La Chapelle-Anthenaise I felt outside of time, in a sort of Paradise.
At about eleven or twelve, not before, I first became intuitively aware that things would end. I used to go with
grandfather and grandmother, my mother and Aunt Sabine to a little cinema in the avenue de Suffren. It was a
source of great wonderment to me. We looked forward to this treat; I looked forward to it. When we all set forth,
pushing my grandmother, who was an invalid, in a wheelchair, and made our way from the rue de l’Avre to the
avenue de Suffren, my joy was clouded by the thought that our pleasure would not last, that the film would come
to an end and that eventually we should go home.
It would go on for a long, a very long time, two or three hours, but that long time had its limits.
Expectation made me aware of time: I could not be happy without something to look forward to, some
particular joy, holidays, Christmas, Thursdays, a visit to some friends of my mother’s outside the city on a
Sunday; but when I was eight or nine, when I lived at the Mill, everything was joy, everything was presentness.
The seasons seemed to spread out in space. The world was a decorative background, with its colours, now dark
and now bright, with its flowers and grass appearing, then disappearing, coming towards us, moving away from
us, unfolding before our eyes while we ourselves stayed in the same place, watching time pass, ourselves being
outside time. Because of that, no doubt, anyone’s death seemed mysterious, illogical, terrible: an emptiness in the
present.
Then, all of a sudden, there came a kind of reversal; it was as though a centrifugal force had projected me out
of my immutability into the midst of the things that go and come back and go away for good. Worse still, I
suddenly had the feeling that things stood still, while I was moving away from them.
At fifteen or sixteen it was all over, I was in time, in flight, in finiteness. The present had disappeared, there
was nothing left for me but a past and a tomorrow, a tomorrow which I was already conscious of as past.
Since then I have tried, every day, to cling on to something stable, I have tried desperately to recover a present,
to establish it, to widen it. I have travelled in search of an intact world over which time would have no power.
Indeed, two days’ travel, the discovery of an unfamiliar city slow down the rush of events. Two days in a new
country are worth thirty spent in the place we are used to, days shortened by triteness, debased by familiarity.
Familiarity smooths down time, so that you slip on it as on an over-polished floor.
A world that is new, a world that is forever new, a world that is forever, young forever, that is Paradise.
Speed is not only infernal, it is hell itself, it is the Fall, accelerated. The present has been, Time has been,
neither present nor Time exist any longer, the geometrical progression of our fall has flung us into nothingness.
*
I was five years old, I think; a children’s home, nor far from Paris, run by the local authorities. Where was it?
Somewhere near Longjumcau? To get there you went by train from a station underground: was it the Invalides or
the Gare du Luxembourg, for the Sceaux line?
I stayed several months in this home. Separated from my mother, I was unhappy all the time, I never got used
to separation, nor to the communal dormitory and refectory, nor to the all-pervading, intolerable presence of other
people. It was not that I wasn’t fond of them, I had friends, a great many friends, but I never had play-fellows. At
five, I was already an individualist.
My mother came to visit me once a fortnight: she would appear and disappear, not in time, but in a kind of
immense space. When she left again on Sunday night, it was forever, a fortnight was forever. An emptiness in the
present.
I remember the place vaguely, or rather, quite well: the dormitory, the high walls and railings round the park in
which we lived and which was just a prison yard to me. Communal meals: the tin spoons and forks and plates, the
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pewter mugs, and that smell of disinfectant in the lavatories and white-washed passages.
(At the age of twenty, when I did my military service, I encountered it all again: dormi tories, white-washed
walls, a vast prison yard and the horrible smell of disinfectant. I was as wretched then as at five years old; I
became a five-year-old child again.)
I remember one “big boy”, he must have been about twelve, who had tried to climb over the railings and had
hurt his testicles and been carried to the infirmary, bleeding; I remember one of my small companions who fell ill
and was also taken to the infirmary, and died there; I remember a heart-rending scene: I clung howling to my
mother to keep her from going, and the matron had difficulty in persuading her not to take me with her.
I remember another Sunday when my mother and I were picking up chestnuts in the grass in a part of the park
where we were only allowed to go with our parents, when they came to visit us. I remember, too, seeing my first
play there, in a hall with benches. Some peasants in blue smocks were on the stage, playing cards. One of them
got angry, got up and said something or other, I don’t remember.
Who were these suburban players? The angry peasant was an old man.
*
The big boys played cards in our dormitory. They were allowed to. I stole their pack of cards. I don’t
remember where I hid it. They complained to the matron, suspecting everyone but me. And after I had taken
advantage of the dormitory being empty to put the cards back on the table, how amazed they were to find them
there.
*
Once my mother came with my young aunt and uncle. They took me outside, beyond the iron railings, to the
nearby inn; we drank lemonade, and they danced to the sound of a pianola. Then we went for a walk in the little
village; just a couple of hundred yards, but what a treat, how wonderful the world was beyond the gates!
*
I have just recalled that village in the light of a summer Sunday. It is still a blessed place, as it used to be; a
tiny village; but I am no longer there. Who are these boys in their Sunday best?
*
1963: Robert has now left the Mill. He had leased it from Marie, who has sold the farm to a big landowner,
unfairly, for Robert had a right of pre-emption since he was working the land. They went to law about it. A
caretaker is living in the house. It’s Sunday, he’s not there, he is at Mass.
Through the open window we look into the big room. It is empty. Only the old clock is still there, in its corner;
the bin and the table have gone. They have blocked up the hearth and put in electricity. The garden has been
neglected; it is overgrown with tall weeds and nettles. It’s a wilderness. Wild flowers. The currant bush is still
there. Opposite, the hedges round Père Dalibard’s field, sloping up towards La Brochardière. The place where the
Mill stands is still as soft and gentle as ever, like a natural nest.
The bridge over the pond is broken. How do they manage to cross, in winter, when it becomes a stream again?
Nowadays Marie lives in a comfortable house in Saint-Jean. She is seventy-six, and seems to have grown
younger. She still has the same streak of hardness, combined with excessive emotionalism. A gift of money sets
her weeping. And yet she is really very fond of us. Her eyes fill with tears when she sees us.
Simone often goes to see her. Maurice hasn’t gone for years. He has bought a house in the village. Raymond
has broken with her too.
I should have liked to have the Mill house. The old slate roofs are in good condition, the walls still solid. I have
never asked her for her Mill house.
“I’d have liked to keep it for you,” she tells me.
She says the same to Simone. She used to say it to Raymond. Maurice and Raymond wanted to buy it from her
and to pay her a life annuity as well. She would not consent. That was why they quarrelled.
Simone and I have lunch with Marie. Simone has bought and prepared the chicken; she has bought bread, wine
and sausage. Maurice has killed a rabbit.
I ask Marie if any of Père Baptiste's tipple is left. She sets the bottle of Calvados on the table, but brings no
glasses.
*
There were 680 inhabitants in the village when I was a small boy. In 1939 there were 450. Two years ago,
when Marie left the Mill to go to Saint-Jean, there were only 300.
Now things are improving. Peasants who no longer cultivate their own land but get jobs at Laval as
railwaymen, roundsmen, bricklayers or labourers have come back to their houses at La Chapelle-Anthenaise.
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They all have cars. They can get to Laval in ten minutes in their small cars, whereas formerly it meant an hour’s
drive in the trap or else you had to take the train.
Nowadays they like living in the country; they go to Laval to work and come back in the evening.
*
What mischief had I been up to? I tell Marie I’m sorry, she kisses me and comforts me:
“You’re a good little boy all the same.”
*
The elder that used to grow near the paddock has been gone a long time. Poor old elder. We used to cut off the
small branches to make into cigarettes. We went to smoke them under the apple-tree with the big red apples, in the
middle of the meadow. With the two sous I had given Raymond to pay the rent of the “hut” he had lent me, he
bought a real little cigar and smoked it all alone, in front of us.
*
I am ill in bed in the little room. Is it flu, perhaps, or a quinsy?
A cow is sick, too, in the stable. The vet has been sent for. After he has seen to the cow, Père Baptiste brings
him up into my room. The vet is very tall and thin, about forty-five to fifty years old, with a little brown
moustache. He says it’s nothing serious, after looking at my throat and taking my pulse. He tells Marie what to do
for me, then they offer him a drink.
*
We never managed to catch more than five or six minnows when we went fishing. Except once, when I caught
thirty or forty of them. Marie fried them, and I was very proud.
When the water was clear we used to lie flat on our stomachs at the edge of the stream, without moving, and
we could see the fish. Once, in a dark corner, under a root growing in the water, I caught sight of a bigger fish,
that kept quite still, watching the others probably. Was it a gudgeon?
*
A long, long walk along the old lanes with Uncle Alexandre, who has come from Paris to see me. A clearing, a
farm at the edge of a field: a plum tree. We steal some plums, we fill our pockets with them—mine and
Alexandre’s. Then we go to the farm.
What did Alexandre want to buy from the farmer’s wife? Milk, and butter? Marie had plenty of those, and
masses of eggs; rillettes,\fn{Rustic pâté made from meat that’s been poached in its own fat, then shredded and stored in some of that
fat} too. Perhaps some Calvados.
“You needn’t have hidden to pick up my plums, I saw you, you could have asked me for them. I give them
away.”
At the Mill, I take the plums out of my pockets. My clothes are all stained.
*
All this has gradually withered away. It became as thin as a leaf, as thin and transparent as a sliver of glass;
transparent, then it broke noiselessly and disappeared.
*
Participation, identification: Brecht wants no magical, emotional participation in the theatre, he does not want
us, or says he does not want us to identify ourselves with his characters, he wants us to understand them, he seeks
this understanding. In fact, it is his thought, his ideology that becomes the magical element. He wants us to
participate in, to identify ourselves with his thought, I mean his faith or what he takes for faith. All committed
writers seek to violate you, to convince you, to enlist you.
When one of them shows me, on the stage, police firing on exploited workers, he does it so that I may become,
by magic, the worker, so that I may share in his pain, stand by his side, identify myself with him.
Not so long ago, there were plays that showed how the Jews corrupted civilization by their subversive,
demoralizing ideas, by money, etc., etc., trying to make the spectator identify himself with the Nazi character who
killed the Jews.
But nowadays, since it’s become quite easy, since nobody objects, since at one time it was forbidden to oppose
Fascism and now it’s allowed and approved of, I see plays that show how the Nazis massacred Jewish women and
children and old men, I am moved to indignation and of course I want revenge, I become the Jew.
(They never show us how the Algerians put out the eyes of French children, that’s not done; they don’t show us
on the stage how the Chinese massacred the Tibetans, that’s not done either.)
So, too, to take a slighter example: we identify ourselves with the wife of a tyrannical husband, when he is
shown as a tyrant; we identify ourselves with the husband when we are shown how vicious the wife is.
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Any author who is described as objective, or fair, or sensible, or realistic, has a bad character to be punished
and a good one to be rewarded. That’s why any realistic or committed play is mere melodrama.
But if, instead of talking about the wicked German, or Japanese, or Russian, or French, or American soldier, or
the wicked bourgeois, or the criminal incendiary, or the horrible militarist, or the treacherous deserter, etc., if
instead of all that I strip man of the inhumanity belonging to his class, his race, his bourgeois—or other—status:
when I look behind all this, and speak of what is an intimate part of myself, of my fear, my longings, my anguish,
my delight in being; or when I give free reign to my unfettered imagination, to my imaginative constructions, I am
not only being myself, I am not being a partisan, I am not taking sides with one against another, I am no longer
myself alone but I am all the others in their essential humanity, I am not the good man or the bad man, or a
bourgeois, I no longer belong to any class or race or to this army or to that army.
But I am man, stripped of any sort of partisan mentality, of segregation, of dehumanisation, of alienation by
choice or party loyalty, and I no longer hate others.
This is the sphere of profound identification, this is the way to attain it.
*
Jules Verne, the last visionary writer. What he imagined has become reality.
*
Two possible attitudes:
To imagine, because imagining means foreseeing. What we imagine is now true, what we imagine will be
realized. Science fiction is becoming, or has already become, realistic literature.
A second possible attitude: to consider reality as something beyond reality, to be aware of it not as surrealistic
but as unfamiliar miraculous, a-real. Reality of the unreal, unreality of the real.
*
I was born quite a long time ago.
A very long time, and yet a very short time ago. I haven’t yet succeeded in understanding what has happened
to me. I have very little time left to understand what I have not yet understood, and I scarcely think I shall manage
to do so. I have not managed to accept existence and to accept myself. I can see nothing beyond the beings and
things that surround me and that seem to me enigmas, more or less. I can never, or seldom, or with great
difficulty, get on with other people, because I cannot get on with myself either.
The forms of satisfaction I have sought, and found, to fill my life, its emptiness, its nostalgia, have sometimes
succeeded, but how inadequately, in disguising the malaise of existence. They once distracted me, but can no
longer do so. Pain, grief, failure have always seemed to me truer than success or pleasure. I have always tried to
live, but I have passed life by.
I think that is what most men feel. To forget oneself one must not only forget one’s own death, but forget that
those one loves will die and that the world will come to an end.
The thought of the end fills me with anguish and fury. I have never been really happy except when drunk.
Unfortunately alcohol destroys memory and I have only retained blurred recollections of my moments of
euphoria.
Life is unhappiness. That does not prevent me from preferring life to death, existence to non-existence,
because I am not sure of being once I have ceased to exist. Existence being the only mode of be ing I know, I cling
to this existence, for I cannot, alas, imagine any mode of being apart from existence.
*
I am limited and alienated, others are limited and alienated, and all forms of action, of revolution, of literature
are only ways of forgetting alienation for a moment, not remedies for alienation. The end of it all can only be an
even more lucid, hence more desperate, awakening.
*
I cannot help laughing bitterly when I see all around me believing they believe, and being engulfed.
*
A vast weariness overwhelms me: presumably psychological in origin, with no apparent cause, but the cause of
which I know: the certain, or almost certain, knowledge that all is vanity.
*
I have written a whole set of plays, a lot of books to show what everybody knows and to confirm to myself
what I have always known: the strangeness of the universe, the banality of ordinary life shot through by horror,
etc. This implies that I became adult very young. Not on every plane.
*
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Why, I wonder, have I taken so much trouble if my own writing, that’s to say my enquiry into what is called
the self and what is called reality, has not taken me one step further towards knowledge, illumination or serenity?
*
All that I know now, I have known since the age of six or seven, the “age of reason”.
The books I have read, literature or philosophy, but chiefly literature, for I have a concrete rather than an
abstract turn of mind and little aptitude for science, the books, the words of others, monuments and works of art
and political involvement have never done more than reinforce and underline what I have known almost all my
life: the only thing one can know is that death is there waiting for my mother, my family, myself.
(I realize now that I never thought my father would die. I was terrified at the thought that my mother was going
to die, this was a permanent and agonizing obsession, but the idea of my father’s death never entered my head.
Was it because I seldom saw him, or because I did not love him? Certainly not, for I did love him and his long
absence created in me, in all of us, a sense of emptiness, an immense longing, a wound. I did not think about his
death because he seemed to me, perhaps, so strong as to be immortal.)
*
There is a golden age: the age of childhood, of ignorance; as soon as one knows one is going to die, childhood
is over. As I said, it ended very soon for me. So one can be grown up at seven. Then, I believe most human beings
forget what they have understood, recover another sort of childhood that, for some of them, for a very few, can
last all their lives. It is not a true childhood but a kind of forgetting. Desires and anxieties are there, preventing
you from having access to the essential truth.
I never lapsed into forgetfulness, I never recovered childhood.
Apart from childhood and forgetfulness there is only grace that can console one for existing or give one
plenitude, heaven on earth and in one’s heart. Children, in their restlessness, are unaware of grace. There is no
other state but this. How can we go on living without grace? And yet we do go on living.
*
If I tell these private thoughts of mine, it is because I know they are not mine alone, and that practically
everyone is trying to say the same things and that the writer is only a man who says out loud what other people
think or whisper. Even if I thought that what I am confessing is not a universal confession but the expression of an
individual experience, I should confess it all the same in the hope of being cured or of finding relief.
But I have no such hope, we have no such hope; we share a common distress.
Then, why?
What good can it do?
It’s because, in spite of everything, we cannot but become aware, become more acutely aware of a certain
reality, the reality of the unhappiness of existing, the fact that the human condition is beyond bearing: a useless
awareness, which cannot but be, and which finds expression, such is literature.
*
Ever since I was fifteen, tha’'s to say from that moment when I lost all that was left me of my childhood, from
the moment when I ceased to be aware of the present and knew only the past hurrying into the future, that’s to say
into the abyss, ever since I became fully conscious of time I have felt old and I have wanted to live. I have run
after life as though to catch time, and I’ve tried to live. I have run after life so much that it has always escaped me,
I have run, I have never been late and never too early, and yet I have never caught up with it: it’s as though I had
run alongside of it.
*
What is life? I may be asked.
For me, life is not Time; it is not this state of existence, forever escaping us, slipping between our fingers and
vanishing like a ghost as soon as you try to grasp it. For me it is, it must be, the present, presentness, plenitude. I
have run after life so much that I have lost it.
*
I am at the age when you grow ten years older in one year, when an hour is only a few minutes long and you
cannot even note the passing quarters. And yet I still run after life in the hope of catching it at the last minute, as
one jumps on to the steps of the last carriage of a moving train.
I remember the quarter of an hour break at my primary school. A quarter of an hour! what a long, busy space of
time; enough to think of one game, play it, end it, start another …
Of course, even before I was fifteen, I had had this sense of passing. Thursdays and Sundays went by; I mean
that I knew they were going by. Discovering time means being aware of its passage, believing and indeed being
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sure that tomorrow will come, waiting for something, expecting something.
I had always been told that the days followed one another, that the seasons came to an end. Of course, this was
what they told me and I was bound to believe what grown-up people and the schoolmaster asserted. I had been
told it, granted. But “next year” was only a word; and even if I believed that this “next year” would one day come,
it seemed so far away that it wasn’t worth thinking about; the time in between was as long as eternity; so it was
just as if it was never going to come. You made no plans, you could make none, since it was so far ahead, so very
far ahead.
In any case, though tomorrow was going to come, though the seasons would end and then return, it was they
that would go and come back, while I should stay in the same place. The sun and the stars moved around me, who
stood still at the centre of everything. The earth and its colours and its fields and its snow and rain all moved
around me. I don’t know at what point it was that I must have taken a sort of step. How did it happen? From that
moment onward I became aware of the past.
I ought not to have stirred, I was swept into the dance, caught up in the whirling movement of things. Being in
Time means running after the present. You run after things, you run with things, you flow away.
*
At seven years old I was in Paris. At eight, in the country. I wonder if while I was living in the country I still
thought of death. Of course I wanted to see my mother, who was working in Paris to pay for my keep. But when I
was away from my mother I was happier, all the same. It was when I was with her that I thought about death,
about her death, about my own. When I was alone, I mean without her, though with other people and children, I
no longer experienced this anguish, I never or hardly ever felt it.
As a matter of fact I don’t believe the idea of death was connected with the idea of time. For the people who
died were just people who had “left us”, who had not waited for their death but had gone away. Going away
means space, not time. And yet this is not quite true. For when I learnt what death is I learnt, too, that my mother
would die some day and that we should surely, ineluctably, come to that day. So it must have been the thought that
my mother would die, not today but one day, a fixed day, that gave me the idea of time.
*
I dream that I am told:
“The revelation, the answer to all your questions can only come to you in a dream. You must have a dream.”
So, in my dream, I fall asleep and I dream, in my dream, that I’m having the absolute dream. On waking, that’s
to say on really waking, I remember having dreamed that I’d dreamed, but I can remember nothing about the
dream within a dream, the dream of absolute truth, the dream that explained everything.
*
It was a rather complicated business: hillsides, little gardens, a great deal of soft dark earth, autumn, gray skies.
Low houses.
What else was there? A white cat ran out of the walled kitchen garden where there was no grass, no vegetables,
everything was newly sown or already gathered, how could one tell?
All at once the cat turned into a girl who said to us (we were suddenly sitting at a long rustic table inside a
farm, and there was a little window on my left),
“I’ve got to get away from my family, I need freedom, I must develop my personality”.
This was probably why the white cat had escaped through the little door out of the kitchen garden. She ran and
I tried to catch her.
“I want to know what I ought to do, too,” I said.
Then scraps: a peasant with a moustache, wearing a cap; then I became the peasant (to whom I had just been
talking); apples (where did they come from?) had they fallen from that apple-tree (if it was an apple-tree?) under
which people (including myself?) were talking about money; a little meadow, with a hedge round it; an orchard;
but why not spring and sunshine? Always that gray lowering autumn sky.
The peasant turns into someone else and counts his money. I look at him. Once again I turn into someone like
him, a peasant with a cap and a moustache, as if I were his reflection or he were my reflection in a glass.
After a great many incidents (what were they?) I am exhorted to dream the absolute Dream.
How did all this come about?
*
I’ve been telling myself for a considerable time that I ought to begin my real work; for after all, the theatre is
not my true vocation. Having written a play, after writing various other things, I wanted to write a second, then
having succeeded in interesting some people in this second play I began to write a third. Subsequently, as I
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managed to make a living by it after the fourth or fifth play, of course I went on writing others and did nothing
else. That was how I became a “playwright”, a “professional man of the theatre”.
I ought to have gone on writing for the theatre and at the same time writing (oh, how I hate that verb “to
write”, especially when it’s used without a direct object) other things. I should have had more books to my credit,
I should have used, improved, invented other systems of expression, I should have constructed other edifices;
there would have been, perhaps not other worlds but other creations, more varied aspects and a greater richness
within the same creation. As soon as I shake off despair I feel the urge, the overwhelming desire to create.
I could have done so many things, I could have realized so many dreams if weariness, an inconceivable,
enormous weariness had not overpowered me for the last fifteen years or so, or even far longer. A weariness that
kept me from working but also from resting, from enjoying life and being happy and relaxing, and that also kept
me from turning more towards others, as I’d have wished to, instead of being the prisoner of myself, of my
weariness, of that weight, that burden which is the burden of my self; how can you turn outwards towards others
when your own self weighs you down?
No doctor, and I’ve consulted thirty or forty of them, no doctor has known how to, or been able to, cure this
infmite weariness because, presumably, not one of them has gone to the source, the deep-seated cause of my
trouble.
I myself am increasingly aware of the reason for my exhaustion: it is that perennial doubt, the sense of “What’s
the use?” that seems to have been rooted in my mind all my life and that I cannot get rid of. Oh, if that “What’s
the use?” had not germinated in my soul, then shot up, then spread over everything, choking all other plants, I’d
have been another man, as another man might say. This is the weed that has absorbed all the water meant for
other, more profitable plants, which has prevented them from blooming and has bloomed in their stead.
*
A finite universe is unimaginable, inconceivable. An infinite universe is unimaginable, inconceivable.
Doubtless the universe is neither finite nor infinite, since the finite and the infinite are only man’s ways of
thinking about it; in any case, that finiteness and infiniteness should only be ways of thinking and speaking is also
something inconceivable, unimaginable. We cannot take a single step beyond our own impotence; outside those
walls I feel sick and giddy. If the wall is no longer there, the gulf opens at my feet and I am seized with dizziness.
*
I wonder how I can still be excited, or at any rate preoccupied, by economic, social and political problems
since I know: (1) that we are going to die, (2) that revolution saves us neither from life nor from death, (3) that I
cannot imagine a finite universe, an infinite universe, nor yet a universe that is neither finite nor infinite.
We are in life in order to die. Death is the aim of existence, that seems to be a commonplace truth. Sometimes,
in a trite expression, the banality may vanish and truth appear, reappear, newborn. I am living through one of
those moments when it seems to me that I am discovering for the first time that the only aim of existence is death.
There’s nothing we can do.
There’s nothing we can do.
There's nothing we can do.
But what sort of a puppet-like condition is this, what right have they to make a fool of me?
I still feel surprised, sometimes, that I’m no longer twelve years old.
*
On reading Phaedo, it’s only towards the end of the dialogue that I realize what a fine mess we are in. Socrates
has not managed to convince me that the soul is immortal and that he is going to live in a better world. You get the
impression that Socrates’ disciples are not convinced either, since they weep; otherwise, why should they weep?
When evening comes and Socrates takes the poison, when his feet grow cold and then his stomach, when at last
he dies, I am seized with terror and boundless unhappiness. The description of the death of Socrates is so
convincing, far more convincing than his arguments for immortality.
In any case, the arguments vanish in an instant; we forget them at once, but the image of Socrates dead is
graven in my memory; all men are mortal, Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates is mortal.
I lay awake last night thinking about this. For a long time I had not felt such lucid, vivid, glacial anguish. A
fear of nothingness. How can I describe it?
I clutched my breast to make sure that I was still there; then I suddenly had the sensation that the black
nothingness had already begun to devour me and that I had lost my feet, my legs, my thighs; I was merely a torso,
being consumed by the icy fire of nothingness.
I put on the light. How good it is to be alive. I felt a surge of fondness for life, which seemed to me something
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miraculous, a luminous fairy tale springing out of the darkness.
We kill one another because we know that we shall all be killed. It’s out of hatred for death that we kill each
other. Socrates’ death, so peaceful and serene, seems to me quite improbable, and yet it is possible. But how?
*
It's impossible to understand anything about it. All those who fancy they do arc fools. It’s only when I say that
everything is incomprehensible that I come as close as possible to understanding the only thing it is given to us to
understand.
Nothing is mightier than our why, nothing stands above it, because in the end there is a why to which no
answer is possible. In fact, from why to why, from one step to the next, you get to the end of things. And it is only
by travelling from one why to the next, as far as the why that is unanswerable, that man attains the level of the
creative principle, facing the infinite, equal to the infinite maybe. So long as he can answer the why he gets lost,
he loses his way among things.
“Why this?” I answer, “because that”, and from one explanation to the next I reach the point where no
explanation is satisfying, from one explanation to the next I reach zero, the absolute, where truth and falsehood
are equivalent, become equal to one another, are identified with one another, cancel each other out in face of the
absolute nothing.
And so we can understand how all action, all choice, all history is justified, at the end of time, by a final
cancelling-out.
The why goes beyond everything. Nothing goes beyond the why, not even the nothing, because the nothing is
not the explanation; when silence confronts us, the question to which there is no answer rings out in the silence.
That ultimate why, that great why is like a light that blots out everything, but a blinding light; nothing more can be
made out, there is nothing more to make out.
And yet it seems to me that through this unanswerable why I have gained a sort of advantage, if I can call it
that, a sort of superiority over everything, even the One or the Deity, because neither It nor He can evade my
questioning. Truth (plus) and Falsehood (minus) are mutually exclusive. It is my why that cancels them out.
Nothing that has already happened or that is going to happen (Science, Progress, Evolution, Revolution, History)
can surprise me any longer. It is as though I had nothing in front of me any more, as if everything lay behind me.
In front of me I have nothing, not even nothing: everything has fled. “Social” life has no meaning, no content.
History appears to me as no more than a torrent of wrong answers, or answers that are partially true and
absolutely false and useless.
*
I read a page of Plato’s great work. I can no longer understand anything, because behind the words on the
page, which have their own heavenly brightness, to be sure, there shines an even brighter, an enormous, dazzling
why that blots out everything, cancels out, destroys all meaning. All individual intelligence. When one has
understood, one stops, satisfied with what one has understood.
I do not understand. Understanding is far too little. To have understood is to be fixed, immobilized. It’s as
though one wanted to stop on one step in the middle of a staircase, or with one foot in the void and the other on
the endless stair. But a mere why, a new why can set one off again, can unpetrify what was petrified and
everything starts flowing afresh.
How can one “understand”? One cannot.
(When I shall no longer exist, God will say: “I do a lot of things that everybody understands. There’s nobody
left not to understand them.”)
*
It’s to Death, above all, that I say “Why?” with such terror. Death alone can, and will, close my mouth.
Once, long ago, very long ago, it was with a sense of joy that I sat down at my desk to write. Next, it was
merely with a certain pleasure. Later, it was with indifference, out of habit and even with a sort of boredom. Later
still, when I was writing dozens of pages of a journal devoted to the arguments I had with my former friends who
were becoming Fascists or Nazis or Iron Guards, I would sit down at my desk despite a certain reluctance.
Today, the thought that I’ve got to write fills me with sheer horror.
Today, when I begin to write, there stirs within me an even keener and more intolerable awareness of the
tragedy, the danger, the universal anguish, and I long to escape, to divert my mind, to forget it all.
*
I am constantly waiting for things to change for the better: amid all the conflicting parties, I have chosen none.
I am in the position of someone who hopes to win first prize in a lottery without having bought a ticket.
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I am not sufficiently absorbed in the human comedy. I don’t belong wholly to this world. I cannot quite detach
myself from this world nor from the other. I am neither here nor there. Outside it all.
I’m afraid of making a wrong choice, so I choose neither religion nor politics. The fear of failure is what
makes one fail. If Grace should not come, that would be the coup de grâce.
*
In a dream I see a dog dying at the edge of the pavement. No, he’s not dying, he has fainted. I saw him spit
blood and urinate where he lay; I see him in a pool of blood and urine, breathing, coming back to life, and people
going up to him.
“Don’t stroke him,” I tell them, “he’s reviving, don’t stroke him, it’ll do him no good, don’t stroke him, you’d
soil your hands.”
*
Success is to the cunning, who bow to circumstances. They follow the main stream: so they always win. They
win, but they don’t exist, they have no being since they merely identify themselves with the stream; they adopt
shapes, they are shapeless.
Some men find it so easy to live, they merely have to let themselves go. They drift. But I have to keep on
scaling mountains, which in fact I never scale.
I am of the chosen race of those who have to attempt the impossible: I am also one of the laziest of my race: I
stay where I am, and the mountains grow higher and more menacing. If I don’t go towards the mountain, it will
come towards me. I can already feel the earth quaking, I can see the terrible rocks about to fall on me and crush
me.
I know, I renounce everything, but I don’t renounce myself. One ought to do just the opposite.
*
My father used to come into my room when I was a schoolboy, to see if I had done my homework or to scold
me for something or other. I’d get up, and I’d see him rummaging about everywhere, in my drawers, among my
books. He would open my notebooks, read my most private diaries or my poems out loud. Flushed with anger, he
would abuse me with mounting fury.
*
I should like to be able to tell a simple story, an idyll, a novella of about a hundred pages, a story with the
Spring in it.
*
Works of art are living beings. I mean that they have a life as objective realities. The proof of this objective
reality: the reactions they arouse are identical, and they are not meaningless reactions. I can foresee, too, what will
be the subjective reactions of those who make contact with a work’s objective reality.
Since I can foresee them, this means that such subjectivity is objective, just as the objectivity is subjective. The
value of a work lies in the fact that we perceive that it is identical with itself. The contact of its reality with my
subjectivity makes no difference to it: the value of a work is defined by the strength and persistence of the
impression it makes.
(Above all, I should like this to be the case. I am always afraid that a work may be only what we think it is, or
rather what we want to think it is. In this case the work would be meaningless. My work would be meaningless.)
*
People talk a great deal about language nowadays, as if they had suddenly discovered that they had been
talking for thousands and thousands of years. Now they are trying to find out what talking means.
Deliberately or not, they are confusing the issue. Language is thought. It is also the manifestation of thought. It is at
the same time thought and its manifestation.
Language is one thing, ways of speaking are another. A way of speaking may be mere trickery; it should not be
confused with language, which is certain.
*
Objectivity means being in harmony with one’s own subjectivity, not lying to others or to oneself.
*
Both knowledge and creation, both revelation and discovery: communication and construction: the content and
that which contains it: such is the work of art, which provides us with an endless flow of expressions, of images,
of fresh aspects oftheworld.
Ideologists benefit belatedly thereby. …
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94.42 No More Dying Then\fn{by Ferenc Sánta (1921- )} Brasov, Brasov County, Transylvania, Romania (M) 6
The guard was walking two or three steps behind his prisoners to keep a vigilant eye on them, and, just in case,
to fire his weapon from the right distance—not too far for an accurate aim and not close enough to endanger
himself. In short, he was following them at the distance stipulated by regulations.
The prisoners weren’t handcuffed—there were two of them, two men not young but not old either, both
wearing the same gray trousers and coat, and both barefooted—their legs and arms were also unshackled. They
were moving over a changing, rather hilly terrain, and occasionally they had to hang on to keep their footing. At
times like that, the guard stayed a little farther behind and kept an especially sharp eye on them.
“Prisoners should be handcuffed!” he swore. “What a hell of a way to do things!”
He crawled forward on the hillside cautiously, holding on with one hand. He braced his machine gun under his
armpit and aimed it at the two men. The tight uniform, the many buckles, belt, bindings, heavy boots, tight-fitting
cap, rolled-up overcoat, shoulder pack, crossing straps, and the machine gun made his moving about tiring; and
though the day wasn’t warm—there was even a light breeze blowing—sweat streamed down his back and
abdomen and face, where it ran in thin but endless rivulets to his chin or to the tight collar of his fatigue jacket.
“Closer! Move closer together!” he said, gasping for breath and blinking ever faster from the sweat flowing
into his eyes.
The two prisoners hastened to move together and climbed on nearly shoulder to shoulder.
When they arrived on a flatland covered with green grass, the guard called out to them again-panting harder,
his whole body swimming in sweat, his eyes burning. Remaining a couple of steps farther back than required by
regulations, he said:
“Halt! Get closer together!”
He wiped the sweat off his brow with his arm. Bracing one leg against the other, he lifted his heels in his boots
slightly, pushed his cap back on his head, took the kink out of his spine by pulling his shoulders back, turned his
neck in his tight jacket, emptied the air from his lungs, stretched his arms high to exercise his muscles. Next he
glanced at his gun, at the safety catch, which in its off position kept the machine gun ready to fire, and raising the
barrel a little, aimed it directly at the backs of the two men.
“It won’t be long and you won’t be out taking the air,” he said, apparently with their light clothing in mind.
“Or rather, you’ll really be airing yourselves, only you won’t know it.”
He kneeled down to rest his leg muscles. Keeping his gun aimed at the captives with constant accuracy, he
rocked back and forth a few times.
“You rotten bastards, you won’t be airing yourselves much longer! Get moving!”
He stood up, and delaying a step, followed his captives.
One of the prisoners spoke up-very quietly, gasping for breath slightly:
“In any case, the 1895 retrospective exhibit arranged by Vollard\fn{ An ambitious Paris art dealer and publisher who
commissioned illustrations by such artists as Pierre Bonnard, Marc Chagall, André Derain, Raoul Dufy, Marie Laurencin, Aristide Maillol,
Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, Georges Rouault, and Maurice de Vlaminck .} was already up. Some Balkan king, maybe the
Serbian, actually asked Vollard: ‘Didn’t this master of yours know how to paint beautiful women at all?’”\fn{ The
reference is to Paul Cézanne (1839-1906), French artist.}

The other prisoner, taller and thinner, stepped around a single blue flower in the grass:
“Even though a king, he was right. However, what you say doesn’t alter a thing because if my memory serves
me correctly or if he finished the painting in ’94, then it easily could have been in the Vollard exhibit in ’95.”
“In any case, it was in the exhibit,” his companion said, “but he painted The Card Players in ’92, and the
painting was already finished before this one was.”
The other raised his hand.
“Wrong! The Artist’s Wife was finished in ’94, but our master started on it in ’90, and he isn’t the only one to
make mention of this fact in several of his letters. Choquet also speaks of it. What may have confused you is the
fact that it took him four years from the conception of the subject in ’90 to its completion in ’94.”
“Perhaps … Is it possible?”
“I’m absolutely positive.”
His companion narrowed his eyes for an instant.
“It seems I was wrong … Well, getting back to that pail and the stones. He didn’t let a day pass—and, you see,
that ugly woman, that pursuer of the Muses, who is sitting on the chair as if about to get up and tend to her household duties because, after all, what value is there to art if we don’t finish our work in the kitchen. Well, that ugly
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woman never forgot to have the pail in its place—as if accidentally—always full of water, and—as if miraculously—stones would never run short in the garden croft so the poor man could keep throwing them. In short, the
master didn’t let a single day pass without going to that enclosure after completing his stroll to pick up stones and
throw them one by one, aiming carefully at the pail, counting—apparently anxiously and tremblingly—how many
landed in the water and how many missed it, because, my God, how important this is! Why, who can know what
the tormented and endlessly surging nervous system managed to surmise or prophesy on the basis of the number
of successful hits? And I wonder what could the upright citizens of Aix have thought during their walks when they
saw this strange man, uncommunicative, with unsmiling face under his large forehead, throwing stones one at a
time with lazy, ponderous motions?”
The tall one laughed.
“When Shelley\fn{Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), English poet .} was spending some time with Byron\fn{ George
Gordon Noel, 6th Baron Byron (1788-1824), known as Lord Byron, English poet .} at Ravenna, he gave the following account of
his visit in a letter he wrote to Picot: ‘I found Lord Byron’s household very pleasant, and disregarding his
servants, particularly with respect to his eight dogs, three monkeys, five cats, two eagles, one crow and one
falcon.’ In his postscript he adds, however: ‘I realize that I had not enumerated everything, for I have just now met
on the grand staircase five peacocks, two guinea hens, and an Egyptian crane. All these roam about the lord’s
rooms in complete freedom, and he passes his time conversing with them.’”
They both started to laugh heartily. A pure, merry mood settled on their faces. They didn’t say anything to each
other for a while, and laughter kept returning to their lips in short intervals. The sun, however, was behind a white
veil-like cloud. Practically covering the whole sky, the cloud allowed only a faint, opalescent light to reach the
earth. The grass was wet under their feet; the air was crisp and clear; the hills, attired in blue on all sides, were
quiet; and the nearby valleys burst upon the eyes in green, brown, and delicate yellow colors.
“Getting back to Cézanne,” said the taller prisoner, “with respect to the stones and pail, Jean-Jacques’\fn{ JeanJacque Rousseau (1712-1778), French philosopher.} form of diversion wasn’t much different from his tossing of those
stones—”
“Diversion?” said the other, raising his eyebrows. “My God, what kind of diversion is there in that?”
“Jean-Jacques did the following at Madam de Warrens—”
“At the gentle and devout, pure-souled woman’s—the lamb of God, and the little lady who, with her eyes fixed
to the ground, never thought of anything else but God!”
“In that little valley where her villa was situated, or in that house they rented or, I think, leased instead, JeanJacques collected stones during his morning walks and deliberately threw them at branches or tree-trunks. If I
remember correctly, he told of this habit himself in The Stroller, but anyway, Diderot\fn{Denis Diderot (1713-1784)
French Encyclopaedist and philosopher.} informs us, on the basis of what Rousseau told him, that if he didn’t hit the
target with the specific number of stones he had decided upon ahead of time, then after each throw he’d move one
step closer to the tree or branch, thus telling us that the emphasis was on striking the target. And that’s why it
happened that sometimes the last stone, which represented victory to Jean-Jacques in case it hit, was a mere step
away from the tree trunk. Then, like someone who has done his work well, he was satisfied for that day, for, after
all, he had scored more often than not.”
“Didn’t someone near him ever say: ‘Master, heave a whole rock at it and you won’t have to do it again for an
entire year’?”
He laughed heartily, and his companion accompanied his laughter with a soft chuckle. In the next instant,
however, he tumbled forward, threw his arms out wide seeking his balance, and then after two or three clumsy
steps, fell flat on the ground, his arms striking the grass well in front of him.
The guard stood behind them. He raised his leg and shoved the taller prisoner with the sole of his boot. The
prisoner stumbled and also fell down, and he and his companion struggled to their feet together. The barrel of the
machine gun was aimed at their chests, the opaline light gleamed on the steel.
“Shut up!” said the guard. “Now march close together! If you laugh just once more, I’ll flatten your stinking
mugs!”
He stretched his neck in the tight jacket. Lifting his free arm, he wiped his nose in the heavy cloth, then spit on
the ground.
“Now close up and get going!”
The two prisoners stood next to each other. The shorter one adjusted his coat, then raised his finger to his nose.
“Did you get hurt badly?” the other one asked.
“No, I don’t think so. The fear was greater.” He glanced up at his companion.
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“For a moment I thought I’d brought Jean-Jacques’ wrath down on myself.” He smiled, then sniffed through
his nose again. “Maybe I struck my nose, I think it might bleed. Did you get hurt?”
“I don’t think so … but he took me completely by surprise. No preface … or words or harangue … no
swearing at all. This is something new, eh?”
“Yes, it really is … By the way, before I forget. Joyce\fn{ James Augustine Aloysius Joyce (1882-1941), Irish author .}
played in the following manner. He tried catching up with strollers ahead of him, singling out one of them, within
a certain distance and a fixed number of steps. If he didn’t succeed—or didn’t succeed exactly as he had decided
or accepted within himself, then for the rest of that day he was completely out of sorts—as they used to say, his
work didn’t go, and all day he feared the unexpected and sudden arrival of some catastrophe.”
The taller prisoner smiled.
“Really … He too?”
The shorter prisoner also smiled and kept his voice even lower:
“It must be terrible for that poor fellow in all those things he is loaded down with—”
The other one spread his arms out.
“Please,” he said, “we, on the other hand, really can’t complain. I have been constantly cold ever since we
started out.”
“I too. However, I still forgot to express something earlier … namely, in connection with Cézanne. Stonethrowing, pail, insecurity, doubt, anxiety, loneliness, dejection, sorrow, humiliation? Take a look at the 1894 Portrait. The one who is tossing stones outside, his broad forehead bent toward the ground—here in the painting, oh
God! Isn’t he celebrating the festival of his future triumph? Or if this is more apropos, the triumph of the future in
me? That is certain! That I know for sure! That is victory! And then nothing else matters! That’s what the painting
says—or the painting expresses the greatest argument providing eternal and insuppressible, indestructible and
divine strength: Certainty about the future!”
His companion’s eyes flashed with gentle joviality:
“And imagine all this by the side of a more sexually attractive wife!”
They bowed their heads and smiled. Then, still sniffing through his nose frequently, the shorter prisoner
continued:
“But try and look at the situation from the woman’s point of view. Weariness, common work beside a man who
follows bankruptcy with bankruptcy, who travels isolated and obsessed the road that doesn’t offer anything in
material benefits or recognition. His sullenness is unbearable and so is his eccentricity. He doesn’t want to leave
the place of his seclusion. He doesn’t want to hear a word about Paris. On the other hand, his wife’s every thought
is in Paris and she detests above all else the dullness of provincial life. Her plans, dreams, longings have all been
consumed by the fire of a man’s suffering … I don’t want to be repetitious, but every once in a while ask yourself
this question: Actually, is it only the great man who deserves the laurel?”
“The question is a proper one. Especially in connection with such famous men as Galileo, Newton, Adam
Smith, Hobbes, Descartes, Locke, Spinola, Kant, Leibniz, Hume, Gibbon, Macaulay, Leonardo da Vinci,
Raffaello, Michelangelo, Handel, Beethoven, Mendelssohn—who, as everybody knows, were every one of them
bachelors, and accordingly didn’t have the slightest intention of sharing their laurel with any kind of wife. With
the exception of these, you are absolutely correct in all the other cases.”
Smiling, the other prisoner glanced at him.
“For my part, I’ll gladly be satisfied with all the other cases.”
The guard spoke up behind them:
“Knock off the nonsense and talk intelligently! Before long you won’t be saying anything at all!”
They fell silent. They walked beside each other quietly. Then the taller prisoner spoke up:
“Well, what shall we do!”
He didn’t say anything for a while. Finally he spoke again:
“Look at that tree in front of us, there to the left. That solitary tree with branches spread way out.”
“Yes,” the other prisoner said. “It’s an Austrian oak, isn’t it. Or an oak rather?”
“An Austrian oak,” said the taller one. “I don’t know how familiar you are with it. It’s noted for belonging
among trees with the heaviest weight. However, the weight of the trees is calculated in the weight ratio of one
cubic decimeter. I’m not certain, but I seem to remember that the coco is the heaviest and maybe the ebony—”
“And the mahogany?”
“I myself was surprised to find it much farther down the list. I distinctly remember that the Austrian oak comes
before it, the one in front of us there, and before the blue beech as well.”
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The taller prisoner looked in the direction of the Austrian oak with narrowed eyes. He smiled and sighed:
“How good it would be to be able to remember everything! If I haven’t forgotten a great deal, then its organic
parts are cellulose—”
“Yes, it’s mainly that—”
“Then lignin, volatile oil, tannin—”
“Resin,” said the shorter prisoner.
“Of course, resin … then starch in generous quantity, pigments, protein.”
“You dirty traitors!” the guard spoke up behind them. “In a short time there’ll be nothing in you! Get closer
together!”
The prisoners looked at the Austrian oak. After a little while, the taller one said very softly:
“What a lovely tree! And it doesn’t know it is mortal.”
Reaching the end of the flatland, they eased themselves down the side of gully. They descended with their
arms outstretched, legs fixed, their weight on their heels. The guard walked at a slant, lowering himself after
them, leaning with his left hand occasionally on the ground. In his right hand, held tight under his shoulder, his
finger on the trigger, the machine gun was constantly aimed at the two prisoners.
“Closer! Closer together!”
They tried to move closer to each other, and their arms, spread far apart for balance, touched, and for a moment they took hold of each other’s hand. Hanging on to each other, they braked their momentum, which would
have carried them running farther down into the depths. Then—they let go of each other, and bending back all the
way, they leaned against the side of the gully and continued their descent, digging their heels deep into the
ground.
“To the right, you bastards! Bear to the right!” the guard yelled at them.
Because they weren’t able to shift direction immediately, to brake their momentum and direct it sideways, he
yelled at them again, and because he couldn’t move close enough to kick them, he spit at them in helpless anger:
“To the right, you bastards! Are you deaf?”
Bearing to the right, traversing the steep gully sideways, they finally left it behind them, and taking a little turn
backwards almost in the direction they had come from the top, they continued their way on the nearly perpendicular side of the flatland. At right angle to the gully and then hugging the side of the flatland, a wide river ran swiftly
out of the valley and joined the narrow trail on which the three men were cautiously advancing.
The taller prisoner spoke up:
“It was a lovely tree.”
“Yes,” the other said, “and it really doesn’t know it is mortal.”
“No, it doesn’t. Evidently it never read the Metamorphoses.\fn{A series of tales composed in poetic form by Ovid
(43BC-17AD?), Roman poet.} If it had, then perhaps it would look more humbly at the world and say to its companions: ‘My brothers and sisters, never forget that we know not only that we are mortal singly and individually but
also that our civilizations are mortal. They come into existence, they reach a peak, and they pass away!’”
He spoke rather loudly because about four or five meters below them—with a similarly steep but passable trail
leading down to it—the river churned and murmured between the gloomy cliffs.
“That’s not the only thing it is unaware of,” he continued. “By virtue of destiny’s special consideration, it is
unaware of the fact that even though everything is mortal, human stupidity is endless, indestructible, and eternal!”
“I don’t agree,” said his companion.
The guard shouted at them:
“Aren’t you ever going to shut up!”
In that instant, just as he was speaking, he stumbled and his whole body lunged forward. Toppling to the edge
of the path, he tried to hang on to the slope. It was all in vain. He tumbled and fell swiftly down to the river bank.
Then searching futilely for something to hold on to, lashing about: beating the air, shrieking incoherently, he
plunged into the churning water. He held his weapon high above his head; the current grabbed his body, spun him
around, and carried him, twisting and turning, between two majestically rising cliffs toward the middle of the
stream.
The prisoners turned around simultaneously. Frozen, startled they watched the body fall, then tumble with
arms flailing toward the river. Their hands subconsciously searched for each other, and they stepped farther back,
almost bending into the cliff-side.
“Hang on!” shouted the shorter prisoner, and letting go of his comrade’s hand, he started to run back on the
path. Then after a few meters, at a point where the bank was less dangerous, he descended toward the river, with
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his arms spread out wide, as fast as the footing allowed. His companion was running and holding on behind him,
grabbing on to roots and rocks.
“Stay here!” he shouted. “For the love of God, stay here! I’m an expert swimmer! Please stay on the bank!”
He went around him, and reaching the water’s edge, he threw his coat off, meanwhile repeating, trying to outshout the other:
“Don’t do anything foolish! Help by staying right here on the bank. Find a tree branch or something you can
hold out to me.”
He waded into the stream, and spreading out, cut into the waves with powerful strokes.
The guard continued struggling in the river between the two cliffs. Sometimes the lashing waves tossed him
into the middle of the stream, sometimes back in the direction of the bank. His clothing was weighed down with
water; his heavy boots were pulling, drawing him down into the depths. All his thrashing about was useless.
Besides, he kept gripping the machine gun with his hand ever harder trying to hold it high above the water. His
shouting didn’t stop, his eyes—whenever his face could be glimpsed for an instant—flared with terror, his wideopen mouth gasped for breath.
“To the right! the right!” shouted the prisoner on the bank when he saw his companion’s head rising high in
search of the drowning man. “To the right! more to the right! More!”
His voice was lost in the roar of the water. But his companion, struggling against the currents, continued to get
closer and closer to the drowning guard. Finally he reached him and grabbed him by the hair. Setting his back
against the cliff and treading water high, he lifted above the stream the rattling mouth, the closed eyes, the
struggling man’s head.
Holding the guard—his machine gun was still in his hand—by the arms, the two prisoners carried him with
difficulty and gasping for breath all the way up to the path. They spread him out on the cliff, and the shorter one
quickly unbuttoned his jacket and then his shirt until his broad chest was completely exposed. He looked up at his
comrade.
“Are you all right? How do you feel?”
Staying on his knees, he reached up and clasped his companion’s hand.
“Lie down, you lie down too.”
The taller one leaned against the side of the cliff, his chest rising and falling, seeming to strain to the bursting
point. Then, sliding down against the side of the cliff, he lowered himself to his knees, and finally leaning back
carefully, he stretched himself out full length on the ground.
“I’m all right,” he said with heavy, labored breaths. “Try and do … something … form him!”
The other prisoner came over and kneeled down beside him.
“How do you feel?”
“Just fine … I’m just very weak. I have to rest a bit. Go and try to give him artificial respiration.”
“Yes,” the other prisoner said.
He didn’t even get up from his knees. He slid over to the motionless body, and raising the guard’s arms, he
began moving them with repeated rhythm down, up, down, up … The guard’s chest rose; then large streams of
water began gushing from his mouth. The tall prisoner spoke up:
“He has to be raised, lift him by the legs.” He struggled to his feet and went over to them.
“Help me take hold of his legs … But let’s take the gun out of his hands first.”
The shorter prisoner loosened the guard’s fingers from the machine gun.
“He is still gripping it,” he said.
“That’s the way. Pry his fingers loose.”
The shorter prisoner took the weapon into his hands.
“It’s much lighter than I thought.” Holding it out in front of himself, a little away from himself, he examined
the weapon, then put it on the ground.
“Let’s lift him up,” the taller prisoner said.
They lifted the guard up. They held him by his ankles, the head hung way down, and retching, the mouth
emitted water. Then they laid him back on the ground. His head moved, and straining, his eyes opened for an
instant.
“Now,” said the taller prisoner, “now try artificial respiration again.”
The guard’s mouth opened, struggled with words. His eyes then became completely visible, his eyeballs
looking here, then there, and then, however irregularly, his chest began rising and falling.
“Are you feeling better?” the taller prisoner asked him.
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The guard looked at him. Then with an effort he raised himself on his side. He began spitting, then vomiting.
After that, he breathed normally, and looked from one prisoner to the other with dim eyes swollen red. Suddenly
terror overwhelmed his face. He raised himself higher, and with frightened, horror-stricken face, he looked beside
him to the right, then to the left.
“Give him his gun,” the taller prisoner said.
His companion picked up the machine gun, and after giving it another close look, he handed it to the guard.
“Are you feeling better?” he asked.
The guard got up. He staggered and leaned against the side of the cliff. Hanging his head, he inhaled, sucking
the air in with deep breaths. Then suddenly, in the fraction of a second, he jerked his head up and stared with an
alarmed, perplexed expression at the two prisoners. His mouth remained open; he kept snatching his eyes from
one to the other. On his face remained the confused, and strange, frightened wonderment, which intermingled
with the expression of a deep, almost animal fear. Completely flattened against the side of the cliff, slowly raising
the barrel of the machine gun at the prisoners, and feeling his way along the cliff with his other hand, he moved
some three or four short steps away from them. His jacket was open, his hair had fallen into his eyes, his clothing
was heavy with water.
The prisoners were standing a few steps from him. The taller one was wringing out his clothing, the pressure
forcing water from it in thin streams. The other one was staring at the machine gun; then he raised his eyes, and a
strange smile coming to his face, he asked:
“Do you feel better?”
With ever-widening eyes the guard stared at them. His voice came with difficulty.
“What kind of men are you?”
It was the first time he had not used the familiar form of address with them.
The shorter prisoner again looked at the machine gun with curiosity and attention. His companion kept on
wringing out his clothes, meanwhile moaning and panting.
“You … are going to be … hanged tomorrow!” shouted the guard.
He kept looking from one to the other. His face still wore the perplexed, wondering alarm, the deep, profoundly deep and never previously sensed and seemingly maddening bewilderment.
“Don’t you know that?”
For an instant the shorter prisoner looked at the ground. Then because his companion didn’t say anything, he
raised his head and said:
“Of course … we know.”
The guard’s mouth quivered. He searched for words with which he really didn’t know what he wanted to
express. If possible, his eyes grew even larger. Then, jerking the barrel of his machine gun high and aiming it
directly at the prisoners’ chests, he stepped back. In an almost inhuman, wild, almost incoherent and an extremely
desperate tone and with his eyes fixed on them, he yelled:
“What kind of men are you?”
His whole body was trembling, his face became contorted, his eyes, nearly deranged, grew ever larger and
more terrified, and a nearly insane despair moved into his countenance.
The two prisoners looked at each other. Then the taller one, with the other’s help, put his coat on. After
standing beside each other for a time without speaking a word, the taller prisoner said to the guard, who was just
standing there, his entire body still trembling, the muzzle of his gun fixed on them—he said to him, without
particularly raising his voice:
“Come … let’s move on.”
He turned around. The other prisoner did also, and they again started off, walking as they had before. Looking
back after a few steps, they stopped and waited for the guard to set out as well.
After a little while, the shorter prisoner spoke up:
“He became completely confused, and the poor fellow has fallen into a deep despair.”
Glancing back quickly, his companion started to smile. The shorter one quickened his pace and added:
“He got into a completely neurotic state. But no wonder, for if I remember correctly, according to
Freud,\fn{Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), Austrian physician, the father of psychoanalysis .} the beginning point of a neurosis is
insecurity and the threat of an inferiority complex …”
They laughed, and the taller one, who was still wringing out his coat, said:
“Getting back to Byron, to his animals namely. Walter Scott\fn{ Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832), Scottish author.} kept
thirty or forty dogs. With a favorite, an apprentice named Thomas Purdie, who understood animals very well, he
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whiled whole days away together with ten or twenty of his dogs. Carlyle\fn{ Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881), Scottish
author.} called his horse—his numberless horses—his best friend. Or think of Goya\fn{ Francisco José de Goya y
Lucientes (1746-1828), Spanish painter .} and his many cats. And Cicero\fn{ Aka Marcus Tullius (106-43 BC), Roman author.}
writes about how when Lucilius\fn{Gaius Lucilius (180?-102?BC), Roman author.} and Scipio\fn{Publius Cornelius Scipio
Aemilianus Africanus Numantinus (c.185-129BC), Roman general, is probably meant; he is usually known as Scipio the Younger, or Scipio
Africanus the younger, to distinguish him from Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus (234?-183BC) the Roman general who adopted him,
and who for convenience is usually referred to as Scipio the Elder .} went to the country, they tumbled about the length of the

Caitean beaches and gardens with dogs and monkeys, and even though the old man makes no mention of it, he
himself also behaved in the same way. On the other hand, Bentham\fn{ Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), British philosopher.}
dubbed one of his cats a knight and demanded that his servants show it the respect attending the title.”
The shorter prisoner laughed—and they continued on their way.
91.45 & 294.88 1. Sunday Lunch 2. Memory 3. At The Pictures 4. Botanical Gardens 5. Saturday Night 6.
Holidays In The Country 7. New Born 8. The Peanut Vendor 9. Family Life 10. The Motel 11. The Acrobat 12.
The Alien 13. Wayfarers 14. Thirsty Weather 15. The Place 16. The Promised Land 17. Worship\fn{by Antigone
Kefala (1935- )} Braila, Braila County, Wallachia, Romania (F) 12
1
The train was half empty. Carefully dressed ladies carrying flowers. Children returning from church, bored.
The spring wind moved the grass along the tracks. The sun was shining on corrugated iron roofs, backyards, lime
factories. The waiting room smelt of disinfectant.
Another block of flats had been built next door and all along the fence the peach trees were in bloom. I was
ready to knock when the door opened from inside.
He had shrunk slightly and his eyes were dimmer, but he held himself erect. He embraced me with something
of his old warmth and gallantry.
The flat was as usual impeccably arranged and silent. Cheri was in the kitchen with the sister. They moved like
round, heavy seals, setting the table, bringing the meat, the horse radish, the glazed potatoes. Dishes were passed
with appropriate remarks, he with trembling hands, enormous silences waiting suspended from the still air
between words. The crockery, the cutlery making cracking noises like the sound of dentures. I smiled a lot,
laughed a lot, tried to warm the air, we all tried, but the air moved slowly, unwillingly, watched us with dim tired
eyes.
The sister had surprising blue forget-me-not eyes, a tortured face, a small thin mouth. She spoke in a high
pitched matter of fact voice, of illness, operations, death, cremation, the cost of funerals, the voice of Christ which
scientists had now reconstituted electronically.
“What language does he speak?” I asked laughingly. “Hebrew, I presume. If he speaks Latin, he must be a
fake. If he speaks Greek, one could make some concessions.”\fn{ Jesus almost certainly spoke and thought in Aramaic.}
He waited, slower than I remembered, disconnected from us, as if trapped at the dead center of a field, space
growing out of him in every direction, gray, misty space. He was already turning to stone and he stretched
towards us the familiar gestures, shadows of his old affections.
There was a new painting in the lounge room. Sue had done it. The white lilies sitting naïve and awkward in
the golden vase against the deep red background. The white had a lot of innocence in it, and a spring exuberance.
It was difficult to imagine that Sue’s heart was like this.
We listened to Schubert—who had died so young.\fn{He died (of typhus) at the age of 32.}
Outside, the spring wind moved the trees. Unsettled wind, blowing the hair of the girl next door sitting under
the trees. Through the glass doors they seemed to move in an aquarium of light, the child and later the man. Their
gestures arrested in the sun, altered by the wind.
Over the coffee the spoons began the discussion. A present in 1935 from Uncle Jules. A whole silver service,
only the spoons left. And poor Aunt Clara, unhinged by the great fire. Rock melons one remembered most in the
country, and the spring water. The rock of horses, sleeping under a straw hat, reading Nana, the walnut trees at the
back of the river. The smell of things in those days. The barrels of kippers being opened.
*
I had met the sister in the street. Her face more tortured than usual, as if washed over by great waves, her eyes
desperate.
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“A stroke,” she said. “He moved about lost, could not speak, the doctors did not say much.”
I rang Cheri. The telephone kept ringing. Then someone picked up the receiver. There was a groan at the other
end. I said,
“Cheri is that you?”
There was no answer. The great waves of space sounded on the line. I was silent. I thought that he had just
died, that she had been struck dumb, that she could not articulate, gather her thoughts.
I cried out—“Cheri … Cheri … speak to me. What is the matter?”
The voice at the other end struggled as if through interminable corridors of silence to say something, one could
feel the strain coming over in waves, more and more agonizing.
I tried to sound calm, to coax it.
“Are you all right Cheri? Is everything all right? Just say yes only, nothing more. I just want to hear your
voice.”
I wanted to say, has he died my God? Has he died? But did not dare. To say it was to make it an accomplished
thing, but went on cajoling the silence at the other end. And suddenly the voice, somehow altered beyond
recognition, rising from dark depths, said slowly, as if each letter had to be formed with an almost inhuman effort,
as if each syllable meant a victory, as if the word was a triumph:
“Cheri …” I helped it along, “ … is … out …”
“Oh,” I said, my voice ringing with joy and fear, “is it you, is it you Bubo? I am so glad you answered .the
phone …”
I went on, my voice jumping over stones in the sun, riding in the wind …
2
“I please those whom I most should please.”
Sophocles—Antigone
i
Were that enough in these strange lands.
Not even our offerings can rest,
aimless in unknown cities.
And the gods no longer living in our eyes,
neither the ones above, nor the below,
and we, robbed of our release.
*
The streets were foreign in the dream,
No one but us,
and fountains in deserted squares under the rain.
At night time. You small and vulnerable,
complaining of some dark disease that emptied you.
And I afraid. Taking you in my arms as if a child.
Weightless.
*
And when I turned, I saw them near the fountain,
watching us. Their uniforms were blue, glazed in
the light. Then they moved in silent steps over
the gleaming pavements. Moved, unheard, unruffled,
in the rain. I could not see their faces.
Moved relentlessly towards us,
and I covered you with my arms and cried desperately
in the silence, my voice unheard,
cried before the black night descended on us,
my whole body cried, full of the old desperation.
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ii
The wind would stop abruptly and the silence,
would fill with moonlight, falling unceasingly,
like a blue still rain over the sleeping hills.
and in the deep of night the silk tearing
sound of waves would break over the dead sand.
*
Then from downstairs the echo of that foreign laugh
would come, surprised and unsubstantial in the stillness,
forced out of you by those black shadows
no one could exorcize.
In the strained hollowness the walls listened.
So you coughed to assure us that the unknown
was not so menacing,
mindful of our narrow knowledge of the dark world
and our social ways.
*
You that had lost the image and the way,
had lost now even the recollection of the way,
and wandered through the broken walls,
in that far country,
and sometimes in a stray sunray, some meaning
of the past would come to you, in strange blue shapes,
and then before our blind eyes,
the crystal vision of the world would rest untouched.
iii
Inside, past the locked doors, the corridors stretched
empty, dark. A smell of boiled peas and disinfectant,
I watched the window not to see you coming, spent, unfamiliar,
lost in that common house, brought by a man in white.
Watched the window blinded by light, passed the man,
his shaven head cut in stone, stooped and motionless, shedding
his marbles tears one by one; the woman crying softly.
*
“Thye steal my time,” you said in a low voice.
Then watched the floor as if my presence were too much.
And in the silence, the white men moved,
their pcckets full of time, their steps so sure
cushioned by what they stole.
“They steal my time, I shall not last much longer.”
And I protested, unconvinced, for you had aged so much.
And who could say what they forced out of you
behind those walls. The ssence maybe of our time,
dripping so slowly in our blood.
Maybe they stole the measure.
*
The trees were cut now and the road was naked.
Soft grass, cows grazing peacefully. No peace.
The garden full of people, all agony and wounds.
Ageless.
Broded.\fn{Thorned}
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Sitting under trees in silence.
3
They had started the evening together,
waiting in their seats, the girl silent,
the boy noisy, with curly hair,
his busy hands touching her hungrily.
like a thirsty man who would never
have enough, eating her away, diligently,
absorbed, with vacant eyes.
The hunger not his, passed on,
untouched, from the beginning,
inhabiting shadows.
4
Past the old trees, glass butterflies
fluttered their wings along the burning
surface of the waters.
Look at the dragonfly, you said.
See how it hold on. Like us.
A little longer.
Only the shell was there, transparent,
full of the marvel of its hollow wings.
The fine leaves of the bamboo swayed over the lake
in the still silence, and the wings swayed too.
And on the burnished mirror that advanced
clouds travelled.
It was growing dark.
5
Prophets at street corners, in neat grey suits.
Fixed eyes, unseeing, selling the old cures.
And everywhere the river,
midnight blue, flowing unheard above the silent trees
studded with magic signs.
*
Then we went up in our furs, in the rough foyer,
wooden horses under the stairs, “to reumind us
of our beginnings”, she said patting the little dog.
The walls covered in magician’s tricks,
mirrors, and the painted dead.
*
When the play started we grew silent.
We watched them move under the plastic lights,
inner landscapes of dust and spare parts.
The ancient masks cast now in corrugated iron.
*
At the end we came out empty-handed in the
narrow lanes, and down William Street,
through forests of broken walls and rubble,
so many pairs, holding hands, our gestures
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no longer our own, multiplied to infinity
in windows. The world made of couples,
kissing, smiling at each other, styalised
movements following the eternal blueprint.
6
In dreams begins the country, they would say
moving the candle in the darkened room
that smelt of cherry jam and basil.
I watched their shadows moving on the walls
straining to hear the corners creaking in the dark
afraid of the black night that fell outside
in silent, feathered sheets, of the abandoned
courtyard, save for the big dogs,
and far away the well
*
When darkness came they talked of Katka,
of the well, in secret voices.
Put your ear to the ground, virgin,
and hear the walls groaning out of dumb mouths.
The way down cast in mica flames,
burning unheard like eyes; wild men’s eyes,
dead men’s eyes, glazed now in veils
upon veils of stone water.
*
The jump, Katka had said, would bring you
to the other shore. A land where hills and trees
are of the purest gold, where glass birds sing,
and where the air, fine powdered crystal curtains
hanging from a still blue sky, chimes in an unfelt
breeze. And you are light, shadowless, falling
upon these fields, forever petrified in silence.
7
You were not one of us
Then.
Had still within your
skin the scent
of the great darkness.
*
Your eyes were glassy,
absorbed my own reflection
giving nothing back,
just depth, the depth
of silent waters.
*
Only your voice
that shrilled in night
born out of an
eternity of fear
was human.
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8
You see them leaning out of gates
their faces bored on Sunday afternoons
their eyes living past landscapes.
Newcomers from old countries.
The one I see each night catching the 9 o’clock.
Dark, stocky, with two beady eyes; wan now,
spare weathered face, stump of a hand,
a basket full of peanuts.
*
The ancient quays at home have forged him patiently
for years, so deeply and so well, that as he walks,
bow-legged, the tables sprout around him, and the sea
familiar and deceptive in the glass like silence of
the light, and everywhere, uncoiling in the air,
the plaintive voices of amanedes.
*
Yet if one spoke to him in parks, of home,
his eyes would flicker for a moment only,
past the accumulated tiredness of years,
refusing to be lured, suspicious.
*
The owner dead. The one who did possess in his
own youth the secret of the living bird,
and could have made it fly,
breathtakingly, blue nerve and sunlight.
9
I am tired, living at home among strangers,
sitting at the same tables,
waiting for an acceptance that never comes,
an understanding that would not be born,
the measure in us already spent.
*
Then I go out, in the busy streets,
and see you, young men made of for evers,
talking or laughing in trains,
unaware of the seed, already at work,
with blind hands;
and think of him,
silent now, burdened with unlived years,
walking alone in the overgrown gardens,
under the rain, seeking forgetfulness.
10
Far down, unreal under the soft rain,
the city; in the emptiness, only the
traffic lights changed unconcerned.
At night, the room was hot,
bathed in a bluish light.
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For long, the glass walls seemed to break
nder the shrieks of sirens;
in the lull, the wails of the plumbing
reached from far away, then died.
Only I, waited for the silence.
*
Quite late, past television voices,
the shadow from upstairs would start
to measure with dull, even steps the darkness,
going over the same narrow spot,
a desperate soul, sending obscure signals
to ears much finer than our own.
Maybe, as in the ancient stories,
the thing that they had killed
to raise so high,
still had a voice.
11
I am the one performing day by day
the search rites before your naked eye.
It is not you I reach for—though
I may be crying your name into the
endless desolation of the sky,
day after day, year after year,
eternities. You know it well.
*
I only cry in order to appease my fear.
Warm my icy limbs with my own echo.
Pretend you are not there.
Forget myself admiring my tricks.
Hold on. The effort to hold on
to this tight rope that offers no
support against the darkness.
*
Who will teach me not to fear
the fall?
12
… at night I see it rising from the hollow tower
dripping with mist
this land we searc for in each other’s eyes
its surface steaming in the shafts of light
immersed in silence
waves that flow in me, till I am filled with terror
till all the outlines of my face are lost
till all the magic of my eyes is suckec away
and I am naked
engulfed in tentacled of emptiness
dissolving
*
and now, I sense only these stone hands,
moving unseen, closer and closer to the grain.
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Rocks shall sprout out of us and still
the light will flower everywhere impassive …
13
Was this our home. We kept asking.
This orphanage overlooking the sea
white marble pillaged by the war.
left barren, the grounds wasted
bird drippings on the mosaics.
Among the crippled trees
the sealed chapel
a white dove in the dawn
flying close to the sea.
*
The night full of sounds
the clean moon cutting the shadows
the harbour lying warm, glass trees ablaze
and then the voices
flowing out of the golden doors
through the leaves
with the smell of fried meat
the voices, ringing with
the endless desolation of the light.
14
i
To find our measure, exactly,
not the echo of other voices.
The present growing out of our lungs
like a flower, with a smell,
that we have retraced through our veins
some dark, secret smell
that will bloom when the hour has struck
an animal smell
reminiscent of blood
the world’s scent.
*
Something of us must remain
in this light
that keeps on reflecting.
We have struck it with knives
and were given
the shadow of knives in return
*
Fountains
fountains with springs in the air
and we, drinking our death
In small mouthfuls.
ii
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They were stealing your time
you unaware
walking by the seaside
your hands full of imagined scents
while at the tables under the trees
with the fumes of the charcoals and the herbs
they were serving light, stones—
stones and light with the water.
*
Blood everywhere, frozen
and the wind grinding it finely
to a golden powder that settled
like down on a young face.
*
If only you knew
in those ordered Sunday afternoons
the clock chiming in the quiet streets
the rocks warm like skin
and the quay newly bathed, as if a body
rising from sleep, still self-sufficient,
that you had been marked.
iii
Fruit vendors with cymbal voices
rang in the afternoons
through the closed shutters
and you waited
locked in the silent room
the menace seeping slowly through your veins.
*
Behind the glass
the hollow-eyed watchers would sit
skulls, with thin greedy hands
voices like the telegraph wires
in winter, with scooped eyes,
inexhaustible appetites.
*
And the country at dusk went on singing—
“Blessed Mary, Siren of the Waters,”
a chorus of women, black clad, heavy with earth
binding their wounds in small stitch
in their windows
and you talked down, dark-eyed,
the blue flame burning unseen your marrow.
iv
In the unknown house you came bearing your message
They greeted you with painted faces, full of jewels
pointing as you entered—the pendulum—
an antique piece, you thought,
rosewood, smooth with time and effort,
and gortons’ heads with green eyes.
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*
The virgin they had hidden.
They were sure of the seeds,
indestructible, they said in set voices.
And the time of forgetfulness, you asked,
you, who had always known our superfluity.
They were unaware of the terror of trees
that exhaust themselves in the giving.
and of the mirrors everywhere
blooming relentlessly, pools of white fire
unable to contain the unimagined.
v
When the gates opened you were in the ring
drinking the awful silence of the day that waited
held in the threads that stretched
between their hands like nets
your sap running unseen on the hard ground.
*
All fire worshippers from the beginning
full of singed wounds
and thirsts no air could cure.
*
This is why later you were always
drinking water from imagined springs
along the empty paths
bending and rising
rising and bending
the movement set beyond redemption.
15
i
The place was small, full of hills,
palm trees, almond trees, oleanders,
glass flowers falling from the sky
on the asctic hills, the bare houses..
The ancients had been there looking for copper.
*
Around the courtyards in the dusk
grey men in army coats
followed the leader round the ramparts.
At night after the toll, the three
would come dressed up to count the souls.
*
We waited there two summers.
Tall birds with upturned beaks
picked us like grain.
We moved in herds
waited with patience to be fed
drank at the water places
between the walls our necks grew longer
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stretching for the night.
ii
The ships, we heard, had sunk
weighted with the charity of the new world
that kept on feeding us with toys,
letters in foreign tongues
that we could not decipher.
*
We gave them to our silent children, onyx-eyed,
brought up on wakes for spirits that had gone
and knew each drop that added the ingredients
to the day in the appointed measure.
*
For them, we looked at the cross roads
to find only the sound of running water
and the dusk settling in plum coloured
over the hills
the coolness of the evening full of promise.
iii
They came in spring with the great winds
the buyers
walked through the gates in groups
their marrow discoloured
their eyes ashes
gestures full of charity.
*
Bidders, in markets for flesh
untouched by the taste of the coffee
and the scent of the water
on the hot stones.
iv
We traveled in old ships
with small decaying hearts
rode on the giant beast
uncertain
remembered other voyages
and the black depths
each day we feasted on the past
friends watching over
the furniture of generations
dolphins no longer followed us
we were in alien waters.
16
i
The roads were of candy,
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the houses of ice-cream
the cattle of liquorice.
Pretty, we said,
drinking the green air,
as in a fairy tale, we said,
eating the green water, brackish,
breathing the smoke that rose
from the greenstone hills
and the moon alone
nailed at the bottom of the sky
ii
The people carved in wood
the mark of the knife still on them
a nordic dream whittled to knick-knacks
with glass beads in their sockets
which they washed every night
in detergents
to bleach away the weight
and travel light.
*
We, still walking on the high seas
drunk on the light
cobalt blue falling in tinseled drops
on the verdigrist statue of the queen
stout, with a night cap on
and an orb.
iii
In time
the rain closed in on us
the night like a black liquid
we fell in it
traveled down through the oil
drained of resonance
while they drank it away
in the tiled tombs
with the wingless birds on the walls
heraldic birds, with long monkey hair
and blind eyes.
iv
When the eyes failed
we used our hands
to finger the light
but the bones of the dead
were not there
eaten away by the wet
rising like breath from the leaves
the feathers of birds
a plumage the colour of mud
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*
Others before had read all
the signs and buried the magic
left only the wild grass
pushing bold everywhere.
v
At the tables
the plastic flowers marked by flies
and the cutlery limp
they were serving our marrow
with the boiled peas
chewing it patiently with their dentures
and singing
—for he’s a jolly good fellow—
*
The spirits of the lanb
which they had slain
moved in their dreams
with eyes of burning coal
the thrust of wild beasts
coming at night with the full moon
to grip them by the throat
change the course of their appetites
give them strange diets.
17
They ate the soil, slept with it,
the scent coursing their blood
till they were filled with earth,
took the sheep for lovers
prayed in mutilated voices,
in harsh goat tongues they sang
of rocky sights, hard winters
echoes of wind at night
in the rough trees.
*
The arms of the white statue
on the peak
stretching like giant horns
in the spring sun.
147.38 A Common Path\fn{by Gabriela Adamesteanu (1942- )} Targu Ocna, Bacau County, Moldavia, Romania (F) 2
“You getting off at the next stop too? Maybe you can help me then. Maybe you can take her in your arms so
she won’t fall down the steps …”
A broad round face, a small nose. Reassuring wrinkles. Not a trace of makeup. Here and there, a few broken
blood vessels. Wisps of blond hair struggling out from under a wool cap.
“What have you done to yourself? Open your eyes! Why do you keep stumbling? You wouldn’t sleep where
they’d let us, now you’ll have to sleep in the station! But even there they won’t let you! She didn’t want to go to
bed in a strange place. I’ve been dragging her all over the place since noon. ’Cause he’s thrown us out! Kicked us
out and bolted the door. What do you want? A piece of pie? Here, take them both!”
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A brown fake-fur coat, slightly faded, slightly worn. Broad, flat shoes. Old legs, swollen by cellulite, plodding
along.
“A lady gave them to me at noon. I know her from the vegetable shop. I was so ashamed, but finally I went up
to her and said, ‘Please, ma’am, give me something for the child to eat.’ And she gave me these little pies. What
could I do? I had no choice. I went to her and said, ‘Give me something for the child. He’s thrown us out and
bolted the door.’”
March: a fresh caressing breeze. The air so transparent that the pastel hues of the sky dissolve above the twostory houses. Chimneys still exhaling serene white smoke.
“He charged at the child, tried to hit her with the grill! Why wasn’t there anything hot to eat? he yelled. But
there was! There was borscht, there were pork steaks. What more did he want? Why wasn’t the meat grilled? He
went after her like he was going to kill her! So he’d have one child less to support. He’s got another little girl, you
know, in the Children’s Home.”
The child walks beside us, nibbling at the homemade pie. Large blue eyes, broad cheeks, teeny tiny nose.
Wisps of blond hair struggling out from under a wool cap. Plain, clean clothes.
“Maybe he’s unbolted the door by now. But if he hasn’t, I wonder where we’re going to go. There’s my father,
of course, but he’s old, he’s got heart trouble. If he sees me coming to him like this, something may happen to
him, God forbid. And you know how friends desert you when you’re down. Besides, this is how it was yesterday,
this is how it was the day before, and this is how it is today. He’s destroyed me. He starts drinking the moment he
gets to work and then anything sets him off. At least I’ve had a job for the last four days. I used to work as a
secretary in a school, but they laid me off, so for a while I had no job at all. Now I’ve found one again. A good
one, and close. I can take her to kindergarten, drop her off, and pick her up later. And the teacher and the aides all
love her so much! They’re so good to her! Me, everybody loves me. I’m friendly by nature, see. I talk to everyone
the way I’m talking to you. At the kindergarten they treat me like one of the family. They really love me. I had the
child when I was forty, went through hell to have her! I still get bladder infections.”
The spires of a church, round, heavy, sedate, like the tranquil air of Sundays. The black outlines of trees, their
crowns more full now that they’re painted starkly, branch by branch, on the warm screen of the sky,. than when
they had leaves.
“I keep wondering what I’ll do if I find the door bolted. ’Cause I can't go back to my apartment. You see, I’ve
got a place of my own, one room. But the lady’s there. She’s a good woman, I have to say. And she’s paid for it,
she has the right to be left alone. I rented it out last summer. She gave me ten thousand lei. And I did go to my
father a few months ago, when the same thing happened. He kicked me out. I’m not legally married to the man,
see. Besides, I’m not stylish enough for him, not chic enough. How can you be chic when you’re broke? You’re
young, but I’m forty-five years old. I’ve had phlebitis, and I put on a lot of weight when I had to stay in bed all
that time. My leg swelled up this big, as big as a bucket! But men want you to be fixed up nice all the time. And
since my bout of phlebitis, I couldn’t do it any more. You know what I’m talking about—you’re a woman. So I
don’t see why I should have to put up with so much from him! I’m not married, I don’t take money from him, I
don’t live with him. You’re a woman—you know what I mean. He brings me nothing but grief. Nothing but
grief!”
A misshapen crane is trying to turn the corner. The muddy tracks advance, retreat, advance again hesitantly.
With its long ladder like an immense, awkward, quivering neck, a hook swaying at its end, it looks like one of
those heavy, tiny-brained reptiles condemned to disappear because of slow reflexes.
“He goes to work and drinks. He goes to work every blessed day! Yes, ma’am. Sundays, too. He goes because
he loves it. His job is his only love. He’s never missed a day. And all he does after work is drink. He’s destroyed
me! Men can bring you so much grief you hardly recognize yourself! Sometimes I get to the point where I hate
the child myself.”
She smiles. Her broad blond face, her small nose, her skin red from the cold and the broken blood vessels.
“Yes, I’m headed this way too. We’ve been living here since August. No, not in the private apartments, with
the VIPs. I told you that everyone loves me. I had to go from one office to another, but in the end the young lady
did write my name on his lease. Yes, even though I’m not married to him. And I’ve got a good job now, still in
education. Why, I can go in as late as nine if I feel like it! And leave as early as twelve! They’re very good to me.
And it’s close. I drop her off in the morning and pick her up at noon.
“But wouldn’t you know it, no sooner do I start working than he asks me for money. If I go to work one
morning he’ll ask me for money that very night! What can I do? I borrow three hundred lei, say, from someone
like you. But the money isn’t mine, see? Which means I’ll have to pay it back. But I borrow it anyway and give it
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to him, just to make him happy. And all for nothing! Why, you ask? Because he’s found somebody else, that’s
why! Since I had phlebitis, I couldn’t do it any more—you know what I mean. So he started fooling around with
the girl’s nanny! Thirty-eight, all spruced up too. Look, there’s the building. We live on the second floor, see that
window? With the balcony and the TV antenna.”
A balcony filled with neat lines of laundry: several men’s shirts, a pair of flannel pajamas, a dress. Wide and
buttoned down the front: the dress of a fat, busy woman. The windows dark, the lights turned off.
“See,” the little girl calls out, :”the balcony with the TV antenna.”
“I’ve got the keys, but what’s the use if the door’s bolted? And I can’t go back to the other place either. I didn’t
get married ’cause I didn’t want to lose the apartment. It was like a premonition. I have to say, she’s basically
kind. Whenever I drop by she gives me cakes or stuffed cabbage rolls. I told you, I get along with everybody. The
young lady who wrote my name on his lease, for instance. He’s a real big shot and if I went to complain, I could
get him in trouble. But since I’m not his wife, what can I do? If we were legally married, I could go to his boss
and tell him everything! But since we’re not …
“That man over there, see him? He’s the building manager. He’s in charge of our wing. I thought of going to
him and telling him what happened, but I changed my mind. Why? Because they always stick together.”
“Good evening.”
A young man. An ordinary face, dark, rather long. Just before he turns the corner, the little girl shouts, a little
too loudly and cheerfully:
“He’s bolted the door on us!”
“Really?” the man replies. “He has?” He turns to face them. Slightly embarrassed, his chin in his muffler, he
smiles as if having heard good news. He nods a greeting and disappears around the corner.
“Here, the balcony with the TV antenna. But if it’s still bolted, where can we go? My father’s a math teacher.
‘It serves you right,’ he says, ‘taking up with the likes of him.’ All my friends are educated, you see. Teachers. I
used to have them over when I wasn’t working. I’d tell them their fortunes in the coffee cups.\fn{ Romanians drink
Turkish coffee, made of finely ground coffee beans boiled in water and not filtered. The dregs sink to the bottom of the cups, which are
then overturned so that fortunes can be read in the shapes outlined on the inside of the cup. } I asked them to come so they’d bring

things and he’d be happy. They'd bring Kent cigarettes or clothes for the child. I’d tell him the gifts were for my
fortune-telling. I tried so hard to make things work. Know what I mean? Let’s go in. Let’s wave to the lady from
the balcony. If the door’s open, you’ll see us on the balcony. If it isn't, you’ll still see us, ’cause we’ll come back
out. We’ll have to; we have no place to go. Where are we going to sleep tonight? We’ll sleep outside!”
She smiles serenely and walks toward the door of the building, holding the little girl by the hand.
“If the door’s bolted, we’ll sleep outside,” cries the little girl.
A hoarse, colorless voice. Too loud.
43.68 The Open Window\fn{by Ana Blandiana (1942- )} Timisoara, Timis County, The Banat, Romania (F) -1
Back in those days, whenever artists were arrested, they were allowed to take their paints and brushes with
them into the jail. Thus, on entering the dark cell at the top of the tower, the first thought that struck the hero of
this story was to have a window painted on one of the walls. He got down to work and painted an open window
through which a dazzling blue sky could be seen. Thus his cell became much brighter.
The following morning, entering with bread and water, the jailer had to shut his eyes against the blinding light
pouring in through the painted window.
“What’s going on in here?’ he yelled and rushed to shut the window, only to knock himself against the wall.
“I have opened a window,” the artist answered, undisturbed. “It was too dark in here.”
“Heh, heh, heh,” the jailer laughed, feeling humiliated because he had allowed himself to be hoodwinked.
Then he started mocking the artist spitefully: “You have opened a window … you have painted a window, you
fool! This is not a real window, it is only yourself imagining it is a window.”
The artist went on, undisturbed: “I wanted to make light in this cell and I did so. Through my window the sky
can be seen; you yourself, coming in, had to close your eyes because of the light.”
This time, the jailer was really furious: “Are you trying to bamboozle me or what? This tower has no windows
whatsoever. Whoever enters here will never live to see the light of day again!”
“And yet, daylight is pouring into my cell through the open window,” the artist said.
“Oh, yes?” the jailer mocked him. “Then why don’t you escape? That way, you could persuade me your
window’s for real.”
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The artist studied him for a while, then took a few steps to the wall and jumped out of the window.
“Stop!”
The jailer rushed after him, frantically trying to check him, but again all he did was bang his head against the
wall.
“Alert! He’s escaped!” he started to yell, as the artist’s body could be heard hurtling down through the air,
smashing itself against the slates at the foot of the tower.
175.96 Excerpt from Wakefield\fn{by Andrei Codrescu (1946- )} Sfintu, Covasna County, Transylvania, Romania
(M) 14
1
Wakefield lives alone in the old quarter of an indulgent port city known for its vigorous nightlife. It is in fact
nighttime now, a rainy night about ten o’clock, and Wakefield has just concluded his deal with the Devil.\fn{ In a
short prologue, in which the Devil comes for Wakefield’s soul, but Wakefield argues for more time “to find my true life;” at which Satan
says he must bring him “something from every place you go” in your quest—“something you think I’d like. Could be anything;” but
“something that proves you found this so-called true life”—in exchange for an extra year of material existence; the search to commence at
“the sound of the starter pistol” } Energized by that encounter, he grabs an umbrella and, as is his habit, heads for the

corner bar, his home away from home. He bumps into a mob of tourists obstructing the sidewalk. They are
clustered around a caped guide, leader of a ghost tour. They look sad, wet, lost, and a little scared. Adhesive
badges identify them as members of the group so that nonpaying customers can’t attach themselves to the tour for
free.
All the tour guides in the city have their own stories, and ghosts to go with them, and they are fiercely, even
combatively, competitive. Rumbles can break out between the costumed guides, and often do: silk-caped
vampires attack other silk-caped vampires, and tourists sometimes get hurt in the process. Ordinarily, Wakefield
avoids these groups like the plague that they are. This guide seems to be pointing directly at him, but Wakefield
knows that the gesture is meant for the building behind him, the city’s first icehouse, now a hotel where the ghosts
of Confederate soldiers make frequent appearances. Some of the tourists have rooms in the hotel and yelp with
delight at the guide’s revelations. Others stare at Wakefield as if he is a ghost. He evades the gawkers and quickly
arrives at his destination.
Ivan Zamyatin, Russian émigré cabdriver and unknown American philosopher, is sitting at his usual post in the
bar, at a window open to the street yet shielded from the rain. He can be found in this place most evenings after
five; the bar is his living room, just as his taxicab is his office.
Wakefield closes his dripping umbrella and takes the stool next to Zamyatin’s.
“Have you ever read any Hawthorne?” Wakefield asks his friend by way of greeting.
“I know The House of the Seven Gables, and the story 'Young Goodman Brown,’ about this poor young man
who meets the Devil in the forest and there is a witches’ sabbath and everyone in town is involved—”
“No, not that one. There’s this other story, about a guy who leaves his wife and home and everyone thinks he’s
dead but he shows up again after twenty years, no explanation, no questions asked.” Zamyatin scratches one of
the luxuriant sideburns that descend from his bald pate.
“In Russia, if someone disappears, everyone knows what happened. KGB picks him up and ships him to
Siberia, if they don’t kill him on the spot.” Wakefield gives his friend a sideways look.
“That’s not the point. This guy was living in England, a democratic country, where they respect privacy and the
rights of individuals. He wanted to split, and he did it, and then he came back. Period, end of story.”
Ivan is not impressed by people who disappear voluntarily, having himself been disappeared by the State, first
for si.x months in a mental institute. After that experience, he had worked for five years below the Arctic Circle,
but he didn’t regard that quasisolitary episode as a “disappearance.” It was more like a gradual reentry into the
world. In America, he had purposefully shed his taste for solitude.
“You know,” he says, looking deeply into his vodka, “I smoke in restaurants, park my taxi by fire hydrants,
talk to everyone I meet. I leave many clues, so people can say, ‘Ivan was just here a minute ago, I gave him a
parking ticket, I talked to him at the bar, he’s alive, he’s okay!’ Not like Russia, where it’s poof! Gone in a New
York minute.” Wakefield is silenced for a few minutes by this undeniable wisdom, typical of Zamyatin.
“The Devil showed up today,” he finally says, knowing he can trust Ivan with anything, no matter how absurd.
“What you talking about, the devil!” Ivan looks disgusted. “Don’t be stupid. We Russians are sick of the devil,
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he did enough for us already. I come here to get away from devils. You a rich American, not too ugly, you have
money to eat out, go to a show, anything you want. What you need the devil for, or God, or any of that stuff?”
Zamyatin has no time for devils. He's too busy leaving his mark on everything, filling space with smoke, noise,
lewdness, strangers. If a witch tries to eat him, all the people he met (maybe just once, but marked real good) will
come to his defense.
Wakefield is quite a busy man himsel£ He is a travel writer and a lecturer on almost any topic, including travel.
He often lectures in places he’s already written about, giving the natives a quaint “outsider” perspective on their
familiar world. Maintaining a trademark naïveté, he will discourse on anything: life, money, art, or architecture.
His subjects are not at all academic to Wakefield. He has lived what he considers an interesting life, and his
observations are based on experience. He feels that his insights make people better human beings somehow and
that he’s contributing to the common good, and his casual air of knowing whereof he speaks gives him authority,
so people trust that under the skin of the studious traveler there lies a beating heart. He’s even developed a
reputation as a “motivational speaker,” though not a typical one, far from it. He’s not the type who helps people
find their inner selves through juggling, for instance. There is something about Wakefield’s point of view that is
quite dark, even dispiriting, making it hard sometimes for his audiences to finish the salad, to say nothing of the
infamous “convention chicken.”
The lecture business pays well: employers shell out a fortune to “motivate” workers, with the result that most
employees are over-motivated and radiate so much positive energy that their companies are forced to grow to
provide new (sometimes fictitious) oudets to contain this boundless enthusiasm. Some shrewd CEOs quietly seek
out realists, even pessimists, to temper the aggressive good cheer. Wakefield’s brand of motivation uniquely fits
this latter need, and his schedule has become very busy.
“How is the lecture biz?” Zamyatin asks, dismissing the devil from the conversation.
"Terrific, actually. There is a shortage of nonpositive points of view,” Wakefield explains, “so it’s a seller’s
market. I’ve heard that corporations are even importing speakers from ex-communist countries where a
nonpositive perspective is the norm, correct me if I’m wrong. Unfortunately, you imports don’t speak English too
good and that makes it difficult for you to convey your bleak beliefs to a large audience. You could make a mint,
Ivan, if only you were more intelligible.”
Ivan is used to Wakefield’s provocations, but still he bristles.
“What’s wrong with my English? Anyway, no fat cats want to hear what I think: everything is shit. That’s
‘nonpositive’, okay, but you should also be happy anyway, and that’s optimism.” He turns away from Wakefield
and shouts,
“Beautiful bartenderess, two vodkas, if you wouldn’t mind!”
“Optimism,” Zamyatin continues, “was the official product of communism, but the people couldn’t eat
optimism, so they became pessimists. God forbid such a thing should happen in America! We produce enough to
feed everyone and we need pessimists to make us feel okay about not being hungry. Here are the vodkas!”
Zamyatin's English is evidently good enough to charm the bartendress, who has poured two huge shots. She
sets one on a napkin in front of Zamyatin and sloshes the other carelessly on Wakefield’s shirt. As she walks away
she wiggles her tiny blue-jeaned butt for the Russian and glares at Wakefield.
“It’s hell in herem” Wakefield remarks to her sympathetically, gesturing toward the crowd at the bar waving
money to get her attention. He wants her to like him.
“Hell’s okay if you can keep up with it,” she shouts back, pouring with both hands.
Ivan resumes the conversation.
“I met a man in my taxi today. He said he was a money manager, so I asked him where I should invest. He said
buy a place in the country with chickens and goats. Fill the basement with soup cans and toilet paper. I said that’s
just like Russia, I don’t live there anymore. In America everybody’s making money on the stocks. This country
believes in the future. He said it’s all a scam. A bubble.”
“It’s easy to make money in the market,” interjects a grungy person who’s been studying the jukebox. “All you
do is buy IPOs. I’m a musician and with the money I’ve made I’ve been buying instruments I only dreamed about
back in Ohio. I have two e-trade accounts and I’m rolling in it.”
‘Playing any music?” the vixen on the next bar stool asks, joining the discussion. She has a nose ring, a tongue
stud, floral tattoos up and down her bare arms, and a bursting sun on the back of her neck. “I’m making like six
hundred bucks a day on e-trades, but all I do now is sit at the bar and drink.”
“Me, too,” admits the musician, sitting next to her, “but at least I’ve got the instruments. When I stop trading,
I’ll play some gigs.” They begin comparing tattoos and their conversation becomes inaudible.
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“No pessimists here,” Wakefield whispers to Ivan, “they’ve got a future: drinking at the bar and planning
which body part to pierce next.”
“Meanwhile, they may fall in love, like me. I’m in love with the Beautiful Bartenderess!” Ivan bellows, kissing
his fingers and throwing the kiss her way. “People of the world, drop your schmaltziness.”
Wakefield suspects that “love” is dangerous. It makes people euphoric and delusional. Herman Melville wrote
something to the effect that the universe was formed in fright by an invisible sphere of dread. Then Walt Whitman
came along preaching brotherly love and New World optimism. They proposed these different visions of the
universe, and ever since, he thinks with some annoyance, we have believed one or the other. He imagines Melville
and Whitman bent over a crystal ball, watching at the moment of creation.
“Evil,” pronounces Melville.
“Love,” effuses Whitman.
Wakefield takes out his pen and scribbles this idea on a napkin. He’ll work it into his speech on “money and
poetry (with a detour in art),” a speech he hasn’t written yet, though he’ll deliver it in less than thirty hours. Ideas
always come to him randomly, from books, items in the newspaper, conversations overheard. “I belong to the Ted
Berrigan school of ‘I can’t wait to hear what I’m going to say next’” he tells the people who hire him to lecture.
Ted Berrigan was a New York poet and a genius talker who lived by a maxim attributed to another poet, Tristan
Tzara:
“All thinking is formed in the mouth.”
Zamyatin, meanwhile, is absorbed in watching two attractive women on the sidewalk studying a map. The
street is atmospherically lit by the old-fashioned gaslights the city has recently installed in the historic district.
“Can I help you?” he calls to them. “I’m a taximetrist!”
The women lay their map on the windowsill in front of Ivan. The rain has stopped.
“We want to know exactly where we are,” one of them says. “I think we may be lost.”
You’re tourists, thinks Wakefield, of course you’re lost. It’s your destiny. You’re part of a sad fin-de-siècle tribe
that wanders the world looking for an excuse to return home as soon as possible. You are a pox, a plague, an
obstructive cloud of locusts, a human wall of pot-bellies and dewlaps! Wakefield despises the actual creatures,
though without them he wouldn’t have a penny to his name; he’d be an office worker or an alcoholic slacker
playing the market. The paradox doesn’t bother him, though.
Zamyatin actually enjoys tourists. He likes everybody, except the police.
“You are at the best bar in the whole city,” Zamyatin tells them. “The martinis are incomparable, the people are
very friendly, with the exception of this man here. I’m his only friend, but don’t let that scare you. Come in and
have a drink and when we are finished I will give you a tour in my taxi. Where are you from?”
They name a large, industrial city in the gray middle of the country. Wakefield knows it well: they make tires
there, and plastic, and eat pork sausages and drink beer. The women accept Ivan’s invitation. They come in and
pull two stools over to the window.
“What are you writing?” one of them asks, picking up the napkin Wakefield’s been scribbling on. Ivan’s
beautiful bartendress brings the ladies martinis and gives the Russian a dirty look. Wakefield she ignores
completely.
“Mel., Whit., looking into cryst. ball,” the visitor reads from the napkin. “Who are they? Mel and Whit?”
“They are a couple of guys waiting for chicks!” chuckles Ivan.
The tourists laugh. They aren’t lost anymore, they are at home, in Zamyatin’s world. One of them folds the
map and puts it back in her purse.
“Our husbands are at the convention,” she explains to the gentlemen.
“Ah, the convention! There are three conventions in town right now. Dentists, geographers, and cardiologists.
Which one?” Ivan has been driving dentists, geographers, and heart doctors for three days.
“Dentists,” sparkles one woman, showing her perfect teeth. “We are dentists’ wives.” They look pleased. Being
dentists’ wives on vacation while their husbands are stuck in workshops discussing the latest advances in the
profession makes them happy. They are out at night in a lovely, historic city, the leaves are rustling in the darkly
scented sweet-olive trees, a golden statue of Joan of Arc is glowing in the park across the street, and a not
unattractive Russian guy is flattering them in a charming accent. Could anything be better?
Ivan shares their delight, but for Wakefield it’s not that simple. He imagines row upon row of dazzling white
teeth filling a large auditorium. He’s lecturing ironically about human evolution and tooth development. In the
beginning humanity had strong teeth and ate bark and roots. Then a chosen few grew fangs that pierced flesh.
There followed a long, dark period of cavities, infections, death. Medieval dentistry. Wooden teeth. Then the light:
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anesthetics, fillings, scrimshaw, braces, esthetics. In the future, he tells his audience, teeth will have computer
chips in them, analyzing diet, giving advice, e-mailing the dentist at the first sign of decay. He receives a standing
ovation.
“What’s love got to do, got to do with it,” Ivan sings along with the jukebox in his funny accent, and then he
answers: “Everything, my friends. I love the bartenderess! She will make me five babies!”
The Midwestern wives high-five him.
“And one of them will be a new Stalin,” quips Wakefield.
“In American parlance, you are a bringdown, Comrade Wakefield. When you are in love you know the truth,”
the Russian says grandly, basking in the adoration of the tourist ladies.
“You mean he’s a downer,” one of them giggles. Though Wakefield mostly tells himself everything, he won’t
admit that lately he has been feeling less skeptical about life. He’s been day-dreaming about working less and
reading more, about regular walks along the river, having the New York Times delivered, indulging in a sexual
adventure now and then. No wonder the Devil walked right in.
The dentists’ wives, warmed by the martinis, are glowing, casting a golden light that gleams off the barfly’s
nose ring, Zamyatin’s bald head, the gin bottle in the bartendress’s hand as it hovers over a martini glass.
Wakefield struggles not to feel optimistic. Optimism could wreck his career.
The beautiful bartendress, whose name is actually Mitch, cashes out, her shift over. She drapes herself on
Zamyatin’s lap. On cue, the two tourists down their martinis and stand up to leave.
“What about the tour?” pleads the Russian.
“Maybe some other time.” Their teeth gleam.
“Bye-bye, be sure to see everything,” mocks Mitch, waving the end of a braided pigtail.
“Mitchka,” Zamyatin intones, “don’t be jealous. I will tell you a story about Russian men. For ten years before
the end of communism, Russian men were becoming impotent. My friend at the Psychology Institute in Moscow
studied the problem. He discovered that the future made them so nervous they couldn’t perform. Only true love
could make them men again.”
“The future?” Mitch wiggles herself into a position of greater comfort. “I’m going to go back to school. I’m
making good money now, but what about when I’m old? I’m thinking of studying nursing. Or Web design. Ivan,
what did you do before you were a taxi driver?”
“I was an Arctic architect. Did you know that buildings in the tundra sink as much as five meters every year, so
every year the second floor becomes the first floor? Eventually, the top floor becomes the first floor and everyone
lives under the ground.”
“Didn’t Dostoevsky write something about that?” Wakefield feels the need to say, even though he knows it’s
lame. He’s annoyed by the lovebirds.
“Sad profession, architecture,” Zamyatin sighs. “Churches, sad. Big buildings, very sad. Official buildings,
sad, sad. Wolves don’t need architecture. Nature makes caves for them. Animals don’t build anything, except for
birds and rodents, and they make nests from whatever they can find.”
“Yeah, it’s like my apartment,” says Mitch. “I find things and I take them home, but I’ll have to move soon
because there is hardly any room for me anymore.” She whips her head around. One of her pigtails smacks
Wakefield on the neck, the other gets tangled in the Russian’s beard.
“Sorry.” She yanks her pigtail out of the scraggly salt-and-pepper beard and jumps to her feet.
“I’ve got to go wash up and get high,” she says matter-of-factly. “I’m in hot pursuit of the better person I know
I am when I’m high. Be right back.”
“Please don’t wash,” Ivan calls after her.
“That’ll be on your tombstone,” says Wakefield.
“You’re a tombstone,” says Zamyatin. “A ten-story one and sinking rapidly.” The ten-story tombstone reminds
Wakefield of something from the past, and he laughs.
“Do you remember the Swede?”
“Do I? I can still see that red beard up in the air every time I take a leak. Everybody talked to him, you know.
They confessed to him, like he was a freaky priest!”
Wakefield had met Zamyatin in the Arctic circle, at the research station at Outpost Mountain, where he’d been
sent to write a story for National Cartographic about the international team that spent six months there studying
the feasibility of living and building on ice. Zamyatin was one of two Russian architects, the fun one. The other
one was a tormented teetotaler who never spoke. Happily, Zamyatin made up for it by filling the endless Arctic
twilight with extravagant stories.
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At the onset of winter one of the team members, a Swedish meteorologist, died suddenly of a heart attack.
Only a week earlier his body might have been transported by air to Anchorage, but the winter storms had already
started and no planes could fly. At first they kept the dead Swede just outside one of the tents, wrapped in plastic,
but the wind tore the plastic away and nearly made off with the body. Then they slid the body into a sleeping bag,
secured it with nylon ropes, and staked them to the ice. The wind tore the sleeping bag and all the covers
thereafter, so the first man to make his way to the latrine every morning had to cover the red-bearded corpse
again. After a couple of weeks, they ran out of things to cover him with, so they just scraped away the snow every
few days, to keep him from disappearing.
Perhaps to reduce his creepiness, the remaining scientists created a playful mythology around the dead
meteorologist, who became, among other things, a kind of father confessor. It was not unusual to find one of them
carrying on an intimate conversation with the corpse, but then, of course, there was no need to whisper because
the wailing winds were loud enough to drown any human voice.
“The shit I told him I never told anyone!” Zanlyatin nods. “My roommate in the mental hospital was just about
as quiet as the Swede. I told him everything, too, but then the flicker came out his catatonia and ratted on me. No,
I really liked the Swede.”
Wakefield had also liked him. He’d had his moments with the body, addressing it with rambling monologues
about his wife (now ex-wife), Marianna. The Arctic night does funny things. He hadn’t found it all that strange to
sit there wrapped like a mummy in the swirling snow, telling all to a corpse. In fact, all his conversations during
those surreal months had been huge, epic, unequaled since. He and Zamyatin had spent twenty-hour stretches
discussing everything.
For all that talking, though, what he remembered most was the profound solitude of the Arctic. All their
millions of words fit in a thimble and vanished in the night.
The memory of those days lifts Wakefield’s spirits. I swear by the dead Swede’s red beard that I’ll get the
better of you, Beelzebub. The Devil’s weary face floats before his eyes and he knows, with a certainty born on the
spot, that his Satanic Majesty shares with him an inclination to loneliness.
*
By the time he leaves the bar, Wakefield is already feeling freer; the little nubs of vestigial wings are already
itching under the skin over his shoulder blades. All he needs to beat the Devil is some imagination. Of course,
imagination can be a problem in middle age. When he was a kid the Rimbaud faucet was on full blast;
possibilities poured out of it decked in colors like a dragon at Chinese New Year. At fifteen, imagination slunk
around like a mermaid in sequins with a sex of fire. But soon enough real bodies and sentiments got pasted onto
his fantasies like labels, and imagining began to feel foolish.
And now it’s as if he’s been given a sabbatical from the life he’d long believed he was living. He is free to
consider alternative lives. He decides to make a list of possibilities to exercise his wings.
1. What if …
2. Whatever happened to … He tries to think more specifically.
3. What if instead of her was her.
4. What if instead of here was there.
5. What if I wasn’t me.
6. What the hell does the Devil mean by that starter pistol?
His listing is interrupted by his cell phone, which, in this story, is never the starter pistol, though it is demonic.
He lets the caller leave a message, then takes it out of his pocket and looks at the caller ID. Zelda, his best exgirlfriend and travel agent. Zelda books the flights for his lecture tours. He calls her back but gets her machine.
He’s supposed to !eave for the Midwest the next afternoon.
Once upon a time Zelda and Wakefield dated, as they say. Sometimes they actually went out, but mostly they
stayed indoors because the relationship seemed cursed by unnaturally bad weather. Whenever they planned an
outing, a sudden rainstorm or an unusual wind would mess up her hair, tear off his hat, collapse the umbrella.
These events were so common that they called them WZ moments, after their initials. After the fiftieth WZ
moment, the joke got old.
Zelda was then an associate professor of anthropology, and about the time the joke got old, her studies took her
to Siberia. There she met a young shaman, the youngest member of the Shaman Union, formed after the collapse
of the Soviet one. He had magical powers, as real shamans do, one of which infused Zelda with an irresistible
crush. She decided to stay on in Siberia, where the weather was surprisingly better than it had been on any of
Wakefield’s dates with her. One day she returned, heartbroken. Her shaman boy-lover had been lost hunting alone.
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His body was never found, but Zelda received psychic messages from him. One of these instructed her never to
resume a romantic relationship with Wakefield.
Zelda wrote an account of her Siberian adventure that was rejected by every academic publication she offered
it to, even though she tried her best to keep the “paranormal” references to a minimum. She was denied tenure at
the university because of her long absence and failure to publish. Zelda took this not entirely unexpected outcome
in stride, and on the counsel of her ghostly lover, she purged the essay of academic jargon and published it as a
paperback for popular consumption. The book was a best-seller. With the profits Zelda opened Crossroads Travel,
and cultivated a select clientele of people interested in traveling to places where magic is still practiced.
Crossroads Travel advertised only in New Age publications and several cable networks featured programs with
Zelda in exotic locales, communing with loin-clothed pygmies or saffron-robed monks.
Wakefield never took her special tours, but Zelda booked all his professional flights, which were mostly to
very ordinary places. This service, which could have been performed by any travel agent, came with an
educational component, however. For instance, when Wakefield complained that he didn’t get enough exercise
because he flew too much, Zelda gently lectured him.
“You have to change your perspective on everything, especially flying. Flying is your dharma, your karma, but
it can also be your yoga. When it rained and stormed on us all the time, it was because of our inattention. I am
normally a very observant person, but something happened when I was with you. I lost my edge; everything
looked blurry like I wasn’t wearing my glasses. You always were the absentminded type, which was charming for
a while, but was annoying as hell when you stopped wearing your glasses. You also snore. Anyway, when both of
us became inattentive, the universe responded with bad weather.”
Wakefield listened to this analysis with growing astonishment until he had to interrupt.
“But Zelda, why in God’s name would the universe care about us in such an … attentive way? Rain and wind
drench and smack everybody! Do you mean to say that all the innocent bystanders to our moments were victims
of this … attention … by the universe?”
Wakefield rarely invoked God, but it seemed appropriate.
“I can't explain this, Wakefield,” she said impatiently, “but I’m convinced that the only way for you to become
more focused and more observant is to be confined in a small place with a narrow field of vision, where you can’t
move very much and have limited opportunities to complain, a place where you can go deeply into yourself and
think beyond your usual parameters. If you just learn some simple breathing exercises and some minimal physical
ones, you will evolve so fast it will scare you. That airplane seat is your yoga mat, Wakefield. Flying can be your
yoga practice. Now let me teach you some breathing exercises.”
Wakefield had declined her offer and left her office in irritation. It started raining as soon as he was out the
door. He arrived home soaked. After a few drinks and a long phone conversation with Ivan “Reality Check”
Zamyatin, he decided to give Zelda another chance. The truth was that she was efficient, she knew his
preferences, she had all his frequent flier numbers on file, and she took care of rental cars, hotels, and whatever
else he needed. He was too lazy to start over with someone else.
So he invited her over one evening to begin his lessons. Zelda arrived wearing leotard and tights under her
long coat. She sat in the lotus position, and Wakefield sat awkwardly cross-legged. She made him pretend that he
was in an airplane seat, though he had never met such a full-bosomed noisily breathing yogin on any airplane. No
matter. He closed his eyes and listened. He held his breath and counted, exhaled and pretended to relax, visualized
a bright lotus flower on top of his head, slowed his heartbeat (or thought he had), followed the path of his breath
through his entire body including his toes, let the light into his belly button, and generally obeyed every syllable
of Zelda's instruction, hearing at the same time a familiar sound of sexual excitement that made its (surely)
unconscious way between her syllables. He even tried (unsuccessfully) to temper his erection. His penis had never
been a very good student.
Surprisingly, Zelda’s teaching was not wasted. Wakefield practiced on his next flight and the one after that.
Soon he no longer felt embarrassed: he let his breaths in and out, he moved his body in small, often imperceptible
ways, and started believing in this flying yoga. It helped, it helped a lot. He did become more attentive, more
careful, more responsive to the world around him, and not only when he was flying. He was grateful to Zelda and
wouldn’t dream of replacing her with an ordinary travel agent. He wouldn’t mind sleeping with her, for that
matter.
That was out of the question, however. Ever evolving, Zelda had become a dedicated “sapphist,” as Ivan was
wont to call lesbians. Her life partner was a beautiful but icy specialist in infectious diseases at the city’s
university hospital. Together they traveled to spiritual sites and wretched parts of the world where the rarest
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infectious diseases rage.
*
When Zelda calls back, he answers the phone.
“Take something warm,” Zelda says. “It’s twenty degrees and snowing up there. Do you even have a heavy
coat?” she nags.
Wakefield waits for her to quiz him about why he is going to a town called Typical, what the job is. When she
doesn’t ask, he volunteers.
“I’m going to Typical to speak about money and poetry and art to the biggest tech corp in the world.” Zelda
laughs.
“What the hell do you know about money, Wakefield?”
“I know a lot about art and I’m poetry in motion.”
“You don’t know a thing about anything. But you do know how to fake it. I guess that’s your art. Too bad the
pay is so mediocre. For such a great gift, I mean.”
“Okay, Zelda, you’ve had your fun. Just give me the flight info, please.”
While she brings it up on the computer, he listens to her breathing. He imagines her breath descending down
her throat, rounding her breasts, filling her Catholic-flamed heart, hurtling down her flat tummy, funneling to her
pubis. He hears the voice of her red-haired assistant answering another line, “Crossroads Travel. How can I help
you?” and he feels cozily enveloped by an odd kind of domesticity, achieved by phone.
“Remember to breathe, Wakefield. We have a deal,” Zelda reminds him, and the word deal evaporates his cozy
reverie. Well, yes.
Wakefield has made a lot of deals, and now he’s made the Big Deal. Suddenly he feels dizzy.
*
The Devil is lying at an angle on the roof of the cathedral, playing hooky from an “important” meeting. There’s
been an annoying increase in demonic meetings lately, and he can’t stand the din of loud-mouth upstart devils
making huge deals out of all kinds of crap. The Internet? Who carcs? He’s had Internet since the beginning of
time and it doesn’t bother him in the least that humans use it now. They’ll never get up to the speed of thought; no
matter how fancy their technology gets.
He lazily scans the airwaves and picks up Wakefield and Zelda’s phone conversation almost by accident. It
worries him. Maybe he’s made a deal with a shell, without touching the nut inside. An unshelled chestnut is a
favorite symbolic object for the Devil, a lesson, really, about the mistakes even experienced demons can make.
You mistake the wrapping for the entire package and then, surprise, the shell falls away and the innocent shiny nut
emerges.
The whole point of making deals is to harvest souls that are no longer innocent. The payoff is the twisted
object the world has made of a person. That’s the art he collects. When he hears Zelda tell Wakefield, “Remember
to breathe,” a drop of cold sweat drips from between his horns and lands on his furry belly. If Wakefield hasn’t yet
learned to breathe, he may be unborn as well, innocent.
The Devil wipes his belly with his triple-jointed fingers and thinks for a moment about turning them into a
long-barreled pistol and firing the starting shot. It would be so easy. Wakefield would see a brick fly out of the
wall and land with a loud bang at his feet. Or on his feet. There would be no mistaking it. In a panic, he’d begin
the race against time.
No, not yet, thinks the Devil, let him stew a while longer. Let him think he’ll get the better of me. There is no
way a fresh new creature shiny with the foam of innocence and transcendent irony is going to emerge from a
middle-aged motivational speaker. Never happened before.
The Devil grabs a passing leaf and puts it to his lips. He whistles through it: “I Did It My Way.” A street
painter looks up to see who’s whistling. The leaf drops on his head.
*
Crossroads.
Wakefield will find the crossroads and then take another direction. If he’d engaged the services of a shaman
before Zelda left for Siberia to find her own, he might have improved the weather and saved their relationship.
The thought makes him giddy. He could wave a magic wand of amnesia over Zelda and go back in time.
He picks up Zelda after her class at the college. They sit outdoors at their favorite restaurant. Not a cloud in the
sky. Over rigatoni he hands her a ring. The ring doesn’t fall into the noodles. They walk arm in arm to an afterdinner place for an after-dinner drink. Not a breeze. Nothing ruffles Zelda’s shoulder-length tresses. His hat and
tie stay on. They drink on the terrace. The stars appear, undimmed by city lights or clouds. The sickle moon stays
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screwed to its velvet pillow. They speak to each other clearly, lazily; no sudden gust of wind snatches syllables
away, no cloud bursts on their conversation. They get married and sit on the porch of their little farmhouse,
watching their plump baby sleep in his cradle. All is still. A rooster crows in the next village. A dog barks.
He feels himself gag. What schmaltz! It’s ridiculous, the road not taken. Corny. And impossible. Whatever
happens now will happen for the first time, and whatever choices I make will be the road taken, period. I’ll never
know if one way is “truer” than another.
*
The Devil is enjoying himself enormously.
2
In a large airport half way to Typical, Wakefield is looking to juice up his laptop computer. All around are
others like him. There’s one now, a little man with a goatee. His eyes roam greedily around the concourse,
searching. Then he takes a few determined steps forward, then a leap, and he’s there! He crouches, he grins, he
opens his shoulder bag, and out come his cords. He plops down on his knees and plugs in his laptop and his cell
phone. The devices begin to glow. He closes his eyes. Silence! The vampire is feeding.
He’s not alone for long. A young woman approaches swiftly. She acknowledges the other curtly, drops down,
and pulls out her own vampiric implements.
That’s it for this particular feeding station: the outlets are full. Other vampires pass, disappointed. They’ve
come too late. Feeding stations are few and far between. Vampires often must roam the length and breadth of an
airport before they find a place to feed.
Wakefield keeps hunting. An inconsiderate lamia\fn{ Sorceress} is using six outlets for as many devices. She’s
watching a DVD, oblivious to the world, the juice flowing through her. Wakefield curses her and moves on. At
last he spots an outlet under a dangerous-looking sculpture of something vaguely aeronautic. He leaps to it, his
cord is out in a flash, he’s in. He checks the glow light on his laptop.
It’s dark. Egads! It’s a dead station! He looks around, momentarily disoriented by a sudden drop in his blood
sugar level. He sees another vampire grinning at him. That one knew! He tried it and failed and now he is
delighting in Wakefield’s distress. Wakefield yanks the cord out roughly and resumes roaming, giving his
cocreature the evil eye. You’d think our common need would give us compassion, but sympathy does not plague
the individualistic, hungry beasts of the computer age. We don’t share juice.
Finally, at a deserted gate dangerously far from his connecting flight, he is able to feed. The moment he plugs
in, he can feel the lifeblood flowing into his chips. He dials a faraway place and the juice lets him hear the
messages in his mailbox. Ex-wife, agent, attorney, Ivan. The icons light up on his desktop, e-mail invites him to
grow his penis, enlarge his breasts, refinance his house. All is well in the world. Vampires pass by, hungry, needy,
jealous. Let them pass. He has a full hour before boarding.
Suddenly Wakefield remembers a downside of his deal with the Devil. In his year of grace, nobody’ll notice
that he’s gone. How could that ever have seemed attractive to him? If nobody misses you, you might as well be
dead. Wasn’t that partly why the other Wakefield, the man in Hawthorne’s short story, left home? To see if he
would be missed? It was vanity; the guy wanted to feel important.
Wakefield hugs his laptop, squeezes the cell phone in his pocket, hard. Lord, protect me from what I want. I
never want to hear that starter pistol.
At home, Wakefield is master of his universe. Away from home, he’s just a frequent flier, an anonymous
drudge, a … chronically—What? Here’s an announcement. His flight has been delayed, he’s adrift among the
hurrying, inconsiderate, demanding, pushy, self-absorbed crowd. No one sees him; everyone is talking on cell
phones, blindly pacing. He sends Zelda a bombastic e-mail:
“Your familiars have failed. I’m stuck in the middle of nowhere!”
When the flight is finally called, he finds he’s in a middle seat, squeezed between a large woman and a larger
man. Their flesh spills over and under the armrests. By American standards, they aren’t all that fat, but Wakefield
prides himself on staying trim and abhors gluttons. He trembles as their tentacular flesh adheres to his sweater,
sending unwelcome heat through the knit.
After takeoff the man turns on his laptop and a pie chart appears on the screen. Wakefield crosses his arms, but
the man’s elbow reaches past the armrest and pokes him. The woman shifts her thigh next to his, absorbing his
leg. Americans get larger, the seats get smaller, it’s demonic, seethes Wakefield. Blue-jean manufacturers have
figured out that the average American bottom has grown considerably, so why can’t the airlines?
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Wakefield does the deep breathing Zelda taught him, trying to relax, then escapes into his book. He carries
Mark Twain’s Innocents Abroad on all his trips for precisely this purppse. In the 1860s Twain went with one of
the first organized group tours of Americans to Europe, Egypt, and the Holy Land, traveling by steamship and
telegraphing his reports back to an American newspaper. Tourists, who live by guidebooks rather than by their
senses, received their first entomological analysis at his hands. He nailed the pathos of tourism in its early bloom.
Travelers’ conveyances in Twain’s time were at least more comfortable than your average commercial airplane.
The same grinch that has made it possible to work anytime and anywhere via electronics has also been quietly
shrinking personal space. Wakefield sinks ever smaller in his middle seat, balancing the paperback on his knees,
but there is no escape from the waves of neighboring flesh. They keep coming, a surf of fat beating against the
tender shores of his body. There is an active geometry of evil at work: while airplane seats are miniaturized,
airport terminals expand to the size of cathedrals. Walking from the ticket counter to the gate has become a
lengthy pilgrimage through soaring atriums and mighty temples of commerce, as if the space taken out of aircraft
has been added to the airports themselves, just as nutrients flow at an ever increasing rate from animals and plants
into the mouths of greedy humans.
The simultaneous machinery of gluttony and greed works to sacrifice the individual to corporate ego,
imprisoning the body in a cell of fat, and every inch stolen from the body’s ease ends up in corporate space. Once,
there were luxurious staterooms on ships, lovely sleeping cars on trains, and airships with elegant lounges where
thin women conversed with handsome men, sipping cocktails from crystal glasses. Travel itself was an enviable
adventure, though of course only the wealthy could travel. The ungainly masses stayed home. What happened?
When did change come? That’s a no-brainer, thinks Wakefield. Two world wars redesigned trains, airplanes, and
ships to efficiently transport soldiers, weapons, and prisoners. Efficiency became the ideal of design, and
increased profit its overarching peace-time goal.
Wakefield has the creepy feeling that this room hurding through the sky at thirty-seven thousand feet is
zooming toward a reality that will soon make his complaints completely trivial. The future, close as it always is,
cannot be known, but Wakefield, listening with one ear cocked for the sound of the Devil’s starter pistol, can hear
it whispering.
*
The lights of the runway blink feebly on the vast, dark prairie. The plane touches down near a frozen lake.
Wakefield has arrived in Typical, headquarters of The Company, the largest purveyor of software on the planet.
He is met in the terminal by Maggie, a Company representative and his escort for the next few days. She’s blueeyed and friendly, wrapped in an ankle-length coat, and her hand is warm from being cuddled by a mitten.
Wakefield shakes it firmly and follows her to the parking garage. The wind blows fresh snow around, but
Wakefield feels warm enough in his sweater, vintage overcoat, and the broad-brimmed felt hat he thinks makes
him look like a gangster.
Maggie’s ice-encrusted sport utility vehicle pushes dreamily across the white prairie. She hands him his
schedule. Tonight is free. Noon tomorrow, lunch with corporate muckety-mucks; 8 P.M., speech: “Money and
Poetry (with a detour in Art).” Next day: lunch at restaurant with more muckety-mucks, early afternoon visit to
Company headquarters, flight out that evening. He’s gripped by déjà vu. How many Maggies have handed him
this same schedule over the years?
The hotel looks like a Bavarian castle; there is tinsel on the doorman’s cap, shiny red apples in a bowl at the
front desk; the phone booths are gothic confessionals strung with little white lights. People with name tags on
their jackets mill about the lobby, some wearing Santa Claus hats. Maggie tells Wakefield she’ll wait while he
goes up to his room, and then they can have a drink “or something”.
He drops his bag on the king-size bed, looks out the window at his view: nice parking lot, a solid mass of
snow-covered SUVs; then he inspects the bathroom: big bathtub, good. There is nothing like a long bath, hot
toddy in hand, while it snows outside; that’s his idea of heaven. A hunting dog drags a duck by one wing in the
print over the bed. Wakefield splashes some water on his face and goes downstairs to meet Maggie.
Maggie is feeling festive, so they head straight to the hotel bar. Wakefield orders a hot toddy for himself and a
German beer for Maggie. She drapes her coat on the back of the chair, revealing a sweater adorned by reindeer
that appear to run across her breasts.
Wakefield can’t help but look; Maggie looks at him looking. Cheers. At a neighboring table, men wearing plaid
shirts and women in bright Maggie-style sweaters are talking about Marilyn Monroe. Her breasts, one of them is
saying, were actually augmented with implants. Marilyn was a guinea pig for the emerging bosom-enhancement
industry, and also its patron saint. Then there is some technical talk about nipples, artificial and otherwise.
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“It’s the Breast Pump Convention,” Maggie whispers, leaning closer to Wakefield, as if his just looking at her
breasts created this synchronicity. For a moment Wakefield panics.
“God, I’m not their speaker, am I?”
“You’re not,” Maggie reassures him.
His panic subsides. Sometimes he gets confused. So many talks, so many towns. No matter where you go these
days, you can’t get away from a convention. He makes a living from them, but he’s feeling like flotsam atop an
ever growing wave. Even small towns are building vast convention centers for professional meetings that get
larger and larger. There are more and more professionals, needing bigger and bigger spaces and more and more
speakers. Professionals subdivide into more professionals as their fields of expertise grow, specialize, and divide
like honeycombs.
“It’s not unlike breasts,” he mumbles.
“What’s not unlike breasts?”
Wakefield can’t quite explain. Breasts get larger, domed convention halls inflate in city centers, there is an
analogy, albeit tenuous. Eventually, there has to be an end to the inflation. If breasts get too big, their owners
topple. If there are too many convention halls, they will one day be empty. There must be an end to the generation
of new professionals, and when that end comes, there will have to be new uses for the convention centers. They
will become prisons or gladiator arenas or spaceships. Hopeless. Maggie’s question still hangs in the air.
“Confusion, never mind. My bad. I just wanted to say ‘breasts’: I find that it calms me. I have nightmares
where I’m speaking confidently before thousands of people and suddenly I realize that I’m naked, but what’s
really weird is I have … breasts. So I say ‘breasts’ to myself to dispel my anxiety.” He tells Maggie about the time
he reeived a phone call from someone who asked him to speak at the annual meeting of the Fire Sprinkler
Association of America. He thought it was a joke at first. “Sure,” he said, “I’ll do it for twenty-five thousand
dollars.” There was a pause. “We can’t afford that,” the fire sprinkler voice said. “We only have fifteen thousand
in the budget.”
Three months later he faced a room full of fire sprinkler salesmen and spoke for an hour on fire extinguishers.
His audience was deeply offended by the misunderstanding, but that wasn’t the worst of it. He had gone on at
length about the Shirtwaist fire in New York, where dozens of immigrant girls perished for lack of fire
extinguishers, or sprinklers, for that matter, and how the tragedy brought about the formation of the first garment
workers’ union. There was no applause after his speech, and several tough-looking guys appeared to be waiting
for him at the exit.
“What did I do wrong?” he whispered to the woman who handed him a check and ushered him quickly out an
emergency exit.
“There are two Fire Sprinkler Associations,” she hissed, pushing him out the door. “This one represents the
nonunion shops!”
Maggie laughs uproariously, then looks at him with amused sympathy, her laughter still echoing through the
room.
“Incidentally, what’s a breast pump convention doing in this Company town? Are all the geeks lactating?”
“Good question. My guess is that our CEO is interested in the subject, we may be designing software. We
design software for everything else. We’ve already redesigned most of the people who work here.”
Wakefield shudders. Growing domes and breasts is one thing. A redesigned person is something else. He
wonders what’s inside Maggie.
After two hot toddies Wakefield feels that he could easily give a great speech to the breast pump
conventioneers, no problem. Maggie is radiating motherly warmth, it’s still snowing outside, and discreetly pipedin Christmas carols have suffused everything with heavenly peace. Wakefield is hungry. Maggie directs him to a
table laden with free happy-hour food and Wakefield comes back with paper plates full of chili-cheese fries, little
sausages, and buffalo chicken wings swimming in red barbeque sauce.
“America, land of plenty. My friend Zamyatin always says that if Russians ever found out about America’s
happy hours, they would invade and eat everything without stopping.”
Free food is not prudent, Zamyatin would say, shaking his head. When he first emigrated, Zamyatin had lived
by necessity on three American institutions: happy-hour bar food, late-night bar food (things floating in jars
behind the bar, pickled eggs, marinated pigs’ feet, salted peanuts, that sort of thing), and all-you-can-eat buffets.
The institution of the buffet elicited his most lyrical effusions.
“Imagine please,” he exulted, “the buffet! Hordes of my countrymen hiding in the bushes while one buys a
buffet ticket! Soon, the buffet is all gone and the bushes are full of bones and corncobs and everybody is patting
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their stomachs, singing, snoring, and fucking! Food! Food!”
When Maggie and Wakefield stroll back to her car, full of cheese fries and good feelings, it’s still snowing. The
darkness is pierced only by the bright signs of the 24-hour supermarket and the fast-food places, which glow
through swirling flakes. An interstate highway runs past the hotel to other Midwestern towns, towns that have
risen out of the cornfields and become home to corporations looking for a way out of cities. Maggie’s talked him
into going to a party. Wakefield thinks of his anonymous room with the minibar and the bathtub and maybe softcore porn on TV and regrets having accepted. On the other hand, he has a buzz on and he feels very at ease in
Maggie’s company.
The car radio reports a multiple-vehicle pileup on the interstate, and more snow is predicted.
“Do you mind if we stop to check on my daughter before we go to the party?” Maggie asks. “My aunt Greta is
babysitting, and she tends to fall asleep early.” Wakefield doesn’t mind.
Maggie's little house is a friendly jumble of toys, clothes, and books. Disney dialogue from a big TV fills the
living room and two shaggy dogs leap on Wakefield. A small girl with a mop of blond hair is sucking her thumb at
one end of a couch, absorbed by the cartoon, and an elderly woman is snoring at the other end. Maggie kisses the
child, who never takes her eyes off the screen, then drags the dogs off Wakefield. The introductions are brief;
Aunt Greta quickly resumes snoring. Wakefield sees stairs leading to a second story or an attic, and though he
feels with some certainty that there isn’t a husband or boyfriend, he gets ready to shake another hand, just in case.
“There hasn’t been a man here in six years. It’s quite nice. We are very, very happy,” Maggie laughs.
As they drive away, Maggie tells him a little more about Typical. Soon after The Company moved here, the
city commissioned a sculpture of the “Typical Family” to be erected in the town square.
“The funny thing is,” Maggie tells him, “the divorce rate in Typical was pretty average before The Company
came, and the arrival of The Company didn’t really change that, but the city council got all disturbed about how
we were going to lose our small-town ‘family values’ if we didn’t do something to show them off.”
So the city organized a competition, and a sculptor from a nearby university won the commission. She showed
the elders sketches of an upright typical family. The sculptor sculpted hidden away in her studio and the marble
monument was installed, draped in a heavy canvas sheet, the night before the dedication ceremony. The next day
the whole town gathered for a celebratory parade: there was a festive float for guests of honor, a military color
guard, the Typical High School marching band, cheerleaders, hot dogs, cotton candy, and lemonade. Even the
CEO of The Company was there, though he lives mostly on his corporate jet.
The band played, the city manager shook hands with the sculptor, who wore an unusual paper dress made from
back issues of the Typical Ledger, and the sculpture was unveiled by the town’s and the Midwest’s oldest veteran,
Maggie’s one-hundred-and-three-year-old grandfather, who, as it happened, was blind. When the canvas fell
away, the citizens gasped. The Typical Family consisted of a naked mother nursing a baby with a naked pubescent
girl child standing at her side. There was no father figure, no protector, no Man. Maggie’s grandfather, thinking
that the gasp of horror had something to do with the quality of his work, kept pulling at the cord attached to the
fallen sheet until he collapsed. He lay in a coma for three days, then died.
The scandal was complete. The Ledger editorialized:
The “artist” has taken advantage of our trust. A family of naked women with an absent father may be typical in the
rest of America, but not in Typical! We should remove this offense immediately, or demand that the sculptress add a
man and decently clothe the mother and children.

The death of Maggie’s grandfather was seen as a judgment:
It is no coincidence that the oldest living veteran in the Midwest was struck dead at the moment of the outrage.
This is a world we do not wish to live in.

But other citizens of Typical, including Maggie, thought the sculpture was beautiful and appropriate. She
laughed at the newspaper’s maudlin connection of the death of her grandfather, who’d had six wives and went to
prison for a few years for killing one of them, to the statue, innocent by comparison. There were demonstrations
and counterdemonstrations. Maggie, together with a dozen single mothers, protested that the statue stay as it was.
Church groups, roused to action, picketed the monument every day, singing hymns and carrying placards that read
Daddy Come Home! Someone spray-painted a bra on the mother and a dress on the girl. They even diapered the
baby. The Typical Family became a cause celebre that even made the national news. Finally the city sent a
bulldozer in one night to destroy the sculpture, in the process killing a teenager who was sitting beneath it
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drinking a beer.
The sacrifice of the boy sobered everyone. The sculptor, entirely on her own initiative, made a new statue,
adding a likeness of the boy, a man in a suit, who looked like a salesman, and clothing the mother and the girl.
The baby remained naked, as did the breast she suckled. The controversy might have faded but for the vandalism
that followed. Almost every night, the monument was attacked: the father’s foot broken off, one of his eyes
scooped out, the mother’s breasts hammered, the child’s nose chiseled.
“I know who was doing it,” Maggie tells Wakefield, who by now is fascinated by this uncommonly rich
allegory. “Friends of the dead boy, teenagers. They stayed true to the realism. None of them have fathers at
home.”
The Typical Family was eventually removed by the city fathers, and everyone pretended not to notice. Now
only the pediment remains, covered with snow, surrounded by new landscaping. Maggie points it out in the cold
blue moonlight.
“I find it extraordinary that nobody checked the sculptor’s progress before the unveiling,” wonders Wakefield.
“Small-town trust”—Maggie smiles—“or fear of art. Pick one. They either trusted her to do as she said or felt
checking up on an ‘artist’ would be crude. Artists carry a certain aura, folks are superstitious about them … they
are still sacred beasts, unpredictable. They would have never authorized an abstract sculpture, but figures, well,
they’ve got to be okay.”
Wakefield is enjoying himself: He considers, as part of his inventory of alternatives, living here with Maggie in
the Midwest: he could work for The Company, go to happy hour at the hotel bar, shovel the snow from the
driveway, and play the part of the father figure. It’s a soothing vision. But he stops short. What would the Devil
think of that? Wakefield hears the Devil laughing.
“This is what you got me out of bed for? I’m supposed to give you a reprieve for becoming a frigging cliché?
If suburban bliss was the “authentic life” I’d never collect anybody. There are millions of normals out there, all of
them “authentic”: I don’t even deal with them, we’ve got cleaning crews for their kind, they scoop them up by the
millions. There’s even been some discussion about cutting down costs by giving them all a virus at the same time,
instead of individual heart attacks. Those cost money!”
The Devil’s indignation is not lost on Wakefield. Still, this would be his, Wakefield’s, idea of “authenticity,” a
choice he would make deliberately. In any case, it’s academic. He hasn’t heard the starter pistol yet. The deal
didn’t include saying, Sorry, I’ve already found the life I want, I’m staying put.
*
The car crunches over ice, glides over snowbanks, and slides into a parking lot behind a windowless brick
building shaking with loud music. When they step out, it feels like thirty below zero, the same temperature as
Wakefield’s anxiety. He’s sure that something nasty waits for him inside.
“This is the old high school,” Maggie explains. “After the building was abandoned it was taken over by
artists.” She pushes the door open and they find themselves in a smoky auditorium full of people dancing to a
bluegrass band.
It’s frigid inside, yet in one corner there is a woman in lingerie posing on a shabby couch, seemingly
impervious to the cold. Another woman is sketching her, and drawings of the same woman in lingerie on a shabby
couch cover the walls. Wakefield peers over the shoulder of the sketcher at her sketch.
“All these yours?” He nods toward the walls.
“Yup.”
“They remind me of the covers of old detective novels.”
“Bingo!” The woman stops sketching, offers him a charcoal-covered hand. “Noir. It’s my name.” She gestures
to the model, who shifts lazily and reaches for a cigarette still smoldering in an ashtray on the floor. “Rose, my
model.”
Wakefield sees Maggie huddled with a tall ballerina in a red tutu and fur slippers. The band gets louder,
feedback upchucks through the speakers, and Wakefield’s anxiety spikes. This demonstration of artistic life in the
middle of nowhere is typical of every small town these days: the need to flaut a difference has spilled over into
something beyond the family. Does the Devil make them do it? The Devil is easily bored, but what could he really
have against so-called normality?
The “normal” family is, after all, the source of what the Devil enjoys most: anxiety, mental illness, violence,
evil thoughts, fear, and social unrest. What the Devil hates are attempts to escape the quotidian horror of
ordinariness. These escapes into art, into otherness, must give him headaches because they might, just might, lead
to innocence. Neither he nor Wakefield believes that this particular exercise of esthetic difference is going to
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transcend anything. But before the sneer has time to settle on Wakefield’s face, everyone’s holding a lantern, a
flashlight, or a candle, and Maggie motions him to join her at the front of the line with the ballerina.
Behind the stage a creaky medieval-looking door slides open, and the procession files into a small room. The
light of the candles, lanterns, and flashlights illuminates what appears to be an old-fashioned electric chair: the
ballerina sits on the chair and snaps a blinding Polaroid of herself. Maggie attaches a collander-like contraption
with dangling wires to the ballerina’s head, and in the light of the second Polaroid flash, Wakefield notices that the
ballerina is wearing nothing under the tutu and she is shivering, from either the cold or her mock electrocution.
The crowd claps and cheers, and they all move on to another room, where a long dining table is heaped with
platters of eyeballs and guts. A chant begins and the nearly naked ballerina crawls into a coffin. Her friends dump
the guts and eyeballs on top of her. More Polaroids. They journey on, crawling sometimes, through other
chambers furnished with procrustean beds and iron maidens, through a ghost-filled swamp, through a gallery of
life-size statues of serial killers (“Most of them come from the Midwest,” Maggie explains). Wakefield trails the
flashing Polaroid and rustling red tutu, and knows for certain that the photos will be duly displayed in a soon-tobe-mounted art exhibit at City Hall, the same City Hall from which the Company manager responsible for the
sculpture fiasco has retired, making way for a dynamic young politician who has the initiative to, among other
things, mount art shows in the halls of government in the hope of stimulating tourism in connection with the
famed Typical Family debacle. And thus, Wakefield reflects, the Republic moves forward.
If you’ve lived a long time like the Devil has, or a short but welI-read time like Wakefield has, you, too, might
be made queasy by such kitsch. If you’ve seen the, let’s say, real Inquisition and had fresh eyeballs full of genuine
fear garnishing your plate of brain tartare, or if you’ve studied Baroque depictions of the suffering of martyrs in
the museums of Europe, this kind of display would certainly embarrass you. The genuine item, or the “authentic”
if you like, never descends to the level of self-parody and kitsch.
But this is a special time in History. These are the days when the President’s penis stars on television every
evening, a celebrity in its own right. It takes a lot to make shocking art when everyone, including the political
leader of the greatest nation on earth, has become an artist. An artist who uses nothing more or less than his own
dick! The philistines declare, of course, that the President is an accidental artist, or perhaps only a medium for the
artistic ambitions of others, but be that as it may, there it is! The Presidential penis itself, not in the symbolic form
of a scepter, or as the prayed-for virile instrument of a king, but as a dick, pure and simple, has joined a gallery of
celebrity dicks caught in the glare of publicity!
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Marcel Duchamp\fn{ French artist (1887- )} shocked the art world with
a urinal, and claimed that bicycles and sewing machines were art because they were simple but one couldn’t make
them at home. How true. The public is interested in the President’s penis, Wakefield speculates, because it is
simple, and there is only one President. And yet, there is a penis in every home (well, in nearly every home,
excepting the norm), but the home penis is sub rosa, not a celebrity. Fashion designers, who invented
supermodels, are using musicians and actors in their advertising more and more. Self-starvation, cheaply available
heroin, and digital cameras can make anyone look like a supermodel, and the market cries out for something
different, for something that, as Duchamp stipulated, cannot be made at home. Musicians and actors possess that
something, namely talent. And the President, whatever one might say about him, is a talented man, a unique and
powerful personage whose penis is a powerful and instantly comprehensible statement.
The problem with this artlike spasm in Typical is that it’s so “artsy:” so contrived, so gende. These people
probably don’t even believe in the Devil, thinks Wakefield. They think he’s just a Halloween costume for the kids.
When the procession returns from the tour of grotesque chambers, the lingerie model, who had not joined them, is
smoking a cigarette on the stage, chatting up the guitarist, who gazes unabashedly between her legs, proving to
Wakefield that the only constant currency is sex. But not even sex, he corrects himsel£ The promise of sex, for the
sake of which you will buy something, do something, sacrifice something. Sex is the reward of earning power, of
sophistication, of understanding Art.
Now, just when it seems that there might be an end to the evening, there’s more. The procession has only been
leading up to a campy wedding. The bride is wearing a blood-stained wedding dress, the groom a knife-punctured
tuxedo and a top hat with an arrow stuck through it, and both bride and groom are male. An official wearing a
prison jumpsuit and holding a staff crowned by a monkey head intones:
“I now pronounce you husband and wife, please take turns.” Maggie gives away the bride.
“Take her. Please,” she says.
Wakefield is not amused. It is all so sweetly pop and wholesome, this transgendering in mid-America. He
knows that most of the folks fooling around here tonight will be in his audience at The Company tomorrow. The
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Company encourages “creativity” and tolerance: one can take one’s partner to the Christmas party, and samegender couples can kiss at midnight on New Year’s Eve. Wakefield will speak to them about money and poetry
(with a detour in art), he will be paid, then he will fly to a big city to make another speech with the same tide but,
hopefully, different content. After that he is supposed to go west for a rather more mysterious gig. His agent
received a request from a Western art collector for Wakefield’s presence. The agent reported that this collector
would pay his fee simply for being at a party. He signals Maggie, who’s seated on the bride’s lap drinking red
wine from a bottle, his desire to leave this party. She jumps off, bottle still in hand, and walks toward him.
“Maggie,” he asks in the car, pronouncing her name for the first time, “who decorated all those torture
chambers?” Maggie laughs.
“The Jaycees. That’s their Halloween haunted house. The rest of the year it’s a playhouse for the artists who
have studio spaces in the building.”
Wakefield isn’t paying attention to the answer: he’s thinking, Will I have sex with Maggie? It’s an important
question because the answer might determine the shape of things to come. On the one hand, he’s attracted and
thinks the feeling is mutual. On the other hand, he feels none of the enthusiasm that Ivan Zamyatin would bring to
such an encounter. For Zamyatin the opportunity would be accompanied by childlike curiosity and genuine
warmth. Without those ingredients, Wakefield feels some disingenuousness. He can imagine very well Maggie’s
generous body and the comfort he might find in it, the weight of her breasts on his chest and the pulse of her. It’s a
thought he’s sure she must share because she turns on the car radio, as if to banish it, and a song on the oldies
station illustrates his dilemma. It’s the Clash’s “Should I Stay or Should I Go?”
“I didn’t find the wedding all that funny,” Wakefield finally says. Maggie looks disappointed.
“I thought it was quite sweet. Neal and Bob are both friends of mine.”
“Wasn’t it just a mock ceremony?”
“No, they’re a real couple. We worked on this for months, we discussed the arrow through the hat for days.
Neal thought it might look like he was wounded in the head in some way, like he was crazy to get married, but
Bob said that it was Cupid’s arrow. Bob’s mom is a hippie, she said that it was an Indian arrow and it symbolized
the fact that all white people carry this guilt-arrow in them. I just thought it looked coo.”
Wakefield feels bad that he’s let her know that he’s read the entire evening as an art event in no way connected
to real life. How could he have not understood, after their symbolic little war over the meaning of family, that the
community’s belief in the power of Art was quite real? Have to show some respect for such quaint beliefs.
Especially if you want to get laid. Dufus.
“I thought it was just, like, let’s get dressed up and have a party,” he says lamely. “You know, an
entertainment,” he says, digging his hole a little deeper. “Like a happening, maybe …”
Maggie does know about happenings, and is very disappointed in Wakefield. She studied art in college! The
man has just witnessed the most fabulous wedding ever concluded in the town of Typical, and he can’t see past
the art to the heart. Her friends had thought long and hard about how to affirm the most basic of life unions in
terms that would expose the town’s hypocrisy while confirming essential human values. Wakefield is being paid
to deliver his insights on money and poetry (with a detour in art), but he’s failed to see that art and life can be
connected, that it all meant something, especially in a place like Typical.
“I’ve had too much red wine,” she says, suppressing her anger, “but I’m surprised that someone so
knowledgeable about art can’t see the serious meaning under the costumes.”
“Sentiment is not ‘serious meaning’ Maggie. Just because they’re a real couple …”
Wakefield’s argument trails off. He gave up looking for meaning in art a long time ago. The relationship of art
to reality is complex and delicate, depending on whether one spells it with a capital A, or whether one uses it as a
noun or an adjective, and myriad other factors that he’s given a good deal of thought to but aren’t easy to explain
now.
The subject of tomorrow’s lecture seems suddenly uncertain, even cruel. They won’t understand what he’s
talking about, and he can’t rethink his entire view of art and life to fit the profound soul-needs of a company town.
Sleeping with Maggie seems out of the question. He has offended her.
“Your friends’ wedding was terrific, I’m sure,” he stammers. “I’m just so jaded about weddings.”
Maggie softens. Familiar territory.
“Me, too,” she admits. Aha, he’s human, after all. Still, she drops him off at the Bavarian castle and says good
night with the engine running.
“One more thing,” Wakefield says as he exits the car. “Do you believe in the Devil?”
“Don’t be ridiculous,” Maggie says firmly. …
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284.77 Excerpt from An Infamous Past: E. M. Cioran And The Rise Of Fascism In Romania\fn{by Marta Petreu
(1955- )} Jucu, Cluj County, Transylvania, Romania (F) 13
1
In 1936 a book appeared that holds a special place among the writings of E. M. Cioran, the Romanian philosopher and aphorist of humorous despair. It was his third book, The Transfiguration of Romania, and Cioran’s only
systematic work.\fn{In what follows I have edited out Romanian titles of books, articls and newspapers in favor of their (provided)
English translations:H}
The Transfiguration is unique in its choice of topics: it is dedicated to the greatly debated issue of
“Romanianism.” Cioran’s singular approach to this obsessive topic of Romanian culture is such that The
Transfiguration also includes his perspective on culture generally and on history and politics, reflected through an
analysis of—for Cioran—a rather painful case study: Romania.
The Transfiguration was to prove a major headache for Cioran, haunting him to the end of his life. More often
than not, I believe, he regretted ever writing it. And this because the book, like Cioran’s political writings that
appeared in the press between the two world wars, symbolizes for Western readers the disgraceful secret of his life
and work; for Cioran himself it displays the most vulnerable experience in his Romanian past.
For Romanian culture, the book is an uncomfortable and disconcerting presence. Romanians prefer to see it as
a pretext chosen by Westerners whenever they wish to question Cioran’s stature. They feel less inclined to clarify
for themselves the important issues and perhaps the current relevance of The Transfiguration.
The writer who has done some stupid things in his youth, upon his debut, is like a woman with a shameful past.
Never forgiven, never forgotten

Cioran complained in a 1979 letter to his brother. In a 1981 letter to Nicolae Tertulian, a critic of his work, he
wrote that when it came to talking of the political component of his Romanian past, he
Reacted … like a woman with a certain past …

His post-1945 correspondence with friends and family who remained in Romania shows how unhappy or
threatened he felt whenever someone reopened the chapter—for him entirely closed and repressed—of his
Romanian political past. During his entire stay in France, from 1945 to 1995, Cioran was simply terrified by the
thought that small fragments of his early years would be brought to light.
The question is, What exactly is Cioran’s “shameful,” ever reproachable past?
The answer can be found first and foremost in The Transfiguration of Romania, and second in Cioran’s
numerous articles published in the Romanian press between 1931 and 1941, articles in which the young
philosopher explicitly stated his political beliefs.
*
The political component of Cioran’s thought cannot be separated from his philosophy of history and culture,
and from the issue of Romanianism as presented in his writings. To isolate his political ideas from their
metaphysical foundations would distort them and render incomprehensible Cioran’s preference for the Romanian
far right. Besides, Cioran’s interest in politics derived from his early and spontaneous concern with the philosophy
of history and culture.
Like others of the “1927 generation,” Cioran was initially apolitical. Mircea Eliade, the acknowledged
intellectual leader of that generation, proclaimed in his Spiritual Itinerary the new generation’s rejection of all
things political and their preference for the purely “spiritual”:
We wish to see a triumph of those values that do not come from political economy, from technology, or from
parliamentarianism. The pure, spiritual, indeed absurdly spiritual values. The values of Christianity.

In turn, advocating the purism of a “geometric” culture, the philosopher Constantin Noica rejected history:
“Forget about history,” he wrote in his first book.
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Cioran, following this general inclination, also rejected politics, this “tremendous abomination,” and declared
himself
a man of such pride, and with such an exacerbated sense of eternity, that all political involvement is impossible for me.

In On the Heights of Despair (written in 1933 and published in 1934) he refuted history, the “ideals of the time,”
and all concern with social issues. He was interested only in the philosophy of history and of culture.
I don’t know what you think about the philosophy of history. I find it quite appealing. Its study is indeed fascinating,
and not just because I happen to be reading a lot of it, but also because I tend to spontaneously think about it

Cioran confessed in a December 1930 letter to his friend Bucur Tincu, a native of Cioran’s own village, Rasinari.
As is clearly indicated in Cioran's letters to Tincu, by the books he read during this period, and by his writings
in the press, this preference, combined with his penchant for metaphysics, remained dominant until the autumn of
1933. In his letters to Tincu, Cioran seemed concerned with the crisis of modern culture, expressing his annoyance with the fact that
they often condemn me for investigating various aspects concerning the philosophy of history and of culture, claiming
that such matters are trivial and indicative of dilettantism.

He restated his belief:
The matters pertaining to the philosophy of culture, of history, of characterology, and of philosophical anthropol ogy
fascinate me to such extent that I cannot contemplate the thought of ever abandoning them.

Cioran's readings of the time—Max Stirner (The Ego and Its Own), Spengler (The Decline of the West), Hegel
(on history), Ernst Troeltsch (Historicism and Its Problems), and others—confirm this preference. Many of his
writings from 1931 to October 1933 are pervaded by concepts and ideas inspired by Spengler. Taking up
Spengler’s typology, Cioran wrote of great original cultures; of smaller cultures that imitate the larger; of the
“productive fund” of cultures and their “destiny”; of cultural style; of the crisis and eclecticism of modern culture;
and about the “end of culture,” implacably reducing all creators to the status of “people of a dying culture.”
From general reflections upon culture and history, Cioran gradually shifted his attention toward local cultural
and historical realities. With a harshness that foreshadowed his vituperative tone in The Transfiguration of
Romania, he judged the Romanian experience from the vantage point of Spengler’s theories.
For instance, he saw the student circles of Bucharest as a world of “meek lads,” “lacking historical
perspective,” with “rural thinking” and therefore incapable of understanding the “problems related to the agony of
civilizations.”
Peasants will be peasants,

Cioran argued,
even when in the capital city.

Once stirred, his interest in Romanian culture became an obsession, a recurrent presence in his articles: he
complained of the absence of all greatness in Romanian culture, the lack of “an original style,” the “Romanian
indifference” born of a “most dreadful impotence and platitude, of a constitutional deficiency.” He blamed
Romanian culture for lacking a “more alert rhythm” and a tragic sensibility. Hence his conclusion—foreshadowing some passages from The Transfiguration:
I expect nothing from the Romanian intelligentsia

or
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One of the things that sadden me most is the fact that I can describe local realities only in negative terms

because
we have been living a permanent inexistence.

As Cioran shifted his attention from general considerations of culture, based upon elements of Spengler’s
historical interpretation, to local cultural-historical realities, he nonetheless continued to reject the political, which
he considered inconsistent and tainted. For instance, in an article published in January 1933, he criticized his
generation for having forgotten the original meaning of its philosophical and religious orientation, and for having
turned toward the pursuit of politics, toward the right-wing Legion or the far left.
Furthermore, argued an extremely annoyed Cioran, his “generation” demanded that all its members embrace
one of the two political extremes. Outraged by this imperious requirement for political regimentation, he declared
that he could not pledge his loyalty to any “petty organization,” for he supported
no social doctrine and no political orientation.

All things political, he declared, were nothing but superficial manifestations,
on the fringes of spiritual values,

a clear symptom of spiritual poverty and platitude.
For Cioran, culture and politics were still radically opposed. The young philosopher believed that the political
frenzy experienced by Romanians in general and by the people of his native Transylvania in particular was
nothing more than an indication of their lack of “soul.” Poverty of soul was also the reason why Transylvania—
which until 1918 had belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Empire and not to Romania—had failed to generate a
solid Romanian culture:
It is usually claimed that Transylvanians have failed to create something of consequence be cause they were nearly all
involved in political struggle. Could it be possible that they entered politics precisely because they found culture to be
of comparatively little appeal?

Cioran wondered. He was clearly frustrated with the “limited resources of inner life” possessed by Transylvanians
and with the poverty of Romanian culture.
Let us note in passing that Cioran’s observations were far from singular at the time. In The Myth of the Useful,
the philosopher D. D. Roca condemned the preeminence in Romania and especially in Transylvania of the
“politician,” “the man of action,” at the expense of the “pure intellectual.” He lamented the fact that “useful”
political activities were deemed more valuable than the “useless” cultural creation.
In 1933, the year when the 1927 generation turned en masse toward politics, Cioran remained faithful to his
initial beliefs and on the side of culture, rejecting politics. In a letter to Tincu he wrote:
I am a man of such pride, and with such an exacerbated sense of eternity, that all political involvement is impossible
for me. It is not just democracy that is radically flawed; all political and social systems are equally defective.

As a firm supporter of culture, the young philosopher generally regarded it from the perspective of the
German, chiefly Spenglerian, doctrine of vitalism. As a way to end contemporary “decadence,” he dreamed of an
“apocalypse” that would “shatter all forms, revealing their emptiness and pointlessness.” On the ground thus
cleared, “barbarism” would emerge. Because, Cioran argued,
barbarism is the first symptom indicating the dawn of a culture.

Since, in his opinion, European culture was “utterly exhausted,” only a “barbarian sense of life and culture,” a
descent into “chaos,” was likely to offer a promise of redemption and “fecundity.”
*
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Barely a few months after writing this letter to Tincu—more precisely in November 1933—Cioran’s open
contempt for politics was transformed into an equally open enthusiasm for Adolf Hitler’s political order.
This political conversion can be dated with considerable accuracy: late October and early November 1933, the
time when Cioran arrived in Berlin as the recipient of a Humboldt doctoral grant at the Friedrich-Wilhelm
University. After only two weeks in Germany, he wrote to Mircea Eliade saying,
I am absolutely enthralled by the political order they’ve set up here.

Impressed by Hitler’s dictatorship, in December Cioran observed in a letter to Nicolae Tatu:
As far as I am concerned, only a dictatorial regime is still worthy of attention. People do not deserve to be free. And I
am somewhat saddened by the fact that you and others like you pointlessly praise a democracy which can’t really do
anything good for Romania.

He took up the same idea in a letter to his friend Petru Comarnescu, on December 27:
Some of our friends will believe that I have turned Hitlerist out of sheer opportunism. The truth is that I agree with
many of the things I’ve seen here, and I firmly believe that a dictatorship could stifle or even eliminate for good the
imposture plaguing our society. Only terror, brutality, and endless anxiety are likely to bring about a change in
Romania. All Romanians should be arrested and beaten to a pulp; this is the only way a shallow nation could make a
name for itself.

Apart from his letters to friends back home—letters that show how sincere his choice was—while in Germany
Cioran also wrote a series of articles for the Bucharest weekly Vremea (The Times), describing with growing
enthusiasm Hitler’s political order. In “Aspects of Germany” he seemed quite impressed with the fact that all
Germans believed their country to be the greatest one on the face of the earth whereas Romanians saw their
homeland as
the lousiest country in the world.

He also argued that
in order to understand the spirit of contemporary Germany, one must love all exaggeration, all that which is born of
excessive and overwhelming passion. One must be thrilled by all irrational élan and disconcerting monumentality.

As for the political situation in Germany, Cioran described it with a word invested with entirely positive
connotations:
Hitlerism has been a destiny for Germany.

His next article remained politically neutral: it was an account of his visit to a museum and described Berlin
University, where Nicolai Hartmann was
considered by some to be the greatest German philosopher of today.

The Romanian student clearly did not share this opinion because, as he stated,
I cannot overlook Heidegger and Klages.

The latter reminded him of his professor of metaphysics in Romania, Nae Ionescu. In a following article,
“Germany and France, or the Illusion of Peace,” Cioran argued that there was “an element of greatness in this
formidable movement” led by Hitler. And then he confessed:
If I like something about Hitlerism, it is the cult of the irrational, the exultation of pure vitality, the virile expression of
strength, without any critical spirit, restraint, or control.

First, let us note that the metaphysical approach Cioran gradually came to embrace made this man with the
fiercest critical spirit in twentieth-century Romanian culture an admirer of precisely the absence of critical spirit
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in Germany.
Second, Cioran’s article highlights the convergence between his metaphysical premises—irrational, vitalistic,
applied by the young thinker to the philosophy of culture and of history—and a reality grounded in these premises
—Hitlerism.
Understanding the Nazi political system to be shaped according to his own philosophical beliefs, Cioran let
himself be seduced by what he saw. Consequently he declared that Germans did not like democracy, that
Germany felt the “need for a Führer,” and that Hitler, now profoundly anchored in the “German consciousness,”
had become a “symbol.”
From that moment, Cioran’s endorsement of the ideas of the far right was not only firm but downright public.
In January 1933 he had blamed the “new generation” for its involvement in Romanian politics; in January 1934,
inspired by the example of Germany, he pleaded for Romanian youth to get involved in the political struggle:
Brothers, let us embark upon a mighty, bold crusade against human filth, against those empty ideals that stifle our
aspirations, against everything opposed to our mission.

Everything Cioran saw in Germany now heightened his sense of Romania’s inferiority. In Germany, he noted,
ethical responsibility was a concrete reality, and he immediately concluded that Romanians were entirely lacking
in ethical rules. Noticing that the German “national revolution” had revived all-German qualities, he considered
that, in Romania, a similar revolution would have “nothing to restore from our past,” because
our entire tradition is nothing but historical filth.

The Romanians themselves were
sluggish, quiet, righteous, and wicked.

This sense of inferiority erupted rather violently in Cioran’s article “Romania in the Eyes of the World,” in
which he listed all the German opinions of Romania he could find. These included the fact that the Germans “see
us as inferior to the Bulgarians,” that for them Romania was
a primitive land covered with forests, living the life of elder times; trivial and shallow in its more modern aspects;
traditionally uninteresting and therefore ignored. They believe that in our country a secure life is but wishful thinking.
Some people asked me how we defended ourselves against the outlaws living in the forests, or whether we had any
gendarmes.

Beyond the question of a Romanian inferiority complex, some of Cioran’s other political observations were
quite astute. For example, he noted that the Hitlerists he met supported a revision of the Ver sailles Treaty that
would have given Transylvania back to Hungary, an opinion shared by a majority of Germans. Hence the
conclusion:
This is why any Germanophile group in Romania should express certain reservations regarding German foreign policy.

Cioran also devised a formula likely to ensure Romania’s defense and independence:
Rather than humiliate ourselves in front of all great nations, we should build airplanes and strive to double our
population, we should pursue industrialization and thus escape the fate that awaits all agricul tural nations, namely to be
gobbled up by the industrial ones.

In July 1934, prefaced by a note from the editor, The Times published an article signed by Cioran and entitled
“Impressions from Munich: Hitler in the German Consciousness.” The editors had expected an ac count or
analysis of the events that had occurred on June 30, 1934, when Hitler had ordered the slaughter in both Berlin
and Munich of Ernst Röhm, head of the Storm Troopers (the SA),\fn{ Short for Sturmabteilung, also known as the Brown
Shirts, to distinguish them from the SS (the Schutzstaffel, or Black Shirts)—in both cases, from the color of their uniforms:H } other SA
leaders, and nearly two hundred members of the organization.
But instead of what they anticipated, Cioran presented the editors with a dithyrambic apology for Hitler. At a
time when European political circles were stunned, if not outraged, by this act of mass murder, Cioran declared,
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Of all politicians today, Hitler is the one I like and admire most.

He recognized Hitler's “merit … in having annihilated the critical spirit of a nation” and credited him for the
revival of Germany, the introduction of dictatorship, Germany’s new “messianic drive,” and the values otherwise
denied to “democratic rationalism.”
Barely a month earlier, in a personal letter to the Romanian philosopher Lucian Blaga, Cioran had declared
himself
irresponsible in the realm of ideas.

His comments on the Führer’s accomplishments, dated July 4, 1934, just four days after the massacre, can be seen
as clear evidence of this self-assessment.
Shortly afterward, in the August 5, 3934, issue of The Times, Hitler’s young admirer revisited the issue in an
article entitled “Revolt of the Gluttons.” Here he expressed his disgust with media reactions to the events in
Germany, declaring flatly that
Humanitarianism is but self-delusion, and pacifism is sheer intellectual masturbation.

He continued, defending Hitler’s crimes:
They say: you shall not take the life of another, you shall not spill blood, you shall not command the life of another!
Any human being is valuable in itself, etc., etc. But then I ask: what did mankind have to lose with the death of a few
idiots?

With aberrant elitism, Cioran proceeded to advocate anarchy:
It would be a crime to murder a Richard Strauss, a Furtwängler, a Klages, but I do not think it a crime to destroy a few
individuals whose thirst for power knew no boundary.

In the summer of 1934 the idea of law did not exist for Cioran. Nor did he believe that a criminal threat against a
single life was a danger to the whole of humankind. Elated, he wrote that those who had been killed were but
rebellious “gluttons”; therefore
It is indeed an obligation to take the life of such people, to spill the blood of such beasts.

Having ironically defined man as “An animal that grows ideals instead of fur,” the young philosopher firmly
believed that “not everyone deserves to be free.” Thus he defended Hitler, arguing that
For the triumph of the cause to which he has dedicated his entire life, a dictator has the right to eliminate a few
creatures who prevent the rise of a movement for purely subjective reasons.

Offering the full measure of his moral irresponsibility, Cioran argued that the spilled blood provided exactly what
Hitlerism needed:
Before it could call itself a serious movement, national-socialism needed blood.

These two articles about the “Night of the Long Knives,” cynically and aberrantly justifying those murders,
represent Cioran's moral and intellectual nadir. Fully converted to Hitlerism, he now dreamed of a similar
movement in his own country, a movement that would replace democracy with fanaticism and dictatorship.
A real dictatorship must put the squeeze on the whole country,

he decided, envisaging a ”fanaticized,” organized, militarized, “uniformed” youth, along the German model
From November 1933 and at least until the January 1941 rebellion of the Romanian far right (the so-called
Legionnaires), Cioran’s endorsement of this political alternative remained manifest in his writings, in newspaper
articles, in his book The Transfiguration, and in personal letters. Cioran became the first major representative of
the 1927 generation in Romania to be seduced by the ideology of the far right. In his wake followed other
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members of the “philosophical elite,” such as Mircea Eliade in the autumn of 1935 and Constantin Noica in
January 1938.
“Keep me posted on political developments,” wrote Cioran from Berlin to his brother Relu. In another letter,
after telling his brother to forget about “inner life” and such, he argued that
Politics on a grand scale is superior to science.

Consequently—“on a grand scale”—he imagined a political future for Romania. The idea of squeezing the
country appealed to him to such an extent that he repeated it in an article entitled “What Is to Be Done in
Romania,” written in Berlin in December iç and published in the 1935 New Year’s issue of The Times. In this
piece Cioran provides us with what is basically a draft of The Transfiguration of Romania, still to be written.
Stated succinctly here is the idea that Romania had no history and therefore needed to be awakened and inserted
into historical time.
This awakening required a revolution, national as well as social. But, Cioran argued, Romanian nationalist
movements were unable to see beyond “territorial preservation” and were blind to the concept of “great ness,” of
national grandeur. With his customary complexity, he declared that
it is impossible to see nationalism as the ultimate finality of history,

for it was no more than the reality of certain historical periods. Still, the present was precisely one of those
periods, a time when
not to be a nationalist is a crime against one's people.

Thus he pleaded for a Romanian awakening, for this nation “is not entitled to tranquility”; it still needed to carry
out a “historical transfiguration.”
In “About a Different Romania” he continued his criticism of the homeland and presented Romanian youth
with the example of their organized and disciplined German counterparts:
When I see the Hitler Youth marching on the streets of Berlin, all dressed in uniform, bayonets on and flags waving,
solemn and at the same time threatening, as if the war were due to start tomorrow, when I see these youths regimented
since the age of five and fully integrated within a political party, I cannot help being outraged and disgusted by the gap
that separates the German youth from the Romanian, prey to sterile disorder, destroyed and humiliated by our own
authorities.

While aware of certain flaws of Hitlerism—it was a “narrow” ideology, based upon an “unreadable …
literature”—Cioran nevertheless admired it for having galvanized Germany. Openly acknowledging his political
pragmatism, he admitted that he would have been just as fascinated by a Communist youth:
If I were to see a Communist youth as dynamic as the German one, I would be just as thrilled. Ideas have little value in
themselves.

Considering the voices who were now predicting a new war, Cioran wondered:
How could we put up a decent fight?

The pacifist education common in Romania was not likely to save the country, the young political analyst
concluded. Suggesting the creation of a “concentration camp” for Romanian politicians and the introduction of a
Spartan education
in a country of con artists, skeptics, and the disabused,

Cioran seemed to believe that Romania could still be rescued. In concrete terms he envisaged “a regime that
would devise a seven-year plan for the transfiguration of Romania.” This would involve a transition from an
agricultural to an industrial economic model. The social structure of the population would have to change, with an
increase in the number of industrial workers, and there would be coercive measures. Among the latter, with a
typically Transylvanian lack of consideration for the Balkan universe of Bucharest, Cioran proposed
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the arrest of all those who maintain an ironic stance with regard to our destiny, that filthy bunch of Bucharest skeptics
who infect the whole country with their stunted ideals.

The recommended political system was, of course,
a dictatorship instituted with the consent of the people.

As an individual, Cioran admitted that he would have preferred to live in France rather than in Russia or in
Germany, countries in the midst of revolutionary turmoil. Quite probably he also favored France over Romania,
even if he was forced to remain close to his homeland by the mission he and others like him had assumed, a
mission he defined—with involuntary humor—in a manner echoed years later by the Communist poet M. Beniuc:
drummers of a new world.

In the summer of 1935, Cioran’s doctoral grant came to an end, and the new convert returned to his much
criticized but well-beloved Romania. There he continued to publish political articles that were sharp and violently
anti-democratic. In September 1935, for instance, he attacked the democratic system, pleading for its replacement
with one that was “ardent” and likely to implement a fast-paced transformation of the country. At the same time
he published several fragments from his next book, The Book of Deceptions.
Now twenty-four years old, far from Germany, and conscripted in the army in late 1935, Cioran admitted that
his ideas were growing less passionate:
Numerous political ideas I once deemed self-evident have come to scare me. … My nationalism and militarism were
born of a desire to do something for a wretched country which I did not and still do not want to consider as doomed.

Nonetheless his writings in late 1935 and in 1936 displayed the same aggressive, frantic tone. The Times and
magazines like The Action from Sibiu published a series of pieces that—once all references to the European and
Romanian political situations had been removed—would later be included in The Transfiguration of Romania.
The publication of Cioran’s second book, The Book of Deceptions (announced in the May 17 issue of The
Times), did little to alter the pace at which he continued to publish fragments of what was to become The
Transfiguration. In fact 1936 was to mark the apex of his concern for Romania and politics.
I simply cannot understand how the people who do not feel the slightest passion for politics manage to avoid dying of
boredom

he wrote. He praised “our university students” who, while “far from erudite,” were politically involved and
seeking to change the fate of the country:
The undergraduates who are aggressive and militate for organized power are more important than those who see to
their studies but disregard the historic call to serve their nation.

Having spent his own student years buried in books, Cioran decreed that
today no young man may find redemption in the library.

Romanian undergraduates were scarcely the scholarly type, he admitted; still he praised them for their
aggressiveness and for their determination “to no longer accept the present Romania.” Inspired by the German
model, he proposed that Romanian youth pursue an “irrational surrender to the national idea” and cultivate that
“mystical group solidarity” likely to
end the paralysis of this country and impose their own will.

The array of Cioran’s right-wing convictions had grown out of his spontaneous interest in the philosophy of
history and culture. And because in these fields he was absorbed with the concrete case of Romania, with its
cultural and historical inferiority, beginning in November 1933 Cioran had fused into a single discourse several
aspects of inquiry: the philosophy of history, the philosophy of culture, the issue of “Romanianism,” and the
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political solutions of the right.
At the time he allowed himself to be seduced by the far right, Cioran was twenty-two years old. He had written
several articles for various periodicals and a still unpublished book, On the Heights of Despair. Like other
representatives of his generation—Eugene Ionescu, for example—he felt humbled by the fact that he belonged to
a small country with an insignificant history and a minor culture. Cioran’s solution was “the transfiguration of
Romania” through political action.
2
Cioran first used the phrase “transfiguration of Romania” in what he called a reportage, sent from Munich and
published in the April 29, 1934, issue of The Times:
I shall lose interest in Romanian matters only when I come to believe that the possible transfiguration of Romania is but an illusion. The
whole political and spiritual mission of Romanian youth must be reduced to the firm pursuit of such a transfiguration, to the exasperated
and dramatic experience of a change affecting our entire way of life.

Two years later parts of this article (like other of Cioran’s reports from Germany) were included in The
Transfiguration of Romania, providing the book with its title.
The word “transfiguration” also appears in The Book of Deceptions (1936), written in parallel with The
Transfiguration:
Why wail when confronted with a disaster that could mark the beginning of a new enlightenment?

he wondered.
Weren’t all the hardships that aggrieved us so just as many sources of our own transfiguration?

In the continuing literature dedicated to the question of Romanian identity, Cioran found two forerunners of
this idea of “transfiguration.” The first came from Constantin Ràdulescu-Motru who, in his Political Demagogy
and Romanian Culture (1904), had suggested that after the revolution of 1848, Romania underwent a transfiguration under the influence of Europe and of politics:
The transfiguration achieved by Romanian society in the past century … is almost un precedented in the history of
human society.

A moderate proponent of the organic view of history, Ràdulescu-Motru rejected this “transfiguration” of Romania
according to a European model. His predecessor, Titu Maiorescu (1840-1917), the founder of modern Romanian
culture, had also objected to Europe’s influence. But Ràdulescu-Motru was more straightforward: he called
Romania’s shift a pathological act of social “mimetism.”
The second philosopher to have addressed the concept of transfiguration was Dumitru Draghicescu, author of
one of the most remarkable studies of “Romanianism,” The Psychology of the Romanian People (1907). In the
early twentieth century, Dräghicescu’s outlook on Romanian culture and civilization was unique, foreshadowing
the pro-European and modernist trend that would emerge in Romania with people like Constantin DobrogeanuGherea, G. Ibràileanu, Stefan Zeletin, and Eugen Lovinescu.
According to Drghicescu, the particular circumstances of Romanian history had always denied the nation “its
own history and its own life.” Consequently,
during our entire history, we have borrowed models and institutions from those with whom we came into contact. …
The drive to imitate is deeply rooted in our mentality, and goes far back in time.

Those who criticized the French influence in Romania after 1848 had forgotten that Romania’s entire history was
little else than a long series of imitations and borrowings from nations that, by ruling Romanians, had eventually
imposed “their image” upon the country. Lucid but harsh, Drághicescu concluded that
we have never lived a life of our own, we have lived the life of others, of several others, all along our history. Nearly
everything that we have has been given to us; and no sooner had we assimilated the borrow ings from some, than others
came to impose their will and whims. Our historical existence was thus a long series of transfigurations.
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The last “transfiguration,” according to Draghicescu, the one inspired by a French model, far from being a
form without substance and a betrayal of Romanian tradition, was instead the most promising of all such changes.
This time it was desired, planned in detail, and implemented by the Romanians themselves. Considering the
benefits of European civilization and the “incompleteness” of the Romanian state—its institutions, culture, and
national consciousness—Dräghicescu proposed a model of controlled modernization for the country’s present and
future.
Dràghicescu’s proposed solutions for the modernization of Romania made him the first representative of the
modernist, democratic, and pro-European movement in twentieth-century Romanian thought. He was followed by
Ibràileanu (The Critical Spirit in Romanian Culture, 1909), Zeletin (The Romanian Bourgeoisie: Its Origins and
Historical Function, 1925) and Lovinescu (History of Modern Romanian Civilization, 1924-1926). Cioran
himself, with The Transfiguration of Romania (1936), belongs to this pro-European and modernist direction in
Romanian culture; he stands apart only to the extent to which he proposed that the goal be achieved through
political techniques associated with both the far right and the far left. But as early as 1907 Drághicescu wrote of
the need for the historical and geographic reunification of Romania, of the need to
nationalize the land of our country

for the benefit of the peasants, of the need for government investment in the material, cultural, and moral growth
of the people. In other words, he proposed a series of “purely democratic measures” essential for the emergence of
a modern Romanian nation—a nation whose character flaws would be corrected through education, culture, and
prosperity, a nation whose native qualities would finally be allowed to generate an original culture.
The third major thinker to embrace the concept of “transfiguration” was Cioran himself. For him, the
“transfiguration” of the country was yet to occur; Romania was merely on the verge of emancipation, and the
much-desired “historical transfiguration” was but a promise of redemption.
Being the son of a priest and a passionate reader of religious texts, Cioran was certainly familiar with the
biblical episode in which Jesus reveals himself to John, James, and Peter in the full glory of his divine being after
the “transfiguration,” and God, hidden in a cloud, speaks to him and confirms his godhood. By placing the desired
transformation of his country under this biblical symbol, Cioran asked—in a manner both direct and symbolic—
that Romania show a renewed, more radiant face to the world. For only such a divinely “transfigured” country,
with a face changed like Jesus’ had been, was likely to end his own plight, that of being Romanian born.
3
Like other members of his generation, Cioran began his career with considerable cultural enthusiasm. In his
case, the main focus of this impetus was philosophy. Mircea Eliade’s exhortation—included in his Spiritual
Itinerary (1927)—to momentous achievements in culture and spirituality fully reflected Cioran’s own initial
goals. But the realities of Romanian culture, after the experience of his Bucharest student years, soon proved a
disappointment.
His letters to Tincu are a clear indication of his rude awakening. Cioran felt superior to the “‘philosophical’
elite” of his generation, but—in a purely Transylvanian fashion—this made him fear for the future of Romanian
culture:
I have come to know the entire “philosophical” elite—so to speak—of the capital city. The conclusion could please us
as individuals, but remains quite depressing when it comes to the fate of Romanian culture. I have realized that the few
of us represent incomparably more—in actual terms—than the members of the said “elite.” There is, however, another
side of the coin: little can be erected over such foundations.

Similarly, Cioran worried about his own future, for he observed that the “Romanian intellectual,” trapped by
the “ineluctable determinism of cultural life,” was doomed from the start, unable to accomplish anything of value.
Quite early in his career Cioran passed exceedingly harsh judgment on Romanian culture and history. His
benchmark was the great cultures of the Western world. Taking his conceptual tools from Spengler’s Decline of
the West, he criticized Romanian culture for its absence of monumentality—even a sense of monumentality; its
absence of an original style, “the utmost impotence and platitude” coming from a “constitutional flaw”; and its
lack of dynamism, depth, spiritual complexity, and destiny.
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Foreshadowed in the letters to Tincu, Cioran’s bleak view of Romanian culture was far from unique at the
time. Young thinkers such as Eliade and Mircea Vulcànescu had also been highly critical of Ro manian culture,
though their dissatisfaction was largely with local illustrations of the critical spirit, as embodied by the critic Titu
Maiorescu and the writer I. L. Caragiale. Eugen Ionescu could not bear to think he would remain
a poor relation of the European intelligentsia,

wondering:
What unfortunate circumstances relegated Romania to an insignificant position in the field of culture?

In Cluj, D. D. Roca objected to the tyranny of “usefulness” and pleaded for an elimination of this prejudice
that would permit Romania to generate
a culture of universal spiritual values.

In Jassy, Mihai Ralea—an author who was to exert considerable influence over Cioran—bluntly stated that ours
was “a beginners’ culture.”
Cioran’s verdict was nevertheless expressed in vehement terms, an expression of the author’s anarchic
temperament and his vitalist philosophical beliefs, chiefly inspired by Spengler. His message—similar to Roca’s
more balanced suggestion that all national resources be mobilized to generate a valid culture—was marked from
the outset by apocalyptic overtones. Thus for Cioran,
to be Romanian means to be a creature with a lot of water running through your veins.

Romania could find redemption only by “denying itself”—by discovering a new dynamism, excess, tremendous
passion, irrationality.
The experience of Hitler's Germany heightened Cioran's inferiority complex and his shame at being Romanian.
Foreigners, he discovered,
know nearly nothing about our so-called life.

Many did not even know that
the Romanian people exists at all! … Their contempt for us is so exaggerated that it makes us sick and tired of foreign
countries.

Cioran's identity crisis found its most direct expression in his letters:
Being Romanian is a dreadful thing: no woman will give you a second glance, and otherwise decent people will smirk;
if they see that you are smart, they’ll think you’re a confidence man. But what did I do wrong to bear the shame of a
nation without history?

This protest of indignation and outrage also included a solution: humbled by the insignificance of his country,
Cioran decided—in purely Transylvanian fashion, for the representatives of the first pro-modern and proEuropean movement in Romania, the Transylvanian School, had firmly believed in restoring the old Roman glory
of Romania’s past and ending the country’s historical decay—that Romania needed a history and a culture. In
other words, it needed a “transfiguration,” and it needed it quickly, very quickly, right away, so that Cioran
himself could benefit from the positive effects of this miraculous transformation. And since a model of change
was readily available—Hitler’s Germany—Cioran would seek inspiration there.
Cioran’s metaphysical premises at the time—Schopenhauer’s metaphysics, with its “will to live”; Nietzsche’s
philosophy, with its “will to power"; Spengler’s vitalism, which found at the heart of every great culture an
original, irrational spirit, defining its shape and rhythm, its “beat”—led Cioran to believe that the only creative
forces, individually or collectively, in culture and in history, were the deep, irrational, unconscious, uncritical,
instinctive elements. He observed that Hitler and his Germany were defined precisely by such a mystique of the
irrational and the unconscious.
That is why he so admired Hitler, who had managed to stir in Germany a “mystique of the Führer.” The Nazi
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leader was filled with “pathos,” with “frantic energy.” He had
annihilated the critical spirit of a nation;

his presence triggered
some sort of collective ecstasy;

he had grasped “the essential,” namely, the
exaltation to the point of absurdity, an irrational drive to sacrifice one’s life;

he had introduced dictatorship, “an extraordinary dynamism,”
a rhythm of unprecedented intensity.

Romania's situation was precisely opposite:
a slackened pace of life … the idiotic grinding of history,

the absence of a destiny, of political radicalism, the lingering democratic regime. The only sign of promise Cioran
could find was the massive popular pilgrimage to the village of Maglavit—home of a shepherd, Petrache Lupu,
who claimed to have had a divine revelation, a phenomenon that Cioran viewed in political rather than religious
terms. This pilgrimage he saw as the product of an earthly drive that was present in the popular soul. If a re ligious
event could stir it so, a political one was likely to achieve similar results:
Romania is on the brink of a great and comprehensive change. The case of Maglavit offers all the religious antecedents
of a great political transformation.

The “psychosis of Maglavit,” Cioran concluded,
must be converted and turned to good account [in the] birth of a far-reaching political movement.

Romania could be transformed and redeemed by a regime that would unleash the irrational in man—in other
words, by a dictatorship.
We must seriously ask ourselves whether small nations can indeed progress otherwise than under a dictatorship

he suggested in “Impressions from Munich: Hitler in the German Consciousness” (July 1934). He soon made up
his mind:
In the life of a nation, a democratic regime is suitable only during a classical period … The times of trouble and
uncertainty, when man vacillates in pursuit of a fanaticism that would definitely and directly bind him to something,
necessarily lead to dictatorship … Only such a regime can organize youth, only in such a regime can youth be a force
… We must understand that dictatorship is unavoidable. A uniformed youth is the image of power, and of the will to
power.

Strangely enough, it never occurred to Cioran that under a dictatorship he might not end up among the rulers
but among the ruled. The same uniformed youth filled Eugen Ionescu’s heart with horror:
In a harsh and grim November evening, gangs of Legionnaires, epitomizing all the beastliness and the infinite stupidity
of mankind and of the universe, passed down my street hollering some kind of iron song (closer to a roar), with words
of spite and iron, spitting out venom and iron, figures of chained beasts. When you looked at their faces, all so similar
that you had the feeling of staring into the same face multiplied a thousand times … when you looked at them you
began to think that Romania was lost to mankind. As they marched on, the darkness of hell descended upon the city
streets.

The psychological genesis of The Transfiguration can be found in the text of the book itself. Here Cioran
repeatedly expresses his anguish and humiliation at being the member of an anonymous culture, always leading to
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personal failure, without a past, mediocre and insignificant.
The pride of a man born into a small culture is always hurt. It is not at all comfortable to have been born in a secondrate country.

He laments the great numbers of failed intellectuals produced by Romania. Seeking another destiny for his
country, born of his “desperate love” for his native land, Cioran will not settle for the image of a prosperous,
orderly, honest Romania. A Romania similar to Switzerland can never compensate for the millennium of servitude
experienced by Transylvania, or for the absence of a historical past. Just as children born out of wedlock,
frustrated with their condition, begin to imagine progenitors of high standing, Cioran, deeply hurt in his national
pride, in his Romanian identity, dreams of a country that will reign supreme, if not in the greater world than
at least in the Balkans … In major cultures, the individual can find rescue. Furthermore: he is always rescued. Only
minor cultures lead to one’s demise.

Since at the time he is not yet contemplating the idea of seeking refuge in a different country, he longs to be
rescued along with all of Romanian culture:
When it comes to these cultures [the minor ones] we are not so much inter ested in their values and in their minor
achievements, but rather in the tormented members of the said cultures, the people who cannot accept them and seek
rescue by rescuing them.

In the early years of his stay in France, in the manuscript of My Country, Cioran explained the genesis of The
Transfiguration from the vantage point of the utopian and painful “passion” he was feeling for Romania and its
future. The same hopeless passion, Cioran wrote, had led him in search of other people tormented by the same
demons:
I was talking endlessly about the destiny of a country that had none: I became a voice preaching in the desert, in the
true sense of the word. Actually, I was not the only one to ramble, or the only one to suffer. There were others who
envisaged a future, a future in which they believed, even if at times they doubted the legitimacy of their hopes. We were
a bunch of desperate fellows at the heart of the Balkans.

The “others” whom Cioran mentions were the Legionnaires led by the “Captain,” Corneliu Zelea Codreanu.
No doubt about it: they were the “cruel dreamers,” driven by a
mystique of prayer and of the revolver. …

43.65 The Dream\fn{by Mircea Cărtărescu (1957- )} Bucharest, Romania (M) 3
You get up from beside me and switch on the light. A wriggling, sharp pain shoots through my pupils and, as I
peer from underneath the sheets, I see you as in a sea of flames that seems to be devouring the whole chamber.
Suddenly, everything strikes me as hallucinatingly real. Another world. The shelves crammed with books, our
clothes strewn all over the place, the basket on the coffee table with only two apples left in it, the ashtray in which
three apple cores are slowly turning brown, the coffee-mill, yourself searching for something under the armchair
in which the portable TV set is reclining, your naked body, yellow-pale-pink-golden in color, erect and making me
wonder at the width of women’s hips when seen from behind, everything expresses and suppresses its facets in the
light. Facets in the light, I say to myself, dazed, this is our world. Your cropped hair is ruffled. Your face is old,
your skin as soft as buff and all wrinkled. I’m filled with nausea at the sight of you, yet I give you a mechanical
smile and you smile back with very little hope. An old woman. Your breasts are still shapely, but what’s the use of
it all? I am devoid of love and your story is draining my strength.
Day is beginning to break. Come on, Nana, break through. You return to bed with something like a shoe box.
You open it and from beneath a layer of cotton wool you take out an egg the size of an ostrich egg, with a rough,
yellowing shell. The lightbulb casts a bluish shadow upon it. The egg has a red fading smear on one side. Probably the place marked with the star. I cup my palms around it and carefully weigh it. It is heavy and bulky and its
shell is lukewarm as if someone were sleeping inside. You place it upon the table and leave it there, on the striped
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tea-towel, where breadcrumbs can be seen, each of them casting a tiny colored shadow. You switch off the light.
Through the window, the sky no longer looks pitch black. All things in the room have become dark bluish and the
walls are beginning to show in the gloom. My ears are ringing with your voice, which I’m no longer perceiving as
sound but as a pure succession of images. I am exhausted after this sleepless night, I feel as if my entrails were a
mixture of acid and rubber. The moment you resume spinning, the yarn of your story passes unnoticed. Your
narrative has the same temperature as my body, I succumb to it and suppress all my senses,
I succumb to illusion, I make for the entrance to the cave on the emerald island. The narrow opening is overgrown with bone-like brambles, as tough as barbed wire, with hidden purple flowers scintillating from beyond the
thorns. I enter the rock corridor leading into its depth. Translucent larvae are scurrying across the walls.
The low ceiling is staring at me from myriad ocelli. The stream is the abode of the eyeless Proteus with the
tiny arms of a man. And deep in there, at the very center, cocooned in your night like a silk worm, you, as nobody
knows you, you with your jaws bristling with crooked, curved fangs, you with your flaring nostrils, breathing out
plumes of pure fire, you with your devouring jade scales, with dragon wings and anaconda tail. You, cocooned in
your sulphur stench, you amongst bones and skulls. You, in your woman’s silence, in your lack of communication, in your violence and fear.
In the evening, I took Marcelino up by the hand as usual, and, pleased as could be, made for the watch tower.
Only a day had gone by since we had last dropped in, yet I felt guilty as if I had wasted one day of my life, nay,
not one day, more like a whole year, I felt like I hadn’t been there for ages. I was missing Egor and even his
mother. When we entered the house, we could hardly believe our own eyes: the place was packed full of flowers.
All the bottles, glasses, jugs, not to mention the vases—from cut glass or china ones to worthless replicas—had
been taken out of the cupboards and stuffed with flowers. The sideboards, coffee tables, mantelpieces, the tops of
the oak newel posts, the stools and the floor itself were decked with rows of flower-filled vases. Upstairs, in
Egor’s room, one could hardly breathe: there were white and red lilies, their petals unfurled to the limit,
overspilling with stamens, heavy with pollen, there were yellow roses, there were whole sheaves of snapdragon,
clusters of elderflowers, camomile flowers on tangled stems, cornflowers. There were also blossoming cacti and
some contorted blue and red flowers with sticky tongues, orchids, of course, whose names I didn’t know at the
time and which I had never seen before.
In a pot of muddy soil, a plant called “heaven’s dew” was wallowing, its beauty not of this world: its corolla
consisted of very fine pricks, each ending with a bead of transparent liquid, gleaming in the penumbra of the
room. “This is a carnivorous plant,” we were informed by the elongated man, who had taken his favorite seat.
With a finger almost as long as my forearm, he touched the center button surrounded by pricks: as if obeying an
order, the pricks all rose at once, and then, one after the other, they curved inwards towards the finger, clinging to
Egor’s finger with their sticky beads.
“If I left my finger here, they would soon mangle it to the bone.”
That was a spider plant, and a delightful spider at that. I recounted to him my dream about the river, and the
one about the goblet and Egor gently nodded his approval, no longer enthusing as in the beginning. Now he knew.
I was, without a doubt, the chosen one, I was fated to enter the REM.
“Here, all these flowers are for you. People from all over the place have come here to bring them to you and
wish you luck through me. They have been waiting for you for a long time, they would come here every year,
they take my mother and myself for some sort of priests of the REM. But they know neither of us could ever enter
it. Because the REM, the only one in our world, is made for the dreamer of dreams alone, that is, for yourself.”
Egor went on to tell me the existence of the Exit, as he would call the REM, was known to people from all
over the world, connected to one another through the revelation of the mystery and through the oath not to reveal
it to anyone else.
“The REM is, in a way, like this heaven’s dew plant, a kind of snare that reaches everywhere and has infinite
patience, a passage waiting for years to be discovered and then for more years to be reached by the one and only
being who can enter it. There are secret books on the REM, written by hand, there are a number of competing
sects recognizing the REM, but interpreting its meaning in a host of ways. Some claim the REM is an infinite
apparatus, a colossal brain regulating and co-ordinating, according to a definite plan and for a definite purpose,
the dreams of all beings, from the inconceivable dreams of the amoeba and the crocus, to the dreams of humans.
According to them, dreams are the true reality in which the will of the divinity hidden in the REM is revealed.
Others see the REM as a sort of kaleidoscope in which you can read the whole of the universe at once, with every
detail of each moment, as it evolves from Genesis to the Apocalypse. I have recendy read a story in Spanish
where the REM seen in such a way is called El Aleph. Some people strongly believe there is only one REM,
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others think there is one for each man and woman and they have gone to far as to invent a curious writing
consisting of a sequence of signs through which everyone would be able to come to his or her REM, provided
they know how to interpret these signs. But what the truth is, whether the REM is Salvation or Damnation, you
alone shall know.”
Egor was speaking to me in a voice fainter than usual, his ugly acromegalic’s face resembled an emaciated
mask.
“I am terribly tired. I didn’t sleep a wink last night and today I’ve been writing far too much. I had no choice,
though, I’d lagged behind more than I could afford to.”
I asked him what he was writing and his answer came naturally, accompanied by a nauseating mien:
“Literature. I am a writer, curse my fate.”
I told him I found it a rewarding profession, and in order to show him I was not alien to the subject I went on
to ask him, echoing words which I seemed to have heard somewhere before: did he want to become a great
writer? I expected him to smile, the way grown-ups do when a child meddles in serious matters, but Egor, paler
than usual, his nose cartilages translucendy glaucous, his eyes lacklustre, answered me immediately, as if he had
asked the question himself. Anyway, he was talking both literally and figuratively, way above a twelve-year-old
girl’s level of understanding.
“A great writer is nothing other than a writer. There is a difference in nuance, rather than a radical one. All
high-jumpers, say, jump two metres high. One of them jumps two metres and one centimetre and becomes a great
sportsman. No, it is not worth the trouble to bother about becoming a mere great writer, a pathetic author of
genius. Take the best books ever written. They are hardly a fraction above second-rate books. Basically, they are
still books, nothing else. You might derive enhanced aesthetic pleasure from reading them. Like from a cup of
coffee which is slightly sweeter. You’ll still put them down, thirty pages later, to make a sandwich or go to the
bathroom. You’ll read them in parallel with some detective novel. In a few thousand years, they, too, will turn to
dust. Under the circustances, to aim at becoming a genius, you, a man, a being granted the staggering chance of
existing and reflecting upon this world, is humiliating, it is insignificant. It is like turning your back on everything
and retracing your steps into the forest again. In each of us there is a potential against which the ambition of being
the world’s greatest writer is downright dishonourable, through its very facility. For is there a miracle greater than
the miracle of existing and knowing you exist? From this point to being the wealthiest, most powerful, most
talented in the whole world is like going from one billion to one billion and one, even less, much less than that.
No, I don’t want to be a great writer, I want to become Everything. I dream incessantly of a Creator who, through
his act, will truly come to influence the life of mankind, of the whole of mankind, and then the life of the entire
universe, to the most distant stars, to the end of space and of time. And then he will come to replace the universe,
to become himself the World. It is the only way in which I think a man, an artist, could fulfil his destiny. The rest
is literature, a collection of tricks, mastered to a greater or to a lesser degree, pieces of paper scribbled with tar
nobody cares for, no matter how brilliant the rows of graphic signs, which soon enough will no longer make
sense, anyway.”
He had uttered these words passionately, with bitterness in his face. Then he was silent for a long time, in the
golden night.
“But most people, or rather most writers, will not become everything. They will not even become genii. They
will become nothing. I … I am the first among them. But at least I know it, and through my writing I am trying to
express my inability. I know nothing can be said, nobody expects you to say anything, but I also know you do
have to say it. I know you have to resist somehow the injustice of being human and thus unable to be Everything.
I am doing this with all my might. Look.”
He stood up from the yellow veneer chair and opened wide the two exquisitely inlaid doors of the stately
escritoire. It was vaster than I had imagined. A red, fragrant wood coated its depth. The whole inside was taken up
by several thick piles of writing paper, thousands of pages stacked high. When, thrusting his fingers in them and
toppling them on to the carpet, Egor spread the pages all over the floor, I was able to see they were covered in an
even writing, strangely characterless. But it was only when I attempted reading a few lines from the work of the
elongated man that I understood the immense horror it contained: over thousands and thousands of pages, with an
ant’s patience and persistence, Egor had written just one word, repeated constantly, tens of times on each page, in
a sequence without beginning or end.
It was the word “no.”
“I’ve been writing since I was sixteen and I’ve hardly completed over fifteen hundred pages. Sometimes I
write for eight hours a day, but at times I can’t write a single line. You might think it’s funny, but on occasion I dry
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up, and though you might find it easy to write such things, I’ve undergone crises which almost made me give up
writing. I’m also terrified by writer’s block and by the inability to keep up with myself. Because I am not writing
mechanically. I want each, and I mean each, of these “noes” to be pondered upon and felt to its very marrow. To
be experienced with all of my flesh, with all of my nerves. And don’t imagine it’s easy. There are times when I
ponder for a whole week before adding one more word, for I want my work to be perfect, to reflect me entirely.”
I didn’t understand a thing. I was shifting my eyes from Egor to the sheets of paper which the dusk colored a
pink shade of mother of pearl. I attempted to pick up the sheets from the floor, but the elongated man, taller than
ever (he had risen to his feet and was looking out of the window), would not let me. I went downstairs, paid my
respects to Mrs. Bach, who, in her lurid neglige, besieged by flowers, was listening to a ridiculous romance, sung
with a marked nasal twang, on the radio, “What shall I write to you, now that we’re parting?” and we found
ourselves once again on the path across the field, leaving Egor’s smoky silhouette behind. As I was walking
unhurriedly, hand in hand with my cousin, I was suddenly overcome by a new surge of sadness.
That night I dreamed of a key which someone had left in the forest. I had just descended a gentle slope into a
dell where the beeches had grown sparse and slender, and the black soil between their trunks was dappled with
bright white and yellow patterns of light. The sun shone dazingly through the branches swaying in a green breeze.
The trees’ bark was peeling off and it gave forth a bitter tannic fragrance. A mist, caused not by vapor but by
ennui and nostalgia, was coolly spilling into the eternal morning. I had spotted the glimmering key from afar, and
I had taken a short detour to reach it. I kneeled and picked it up. The wine I had sipped in my previous dream,
mixed with the spider venom, had inebriated me, had instilled in me a state of exaltation which I could hardly
control. I picked up the key. It was a gold key, twice as big as my palm. In the contour it had left on the ground, an
earthworm gave a fleshy, lazy wriggle, then it was slurped into the ground with a set of contractions.
I wiped the key clean with the seam of my dress. Its head was club-shaped, over-ornate with gold twisting
stems. The rod of the key, thick and sparkling, reflected my face and the surrounding trees in a distorted way. At
the lower end it had a plate with three equal teeth, which I dreamily caressed with my fingers. I kissed the key and
put it into my pocket with joy. I broke into a run down the path, which led deeper and deeper towards the bottom
of the dell, where the air grew cooler and cooler. I could hardly wait to use the key. I did not care whether behind
the door Pleasure or Terror would be waiting for me.
147.140 Light In The Attic\fn{by Carmen Firan (1958- )} Craiova, Dolj County, Wallachia, Romania (F) 13
Lya wasn't a woman to be easily fazed. Still, that sweltering afternoon it all seemed more than she could
handle. It was unacceptable. Unbearable. Like the melting asphalt into which the heels of her shoes—these days
not as narrow as they once were—that sank into the asphalt with a muffled squish. Like the stench wafting from
the open doors of the stores. Spoiled delicatessen, rotten fish. Sweaty bodies streaming along the street and bugeyed girls on the look-out for the swallow of the nearest subway entrance. Stalls blanketed with watches, belts,
sunglasses, postcards with aerial views of Manhattan, overcrowding the already crowded sidewalks teeming with
insane passers-by.
She gripped the book tighter under her arm, gritted her teeth, and fingered her handbag, where she had
carefully placed the money. The book was merely a cover. She hadn’t taken it along to read it but to distract
people’s attention from the handbag crammed with one-hundred dollar bills. No one would dream of attacking a
dear old lady, walking peacefully with a book under her arm. No one would discern what the respectful and
distracted lady was hiding in her scuffed handbag, deliberately chosen. Only her expensive sunglasses might,
perhaps, give her away. But in a sea of imitations, they might easily pass for an ordinary five-dollar pair, such as
the ones that could be found on every street vendor’s stand.
The entire street reeked of tobacco, a clear indication it was already time for the work force to go home. Lya
shielded herself the best she could, waving a hand in front of her nose to fan it, grimacing with a barely
suppressed disgust. She was choking. In the clammy humidity and the oppressive heat smoke seemed to coagulate
in the air, floating like murderous tar clouds. Disgusting. Detestable. As she was scanning the street for a cab, she
reached the entrance to the subway. As a rule she avoided the subway-primarily out of consideration for her
former lifestyle when she had had the use of a chauffeured limousine.
What she was doing on that particular day, in that area of downtown was another story. Silently she cursed the
moment she had decided to take the New York train into Manhattan, to once more bail out Ricardo and his damn
talent. What a loser! A millstone around her neck! And how long was she going to be able to drag it along?
In the more than twenty years they’d been married, he hadn’t amounted to anything. Made not one penny, not
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one show to display his paintings. What’s more, he hadn’t even been learned English properly. Well, she had
wanted an artist for a husband, now she’s got one. And now she had to keep him as if he were a disobedient child,
with his head full of nonsense, spouting stuff like, “the closer you get to the horizon, the farther away it gets from
you” or "the rarefied yellow light, like a morning of honey” or “the underneath of things, inner states, sensations,
representations.” Baloney like that. A painting, either you sell or you don’t. But for a long time now he hasn’t
been painting anything anyone would want to buy. At least when she met him he was painting flowers, still lives
with fish, women—a bit abstract, but women nonetheless. His work was promising. He had shows, he sold a lot.
Now he’s gone off. Definitely off. He experiments with all sorts of who knows what, tears it if he doesn’t like it.
And he doesn’t like almost all of it. He reads like a fanatic, paints like a madman and can’t wait to be alone. What
the devil he is doing when he is by himself? Collages, stupid modern stuff no one understands anything about!
Half of what he produces he destroys, the rest he stores up in his attic, wherever he can fit it, hardly any room left
now to drop a needle, in this attic big as a church. No doubt he’s lost his marbles.
In the past, she was the one who brought home some customers, now and then, who would sometimes buy a
painting or two. Once a gallery owner bought the entire set of wild flower paintings. This was right after they had
moved from Italy to West Orange, New Jersey, full of hope, imagining Ricardo becoming famous in New York,
and rich, too! Yet another stupid mistake. Why leave Bologna, where, at least, Ricardo was somebody? What
stupidity, to sell their old home, with high ceilings, classic columns and frescoes, surrounded by oleanders, figtrees and grape vines, to an American, for a mere one hundred thousand dollars and a cheap, plywood shack of a
house in New Jersey?
They had met in Florence, at the opening of one of his exhibits of oil paintings. He had been married twice
before. Lya’s first husband—much older than she—had died, leaving her a tidy sum. She and Ricardo could have
been a happy couple. He the talented one, she the rich one. He the artist, she the shrewd one, with her feet firmly
planted on the ground. She had learned quite a few things from her late husband, an antique collector from an old
Italian family, with a nose for business.
“A duo, with her on the drums and me on the violin. You can imagine the sound,” Ricardo imparts whenever
the subject of their marriage comes up.
Why doesn’t he just keep his mouth shut, what would he be without her? He wouldn’t have survived one day
without her in America.
“She’s too tied down to the real world,” he wails. “She sees nothing but what’s in front of her eyes; never the
light beyond the horizon, never the North Star.”
That damn horizon, with its shining line! And now what? Who in his right mind would have gone out on such
a scorching day, ride the train into the Penn Station; then from there board the subway, get off and start walking
along those slimy, stinking little streets all the way to Chinatown, to get to that old jeweler’s store? In the past ten
years Lya had been gradually selling off all the diamond broaches, the ruby earrings, and the pearl or emerald
pendants. And today she parted with her engagement ring, which her first husband had custom-ordered from
Paris. These few thousand dollars would cover their needs for another three or four months. So many sacrifices
for a man! While Ricardo, he couldn’t give a damn.
She found him in the neglected, weed-overgrown garden, behind the house. He was stretched out on the chaise
lounge, on the shore of the artificial lake, reading, his wide-brimmed hat low on his forehead.
”Ricardo! Ricardo!” Lya called out to him, impatient and nervous.
Her damp clothes had stuck to her body. Her shoes widened by sweat were slipping off her feet. She was out of
breath and panting, her face was congested and her lips purple from the effort, she looked like someone struggling
with life itself. And with Ricardo too, who was always fond of tricks and ironic pranks, flaunting a sense of humor
that aging, illnesses and failures had not been able to blunt.
“Ricardo! You deaf fossil!”
The straw hat did not budge. Maybe he fell asleep with the book on his chest. Still, he is definitely deaf—had
been so from about the age of fourteen. In those days he was swimming in competitions and was jumping from
the trampoline.
“I once jumped so high, my eardrums popped and I lost my hearing completely in the left ear. When they
drafted me into the army, they assigned me to telephone duty. In communications, can you believe it? We were
once conducting war games. I was sitting in the trenches, with the headphones over my ears. Whenever I heard,
Target number so and so, I was supposed to pull a lever, after which a soldier was ejected outside, who would
then fire the canon, the machine gun or whatever weapon was called for. The trenches were just a bunch of large
holes filled with mud. I was just waiting there, numb with cold, to hear Target number 3!, at which I was
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supposed to pull the lever, and so on. And suddenly I saw in the trench a thin little green lizard, with delicate
features, like a piece of jewelry. And on that green fell—I don’t know why or where from—a stunningly beautiful
ray of sunshine. I was watched her, entranced. Apparently, in my headphones, call after call had come and gone,
unanswered—Target number four, Target number five, Target number six! and so on. Well, not only was I deaf,
but now also completely under the spell of this enchanting little creature. So, naturally, I heard nothing, and gave
no response. I merely stood there rooted, watching the delicate being for a long time, thus compromising their war
games, sowing confusion among the armies and their enemies.”
“Ricardo! You deaf idiot!” Lya heard herself say as the stood right next to the chaise lounge lying in the shade.
“What are you doing? Sleeping? Aren’t you ever going to wake up? You are really driving me crazy, you
know! I could be assaulted!”
Ricardo opened one eye and looked her up and down, with barely suppressed amusement.
“Assaulted? But who’s the fool to try to rape you?”
“I’m not talking about rape! I could be attacked. Did you forget I had nine thousand dollars with me?”
“Why in the world are you carrying so much money with you?”
“Because you are not able to make any yourself! I sold the diamond ring, that’s why!”
“That’s a good girl.”
“Is that all you have to say? After all I’ve done for you! Perhaps I deserve a different lot in life—have you ever
stopped to think about this?”
“You’re doing the thinking for the both of us!”
“Stop it! Oh, I’m wasting my breath on you. I might have died of fright, for all you care. Or of heat! This city
has become unbearable.”
“OK, OK, calm down. Why don’t you go and make some lemonade! And bring me a glass too.”
“How about if you go and make the lemonade and bring me a glass.”
“I don’t like that lemonade. Brian is not feeling well. He hasn’t stepped outside all day.”
“I don’t know about that, but for a week now he hasn’t taken out the garbage, hasn’t done any repair around
the house. And look at this mess of a lawn! As for the fence, it’s in such bad need of repair it won’t be long before
it falls on us. I seem to have a special knack for surrounding myself with loafers and free loaders. I’m going to
take a shower and then lie down for a while. I’m exhausted, and depressed. I feel used and ridiculously generous.
It seems I can’t expect even as much as a kind word, let alone a bit of genuine gratitude or tenderness from
anyone around here. I am a fool. If you want to eat tonight, you had better cook yourselves. Brian can do his usual
potatoes with dill, provided he cleans up after himself.”
Ricardo had stopped listening. He pulled his hat back over his forehead and was now thinking of how much
time he had wasted in his life talking on and on for hours with all kinds of poets, artists and other assorted alcohol
or drug addicts, reeking of talent and decadence. They would write their poetry on napkins, did their drawings on
tablecloths, were vomiting and urinating wherever they could. Some died of cirrhosis, others overdosed, a few
had heart attacks. They left behind a very thin, but brilliant volume of work. Or perhaps he had not wasted his
time. That’s how things were meant to be. Great things sprang from those meetings of theirs! Sparkling ideas, O,
what a lot of ideas!
He heard Brian bustling about in that garden cabin in which he had been living for over ten years. It all started
when Lya had a brilliant idea: to give a party. Not so much to celebrate Ricardo’s fiftieth birthday, as to mark the
purchase of ten paintings by a Soho gallery, a unique event in Ricardo’s artistic biography. They had invited
several New York friends, Italian artists from New Jersey, art critics and journalists from the local papers. Things
had begun to sour between the two of them. They had no relatives in America, no children. And this violin-drums
duo sounded progressively discordant, jagged. Lya impatient, Ricardo passive. Lya thorough, pragmatic,
possessed of social and earthly goals. Ricardo airy, absent-minded, dreamy, with his ethereal joys, happy with the
light’s elasticity, with the vapor of his breath rising each morning when he awoke, thinking only of his easel.
Brian had been brought to that party by a New York photographer—himself an Italian. He might have been
Ricardo’s age, perhaps a bit over fifty. In the general melee, Brian remained unnoticed, even to the hosts at first.
Lya was trying to look busy, conversing gracefully with anyone whose interest she could arouse, in an attempt to
convince them of the saleable nature of Ricardo’s work. Ricardo, of course, was patently absent! She hoped to
enlarge her circle of friends and identify potential buyers for his strange-looking, large-size canvases, which
somehow escaped destruction at the hands of their author, who was always unhappy with the way light came
through in them or with the apparent lack of the ineffable. Conceits, thought Lya; silly whims, betraying an
obvious immaturity. An irresponsible man, grating her nerves under the guise of the unsung, odd artist in search of
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devil knows what.
That evening Ricardo was rather sad. He was bored and irritated with all that bustle and din the guests were
making, with his wife’s affected smiles and contrived laughs, with the polite conversation and insincere
admiration of the guests, who, once they were in your house, and gobbled up all the food, drank all your alcohol,
certainly were not going to tell you they didn’t like your artwork! He was sitting in a corner, rather secluded,
muttering something unintelligible, in a polite but careless tone, whenever someone approached to congratulate
him. And all along he was getting more and more intoxicated, just looking vacuously at Lya, who was milling
about busy and agitated, solemnly overwhelmed by her role as a matron, public relations manager and impresario.
Brian was sitting in another corner, just as lonely and bored, wondering what he was doing there, why his
friend the photographer had insisted that he come with him. He neither knew, nor wished to know anybody. Later
in the evening everyone walked out into the garden. Most of them were already quite inebriated. Lya had planned
a barbecue near the artificial lake, on the far side of the garden—a place of spectacular beauty that greatly
enhanced the market value of the house. She was hauling all by herself wine and beer bottles from the garden
house, platefuls of hamburgers and assorted meats.
“Get off your butt and do something,” she hissed through her teeth to Ricardo, while keeping her pasted-on
smile for the benefit of the partygoers.
“I’m sore from hauling all this stuff, I’m practically falling off my legs. After all, this party is for you!”
“For me? All this circus? Have you even asked me whether I wanted it? I can’t wait for them all to leave!”
“Why don’t you at least try to make some conversation with them?”
“What should I tell them? I can’t speak English. Besides, I’m deaf.”
“You’re drunk and, as usual, a pig! In fact you deserve nothing.”
“OK, then I’m not going to lift a finger. Did I ask you for anything? All I want is to be left alone, so I can mix
me some paints. Have you seen the trees reflected in the lake?”
“The hell I’ve seen!”
“May I be of some help, madam?”
Brian was heard speaking. Lya started pleasantly and quickly changed the tone of her voice. Turning her back
on Ricardo, she spoke tenderly to Brian, flattered by his gesture.
“O, you are so very kind, sir! If you wish, you can take these bottles out of here. And could you look after the
grill? A man is badly needed in this house!” she added, ostentatiously, looking furtively, out of the corner of her
eyes, to Ricardo, who couldn’t hear her anyway.
Brian took over the husband’s role in the household. For one evening it was fun. He had no inclination for
mundane things, so he took care of everything, from the drinks to the grill, serving the guests and satisfying their
every wish. He had just finished collecting the empty bottles, and had dumped the used paper plates in the large
plastic bag. Moreover, he had taken the garbage out and placed it at the curb, to be picked up the next day. Then
he sat down in a chaise lounge, looking out over the lake. He stood transfixed, watching the trees, listening to the
buzz of the insects in the darkness imbued with the odor of burned leaves that had descended over the property of
this dysfunctional but otherwise decent couple.
Ricardo came over and sat down next to him. He had brought a bottle of wine, which he held tightly to his
chest, and two glasses. Neither spoke a word, their silence standing out against the distant background of croaking
frogs and women laughing elatedly in the early stages of inebriation.
“Looks like a storm is brewing.”
“What’s that?” Ricardo said, turning his head in Brian’s direction.
“We’re going to have a storm. The birds are flying in circles, with frequent divings, as if someone was shaking
them loose out of a desk drawer.”
“Very well. I hope all those people will leave soon, so we can be by ourselves and drink a glass of wine in
peace.”
Brian looked at him silently, for a moment.
“I like what you are doing.”
“What are you saying?”
“I saw some of your paintings. They are good.”
Ricardo was pouring wine into the two glasses. He put the bottle down, on the grass and handed a glass to
Brian.
“Are you a photographer too?”
“No. I’m not an artist. Actually I quit my job. There comes a time when you just have to stop.”
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“I see,” nodded Ricardo in acknowledgement. “I know what you mean, although I’ve never had a job in my
entire life. I am not disciplined. But I do paint, and sometimes even as much as ten hours a day. Then I tear up
everything,” laughed Ricardo. “There’s very little I like of what I create. I’m just playing. Now I’m toying with
some pastel pictures. Rafters and haystacks. Do you know what a haystack is?”
“I do,” smiled Brian for the first time after many weeks.
“What kind of job did you have?”
“I worked in a biology lab.”
“And what does a biologist do?”
“He researches structures. Tissues. Systems. What is called the inner nature of things.”
“I think all crafts and all arts deal with the same issue. The inner structure of things, whatever the devil that
might be. I imagine we are made up of an infinity of microorganisms, which fit together into a perfectly
functioning whole. A living puzzle. Diversity and coherence. And should one of them take off on a tangent, error
occurs. Some call it a virus, others just a disease. All have been in us from the beginning. Health is just a matter of
balance. To keep your inner self in harmony, lest you stir one of those organisms. But how can we possibly know
what we are doing? Do we have in us the necessary control over our inner structure? Are we aware of what’s
going on in there?” Ricardo refilled their glasses with wine.
“Let’s see, now. What methods do we have to get beyond what is seen? Science? Good. She is always doing
her job. Studying, searching, decoding, and, especially conquering. Yes, conquering! As a matter of fact, science
is warfare. She wants to dominate, to control everything. On the other hand, we have faith. Goood! Something
more intricate. Illusory states of spiritual uplifting. We seem to understand, only to sink into the unfathomable.
Naturally the Creator was not so careless to leave the mystery unprotected. The Creator did his job. He gave us
enough. The Word and the light: Now, my dear ones, go ahead and do what you will with them. And should one
life prove too short, I am going to give you a few more—but you still won’t get anywhere. Just like these people,
with their science, they do what they do, and still end up in my courtyard.”
Ricardo lifted his glass and drank up. Brian was seemingly no longer listening to him. Yet, when Ricardo
stopped speaking, in order to pour into his glass the last drops in the bottle, Brian looked at him expectantly.
“Well, there’s still art. And I think the Creator has a weakness for it. He is sensitive to interpretations.”
“Ricardo, Ricardo! Aren’t you coming? Look, the guests are leaving.”
“Let them leave!” he whispered to Brian, hiding behind his deafness.
“Ricardo!” shouted Lya from the deck.
“Go and tell her I’m soused and would ruin her image, if I showed up like this in front of her precious
company. Tell her, too, I suddenly realized I’m fifty and this piece of reality really hit me kind of hard. There’s no
way any serious man can remain indifferent to such a blow. Fifty years old! And I’ve got so much to do still!”
chuckled Ricardo.
Brian stood up to take the message to Lya. He was tall and gaunt, with delicate movements, like those of a
ballet dancer. Melancholy and mysterious.
“And on your way back, can you get us another bottle of wine, please?”
“I think I should also leave.”
“To go where?”
“That I really don’t know.”
“Then stay here.”
Lya gave up on the decorum of Ricardo’s seeing the guests off. Anyway, he would have been morose and
unpleasant. Better he should stay where he was. Leave him to his own devices, while she'd keep up appearances.
Brian had returned with another bottle of wine from the refrigerator, strategically placed in the summer cottage.
His friend the photographer was waiting at the top of the stairs.
“It’s late and Gino is waiting for me.”
“Gino?”
“The photographer.”
“Ah, Gino! I thought you said you didn’t know where you would go.”
“I don’t. I've crashed at Gino’s place for the past two months. Now his girl friend is back from Italy, so I have
to leave. He said he was going to try to talk to some neighbors of his, who might have a room in the basement—”
“Don’t leave just yet. Stay a bit longer, so we can drink another glass before you leave. In fact, why don’t you
stay here, since you’ve got no place to go to?”
“What do you mean, stay here?”
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“You just stay here. You can live in this little cabin. While it’s not much so speak of, you’ve got everything you
need in the way of basic needs. Electricity, heat, a bathroom, and a television set. Plus a refrigerator, filled with
drinks,” smiled Ricardo.
“No I can’t … I haven’t told you everything.”
“You’ve told me enough. Shortly after you turn fifty you get the jitters. You left your job, quit everything and
gave yourself over to ideas. Becoming a tramp, some kind of vagabond, as Lya, would say. Irresponsible. But I do
understand. Life is so short and we do nothing with it. Got any children?”
“Oh, no.”
“Very well.”
“Family?”
“Look, I really can’t stay.”
“Nonsense! Come to the attic, and I’ll show you what I do.”
Ricardo led the way, holding the freshly opened wine bottle tightly by the neck. Brian followed in silence.
When they passed Lya, Ricardo whispered into her ear :
“Gino can leave, if he wants. Brian will stay.”
“Where are you two going?”
“Upstairs, so I can show him my latest work.”
“Oh,” said Lya, glad that finally he was showing someone his work. This was a rare occurrence. Usually he
wouldn’t allow anyone into the attic. And he never even invited her to come up there. “And stop drinking!”
“Oh, what a nag she is!” grumbled Ricardo, climbing with effort the narrow wooden stairway. She is stalking
my every gesture; even counts my breaths. See, I am gagging now. That’s what she’s doing to me. I am endowed
with an infinite patience. Infinite indeed!” lamented Ricardo, panting in rhythm with the creaking of the steps.
The attic was truly spacious, indeed like a church. Right near the entrance, a gray tomcat and a tabby were
rolling playfully in mutual enchantment.
“Samson and Delilah,” said Ricardo, introducing them. “For them this is a genuine paradise. The attic is full of
mice.”
Large as it was, the attic was jammed with things. It seemed as if the contents of several households had been
removed and deposited there, helter-skelter—cardboard boxes, trunks, garden utensils, scraped window and door
frames, clothing, pots and pans, sports equipment, lumber, plywood, mannequins, and all sorts of odds and ends.
“When we moved in, ten years ago, I couldn’t settle in any room. They were clean, but small, with such low
ceilings that I always felt my head would pop through. With the floors smelling of chlorine. Lya was dreaming of
arranging for me a studio upstairs, in the large room, where everything would be tidy and civilized and where
people could come and admire me while I was working, buy some paintings and generally study the artist in his
own medium. The understanding was that I too would be clean, organized and tidy, wearing an apron with just a
touch of paint discreetly spread on it, enough to convince the visitors I was painting, but with my palms
perennially white and clean, ready to shake any customer’s hand. Alas, I chose the attic!”
“It’s a marvelous place!”
“You bet! Besides, here I can be all by myself! Lya comes up only when she needs to throw something away.
Most of the mess you see in here is her handiwork! She does it all out of spite, to colonize my private space! She
shuffles up here into the attic even as many as two or three times a day, under the pretext of having to stow away
some old things, but in fact simply out of the desire to check up on me. Am I painting or am 1 idling? Do I keep
the painting or tear it up in the end? Am I drinking? Or perhaps smoking marijuana? Do I feel at peace with
myself? That’s what she hates the most—that I can be happy without her. It is the worst kind of offence to her. I
know she’ll never forgive me for that. But you know, I had to fight for this solitude. It hasn’t come cheap.”
“I bet it isn’t that easy to get,” agreed Brian, rather absent-mindedly.
Ricardo poured wine into two dirty glasses and handed one to Brian. At that moment the door creaked open,
banging against the wooden pillar, which was preventing it from falling. Discreetly, Lya put her head round, then
stepped in triumphantly.
“What are you guys doing here?”
“Having fun and gossiping about you.”
“Well, why am I not surprised! I just came to deposit these empty beer cartons and bottles.”
“Wouldn’t it have been easier to just put them in the trash?”
“You never know when we might need them Watch your drinking, Ricardo! All the guests left.”
“Very well!”
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“Your conduct was abysmal. Still, it was a good party, wasn’t it?” she said, this time to Brian. “By the way,
thank you for all your help. Has he shown you his paintings?” but did not wait for his answer, shuffling with her
slippers down the wooden stairs instead.
“See how diabolical women can be? They are bent on keeping us under their thumbs, pestering us no end,
pounding us into fine powder like termites, until there’s hardly anything left of us!”
“I’m hardly qualified to offer any opinions on this—”
“This obsession about hoarding everything is almost like a disease. She simply can’t part with anything,
collecting instead whatever comes her way, restoring and neatly depositing everything. Her possessiveness goes
far beyond the range of useful things. In fact, I bet she includes me in that special category she reserves for
useless things.”
“Ricardo, don’t forget to switch the light off when you leave,” shouted Lya from the bedroom door. Ricardo
shook his head, hopeless.
“When I first stepped into this attic, I knew there and then it was going to be my very own private place. From
that day on, I’ve never regretted leaving behind our house in Italy. No more nostalgia. The attic seemed at first so
vast and empty that I hardly knew where to place my easel. But it was full of mice, bees and pigeons. There were
droppings everywhere. In the spring I would build nests for swallows, while in autumn I would lay out baskets
with walnuts and peanuts, for the squirrels to help themselves to, as they gathered their winter supplies.”
He poured himself some more wine, studied Brian cautiously and then pulled off the sheet that was covering a
stack of recently-finished canvases.
“I’ve had quite a bit of success these past few days.”
Brian took each of them in his hands, then held them out at a distance, so he could examine them as an expert
would, tilting or lowering his head, to see them from different angles, under different spots of light.
“I don’t know much about painting,” he said at long last.
“Thank God.”
“But I do like what you do. These things convey something. They are alive. They have a certain mystery about
them. They stir up something in me. Certain states, recollections, feelings. I can see beyond them. I am
experiencing a kind of joy, I don’t quite know how to put it.”
“You see, this is precisely Lya’s problem. She has no interest whatsoever to find out what’s beyond things. She
cannot see further that what the physical eye can see. She lives exclusively on the outside. And that’s what’s
keeping her from being happy!”
“Who is happy?” inquired Brian, turning towards him.
“Well, I am!” exclaimed Ricardo, opening his arms as if he would embrace the entire attic. “Here and now.
Every morning when I wake up and I have another day in which I can paint. I stand in this attic alone before my
easel and I am happy. And the light comes through each day in a different color, with a different brightness,
according to the season, to the atmosphere and to the degree of humidity. It is soft and mild, with orange tones on
autumn mornings, reddish, blazing hues just before a storm. There are times though when it is so sharp I could cut
myself on it. Or so cold and icy my fingers would freeze on the paintbrush. At dusk it is material and heavy, while
in early spring it is rarefied and translucent. And at times it is dark, very dark, almost black, preventing me from
seeing anything. I have a good relationship with light. I could paint it forever. In the scales of a fish or on a
woman’s thigh, in the eyes of the monks, on a knife’s blade, or in this glass of wine. Ad infinitum. I never get
bored, can never have enough of it. I only dread the day I won’t be able to paint any more.”
“Ricardo! Enough of this! Let’s go to bed! Put out the light,” Lya’s imperious voice could be heard from
downstairs.
“Pay no attention to her,” said Ricardo unperturbed. “As we have no children, I’m the only one she can bark
orders to, the sole object of her torture. Otherwise, she’s quite a decent girl. I guess each of us is aging according
to his or her soul—I in silence, she shouting her lungs out.”
By now they had drunk the second and third bottle of wine. Brian continued to study the canvases, as if he was
going to buy one but couldn’t make up his mind which.
“I like these two haystacks. One green, the other blue; one in the light, the other in the dark. This picture is so
sad, so tenderly sad.”
“Well, it’s a composition … a sensual one. The complementary pair.”
Brian started, jerking his head sideways.
“My partner died.”
“What’s that?” asked Ricardo, remembering he was deaf.
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“Two months ago my partner died. I quit my job and moved out of my rented apartment. I just couldn’t face
living there alone. You have no idea what it’s like to lose your matching pair. Each morning is a punishment. I
wake up defeated. Purposeless. I’m just waiting for the end. I can’t see why I survived him. Where’s the blame in
this, if there is one? I will crawl all the way to the very end. I am too weak to put an end to everything, the way I
ought to.”
“Lya must not know this,” warned Ricardo. “She sees things in black and white. Let this be our own little
secret.”
As of that evening, Brian moved into the summer cottage. The next day Ricardo woke earlier than usual, made
some coffee and went over to Lya’s bedroom.
“What’s the matter with you?” asked Lya, frightened. “Did anything happen?”
“I just wanted to indulge you for a little while.”
“Have you done something stupid?”
“Au contraire!”
“I’m sure you must have made some booboo and now you are here to smooth things over before I find out—”
“I told Brian he can live for a while in the cabin.”
“Whaaat?”
“Calm down. Just think, he can help us with the house, the garden “
“You mean help me! Because you won’t lift one finger. You have no idea of the kind of world we live in.”
“Precisely. It will make it easy for you. He’s willing to do anything.”
“So?”
“So that’s it! He’s going to stay with us.”
“What about rent?”
“No rent, but we won’t pay him for services rendered either. It’s not going to cost us a dime, think about it.”
“Well, come to think of it,” said Lya, a bit more placated, “we do need a man around this house!”
“See?” chuckled Ricardo. “It’s going to work out great!”
Ten years elapsed since the party. Brian became a member of the family, and a daily witness to the cold war
fiercely waged between Ricardo and Lya. He was constantly called upon to come to the defense of one or the
other—a convenient safety valve for either of them. He did everything, took care of the house and the garden, too.
But most of all, he listened. Both needed to be heard, pitied, encouraged, contradicted and, above all, allowed to
speak, to get it off their chests. In a sense, he had become a kind of private shrink, armed with patience, and so
quiet and forlorn, that he seemed understanding and wise. They were living in a kind of peculiar triangle. Lya and
Ricardo could no longer imagine life without Brian. Lya kept selling jewels from the family’s heirloom, in order
to cover the household’s needs. Ricardo went on, painting passionately in the attic pictures no one wanted. The
monotony was occasionally broken by Ricardo’s ideas.
“Let’s take up bee-keeping.”
Brian found for himself a protective suit, bought the beekeeper’s manual and installed three beehives in the
backyard. For a while everything went well.
“Bees! That’s all we needed!” protested Lya. “It’s like he’s competing with himself to invent ways to drive me
crazy! I can’t even step into the garden these days, with all that humming. Besides, no one eats the damn honey.
What a headache!”
In the end the beehives were gone.
“Let’s plant garlic! Lots of garlic! Every fall in the next town they have the Garlic Festival. We’ll win the big
prize! The soil is great. Brian, why don’t you till the entire garden?”
Brian dutifully complied.
“Have you gone raving mad? What in the world are we going to do with so much garlic?”
“Well, we win the competition and then we sell it.”
“And where exactly do you plan to sell it?”
“Brian knows! He’ll take care of it. I guess at Sunday’s farmer markets. Didn’t you say we should be practical?
There, we are finally getting there! We’re making some money.”
“Selling garlic? You’ve got to be kidding!”
“Yes, selling garlic! What’s wrong with it?”
“You men have gone insane. Except that I’m not going along with it.”
The following year they harvested an impressive crop of garlic. It didn’t bring them a prize, nor did they sell
any of it. Instead they put it in the attic, from where it provided them with an ample supply of the pungent
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vegetable for years to come. Evenings Brian would cook potatoes with dill and garlic—a recipe the family
proudly adopted as the specialty of the house.
In time they tried all sorts of things, like opening a boat-repair shop, although only a handful of neighbors had
boats on the artificial lake. Then they turned to planting tea, a small vineyard, a pheasant farm and a silkworm
nursery. Each of these enterprises lasted about a season, until Ricardo came up with another idea, only to see it
fail, like the previous ones. Brian fulfilled his whims, worked hard and then abandoned each new project with the
same speed with which he had taken them up. Lya had grown accustomed to the insanity emanating from the
minds of the two men and eventually stopped protesting.
Ricardo spent his time in the attic, painting. Always grumbling about the outcome, but nevertheless happy.
Only Brian was admitted into the attic. Ricardo would call him up on the pretense that Brian needed to sweep the
place clean, or that he wanted to show him his paintings. Inevitably, each visit would lead to long spells of
conversation that would end up stirring Lya’s jealousy. He never tore up any painting Brian liked. In the evening
they would leisurely drink wine, out in the garden, into the late hours of the night.
Most of the time Brian was quiet and resigned. He would catch cold often and didn’t get well easily.
“Have you thought of getting some treatment?”
“What’s the use? My partner followed a treatment. A useless agony. Brought him no relief. The end is always
the same. Besides, I have no desire to go on.”
“What?!” Ricardo burst out. “Life is a miracle! I would get myself several if I could. What about this brilliant
autumn light or the scent of these crushed grapes, what about the chirp of the crickets, the rustle of the wind, the
skies before the storm? Don’t you like it here, with us? Why don’t you try some medical help? You know,
wonders never cease! There are miracles!”
Brian was silent. When he did speak, his voice shook gently.
“I like living with you two.”
He spent mornings with Lya, helping her clean house, do the shopping, wash the dishes, take out the garbage;
then he’d resume his garden work, which never ended. In the afternoons Lya brought her chaise lounge into the
garden and Brian sat on a low stool next to her, massaging the soles of her feet. Lya would then launch into
reminiscences about how happy she had been living with her former husband. How rotten spoiled she had been!
Now she was paying for it, she would add. Both literally and figuratively.
“What would I do without you?” Lya would tell Brian. “All by myself, day in, day out! He doesn’t even care to
show me what he does. Never invites me up there, to inquire whether I like his work or to let him know what I
think of it—you know, just to chat with me. He thinks I don’t understand. He deliberately forgets I was married to
an art dealer, that I traveled round the world at his side. All I’m good for is to always come up with the money.
What kind of a life is this?”
“But, you know, he does care! He appreciates your opinions. It’s just that he won’t admit it, hates to show he
pays attention to you.”
“You think so?”
“Definitely. He loves you very much!”
“But why won’t he organize a show?” said Lya, to change the tone.
“I don’t think he has any interest in that.”
“We live a quarter of an hour’s drive from Manhattan, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, and yet, one
might say we live outside time, cut off from society, avoiding the world.”
“And what’s wrong with that?”
“I don’t know. It’s strange. Do you think Ricardo is a failure?”
“Oh, no! He’s wonderful.”
“You know something? He never dedicated any painting to me. You know what I mean? He never painted one
especially for me. All artists paint their wives. Instead, he just doodles on his canvass, his rafters and his
haystacks, and his monks with those ridiculously distorted faces, and rotten fish. And now he’s got another mania:
collages! Have you seen some of the stupid stuff he’s been painting lately?”
“I like it. There’s so much force emanating from his works! So much joy! The way he applies color, the
intricate forms he comes up with! With him, everything is imagination.”
“I see,” Lya nodded, unconvinced. “Everything happens in that mind of his. No connection with the real
world.”
“And what’s wrong with that?” insisted Brian, in defense of Ricardo. “Reality brings only unhappiness.”
“I don’t know where you come up with such ideas. You don’t mean to tell me you’re unhappy. But why am I
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asking? As though I were any different—”
“No, with you two I’m OK,” Brian would whisper as he continued to massage Lya’s feet until she dozed off in
her chaise lounge, with her chin resting on her chest, her mouth barely open.
One afternoon, Ricardo came down from the attic earlier than usual. Brian was fixing something on the lake
shore. Lya had gone to the bank.
“Brian, get your old self over here, we got us some work to do.”
Ricardo’s eyes glimmered with barely suppressed anticipation. Brian walked over, slowly, coughing hoarsely,
nursing a three-week-old cold.
“I’ve got an idea. We’re going to fly!”
“Fly?” questioned Brian, as if only the time was inappropriate just then.
“I’ve just found out how to fly. I wonder why I haven’t thought of it earlier! It’s so easy! You’ll see.”
“How did you find out?”
“It just came to me. It popped into my head,” chuckled Ricardo. “Everything’s up there! All we can ever invent
is in our heads.”
“So how do you do it?”
“Piece of cake. You bend down, stretch out your hands and rest on your knees, as if you were a bird.”
Brian did as he was told, kneeling down, with his arms wide open and his head bent down. His feet sank into
the tall grass. Little swallows were circling noisily above their heads.
“Yes, yes, like that. Keep it up like that. Now, I’m going to sit here, next to you Tense your legs and lower
yourself a bit more. And concentrate. That’s all it takes: concentration.”
Ricardo stretched out over Brian’s back, his arms resting on his. Then he closed his eyes and held his breath in.
There they were, like a group statue, caught in a graceful movement.
“There we go! We’re flying! Can’t you feel we are floating in the air?”
Brian nodded in acknowledgment and followed Ricardo’s example, closing his eyes. He barely felt the artist’s
weight pressing down on him.
“Flying does wonders for one’s bones. In fact, it’s good for every part in the body. So therapeutic! Every flying
creature is healthy. Brian, can you feel we are flying?”
“Yes I can.”
“Then you are going to get well. What can you see?” Brian closed his eyelids tighter.
“Blue fields.”
“Tell me more.”
“A light from above is coming down on my eyes. I can see it. Bright and pure. I can even feel it.”
“Is that so?”
“Vast green spaces—”
“Good, good! What else?”
“The tree tops. And the golden grass.”
“Can you see the ocean, too?”
“Yes, I can see the ocean.”
“Then you’ll be healed, Brian. Miracles do happen. Look, right now we are taking part in a miracle, we are
causing it to happen. Think hard and tell yourself under your breath that you are going to get well.”
They had been flying peacefully for a few good minutes, when Lya paused in the middle of the garden, looking
at them perplexed.
“What the hell are you doing there?”
Her strident voice startled them and they fell in a pile. Ricardo slid off Brian’s back.
“If I told you, you wouldn’t believe it.”
“Nor would you believe if I told you that I put myself through all sorts of hoops to pay all our bills for this
month,” retorted Lya.
“What did you say?” asked Ricardo, cupping his hand behind his ear.
“That I’m tired of all your stupid behavior. At least you should have the decency not to involve Brian.”
“Sorry, I can’t hear you.”
“And I wish I couldn’t see you!”
“We are flying! Would you like us to teach you how to fly too?”
“Stupid old fool!” snorted Lya, and then stormed out of the garden.
They would fly several times a week, with Ricardo invariably lying on Brian’s back. And while they were in
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flight, they told each other what they saw. Lya would make the sign of the cross, disgusted. How ridiculous men
can get!
“It’s all because you have no job, not a care in the world! However, if you were forced to earn your own living,
you would hardly find time for all your oddball ideas.”
“You don’t know what you’re missing in life, just because you refuse to use your imagination,” replied
Ricardo sadly. “So many things you'll never feel, never see and never touch!”
“Sometimes I wonder if you are just a clown, or a real crackpot!”
Ricardo was now dividing his time between the attic and the flying sessions with Brian. In the evening they
would drink wine by the lake shore, braving Lya’s nagging. They would get drunk, and then go to bed peacefully.
Except that Brian was getting more and more fragile as the days wore on. He would get tired easily, coughed
constantly, lost weight and his eyes had retreated deep within their sockets. He slept late, collapsed whenever he
exerted himself. The garden was now overgrown with weeds. Lya grumbled, discontented, while Ricardo
defended Brian, attempting to conceal his own concern.
On that hot August day, Ricardo had had a premonition. Lya had gone to Manhattan, in an attempt to sell
another of her famous rings, which would assure their survival. It was past noon and Brian had still not shown up
in the attic. Several times Ricardo came down, under various pretexts, searching for Brian in the house and out in
the garden. He was nowhere to be found. He pulled the chaise lounge by the lake shore, covered his head with his
large straw hat and started reading a book, while also watching to see Brian when he would show up. It was
already quite late. Lya returned, agitated, following the incident where she was robbed in plain daylight by some
black men in Chinatown. She was edgy and exhausted, with frayed nerves, showing all the wear and tear her
martyr-like existence with Ricardo had caused her. She went straight upstairs, to take a shower and lie down for a
while. In the meantime, Ricardo grew more alarmed. At one point he stood up, walked to the summer cottage and
laid his ear against the door. He couldn’t hear a sound. He walked in. Brian was lying on his back, with his gentle
eyes fixing the ceiling.
“I thought you were asleep, said Ricardo cheerfully, but then you are only meditating. What do you want to
do? Shall we fly for a bit?”
“I can’t.”
“What’s wrong?”
“Nothing. I just can’t do it any more.”
“Come, we’re going to switch places. Now you will fly lying on my back. It’s going to do you good, you’ll
see.”
“It won’t matter anymore. I don’t think I’ll be able to fly again.”
“OK, OK, just rest here for a while,” said Ricardo, his voice shaking. “Not to worry. We’ll fly tomorrow. Why
don’t you come up to the attic with me, so I can show you my latest paintings?”
“I can’t move,” whispered Brian.
“All right. You lie still. I’ll be back in a bit.”
He crossed the garden in long strides, then climbed the steps to the attic two at a time, like in his youth. He
returned quickly to the cabin, carrying a canvas he had painted that very morning.
“What do you say, old chap?” He set the canvas in front of Brian’s eyes, so the latter could see it without
having to turn his head.
“It’s Lya. She’s so beautiful!”
“I thought of you, while I painted it.”
“And you did a very good job handling the light over her face. She is exactly as she would have liked you to
see her.”
“But please don’t tell her. She shouldn’t know about it. Let’s just keep this between us.”
“Sure, it’ll be our secret—”
“I’m scared, Brian.”
“I know. I am too.”
“That’s why I’ve painted Lya. I’m scared to be alone. Loneliness is different than solitude. You choose your
solitude. To be creative, to put order in your thoughts. It’s an energetic state of mind. But loneliness: it’s only a
snake squeezing its head in your cap of tea, caching your breath. These days I was thinking of our trio. Our
wonderful sad trio. My painting is not enough. I need both of you. Don’t go, Brian.”
Brian cast him a grateful look. Ricardo’s hands were shaking. He put down the canvas and rested it against a
chair beside Brian’s bed.
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“Should you change your mind, we can still go for a short flying session. You’ll find me by the lake.”
He left Brian’s cottage exhausted. The sky was overcast, The swallows flew in low circles. They would dive,
almost touching the treetops—sign of the storm’s approach, as Brian had once told him. He sat down in his
armchair and, for the first time in his life, felt helpless, The laurel bushes were writhing, in the strong gusts stirred
by the storm. Two years ago he had had this idea of planting laurel and oleander shrubs, just like the ones they left
behind in their Italian house. Brian had gone along with the idea. The oleanders froze when winter came, but the
laurels adapted themselves quite well to the climate, growing their metallic-green tall bushes, Brian got to like
them too, Sometimes he would add laurel leaves to his barbecue sauce. The first raindrops stung his skin.
“What are you doing there?” Lya’s voice boomed from the window. “Can’t you see it’s raining?”
“What did you say?”
“It’s raining!”
Lya came down into the garden, to pick up the wicker chairs and the chaise lounge, before the rain came down
hard.
“OK, I understand you can’t hear, but can’t you feel either? No wonder you can’t feel, after smoking another
joint of marijuana. Your glassy eyes give you away—”
“The storm is coming.”
“Then get into the house!”
“Brian is not feeling well.”
“You told me already. I can see for myself how weak he’s been lately. What’s ailing him?” Ricardo touched her
arm and looked at her dejectedly.
“He’s going to die.”
“What?”
“Brian is going to die.”
“Cut it out, will you!”
“It’s true.”
“Look, I’ve had enough of your dumb jokes.”
“I’ve always been afraid of this day. It’s been our own little secret, his and mine. Ever since that night when he
first stepped foot in our house. He didn’t want you to know.”
Lya surveyed him with a mixture of doubt and terror.
“What do you mean he’ll die? What of? I’m going to go see him.”
She entered without knocking. Brian was sitting on the edge of his bed. He had turned the picture Ricardo had
painted that morning with its face towards the wall, having expected Lya would visit him in his cottage.
“You’re going to get well. I promise you.”
She was speaking in a slow, measured voice, quite unlike her typically loud and fast speech.
“We’ll go to the best doctor. I know you don’t have any insurance or money, but don’t worry. I’ll pay for
everything. I’ve still got two rings left, that Ricardo knows nothing about. They’ll fetch the highest price, by far.
Then we’ll find the best hospital, the best doctor. No matter the cost, I’ll pay for everything.”
Brian was smiling, as if to reassure her.
“Why didn’t you tell me? You’ve got to get well! How could we ever live without you?”
Brian was no longer saying anything. Not a word. He made to stand up and Lya helped him. Both of them went
out into the garden, Brian leaning on Lya’s arm. Ricardo was waiting for them. Outside it was drizzling with
small, hot raindrops. All three looked at one another, as if they had a hard time finding each other in the midst of a
infernally crowded place.
Ricardo bent his knees, lowered himself and spread out his arms. Lya helped Brian lie on Ricardo’s back. Both
were holding their eyes closed, while Ricardo’s palms held tightly to Brian’s palms, as if afraid they would really
lift off the ground. They were flying in silence, with Lya next to them. The raindrops were streaming down their
cheeks.
“Can you see the treetops?”
Brian nodded as his face was lit by his customary gentle smile.
“Then everything is all right. And the ocean? Can you see the ocean? Beyond it, over there, there’s another
ocean. And so on, old chap, ad infinitum. Land, water, light, water, land …”
By now the rain had turned into a mighty downpour. Lya watched tenderly as they flew. She was almost flying
with them. She too could see the wide blue water expanses, the treetops, the grass in flames, the gloomy light
shoot down to earth.
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After that day Ricardo didn’t come down from the attic again. After a week Lya went into the cottage to clean
it up. She found the painting, resting against the chair, facing the wall. Ricardo had painted it the very day Brian
died. She stared at it, recognized herself and her heart flooded with tenderness. Except that in the corner of her
mouth Ricardo had painted Brian’s smile. She carried the picture to her bedroom, and hung it on the wall facing
the bed. She stepped out onto the landing towards the attic, and called:
“Ricardo!”
No one answered.
“Ricardo! Ri-car-do! You deaf lout!”
“Come on up!”
253.139 “I Know What I’m Going For”: An Interview\fn{by Alina Cojocaru (1981- )} Bucharest, Romania (F) 4
I danced the pas de deux from Manon and Flower Festival in Genzano with Johan [Kobborg].\fn{The interiewer
had asked her: “Alina, what have you been dancing in this gala so far?” His questions appear at the end of each answer—in this answer,
“Had you danced these works before?”}
I already danced the Flower Festival in a gala in Munich, but I learned the Manon pas de deux especially for
the gala here.\fn{Recently you were promoted to principal dancer in the Royal Ballet, one of the world’s most renowned ballet troupes.
Here now in Copenhagen you are performing in the ballet gala hosted by Johan Kobborg, numbering some of the world’s most famous
dancers. Tell me about your impressions}

I danced with the Kiev Ballet for a year, which already gave me the opportunity to perform in a few galas.
They were maybe not as important as this one in Copenhagen now, but still they allowed me to meet dancers like
Tamara [Rojo], so in fact it’s not so very different for me. But of course, I didn’t expect any of this to happen so
quickly.
It’s much easier to express ourselves in dance than to talk, sometimes there are not enough words to explain.
Ballet is an art in which you have to learn from each other. To be able to appear in a gala allows you to see what’s
happening elsewhere, in other theatres and companies, it gives you the chance to see other dancers, different
ballets, and styles. I do enjoy these galas a great deal, even though they mean a lot of extra pressure. Dancing a
pas de deux from Manon or Giselle is also much harder, because you have to start somewhere in the middle of the
ballet and you cannot grow towards it as in a full length performance. But as an artistic experience it is
important.\fn{Going back to the very beginning, how and when did you became interested in ballet? }
I was born in Bucharest in a very normal family—there wasn’t anybody dancing or working in a theatre or
anything. Just as many children there I started to do gymnastics for a year or so. I was 7 or 8 and because I was
very small, I hoped that doing gymnastics would make me grow a bit.
A friend of the family visited us one day and when he saw me jumping around like that, he said that I had to do
something with that energy. He introduced me to the ballet classes in a school that prepares to audition for our
State Ballet School. I was there for two or three months; it was interesting, because I learned things like polkas,
waltzes and so.
Afterwards I auditioned for the School, passed the exam, and the same year the director of the Kiev Ballet
School visited us to choose a group of children—it was something like a students exchange. Nine of us were
selected to go and study in Kiev. So I went to Kiev.
It was hard. Most of all for the families, to let us go. I was only nine, I didn’t quite realize what I was heading
for and at that time I really had no idea what ballet was—actually, I had never seen a full length ballet in my life.
But my parents were really wonderful, they said something like:
“You can go, but if you don’t like it, you just come back.” They gave me a fair chance to try.
In Kiev we had our own classes, separately from the others, and there was an interpreter with us all the time,
for we didn’t speak any Russian. The first classes were nothing more like “left”, “right”, “arm”, “leg”, and so on.
I went on with it and after six years at school, I started to participate in competitions, in Moscow and in Lausanne.
In Lausanne I won a two-year scholarship to a ballet school. I took the Royal Ballet School. It wasn’t my own
decision, because in Kiev we didn’t have much of a chance to find out about other ballet schools. Yet, someone
advised me to try the Royal Ballet School.
Without having finished school in Kiev I went to London.
It was a great experience working at the Royal Ballet School, especially with people like Lesley Collier and I
really learned a lot there. After six months they moved me up to the second year, but then I received an invitation
from the Kiev Ballet to join the company as a principal dancer.
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I said: “I’m going to Kiev!” when at the same time Anthony Dowell offered me a contract at the Royal Ballet
to dance in the corps de ballet.
Again, it was a difficult decision. I didn’t know what to do at first. As you will understand I had to choose
between London and Russia, and for many people the choice would have been very obvious. Eventually, my
family left me decide for myself and promised to support me in whatever way I chose. So, I decided to go back to
Kiev.
I started to work in the Kiev company, at the same time preparing the exams for the two years that I missed. It
was a really hard time. But the people there were nice and not so hard on me with the exams. I had a good year in
the Kiev Ballet dancing roles like Kitri\fn{ In Don Quixote (1869)} and Aurora\fn{In Sleeping Beauty (1890)}.\fn{Principal
roles—Immediately?}
Yes, my debut was Kitri. I didn’t do any corps de ballet at all.\fn{How did you feel about that: starting like a principal
dancer?}
I was more or less familiar with the company and had already performed with it. And there was a teacher who
prepares young dancers to perform leading roles. She took me under her wing, helping me a lot; really becoming
like a mum for me.
Of course, the beginning was tough. I mean, the whole theatre was watching me—“Who is she? What is she
going to do?”—You know, not everybody thinks that such a young girl should be dancing Kitri. Yet, I think that
Kitri can be just that, she is not necessarily a woman. I rehearsed for some five weeks and the performance went
well. I enjoyed it very much. Afterwards I danced Aurora, Cinderella, Swanilda, Clara … yes, quite a lot in that
year.
I enjoyed the time in that company. It had a nice atmosphere and we toured frequently. However, after a while,
doing the same things over and over again, I felt I needed something else and something more, because I wasn’t
growing anymore.
I remembered when I was at the Royal Ballet School (it was still the time when company and school were in
the same building, in Baron’s Court), I had had the opportunity to see dancers like Sylvie Guillem and Darcey
Bussell, the repertoire, the various ballets like MacMillan’s Romeo and Juliet—which I dreamed of dancing.
And also, London is an important ballet centre. Every major company tours to London, which I thought was
interesting—I didn’t realize then of course I wouldn’t have much time to see them.
Anyway, after one year I decided to return to London. That was two years ago, just at the beginning of the new
season. I first sent my CV, talked to Monica Mason, and I had to take another audition—that felt kind of strange
as they already knew me. Yet eventually I was offered a place in the corps de ballet.
Anthony Dowell explained that I would have the opportunity to dance new choreography and so on. I was very
happy, because I wanted a new job and I knew what I was going for.\fn{ Did you ever consider applying for other companies than the Royal Ballet? For instance, the Kirov Ballet comes to mind as this company now recruits more and more dancers from other
(Russian) schools, and there is the famous example of the young star Svetlana Zakharova who studied in your School in Kiev as well }

Yes, I was thinking in the beginning to try some other companies. But the Kirov is such a specific theatre, the
core of their repertoire is the big classics as well. Now they start to do more, which I didn’t know at the time. But
these dancers are so tall out there, and their schooling is so very different. I didn’t want to take the risk. But I
considered it, that’s true.\fn{How did you start out at the Royal Ballet?}
I started as Snow Flake, which was hard to do, because I wasn’t used to dance in line and to follow the style of
everybody else. Also I am small and so I was in the front row all the time. It’s difficult, because you cannot
actually show what you want to show when you are in the corps, but you get used to it and you try to enjoy to be
on stage as well. Moreover, you learn to get disciplined and it gives you a better idea of what’s happening on
stage. It’s not just yourself as principal, but it’s the whole company that counts. It did make a big difference for
me, but I don’t know if I could have done it much longer than I did.\fn{ When did you get other opportunities?}
After six months. I got my big chance with Symphonic Variations. I was still in the corps de ballet and behind
Sarah Wildor and Miyako Yoshida. But both got injured and I had to step in. People asked me how I coped with
this ballet, as they say it’s so different, so modern. But in fact it’s so classical. I find it very classical. I wasn’t
worried when I went on stage, because even if there was very little time, it was rehearsed very intensely. And it
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went well. I was lucky to rehearse it with Bruce Sansom, who had worked with Ashton himself and he helped me
a great deal. Also, the experience I acquired in Kiev helped me to go through that, it gave me security. I’m not
sure whether it would have been the same if I hadn’t gone to Kiev and stayed in the Royal Ballet from the start.
At the end of my first Royal Ballet season I was promoted to first soloist, which was a real shock. Soloist,
yeah, but first soloist, that was something else! It sounded so unreal to me. I went to the rehearsal after I got the
news and I kept wondering, so much that I went back to see if I understood everything right.\fn{ In your second season
you received much praise for your performances in Romeo and Juliet and Giselle. Tell me about these}
During my second season I found out that I was listed for Giselle. That was amazing as well. But before I came
to that I had to cover as Juliet. When Leanne Benjamin, who was cast as Juliet was not well, they asked me to
come to the rehearsals to prepare the role with Johan [Kobborg]. Eventually Leanne had to cancel her
performance, so I had to do it. I had eight days.
The performance itself was an amazing moment. The whole company was so happy. Never in my life did I
receive so many presents. I guess everybody must have bought something, a chocolate, a card, a toy, and the night
of the performance when I was on stage I could feel the support from everyone around. I loved every single
second of it. The only thing that was missing was the presence of my parents, because they couldn’t obtain their
visa in time.
Then Giselle came up. It went well—not as good as I wished, but well.\fn{ Why do you say “not as good as I
wished”?}
Well … I don’t know … it reminds me that Patrice Bart, the ballet master of the Paris Opera Ballet, stated “I
have never seen a convincing Giselle younger than 30 or 35.”
Well, honestly, I think Giselle is a ballet which gets better with more experience. It is one of those ballets in
which everything has to be so clear, so clean, and in the end just simple. But actually sometimes I start
improvising on stage, responding to people or situations around me, especially in the first Act. I like Giselle a lot
because there is such a huge difference between the two acts and you have to make that step.\fn{ Which is the most
difficult Act to pull off for you?}
It depends, sometimes the first Act feels better, but then the other day, it can be the second. It’s really never the
same. Actually, I could summarize it like this: in Act I you speak about love, in Act II you dance about love.
That’s the difference for me.\fn{You mention that you often have very little time to learn these roles. How do you prepare for them
except by working in the studio?}
By watching videos. In Kiev we didn’t have the people to show us the movements, so we had to learn with
videos. With the Royal Ballet it’s different, but here we have to prepare roles on very short notice. Even for
Symphonic Variations there was just one rehearsal and the next time we were rehearsing on stage. We had only
three and a half hours or something, half the ballet maybe, and then I had to go home and learn the rest. When I
arrived in the studio the next day, they asked me to continue where we left off the previous day, but because I
learned it the night before, I was able to do the whole thing. It seems like a waste of time for me when I arrive in
the studio and somebody still has to teach me what I have to do. In my view it’s far more rewarding to work on
how it has to be and how to improve it. When there is really not much time I am writing it down to memorize—I
was living far from the theatre and on the tube I’m dancing through the ballet and have a look at the notes when I
am stuck.
I started to prepare Giselle in Kiev just before I left. I was reading a lot about it, watching some old Russian
performances.\fn{Do you have a ballerina whom you consider an example for yourself?}
Hmm, many people ask this. I cannot really say there is a particular person, because I get inspired by many
people. For instance other soloists I can watch working in class or in performance. Sometimes I see them perform
something which I find beautiful. It can be anybody and it can happen any time.
But of course, I like Sylvie Guillem. I had the chance to dance with her at the end of last season, when we did
A Month In The Country. That allowed me to have a closer look at her work in the studio and so on.\fn{ And that’s
an experience!}
I really think she is great. I had a good time being on the stage with her. There was a funny moment when in
the ballet she has to slap me on the face—I mean, not even my mother would slap me on the face. But the thing is
that you don’t have to act with her. It’s all so natural. Yeah, it was really an experience.\fn{ You emphasize the
importance of having examples. Who else have you been working with at the Royal Ballet so far (you already mentioned Bruce Sansom,
Johan Kobborg, Sylvie Guillem)?}

Jonathan Cope. He was in Month in the Country as well. With Ivan Putrov I danced Nutcracker, and Sleeping
Beauty pas de deux from Ashton at the end of last season. With Hubert Essakow I danced The Dream.\fn{Which
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interests do you have besides ballet?}

I love movies. Maybe many people say that, but for me it’s a way to get out of the daily situation, you know,
relaxing, not thinking about your own problems, just clear your mind and enjoy the movie. But I think you can
also learn from them. In a way they are almost doing the same things that we are; they are talking, we are dancing.
I once saw a movie, long time ago, which touched me a lot, “The Honest Courtesan”. But I like different kinds,
action movies, comedies, it depends of the mood I am in.\fn{What else}
Oh, I started using a computer. It’s easy to keep in touch with friends by e-mail. Everybody was saying that,
until I tried it myself—and it’s true!
I like to read a lot. Right now, I just finished Onegin, in Russian. I started to read in English as well, easy
things—Harry Potter stories.
I like to relax, just walking in the park. Back in Kiev I had many friends. When they had a party they invited
me, even if they knew that I wouldn’t drink any wine, just a coke or something. I loved these guys, because they
didn’t try to change me. They accepted me and I was part of the group. I miss them a lot. Last summer I was in
Kiev, although most of them were on holidays. But we try to keep in touch.\fn{ Do you know Svetlana Zakharova?}
Yes, but I didn’t see her this time because she was with the Kirov. Yet when she comes to London we usually
have a chat. It’s different though, because we weren’t in the same class and she left Kiev early.\fn{ Do you like her?}
I do. She is very beautiful. You see, what I’m trying to do is like this. Sometimes I see something which I find
beautiful, but at the same time I would like to see it a bit different. So when I’m going in the studio, I try to obtain
that position which I have in mind, which I’d like to see. This is the way I keep going. It’s interesting work. I love
dancing.\fn{When I ask you what ballet means to you, I almost know the answer for sure—}
I guess all the dancers answer that. And yes, you guessed right, it’s my life!
I was thinking, we had a break just now and I went on holiday. I had a great time with my family, it was the
longest time that I was able to spend with them in a while. It felt great. But … as soon as I got back, I got excited
again, I got this feeling again.\fn{I was almost going to say that you were born to dance—}
To be honest, yes. It feels special, maybe it’s something coming from there [pointing upwards]. I don’t know
…\fn{Who knows. In any case your dancing has a communicative power that leaves very few people indifferent. Tell me what you will be
dancing in the coming season?}
I start with Kitri in the new Don Quixote—Nureyev’s version. Then we’ll have Onegin. We still don’t know
the casts for Onegin, but I think I will dance Tatiana as well as Olga. In Nutcracker I will dance Sugar Plum Fairy
alternating with Clara, which I like.\fn{No more Snow Flakes?}
No … that’s good.\fn{Snow flakes are danced by the corps de ballet, and not by principal soloists:H} Then we have Nikiya
in La Bayadère, Giselle … and I don’t know yet what we are going to take on tour.\fn{ So you’ll have your hands full, to
say the least?}
It’s a lot. Yes, and everything is coming up really quickly. It will need a great deal of work. Because next to the
principal roles I’ll be dancing smaller solo parts like Cupid in Don Q and so on. I’ll be very busy but I’m looking
forward to it. There is also a new choreography by Jiri Kylian and Mats Ek is coming to the theatre for his
Carmen, but I don’t think I will be involved in it. It’s so different, but it could be very interesting.\fn{ Would you like
to be?}
It’s a challenge, you know! I like Ek’s Carmen, but I don’t see myself in it. Not yet.\fn{ One final question. What
makes a ballerina?}
In my view a ballerina is somebody who can lead a ballet, from start to end. And not just in the moments when
she is in the footlights, when she is dancing or acting, but actually all the time, even when she is just walking or
standing still, the way she presents herself on stage, all this makes a ballerina for me. There are instances when
you can have a good performance, and still see the difference between a good “dancer” and a good “ballerina”.
There is a difference.
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The Curtea de Arges Monastic Cathedral, Bucharest, Bucharest Municipality, Romania
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The Patriarchal Cathedral, Bucharest, Bucharest Municipality, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral for the Salvation of the Romanian People, Bucharest, Bucharest Municipality, Romania

The Cathedral of the Descent of the Holy Spirit, Onesti, Bacau County, Romania
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Popauti, Botosani County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Parascheva, Iasi, Iasi County, Romania: two views
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The Church of St. George, Harlau, Iasi County, Romania: two views
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The Church of St. John, Piatra Neamţ, Neamţ County, Romania

The Cathedral of the Nativity, Suceava, Suceava County, Romania
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The Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul, Vaslui, Vaslui County, Romania: two views
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Brăila, Brăila County, Romania: two views
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The New Cathedral in Braila, Braila County, Romania: two views
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The Archdiocesan Cathedral of the Ascension of the Lord, Buzau, Buzau County, Romania

† The Patriarch of Romania celebrating the Divine Liturgy in the Archiepiscopal Cathedral of Buzau †
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† This Saturday, 20 September 2014, the relics of Saint Martyr Prince Constantine Brancoveanu were
brought to the Archiepiscopal Cathedral of the “Ascension of the Lord” of Buzau, by a delegation headed
by His Beatitude Daniel, Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church. The shrine was met by the clergy
and faithful of Buzau with military honour, after they had received in the morning the icon of the Mother
of God Hodighitria from Dalhauti Monastery.
Then, the Patriarch of Romania and His Eminence Ciprian, Archbishop of Buzau and Vrancea celebrated
the doxology service together with the other hierarchs invited.
His Beatitude Patriarch Daniel emphasised in the sermon delivered the model of the Brancovean Saints of
steady sacrificial love for the Church and for the Romanian people.
“Among the martyrs during the Ottoman domination we have some ordinary people as Saint John the
Wallachian, a young man who did not want to give up his Christian Orthodox faith, as well as a prince
martyr together with his four sons, namely Saint Constantine Brancoveanu beheaded at Constantinople
300 years ago, just on his birthday, 15 August, which was the feast of the Falling Asleep of the Mother of
God, of Virgin Mary, too. Thus, Saint Prince Constantine and his four sons, Constantine, Stefan, Radu and
Matei and counsellor Ianache are a sacrifice for confessing the faith and dignity of the Romanian people.
We learn, from the Brancovean Saints not only the devotion, but also the dignity not to betray one’s own
people, the values of faith, and the interest of the nation. Saint Constantine Brancoveanu is, first of all, a
great Romanian ruler. In 25 years he developed the country so that she was very respected and he has
become a very influential man in a very difficult geographic position, between three antagonist empires, so
that he had to move with much wisdom not endanger the country”, His Beatitude said.
His Eminence Ciprian, Archbishop of Buzau and Vrancea thanked for the benefits received.
“The clergy and faithful of the Archdiocese of Buzau and Vrancea, and especially those of Buzau residential
city meet you with much emotion and holy joy, thanking you for having made us a great joy bringing the
relics of Saint Martyr Prince Constantine Brancoveanu to the Archiepiscopal Cathedral of Buzau to be
prayed to and venerated by the Christian faithful of this Eparchy. We are sure that God is with us, that He
helps us, and so we thank you with gratitude for the great joy you made us having brought the holy relics
here for veneration”, His Eminence said.
To end with, His Beatitude Patriarch Daniel offered icons of Saint Constantine Brancoveanu for the
Archiepiscopal Palace and for the Brancovean church of the “Falling Asleep of the Mother of God”. His
Beatitude has also received one icon of Saint Martyr Sava from Buzau on behalf of His Eminence Ciprian.
Monday, 22 September 2014, the relics of the Brancovean Saints Martyrs will be taken to Brazi Monastery,
on the occasion of the consecration of the big church of the monastic settlement. †

† His Beatitude Daniel, Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church, Sunday officially proclaimed year
2017 as Solemn Year of Holy Icons, Iconographers and Church Painters and Commemorative Year of
Patriarch Justinian and of the Defenders of Orthodoxy during Communism. †
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The Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul, Constanta, Constanta County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Parascheva, Galati, Galati County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Bishop Nicholas, Tulcea, Tulcea County, Romania

The Cathedral of St. Nicholas and St. Alexander, Sulina, Tulcea County, Romania
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The Church of the Annunciation (16th century), Sucevita Monastery, Focsani, Vrancia County, Romania:
details of these and other exterior monastic paintings follow
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From the Moldovita Monastery, Suceava County, Romania
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From the Church of the Resurrection at Sucevita
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The Last Judgement, on the back of the Monastery of Voronet, Bucovina, Romania: details below
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The Church of St. Friday, Pitesti, Arges County, Romania: two views
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A church in Cuza Voda, Calisari County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of the Ascension of the Lord, Targoviste, Dambovitaa County, Romania: two views
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A wooden church on the grounds of the monastery in Giurgiu City, Giurgiu County, Romania

A church in Bila, Giurgiu County, Romania
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The Church of St. Demitrius, Slobozia, Ialomita County, Romania

The Church of the Monastery of Ialomita, Ialomita County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Joan Botezatorul, Ploiesti, Prahova County, Romania: two views
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The Church of the Life-giving Spring, nr. Ploiesti, Prahova County, Romania, the earliest mention of which
dates from the late 16th century, though the present building was constructed between 1858 and 1866.
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The Cathedral of St Alexander, Alexandria, Teleorman County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Demetrius, Craiova, Dolj County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of the Holy Kings, Targu Jiu, Gorj County, Romania: two views
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The Episcopal Cathedral Basilica of Drobeta-Turnu Severin City, Mehedinti County, Romania

The Biserica Noua Church, Drobeta-Turnu Severin City, Mehedinti County, Romania
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The orthodox church of Slatina (constructed 1782-1787), Olt County, Romania: three views
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The Episcopal Cathedral of St. Nicholas, Râmnicu Vâlcea, Valcea County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Arad, Arad County, Romania: two views
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The Orthodox Cathedral at Resita, Caras-Severin County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Nicholas, Deva, Hunedoara County, Romania

The caption reads: “New Church … [here information about the architect] … Deva City, Romania”
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The Cathedral in Timisoara, Timis County, Romania
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The Cathedral Basilica of St. Mary, Oradea, Bihor County, Romania

The Great Synagogue, Oradea, Bihor County, Romania
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The Evangelical Church of Herina (1250-1260), Herina, Bistrita-Nasaud County, Romania: three views
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An Orthodox church at Cluj-Napoca, Cluj County, Romania: two views
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The Cathedral of the Ascension of the Lord, Satu Mare, Satu Mare County, Romania: three views
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The Church of the Nativity of Our Lady, Zalau, Salaj County, Romania: two views, the one below was
taken before the exterior plastering and painting had been completed, prior to its opening
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The Coronation Cathedral of the Romanian Orthodox Church, Alba, Alba Iulia, Romania: three views
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Brasov, Brasov County, Romania: two views, two seasons
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The Church of St. George, Sfantul Gheorghe, Covasna County, Romania: two views
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The Church of the Assumption of the Mother of God, Miercurea Ciuc, Harghita County, Romania

The Church of St. Francis, Şumuleu Ciuc, Harghita County, Romania
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The Cathedral of St. Andrew the Apostle (constructed 1934-1937), Sighisoara, Mures County: three views
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The Evangelistic Protestant Church, Sibiu, Sibiu County, Romania: three views
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The Church of St. Eliah Pipera Tataranu, Pipera, Ilfov County, Romania

The church at Snagof Monastery, Snagof, Ilfov County, Romania
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An Orthodox church at Biserica Chitila, Ilfov County, Romania

Caption: “An interior view of the Romanian Orthodox Christian Cathedral in Sibiu, Romania”
▲
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